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PREFACE.

in tine UTew Edition*

li/TY Lectures on the Science of Language were
-i_?JL delivered at the Eoyal Institution in London

in the years 1861 and 1863. They have since passed

through many editions, and in every successive edition

I have tried to remove whatever seemed to me either

doubtful or wrong. But, after the two volumes had

been stereotyped, I found it very troublesome to do

this, except on a very limited scale, so that it became

almost impossible to keep my lectures abreast with

the advance of philological science which, particu-

larly of late years, has been very rapid.

It is difficult indeed for an author who lives be-

yond the number of years generally allotted to

scholars, to know what to do with his old books.

After his death, they take their place on the peaceful

shelves of a library, and he himself is no longer held

responsible for defects which at the time when they

were written were inevitable. But so long as he is

alive, the author is expected to keep his books up to
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the highest mark, and he is blamed if he lends the

authority of his name to opinions which he himself

has ceased to hold.

When therefore a new edition of my Lectures

became necessary once more, 1 insisted on the destruc-

tion of the old stereotype plates, and I determined to

make one more attempt to render these volumes us

correct as I could. I found it necessary not only to

strike out many things, but likewise to add, and, in

some cases, to re-write many pages. I left out what

was peculiar to the form of lectures, and in order to

keep this new edition more clearly distinct from

former editions, I have changed the title from

'Lectures on the Science of Language/ to c Tlw

Science of Language, founded on Lectures delivered

at the Eoyal Institution in the years 18G1 and 18G3.'

I did not attempt, however, to change altogether

the original character of my book, and though I

should gladly have written a new work on the Keic

of Language instead of remodelling the old, my a

and my many occupations rendered such an

impossible.

What will, I believe, strike my present and future

readers as the most serious defect in this now edition

of my Lectures on the Science of Language, is tho

elaborate character of many arguments in. support of

theories which are now accepted by almost everybody,

but which thirty years ago were novel and startling,

and required to bo defended against numerous gaiu-

sayers. I shall mention a few of them.



Tho Science of Language as different from Comparative

Philology.

Tho very idea that, by the side of Comparative

Grammar, there was room for a Science of Language,

treating not only of vowels and consonants and the

laws of phonetic change, but of the nature, the origin,

and development of human speech, -was received

very coldly at first. With the exception of TIeyse's

fty^fwn tier ffprachwiweiwlutft, 1850, no such attempt

had been mado before. My own teachers and fi lends,

such as Professors JJopp, Benfey, Gurtius and others,

looked upon niy attempt to establish Uie gcneial

principles of a Science of Language and to connect

the discoveries of Coinparativo Philology with the

fjrrat problems of philosophy, as at all events pre-

mature, while philosophers by profession resented

moHt strongly tho intrusion of anew Saul among the

old prophets of Logic, Psychology, and Metaphysics.

All this is changed now. Book after book has

boen published on Language and the ftlvuty of Lun-

jwj/e, on the Life and Growth of Lcwr/Mtfjc, on tie

Orb/in of L(nicj'ut((je} on the }*rhtcli>lcti of Comparative

Pliildwjy, on tlierriueqilcs of the Hhtnry of Lanyuaye,

in which iriany of tho problems first mooted in my
Lectures have Iwen most ably and far more fully dis-

cussed. Tho Science of Language, as founded on

(Jomparalivo Philology, will, I believe, hold its place

lor ever as an independent seieneo, and BOMO of tho

most eminent philosophers
of tho day Lavo given it
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the wannest welcome. That it is as essential to the

critical philosopher as logic and psychology, is no

longer doubted, while some of the more far-seeing

thinkers have readily admitted that it will hereafter

form the only solid basis of all sound philosophy. It

may truly be said therefore that there was no longer

any need for pleading so elaborately for the admis-

sion of the Science of Language, as a real science,

among the most important of academic studies. All

I can say is, Forsan et haec dim meminisse ju-

vMt.

And if the title of a Physical Science has been loss

readily granted to the Science of Language, this is

chiefly due to a radical difference of opinion among

philosophers, who regard man either as the acme of

nature, or as totally unconnected in his mental func-

tions with the rest of the animal world. No one has

insisted more strongly than I have on the line of de-

marcation that separates man and beast, namely

language, but no ono has been more anxious at all

times to render unto nature the things which are of

nature, and unto mind the things that are of the

mind. No doubt nature may be defined so as to

exclude the Science of Language from the narrower

circle of the Physical Sciences. With the wider mean-

ing assigned to nature in our days, however, I hold

as strongly as ever that the study of human speech

may claim not only admission to, but the highest

place among the Physical Sciences.
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Bow-wow and Pooh-pooh, Theories.

Though the problem of the origin of language was

expressly excluded from my lectures (it has since been

fully treated in my
'

Science of Thought '),
I had to ex*

plain what I considered to be the constituent elements

of human speech, namely roots, and not the mere

imitations of sounds or interjectional cries. Iwas told

at the time that my repeated argumentations against

wliat I called the Bow-wow and Pooh-pooh theories

were only a slaying of the slain, and if that seemed

to be NO thirty years ago, how much more must it

Room to bo so at present. And yet I could not en-

tirely suppress those portions of my book. It was a

sui prise to mo when I delivered my lectures that the

so-eallod onomatopoeic theory should in our times still

count a fow, but very valiant supporters. But though

it. may bo true that that theory in its crudest form is

no longer lu>Id by anybody, yet, in a slightly modified

form it linn beon broached again and again.

How little the real problem that has to be solved

had boon understood, was shown once more when my
friend, Professor Noire, now no longer among us,

nimouneod what I consider the best, if not the only

pohsiblo solution of the problem of the origin of

roots. Ho wiw oloarly that what had to be ex-

plained WHS not the origin of such imitative sounds

as ciuokno or bow-wow. Who could ever have been

in doubt as to thoir origin? What had to be explained

\uis the genesis of conceptual sounds, or, if you like,
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of sonant concepts. Noird showed that our first con-

cepts arose by necessity from the consciousness of our

own repeated or continuous acts. They could not be

our acts, unless we were conscious of them, and our

consciousness of them became conceptual as soon as

we became conscious of many successive acts as one

action. He further showed how these concepts of our

own acts might become, so to say, sonant through the

clamor concomitans, that is, the sounds which in-

voluntarily accompany tho simplest acts of man. If

mar, for instance, was one of tho many sounds that

accompanied the act of rubbing or grinding, then it

could servo as the sonunt sign of our consciousness of

that continuous or repeated act. It would bo from tho

firat a conceptual, not a merely perceptual sound.

No doubt, this may be called a more theory, a

mere possibility. Though language might have arisen

in that way, it did not follow that it could not have

arisen in any other vviy. But when it became clear

to mo that what wo had obtained as tho result of

our scientific analysis of language, namely the roots,

wore exactly what Noire postulated, sounds expressive

of the simplest acts of man, I said both #prj/cas and

l//;?/Ka. One of tho oldest riddles of tho world seemed

to me solved, and solved without a residuo.

Nothing could be shnplcr, nothing more convincing,

to those who knew what tho piMidam salicns of our

problem really was. Tint BO completely was Nona's

theory, tho Synergantic Tlioory, misundcrsiood ihufc

it was actually takeix by some philosophers lor a inero
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repetition or subdivision of the onomatopoeic theory.

This convinced mo tkit tho old leaven was still at

work, and that what seemed to myself also, while

revising my lectures, an uncalled-for slajiug of the

slain, might nevertheless be useful even at present, if

only as tho record of a oneo hotly contested %hfc.

Starting from tho conviction that the Science of

Language should be, treated as one of the Physical

Sciences, I proceeded to expLVm 5n what sense it

seemed to mo to require a physiological foundation.

Plionotlcs tfco Foundation of Comparative Philology.

To many of my younger readers tho elaborate

arguments in favour of phonetic studies as the only

safe foundation, of philological studies, contained in

tho second volume of my lectures, may swm at

present Kupererogalory. HTU again, it is nmv ad-

mitted by almost everybody that a knowledge of

Phonetics is essential to a Bound study of Compara-

tive Philology. But wluin I tried for tho fiifit time

to make tho researches of Joliannns Muller, Briicke,

and others, 8iilserviont to tho Science of

ua<f t
I was severely 1 darned by Professor Bon

fey,

in his review of my Lectures (fwtlinger GdtJtm

ycH) 1807), for tltis innovation, and for encum-

( 'ompjirutivo Philology with Hu<ihh(tor(>g**ncous

subjects HH PhoiKjUew. Now all this is changed.

Phonetic studies am not only recognised as an c'sson-

tiai part of Comparative Philology, but they are

cultivated for their own sake, and have often boon
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carried to such excess that we have lately been

warned by our Mends against the danger of '

trying

to listen too much to the growth of phonetic grass.'

Phonetic Laws invariable,

It followed almost by necessity from my treatment

of the Science of Language, or, at least, of one portion

of it, as a Physical Science, that I had to insist so

strongly and repeatedly in the course of my Lectures

on the invariability of phonetic laws. Here it may
seem that I spoke rather too dogmatically when I

declared 'that we might as well think of changing

the laws which control the circulation of our blood

as of altering the laws of speech.
1

This statement

aroused at the time strong opposition, and I do not

mean to defend it now in all its crudity. Tho torm

'law' as applied to the changes of language requires

a more careful definition. Those laws are not uni-

versal laws, like the law of gravitation. They belong

to the class of empiiical laws, 'uniformities which

observation or experiment has shown to exist, but on

which/ as Mill remarks,
* wo hesitate to rely in cases

varying much from those which have been actually

observed, for want of seeing any reason why such

a law should exist/ L

We know, for instance, that in Sanskrit no word

can end in two consonants. Yet there are a few

exceptions, such as Ark, strength, or am&rtf, from

writ/. There arc eleven consonants only that can be

1
Mill, Logic, in. 10. 1.
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final in Sanskrit, k, n, t, n, t, n, p, m, 1, 7i, m, while

in Greek no more than three consonants can stand at

the end of a word, n, r, s. But here again there is an

exception, namely the K in owe and &. Now we

cannot discover any reason why the Greeks should

not have tolerated more than three consonants at the

end of their words, considering how we ourselves use

almost any consonant as final. But it can easily be

imagined how much the whole character of a language

is determined by these phonetic restrictions. There

are other combinations of consonants to which the

Greeks object, such as mr, ml, n$. Again, we cannot

tell why, and wo must remember that Argives and

Cretans tolerated participles in vs such as nQivs, while

all other Greeks rejected them, and changed nOlvs or

ruOtvrs into riOek.

Those are therefore hardly to bo called laws, for wo

cannot givo any reason why they are obeyed iix ono

place and defied in another
;
wo cannot trace them

back to inoro general, ultimate laws, or at least wo

have not yet succeeded in doing so.

Curtius and those who followed him, though tiny

insisted very strongly on a strict observance of pho-

netic laws, ulways allowed what they called sporadic

cases, that is, exceptions not yet accounted for.

These sporadic cabt-w have formal of late joars a

favourite trysting-placo for the old and the new

schools. The new school maintains, us I did many

years ago, that phonetic laws admit of iao exceptions

whatever, and that, if they did, language would not bo
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a subject fit for a really scientific treatment. These

may seem brave words, but as a fundamental principle,

they ought to be accepted by all students of language.

But even the most extreme suppoiter of this general

principle has to limit it, by adding, as Professor Brug-

mann does, that it is only within the same linguistic

sphere and at the same time that phonetic change takes

pkcc with rigid consistency.
1 With this limitation

the general principle would probably be excepted at

present as almost a truism. And if in another place,

Professor Brugmann says that all which he and his

friends have been contending for is that c
all words

undergo the same change, if the letters stand under

the same conditions/ who would now deny this?

The difficulty, however, remains, how to ascertain

what letters stand under the same conditions, nay,

how to discover what these conditions are in their

endless variety. Each language has its own phonetic

idiosyncrasies, the dialects of each language go their

own way, nay, we know that even families and indi-

viduals have often their own peculiar pronunciation.

Dialectic Growth.

I tried to comprehend all these disturbing influ-

ences under the general name of Dialectic Growth,

using Dialectic in a very wide, but, I believe, in its

original sense. Dialects begin with the casual con-

versation of individuals. They continue as the con-

versational language of families, clans, villages, some-

1
Bxugmaiin, Zum hcutiyen Stand der Sprac7iwwsen8c1iaftt p 78.
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times of tribes, confederacies, and states. Though
for a time unobserved, they continue to bo the feeders

of language in ancient cveu more than in modern

times. Having followed for a time their own inde-

pendent course, many of these dialectic contributions

differ of necessity from the general character of the

broad stream of language into which they are ab-

sorbed. There are besides in cveiy language what

may bo called survivals, old -fashioned woids and

fomis which aro ictainod uiK-lumged in their time-

honoured character, whtlcj all the rest follow the

changing fashion of the day.

Contact of different languages.

Still moro violent disturbances aro caused by the

historical contact and conflict between nations apeak-

ing different or Distantly related languages. The

wide difference between Old High-German and Gothic

cannot be explained by tho slow process of phonetic

decay only, but must bo accounted for by the contact

between Low German and High (ierman tribes, and

iinally by tlio political displacement of the former

by the latter. The English of Alfred would novur

have become tho English of Chaucer but for the

misusnge it iw.ivod by Danish and Norman con-

quororb. Nor should wo be able to account for the

strange aspect of Krene.li, unions we know how Latin,

having suffered ahoady by the ill-treatment of Iloman

legionaries and tho Celtic inhabitants of Gaul, was
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finally knocked to pieces by German Franks. It is

when people accustomed to one language have to

express themselves in another, as in the contact be-

tween Latin, Celtic, and Teutonic in Central Europe,

or between English and Norman French in England,

that the greatest phonetic disintegration takes place.

We may, no doubt, stand on our right and declare

that all the disturbances caused by these events are

themselves amenable to general rules, that exceptions

cease to be exceptions, as soon as we can account

for them, and that sporadic cases are no longer spo-

radic, if we can bring them under a new law. That

is so
;

that is in fact the true meaning of Excepiio

probat regulawi.
1 The exception, if accounted for,

proves the correctness of the law of which it forms

an exception. On this point, therefore, the old and

the new schools could hardly differ. Their real

difference is one of scientific temper rather than of

principle. The young enthusiast says, there must be

a reason for everything that seems anomalous arid

sporadic in language; the old observer says, there

may be. They both look for an explanation, and they

both rejoice when it is found, just as Adams and

Loverrier rejoiced when the anomalies in the move-

ments of Dranos were accounted for by the discovery

of the new planet, Neptune.

1 What is thought to be an exception to a principle 5s always some

other and distinct principle catling into tho foiuior; KHIIC other lurce

which impinges iigainbt tho nntt force, and deilucts it from its direction.

Mill, Loyic, iu. 10. 4.



Causes of Phonetic Change.

But though exceptions to the laws of phonetic

change can thus be accounted for by dialectic influ-

ences, there still remained the question why there

should be any phonetic change at all. This question

also I tried to answer from a physiological point of

view, and perhaps in fuller detail than would be

necessary at present

For a long time the usual phrase in linguistic

works was, Jc becomes y, t becomes '/, ,s becomes r;

but how one letter could become another letter was

never so much as asked. Then came the time when

(Jurluis introduced tho namo Vennttet^^ which

means decay, or wear and tear, produced on atone

by the influence of the weather. That again wa,s

a metaphorical expression, and did not give us a

nw wwr. I believe I was ilie first to suggest the

prosaic reason that all phonetic, change was duo to

la/iness, to an economy of muscular effort requited in

pronouncing vowels and consonants. If this explan-

ation should have been ftUf^cfckd bulbm by others,

I claim no priority, nor should [, at present, #ain

much credit for A. The chief objection raised against

my explanation was that in many cases these phonetic

changes could not possibly be said to Facilitate pro-

nunciation. In Grimm's Law, for instance, to put tk

for t cnuld not bo considered an alleviation, for to

many people the pronunciation of th is by no means

I. b
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easy. The transition of th into d might be called

a relief, but the transition of d into t was the very

opposite of an alleviation of utterance.

But this was the very point I wished to establish.

There are phonetic changes due to laziness, as when

we pronounce night for knight, lord for hldford,

Woosta for Worcester. But there are otheis that

require a very different explanation. The changes

comprised under the name of * Grimm's Law '

could

never be classed as due to phonetic decay. They are

collateral, dialectic varieties, fixed among different

German tribes, according to the phonetic idiosyncra-

sies of each, and determined by influences totally

different from muscular economy. No one could say

that it required a greater effort to pronounce a tcnuis

than an aspirata or a media, for we see that the

Gothic speakers pionouncod all these varieties with

equal facility. I therefore entered very fully, per-

haps too fully, into the question why each of thcwo

German tribes had fixed on tennis, media, and aspi-

rata in their own way, arid in a way so different

from Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, Celtic, and Slavonic

I am assured that this distinction also between

phonetic decay and dialectic growth is now generally

admitted and requires no further proof. Hut I muKt

say that in several recent publications this distinc-

tion is by no means strictly observed. We are treated

again and again to transitions of one consonant into

another by what arc called
* almost imperceptible

changes/ With these almost imperceptible changes,
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almost everything becomes possible in the history

of language.

False Analogy.

Among the causes producing change in language,

whether we call that change growth or decay, I had

to point out one more, which I called False Analogy.

In this case the facts themselves to which I appealed

have never been contested, but the name itself has

been strongly condemned I am not one of those

who consider that a name is of little consequence,

and I quite see that False Analogy is an expression

that may produce a wrong impression. When I

appealed
l to such forms as Ital. essendo from essere,

like credendo fioxn credere, Span, sowws, sols, son, as

if we had in Latin wmiix, uutis, sunt, as the result

of false analogy, I did not thereby \vish to dispute

the right of language to give birth to such gram-

matical monsters. We must admit that, in language,

whatever is is right, and that without the far-reach-

ing influence of analogy, language would never have

become what it is. I laid myself particular stress

on the levelling influence exercised by children on

the spoken, and afterwards on the wiitten language.

But though bad, ladder, and baddest,Igoed, I coomed,

I catched, may in time become classical, I thought

that for the present they might be put down as

the result of a mistaken analogy on the part of

our juvenile offendcis. So fax back as 1856 I had

1 Laat ed, i. p 74 ;
new ed. vol. 11. pp. 220, 221.

ba
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directed 1 attention, to what may be called Ger-

manisms in French. These also may be treated as

the result of a mistaken analogy ;
for instance, in such

words as contrfa, Gegend, avenir, Zukunft, &c. If I

was wrong, from the grammarian's point of view, in

qualifying all such analogies as false, I am now

quite prepared to recognise that even mistaken ana-

logy is a legitimate principle in the development of

language, though I must add that to appeal to it too

often as a panacea for all etymological troubles may
become a new source of danger to our studios.

The lessons of Modern Languages.

There is one more point which at the time when

I published my lectures had to be established by the

strongest arguments I mean the true importance of

the study of modern languages. There was then

strong prejudice against mixing up motion) witli an-

cient philology. The Comparative Grammar of the*

llomanic languages by Professor Die.fcjs was read with

a kind of patronising intercut, but as to placing it

by the side of Bopp's Comparative Grammar of the

Aryan languages, that was not to bo thought of.

The principle of Geology which I applied to the,

Science of Language,- namely that we must begin

with what is known and then proceed to what is

unknown, was by no moans accepted as a matter

of course, whereas now, who is there to doubt it ?

1 Kulm'H Zcitwhrift, vol. v. p. n, Vber deutMtj,e ticfoiftirutiy Ionian

itch&r Work
8 Lectum

t
vol. ii. p. 13.
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I mention all this, not in order to claim the merit

of having initiated those various theories, but simply

in order to explain why much that must now seem

superfluous and tedious in my Lectures was abso-

lutely necessary thirty years ago. Whoever studies

the history of any science, or whoever has been able

himself to watch the progress of a science for a long

number of years, knows but too well how little there

is that can really be called original. Leibniz knew

the importance of modern languages as well as any

one of us.
c Wo must begin,' he wrote,

' with study-

ing the modern languages which are within our

reach, in .order to compare them with one another,

to discover their ditt'eraices and affinities, and then

to pioceed to tlioHG which have preceded them in

former ages, in order to show their filiation and their

origin, and then to ascend step by step to the inoht

ancient of tongues, the analysis of which want lead

na to the only trustworthy conclusions
'

l But in

the course of time many things that were known are

forgotten again, what wan accepted for a time is

rejected and has to be re-established, and the pro-

gress of human knowledge seems often like the

motion of a pendulum, or rather like a spiral move-

ment, returning agam and again to the same point,

and yet, we may hope, attaining at each turn to a

higher elevation,

1 Lecture* on the Science vf Language, vol. ii. p. 13.
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Progress of Comparative Philology.

There have boon of late repeated complaints, chiefly

on tho part of classical scholars, that Comparative

Philology lias produced nothing really new since the

days of Bopp, Pott, and Grimm, while on the other

hand we have boon told that new eras are constantly

dawning upon us, and that everything written before

each successive era is perfectly antiquated, prescion-

tific, antediluvian. The truth lien, as usual, between

tho two extremes. Comparative philologists have not

boon idle, though, of com NO, after a new world has

onco boon discovered, we must, not expect immediately

another Columbus. There baa boon neither stagna-

tion, nor have there boon any cataclysms. Like ovory

vigorous science, tho Science of Language has grown
and i growing with that steady continuity which i

tho surest, sign of a hoalfchy life.

Relationship of Languages.

Lot UB look at some of tho more, important problems.

Tho relationship of languages has not been much

modified of late years, and the principles of classifica-

tion liavo remained mueh iho same. Thirty years

ago, it -was a recognised principle that languages must

bo olassiiied according to their grammar, not accord-

ing to their dictionary, because, though tho dictionary

might bo mixed, tho grammar could iwvor bo, HO,

Aftor a time this statement Boomed too dogmatic,, and

very learned books were written to piove tlmt no
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language was entirely unmixed, and that even gram-
matical forms might be borrowed from one language

l>y another. But soon there followed a reaction, the

pendulum swung back, and it was perceived that,

though ready-made grammatical forms might in cer-

tain cases be borrowed, and new grammatical forms

be created by analogy, yet there was this difference,

that in every language the real grammatical elements

are historical survivals of an earlier stage during

which living elements became formal, and that such

giannnatieal forms inu&i gnn\, and can never be bor-

10Wed.

Theie has boon no lack of new pedigrees for the

Aryan family of speech by Schleicher, Schmidt, Kick,

and others, but on this point also we seem to have

conic back to ihe conviction that beyond the broad

fact of the, bifurcation hitu a North-\Vextern and South-

Kastern division, it is impossible to determine how

long after that event certain members of the Noith-

\Veastern branch remained united, before they became

finally settled as independent national languages. The

germs of the differences between the Aryan languages

ha\e in mam cases been traced back to a period

previous oven to the liM Ar^nn Separation.
1

Home of the Aryas.

The question as to the Qrij/iuul Howe of the Aryus
is of small importance to the student of Comparative

1 Sec Inaugural Lecture, On the Kwittt uf Cvmj>aruiive Philvloyy,

i i. p 174
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Philology, but it is attractive in the eyes of the

general reader. Much light has been shed on it by

various scholars, much darkness also has been thrown

over it by unscholarly writers. But how much the

materials have increased, how much more is now

known about it than formerly, may best be seen in

Schrader's Prehistoric A'ntiqwtiw of tJte Aryan Rce,

1890, in which that question IB very ably awl care-

fully discussed.1

Phonetic Laws.

The greatest progress, however, has been made in

the critical treatment of what are called Phonetic

Ltnvs. The discoveries in this department ai'e lens

startling and attract lops attention outside tho narrow

circle of scholars. T'ut they are nevertheless of tin*

greatest value, and give evidence, not only of minute

accuracy in observation, but of brilliant genius in

combination. We have boon i aught that many pho-

netic changes wliich were thought to be impossible are

possible, and that many which we thought possible aro

impossible. Etymologies that were almost universally

accepted have been rejected, others little dreamt of

have been firmly established.

Three Periods of Comparative Philology.

In one sense it may truly bo said that wo have

entered into a third period of Comparative Philology,

1 See also, Bivgrwhies of Words and the J/me of tft Awns,
1888.
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a period by no means less important than the two

which preceded it. It is necessary in every branch

of scientific research to take stock from time to time,

and all the more so in a new and constantly pro-

gressing science. There have l>een three such stock-

takings in Comparative Philology. The first was

represented by Bopp's Comparative Grammar, 1833

to 1852, third edition 18G8-71
;

the second by

Schleichcr's Compendium, first edition 186*2, fourth

edition 1870; the third by Brugmami's ftrundriw

<ler VtirrjlcHJienden Gmnrtiiutik, the first volume

of which was published in 188G, the second in

1889.

A more comparison of theso throe works will prove

that the progress of Comparative Philology haw been

rapid, but, at tho same tune, continuous Schleicher

has not superseded Bopp, nor Brugmaim SchloicluT,

but as Sehleichors work added not only to the

strength of the foundations, but also to the height of

the building, BO haH Brugmann'n work increased its

depth, its height, and its width. Tho disappointment

winch has boon expressed at Brugmann's (jvuntlvhs

s(M kins to me hardly justified. If pooplo expectod

nn entirely new revelation, a temple built on tho ruins

of ancient systems, n complete annihilation ofBopp,

Grimm, Pott, Benfey, Schloicher, Curtms, and all the

rest, no doubt they have boon disappointed. IJruy-

uiaim's work is writtcin in a critical, but at tho same

time in an historical spirit. Tho factH on which it rosta

are on the whole the same which had been brought
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together by the industry of his predecessors, but their

treatment shows a decided advance.

Nothing is more troublesome and more thankless

than to prepare a complete and accurate survey of

the work done by our predecessors and follow-workCIH,

and to award to friends and foes that amount of

praise and blame which they and their labours seem

to deserve in our own eyes. We should therefore

be all the more grateful to those who, like Bopp,

Schleicher, and Brugmann, undertake from timo to

time that laborious and often invidious task. If we

consider that Brugmann's Gmndriss represents the

results of a period filled with tho many original con-

tributions of such men as Ascoli, Bartholomao, Breal.

Bugge, Collitz, Dowse, Kick, Henry, Hubschmaim,

KlugOjMcrlo, Osthoff, Rliyb, Saussuro, Sayce, Schmidt,

iSchrader, Stokes, Sweet, Verncr, Winclisch and man)'

others, while Brugmann himself has probably con-

tributed more original research tlizm any OIKS else,

we certainly have a right to place Ids work by the

side of Popp's and Schleicher's great works. But

though it marks a new period, we may hope never-

theless that it may prove but a stepping-stono in the

triumphant advance of the Scienco of Language.

As my lectures are chiefly concerned with tho

general principles of the Science of Language, I found

it impossible to give, so full an account of the labours

of Brugmann and other more recent scholars aa thoy

deserve. When treating of purely phonetic questions,

such as Grimm's Law for instance, I have tried to
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supplement what I had formerly written by giving a

short account of the later discoveries of Grassmann,

Veraer, Paul, and others. In Bother cases I have

simply, in deference to more recent discoveries, left

out etymologies no longer tenable, or supplied their

place by others of a less doubtful character. But

some of the most impoitant discoveries, such as the

original Aryan system of vowels, their influence on

preceding consonants, the true meaning of nasalisa-

tion, of Gun a and YHddhi, names which I still

venture to retain,
1 the different classes of gutturals,

and the far-reaching action of the Aryan accent,

could be but rarely alluded to in these lectures,

which are chiefly intended to give results now gener-

ally accepted, to define the limits of the Science of

Language, to determine its relation to other sciences,

to exhibit its materials, to describe and justify its

principles, and to point out the high aims of which

we1

ought never to lose sight.

I cannot close this preface without expressing my
gratitude for the kindness and indulgence with which

these lectures have been received by scholars and

students in every part of the world. They have more

than realised tho objects which I had in view in

writing thorn. Again and again I have received

letters from unknown friends, suggesting improve-

ments, correcting mistakes, and furnishing new

materials for my studies. To all of these I tender

my warmest thanks. I ought to mention, however

1 See Appendir to Science of Thought, p CIO.
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more particularly two scholars who have rendered me
valuable assistance while I "was carrying this new

edition through the Press, the Rev. A. L. Mayhew and

Dr. Joseph Wright. The former pointed out to me

many etymologies, now antiquated or replaced by
better ones

;
to the latter all the credit is due, if the

ever-shifting and changing spelling of Anglo-Saxon
and other Teutonic words has been rendered uniform

in. this new edition, according to the standard of

spelling now generally approved in England.

F. MAX MULLER

IGHTHAM MOTE, KENT :

Aug. 30, 1890.



PEEFACE TO TEE FIRST EDITION.

MY Lectures on the Science of Language are

here printed as I had prepaied them in manu-

script for the Royal Institution. When I came to

deliver them, a considerable portion of what I had

"written had to bo omitted, and, in now placing them

before the public in a more complete form, I have

gladly complied with a wish expiessed by many of my
hearers. As they are, they form only a short abstract

of several coin sew delivered from time to time in

Oxford, and they do not pretend to be more than an

introduction to a science far too comprehensive to be

treated succi'Bsfully in so small a compass.

My object, however, will have been obtained, if I

should succeed in attracting the attention, not only of

the scholar, but of the philosopher, the historian, and

the theologian, to a science which concerns them all
;

and which, though it professes to treat of words only,

teaches ua that there is more in words than is dreamt

of in our philosophy. I quote from Bacon :
c Men

believe that their reason is lord over their words, but

it happens, too, that words exercise a reciprocal and

reactionary power over our intellect.
5 c

Words, as a
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Taitar's bow, shoot back upon the understanding of

the wisest, and mightily entangle and pervert the

judgment/
M.M.

OXFORD* June 11, 1861.

PEEFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION.

THE
fifth edition of my Lectures on the Hoioneo of

Language has been carefully revised, but tho

main features of tho work have not boon altered. [

have added some new facts that seemed to m<& OH-

sential for strengthening certain arguments, and I

have omitted or altered what was really no longer

tenable. But I have, not attempted to re-write any

portion of my 1 octures, or to give, to them that form

which I should wish to give to thorn, if now, after the

lapse of five years, I had to writo them again.

In one or two cases only, where my moaning had

been evidently misapprehended even by unprejudiced

critics, I have tried to express myself more definitely

and clearly. Thus in my last Lecture, \vh<jro I had to

speak of the origin of roots, I had quoted tho opinion

of the late Professor Heyso of Berlin, but 1 never

meant to convey tho impression that T adopted that

opinion, I look upon it as a mere illustration, and
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nothing more, and I never held myself in any way
responsible for it.

Nor did I wish to attach any mysterious meaning
to the purely preliminary definition which I gave of

roots, by calling them 'phonetic types.' I might have

called them phonetic moulds, or typical sounds, as well

as phonetic types ;
and all that I wished to convey by

this expression was that roots aie like firm moulds in

which all words are cast
;
that they are like sharply

cut types of which numerous impressions have been

taken
; that, in fact, every consonant and every vowel

in them is settled, and that therefore no etymology is

admissible which does not account for every link in

that long chain of changes which connects, for

instance, the Sanskrit root vid, to know, with the

English adverb historically It is the dcfiniteness oi

these roots which alone has imparted dofinitcncss

to etymological research, and it was this important

character!sUe, their defmiti i

ness, which I wished to

impress on my hearers by using the name of phonetic

typos. Tn etymological researches it matters little

what opinion wo hold on the origin of roots, as long

as we agree that, with the excopi/ion of a number of

purely mimetic expressions, all words, such as we find

them, whether in English or in Sanskrit, encumbered

with prefixes and suffixes, and mouldering away under

the action of phonetic corruption, must in the last

instance be traced back, by moans of definite phonetic

laws, to those definite primary forms which wo are

accustomed to call roots. Those roots stand like

barriers between the chaos and the cosmos of human

apeech, and they alone prevent that
'

ugly rush' which
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would follow, and which has followed, wherever words

have been derived straight from imitations of the

sounds of nature or from interjections.

There is, no doubt, a higher inteiest which leads

the philosopher to inquire into the nature of these

phonetic types, and tempts him to transcend the

narrow limits of the puicly positive science of lan-

guage. I value as much as any one tho labours of

Mr. Wedgwood and the Rev. F. W. Farrar in their

endeavours to trace the origin of roots back to inter-

jections, imitations, or so-called vocal gestures. I

believe that both have thrown much light on a very

difficult problem, and as long as such researches arc 1

confined to tho genesis of roots, without trenching on

etymology in tho ordinary sense of that term, I mean,

on the formation and the history of words, Mr. Farrar

is quite right in counting me not as an opponent, but

as a neutral, if not an ally.

M.M.
ST. IVKS, CORNWALL;

20/7* Sept. lb(50.

PEEEACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION,

TN revising once more tho two volumes of my
*

Lectures on the Science of Language, 1 have fully

availed myself of the help and counsel of my numerous

reviewers and correspondents. As my Lectures were

reprinted in America, and translated into Gorman.

French, Italian, Hungarian, and Russian, the number
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of reviews, essays, and even independent books which

they have elicited has become considerable, and the

task of examining them all was not an easy, nor

always a grateful one. Yet I have but seldom read a

review, whether friendly or unfriendly, without being

able to correct a mistake, or without feeling called

upon to improve a sentence that had been misunder-

stood, to soften an expression that had given offence,

to insert a new fact, or to allude to a new theory.

Although my general views on the Science of Language
have remained unchanged, the mere number of pages
will show how many additions have been made, while

a careful reader will easily discover how much has

been changed, and, I hope, improved in my Lectures

since they were first delivered at the Royal Institution

in 1861 and 1863.

Though I have protested before, I must protest once

more against the supposition that the theory on the

origin of language which I explained at the end of my
first course, and which I distinctly described as that of

Professor Heyso of Berlin, was ever held by myself.

It is a theory which, if properly understood, contains

some truth, but it offers an illustration only, and in no

way a real solution of the problem. I have abstained

in my Lectures from propounding any theory on the

origin of language, first, because I believe that the

Science of Language may safely begin with roots as

its ultimate facts, leaving what lies beyond to the

psychologist and metaphysician; secondly, because I

hold that a theory on the origin of language can only

be thoroughly treated in close connection with the

theory on the origin of thought, ie. with the funda-

i. c
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mental principles of mental philosophy. Although in

treating of the history of the Science of Language I

found it necessary in my Lectures to examine some of

the former theories on the origin of language, and to

show their insufficiency in the present state of our

science, I carefully abstained from going "beyond the

limits which I had traced for myself. Much has been

written during the last ten years on the origin of

language, but the only writer who seems to me to have

approached the problem in an independent, and at the

same time a truly scientific spirit, is Dr. Bleek, in his

essay Uler den Urtprwng der Sprache, published at

the Cape in 1867. I am not surprised that his essay

should have been received with marked favour by tho

most eminent physiologists, but I think, nevertheless,

that in the minds of philosophical readers it will leave

a strong conviction that researches into tho origin of

language transcend the domain of the physiologist as

well as of tho philologist, and require for their solution

a complete mastery of the problems of psychology.

At all events it seems now generally admitted that a

mere revival of tho mimetic or onomatopoeic thoory on

tho origin of words would be an anachronism in tho

history of our science. That Mr. Darwin in his

fascinating work 'On the Descent of Man
1

whouM

incline towards the mimetic theory is but natural,

though it seoms to mo that even if it were possible

to rovive tho theories of Dornokritos and Epikuros,

language, articulate and definite language, language

derived, as it has been proved to be, not from shrieks,

but from roots, i.e. from general idean, would wtill

remain what I called it in my first course of Lectures,
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our Rubicon which, no "brute will dare to cross (vol. i.

p. 403).

On other points I think that those who have done

mo the honour of carefully examining and freely criti-

cisingmy Lectures will find that not one oftheirremarks

has been neglected ;
and I can honestly say that, where

I have retained my own opinions against the argu-

ments of other scholars, it has not been done without

careful consideration. In some cases my critics will

see that I have given up positions which they had

proved to be no longer tenable; in others, I have

indicated, by a few additional words, that I was pre-

pared for their objections, and able to meet them
;

in

others, again, the fact that I have left what I had

written without any change must show that I con-

sider their objections futile. It would have been easy

to answer some of my rather over-confident critics,

and I confess it was sometimes difficult to resist the

temptation, particularly when ono finds oneself blamed,

as happens not unfrcquently, for having followed

Copernicus rather than Ptolemseus. 'Ctyijbiatfets quafn,

sint insolences non ignoras. But controversy, particu-

larly in public, is always barren of good results. I

can now look back on five and twenty years of literary

work, and whatever disappointment I may feel in

seeing how little has been done and how much more

remains to be done, and probably never will be done,

I have at least this satisfaction, that I have never

wasted one hour in personal controversy. I have

grappled with opinions, but never with their pro-

pounders ; and, though I have carefully weighed
what has been proved against me, I have never

c a
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minded mere words, mere assertions ; still less, menj

abuse.

If I may call attention to a few of the more impor-
tant passages where the reader of this new edition will

find new information, I should point out the following.

In the first volume, p. 242 beq. [p.
281 of present

edition], the statements on the relation of Pohlovi to

Zend have been re-written in accordance with the new
results that have been obtained by a more careful

study of Pehlevi texts and inscriptions. In tho KCCOIN!

volume, pp. 15-23 [pp. 15-24], the question of tho

origin of the participle in -ing has been more fully
treated. On p. 33

[p. 35] will be found an mtwht-

ing letter on ceremonial pronouns in Chinese, by
M. Stanislas Julien. The analysis and classification

of vowels and consonants, on pp. 123-108 [pp. IOK-

136], has been carefully revised in accordance with

the latest researches on this interesting subject, On
pp. 139-141

[pp. 136-140] will be found my reply
to Professor Czonnak's important essay, t'f/Mr den,

tipiritus asper und lenis. His independent tenti rnony
(p. 143, note 49) [p. 140, note 2], that the emksioiiH of

breath (the sibilants, etc.) are to b(3 subdivided, exactly
like the checks of breath (the wttte), into wft an<l

hard, will show that my own division of these soumto
was not unfounded, while his experiment, deBcribod

on pp. 159 and 160 [p. 147], explains, arid to a certain

extent justifies, tho names of hard an<l wjt by the hide

of surd and sonant.1 In tho Fifth Lecture, On Grfairix

1 As a specimen of iho over-confident and
uftHUHpectiiUf criticimn <!-

Hcribed above, I quote some extracts from tho North America*, in many
respects, I believe, ono of the beet American reviews: 'But
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Law, I have endeavoured to place my explanation of

the causes which underlie that law in a clearer light,

and I have answered some important arguments that

had been advanced against iny theory, particularly

that founded on the historical changes in the names

of places, such as titrataburgum and Strazpuruc.

ax Muller's account of tlie spii itus asper and the spintus

Sj and his explanation of tlie diffeienoe b< tween such Bounds as z, v,

fy OIL the one hand, and $,/", p, on the other, is to be i ejected We have

a light to be astonished that he revives for these two classes of letteis

the old naaif s st

i,oft
" and ' faird" which have happily for come time been

goini out of use, and fully adopts the distinction which they imply,

although this distinction has been so many times exploded, and the

difference of the two classes shown to consist in the intonation or non-

intonation of the breath during their utterance. It is in vain that he

appcvil-4 to fcho Hindu grammarians in his Mippoit they are unanimous

against him not one of them fails to see and define eorrecllythe differ-

ence hefcueen " sonant
1 ' and ** suid" letters.*

[ do nut blame a wiiter in the North American Review for not know-

ing that 3 myhelf have run full tilt against the terminology of *liaid*

and c
Boft' consonants as unHcientific (unwibsenadiafthch), and that 1

wjis one of (lie firnf/ to publiHh and tnuiblatc in 1856 tho jnoie sc'ieiitihc

olnpsiiitMtion into
' Rnrd* and sonant/ ennsonants aa contained m ilie

Itigveda-prAtis-clkhya But the Reviewer might suielyhave read

tho JLec/iire which he reviewed, where on page 130 (now page 144),

I said: * The distinction which, with regard to the first breathing or

spintiis, in commonly called cwpc) and lems, is the same which, in other

luttois, ik known by tho names of bard and soft } Kurd and sonant, tennis

and nudia '

Tin- same R< \ lew says :
* The definition of the wli in trficn, as a bmiple

whihpcred countoipait of w in wen instead of a w with a piefixed aspi-

ration, is, we think , ckaily ftilac.' Now on a qucHtion concerning the

ooriuU prdininciatnm of Jfinglish, it might seem impertinence in me were

I not at once to bow to the authoiity of the Noith American Reiicw

Still tho \vrllcr might have sunpecfed tlhtt on such a point a foreigner

would not write at landom, and if he had consul totl the highest autho-

itie.s on phonetics in England, and, I believe, in America too, he would

lave found tltat they agice with my own description of the two sounds

>f w and wji. See Zeottircs, vol. ii. p. 148, note 55 [p. 140, nnfe 2],

C 1
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My derivation of Earl, Graf, and King, winch had

been challenged, have been defended on pp. 280, 281,

and 284 [pp. 317-322], and the question whether

the reported initial digamina in the name of Helena

renders a comparison between Helena and Sarama
impossible has boon fully discussed on pp. 516 $cq. [pp.

586 beg.]

Lastly, I wish to call attention to a letter with

which I have been lionouied by Mr. Gladstone (vol. ii.

pp. 440-441') [pp 507-311], and in which his opinions
on the component elements of Greek Mythology, which

I had somewhat misapprehended, will be found stated

with great precision.

M. M.
OxifoiiD; April 1871.
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THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE.

CHAPTER I.

THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE A PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

Name of tlie Science of X.angiiag'e.

ri\HE SniKNOK OF LANUUAUE is a science of very
JL modern date. We cannot trace its lineage much

Leyend the beginning of our century, and it is scarcely

received as 3
ret on a footing of equality by the elder

branches of learning. Its very name is still unset-

tled, and the various titles that have been given to

it in England, France, and Germany are so vague and

varying that they have led to the most confused ideas

among the public at large as to the real objects of

this new science. We hear it spoken of as Compara-
tive Philology, Scientific Etymology, Phonology ,

and

Glossology. In France it has received the convenient,

but somewhat barbarous, name of Linywistlgue. If

we must havo a Greek title for our science, we might
derive it either from wylkos, word, or from logos,

speech. But the title of Mytholoyy is already occu-

pied, and Loyolwjy would jar too much on classical

ears. We need not wabto our time in criticising

these names, as none of them has as yet received

that universal sanction which belongs to the titles of

I. I*
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other modern sciences, such as Geology or Compa-

rative Anatomy ;
nor will theie be much difficulty in

christening our young science after we have once

ascertained its birth, its parentage, and its character

I myself prefer the bimple designation of the Science

of Language, though I fear that in these days of high-

sounding titles, this plain name will hardly meet with

general acceptance.

The Physical Sciences.

From the name we now turn to tho moaning of OUT

science, But before we enter upon a definition of

its subject-matter, and determine tho method which

ought to l)e followed in our research* 1

**,
it will be

useful to cast a glance at the history of the othei

sciences, among which the science of hmgua^e n<m

for the first timo, claims her place. Tint history <('

a science is, as it were, its biography ;
and as we li\

experience cheapent in studying tho liven of others,

we may, perhaps, guard our young neioiice from Koine

of the follies and extravagances inherent in youth b}

learning a lesson for which other branches of human

knowledge have had to pay more dearly.

The Tliree Stages, Empirical, Claisificatory, Theoretical.

There is a certain uniformity in the hwtory of

most sciences. If we read mie.h wnrkw as Whewoll s

History of tl> L\<ktdm A'rvVwvw or Humboldts

Kof>mos, we find that the origin, the progress, the

causes of failure and success havo been tho same, for

almost every branch of human knowledge. Then*

are three marked periods or stages in the history of

every one of them, which we may call the
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the Clnssificrdory, and the TfieoreticaL However

humiliating it may sound, every one of our sciences,

however grand their present titles, can be traced Lack

to the most humble and homely occupations of half-

savage tribes. It was not the true, the good, and

the beautiful which spuned the early philosophers to

deep researches and bold discoveries.

The Empirical Stage.

The foundation-stone of the most glorious stiuctures

of human ingenuity in ages to come was supplied by
the picssing wants of a patriarchal and semi-barbarous

society. The names of some of the most ancient

departments of human knowledge tell their own tale.

Geometry, which at present declares itself free from

all sensuous impression^ and treats of its points and

linos and pianos as purely ideal conceptions, not to }>e

confounded with the coarse and imperfect representa-

tions as they appear on paper to the human eye

geometry, as its very name declares, began with

measuring a garden or a field. It is derived from

the Greek rye

1

, land, ground, earth, and m&ron,, mea-

Hure. Potany, the science of plants, was originally

the sc'Jence of JjoUitiG, which in Greek docs not moan

a, plant in general, but fodder, from &6V>vw?', to feed.

The science of plants would have been called Phy-

tology, from the Greek plM/hht, a plant.
1 The founders

of Astronomy were not the poet or the philosopher,

liut the sailor und the fanner. The early poet may
have admired the *

maxy dance of planets,' and the

philosopher may have speculated on the heavenly

Sec Jcwen, Wait 7/rmf llotamk ? 1861

II 1
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harmonies; but it was to the sailor alone that a

knowledge of the glittering guides of heaven became

a question of life and death. It was he who calcu-

lated their risings and settings with the accuracy of ft

merchant and the shrewdness of an adventurer; and

the names that were given to single stars or constel-

lations clearly show that they were invented by the

ploughers of the sea and of the land. The moon, for

instance, the golden hand on the dark dial of heaven,

was called by them the Measurer the measurer of

time
;
for time was measured by nights, and moons,

and winters, long before it was reckoned by duytf,

and suns, and years.

Moon 1
is a very old word. It was moim in Anglo-

Saxon, and was used there, not as a feminine, but an

a masculine
;
for the moon was originally a masculine,

and the sun a feminine, in all Teutonic languages ;

and it is only through the influence of classical

models that in English moon has been changed into

a feminine, and sun into a masculine. It WIH n,

most unlucky assertion which Mr. Harriw inado in

his Hermes, that all nations ascribe to tho Bun a

masculine, and to the moon a feminine gender.
2 Tho

fact is that in all Teutonic languages the sun was

originally a feminine* the moon a masculine. In tho

mythology of the Edda, Mdni, the moon, is the son,

1 Kuhn's Zeitschnftfur vergleichendeSjprachfoiSchunfjj b. ix. B. 140.

In the Edda the moon is called drtati, year-teller ; a Hoftk name for

moon is mgl-izati, light-measure See Dissertation critique et apolt)-

ffttique sui la Lanyue liasgne, p 28.
2 Home Tookc, p. 27, note Pott, Studien zur gmcbisrficn Jttythth

loffie, 3859, p 304 Grimm, Dcutsche QranmaiiTc, iu. p. 349.

JJeb&rden "CTrsprung da* Rpraclie, p xviii. (Kapstadt, 1867.)

jftfcMftwjRKf (1871), PP. 242-252.
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Sol, the sun, the daughter of Mundilfori. In Gothic

m&ia, the moon, is masculine
; sunnd, the sun, femi-

nmo.1 In Anglo-Saxon mdna, gen. mdnan, the moon,

is masculine
; sunne, gen. sunmn, the sun, feminine.

As late as the fourteenth century we find Chaucer

alluding to the sun as feminine in the rubric to his

first conclusion of the Astrolabe,
*

to fynde the degree

in which the sonne is day by day, after hir courb

abowte.' 2 In Old Saxon, too, sumwx. is feminine,

mdno masculine, and in Swedish and Danish sol and

m&mi retain the same gender. The Lithuanians also

give the masculine gender to the moon, m$n&
;
the

feminine gender to the sun, mule: and in Sanskrit,

though the sun is ordinarily looked upon as a male

power, the most current names for the moon, such as

Jianrlra, Sorna, Indu, Vidhu, arc masculine. We
are told 3

that, according to Accadian views, the moon

existed before the sun, and was called the father of

the gods, while, according to Semitic views, the sun

came first and held the most prominent place among
the gods. Honco in Accadian the inoon was conceived

as a man, the sun as a woman, while in Babylonian
the sun was masculine, and the moon feminine. The

names of the moon are frequently used in the sense

of month, and these and oilier names for month retain

the same gender. Thus viendtJts in Gothic, monaff

in Anglo-Saxon aio both masculine. In Greek we

iind wett, and the Ionic meis, for month, always used

in the masculine gender. In Latin we have the deri-

1
Ulfilas UHCH bcsiilcH, sdutl, probably neuter, and sunna, masculine.

SCG liiiuim, Dettfwhe Gramiruitih, m. p 350.

a
Cliauccr'ti TrwUw on the A&lroktie, ed Skeat, p. 14

8
&i)ce, Uibbert Lectures, pp. 156, 105.
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vative m$n$is, month, and in Sanskrit we find mas

for moon, and masa for month, both masculine.1

Now, this mas in Sanskrit is clearly derived from

a root MA5
to measure, to mete. In Sanskrit, I mea-

sure is ma- mi
;
thou moasurest, ma-si

;
he ineabiucs,

ma-ti (or mimi-te). An instrument of measuring is

called in Sanskrit mii-tram, the Gicek mt'lron, our

metre. Now, if the moon was oiiginally called by
the farmer the measurer, the ruler of da) a and weeks

and seasons, the regulator of the tides, the lord of

their festivals, and the herald of their public assem-

blies, it is but natural that he should have been con-

ceived as a man, and not as the love-sick maiden which

our modern sentimental poetry has put in hia place.

It was the sailor who, before entrusting his life

cind goods to the winds and the waves of the ocean,

watched for the rising of those stars which he* c.ilK id

the Sailing-stars or Pleiddes* from jitrin,, to sail
3

Navigation in the Greek waters was considoinl sale

after the return of the Pleiades; and it closed A\ln*n

they disappeared. The Latin nauio lor fclio l^lcnnliti

is V&rgilicuf from vitya, a sprout or twig. This name

1 See GUI tins, (irwulsAfft
1

ttet ijriwhiwlH'H /'//,/;%*/', No 171.
*

Icleler, Hmdlmk der Cfaonofa0ut \>.i.s Jil,2W. II F hriln'rf,

Lit Plejadeu, p 11, note
1
See, however, JPott, JStgmoloyiscke Forsckuvgen, vdl. ii. 3, j. bi)2

RArjiaSes, \vild doves.
4 In the Obcan Inbcuptiou of Agiume we find a Jujii(<r Vipjjnihw

(djovef Toroluubiof, flat, amg \ a name whkli rroft'.wit Aufniht nun-

pares with that of Jupiter VwiimuH, Jupiter who IOS'PIH tlu tiiwth of

twigs (Kuhu*s ZeitsfJiriff, i. s. ii9). Sue, how ever, <m,f upifci \ HUIIIIIM

and his alt.ira near the Pin la Vnuinalis, IJ.utun^, Ilidi/ntii tin ttmutr,

ii. 61. The Zulus culled tlie J'leindfH the lM/inula
t
tlir ili"iii'{-',larhf

because, when they appear, llio people Iw^m l.o
iliij. Sec ('.il.uvay, Thv

of the Amuzittu, pwfc m. p. {j{/7.
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was given to them by the Italian husbandmen, bo-

cause in Italy, where they becaino visible about May,

they marked the retum of summer. 1 Another con-

stellation, the seven stars in the head of Tawiw,

received the name of Ilydifatt or Phiviw in Latin, bo-

ftjiuse at tlie time when they rose with the sun they

were supposed to announce rain. The, astronomer

retains these and many other names ;
he still speaks

of the pole of heaven, of wandering and lixed siai,s-

yet he is apt to forget that 1h< ise terms uero not

originally the result of scientific observat'on and

dassiiieatinn, but bonowed from tho laii^ua^e of those,

who wen* themselves wanderers on tho sca or in ihe

desert, and to whom the fixed stars were in full reality

what their nanuj implies, stuns driven in and fixed.

hy whieh tiny niighfc hold fast on tho deep, as by
lieavenh aiiclioj'.s.

But nlthonjjfh hisiorically \v<i are js1i!ii*d in Mnm;j
that the (irst geometrician was a ploughman. tl first,

botanist a gardener, the first mineralogist a miner, it

may reasonably be objected that in this early sta^o

a science is hardly a scienci* }et: that uu'HMirmjj a

iiel<l is not ^rometry, that ^ro\\in^ cal)b;jMi"t in very
Jar from botany, and that a butcJier has no <

i

ljui to

t/he, titl<' of eom])arati\o anatomist. TliK is p< rieetly

tine, (
it it in but ri^ht that eat*h science sljuuld l>o

1 AH to tlnir nuinlMT, n ir M. M
,
Intt'tflnHhw /r> /'/ iwlrr, vwl. iv.

j> xxxvii,nrnl Wlahi<% Juani Amtnwn Orient. Vf. vni p. /'.
a AK 4'uily UK t-lio timc'H of Aii.ixaui UI-H of the IHUU , and AlkiuuHUi of

f ho l^tha^nn an, K(h<Hi!H, the htaiu lu*! I'rcn divided into truvrlltnj;

(Harpa irXai^/i<m or 7rXav;;r\ and noii-triivclliii^ HUiH l<\n\avttt

f'urripts or <lir\uvij wtrfw}. Ari tollo firnt iwixl wfrftn iv&t&tjjtha, or

ti\cij HtarM. (St'o i i muliuldt, A'w/noK, vul. 111. p. Ii8,) floA&r, tho iuvot,

hin^t*, or tho polo of luuvui.
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reminded of these its more humble beginnings, and

of the piactical requirements which it was oiiginally

intended to answer. A science, as Bacon says, should

be a rich storehouse for the glory of God, and the

iclief of man's estate/ Now, although it may seem

as if in the present high stato of our society students

we.ro enabled to devote their time to the investigation

of the facts and laws of nature, or to tho contempla-

tion of the mysteiics of the world of thought, with-

out any sido-glanco at tho practical results of their

labours, no science and no art ha\e evei prospered

and nourished among us, unless they were, in some

way subservient to the practical iiiteiests of society.

Jt is true that a Ly ell collects and arranges, a Fara-

<lay weighs and anaI\Ms, an Owen dissects and com-

pares, a llerschel <ib-er\es and calculates, without

any thought of the immediate maikeiablo results of

their labours. llud thenj is a ^eneral interest which

suppoits and cnliseii.s their icsearc.lies, and that

mieiesi, depeiuls OTI tint prnetieal advantages which

.society at Lnye <leiive.s fiom iheso sctienttifi^ studies

Let iO IK^ known that the successive strata of the

gwlo^ist are a deception to tho miner, that the as-

tronomical iables are, useless to the* navigator, that

chemistry is nothing but, an expensive amusement,

of no use to tho maimfac.furer and the farmer -and

astronomy, chemistry, and geology would soon share

the fate of alchemy and astrology. As long as the

Kgjplian science excited the hopes of the invalid by

1113
slej ions prescriptions (L may observe by tho way

that, the- hieroglyphic, Hgns of our modem piuscrip-

have been traced back by Champolliou to the
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real hieroglyphics of Egypt
1

)
and as long as it in-

stigated the avarice of its patrons by the promise of

the discovery of gold, it enjoyed a libeial support at

the courts of princes, and under the roofs of monas-

teries. Though alchemy did not lead to the discovery

of gold, it prepared the way to discoveries more

valuable. The same with astrology. Astrology was

not such mere imposition as it ia generally supposed
to have been. It is counted a science by so sound

and sober a scholar as Melaiiclhon, and even Jfacon

allows it a place among the sciences, though admit-

ting tlmt'it had better intelligence and confederacy

with the imagination of man than with his reason/

In npito of the strong condemnation which Luther

pronounced against it, astrology continued to sway
tho destinies of Europe ; and a hundred years aftor

Luther, the, astrologer was the, counsellor of princes

and generals, wliilo tho founder of modern astronomy
died in poverty and despair. In our time Uio very
rudiments of astrology arc lost and forgotten.

3

Even real and useful arts, a won as they cease to bo

useful, dio away, and their secrets an* sometimes

lost boyond tho hopo of recovery. When after the

Information our churches and chapels wore divested

1 Thrown'* Kwt'ft vol. iv. p. Id 4
*.

8
.Aaordmtf to a \\rih-r m Nutr* antl Quint* (2nd SCIIM, vol. x

p. f>00), astrology M not, HO entirely <Mimt in wo Hupposo. 'One of

mu pmuMptil writer ,'
ho Mtaten, *oim !' uur h'alii'^f liftrrirt(or, and

H'Vi'iid lurinlirrH of the \aiimtB aitiiqtmit.in hOfidii'K, ;nu practwed

asliolo'jtMH at tljJH hour. ]ut im on run H to It't \m ntudicH be known,
po great in thu prcjudico that cunfumidH MI Art ruquii'ing tho highest

education wilh tlm jargon of tlw* ^}[-ny ftirluno-tolliT
1

iSt'O ftlo I.

Phtllipn, >fr.
f Medicine and Attrition]/, a paper read beforo Ihe Numlb-

inutio and AuL^uauan Boctuty of rhihulcljiUi^ June 7, IbOO.
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of their artistic ornaments, in oider to restore, in

outward appearance also, the simplicity and purity

of the Christian church, tho colours of the painted

windows began to fade away, and have never regained

their former depth and harmony. The in volition of

printing gave the death-blow to the ait of oirmuieiital

writing and of miniature-painting employed in the

illumination of manuscripts; and the best artists of

the present day despair of rivalling the minuteness,

HoftnebS, and brilliancy combined by the humble

manufacturer of the medieval ntksa).

Practical Character of the Science of Language.

I speak somewhat feelingly on the necessity Unit

every science should answer suino pi 'ief uj'il purpose,

because I am awaio ilwt tho science, of langiuigo 1ms

but little to offer to the utilitarian spirit of our age.

It does not profess to help us in learning languages

more expeditions!}', nor does it hold out any hopo of

ourevei realising tho dream of one unhorsnl languii;o,

It simply professes to teach what Jangtiago is; and

this would haidJy seem sullicient to secuiie for a new

science the sympathy and support of tho public, at

large. There arc problems, howovur, which, though

apparently of an abstruse and merely spcciilativo

character, have exercised a powerful influence for

good or evil in the history of mankind. Men before

now have fought for an idea, and Imvo hit I down
their lives for a word

;
and many of tho problems

which have agitated tho world from tho earliest to our

own times, belong propeily to tho science of language.
Much of what we now call mythology was in truth
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a dkease or affection (^aOas) of language. A
means a word, but a word which, from Lcing a name

or an attribute, has been allowed to assume a more

substantial existence. Many of the Gieek, the Roman,

the Indian, and other heathen gods are nothing but

poetical names, which were gradually allowed to

assume a divine personality never contemplated l>y

their original inventors. Eos was a name of thn

dawn before she became a goddess, the wife of

TUhonos, or the djing day. Fulinti, or fate, meant

oiiginally what had boon ^pokou; and before Fate

became a power, even greater than Jupitei, it meant

that which had once boon spoken by Jupiter, and

could never be changed, not even by Jupiter himself.

ZMIS originally meant the bright heaven, in Saiiblvrit

J)yaus; and many of the stoiios told of him as the

supremo go<l, had a meaning only as iold originally

of the bright heaven, whose raj, like golden rain,

drsceiid on the lap of the earth, the Ihnwd of old

kept by her father in the dark prison of winter. No
ono doubts that IMM,, for loxwt) originally IWMUU,
was simply a name of tlie moon

;
but KO was like-

wise JM'UM? IMrtitrt, too, was an old name of the

moon, tho fominine of Hefados and IlefaitebdlvSi the

far-darling sun
;
and 7^/rrAr/, the Eve of the Clocks,

was nothing but a name of the icd earth, and in

particular of Tliessaly. This mythological disease,

though loss virulent in modern languages, is by no

means extinct cvnn now.
1 Luna is nofc, ,IH commonly suppoHt-d, n contraction ufhtcnrt, 1>nt, as

is shown by tlio diulcctiu form lo^nn
t
it must be <luriveU from Jom-tin,

like Zeiul rtiMshnn ; cf. wliuh i
9
fui inlujttris. Ut'giuaim, JJas L der

wilogerm tijarav&en, W$ t \>
33.
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During the middle ages the controversy Let/ween

Nominalism and Realism, which agitated the church

for centuries, and finally prepared the way for the

Reformation, was again, as its very name shows, a

controversy on names, on the nature of language, and

on the relation of words to our conceptions on one

side, and to the realities of the oufecr world on the

other. Men were called heretics for believing that

words such a& justice or tmth expressed only concep-

tions of our mind, not real things walking about in

broad daylight.

In modern times the science of language has been

called in to sottlo some of the most perplexing poli-

tical and social questions.
' Nations and languages

against dynasties and ta cation,' tins is what 1ms

remodelled, and will remodel still more, the map of

Europe. There was a time when comparative philolo-

gists in America have been encouraged to prove the

impossibility of a common origin of lan^ungOH and

races, in order to jubtify, by scientific arguments, the

unhallowed theory of slavery. Nev<T do 1 remember to

have seen science more degraded than on tins titlo-pngo
of an American publication in which, among tho pro-
files of the different races of man, the profile of tho ape
was made to look more human than that of tho negro.

Language the Barrier between Man and Heart.

Lastly, the problem of tho position of man on the
threshold between the worlds of matter and spirit
has of late assumed a very marked prominence
among the problems of the physical and mental
sciences. It has absorbed the thoughts of men who,
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after a long life spent in collecting, observing, and

analysing, have brought to its solution qualifications

unrivalled in any previous age; and if we may

judge from the greater warmth displaced in dis-

cussions ordinarily conducted with the calmness of

judges and not with the passion of pleaders, it miglit

seem, after all, as if the great problems of our being,

of the true nobility of our blood, of our descent

from heaven or earth, though unconnected with any-

thing that is commonly called practical, have still

retained a chaiin of their own a charm that 'will

never lose its power on the mind and on the heart

of man. Now, however much the frontiers of the

animal kingdom have been pushed forward, so that

at one time the line of demarcation between animal

and man seemed to depend on a mere fold in this

brain, thpre is one barrier which no one has jut

ventured to touch the barrier of limguago. Kvon

those philosophers with whom penanr &$t saitir,
1

who reduce all thought to fooling, and maintain that

we share the faculties which arc the productive*

causes of thought in common with boasts, arc bound

to confess that as yet no race of animals lias produced
a language, lord Monboddo, for instance, admits

that as yet no animal has been discovered in tho

possession of language, 'not oven the beaver, who

1 ' Man has two faculties, or two pfifHivo powers, tho cxisionoo of

which is generally acknowledged 1, tho faculty of receiving the dulor-

ent impressions caused by exleinal objects, physical fienBibility ; ami

2, the faculty of preserving the impressions caused by these objects,
called memory, or weakened sensation. These faculties, the productive
causes of thought, we Lave in common with bcaLs Everything
is reducible to feeling.'/
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of all the animals we know, that are not, like the

orang-outangs, of our own species, comes nearest to

us in sagacity.'

Locke, who is generally classed together with these

materialistic philosophers, and who certainly vindi-

cated a large share of what had been claimed for the

intellect as the property of the scnsos
} recognised

most fully the barrier which language, as such, placed

between man and brutes.
* This I may be positive

in,
5

he writes,
s

that the power of abstracting is not

at all in brutes, and that the having of goneral ideas

is that which puts a perfect distinction between man

and brutes. For it is evident we observe no footsteps

in these of making use of goneral signs for universal

ideas
;
from which we have reason to imagine that

they have not the faculty of abstracting or making

general ideas, since they have no use of words or any
other general signs.'

If, therefore, the science of language gives us an

insight into that which, by common consent distin-

guishes man from all other living boings ;
if it esta-

blishes a frontier between man and the brute, which

can never be removed, it would fwoin to possess at

the present -moment peculiar claims on the atten-

tion of all who, whilo watching with sincere admi-

ration the, progress of comparative physiology, yet

consider it their duty to enter thoir manly protest

against a revival of the shallow theories of Lord

Monboddo.
The Classiflcatory Stage.

Hut bo return to our nurvey of the history of tho

physical sciences. Wo had examined the empirical
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stage through which every science has to pass. We
saw that, for instance, in botany, a man who has tra-

velled through distant countries, who has collected a

vast number of plants, who knows their names, their

peculiarities, and their medicinal qualities, is not yet

a botanist, but only a herbalist, a lover of plants, or

what the Italians call a difetUnite, from difettare, to

delight in a subject The real science of plants, like

every other science begins with the work of classifi-

cation. An empirical acquaintance with facts rises to

a scientific knowledge of facts as soon as the mind dis-

covers beneath the multiplicity of single production^

tho unity of an organic system. This discovery is

made by means of comparison and classification. \Vc

cease to study each flower for its own sake; and by

ftontinually enlarging tho sphere of our observation

wo try to discover what is common to many and offers

UK so. essential points on which groups or natural

classes may be established. These classes again, in

tlu'h* more gotten al features, are mutually compared ;

new points of difference, or of similarity of a moic

general and higher character, spring to view, and

enaMo us to discover classes of classes, or families.

An<l when the whole kingdom of plants has thus been

sni'veycjdj and a simple tissue of names been thrown

ov<r the gin den of nature
;
when wo can lift it up, us

it wert*. and view it in our mind as a whole, as a sys-

tem will defined and complete, we then speak of the

scionco of plants, or botany. We have entered into

altoy<>tlicr a now sphere of knowledge, where the indi-

vidual i subject to the general, facts to law
;
we dis-

cover thought, order, and purpose pervading the
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Although the Ptolemanan system was a wrong one,

yet even from its eccentric point of view, laws were

discovered determining the true movements of the

heavenly bodies. The conviction that there remains

something unexplained is sure to lead to the dis-

covery of our error. There can "be no error in nafrare ;

the error must he with us. This conviction lived in

the heart of Aristotle when, in spite of his imperfect

knowledge of nature, he declared e that there is in

nature nothing interpolated or without connection,

as in a bad tragedy;
5

and from his time forward

eveiy new /act aud every now system have confirmed

his faith.

The object of classification is clear* We under-

stand things if we can comprehend them ;
that is to

Hay, if we can grasp and hold together single facts,

connect isolated impressions, distinguish between

what is essential and what is merely accidental, and

ihus predicate tho general of the individual, and

claims the individual under the general. This is the

secret of all scientific knowledge. Many sciences,

while passing through this second or dassificatory

stage, assume the title of compaiative. When the

anatomist has finished the dissection of numerous

bodies, when he has given names to every organ, and

discovered the distinctive functions of each, he is led

to perceive similarity where at first he saw dissimi-

larity only. He discovers in the lower animals rudi-

mentary indications of tho more perfect organisation

of tho higher; and ho becomes impressed with the

conviction that there is in the animal kingdom the

same order and purpose which pervades the endless

i. c
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variety of plants or any other realm of nature. He

learns, if he did not know it before, that things were

not created at random or in a lump, but that there is

a scale which leads, by imperceptible degrees, from

the lowest infusoria to the ciowning work of nature

man.

The Theoretical Stagfe.

In this way the second or classificatory leads us

naturally to the third or final stage the theoretical,

or metaphysical. If the work- of classification ib

properly carried out, it teaches us that nothing

exists m nature by accident
;
that each individual

belongs to a species, each species to a genus ;
arid

that there are laws which underlie the apparent free-

dom and variety of all created things. This has given
to the study of nature a new character. After the

observer has collected his facts, and after the cLWilier

has placed them in order, the student asks what is the

origin and what is the purpose of all this? and IHJ

tries to soar, by moans of induction, or sometime

even of divination, into regions not accessible to tho

mere collector. In this attempt the mind of man no

doubt has frequently met with the fate of Phncton;

but, undismayed by failure, he asks again and again

for his lathers steeds. Physical science would never

have been what it is without the impulses which it

received from tho philosopher, nay, even from the

poet and the dreamer.

Copernicus, in the dedication of his work to Pope
Paul III.

(it wan commenced in 1517, finished 1530,

published 1543), confesses that he was brought to the

discovery of the sun's central position, and of the
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diurnal motion of the earth, not by observation or

anal) sis, but by what lie calls the feeling of a want of

symmetry in the Ptolemaic system. But who had

told him that there must be symmetry in all the

movements of the celestial bodies, or that complica-
tion -was not more sublime than simplicity ? And the

solution of his perplexities was suggested to Coper-

nicus, as he tells us himself, by an ancient Greek

philosopher, by Philolaos, the Pythagorean. No doubt

with Philolaos the motion of the earth was only a

gucKS, or, if you like, a happy intuition, not, as it was

with Tyeho de Braho and his friend Kepler, the result

of -wearisome observations of the orbits of tho phinet

Mars. Nevertheless, if we may trust the words of

Copernicus, it is quite possible that without that

gut
kss we should never have heard of the (Jopemican

trysttiui. Tiiith is not found by addition and multi-

plication only. When speaking of Kepler, whose

method of reasoning has been considered ay unsafe

and fantastic by his contemporaries as well as by later

astronomers, Sir David JLfrewBter remarks very truly,
'

that, as an instrument of research, the influence of

imagination has been much overlooked by those who

have ventured to give kws to philosophy.
3

The torch

of imagination is as necessary to him who looks for

truth, as the lamp of study. Kepler held both, and

more than that, he Lad the star of faith to guide him.

Let us quote in conclusion the testimony of Alex-

ander vou Humboldt as to the value of imagination,

or even of faitli and superstition, in the progress of

human knowledge. 'At the limits of exact know-

ledge,' he writes,
' as from a lofty island-shore, the

2
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eye loves to glance towards distant regions. The

images which it sees may be illusive; but like the

illusive images which people imagined they had seen

from the Canaries or the Azores, long before the time

of Columbus, they may lead to the discovery of a new

world.'

In the history of the physical sciences, the throe

stages which we have just described as the einphical,

the classificatory, and the theoretical, appear gene-

rally in chronological order. I say, generally, for

there have been instances, as in the case just quoted

of Philolaos, where the results properly belonging to

the third have been anticipated in the first stage.

To the quick eye of genius one case may be like a

thousand, and one experiment, well chosen, unay

lead to the discovery of an absolute law. Besides,

there are great chasms in the history of science.

The tradition of generations is broken by political

or ethnic earthquakes, and the work that was nearly

finished lias frequently had to be done again from

the beginning, when a now surface had been formed

for the growth of a new civilisation. The succession,

however, of these three stages is no doubt the natural

one, and it is very properly observed in the study

of every science. The student of botany begins as

a collector of plants. Taking each plant by itself, ho

observes its peculiar character, its habitat, its proper

season, its popular or unscientific name, lie learns

to distinguish between the roots, the stem, the leaves,

the flower, the calyx, the stamina, and pistils. ITo

learns, so to say, the practical grammar of tho plant

before he can begin to compare, to arrange, and
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classify. Again, no one can enter with advantage

on the third stage of any physical science without

having passed through the second. No one can

study the plant, no one can understand the bearing

of such a \york as, for instance, Professor Schleiden's

Life of the Pltmt} who has not studied the life of

plants in the wonderful variety, and in the still more

wonderful order, of nature. These last and highest

achievements of inductive philosophy are possible

only after the way Las been cleared by previous

classification. The philosopher must command IUH

classes like regiments which obey the order of their

general. Thus alone can the battle be fought and

truth be conquered.

The Science of It&ngn&gQ a Physical Science.

After this rapid glance at the history of the other

physical sciences, we now return to our own, the

science of language, in order to see whether it really

is a science, whether it may bo classed as ono of tin;

physical sciences, and whether it can be brought back

to the standard of the inductive sciences. "Wo want

to know whether it has passed, or is still passing,

through the three phases of physical research;

whether its progress has been systematic or desul-

tory, whether its method has boon appropriate 01

not. But before we do this, wo shall, I think, have

to do something else You may have observed that

I always took it for granted that the Hcicnco of

language, which is best known in this country by
the name of Comparative Philology, is ono of tho

physical sciences, and that therefore its method ought
1 Die Pflanse mil \Kr Leten, von M. J. Sohloi<leu, Leipzig, 1858.
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to be the same as that which has been followed

with so much success in botany, geology, anatomy,

and other branches of the study of nature. In the

history of the physical sciences, however, wo look in

vain for a place assigned to comparative, philology,

and its very name would soem to show that it bo-

longs to quite a different sphere of human knowledge.

There are two great divisions of human knowledge,

which, according to their subject-matter, may bo

called physical and historical. Physical scionce, it

has been said, deals with the works of God, historical

science with the works of man Thus the science of

optics, including all the laws of light ami colour, is a

physical science, whereas the science of painting, with

all its laws of manipulation and colouring, being that

of a man-created art, is a purely historical sojom'-e.
1

Now if we were to judge by its name, comparative

philology, like classical philology, would seem to take

rank, not as a physical, but as an historical aeioncts,

and the proper method to be applied to It would bo

that which is followed in the history of art, of law, of

politics, and religion. However, the title of compara-
tive philology must not bo allowed to iriil<a<l UH. It

is difficult to say by whom that title was invented ,

but all that can bo said in defence of it IN, that tho

founders of the scionce of language were chiefly

scholars or philologists, and that they based their

inquiries into the nature and laws of language on a

comparison of as many facts as they could colleet.

within their own special spheres of study. Neither in

Germany, which may well bo called tbo birthplace of

1 Intellectual Eeposihny, June 2, 1862, p 317.
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this science, nor in France, where it has been culti-

vated with, brilliant success, has that title boen

adopted. It will not be difficult to show that,

although the science of language owes much, to the

classical scholar, and though in return it has proved

of great use to him, yet comparative philology has

really nothing whatever in common with philology,

in the usual meaning of the word. Philology, whether

classical or oriental, whether treating of ancient or

modern, of cultivated or barbarous languages, is no

doubt an historical science, in the strictest sense of the

word. Language is here treated simply as a means.

The classical scholar uses Greek or Latin, the oriental

scholar Hebrew or Sanskrit, or any other language,

as a key to an understanding of the literary monu-

ments which bygone ages have bequeathed to us, as

a spell to raise from the tomb of time the thoughts
of great men in different ages and different countries,

and as a means ultimately to trace the social, moral,

intellectual, and religious progress of the human
race. In the same manner, if we study living lan-

guages, it is not for their own sake that wo study

grammars and vocabularies. We do so on account of

their practical usefulness. We use them as letters

of introduction to the best society or to the best

literature of the leading nations of Europe. In com-

parative philology the case is totally different. In

the science of language, languages are not treated

as a means
; language itself becomes the sole object

of scientific inquiry. Dialects win el i have never pro-
duced any literature at all, the jargons of savage

tribes, the clicks of the Hottentots, and the vocal
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modulations of the Indo-Chine&o are as impoitant,

nay, for the solution of some of our problems, more

important, than the poetry of Homer, or the pioso of

Cicero. We do not want to know languages, wo

want to know language; what language is, how it

can form an instrument or an organ of thought ;
we

want to know its origin, its nature, its laws ;
and it

is only in order to anivo at that knowledge that we

collect, arrange, and classify all the facts of language

that are within our reach.

And here I must protest, at tho very outset of

these lectures, against the supposition that tho stu-

dent of language must necessarily be a great linguist.

How is he to find time for acquiring what is culled a

practical knowledge of the hundreds of languages

with which he has to deal? He does not aspire to

bo a Mithridatos or llczzofanti. His knowledge should

bo accurate, but it cannot possibly bo that familiar

knowledge which we can acquire in a lifc-timo of nix

or seven languages, whether dead or living.

It is tho grammar and the dictionary, not tho litora-

turo, which form tho subject of his inquiries. Those lie

consults and subjects to a careful analysis, but ho

does not encumber his memory with paradigms of

nouns and verbs, or with long lists of words which

have never been used for the purposes of literature

It ia true, no doubt, that no language will unveil

the whole of its wonderful structure except to tho

scholar who has studied it thoroughly and criti-

cally in a number of liteiury works representing tho

various periods of its growth. Nevertheless, short

lists of vocables, and imperfect sketches of a gram-
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mar, are in many instances all that the student can

expect to obtain, or can hope to master and to uso

for the purposes ho has in view. He must learn tu

make the best of this fragmentary information, like*

the comparative anatomist, who frequently learns his

lessons from the smallest fragments of fossil hones,

or the vague pictures of animals brought home by
unscientific travellers. If it were necessary for the

comparative philologist to acquire a critical or prac-

tical acquaintance with all the language's which form

the subject of his inquiries, the science of language

would simply be an impossibility. But we do not

expect the botanist to bo an experienced gardener, or

the geologist a miner, or the ichthyologist a practical

fisherman. Nor would it be reasonable to object in

the science of language to the same division of labour

which is necessary for the successful cultivation of

subjects much loss comprehensive. Though much
of what we might call the realm of language is lost

to us for ever, though whole periods in the history of

language are by necessity withdrawn from our obser-

vation, yet the mass of human speech that lies before

us, whether in the petrified strata of ancient litera-

ture or in the countless variety of living languages
and dialects, offers a field as large, if not larger, than

any other bianch of physical research. It is impos-
sible to fix the exact number of known languages, but

their number can hardly be less than nine hundred.1

That, before the beginning of our century, this vast

field should never have excited the curiosity of the

3 Balbi in his Atlas counts 860. Cf. Pott, Rassen, p. 230
, JStymo-

logiscke Forsckungen, 11 83. (Second Edition.)
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natural philosopher may seem surprising, more sur-

prising even than the indiffeience with which former

generations treated the lessons which the very stones

beemed to teach of the life still throbbing in the veins

and on the very surface of ihe earth. The saying

that '

familial ity breeds contempt' would seem applic-

able to the subjects of both those sciences. The gravel

of our walks hardly seemed to deserve a sciontific

treatment, and the language which every ploughboy

can speak could not be raised without an offoit to the

dignity of a scientific pioblem. Man had studied

every part of nature, the mineral treasures in the

bowels of the earth, the flowois of each season, the

animals of every continent, the laws of stoims, and

the movements of the heavenly bodies
;
he had analysed

every substance, dissected evory organism, he knew

every bone and muscle, every nerve and iibre of his

own body to the ultimate elements which compose

his flesh and blood; lie bad moditatod on the nature

of his soul, on the laws of his mind, and tried to

penetiate into the last causes of all being and yet

language, without the aid of which not oven the Hist

stop in tliis glorious caioor could have boon made,

remained unnoticed. Like a veil that hung too close

over the eye of the human mind, it \vns hardly per-

ceived. In art age when tho study of antiquity

attracted the most energetic minds, when the ashes

of Pompeii were sifted for the playthings of Roman

life; when parchments wcro made to disclose, by
chemical means, tho erased thoughts of Giccian

thinkers
;
when the tombs of "Egypt were ransacked

for their sacred contents, ami the palaces of Bab} Ion
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and Nineveh forced to surrender the clay diaries of

Nebuchadnezzar; when everything, in fact, that

seemed to contain a vestige of the early life of man

was anxiously searched for and carefully preserved

in our libraries and museums language, which in

itself carries us back far beyond the cuneifoiin litera-

ture of Assyria and Babylonia and the hieroglyphic

documents of Egypt ;
which connects ouiselves

through an unbroken chain of speech, with the veiy

ancestors of our race, and still draws its life from the

first utteianccs of the human mind language, the

living and speaking witness of the whole history of

our race, was never cioss-examined by the student of

history, was never made to disclose its secrets until

questioned, and so to say, brought back to itself

within the last fifty yearSj by the genius of a Humbol<lt,

Bopp, Grimm. Bunsen, and others If we consider

that, whatever view we take of the origin and giowth
of language, nothing new has ever been added to the

substance of language,
1 that all its changes have

been changes of form, that no new root or radical

has ever "been invented by later generations, as little

as one single element has ever been added to the

material world in which we live
,
if we bear in mind

that in one sense, and in a very just sense, we may be

said to handle the very words which issued from the

mouth of man, when he gave names to
c

all cattle, and

to the fowl of the air, and to every beast of the field,'

we shall perceive, I believe, that the science of

language has claims on our attention, such as few

sciences can rival or excel.

1
Pott, Efym Feu ^. n 280.
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THE GROWTH OF LANGUAGE IN CONTRADISTINCTION TO

THE HISTORY OF LANGUAGE.

Objections.

IN
claiming for the science of language a place*

among the physical sciences,
1 1 was prepared to

meet with many objections. The circle of the physical

sciences seemed closed, and it was not likely that a

new claimant should at once be welcomed among the

established branches and scions of the ancient aristo-

cracy of learning.
2

1

Schloichcr, DieDtirw'inibdi&Tkeorie, 1863, p 7, IUN since adopted

the <ame \iew *
(jtloUic* he fuys, 'or the Science of Language, IB

theiefore one of the uutmai sciences
;
iU method is on the whole the

wune as thafc of the oilier uatuul hcicnces.'

2
Di. Whewell cla-toCb the science of language as one of the p,ilaitio-

loqiu.il Bcit-nces, but he nukes a distinction between, pal.uliologic.il

sciences treating of nuteual things, ior inline'-, geology, and othcis

respecting the piodncts which result fioiu IIUUI'K imaginative and soruil

endowments, for hiitance, foinpaMtivc philology. He cxcludoH tht*

Litter fnnn tho ciicle ol the physiciil facicnuoH, properly so called, hut he

adds: 'Wo hcgan our inijuuy with the trust that any Hound views

which we should bo able to obtain nsptcting the nature of truth in the

physical science, and the mode of discovering it, ziiimt alno tend t<

tluow liijht upon the nature and piospectn of kuowlwl^e of all other

kindsmust bo uselul to UB in moral, political, and philological re-

ec'Au:h(\s Wu ntated thi^ OH a eoufulent anticipation ;
and the < vidom <

of tlio justice of out belief already bc^irn to appear. Wo liavo wjon

that biology leads i to psychology, if we choohi* to follow the p,ith,

and tlitiH the passftge fioni tho mateiial to tho imnutotul IMS ahcady

unfolded itself Jit one point; and wo now perceive that there an*

Kjver.il huge piovinccH of speculation uhich concern sulj*i tM boloiigmg

to rriaiiV iniinatci ml nature, and which aro governed by the flame lawn

'c
11*

altogether phyH'eal it IM not our TIUSIIICHB to dwell on tht1
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Language the Work of Man

The first objection which was sure to ho raisod on

the part of such sciences as botany, gpolugy, or phy-

siology is this : Language is tho work of man : it

was invented by man as a means of communicating
his thoughts, when mere looka and gestures proved

inefficient
;
and it was gradually, by the combined

efforts of succeeding generations, brought to that per-

fection which we admire in the Voda. tlw lliblc, tin-

Koran, and in the poc.try of Homer, Dante, Shake-

speare, and Goethe. Now it is perfectly tiu! that if

language be the work of man, in the Baiiw sense in

which a statue, or a templo, or a poem, or a la\v are

properly called the works of man, tho aeiewo of

language would have to bo classed as tin historical

science. We should have a history of hni^uage a,s we

have a history of art, of poetry, and of jurispnulenee,

but we could not claim for it a place Hide by i<!o with

tho various branches ofnatural Hcienec 1
. It w t rue, ulw> %

that if you consult tho works of KOIMJ of tho most

distinguished modern philoHOphers you will iind that

whenever they speak of language, they tako it for

granted that language is a human invention, that

words aro artificial signs, and that tho varieties of

human speech arose from different nations agreeing on

prospects winch our philoHophy tlim opons to our coutdtnplaUwi ; but

we may allow ourselves, in this lust wta^o of our pilgrirttugo among tho

foundations of tho physical sciences, to he clifCtcd and aninifttnl by
the ray that thus IKUUIB upon UK, however dimly, from a holier and

brighter region.' Indication* of thf ^Vda/or, p. 14(1. Hc nUo J7ar-

mnism fouled by the Science of Lanyitdf/f, trattKLitud ftom tho (icrniait

of Piofossor A. Schlcichor by J)r. Al. V. W. II. Bikkow (Ixmdcm:

Tfotten, 1809), and my leview of tliu work in 'Nature/ No. 10, Jan. 6,

1870.
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different sounds as the most appiopiiate signs of their

different ideas This view of the origin of language

was so powerfully advocated by the leading philo-

sophers of the last century, that it has retained an

undisputed currency e\ en among those who, on almost

every other point, are strongly opposed to then

teaching.

A few voices have, indeed, been raided to protest

against the theory of language being originally in-

vented by man. Dut they were chiefly the protests

of theologians who, in their zeal to vindicate tho

divine origin of language, were carried away far beyon<l

the teaching of the Bible which they wero anxious to

defend. For in the Bible it is not tho Creator who

gives names to all things, but Adam. 'Out of the

ground/ we read, 'tho Lord God formed every beast

of the field, and every fowl of the, air ; and brought

them unto Adam to sou what he, would call them:

and whatsoever Adam called every living creature

that was the name thereof.
1
1

With the exception of this Mnall c.luss of philo-

sophers, more orthodox even than this IJiblo,
54 the

1 GcnctiiH u. 19,

*
fc>t,. Basil WJIH aueuHfd by Kunomius of denying Divine Providence,

because ho would not admit that God had ciuitoil tho MIMICH of nil

thmg&, but aaeubed tho invention of language to the fucuilicH whu h

God had implanted in man St <ir#oiy, biIiopof Nym iu (Uppa-
docjia (331-390), defended St. ito-il.

*

Though (Jwl haa tfvvn to htmuu
nature ita faculti<V hu \vnten, 'it dncri not fallow that thctofuio Me

produces all the acbionn which wo porfurm. Ho IIOH given m the

faculty of building a IIOUHO and doing any othcT wotk
; but wo, tuiroly,

are tho buiidorit, and not I To. In tho t-anio munu'-r oui faculty <f

speaking is tho woik of Hun who IUB HO framed our mituio; hut the

invention of words for naming eacli object it* tho work of our iiinul
*

See Ladcvi-Uocho, J)e rOiiyiite tJu hrngaye, Boideaux, 1800, p. 14;
albo Uorno Tookc, Diverttonn <>fj?urteyt p. 19.
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generally received opinion on tho origin of lan-

guage is that which was held by Locke, which was

powerfully advocated Ly Adam Smith in his Etway
on theOriyin of Lanyutiye, appended to his Treatise

on Moral Senlitrtenfa, and which was adopted with

slight modifications Ly Dugald Stewart. According
to them, man must have lived for a time in a state

of mutism, his only means of communication consist-

ing in gestures of the body, and in changes of the

countenance, till at lust, ^lien ideas multiplied that

could no longci bo pointed at with the fingois, 'they

found it necessary to in\ent artificial signs of which

the moaning was fixed by mutual agreement/
Weneed not dwell on minor differences of opinion as

to the exact process by which this aitificial language
is supposed to have been formed. Adam Smith would

wish us to belie,vo that the fin>t artificial words were

win. Nouns, ho thinks, were of less urgent necessity

because tilings could be pointed at or imitated, whereas

meio actions, such as arc expiessed by verbs, could

not. lie therefore supposes that when people saw a

wolf coming, they pointed at him, ami simply cried

out 'Htj comes.' Dugald Htewart, on the contrary,

thinks that tho first artificial words wore nouns, and

that the, verbs were supplied by gesture; that, thiirc-

foiv, when people saw a wolf coming, they did not ciy
1 He comes,' but *

Wolf, Wolf/ leaving the rest to be

imagined.
1

But whether tint verb or the noun was the first to

bo invented is of little, importance ;
nor is it possible

for us, at the very beginning of our inquiry into the

. wart, H wA, vol lii. p. 27.
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nature of language, to enter upon a minute examina-

tion of a theory which represents language as a work

of human art, and as established by mutual agreement

as a medium of communication. While fully mliiiit.ini;j

that if this theory were tiue, the science of laiitfno

would not come within the pale of tho phjhieal

sciences, I must content myself for tlio present \\ith

pointing out that no one has yet explained how, with-

out language, a discussion, however imperfect, on tint

merits of each word, such as must needs have preceded

a mutual agreement, could have been carried on. Hut

as it is my chief object to prove that langungo is not ft

work of human art, in the same SPIIHO as painting, or

building, or writing, I must ask to bo allowed, in thin

preliminary stage, simply to enter my protect ugahihL

a theory, which, though still taught in Urn Hchools, is

nevertheless, I believe, without a single {'act to support
its truth.

Has Language a History?

There arc other objections, however, bofli<le,H thin,

which would seem to bar the admission of the se'u wo
of language to the circle of the physical wirnrcs.

Whatever the origin of language may have Iwen, it

has been remarked with a strong appearance of truth,

that language has a history of its own, like art, like

law, like religion ; and that, therefore, the wionnt of

language belongs to the circle of ihe, hidurtcttl, or, as

they used to bo called, the wcm/Z, in contradistinction

to the physical sciences. It is a well-known fae,t,

which recent researches have not wliakon, that whim
is incapable of progress or improvement. Tho flower

which the botanist observes to-day was as perfect
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from the beginning as it is to-day. Animals which

are endowed with what is called an artistic instinct,

have never brought that instinct to a higher degree
of perfection The hexagonal cells of the bee are not

more regular in the nineteenth century than at any
earlier period, and the gift of song has never, as far

as we know, been brought to a higher perfection by
our nightingale than by the Philomole of the Greeks.
* Natural History/ to quote Dr. Whowell's words,

1

'when systematically treated, excludes all that is

historical, for it classes objects by their permanent
and universal properties, and lias nothing to do with

the narration of particular or casual facts
'

Now, if

we consider the largo number of tongues spoken in

diflcrenl parts of the world with all their dialectic

and provincial varieties, if we observe the great

changes which each of these tongues hus undergone
in the course of centuries, how Latin was changed
into Italian, Spanish, Portu^ueso, Provencal, French,

.Roumanian, and Koumanach ; how Latin again, to-

gether with Greek, tho Celtic, the Teutonic, and

Slavonic languages, together likewise with the ancient

dialects of India and Persia, points back to an earlier

language, the mother, if we may so call it, of tho

wholo Indo-European or Ai}*m Family of speech ;
if

we nee, how Jlebrow, A i able., and Kyriac, with several

minor dialects, are, but diiR-ruiit impressions of one

and ilie, ttaiuo common type, and must all have ilowed

from the, sawo source, tho original language of the

Semitic race ;
and if wo add to these two, the Aryan

and Semitic, at least ono moio well-established class

1
History of Inductive faiences, vol. iiu p. 531.

I I>
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of languages, the Turanian, comprising the dialects of

the nomad races scattered over Central and Northern

Asia, the Tungusic, Mongolic, Turkic, Samoyedic,

and Finnic,
1

all radii from one common centre of

speech : if we watch this stream of language rolling

on through centuries in three mighty arms, -which,

before they disappear from our sight in the far dis-

tance, may possibly show a convergence towards one

common source: it would seem, indeed, as if there

were an historical life inherent in language, anil as if

both the will of man and the power of time could

tell, if not on its substance, at least on its form.

Changes in Language

And even if the more local varieties of speech

were not considered sufficient ground for excluding

language from the domain of natural M'-ienr.e, there

would still remain the greater difficulty of recon-

ciling the historical changes affecting every ono of

these varieties with the recognised principles of

physical science. Every part of nature, whether

mineral, plant, or annual, is the same in kind from

the beginning to the end of its existence, \vlierea,s few

languages could be recognised as the name uJler the

lapse of but a thousand years. The Iimguago of

Alfred is so different from tho English of tho present

day that we have to study it in tho same manner a,s

we study Greek and Latin. Wo can read Mill on

and Bacon, Shakespeare and Hooker; we can inalvu

out Wycliffe and Chaucer
;
but when wit come, to the

1 Names in io aic names of clowei JIB dwtmct from tin- nnmrx of

single languages
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English of the thirteenth century, -we can but guess

its meaning, and we fail even in this with works

previous to Onn and Layamon, The historical

changes of language may be more or less rapid, but

they take place at all times and in all countries.

They have reduced the rich and powerful idiom of

the poets of the Veda to the meagre and impure

jargon of the modern Sepoy. They have transformed

the language of the Zend-Avesta and of the mountain

records of Behistun into that of Firdusi and the

modern Peisians; tho language of Vhgil into that of

Dante, tho language of UlliLis into that of Charle-

magne, tho language of Chailemagne into that of

Goothe. We have reason to believe that the same

changes take place with even greater violence and

rapidity in the dialects of .savago tribes, although, in

the absence of a wiitlen literature, it is extremely

difficult to obtain trustworthy information. But in

the few instances where careful ol nervations have

been made on this interesting subject, it lias been

(bund that among tho wild and illiterate tribes of

Liberia, Africa, and Siam, two or three generations

are, sufficient to change tho whole aspect of their

dialects. The languages of highly civilised nations,

on the contrary, become more and more stationary,

and sometimes seem almost to lose their power of

change. Where there is a classical literature, and

whore its language han Kpiead to every town and

village, we can hardly understand how any further

changes should take place. Nevertheless, tho lan-

guage of Komo, fur HO many centuries the queen of

the whole civilised world, was deposed by the modern
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Romance dialects, and the ancient Greek was sup-

planted in the end by the modern Romaic. And

though the art of printing and the wide diffusion uf

Bibles and Prayer-books and newspapers have acted

as still more powerful barriers to arrest the constant

flow of human speech* we may see that the langua#
i

of the authorised version of the Bible, though perfect I \

intelligible, is no longerthe spokenlanguage of Kngkml
In Booker's Scripture and Prayer-booh (-Hossftry

l
tin*

number of words or. senses of words which have, IK;

come obsolete since 1611, amount to 3H8,~ or nearly

one fifteenth pait of the whole number of words useil

in the Bible. Smaller changes, changes of accent ami

meaning, the reception of new, and the dropping of

old words, we may watch as taking place, under our

own eyes. Rogers
3 said that 'c/nttrvijtltifr, is luul

enoughj but Idlcony makes nio Mick,' whereas at present

no one is startled by c6ntnnjtl<itv instead of t'tm-

t&nplate, and bdlcony has become wore usual than

bulcdny. Thus ftoowe and chancy, hiylw and ///W/,

have but lately been driven from the sta^e hj R<nm\

china, lilac, and yM \ and some, courteous penile-

men of the old school still continue to be oh/nl

1 A Scnptwe and Piayer-ttook (jltmary : boin^ an <'V|bKtfi"n of

obsolete words and pLmscs in the English JJ-Jjlc, AjKH'typha, nw\ !!<"!.

of Comnjon Piayet, by the Jlev J. Ijoukfjr: J>ublin, 1.'tii 77/ Mitt*

Woid-book, a glos&aiy o^ Old English Uiblo w<u<U lv .1 I U'f.vvui.l ,iini

W. Altlis Wnght- Uail)ii<)^, IbM.
2 Lectures on Hie Jtinyhsh Language, ly (\ I* M.nsh. X w \.l,

t

18CO, pp. 2t!3 and C30. Those ]ecturc'H embody tin* i mil(f n( j,tu< It < n*

ftil rcHoaich, and aro full of vuluablo oTwurvaiitaiH TIn-y h.ivi lut \\

been publiHhccl in England, with useful omimwis ,iud aililituini by hi

Smith, under the title of Handbook of ihe JCn^lmh
8
Mar&h, p, 532, note.
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instead of being obliged.
1

Force,
2 in the sense of a

waterfall, and gill, in the sense of a rocky ravine,

were not used in classical English before Wordsworth.

Handbook? though an old Anglo-Saxon word, ha>s

but lately taken the j>lace of inanucd
;
and a number

of words such as cab for cabriolet, buss for omnibus,

and even a verb such as to shunt 41 tremble still on the

boundary line between the vulgar and the literary

idioms. Though the grammatical changes that have

taken place since the publication of the authorised

version are yet fewer in number, still wo may point

out some. The termination of the third person

singular in th is now entirely replaced by 8. No one

now says lie liveth, but only fie Urea. Hevoral of the

strong imperfects and participles have assumed a

new form. No one now iwes he spttlv, and he <lrttr&

instead of he 8/xtke, and he drore, ; Inilpni is replaced

by helped ; Iwlden by held ; khupen, by vJutftnL Th

distinction between ye and you-, the former being
1

Trench, 7&V//U& Past and Jtrcxfnt, p. 210, mentions great, \ihich

was pronounced greet in Johnson'* time, and tea, which Pope rhyme*
with olwj.

2 Mawh, p. 580. * Sir J. Stoddart, Ohwloiiy, p. 60,
* In Ilalhwtill'H Dictionary ofAi cfathnu ' to nhunto

'

in given in the

sense of to delay, to put oil:

*

ftchape us an anaucrc, and whunl* yow no len^cro.'

Marie Arthur?', MS Liwcln, f. 67.

Also in the wcn^c of to shun, to move from (Noith) :

* TJicn I <lrow mo down into a ciulc, wtioroaa the <linul> doer

Did ahivor for ft ho\\er; but I tdinntud from a fn-yke/
Little John Nobody, c. 1550.

In Kir Gaw&yne and the Green Knight, od. It Morris, Sir Oawayno is

waid to have shunt, i.o. to have shrunk from a blow (v. 2280 ;
twe also

22G8, 1902), In tho JGfar/y English Alliterative Pdam*, cd. B. jrrri,
Abraham in said to sit tohunt, i.e. a-nkant or a-nlanfc (JJ. 605, p. 56).

See Mr. 11. Mori it*' remarks in the Glossary, p. 190
;
and Herbert Cole-

ridge, Glosuary, s.v.
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reserved for the nominative, the latter for the other

cases, is given up in modern English ;
and what is

apparently a new grammatical form, the possessive

pronoun its, has sprung into life since the beginning
of the seventeenth century. It never occurs in tin*

authorised version of the Bible ;* and though it is used

ten times by Shakespeare, Ben Jonson. does not recog-
nise it as yet in his English Grammar."

It is argued, therefore, that as language, differing

thereby from all other productions of nature, is liable

to historical alterations, it is not fit to be treated in

the same manner as the subject-matter of all the oilier

physical sciences.

There is something very plausible in this objection,

but if we examine it more carefully, we shall find

that it rests entirely on a confusion of tcinis. We
must distinguish between historical change and

natural growth. Art, science, philosophy, and i elision

all have a history; language, or any other pioduefion
of nature, admits, strictly speaking, of growth on!}.

1
Ft was Bupposed to occur" In the anthonH'<l \<iHion of j^ill, m

Leviticus xxv. 5, but the light muling hcrv was if, an way In* HUM
irom the following extracts given by Lord Cary^fort:

Wickhfte. Thmgis that the ertho frely brjiigilh forth, thoit nhalt not

reope

CUerdale, 1535 Lolio what growoth of if Hc-lf after thy han<4, &<.

Cranmer, 1541 That whicho groweth of thft owno acc!or<l( i

,
'(

Genevan, 15GO -That which gnmefch of if, owno accordc of thy

harvest, &c.

The Bishops', 1508 That which grovvoth of the owno accorth* of thy

harvest, &e.

King Jamea'H, 1GH. That which growcth of it owno arr-or<l of thy

harvest, &c
u * Kouro Possessives : My, or Myne ; riurall, Our, ouw. Thy, tlnii< ;

Pinrall, Your, yonrs. Tli.-i, HCTH, both in tl plural! making, Thtir,

tliciiu' See The Kug?i*7i (intmnifrrmtttfe by fkn JvHum, IH40, dsa},xv.
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Growth of Language, not History.

Let us consider, first, that although there is a

continuous change in language, it is not in the power
of any man either to produce or to prevent it. We

might think as well of changing the laws which

control the circulation of our blood, or of adding one

cubit to our stature, as of altering ihe laws of speech,

or inventing new words according to our own pleasure.

As man is the lord of nature only if he knows her

laws and submits to them, the poet and the philoso-

pher become the lords of language only if they know
its laws and obey them.

When the Emperor Tiberius had made a mistake*

and was reproved for it by Marcellus, another gram-
marian of the nam^ of Gapito, who happened to be

present, remarked that what the emperor said was

good Latin, or, if it were not, it would soon be so.

Marcellus, more of a grammarian than a courtier,

replied,
'

Capito is a liar
; for, Caesar, thou canst give

the Boman citizenship to men, but not to words.*

A similar anecdote is told of the German Emperor
Sigismund When presiding at the Council of Con-

stance, he addressed the assembly in a Latin speech,

exhorting them to eradicate the schism of the Hussites.

'Videte Patres,' he said, *ut eradicetis tJchiHinam

Hussitarum.' He was very unceremoniously called

to order by a monk, who called out,
e

Serenissime Ilex,

schisma est generis neutri.' 1 The emperor, however,
without losing his presence of mind, asked the im-

pertinent monk, 'How do you know it?' The old
* As several of my reviewers have found fault with tlie monk for

using the genitive neutn, instead of ncutnua, I beg to refer them to
Prwcianus, lib. vi. cap. i. 220; and cap. vii. 243. The expression
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Bohemian schoolmaster replied,
' Alexander GaUus

says so.' 'And who is Alexander Gallus?' the

emperor rejoined. The monk replied, 'He was a

monk.* '

Well,' said the emperor,
' and I am emperor

of Rome
; and my word, I trust, will be as good as

the word of any monk/ No doubt the laughers were
with the emperor; but for all that, schisma remained
a neuter, and not even an emperor could change its

gender or termination.

The idea that language can be changed and im-

proved by man is by no means a new one. We know
that Protagoras, an ancient Greek philosopher, after

laying down some laws on gender, actually began to

liml limit with the text of Homer, because it did not

atfree with big rules. But here, as in every otlmr

instance, the attempt proved unavailing. Try to

alter the smallest rule of Eiiglibh, and you will iind

that it 'us physically impossible. There is apparently
a very small diilerenco between wurh and very, but

you can hardly over put one in the place of the other.

You can say
; am very happy,

1

but not '

J am much

happy,' though \ou may say
'

1 am most happy.' On
the contrary, you can say *I am much misunder-

stood,* but not '

I am very misunderstood.' Thus the

western Romance dialects, Spanish and Portuguese,

together with Walachian, can only employ the Latin

word 'wwjix for forming comparatives :- Sp. 'nuts

dulcc] Port.MwW(W, Wai.wu (/'urc : while French,

Provencal, and Italian only allow ofplus for the same

gtnriM Hftttnitt, though frequently used by modorn ttlitoni, has no au-

thority, I lu'luw, in ancient Latin. See Aueomua, JSpiy. 50, Horviua,

ad den,) i. 7<>3.
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purpose ;
Ital. pih dolce ;

Prov. plus dous ;
Fr. plus

doux. It is by no means impossible, however, that

this distinction between very, which is now used with

adjectives only, and much, which precedes participles,

should disappear in time. In fact,
e

very pleased
'

and 'very delighted* are expressions which may "be

heard in many drawing-rooms. But if that change

take place, it will not be by the will of any individual,

nor by the mutual agreement of any large number of

men, but rather in spite of the exeitions of gram-

marians and academies.

And here you perceive the first difference between

history and growth. An emperor inay change the

laws of society, the forms of religion, the rules of art :

it is in the power of one generation, or even of one

individual, to raise an art to the highest pitch of per-

fection, while the next may allow it to lapse, till a

new genius takes it up again with renewed ardour.

In all this we have to deal with the conscious and

intentional acts of individuals, and wo therefore move
on historical ground. If we compare the creationn oF

Michael Angelo or Eaphael with tho statues and

frescoes of ancient Rome, we can speak of a hintory of

art. We can connect two periods separated by
thousands of years through the works of those who
handed on the traditions of art from century to

century ; but we shall never meet here with tho same
continuous and unconscious growth which connects

the language of Plautus with that of Danto. The

process through which language is settled and unsettled

combines in one the two opposite elements of-nocoRHity
and free will Though tho individual seems to be tho
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prime agent in producing new words and new gram-
matical forms, ho is so only after his individuality has

been merged in the common action of the family,

tribe or nation to which he belongs. He can do

nothing by himself, and the first impulse to a new
formation in language, though always given by an

individual, is mostly, if not always, given without

premeditation, nay, unconsciously. The individual,

as such, is powerless, and the results apparently pro-
duced by him depend on laws beyond his control, and

on the co-operation of all those who form together
with him one class, one body, or one organic whole.

Language independent of Political History.

There is another objection which we have to con-

sider, and the consideration of which will ngain help
us to understand more cleaily the real character of

language. It has been said that although language

may not bo merely a work of art, it would, neverthe-

less, be impossible to understand the life and growth
of any language without an historical knowledge of

the times in which that language grew up. We ought
to know, it is said, whether a language, which, is to be

analysed under the microscope of comparative grammar,
has been growing up wild, among wild tribes without

a literature, oval or written, in poetry or in prose ;
or

whether it has received the cultivation of poets, priests,

and orators, and retained the impress of a classical ago.

Again, it is only from the annals of political history
that we can learn whether one language has conic in

contact with another, how long this contact has lasted,

which of the two nations stood higher in civilisation,
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which was the conquering and which the conquered,

which of the two established the laws, the religion,

and the arts of the country, and which produced the

greatest number of national teachers, popular poets,

and successful demagogues. All these questions are

of a purely historical character, and the science which

has to borrow so much, from historical sources, might
well be considered an anomaly in the sphere of the

physical sciences.

Now, in answer to this, it cannot be denied that

among the physical sciences none is so intimately
connected with the history of man as the science of

language. But a similar connection, though in a less

degree, can bo shown to exist between other branches

of physical research and the history of man. In

zoology, for instance, it is of some importance to know
at what particular period of history, in what country,
and for what purposes certain animals were tamed

and domesticated. In ethnology, a science, we may
remark in passing, quite distinct from the science of

language, it would be difficult to account for the

Caucasian stamp impressed on the Mongolian race in

Hungary, or on the Tatar race in Turkey, unless we
knew from written documents the migrations and

settlements of the Mongolia and Tataric tribcvS hi

Europe. A botanist, again, comparing several speci-

mens of rye, would find it difficult to account for their

respective peculiarities, unless he knew that in some

parts of the world this plant has been cultivated for

centuries, whereas in other regions, as for instance in

Mount Caucasus, it is still allowed to grow wild.

Plants have their own countries, like races
;
and the
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presence of the cucumber in Greece, the orange and

cherry in Italy, the potato in England, and the vine

at the Cape, can be fully explained by the historian

only. The more intimate relation, therefore, between

the history of language and the history of man is not

sufficient to exclude the science of language from the

circle of the physical sciences.

Nay, it might bo shown that, if strictly defined, the

science of language can declare itself completely inde-

pendent of history. If we apeak of the language of

England, we ought, no doubt, to know something of

the political history of the British Isles, in order to

understand the present state of that language. Its

history begins with the early Britons, who spoke a

Celtic dialect; it carries us on to the Saxon settle-

ments, the Danish invasions, the Norman conquest .

and we see how each of these political events contri-

buted to the formation of the character of the language.

The language of England may be said to have been

in .succession Celtic, Saxon, Noiinan, and Knglish.

But ifwo spoak of tho history of tho English language,

we enter on totally diileronl ground. Tho English

language was never Celtic, the Celtic never grow into

Saxon, nor the Saxon into Norman, nor the Norman

into English. The history of tho Celtic language runs

on to tho present day. It mutters not whether it be

spoken by all tho inhabitants of the British Isles, or

only by a small minority in Wales, Ireland, and

Scotland. A language, au long as it is spoken by any-

body, lives and has its substantive existence. The last

old woman that spoko Cornish, and to whose memory
a monument has been raised at Paul, represented by
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herself alone the ancient language of Cornwall. A
Celt may become an Englishman, Celtic and English

blood may be mixed: and who could tell at the

present day the exact proportion of Celtic and Saxon

blood in the population of England 1 But languages

are never mixed. It is indifferent by what name the

language spoken m the British Uands be called,

whether English or British or Saxon
;
to the student

of language English is Teutonic, and nothing but

Teutonic. The physiologist may protest, and point

out that in many instances the skull, or the bodily

habitat of the English language, is of a Celtic typo ;

the genealogist may protest and prove that the arms

of many an English family are of Norman origin ;

the student of language must follow his own way.
Historical information as to an early substratum of

Celtic inhabitants in Britain, as to Saxon, Danish,

and Norman invasions, may be useful to him. But

though every record were burnt, and every skull

mouldered, the English language, as spoken by any

ploughboy, would reveal its own history, if analysed

according to the rules of comparative grammar.
Without the help of history, we should see that

English is Teutonic, that like Dutch and Frisian it

belongs to the Low-German branch
;
that this branch,

together with the High-German, Gothic, and Scan-

dinavian branches, constitute the Teutonic class;

that this Teutonic class, together with the Celtic,

Slavonic, the Hellenic, Italic, Iranic, and Indie clause*?,

constitute the great Indo-European or Aryan family
of speech. In the English dictionary the student of

the science of language can detect, by bin own testy,
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Celtic, .Norman, Greek, and Latin ingredients, but

not a single drop of foreign blood has entered into the

organic system of English speech. The grammar, the

blood and soul of the language, is as pure and unmixed

in English as spoken in the British Isles, as it was

when spoken on the shores of the German Ocean by
the Angles, Saxons, and Juts of the continent.

Causes of change in Language.

But if the changes in language are not produced,
like the changes in politics or art, by the deliberate

acts of free individuals, and if they can be studied,

and ought to be studied, quite independently of the

history of the times during which they take place,

the question that has to be answered is, What is the

cause of these changes? Though it may be quite

true that language cannot bo changed or moulded by
the taste, the fancy, or genius of any individual man,

it is equally true that it is through the instrumentality

of man alone that language can be changed. If

language growb, it can grow on one soil only, and that

soil iy man. Language cannot exist by itself. To

speak of language, as Frcdcuck Schlogol did, aa a tree

sending forth buds and shoots in the shape of termina-

tions of nouns and verbs,
1
or, as Schleicher did, ae a

thing by itself, as an organic thing living a life of it

own, as growing to maturity, producing offspring, and

dying away, is sheer mythology ;
and though we can-

aot help u&ing metaphoiical expressions, we should

1 Homo Tooke, p. 629, note, ascribes this opinion to Gaatdvcteo,

without, however, giving any proof that the Italian scholar really held

this view. In its most extreme form this view was supported by lYeclo-

rick Schlegcl.
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always be on our guard against being carried away

by the very words which we are using.

The changes of language, which no one can deny,

which take place before our eyes, and have taken

place during all periods of history, are due to two

principal causes,

1. Dialectic Regeneration.

3. Phonetic Decay.

Phonetic Decay.

I begin with the second as the more obvious,

though in reality its operations arc mostly KuKsM|Wnl
to the operations of dialectic regeneration, and in some

cases may even be traced back to it. I think it may
be taken for granted that everything in language hu<l

originally a meaning. As language can havo no

other object but to express our meaning, it might
seem to follow almost by necessity that language
could originally contain neither more nor less than

what was required for that purpose. It would also

seem to follow that if language contains no more than

what is necessary for conveying a certain meaning, it

would be impossible to modify any part of it without

defeating its very purpose. This is really tlw caw in

some languages which for this, if for no other reasons,

form a class by themselves, sometimes called ix

or distinguished from agglulinatiw and

languages. In Chinese, for instance, ten is exnrussod

by sJti

3To Phonetic Decay in Chinese.

It would be impossible to change d& in the slight-

est way without making it unfit to express ten. If

instead of slit we pronounced fai, this wouLl moan
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seven, but not ten. But now, suppose we wished to

express double the quantity of ten, twice ten, or

twenty. We should in Chinese take etil, which is

two, put it before ski, and say etil sM, twenty. The

same caution which applied to sltt, applies again to

e&l-sJtt. As soon as you change it, by adding or

dropping a single letter, it is no longer twenty, but

either something else or nothing. We find exactly

the same in other languages which, like Cliinoso,

are called monosyllabic. In Tibetan, ehu is ten,

wjl two
; wyi-chu, twenty. In Burmese die is ton,

'tilt it two; nhit-she, twenty.

Phonetic Decay in Sanskrit.

But how is it in English, or in Gothic, or in flrook

and Latin, or in Sanskrit? We do not say twn-lvn

in English, nor duo-decem in Latin, nor dvi-da&a, in

Sanskrit.

Wo find 1 in

Sanskrit Gn-ck 2
L,if-m Kuh-h

vimsati veikati viginti twenty.

Now here we see, lirst, that the Sanskrit, Greek,

and Latin arc only local inotliiieationH of OIKS and

Hie same original word; wheieaa Hit 1

Knjjlish

is a new compound, and liku the (fotliic I,ml
(two decadft), the Anglo-Saxon twn-t'nj, framed from

Teutonic materials ; products, in fact, of what I call

dialectic regeneration.

We next observe that iho first part of tlio Lai in

vitjiiill and of the Sanskrit viw*ati contains tlu k

same number, which from <lt'i lias been reduced to

1

Jftopis Compatahve Grammar, JfcJO.

Sprache, B. 233. 3
I4ikoni( v

fornt
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vi This is not very extraordinary. Dii is not easy

to pronounce; at all events vi is easier. In Latin

Us, twice, stands likewise for an original dvis, and

that corresponds to the English twice, the Greek (I is.

This (I is appears again as a Latin preposition, mean-

ing a-two; so that, for instance, discussion means,

originally, striking a-two, different from pmuwion,
which means striking through and through. Well,

the pamc word, dvi or vi, we have in the Latin wuid

for twenty, which is vi-f/tnti., the Sanskrit viMati.
The second part of vt-r/!nti can hardly lie anj thing

else lut a remnant of a word for ten, Sanskrit da.san,

or for deead, Sanskrit dasat or dasati. But the

loss of the first sjllalJi* da is anomalous, and so is the

nasal in the first syllable, of Sanskrit vimsati, and in

the second sjllalJe of Latin ri-fjlittl, confirmed by the a

iu Greek uan. Tills yinfi cannot well }>e iaken as a

dual, because the dual weakens rather than slrungthons
its Ijase;

1
ntill, rirt/iult, twenty, must l>e accepted as

a corruption, and a very old corruption, of two words

meaning two and ten.

Now there is an immense difference I do not

mean in wound, luit in character l>etween two such

words as the Chinese c't'd-M, two-ten, or twenty, and

those, mere cripples of words which we meet with in

Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin. In Chinese, ihcrci is

neither too much, nor too little. The word speaks
for itself, and requires no commentary, in Sanskrit,

on the contrary, the most essential parts of the two

component element?* are gone, and what remains is a

1 Sro Benfoy, Vocativ, p. 9; Pa* Ztthlwori Zwi, j>. 27 ; Gorwon, Krit.

Nlr. 06. In Sanskrit tho Noux. Dual ig ua ui n i, the Nom

I, B
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kind of metamorpMc agglomerate which cannot bo

explained without a most minute microscopic ana-

lysis. Here, then, we have an instance of what is

meant by phonetic corruption ;
and you will perceive

how, not only the form, but the whole nature of

language can be affected by it. As soon as phonetic

corruption shows itself in a language, that language

has lost what we considered to bo the moat essential

character of all human speech, namely, that every

part of it should have a meaning. The people who

spoke Sanskrit were as little aware that viwsati

meant twice ten as a Frenchman is that vingt contains

somehow the remains of what is now deux and <l!^.

Language, therefore, has entered into a new slage, HH

soon as it submits to the attacks of phonetic, cliau^o.

The life of language has become benumbed and extinct

in those words or portions of words which show the

first traces of this phonetic mould. Henceforth thoHo

words or portions of words can be kept up artificially

or by traditions only; and, what is important, u

distinction is henceforth established between what, is

substantial or radical, and what is merely formal or

grammatical in words.

Grammatical Forms produced toy Phonetic Deooy-

For let us nowtake another instance,which will walco,

it clearer how phonetic corruption leads to Mm first

appearance of so-called grammatical forma. We are

not in the habit of looking on twenty or Gorman CVWM-

zlg as the plural of a word for ten. But how was a plural

originally formed ? In Chinese, which from the first haa

guarded most carefully against the taint of phonetic
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corruption, the plural is formed in the most sensible

manner. Thus, man in Chinese is yin\ klai means the

whole or totality. This added to yin gives flln-kiai,

which is the pluial of man. There are other words

which are used for the same purpose in Chinese ; for

instance, pel, which means a class. Hence \, a stranger,

followed by p&, ckss, gives %-pei, strangers. The

same process is followed in other cognate languages.
In Tibetan the plural is foinied by the addition of

such words as kun
:
all and wys, multitude. 1 Even

the numeials, nine and Juindied, aie used for the

same purpose. We have similar plurals in English,

but we do not reckon thorn as grammatical forms.

Thus, writ -kind is formed exactly like *-?w7, stranger
-

kimi; Cltribteiuluvk is the same as all Christians, and

c/crt/y is synonymous with clwici. In Bengali we

Imd ttitf
2 added to a noun to give it plural meaning,

in Hindi loJc or Zo//, world, and similar words/' An<l

here again, as long as those words are fully understood

and kopt alive, they resist phonotic corruption ; but

the moment tliey lose, so to nay, their presence of

mind, phonetic corruption is apt to set in, and as soon

as phonetic corruption has coirnnoncod its ravages,

those portions of a word which it aifi'cls retain a

merely nitifieiol or conventional existence, and may
dwindle down to grammatical terminations.

Phonetic decay jwty therefore be considered aa one of

the principal agents which change isolating into agglu-

tinative, and agglutinative into inflectional languages.
1 Foutftux, Orammaire Tibslawe, p. 27, and Picfaco, p. x.

8 (hi the orij(in of thiB r/?//,
HWJ iny esaay on Deng.ili m the Transact,

fifth? Mi. Jlssoc. for 1S47, I> W.
1

Kdlg, Uwinmttr vf Jlimli, p. 74.

E 2
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But in order to explain how the principle of phonetic

decay leads to the formation of grammatical termina-

tions, let us look to languages with which we arc

more familiar. Let us take the French adverb. Wo
are told by French grammarians

" that in order to

form adverbs we have to add the termination went.

Thus from Ion, good, we form lonncmcnt
;
from vrui,

true, vraiment. This termination does not exist in

Latin. But we meet in Latin 2 with expressions

such as lend mente in good faith. We road in Ovid,

'Insistam forti mente,' I shall insist with a strong

mind or will, I shall insist strongly ;
in French,

c
J'insistcrai fortemcnt' Glosses in mcdiiuval MSS.

are introduced by ant, vel, sen, i*l &$l
t
JIM ?nt< or by

in ahd inente, and this comes to mean autiwunul or

otherwise? Theiefore, what has happened in tin"

growth of Latin, or in the change of Latin into French,

is simply this: in phrases such ^ forti w<3'Nfr,lho last

word was no longer folt as a distinct word, it lost il.s

independent accent, and at tho same timo its rllsliwt

pronunciation. Mrntc, the ablative of MW/M,

changod into went, and was preserved as a

formal clement, as tin* termination of adveibs. even in

cases whore a recollection of the original meaning of

mente (with a mind), would have rendered its (employ-

ment perfectly impossible. If we say in French that.

a hammer falls lourJem wit, we little suspect that, w
ascribe to a piece of iron a heavy mind. In Ii;ilian,

though the adverbial termination inent& in cluaruiueutt 1

, RmmrisffoSpiadiritt . 35f>.

fl

Quintilian, v. 10, 52 ' I3una ineutQ factual, idoo paluin ,

idea ox iasidiiH
'

3
Grimm, Secktsaltertttlmpr, p. 2.
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is no longer felt as a distinct word, it has not as yet

been affected by phonetic corruption ; and in Spanish
it is sometimes used as a distinct word, though even

then it cannot be said to have retained its distinct

meaning. Thus, instead of saying, 'claramente,

concisamente y elcgantemeute,' it is more elegant to

say in Spanish,
c

elara, concisa y elegante mente.'

It is difficult to form any conception of the extent to

which the whole surface of a language may be altered

by what we have just described as phonetic change.

Think that in tho French vinyt y>\i have the same

elements which exist in <hu$ and die
;
that the second

part of the French (low, twelve, reprints the Latin

declm in rtuodachu ; that tho final vuU of ireate was

originally tho Latin yiubt, in triyinb< t Spanish kreinta,

which ginta was again a derivation and abbreviation

of the Sanskrit <laa or <Uusat, ten. Then consider

how early this phonetic disease must Lave broken out.

For in the waino manner as vlnyt in French, vtiute in

Spanish, and veuti in Italian presuppose the more

primitive vfyjint'l which we find in Latin, so does this

Latin vtyinti, together with tho Greek 0/kw, and tho

SanHkrit vim6iati presuppono an earlier language

from wldch they are in turn derived, and in which,

previous to viginti, there must havo been a more

primitive form dvi-</LiiU, and jjroviouw to thin again,

another compound as clear and intelligible OH tho

Chinese crtWrf, consinting of tho ancient Aryan
names for two, dvi, aiul ten, da^sati. Such in the

virulence of this phonetic change, that it will some-

times eat away the whole body of a word, and leave

nothing behind but decayed fragments. Thus
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which, in Sanskrit is svasar,
1

appears in Pchlvi and

in Ossetian as cho. Daughter, which in Sanskrit is

duhitar, has dwindled down in Bohemian to del

(pronounced tsi).
2 Who would believe that tear and

larme arc derived from the same source; that UHJ

French mSme contains the Latin sewetipsissiwM**
' that

in aujowd'hui we have the Latin word r//0s iwict v

;

:i

or that to dowul, a vert in ordinary use among tho

joiners in Yorkshire, is the same as the Knglish to

dovetail] Who would Recognise the Latin pater in

the Armenian Jiayrl Yet there is no difficulty in

identifying pkre and pater ; and as several initial A'a

in Armenian conespond to an original $ (/W = p*,

pedis-, king = Greek pente, five; 7ww= Greek p>/r,

fire),
we can easily understand how tlu> Armenian

hayr is really a parallel form of the Latin

Dialects.

We have now to consider the influence of Dialectic,

Regeneration on the growth or chango of tan^uajre.

But before we can do this wo must first try to under-

stand clearly what we mean ]>y dialect. We saw that

language has no independent substantial existence.

Language exists in man, it lives in Txjmg spoken, it <i'n>s

with each word that is pronounced, and is forgot/ten.

It is really a mere accident that language should ovet

1 Sanskrit s^Peisin.n/i; thoicforo HvaBft^s=7^^^firr. Tltin li(*rnini>4

chohai , cJior, and clto. 2end, qanha, ace <{ivnharcin; l\vnbM t Khii/ur,

Bopp, Gomp Gram. 35.
2

Schleicher, JDe/frr/^, K ii. B H02: dci**<lftyfc; pen dcirc' tllly*

ten. See Ponool, Du Lmnyagc, p. 208.
8

Hui^hoflie,, Ital. 017^1 imd f>ffgid\ , jour**diHinma, from r/f/'s,

* See M. M.'a Letter to (Jfieiahe) liiinsen, On tlio TnrAuuui Lan-

guages, p. 67.
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have been reduced to writing, and have been made the

vehicle of a written literature. Even now the largebt

number of languages are unwritten, and have produced
no literature. Among the numerous tribes ofCentral

Asia, Africa, America, and Polynesia, language still

lives in its natural state, in a state of continual combus-

tion
;
and it is there that we must go if we wish to gam

an insight into the growth of human speech previous to

its being arrested by any literary inteifcrencc. What

we are accustomed to call languages, tho literary

idioms of Greece and Rome and India, of Italy,

France and Spain, must be considered as artificial,

rather than as natural forms of speech. The real ami

natural life of language is in its dialects, a luuncs which

in its widest sense comprises provincialising brogue,

patofa, jaryon, or any other variety thai afFrets the*

general progress of language, down to the idiom of

families and individuals; and in spite of the, tyranny
exercised by the classical or liloiary itUomft, the day
is still very far off which is to sec the dialects, cv^n

of classical languages, such as Italian and French,

entirely eradicated. About twenty of the Italian

dialects have boon reduced to writing, and made

known by the press.
1

Formerly four varieties of

French wore recognised, NOTYIKMI, Plcurd, 7/zm/?Mi-

diuit,, and French of He do Franco. But Glmmpollbn-

Figeac reckoned the most distinguishable dialects

of Franco as fourteen.2
Along the Italian JUviera

nearly every bay has its own dialect; in Norway

every valley speaks its own Norse. 3 Tho number of

1 Seo Marsh, p. C78; 8ir Jolin StoiMarl'n Ghwok'/r/, <?. 31.
2

Glossology, p. 33.
3
EUw, Annual A<hhm, 1S77.
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modern Greek dialects
1

is carried by some as high
as seventy, and though many of these are hardly more

than local varieties, yet some, like the Tzaconic, differ

from the literary language as much as Doric differed

from Attic. In the island of Lesbos, villages distant

from each other not more than two or three hours

have frequently peculiar words of their own, and

their own peculiar pronunciation.
2

But let us take a language which, though not without

a literature, has been less under the influence of classi-

cal writers than Italian or French, and wo shall then

see at once how abundant the growth of dialects. The

Frisian, which is spoken on a small area on the north-

western coast of Germany, between the Scheldt and

Jutland, and on the islands near the shore, which ba,s

been spoken there for at least two thousand jcars/*

and which possesses literary documents na old as

the twelfth century, is broken up into endless local

dialects. I quote from Kohl's Travels.
' Tho com-

monest things,' he writer,
e which are named almost

alike all over Europe, receive quite different names in

the different Frisian Islands. Thus, in Amruin,

father is called aatj ;
on the Halligs, laba or Ixtfw ;

in Sylt, foder or vaar; in many districts on tho

mainland, tdte ; in the eastern part of Fohr, oti or

uJiitj. Although these people live within a couple of

German miles from each other, these words differ

more than the Italian pttdre and the English father.

Even the names of their districts and islands are

1
Glossology, p. 29

a Nea Tandora, 1859, NOB. 227, 229
;
Zettsehi ijt fir verghichwfa

,
x B. 190.

Grimm, Q&ch'iclite <le) J), vtsclcn tfprache, s. 668 ; Marnh, p 370.
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totally different in different dialects. The island of

Sylt is called Sol, Sol, and SaL* Each of these dialects,

though it might be made out by a Frisian scholar, is

unintelligible except to the peasants of each narrow

district in which it prevails. What is therefore

generally called the Frisian language, and described

as such in Frisian grammars, is in reality but one out

of many dialects, though, no doubt, the roost im-

portant ; and the same holds good with regard to all

so-called literary languages.
1

Klaus Groth writes
' The island of Frisian spui'di

on the continent of Schleswig, between JFfusum and

Tondern, is a very riddle and miracle in the history of

language, which has not been sufficiently noticed and

considered. Why should the two extreme ends only

of the whole Frisian const between Belgium ami Jut-

land have retained their mother- speech ? For tin*

Oat-Frisians in Oldenburg speak simply Platt-J)cutscli

like the Westphalians and ourselves, (,'hk Uinrich

Sturomburg's so called Ost-Frisian dictionary has

no more right to call itself Frisian than tho Bremen

dictionary. Unless the whole coast has sunk into

the sea, who can explain that close behind Ifusuin,

in a flat country as monotonous as a Hungarian

Pussta, without any natural fionticr or division, tho

traveller on entering the next inn may indeed bo

understood if ho speaks High or Low German, nay,

may receive to either an answer in pure German, but

hears the host and his servants speak in words that

sound quite strange to him ? Equally strange is tho

1 BeeZfo FritfoJFtoidliiiff,iktt senfrtefa sprMuurde, fon M.

Stedesand, 1873-83.
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frontier north of the Wiede-au, where Danish takes

the place of Frisian. Who can explain by what pro-

cess the language has maintained itself so far and no

farther, a language with which one cannot travel

above eight or ten square miles? Why should not

these few thousand people have surrendered long

ago this ''useless remnant of an unschooled dialect,"

considering they learn at the saino time Low and

High German, or Low German and Danish ! In the

far-stretching straggling villages a Low German house

stands sometimes alone among Frisian houses, and vice.

versd, and that has been going on for generations In

the Saxon families they do not find it nocesnary to

learn Frisian, for all the neighbours can speak Low

German
;
but in the Frisian families one does not hoar

German spoken except when there arc German visitors.

Since the seventeenth century German has hardly con-

quered a single house, certainly not a vilhi^'-'
l

It has been one of tho most fatal mistaken in the

science of language to imagine that dialects are o\ rry-

where corruptions of the literary langwitfi
1
. Kven

where there has been a literary Ijin^unge. dinlrcts lire

by no means mere modifications of it. in

1 lUustnrte Dattsche Monattfyflc, 1800, p. 330.
2 'Some people, who may have boon taught to conwlor Iho

dialect as having originated fiom corruption of tho written Kn^linh, uu\
not be prepared to ho<ir that it i not only a Hopaiuto olTnpriuif fiom tin*

Anglo-Saxon tongue, but piner, i\w\ in HOWO CAWM richer, than I In-

dialect which is chosen as tho national Hpccch.
1
-

Harriot, J^HUIH in

Dorset Dialect, Preface, p. xiv.

*En gdndral, Tlidbieu a bcaneoup plufl do rapports avoc Tftral^ vul-

gaire qu'avec 1'arabo littdral, coinino j'aurai p<'ut-Ctr<> TtK-oasion *lc lit

montrer ailleura, et il en rcBultc quo co quo noun appi'lliMis 1'arahi* vnl-

gaire est ^galement un dialecte fort ancicu.'Miuik, Ju

1850, p. 229, note.
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the local patois have many forma which arc more

primitive than the language of Shakespeare, and the

richness of their vocabulary surpass, on many points,

that of the classical writers of any period. Dialects

have always been the feeders rather than the channels

of a literary language; anyhow, they are parallel

streams which existed long before the time when one

of them was raised to that temporary eminence which

is the result of literary culth ation.

Two Kinds of Dialects.

What Grimm says of the origin of dialects in

general applies only to such as are produced by

phonetic corruption, and even to thum partially

only. 'Dialects,
5

he wiles,
1

'develop themselves

progressively, and the more we look back in the

history of language the smaller is their number, and

the less definite their features. All multiplicity

arises gradually from an original unity/ So it

soeins, indeed, if we build our theories of language

exclusively on the materials supplied by literary

idioms, such as Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and Gothic.2

But what wore these very languages before they had

beon fixed by literary cultivation? Are wo to sup-

pose that in India, a country as largo almost as

Europe, and divided by mountains, forests, and de-

serts, one and the same language was spoken when
the poets of the Veda sang their first hjn ins to celo-

Ju'cJitP df,r Dentse/tai ti}nacht' t
H. .SJtlJ

2 How much truer is (Jjunirn'o account of llu riinlcc&i of Murdion :

Vonede, p xv c
J)u-HO Abweichuiitfon or-clm m-ii mir

nla dunuM, wrldu' daiin bloHss AbaiiiU'riiMpn'-n und Knfcittillungi'n

t'linmil dn^t wt'noncn UilnldoH H(i!i<n, <Iaon tm (Jc^'ijUinl vidlmclit nur
Vorwucho Hind, ciuom im (Joint blnnz \orliAiMiuiiun Uiioncliopilichcn auf

iiumugfttclicn We^on Mch zu uoliern
*
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brate the power of their gods? Does not Greece

show us, even in its literature, a variety of local dia-

lects ? and does what we call the classical Latin pre-
tend to be anything but one out of the many dialects

of Latium, spoken by the patrician families of Rome ?

Mehlhorn, one of the most thoughtful of Greek gram-
marians, says very truly (Greek Grammar, 40) : 'that

it is unscientific to treat dialects as deviations from

the Attic KOUHJ. Each race had its own right, and if tho

Lacedaemonian said Tra/xreVos we may say, for the sake

of brevity, that it stands for vapOeuos, but both forms

have the same right and must be classed as co-ordinate.

The word v&tOpov has the same right as uMOpov, and
the latter may as rightly be called a shortening of the

former, as the former a development of tho latter.

Certain combinations of consonants are avoided by
all Greeks, such as ftp, /Lt/3, /xA, but >s in rttfeW, etc.,

was tolerated by Argives and Cretans, though rejected

by all other Greeks. To Attic cars </nA<Wt sounded
too soft, not so to Ionic/ l

Wherever wo havo an opportunity of watching
the growth of literary languages, we find that dia-

lects existed previous to their formation. Kvery
literary language is but one out of many dialects;

nor does it at all follow that, after one of them
has thus been raised to the dignity of a literary

language, the others should suddenly bo silenced

or strangled like tho brothers and play-fellows of

a Turkish Sultan. On the contrary, they live on
1 All the changes which Greek grammatians comprehend wwlvr

Metalepsis ( 308), are treated as dialectical by Mehlhom, whilu Curbing
and others prefer to look on labiaham (k and p) and <lont,ilin (t and j>)
as successive modifications.
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in full vigour, though in comparative obscurity ; and

unless the literary and courtly languages invigorate

themselves by a constantly renewed intercourse with

their former companions, Hie popular dialects will

sooner or later assert their ascendancy. Literary

languages, such as Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, arc

the royal heads in the history of language. But as

political history ought to be inoro than a chronicle of

royal dynasties, so the historian of language ought
never to lose sight of those lower and popular .strata

of speech from which those dynasties originally Kpiang,

and by which alone they aie supported.

Dialect, the Natural State of Language.

Hero, however, lies the difficulty. How are wo
to prove the existence of these 1

prehistoric dialects?

Wo may indeed argue u, priori and show how it

stands to reason that dialects must have existed be-

fore uniform literary languages Language existed at

first in individuals, in families, in clans, and in tribes,

and though in order to understand and to be under-

stood, each individual had to adapt his language to

that of his neighbours, yet a far inoro considerable

liberty was probably allowed to o\ery speaker in

chosing his own way of expressing himself. Hardly

any one oven now speaks like everybody else. In-

dividuals, families, towns, provinces, have their own

peculiarities, and nothing bewrays a man so easily as

his language. I cannot tell what it is, but having
been away for fifty years from my native town of

Dessau, I quickly recognise a Gorman who comes from

that small town. In each family, even now, a father's

language differs from that of the mother, that of the
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children, particularly of young children, from that

of their parents. The very nature of speech therefore

would lead to dialectic variety ;
and this in early times,

when language moved within very narrow bounds,

might soon change the whole surface of language.
So far even a priori arguments would lead us to

admit that from its very first beginning language
existed in the form of dialects.

But history also tells us of the largo number of

dialects spoken in countries where we imagine that

one language only prevailed.

We are told by Pliny,
1 that in Colchis there were

more than three hundred tribes speaking different

dialects ; and that the llomans, in order to carry on

any intercourse with the natives had to employ a

hundred and thirty interpreters. This is piobably an

exaggeration; but we have no reason to doubt the

statement of Strabo,
2 who speaks of seventy tribuy

living together in that country, which, even now, is

called
c

the mountain of languages.'

Our chief dependence, however, must bo placed on

the accounts -which missionaries gi\e us of lan^ua^es

whiqh were still, so to say, in a state of nature, spoken,

not written, and which they could watch in the,ir transi-

tion to a literary stage. I asked Mr. W. Gill, who had

spent all his life among tribes still be,in# in a dialectic

stage of language, to observe the changes which wen*

taking place before his eyes. The following arc

1
Pliny, vi. 5

; Hervas, Catuhflo, I 118.
3
Pliny depends on TimonheneB, whom Strabo declare untrtwfc-

worthy (u. p. 93, ed. (Jiu*ul>), Ktrabo hiiriHclf Hays of DioHkuriiw,

owlpxr$aL h avr^v Wo^xwra^ ul 8 ical rp&K6<ria tOwj </><riV oft tMv
rtav VVTW fjL&ct (x. p. 41KH). The la->t wouls refer jrobal>ly to Tnuoathuue*.
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of the remarks he sent me, curiously confirming what

had been anticipated :

'When a chief or priest uttered a witticism or invented

a new phrase it was at once caught up and passed current,

at first with the addition of
" na mea e!"="as so-and-so says."

As time passed on, the addition was dropped, and the saying

was incorporated with the language. This process is still going
on. Mispronunciations, imperfect articulations of words arising

horn loss of teeth in old men who from their former rank

or prowess arc entitled to respect, sometime give rise to similar

changes. In the olden times the desire on the pai t of this prieM s

to conceal thoir oiaclcs irom the uilgar tended to conup I tin;

language. A frequent HOUICG of change WIIM the aiiiuil of drift

natives. Scarcely ever did a drift canoe touch at Mungiua, but

it left permanent ttaocs upon the language of the islanders. In

translating ancient songs, it sometimes ImppeiiH that words now

perfectly obsolete arc found in cognate dialects. When visiting

the Ellice lalandera, confessedly descendants of th &nnojni,->, 1

found that their duloct is much nearer to th.it of ihj Hervey

Group than the parent at nek. This IH to be, accounted for by
the fact that in a largo body of nalivcri inlciUibal w.ux, tbe

evcr-increiiHuig cciemomal ot heathen worship, tlio aspiring of

chiefs to distinction, and eHpe<
4

ially thoir pusNiou ior gu i it

public assemblies, at which profiled onitoin tiro pitted ontj

against another all occasioned divergence from the original

tongue and refinements upon it. In smaller comnnmitJCB then?

were necessarily fewer inducements to changes of any wort,

jiiHt as wo know that the old Saxon plural (honneN) yet Ihigem

amongst the villagei-K of our own land.

'Your roimirkH on the lapid cluinges i dicing pUoo in Ibe

dialects of illiterate tubes (Ncwncc of L(tnt/u(tt/t\ vol. i p. ,'{7; ulso

vol. 11. pp. ,'Mi, .'J7j
aw* stnkiugly continued by tbe changeH now

going on in the dmleclH spoken at. Tahiti and otber iaiundH in

MdHleni Polynesia. The language Hpoken ut Ttluii at the com-

jtiencement of the present century varieHeonsidel ably from that

H]K)keji to-day. In nmnerouB smaller islands, chriatianJHed by
teachers from Tahiti, the original dialects have "been swept

away. In the Klhco (iroup the Sunioun IK HuperHrding tbe

original tongue. So, too, of several ishindB which luivo been
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instructed by teachers from Rarotonga. If the race should exist

a century hence, very few dialects will survive the wholesale
destruction now going on. The dialects that will live are those
in which the Bible has been translated It is for this reason
that I desiderate a careful collection of words in ALL the known
dialects of the great Polynesian family, for the purposes of

science.'

The same excellent missionary in ilangaia, told

me how, at the time of his arrival in that island,

several local different dialects were spoken there, but

that through his learning one of them and using it for

his translations and in his schools, this so-called

missionary dialect has become the recognised language
of the whole population.

Mr. Trumbull,
1 in his Preface to Roger Williams

1

Key (p. 7) into the Language ofAmerica, writes,
' And

this special value of Roger Williams'* Koy is enhanced

by the fact that it was compiled before the language
of the Narragansetts had been

essentially modified by
intercourse with the English, or by the influence of

Eliot's and other printed translations into Massachu-
setts dialect. To such modifications all unwritten

languages are subject, and the Indian languj^es of

America were, from their structure, peculiarly KO.

That it did in fact take place in New England, and as
a consequence of the printing of tho Indian Bible, is

not doubtful, though we have no means of ascertaining
whether or not it extended to tho Narragansett tribe.

Experience Mayliew, writing from Martha's Vineyard
in 1722, states that the language of that inland and
that of Natick wore then "

very much alike," but addfl,

1 A Key into the Language of America, in Pultlieat'oui of the
Karragansett Club, Providence* 1806.
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"indeed the difference t/;us something greater than,

now it is, before our Indians had the use of the Bible

and other books translated by Mr. Eliot
,
but since that

the most of this little differences that were betwixt

them, have been happily lost, and our Indians ypeak,

but especially write, much as those of Natick do."'

Gabriel Sagard, who was sent as a missionary to

the Hurons m 1G26, and published his Gritwl Vuytnja

d'li J J

f/2/ de& IhtroiM, at Paris, in 1G31, states that

among these !Noith Ainoiican tiihes hardly on p. village

speaks the sninc laiigiwgo as another; nay, that two

families of tin* same village do not speak exactly tho

same language. And he adds what i hnpoitaiit that

their language in changing every day, and is already

RO much changod that the ancient Huron language is

almost entirety diilerent/ from the present. During
the last two hundred 3 cars, on the contrary, the

languages of the Hurons mid Iroquois are said not to

have changed at all.
1 We road of missionaries - in

1 T)u Ponceau, p 110. Mr. Horatio Halo, who has lately obtained

a vocabulary of & remnant of tho HuroiiH, tho Wyandot tribe, declares

it tobu thu oldcHt branch of tho jiHinitivo language itum which the

Irnqnoii ilialcctH aro darivwl.
a S. F. Wiildock, Lcflte cl 3f. Jumttrtl <1ea Environs do Palenque,

Awhiqitr, centrule* (' 11 ne pouvixit HO HCTvir, en 3 SM, d'un vocabuliuru

coniiKJso iivc<: braucoup tlo BOIH tlix ftnsauiu
%

avant.') *}iut bucli is the

tcndt ncy of languiifjCH, amongst riaUoim in tlio hunttii stulu, raj)idly to

diverge from cadi otlur, that, a] nut hum thr^o ]>rnuitivi
k words, a much

gicator diversity IH found in Indian laiiguagcH, well Known to liavo

spinug' from a common HOHICC, than in Kindled Kuiopcan tongues.

^huH, alUiough tho MIMHI \\<TO only a ttilio of tho DuUvvarfw, and

adjacent to Uiom, cvou Homo of their muuoi.ilu d.iiYviad.'An/id'ofogia

Aiucnwnuty vol. iu j. 1(50.

* Moat mon of mark have a fitylo of their own. If tho community bo

lar^o, and there l><> many who havo mado language thoir Htudy, it in

only Ktiuh innovations aw havti real merit that become permanent. If it

bo Kmull, a Mingle cmmunt nuui, cupucially where writing ID unknown,

I. F
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Central America who attempted to write down the

language of savago tribes, and who compiled with

great care a dictionary of all the wronls they could lay

hold of. Eeturning to the same tribe after the lapse

of only ten years, they found that this dictionary had

become antiquated and useless. Old words had sunk

to the ground, and new ones had risen to the surface

and to all outward appearance the language was com-

pletely changed.

Nothing surprised the Jesuit missionaries so much
as the immense number of languages spoken by th*

natives of America. But this, far from being a proof
of a high state of civilisation, rather showed that the

various races of America had never submitted, for any

length of time, to a powerful political concentration,

and that they had never succeeded in founding groat
national empires. Hervas reduces, intloed, all th<*

dialects of America to eleven families 1 four for the

may make great changes There being no one to challenge tho propru ts

of his innovations, they become first fashionable and then lusting Tlu
old and better vocabulaiy drops If, for inntanco, Kngland had been ,t

binall country, and facaioe a wnfcei of distinction m it hut r,tilyl<> }
i.<

without doubt would have much altered the language. AH it is, though
he has his imitators, it ih little probable that he will have a pcrcuptibli
influence over the common diction. Hence, whore writing IB unknown,
if the community be broken up into small tribes, the Luiguagi* ver>

rapidly changes, and for the worj-e. An offset from an Indian tribe in

a few generations has a language unintelligible to tho parent-stock
Hence the vast number of languages among the am ill hunting tnbu ot

Indians m North and South America, which yot are all evidently of a
common origin, foi their principles are identical. The larger, then fore,

the community, tho moie permanent tho language; tho smaller, Ha-
le* it is permanent, and the greater the degeneracy. Tito wnaller t!u

community, the moic confined the lange of ideas, coiwqiiuilly tht
smaller the vocabulary- neces&ary, and th" falling into abeyunco of uwiiy
words 'Dr. Eae, The Polynwam, No. 23, Ibb2.

1
Catalogo,
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south, and seven for the north ; but this could be done

only by the same careful and minute comparison

which enables us to class the idioms spoken in Ice-

land and Ceylon as cognate dialects. For practical

purposes the dialects of Aineiica are distinct dialects,

and the people who speak them are mutually un-

intelligible.

This is confiimed by one of the latest and most

competent observers. Dr. Erinton. In his J/y////6* of

the New World (p. 8), he writes fi The American

Indians exhibit an almost inci edible laxity. It ib

nothing uncommon for the two sexes to use different

names for the samo object, and for nobles and vulgar,

priests and people, tho old and the joung, nay, oven

the married and single, to observe what scrm to the

European ear quite different modes of extension,
Families and whole villages buddenly drop words ami

manufacture others in their places out of mere caprice

or superstition, and a few years separation suffice to

produce a marked dialectic difference.' And Mr.

Lclaml, who has been spending several years among
the woods and lakes of Main, tells the same story,

namely, that 'when the old men talk together the

younger only understand half of what they saj.

The earlier language had interminably long names, the

generation which comes shorten them. Old PasHama-

quoddy Indians still use ' chew~dech-a-16h
"

for yetr,

their sons say
<u A-ha."

' *

We hear tho same- observations everywhere whore

the jumk growth of dialects has been watched by in-

telligent observers. If wo turn our eyes to JBunuah,

1 The American, 22 Doc. 1883, p, 1CJ)

F 2
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we find that the Burmese language has produced a

considerable literature, and is the recognised medium
of communication not only in Burmah, but likewise*

in Pegu and Arakan. But the intricate mountain

ranges of the peninsula of the Irawaddy
1 allbrd a

safe refuge to niany independent tubes, speaking
their own independent dialects; and in Urn neigh-

bourhood of Manipura aloue, Captain Gordon col-

lected no less than twelve dialects.
v

Som<i of them/

ho says, 'are spoken by no more than thirty or forty

families, yet so different from the rest as lo be, un-

intelligible to the nearest neighbourhood/ Tho Kitv.

N. Brown, the excellent American missionary, who

has spent las whole life in preaching tho Gospel in

that part of the world, tells us that some tribes who

left their native village to settle in another valley

became unintelligible to their forefathers in two or

throe generations."

In the North of Asia tho O.stiakes, aa Me,wr-

aclnuidt informs us, though really speaking the .same

language eveiywhere, have produced so uuny wonh
and forms peculiar to each tribe, tluit exi'ii within

the limits of twelve or twenty German milrrt, eoni-

inunication among them becomes extremely diilieult.

Oastrdn, the heroic explorer of tho languages of

northern and central Asia,
3 assures us thai some, of

tho Mongolian dialects are actually entering into a

now phase of grammatical life
;
and that whiles tint

literary language of tho Mongolians has no termina-

tions for the persons of tho verb, that charactcriMtic

1 Turanian Ijangnatjes^ j>.
114. f Ibid. p. 233,

* llnd. p. 30.
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feature of Turanian speech had lately broken out in

the spoken dialects of the Buriates and in the Tun-

gusic idioms near Njertschinsk in Siberia.

One more observation of the same character from

the pen of Robert HofFat, in his Missionary Scenes

and Labours in Southern Africa. 'The purity and

harmony of language,' he writes,
*
is kept up by their

pitchos or public meetings, by their festivals and

ceremonies, as well as by their songs and their con-

stant intercourse. With the isolated villagers of the

desert it is far otherwise ; they have no such meet-

ings; they are compelled to traverse the wilds, often

to a great distance fiom their native village. On such

occasions fathers and mothers, and all who can bear a

burden, often set out for weeks at tt time, and leave

their children to the care of two or three infirm old

people. The infant progeny, some of whom are

beginning to lisp, while others can just master a

whole sentence, and tlioso still further advanced,

lomping and playing together, the children of nature,

through their live-long day, become habituated to a

language of their own. The more voluble condescend

to the less precocious; and thus, from this infant

Babel, proceeds a dialect of a host of mongrel words

and phrases, joined together without rule, and in the

course of one genvrutiun the entire character of tl&

language is changed.'

Wealth of Dialects.

Such is the life of language in a fltato of nature ;

l

and, in a similar manner, wo have a right to conclude

1 Hoc Rebelling, Works, vol. i. p. 314. On Lithuanian dinlocts flee"""'" " ~
,lit OtHtlMtfl, 18b5, 5 Heft.
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languages grew up which we only know after the bit

and bridle of literature were thrown over their necks.

It need not be a written or classical literature to give
an ascendancy to one out of many dialects, and to

impart to its peculiarities an undisputed legitimacy.

Speeches at pitchos or public meetings, popular

ballads, national laws, religious oracles, exorcise,

though to a smaller extent, the same influence Thoy
will arrest the natural flow of language in the count-

less rivulets of its dialects, and give a permanency to

certain formations of speech which, without these

external influences, could have enjoyed but an

ephemeral existence. Though we cannot fully enter,

at present, on the problem of the origin of Ifltigua^o,

yet this we can cleaily see, that whatever Urn origin

of language, its finst tendency inust have Leon towards

an unbounded dialectic variety. To this thoro ws,

however, a natural check, which prepared from the

very beginning the giowth of national and literary

languages. The language of the father beeaino the

language of a family; the language of a family thai,

of a clan. 1 In one and tlic same clan <liileient

families would preserve among Ghentselves their own

familiar forms and expressions. They would add new

words, some so fanciful and quaint as to bo hanlly

intelligible to other members of the, twine clan. Such

expressions would naturally be auppiessod, an \vo

1 Derham mentions the case of a lady who dic.l ,it the a^ of !>!J. find

had given, birth to 10 chiklicn, of whom ]1 iniurtril. Upon ln-r <l<ath

she hod 114 grandchildren, 228 gn'At-gnuiddiiMrin, and 000 #nt-
greal-grandchildien. If we take the n^o f tho l.idy upon IMP firnt

marriage at 17, then f.h<j hul within 7<> yoais, 1258

Lobscheid, Engl. and Chin. Dictionary,
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suppress provincial peculiarities and pet words of our

own, at large assemblies whore all clansmen meet and

are expected tn take part in general discussions. But

they would be cherished all the more round the fire

of each tent, in proportion as the general dialect of

the clan assumed a mom formal character. Class

dialects, too, would spiing up; the dialects of servants,

grooms, shepherds, and soldiers. Women would have

their own household words; and the iising generation

would not be long without a more racy phraseology of

their own. Even we, in this litcnuy ago, and at a

distance of thousands of 3 ears from those early fathers

of language, do not speak at home as we speak in

public.

We can hardly form an idea of the unbounded

resources of diulee.ts. When literary languages have

stereotyped one general term, their dialocis will -supply

fifty, though each with its own special shade of mean-

ing. If new combinations of thought aro evolved in

tho progress of society, dialects will readily supply

the required naraos from tho Htoro of their BO-calloil

superfluous words. There are not only local and

provincial, but also claws dialects. There is a dialect

of shepherds, of sportsmen, of soldiers, of farmers.1

1 '
< )r (me dictionary won Is aie mere doail Hounds to the unoilnrntod,

which fail to nwakcu in their wm<h any living and bjcathmtj reality.

So tlioy cull tip new ones for Uicmsi'lwH, uirwtly of ft ^rote-upo order,

certainly, but as full of lift) and npint as a hii<radu of Blioc-bUcka.

With them a tiling IH not" overpowering*' Imt it in a "xtunner;
"

it is not
*'
excellent," but "a rftjutarjiszcr;" and it doo* not "proceed HatiHfac-

torily,'* Imt it
"
^oos like onti tfrlwk n (i.e with a little delav n a work-

man tfotfl off U> dinner \vheu thu clock Htukos we) With tho BAIHO lovo

<t ^rotenquw iuiagury, thu navvy call* luutm with Htreaksm it
"

tiyer j
}t

ami thu iVinnian cabtnan Hpcakn of talcing a gla^h of abmutho, in allu-
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I suppose there are few persons who could tell the

exact meaning of a horse's poll, crest, withers, dock,

hamstring, cannon, pastern, coronet, arm, jowl, and

muzzle. Where the literary language speaks of the

young of all sorts of animals, farmers, shepherds, and

sportsmen would be ashamed to use so general a

term. 1 'The idiom of nomads/ as Gninm says, 'eon-

tains an ahundant wealth of manifold expressions for

sword and weapons, and for the diffei'ent stages in

the life of their cattle. In a more highly cultivated

language these expressions become burthonHoine and

superfluous. But in a peasant's mouth, the bearing,

calving, falling, and killing of almost every animal

has its own peculiar term, as the sportsman (Mights

in calling the gait and members of game by different

names. The eye of these shepherds, who live in the

free air, sees further, their ear hears moio sharply

why should their speech not have gained that living

truth and variety
?

' 2

Thus Dame Juliana Berners, lady prioress of the

nunnery of Sopwoll in the fifteenth century, the*

aion to its green tinge, as "chofting a yarrof
" To flay that, tin* in not

poetry, because it is vulgar, is very much like saying that a Mock of

coal isn't carbon, because it is not a diamond. A gioat <l<-ul of tlit*

imagery in the Old Noise Sagas is as re.illy slang as anything in the

speech of a London street boy or a member of Conqrow. To lake H

single instance, an Icelandic poet speaks of the beginning of battle an

the time "-when the llack legs begin to nwixig ;" the Ban! Mack I'g

being nothing moie or less than the handles of the battiu-axeH.'
1 See A. B. Meyer, Mufoor iintl andere Papm JDifttirtr, p. (J.

3
Many instances aie given in Pott's 38ti/m. fiirwh. pp. 12X Iff9.

Grimm Geschichte dev Deutschen Spiache, p. 25,
' Wn a.ign. <lujKiut

fohlt, die kuh kalbt, das schaf lamuit, die geiss zickolt, dio win fiwrlit

(von fnsching, frischling), die hundm wolft (M. If. I), uiwufot dm
welf) ;

nicht anders heisst ea franzosisch la chevre chbviote, la brcbw

agnele, la truie porcele, la loave louvbte, etc/
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reputed author of the Hook of St. AUwns,
1 informs

us that we must not use names of multitudes pro-

miscuously, but we are to say, *a congregacyon of

people, a hoost of men, a felyshyppynge of yomen,

and a bevy of ladyes ;
we must speak of a horde of

hartys, swannys, cranys, or wrennys, a sege of herons

or bytourys, a muster of pecockys, a watche of

nyghtyngalys, a fiyghte of doves, a claterynge of

choughes, a pryde of lyons, a slewthe of becrys. a

gagle of geys, a skulke of foxes, a scullo of ficrys,

a pontifycalyte of prelates, a IxmiynalJe sjglit of

monkes, a dronkenshyp of coblcrs,' and so of otlior

human and brute assemblages. In like manner in

dividing game for the table, the animals wore not

carved, but ' a dere was broken, a gose reryd, chekyn

frusshod, a cony unlacyd, a crane dysplaycd, a eur-

lewe unioyntyd, a quaylc wynggyd, a swanno lyilc,

a lambe sholderyd, a heron dysmonibryd, a peeockts

dysfygured, a samon chynyd, a liadoke nydyd, a sole

loynyd, and a breme splayed/

Growth versus History of Langnag-e.

Let us now look again at what is commonly called

the history, but -what ought to be called, the natural

growth of language, and we shall easily see that it

consists chiefly in the play of the two principles which

we have just examined, phonetic decay and dialectic

regeneration or growth.

1 'The Book containing the Tieatiflea of Hawking, Hunting, Coat-

Armour, Fishing, and Blnsing of Ann*, as punted at We4mmbter by

Wynkyn de Worde
;
the year of the incarnation of our Lord I486.'

(Reprinted by Harding and Wright : London, 1810.)
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Latin and Beo-Latin.

Let us take the six Romanic languages. It is usual

to call these the daughters of Latin. I do not object

to the names of parent and daughter as applied to

languages ; only we must not allow such apparently

clear and simple terms to cover obscure and vague

conceptions. Now if we call Italian 1he daughter of

Latin, we do not moan to ascribe to Italian a ROW

vital piinciple Not a single radical element was

newly created for the formation of Italian. Italian is

Latin in a new form. Italian is modern Latin, or

Latin ancient Italian. The names mother and (J<iu(/lil.t'r

onlymaik different periods in the growth of a language

substantially the same. To speak of Latin rising in

giving birth to her offspring is again pure, mythology,

and it would be easy io piove that Latin WUH a living

language long after Italian had learnt to run alone.

Only let us clearly see what wo mean by Latin. Thn

classical Latin is one out of many dial rots spoken by
the Aryan inhabitants of lialy. It was the dialect of

Latium, in Latium the dialect of Home, at Uomo Urn

dialect of the patricians. It was fixed by I/mm

Andronicus, Knnius, NVvius, Cato, and Lucretius,

polished by the Soipios, Iloitensius, and Cicoro. It

was the language of a restricted class, of a political

pa.rty, of a literary set. Before their time, ihe, langiwjjo

of Rome must have changed and ilucluaied consider-

ably. Polybius tolls us (ui. 22), that the bent-informed

Romans could not make out without difficulty the

language of the ancient treaties between Rome and

Carthage. Horace admits (Kp. ii. l,8f!),that be could

not understand the old Salian poems, and bo hints
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that no one else could. Quintilian (i. fi, 40) says, that

the Salian priests themselves could hardly understand

their sacred hymns If the plebeians had obtained

the upperhand instead of the patricians,
latin would

have been very different from what it i in Cicero ;

and wo know that even Cicero, having boon brought

up at Arpinum, had to give up some of his piovinoial

peculiarities, such as the dropping of the filial #, when

he began to mix in fashionable society, and had io

write for Ids new patrician friends. 1 After lia\in#

been established as the language of legislation, religion,

literature, and general civilisation, tho elassieal I tin

dialect became stationary and stagnant. It could not

grow, because it was not allowed to chftiige or to

deviate from its classical correctness. It was haunted

by its own ghost. Literary dialects, or what are

commonly called classical langiirtgi-s, pay for Ihcir

temporary greatness by inevitable decay. They are

like artificial lakes at tho side of great rivers. They
form reservoirs of ^ hat was once, living and miming

spooch, but they are no longer carried on by the main

current. At times it may seem as if the whole tttreain

of language was absoibed by these lakes, and we can

hardly trace the small rivulets which run on in Ihe

mam bed. But if lower down, that i,s to say, later in

history, wo meet again with a new body of stationary

language, forming or formed, we may be sure that iin

tributaries were those very xivuldw which fora timo

1

Qumtilutn, ix 4.
( Nam IKMJUV* Luulniin putnut uti wlnn ()

ultima, emu dicit Kcrouu fuit, ( 1 1 )i^uu !<). <iuui cliani ( 't< cro in ()m-

toro pluroH anti([uorum ttadit me locutoR
' In HOUIC phrMot tin* final #

was omitted in com rotation ; e.g. <tbin for abiano, viden for

opti'st for opus c^t, conalete for conaboria.
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were almost lost from our sight. Or it may be more

accurate to compare a classical literary idiom to the

frozen surface of a river, brilliant and smooth, but

stiff and cold. It is mostly by political commotions

that this surface of the more polite and cultivated

speech is broken and carried away by the waters

rising underneath. It is during times when the

higher classes are either crushed in religious and

social struggles, or mix again with the lower classes to

repel foreign invasion ;
when literary occupations are

discouraged, palaces burnt, monasteries pillaged, and

seats of learning destroyed it is then that the popular,

or, as they are called, the vulgar dialects, which had

formed a kind of undercurrent, rise beneath the

crystal surface of the literary language, and sweep

away, like the waters in spring, the cumbrous forma-

tions of a bygone a.go.
In more peaceful WHICH, a new

and popular literature springs up in a language which

8GCMH to have been formed by conquests or involution**,

but which, in reality, had boon glowing up long

before, and was only brought out, leady nun it
4

, by
historical events. From this point of view we can

see that no Kteiwy language can over bo said to havo

been the mother of another language. AH HOOII UN a

language loses its unbounded capability of change, its

carelessness about what it throws away, and its readi-

ness in alwajs supplying instantaneously the, wants

of mind and heart, its natural life is changed into

a merely artificial existence. It may still live on for

along time, but while it stwms to be the loading shoot,

it is in reality but a broken and withering brnnr-h,

slowly fulling from the slock from which it sprang.
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The sources of Italian are not to be found in the

classical literature of Rome, but in the popular dialects

oF Itaty. English did not spring from the Ajaglo-

Saxon of Wessex only, but from the dialects spoken
in every part of Gicat Britain, distinguished by
local peculiarities and modified at different times by
the influence of Latin, Danish, Norman, French, and

other foreign elements. Some of the local dialects of

England, as spoken at the present day, are of the great-

est importance for a critical study of English ; and

a French prince, now living in this country, deserves

great credit for collecting what can still be .saved of

thorn. Hindustani IB not the daughter of Sanskrit

as we iind it in the Vedas, or in the later literature

of the lirahmaiiH . it IH a branch of the living speech

of India, Hpringing From the same stem from which

Sanskrit nprang, when it first assumed its literary

independence.
Influence of Literature.

While thus endeavouring to place the character of

dialects, as the feeders of language, in a clear light,

I may appear to some of my readers to have exag-

gerated their importance. No doubt, if my object

had been different, 1 might easily have sJiown that,

without Home kind of literary cultivation, language

would never have acquired that seitled character

which is essential for the communication of thought ;

that it would never have fulfilled its highest purpose,

but have remained the mere jargon of shy troglodytes.

Hut as the importance of literary languages is not

likely to be overlooked, whereas the importance of

dialects, as far as they sustain the growth of language,
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had never been pointed out, I thought it better to

dwell on the advantages which literary languages

derive from dialects, rather than on the benefits

which dialects owe to literary languages. For a

proper understanding of the gzowth of language,

it is impossible to exaggerate the impuitance of the

constant undergrowth of dialects Eomove a language

from its native soil, tear it away from the difilcclfa

which are its feeders, and you arrest at once its

natural growth. There will still be the progress of

phonetic corruption, but no longer the restoring in-

fluence of dialectic regeneration. The French of

Canada has presen ed peculiarities which were recog-

nised at the time of Moli&re, but have long vanished

from Paiisian French. If Canadians pronounce loi

and roi like loue and roud, so did Mol&re, nay so did

Lafayette as late as 1830. 1 The language which the

Norwegian refugees brought to Iceland Las remained

almost the same for seven centuries, whereas, on itb

native soil, and surrounded by local dialects, it htib

grown into two distinct langunges, the Swedish arid

Danish, In the eleventh centuiy the languages of

Sweden, Denmark, and Iceland are supposed
2

to

have been identical; nor can wo appeal to foreign

conquest, or to the mixture of foreign with native

blood, in order to account for the changes which tho

language underwent in Sweden and Denmark, but

not in Iceland.3

1 See Brachet, Etymol Dictionaryt p. lix.
3
Marsh, Lectuta, pp. 133, 368.

8 ' There are fewei local peculiarities of form and articulation, in our

vast extent of territory (Q.& ), than on the comparatively muiow oil of

Great Britain.' Marsh, Lectures, p. 607.
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Growth, of Language, its true meaning.

We now Iiave to consider once more that important

principle which underlies the growth of language,

whether it takes place by phonetic decay or by dia-

lectic regeneration, namely that such growth is entirely

beyond the control of individual speakers. When we

speak of laws, or rules, or tendencies which control the

growth of language, what we really mean is simpl)

that they control those who apeak the language, ami

that their sway ia often as inefaistible as the swa)

of natural laws.

History of Language, its true meaning.

But though it is wrong to speak of a history of

language, if wo take history in its strict sense, as

referring always to the actions of free agents, I an

quite ready to admit that growth also is by no ineanh

free from objections, if we take it in its proper sense,

as applying to the development of organic beings

only. We speak, however, of the growth of the HUO-

cossive strata of the earth, and we know what w<*

mean by it
;
and it is hi this sense, but not in the,

sense of growth as applied to a tree, that wo have

a light to speak of the growth of language, if that

modification which takeb placo in time by continually

new combinations of given elements, which -withdraws

itself from the control of free agents, and can in the

end bo recognised as the result of natuial agencies

may bo called growth; and if so defined we may

apply it to tLe growth of the criiHt of tlio earth, the

same word in the same sense will bo applicable to

language, arid will justify us, 1 think, in removing
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the science of language from the pale of the historical

to that of the physical sciences.

Recapitulation.

In thus considering and refuting the objections

which have been, or might be, made against the

admission of the science of language into the circle

of the physical sciences, we liave arrived at some

results which it may be useful to recapitulate before

we proceed further. We saw that whereas philology

treats language only as a means, comparative philo-

logy chooses language as the object of scientific

inquiry. It is not the study of one language, but of

many, and in the end of all, which forms the aim of

this now science. Nor is the language of Homer of

greater interest, in the scientific treatment of human

speech, than the dialect of tho Hottentots.

We saw, secondly, that after the first practical

acquisition and careful analysis of the facts and

forms of any Luiguage, the next and most important

step is the clasBification of all the varieties of human

speech, and that only after this lias been accom-

plished, would it bo safe to venture on the great

questions which undwlio all physical reward
i, the

questions as to the what, the whence, and the why
of language.

We saw, thirdly, that there is a distinction between

what is called history and growth. We determined

tho true meaning of growth, as applied to language,

and perceived how it was independent of the caprice

of man, and governed by Jaws that could bo dis-

covered by careful observation. Though admitting
that tho science of language was more intimately
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connected than any other physical science with what

is called the political history of man, we found that,

strictly speaking, our science might well dispense

with that auxiliary, and that languages can be ana-

lysed and classified on their own evidence, particularly

on the strength of their grammatical articulation, with-

out any reference to the individuals, families, clans,

tribes, nations, or races by whom they are or have

been spoken.

Grammar, the principle of classification.

In the course of these considerations, we had to

lay down two axioms, to which we shall frequently

have to appeal in the progress of our investigations.

The first declares grammar to bo the most essential

clement, and therefore tho ground of classification

in all languages which have produced a deiinito

grammatical aiticulation
;
the second denies the pos-

sibility of a mixed language.

2To Mixed angnago.

Those two axioms are, in reality, but one, as we
shall see when wo examine them more closely. There

is hardly a language which in one sense may not bo

called a mixed language. No nation or tribe waH

over so completely isolated as not to admit tho im-

portation of a certain number of foreign words. In

somo instances these imported wonla have changed
the whole native aspect of the language, and have

even acquired a majority over tho native element.

Thus Turkish is a Turanian dialect; its grammar ia

purely Tataric or Turanian; yet at tho present

moment the Turkish language, as spoken by tho

higher ranks at Constantinople, is so entirely over-

1. G
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grown with Persian and Arabic words, that a common
clod from the country understands but little of the

so-called Osmanli, though its grammar is the same as

the grammar which he uses in his Tataric utterance

The presence of these Persian and Arabic words in

Tui kish is to Le accounted for by literary and poli-

tical even more than by religious influences. Persian

civilisation began to tell on the Aiabs fiom the fiist

days of their religious and military conquests, and

although the conquered and converted Persians had

necessarily to accopt a largo number of religious and

political terms of Arabic, i e. Semitic, origin, it would

appear from a more careful examination of the several

Persian words admitted into Arabic, that the ancient

Aryan civilisation of Persia, reinvigorated by the

Sassimian princes, reacted poweifully, though more

silontly, on the primitive nomadism of Arabia. 1 The

Koran itself is not free from Persian expressions, and

it contains oven a denunciation of the Persian ro-

mances which circulated among the more educated

foilowcis of Mohammed. 2 Now the Turks, though

accepting a Semitic religion, and with it necessarily

a Semitic religious terminology, did not accept that

religion till alter it had passed through a Persian

channel, llence the large number of Persian words

in Tiukish, and the clear traces of Persian construc-

tion and idiom even in Arabic words as used in

Turkish. Such Aryan words as din, faith, gaur, an

l, Mi'Moire su> Vlnde, p. 310. Renan, Hutoire det>

J&tf/M/wrs ,v< minj[ui>8, pp. 202, JJ79, &c. Spiegel, Avesta (Uebei&etzung),

vol. i, p. 8J).

01. Vlter dMJFn'mdiwtter tu Ktnrdn, by Dr. R. Dvoiiik, Wien,

t}, Aug. 3, 1886, p. 212.
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infidel, oruj, a fast, namdz, prayers, used by a

Turanian race, worshipping according to the formu-

laiies of a Semitic religion, are more instructive in

the history of civilisation than coins, inscriptions, or

ehiomck'S. 1

There is, perhaps, no language so full of words

evidently derived from the most distant sources, as

English. Every country of the gloLe seems to have

bi ought some of its veibal manufactures to the in-

to]WtuaJ market of England Latin, Greek, Hebrew

Celtic, Saigon, Danish, French, Spanish, Italian, Ger-

man nay, even Hindustani, Malay, and Chinese

words lie mixed together in the English dictionary
a

(hi the evidence of words alone it would be impossible
to classify English with any other of the established

stocks and steins of human speech. Leaving out of

consideration the smaller ingredients, wo finrl, on

comparing tho Teutonic with the Latin, or Neo-Latin

or JNonnau-Fivnch dements in English, that the

lattor have a decided majority over tho home-grown
Saxon terms. This may SOIMII incredible; and if we

amiply took a page of any English book, and counted

thoicin tho wouls of purely Saxon and Latin oiigin,

the majority would be no doubt OIL the Saxon side.

1 ' It in duuhtful whether tho Arftbrt, in llicir low state of civilisation,

would linvc lu.'ido Hiicb liipid prourcsn, ami tlio fact that most, and the

ino't, f.itnona of thc'ir learned nicu WITO of foioi^u or mostly of Persian

on^iii, us well an tho cohu'idc-iien of the liugiunhig of Arabic litiTaturt'

witlj tho victory of tho AUwHnidcM, thi> HI>J>OI tci'H of thuBoinitio element

in the* Inlaui, Hpu.'ilvH a^mnnt it.' Weil, Gt'scltiehtG dti (j}uihft.nt ii.
\t, S3.

3!n GliuJdim, iu iSLuiu'H l*ri ftco to Ibn (J1utlilant vol. ii. English

2
!<\>r a complete analynifl of native and foreign cluiuonta in English,

ftou Skint's Etym ifagical Dictionary, pp. 747-761.

a a
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The articles, pronouns, propositions, and auxiliary

verbs, all of which, are of Saxon growth, occur over

and over again in one and the same page. Thus,

Hickes maintained that nine-tenths of th< i

Eiiglmh

dictionaiy were Saxon, because there wero only three

words of Latin origin in tho Lord's prayer. Sharon

Turner, who extended his observations over a larger

field, came to the conclusion that the relation of

Norman to Saxon was as four to six. Another writer,

who estimated the whole number of English words

at 38,000, assigned 123,000 to a Saxon, and 15,000 to a

classical source. On taking, however, a nioro accurate

inventory, and counting every word in tho diction-

aries of Robertson and Webster, ML Thommerel esta-

blished tho fact that of tho sum total of 13,5^5 words,

29,853 came from classical, 13,230 from Teutonic*, and

the rest from miscellaneous sources.1 On tho o\i-

1 Some excellent HlatiHticB on tho exact proportion of vSaxon and
Latin in various

JEiigliuli wrifo-ifl, arc to lo found in MaiHhV* bvluirt
ow the English Lawjnage, pp. 120 HWJ. and 181 Ht-q. Dr, J. M. Wt-ihsu

aJdn Uic following HtatiwiicH ;

Avoia^ing the words in Noah WelHtt r'a Dietknar
j/9 1 HOI, ho Couud :

55,524 dnicco-Lat.in words.

22,220 Gotlifl-Ucniiiuno (mtmtly Anglu-Raxon),
443 Celtic,

98 Slavonio.

1,724 Semitic (ITobrow and Arab.).

80,009

Averaging tho wonla in Walkor'e Pronouncing Dictionary, 1852, ho
found:

56,108 Graoco-Latin.

21,777 Golho-Gonnanio (mostly Anglo-Saxou).
4C1 Celtic.

768 Semitic.

Thomas Shaw, m his Outlines tf EnylisU Literate, p. 44, nay*,
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dence of its dictionary, therefore, and treating English

as a mixed language, it would have to be classified,

together with French, Italian, and Spanish, as one

of the Romanic or Neo-Latin dialects. Languages

however, though mixed in their dictionary, can never

be mixed in their grammar. Hervas was told by
missionaries that, in the middle of the eighteenth

century, the Araucans used hardly a single word

which was not Spanish, though they preserved both

the grammar and the syntax of their o\ui native

speech.
1

This is this reason why grammar is made the

criterion of the relationship and the luiao of the

classification in almost all languages ;
and it follows,

4 The English now consists of 38,000 wouUu* An anonymous write*!

observes; Thero aio in tlio Kn^l^h language:

20,500 uouiiK.

40 pronouns.

11,200 adjectives.

8,000 vtrbs.

2,600 advi-rbs

t>9 prepositioiiB.

10 conjunction 8.

68 auterjotttioiiH.

2 artieli'M.

40,408

All thcqo calcnlationR, however, have now become antiquated, con-

nhli'miR that tho new Ojfat d flu tummy yumiUM* to biiiig the number

ofwoids in the Knjflish L uii; 11,1^' ti>2."JO,OUO.
1 *Kn csto ostado, quo <H ol piuuci ]IHO quo las naciinicH tl.ni para

inuiLir dc lr>n*rua, i'Ulu quaruutn aflcw liti la arauciuiu 'ii las mlsw <le

(jlnlouo (coinu ho oi<l<i :t LIH jVHiiita-i HUH luisKnu-tctsi, on <bu<U* Ion

arAiuniuuH apt
!nas pn>fi riau palalna quo no fm-ho

c-tpafiol.i ;
JIIOH la

prof* nan con cl arlilioio y <5nl-u do hit l<
i

n^tia nativa, lliniada uiaucana/

HorvftH, raftilttyo, torn i p 1(5.
'
Kslonitiiicio ha wdo on mi obser

v;u;ion cl i>rmoi})al incdio do quo inc h< k vahdo pata conocor laafiimhtd

6 difcrnieui do IUB louguas conocidas, y rodncirlatj

claica
'

JMd. p. 23.
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therefore, as a matter of course, that, according to tin*

strict principles of the science of language, it is im-

possible to admit the existence of a imv*d idiom.

The fact that some languages, such as Turkish find

even German have sometimes adopted foreign words

with their own giammatieal terminations, does not in

the least affect the principle here laid down, not even,

if by a kind of fake analogy, such terminations \\<-re,

attached to native words. Because w<* can say in

German a la Bismarck, it docs not follow Hint h la

has become part and parcel of the, German languajjo.

Because in Englisli we ean FUIJ
ln'tfrithfn as well as

tolerable) it does not follow that "M? is a Teutonic*,

suffix. Wo may form whole* senleiiws in Kn^lish

consisting entirely of Latin or Ilomnnee winds; yt
whatever there is left of grammar in Knuflinh In-ars

unmistakable traces* of Tenton it*, workman ".hi p. "What

may now be called grammar in Kn^lish in liillo mom
than the terminations of the ^enilive m#ular and

noiniuativc ]>lural of nouns, tlus de^retj.s of comparison,

and a few of the persojiH and tenses of the verb. Yet

the single s, used as tho exponent of tho third peison

singular of the indicative present, is irrefra^nbln evi-

dence that, in a scientific claBsiliuation of lanxun^
1

.**,

English, though it did not retain a ninglo word of

Saxon origin, would havo to bo classed as Saxon,

and as a branch of tho great Teutonic Hloin of tho

Aryan family of speech.

In ancient and lews matured languages,
or the formal part of human speech, in far

abundantly developed than in English; und it in,

therefore, a much safer guide for discovering a family
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likeness in scattered members of the same family.

There are languages in which there is no trace of

what we aie accustomed to call grammar; for in-

stance, ancient Uhine.se; there are others in which

we can still watch the growth of grammar, or, more

correctly, the gradual lapse of material into merely
formal elements. In these languages new principles

of classification will have to he applied, such as

are suggested by the study of natural history; and

we shall have to be satisfied with the entcnia of

a moiphological attimty, instead of those of a genea-

logical lelakonshrp.

I have thus answeied, I hope, some of the objec-

tions which threatened to deprive the science of lan-

guage of that place which she claims in the circle of

the physical sciences. We shall now see what the

history of our science has been from its beginning to

the present day, and how far it may be said to have

passed through the three stages, the empirical, the

classifieatory, and the theoretical, which mark the

childhood, the youth, and the manhood of every one

of the natural sciences.



CHAPTER III

THE EMPIKTOAL STAGE.

Language studied in India and CJ-reeoe.

FYIHOTJGH as a general rule each physical science

JL begins with analysis, proceeds to clarification,

and ends with theory, yet, as I pointed out "before,

there are exceptions to this rule, and it is by no inraim

uncommon to find that philosophical speculations,

which properly belong to the last or theoretical si ago,

were attempted in physical sciences long before the

necessary evidence had been collected or arranged.

Thus, we find that the science of language aluo, in the

only two countries where wo can watcli it& origin and

history in India and Greece rushes at once into

theories about the mysterious nature of speech, and

cares as little for facts as the man who wrote an

account of the camel without ever having scon the

animal or the desert. The Brahmans, in the hymns
of the Veda, raised language to the rank of a deity, as

they did with all things of which they know not what

they were. They addressed hymns to her, in which
she is said to have been with the gods from tho be-

ginning, achieving wondrous things, and never re-

vealed to man except in part. In tho BrfthmaTiaft,

language is called the cow, breath the bull, and their
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young is said to bo the mind of man.1
Brahman, the

highest being, is said to be known through speech,

nay, speech itself is called the Supreme Brahman.2

At a very early period, however, the Brahmans re-

covered from their raptures about language, and set

to work with wonderful skill dissecting her sacred

body. Their achievements in grammatical analysis

(vyakarana), which date from the sixth century B.C.,

are still unsurpassed in the grammatical literature of

any nation. The idea of reducing a whole language to a

smallnumberofroots, which inEuropewas notattempted
before the sixteenth century by Henry Estienne,

3 was

perfectly familiar to the Brahmans at least 500 B.C.

The Greeks, though they did not raise language
to the rank of a deity, paid her, nevertheless, tho

1
Colubrooke, Miscellaneous fawys, i. 32. The following verges aio

pronounced by V,ik, the goddess oi speech, in the 125th hymn of tho

10th Look of tlicltig-vcda :
' E\cn 1 myself s,iy this (what is) welcome

to gocto and to men :

" Whom I love, him I make strong, him I make a

I'ralmian, him a great piophol, luni J make wise. For Ilu di *i (tho gnd
(if thnndor) 1 bond tho bow, to *li> ilio enemy, the Inter o{ the Hi ah-

xuanH. Jb'or the people I make war; I peivude heaven and earth. I hear

the father on tho summit of this world; my origin is in tho water in the

Bea , from thonco \ go forth among
1

all IjcxngK, and touch thiB heaven

\\ith my height T xnyHulf l>roatljc (oith like tho wind, embracing all

boimjH , aliovo this heaven, boumd thi^ G.'uth,Bucli .nn J m gr<'atuesH."
'

See also A.th.irva-veda,iv. i0; MX. 0, i3 Alun, Suiidiit STai/ff,pait

in pp 108, 150.
8

J'nli in I!r/lir->ji:iti, the name as V.1&i-pat.i, l"rd of frprceh, is tho

root of tho I jit veilum :ind of thoEuglihli fi/r/.
r
riio Vethc bnh icpre-

WintH vndh, fiom whieh the nominal bane vrulha, i u. Gothic wu&rrtt

fjit Darting name. Utah-man conns ftom the bamc i<t.
n KirJohii StirtMarL, (7r/.W^/v, p 270. Tho iijwt complete Hehrow

(iramniar and Dictionary of Uie Uiblo wcie the woik of Kahbi Jonl, or

Abul Walld Mei wun Jbn Dj.un'ih, in the middle of the eleventh oontury.

The idea of Hebiow rootw WUH explained ovoii beforo him by Abu

Zacariyya 'Hftyyadj, who i called the fiiHt Grammarian by Jbn Kzia.

C Munk, Notice sur About Walid, Journal asiahtptt, 1850, aviil.
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greatest honours in their ancient schools of philo-

sophy. There is hardly one of their representative

philosophers who has not left some sa}ing on the

nature of language. The world without, or nature,

and the world within, or mind, did not excite more

wonder and elicit deeper oracles of wisdom from the

ancient sagos of Gieece than language, the image of

both, of nature and of mind. 'What is language?'

was a question asked quite as early as 'What am
1 3

s

and 'What is all this world around me?' Tho

problem of language was in fact a recognised battle-

field for the different schools of ancient Greek philo-

sophy, and we shall have to glance at their early

guesses on. the nature of human speech, when wo
come to consider the third or theoretical stago in tho

science of language.

Empirical Stagfe.

At present, we have to look for the early traces of

tho fii-st or empirical stage. And hero it might KOOIU

doubtful what was the real work to Le assigned to

this stage. What can be meant by tho empirical

treatment of language? Who woie tho me,u that

did for language what the sailor did for his stars, tho

minor foi his minerals, the gardener for his flowers ?

Who was the first to give any thought to language?
to distinguish between its component parts, be-

tween nouns and verbs, between articles and pro-

nounH, between the nominative and accusative, tho

active and passive ? Who invented these terms, and

for wlint purpose were they invented?

We must be careful in answering those questions,
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for. as I said before, the merely empiiieal analysis of

language was preceded in Greece by more geneial

inquiries into the nature of thought and language ;

and the result has been that many of the technical

terms which form the nomenclature of empirical

grammar, existed in the schools of philosophy long
before thoy were handed over, ready made, to the

grammarian. The distinction of noun and verb, or

inoro
correctly, of subject and predicate, -was the -vvoik

of philosophers. E\en the technical trims for cawj,

number, and gender were coined at a \ery oaily time

for the purpose of cntciing inio the mysinks of

ihought; not for the practical purpose of analysing
the forms oflanguage. This, thoir practical applica-

tion to the spoken language of Greece,, was the work
of a later generation. It was the. teacher of languages
who first compared the categories of thought with tin*,

realities of the Greek language. Aristotle himself

may have loarnt many of his lessons from language,
hut it was the grammarian who transferred the tcimi-

nology of Aristptle and the Stoics back fiom thought
to speech, from logic to grammar ;

and thus opened
the first roads into the impervious wilderness of spoken

speech. In doing this, the grammarian had to alter

the strict acceptation of many of the terms which ho

borrowed from the philosopher, and ho had to coin

others before lie could lay hold of all the facts of

language even in the roughest manner. For, indeed,

the distinction between noun and verb, between ac-

tive and pasbivo, between nominative and ammative,
docs not help us much towards a scientific analysis

of language. It is no more than a first grasp, and it
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can only be compared with the most elementary ter-

minology in other branches of human knowledge.

Nevertheless, it was a beginning, a very important

beginning ;
and if we preserve in our histories of the

world the names of those who are said to have dis-

covered tho physical elements, the names of Thalo.s

and Anaximenes and Empedocles, wo ought not to

forget the names of the discovers s of tho elomonlH

of language the founders of ono of the most useful

and most successful branches of philosophy tho first

Grammarians.

Grammar then, in the usual sense of tho word, or

the merely formal and empirical analysis of language,

owes its origin, like all other we-ionees, to a very

natural and practical want. Tho first prac.tic.al gram-
marian was tho first prao,tioal teacher of Iangiig,
and if we want to know the )>0imnn#B of tho Hc-icneo

of language, we must try to find out at what iimu

in the history of the world, and under what circum-

stances, people first thought of learning any lungun^o

besides their own. At that timo wo shall ihul ilm

first practical grammar, and not till then. Much iiuiy

have been ready at hand through the loss interested

researches of philosophers, and likewise through tlio

critical studies of the scholars of Aloxamhia on tho

ancient forms of their language* as pi oKerved in the.

Homeric poems. But rules of dederiHion aiul con-

jugation, paradigms of regular and irregular nouns

and verbs, observations on syntax, and tho liko, thoso

are the work of the teachers of languages, and of no

one else.
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Now, the teaching of languages, though at present

so large a profession, is comparatively a very modem

invention. No ancient Greek ever thought of learn-

ing a foreign language. Why should be ? Ho divided

the whole world into Greeks and Barbarians, and he

would have felt himself degraded by adopting either

the dress or the manners or the language of his

barbarian neighbours. He coiibidered it a privileges

to speak Greek, and even dialects closely related

to his own were treated by him as niero jargons.

It takes time before people conceive the idrfi that it

is possible to express ouoelf in any but one's own

language. The Poles called their neighbours, tlm

Germans, Nievniec, niemyi moaning tiuml;
1

just as

the Greeks called tho barbarians Aylofwtii, or bpceeh-

lesa. Tho name which the (ioniums gave to Hit ir

neighbours, 'walk in Old lligh-Ui-nuun, W////A in

Anglo-Saxon, from which the modem IIV\A (AS.

waJisc), is supposed to bo the wuiw aw tho Haiihkrit

mlofc/jAa, and, if HO, it meant originally a pui-huii
who

talks indistinctly.
2

Study of Foreign

Even when the Greeks began to feel the necessity

1 The TnikH Jip])liod tho Polihh name Ni< inu <: to tho An .ti i.ui *. A-

cailyaHConHtiintiiinH Porphyio-jcncta, cap. IJO, Nt/'rf v\iw u,il fur

th< German raco of th JUv.uiaiw (i'ott, IntMitrm,% B. 4-1; Lw,

Zeitorhrfft fur vcryleie/iuulf tiiHwf/Jnnckini'th b ii W*)* Kus'ii.ui,

lypiiicx'i Slovenian, nftaMi ISul^iiii.Mi,7i'flwr;
I*>li ]\,infun e.

;
LuKui inn,

lyemCi mean O<*ruuui; Ituani.Hi, j<wu t irulihtinrt; mniiyi, dumb ;
Hlii-

veinaii, w%, dumb; Uulaaw, u6m9 dumb; ToliBh, 7y<-;^ dumb;

LuHatiim, UJPIMJ, dinub.

9
Leo, Zeitftrhnflfdr icryl SprttcXf. b ii B 252. MneJi, tbo itAitu*

given to tlio tnbca on tho weHtoin bordora of India, mmth of Afghani*

ttSn, has likowiao boon identified with tho Sanbkrit
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of communicating with foreign nations, when they
felt a desire of learning their idioms, the problem was

by no means solved. For how was a foreign language
to be leaint as long as either party could only speak
their own? The problem was almost as diilieult as

when, as we are told b}
T some persons, the first mm,

as yet speechless, cainu together in order to invent

speech, and to discus the most appropriate names

that should be given to the perceptions of the, .sen**'*

and the abstractions of the mind. At iir^t it must In-

supposed that the Gieeks learned foreign languages

very much as children learn thejr own. Tho inter-

preters mentioned by ancient historians wen; probably
childien of parents speaking different lan^un^.
Cyaxares, the king of Media, on the arrivnl <*f a tribe

of Scythians in his country, sent some children to

them that thoy might learn their kn^wt^e and (ln>

art of archery.
1 The son of a barbarian ami a (In-ek

would naturally loarn tli<{ uitcranc(s ]>oth of his

father and mother, and tho lucrative nature of liis

services would not fail to increase tlio supply. \\\

are told, though on rather mythical authority, that

the Greeks were astonished at the multiplicity of

languages which thoy encountered during the Argo-
nautic expedition, and tlial they were much incon-

venienced by the want of skilful intw-priiteiu
2 We

need not wonder at this, for the English nrmy in the

Crimea was hardly better oil' than the army of Jason
;

and such is the variety of dialect H Hpoken in the Cau-
casian Isthmus, that it in still called by the inhabitants

'the Mountain of Languages'
1 Herod, hb. i. cap 73. " UumboUfr Komw, vol. !i, p. 141.
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Interpreters.

If we turn our eyes from these mythical ages to

the historical times of Greece, \\ e find that trade gave
the first encouragement to the profession of inter-

preters. Herodotus tells us (iv. 24), that caravans of

Greek merchants, following the course of the Volga

upwards to tho Ural mountains, were accompanied

by seven interpreter, speaking seven different lan-

guages. These must have comprised Slavonic, Tataric

and Jh'innir dialcctb spoken in those coimtiies in the

time of Herodotus, as they are at thu piesent da\.

Th<" wais with Persia first fainiliariMMl the Greckb

will i tli<j id<*a that otlier nations also possessed real

languages. Thnmistoclos studied Persian, and is said

tohu\<5 bpoken it iluently. The expedition of Alex-

ander contributed still more powerfully to a know-

h'drro of other nations and languors. Hut when

Alexander went to converse with 1lw JBruhmans, who

WITH even then considered by thn Gierks as tlie guar-

dians of a rnonfc ancient an<l niy.steriouB wisdom, their

aiwwrs had to be translated by so many interpreters

that ouo of tho Bralmian.s themselves remarked, they

must become like water that had passed through many

impure channels/ l

1 Thin H!IOWH how difficult it would l>o to admit that Jiny influent o

wa cxdciMjd liy Irulhiti <m <jwk philontiplioH. J^rihon, if we may
bflicvi' Alcxunilcr r<lyhisttr, Hums indml U> Imvu lu otujani<i Al<*x-

luuior ou IUH o^|i(
v(litiou lo Jiulia, und otio ii-t'ls tempted tt> counoct Uu>

hci'pLicihia of I'ynhou with tho H^Kk'tu ot liiuldhiHt pluluaojihy then

run cut in India. But thu ignorance of tho lan^un^u ou both sidoH must

have huon an almowL inKurinountal)lo barnor bctwtiou the Greek atid tho

Induiu thinkon. [JPrayjnenta llwtor. (fru'c. cd. Mullor^ torn. iii. p. 24U b ,

Laswm, Jntlische jUUftkvkawkmd^ b. liu a. U80.)
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Travels of Greek PMlosophers.

We hear, indeed, of more ancient Greek travellers,

and it is difficult to understand how, in those early

times, anybody could have travelled without a certain

knowledge of the language of the people through
whose camps and villages and towns he had to paas.

Many of these travels, however, particularly those

which are said to have extended as far as India, an*

mere inventions of later writers.1

Lycurgus may
have travelled to Spain and Africa, ho certainly did

not proceed to India, nor is there any mention of his

intercourse with the Indian Gymnosophists beforo

Aristocratcs, who lived about 100 B.C. The, travels

of Pythagoras are equally mythical; they aro inven-

tions of Alexandrian writers, who believed that all

wisdom must have flowed from the East. Then* is

better authority for believing that Dumocritiw w-iit.

to Egypt and ttabylon, but his more distant travel*

to India are likewise legendary. Even llcrodotus,

though he travelled in Egypt and Persia, never gives*

us to understand that he was ablo to converse in any
but his own language.

Barbarians learning- Greek.

As far as wo can tell, the barbarians seem to havo

possessed a greater facility for acquiring languages
than either Greeks or Romans Soon after tlm

1 On the iiipposod travels of Greek philosopher to India, wo Laa-ru,
IwhscJte Mtertkumttkunde, b. iii. H. 379 ; Brandm, J/antttni*& tlrr

G-i'stihicJite <1er Philosophy, b i. a 425. The opinion of J hijjald Stewart
anil Niubuhr that the Indian philosophers borrowed from tlu> (JlivrkH,
and that of Gorics and otlu-rw that the Grf-rk^ borroworl from tlm

BrahmanB, at o examined in my Esaiiy on Indian Logic, in Dr.
Laws of Thought.
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Macedonian conquest we find * Berosus in Babylon,
Menander in Tyre, and ManetLo in Egypt, compiling,
from original sources, the annals of their countries/

Their works were written in Greek, and for the

Greeks. The native language of Berosus was Baby-

lonian, of Menander Phenieian, of Manetho Egyptian.

Berosus, Menander, Manetlxo.

Berosus was aide to read the cuneiform documents

of Babylonia with the same ease with which Manetho

read the papyri of Egypt. The almost contempor-
aneous appearance of three such men, barbaiians

by birth and language, who were anxious to save

the histories of their countries from total oblivion, by

entrusting them to tho keeping of their conquerors,

the Crocks, is highly significant. But what is like-

wise significant, and by no means creditable to the

Greek or Macedonian conquerors, is the small value

which they seem to have sub on tin -MS woiks. They
have all b< i<ui lost, and aio known to us by fragments

only, though lliuro can be little doubt that tho work

of BeroBUB would have been an invaluable guide to

1 Soo Nielmhr, Furlvsungen uber alte GeseJncAle, b. i. s 17.
a Tin.1 li.'tuHUfiioii ofMuyo'tt woik on a^iivultnio buloiiLj**

to a later

tiino Thuic is no pi oof Uiat Alago, who \viotc twenty -d<.;lit booka on

a'j-tu'ulturo HI tho L'imic Liii^ua,^*, livoil, ,is J luiuboldfc supposes

(Koimus, vul li p Ihl), 500 iso. V.uio, rfr It. Jl u 1, baya: 'llos

nubilitiilu JMit^ (Jut tlugmicims jtiditcrtiL INunicM Ihiyaa, quod ro

disjx-rs.-n coinpichcnrlib lilnis xxiiv:
, quo* Cas-iiiiM Dionysius T/ticeiiBis

vcitit li]>ris XK., (Ji.i-ctt lin'riut, ac So \tiho i>tv(,oii mihifc in quas

vohiuutta do (iiM'CiH IihnH ooruiti quo di\i adjccit nun. paucu, ot de

Mnjfouui dumpsit inwlai hljioium vin. ITohoo ipsoB utihtiT ad vi. hbroa

n^l^it I)u>|i}ianuH iti Hitliyma, ft inisit Dqoliuo it'tfi

*

ThiBGuwiiiB

DuniyHitiH UliccimiH lived about 't() B.O Tho tr.mulatiun into Latm
\VIIH inado at tlia conmuand of tlio fcJunato, bhortiy after the tliiid Punic

war.

i. rr
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the student of the cuneiform inscriptions and of

Babylonian, history, and that Manetho, if pn-heived

complete, would have saved us volumes of controversy

on Egyptian chronology. We learn, however, from

the almost simultaneous appearance of these woik

that soon after the epoch marked }y Alexander's <on-

quests in the East, the Greek language was studied

and cultivated by literary men of barbaiinn oiitfin

though we should look in vain for any Greek learning

or employing for literary purposes an} but. his own

tongue We hear of no intellectual intercourse be-

tween Greeks and Barbarians before the dajw of

Alexander and Alexandria. At Alexandria, wirioiis

nations, speaking different languages, and believing

in different gods, were brought together. Though

primarily engaged in mercantile speculations, it was

but natural that in their moments of leisure they
should hold discourse on their native countries, their

gods, their kings, their lawgivers, and poets, De-

sides, there were Greeks at Alexandria who were

engaged in the study of antiquity, and who knew how-

to ask questions from men coming from any country
of the world. The pretension of the Egyptians to a
fabulous antiquity, the belief of the Jews in the, wim-d
character of their law, the faith of the IVrwiniH in the

writing of Zoroaster, all theso WCTC fit subjects for

discussion in the halls and libraries of Alexandria.
We probably owe the translation of the Old IVhta-

ment, the Septuagint, to this spirit of literary inquiry
which was patronised at Alexandria by the Ptole-
mies.1 The writings of Zoroaster also, tho Zend-

Philadelphia (287-246 B o.), on tlio recommendation i.f
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Avesta, would seem to have been rendered into Greek

about the same time. For Herinippus, who is said

by Pliny to have translated the writings of Zoroafetcr.

was in all probability Hermippus,
1 the Peripatetic

philosopher, the pupil of Callimachus, one of the most

learned scholars at Alexandria.

Scholars at Alexandria.

But although we find at Alexandria tlioso and

similar traces of a general interest having ]r*en ex-

cited by the literatures of other nations, there is no

evidence which would lead us to suppose that their

languages also had become the twljeet of scientific

inquiry. It was not through tho study of other lan-

guages, but through the study of the ancient dialects

of their own language, that the ({reeks at Alexandria

were first led to what we should call ciiiicsil and

philological studies. The critical study of (4 reek inok

its origin at Alexandria, and it was chiefly bused <>u

his chicflibrarian (Demetrius PhaleroiiH), i huiil to havr will ft Jw of

the name of Ariateas, to Jerusalem, to auk the high prii'nt for it MS, of

the Biblo, and for seventy interpreters. Others nnuntinu that tht

Helleniatio Jewa who lived at Alexandria, and who had almiMt fir>;<tti u

their native language, had tins ttauoLition modi* for their own 1itm*fi1.

Certain it is, that about tho beginning
1 of the third cnitmt tt!Sfi,

we find largo portionn of the Ifchrt'w Jliblo tiaiiHlatnl inta 'In < k i-y

different haiwk See, however, K\u>wn,J!( hymn uf l*t ml, tit
j

iit7.

1
Pliny, XXY 2.

' Snio dulno ilia orta in Pc iiw<]< a ftot nailer, ut uit< r

auetores convonit. Sod unun hie fizcrit, an jxwtfii <t aliim, nn n.itH

const.it. EudoxiiH qui intui Kapu-ntiu; wectuH clanHHiniuia utthx)uriimtjui
eain mtclli^i voluit, Zoroastrt in hum; HCX tnillihuK aruioruin untt* J'tuti'inH

mortem i'uiKKo }>rodidit vSic ct AmtotolcK. Hoi tuippuK <pii <!o toin a

arte diligentiutiiine boripsit, ct vicicu contuin urillia vrrwuujit A Zoroaittrtt

condita, indicibuB quoque voluuiinuin ejun poniUH cxplunavit, pnoccpto*
rem a quo institutum dinccret, tradidit Axonacrm, ipmim vuro quinquo
uiillibuH annorurn ante Trojanum bellurn fuiiwu/ tiee Buutu' JSt/yyirn,

Va, 101.

II 2
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the text of Koiner. The general outline of gianimar

existed, as I remarked before, at an earlier period.

It grew up in the schools of Greek philosophers.
1

Plato knew of noun and verb as the two component

paits of speech Aristotle added conjunctions and

aiticles. He likewise observed the distinctions of

number and case. Uut neither Plato nor Aiistotlo

paid much attention to the forms of language which

corresponded to these forms of thought, nor had th<*j

any inducement to reduce them to any practical

rules. With Aristotle the verb or rhfaia is hardly

more fchan predicate, and in sentences suo,h as
fc tho

snow is white/ ho would have called 'white' a rltSuHt.

The first who reduced the actual forms of language

to something like order were the seholais of Alex-

andria. Their chief occupation was to publish cor-

rect texts of the Greek classics, and particularly of

llomei. They wcie forced, thoicfore, to pay alien

Lion to the exact foims of Creek grammar Tin? MSS.

sent to Alexandria and Pergamus inmi diHetvnfc part*

of Greece varied considerably, and it could <ml) IMS

determined by careful observation which fonn.s wens

to be tolerated in Homer and which were* not. Their

editions of ifonier were not only duluxnx. a (Jjek

word literally rendered in Latin by e<//7/</, i.e. issu<^

ofbooks, but diMhoMiu, that is to say, critieul editions.

There were different schools, opposed to each otluT in

their views of the language of Homer. Kueh reading
that was adopted by Zenodotus or Arislaiohus had to

be defended, and this could only be done by establishing

general rules on the grammar of the Homeric, poems*.
1 M. M.'a U&tory ofAwmmt Sanskrit LiUmUre> \*. 1015.
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The Article in Greek.

Did Homer use the article? Did he use it "before

proper names? These and similar questions had

to be settled, and as one or the other view was

adopted by the editors, the text of those ancient poems
was changed by more or less violent emendations.

New technical terms were required for distinguishing

for instance, the article, if once recognised, from the

demonstrative pronoun. Article is a literal transla-

tion of the Greek word drihroii. Arthron(\&i urtv*)

means the socket of a joint. Tho word was lust- used

by Aristotle, and with him it could only mean words

which formed, as it were, tho sockets in which the

members of a sentence moved. In Much a sentence

as 'Whoever did it, he shall sutler for it,' Crock

grainniarians would have called tho demonstrative

pronoun 7/c the first socket, and the relative pronoun
wfio tho second socket;

1 and before Ztswxlotus, the

first librarian of Alcxjindria, 250 Ji.a, all pronouns
were simply clawed as sockets or artie.los of speech.

It was he who first introduced a distinction between

personal pronouns or awloMywtoi, and the mere articles

or articulations of speech, which henceforth retained

the name of arthrtt. This distinction was very noo.es-

sary, and it wan, no doubt, suggested to him by his

emendations of the text of Homer, Zenodotus l>ein#

the first who restored tho article before proper naineK

in the Iliad and Odyssey. Who, in speaking now of

the definite or indefinite article, thinks of the- origin

and original meaning of tho word, and of the time

1

'ApOpov irporaefftfuvov,
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guage. But there was still a step to be made before

we can expect to meet with a real practical or ele-

mentary gianimar of the Greek language The first

real Greek grammar was that of Dionysius Thrax.

It is still in existence, and though its genuineness

has been doubted, these doubts have been completely

disposed of.

Dionysius Thrax.

But who was Dionysius Thrax ? His father, as we

learn from his name, was a Thiacian; but Dionysius

himself lived at Alexandria, and was a pupil of tho

famous critic and editor of Homer, Arisfcaiclms. 1

Dionysius afterwards went to Koine, wher<; ho taught
about the time of Pompoy. Now here wo KOO a now
feature in tho history of mankind. A Greek, a pupil
of Aristarclms, settles at Rome, and writes a prac-

tical grammar of the Greek language of course?, for

the benefit of his young Roman pupils. Jle was not

the inventor of grammatical science. Nearly all the

fiamework of grammar, as wo saw, was supplied to

him through the labours of his predecessors, from

Plato to Aristarchus. But he was tbc first who ap-

plied the results of former philosophers and critics to

the practical puiposc of teaching Greek
; and, what is

most important, of teaching Greek, not to Gixvka,

who know Gieck and only wanted the theory of tltoir

language, but to Romans, who had to be taught the

declensions and conjugations, regular and inegular.

His work thus became one of the principal channels

P. v. Atovvfftot. Aiovvcrios 'AA.op<5/>os, Qpfy 5 dvd irarp

, 'ApHfrdpxw pSLdqrty, ^pamjiariKus 6s Iffwpiffrtvfffv

i Uuftmjlvv TVV
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through which the grammatical terminology, which

had been earned fiom Athens to Alexandria, flmve<I

back to Rome, to spread from thence over the wholt*

civilised world.

Teachers of Greek at Borne.

Dionysius, however, though the a-uthor of tho first

practical grammar, was by no moans the first.
*

pro-

fessewr de langue
'

who settled at Rome. At his timo

Greek was more generally spoken at Komo than

French is now spoken in London. The childron of

gentlemen learnt Greek before they learnt Latin,

and though Quintilian in his work on education (low

not approve of a boy learning nothing but Oroofc

for any length of time,
f

as is now the fashion,' ho

says, 'with most people' yet he too rcftoTmnonds

that a boy should be taught Greek iirst, and Latin

afterwards. 1 This may Rcem strange, but tho fwt

is, that as long as wo know anything of Italy, tho

Greek language was as much at home thorn a Latin.

Italy owed almost everything to Greece, not only in

later days when the setting sun of Greek civilisation

mingled its rays with the dawn of Roman greatness ;

but ever since the first Greek colonists Htartod West-

ward Hot in search of new homes. It was from tlw

Greeks that the Italians received their alphabet; it

was by them they were taught to read and to writ* 1
.

8

The names for balance, for measuring-rod, for

1
Quintilian, i 1, 12.

a See Mominaen, Jttimhcke #<w7/?r7/fr, b. i. 8. 107. "IV TiMin

alphabet is the wnnc us tho modern alphabet f)f Sicily, (lie KUMIMMII

is the Paine as the olrl Attic alphabet JRjntttola, lofctor, r/tarto
t IMVJHT,

and riling ('), are WOH!R borrowed fiom (iruek.* Jfo/nT/mcn, b. i. , Ib4.

M. M., Jiwffiap/iic* of Wot tig, p. 50.
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in general, for coined money,
1
many terms connected

with sea-faring,
2 not excepting 7??ww or sea-sk'k-

ness, are all borrowed from Greek, and show the

extent to which tho Italians wore indebted to the

Greeks for the very rudiments of civilisation. The

Italians, no doubt, had their own religion ; and some

of the names of their deities, being the common pro-

perty of the Aryan nations, arc nearly the same in

Latin and in Greek. But there are other nnines in

Latin and in Oscan, though not in TTmbrian :md

Rahcllian, which were clearly adopted from Cheek.

Such are Apollo (tho Oscan 'ATreAAoPj 1

),
and Jfmtilti*

(the Oscan I/erak/o). According to Mominen iliere

was an Italian god called Herwhis, and he was afler-

\var<ls identified with the Greek I/irw/^'s. ITiK name

was supposed to be derived from //wrr/r, and to express

the same idea as tho Greek ep/caoy, the protector of

the boundaries. ]>ut this hypothesis is full of diffi-

culties ITwcnre does not exist in Latin; if it did. it

would not come from tho same root as />KO?; lastly,

the diminutive suffix lus would give us h&rcul'U& or

1

MVmmiBen, JttimisrJie GwrfiicMe, 1). i. H. 180 Shitfan, the balance,

from the Grcuk aTari)/), a weight , nirtrTiina, an oniyine, MX**'*) w^iwS
01 nunimuK, a ^ilvei coin, vd/tos, thu Sioihan vavn/jt.o<; ; yroinn, nuMsurmjj-

rod, the (Jreek y&nav or ^vw^n\ d(i(ltii
}
a trollis, a iatr, the (Jn'oK

KhfjOpa, the native Italian woid foi lock being dattttira. >Seo alno

G'oiHsen, A NtkjnarJic, n. p N13. Libia cannot l>o c.illefl a Latin coirnp-

tion of \trpa, althongh tho two wonlh Lave tlic harne origin. See Kuhn'u

ZcitwJinft, xvi. 119
a Gulcrn(tret

to slxjcr, fioin icv&cpi'ai'; nncliMU, anclmr, from tiyfcvpa ;

piora, tli(* forop.irt, fioin Trpwpa Nans, temut, velum, &c., are r<il

Tntin words, not honowcd by the Itom.mn from the Crocks, anrl they
8how that the Italians were acquainted witli navigation bofoi o tho ditt

covery
of Italy by the Phocceans. See Lottner, in Kuhn'n JS&tichriff,

viW7.
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herclus, but not, in purely latin words, Jiereclns.
1

Castor and Pollux, both of puicly Greek origin, wore

readily believed in as nautical deities by the Italian

sailors, and they were the first Greek gods to whom,

after the battle on the Lake RogilliiH (48,"))
a temple

was erected at Rome.2 In 431 another temple was

erected at Rome to Apollo, whose oraolo at Delphi had

been consulted by Italians ever sineo Greek colon-

ists had settled on their soil. The oracles of the

famous Sibylla of Cwmc were written in Greek, 1 and

the priests (duoviri sawixfuchuHlix) were allowed to

keep two Greek slaves for the purpose of translating

these oracles.
4

In other cases Greek gods were identified with

Italian gods. As Jupiter was oleiuly the same Arum

deity as Zeux
} Juno, his wife, was identified with

Hera. Ares was recognised in AIW**; IfajthticNhM in

Vulcanus] At]iGHGinthncru(i,,&CL ; nay, even jSW//r//v/s

(Sueturnus], originally, it would seem an Italian agri-

cultural deity,
6 was identified with KronuH

; and, HH

1 See Giasemann in Kuhn'H %ritin>hnfl, xvi p. 10IJ If Ifwufu*
were A puiely Latizi woid, it might be ideiiltficd with F^f^futut.

2
Moimnsen, i. 408. 4

!hi<I, i. K,r>.
* In Latin, Sibulla may have }>i taken aH a diniinutivo of xtfntt r

sabins, words which, tho'i^h not fonml in claKical writm, miut ha\t

existed in the Italian dialoctn. The French say? prchiifiporit H )in It.iltau

sab t us, for it cannot bo dirivvd cither fitan xaj/icnt or from Jia/nus.
-*~

Diez, Lexicon Jttymoloyicitm, p JiOO. 8ay\u* hutt Ixun prtMrvt>il in

nesapiufi, fooliali
;
sibus in pet nhiis, WIHC

5
See, however, Schweizi-r Hicdloi, in Kuhu'H Zeitwkrtft, iv, (18;

xvi. 139, who Hoes in Matlur-nut an Italian dovrlojminit of tl ViMlic

Ravitur, the Sun, w a generative power At Home SutiunuH WAS con-

sidered as an agricultural deity, inicl the fii< klo in hin hand inav pOHHiMy
have if-ealled the woKle which Kromw uned against In*, father. So

/^ Rvmun. 42 , *II on Kapirwv aptri)? ^ ycupyiai
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Kronos was the son of Uranos, a nc\v deity was easily

invented, and Saturnus fabled to be the son of Culus.

When the Romans, in 454? B.C., wanted to establish

a code of laws, the first thing they did was to send

commissioners to Greece, to report on the laws of

Solon at Athens and the laws of other Greek towns.1

As Rome rose in political power, Greek manners,

Greek art, Greek language and literature found leady

admittance. 2 Before tho beginning of the Punic

wars, many of the Roman statesmen weio able to

understand, and evon to speak Greek Boys were

not only taught the Roman letters by their musters,

the Ittemttorw, but they bad to learn at the same

time the Greek alphabet. Those who taught (Hwk
at Rome were then called fywinmnftici and they weie

mostly Greek slaves or lihrrti

Among the young men whom Oato saw rowing

up at Rome, to know Groek was the same as to

be a gentleman, They read Greek books, they con-

versed in (Ireek, they even wrote in Ureek. TilwrluH

Graccbus, consul in 177, made a speech in Groek at

Rhodes, which he afterwards published.
3

FlaimnhniH,

when addressed by the Greeks in f atin, returned the

compliment by willing Greek veises iia honour of

their gods. The first history of Rome \wus written

at Rome in Oreok, by Fabius Victor,
4 about :2()() n.<\;

and it was probably in opposition to this work and to

those of Lucius ( inoius Alimentus, and Publins Seipio,

tf>p; 5$ 7<ip apirq rovro ffvjfjiaiver teal ofy* (

1

Moinniaou, i. 250. *
Ibiil. i. 425, 44 i.

3
Ibid. i. 857. *

Ibid. i. 902.
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that Cato wrote his own history of Rome in Latin.

The example of the higher classes was eagerly fol-

lowed by the lowest. The plays of Plautus are the

best pioof. The subjects are Gieck, and though the

language is Latin, yet the affectation of lifting <ireek

words is as evident in some of his characters as the

foolish display of French m the German writers of

the eighteenth century.

Greet influences at Some.

There was both loss and gain in the inherit-

ance which Rome received from Greece; but what

would Rome have been without her Greok masters 2

The very fathers of Roman literature wero Greekp

private teachers, men who made a living by trans-

lating school-books and plays. Livins Andromons,
sent as prisoner of war from Tarentwn (272 H.O.),

established himself at Rome n& professor of Greek.

His translation of the Odyssey into Latin verse,

which marks the beginning of Roman literature,

was evidently written by him for the tmc of his pri-

vate classes. His style, though clumsy and wooden

in the extreme, was looked upon as a model of per-

fection by the rising poets of the capital. Naovius

and Plautus were his contemporaries and immediate

successors. All the plays of Plautus wore transla-

tions and adaptations of Greek originals; and Plautus

was not even allowed to transfer the scone from Greece

to Borne The Roman public wanted to soe Greek

life and Greek depravity ;
it would have punished

the poet who had ventured to bring on thu stage a

Roman patrician or a Roman matron. Greek tragc-
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dies, also, were translated into Latin. Euniu*., the

contemporary of Nsevius and JMautus, though some-

what younger (239-1 GO), was the lirfet to translate

Euripides. Ennius, like Andronicus, was an Italian

Greek, who settled at Rome as a teacher of languages

and translator of Greek. He was patronised by the,

liberal party, by Publius Scipio, Titus Flaminium,

and Marcus Fulvius Nobilior.1 Ho became a Roman

citizen. But Ennius was more than a poet, nioio

than a teacher of languages I[e lias been called a

neologian, and to a ceitam extent IHJ des'i\ud that

name. Two works written in the most hostile spirit

against the religion of Ohecc.e, and Jigainst thu very

existence 6f tho Gruuk gods, wero translated by 1dm

into Latin.2 One was the philosophy of Epichar-
mus (470 B.C., in Megiira), who tn tight that ileus

was nothing but the air, and other gixls but nume.s

of the powers of nature; ilm other ilm work of

Euhomenis of Messene (JH)0 R.C.).
who jn

f

ov<*d, in

the form of a novel, that tho (ircck gods had msvcr

existed, and that those who wero believed in as gods
had been men. These two works were not tnmHkiod

without a purpose,; and though themselves shallow

in tho extreme, they proved destructive to the still

shallower systems of Human theology. Greek be-

came synonymous with infidel; and Kmiius \\ould

hardly havo escaped tho punishment inilicted on

NiXivius fur his political satires, had bo not enjoyed
1 MominHen, i. 802.
f Ibid, i 843, 194. It IIOH k-rn doulitcd whothcr tho work of

Enimiti WUK a tnitiHlation. of EJIU luirinus. Soo Kiitiiim, <jd, Vahlan,

[>.
xciii. Oii Epiclmriuut), tico J'CJIWH, Jihcinkchcs MUMurn, viii. B. 2iiO
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the patronage and esteem of the most influential

statesmen at Borne. Even Cato, the stubborn enemy

of Greek philosophy
1 and rhetoric, was a friend of

the dangerous Ennius, and such was the growing

influence of Greek at Rome, that Cato himself had

to learn it in his old age, in order to tearih his }>oy

what he considered, if not useful, at least harmless in

Greek literature. It has been the custom to laugh

at Cato for his dogged opposition to everything

Greek, but there was much truth in his domui-

ciations. We have heard much of young Bengal--

young Hindus who read Byron and Voltaire, play

at billiards, drive tandems, laugh at their priests,

patronise missionaries, and believe nothing. Tin 1

description which Cato gives of the young idlers at

Koine reminds us veiy much of young Bengal.

When Rome took the torch of knowledge from the

dying hands of Greece, that torch was not burning

with its brightest light. Plato and Aristotle had been

succeeded by Chrysippus and Carneudes
; KuripideK

andMcnander had taken the place of J&ehylus and

Aiistophanes. In becoming the guardian of the IVo-

mothean spark first lighted in Greece, and intended

hereafter to illuminate not only Italy, but every

country of Europe, Rome lost much of that native

virtue to which she owed her greatness. Roman fru-

gality and gravity, Roman citizenship and patriotism,
Roman purity and piety, were driven away by Greek

luxury and levity, Greek intriguing and self-Heeking,

Greek vice and infidelity. Restrictions and anathemun

were of no avail; and Greek ideas were never ao at*

1
Mommsen, i. 911.
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tractive as when they had been reprobated by Cato

and his friends. Every new generation became more

and more impregnated with Greek. In 131 l we hear

of a consul (Publius Crassus) who, like another llez-

zofanti, was able to converse in the various dialects

of Greek. Sulla allowed foreign ambassadors to speak
in Greek before the Roman senate.2 The Stoic

philosopher Pan^tius 3 lived in the house of the

Scipios, which was for a long time the rendcz\ ous of

all the literary celebrities at Rome. Here the Greek

historian Polybius, and the philosopher Clitomaelms,

Lucilius the satirist Terence, the African poet (1%-
159), and the improvisatore Arcluas (lOli B.c,), were

welcome guests.
4 In this select cnclo the master-

works of Greek literature were read and criticised;

the problems of Greek philosophy were dibcu.ssed;

and the highest interests of human life became the

subject of thoughtful conversation. Though no poet

of original genius aroso from tins society, it exercised

a most powerful influence on thcs progress of Koinan

literature. It formed a tribunal of good taste
;
and

1
Mmnnuwn, ii. 407.

2 Ibid 11. 110. Valerius Maxinrnn, at the timo of TtbciiuK, a^ks
c

QIUH ergo lime connuotudim, qua mine Gra-oiH actionibtia aurus curitu

cxHurdaiitur, jiinuam pat* fctit?
'

(lib ii. cap. ii. 3). l>io Cabins (hi). Ivii.

oap 15) rcl,it is that Tibet IUH hcaid cac aigued,and ankod fni<
iHtis hiin-

Hclf, in Utcok. IIoAA<is fi.lv Siteas Iv rj <5tftX^ry TaiJty mi t/f(?X-yrt/itVas

AKoticw, irokXay 8t teal aMs ttre/wTw>. Ct Kobcri**, JDwruhSinn* <m the

6'ox;>rfo, ]. 20 KuctouiiiM luniaikK, however, of Tibeims. '
St-nuoiie

<jra'>, ([uaiK(uain alias proiii|>tus et faciliK, non tjunon uK(iu<M{uac|tie

HU out, abstiunitquu zuaxiute in senatu, a<lco (pudciu, ut "
mouopo-

Hm" noniin ituniH, prius veniatn poHtul/lrit, quod nibi verbo pon'gnno
ufccndtim <Hct.'

c Miht<mi quoqnc Onuce iiitoirogatutu, nwi

ri'Rpcmduro vctnil.' Suit. Tib. ip. 71
8
Momnuum, n. 408.

*
Ibid. ii. 437, note ;

ii. 430.
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much of the correctness, simplicity, and manliness of

the classical Latin is due to that
'

Cosmopolitan Club/

which met under the hospitable roof of the Scipios.

With every succeeding generation the knowledge of

Greek became more general at Koine. Cicoio spoke

Gieck in the senate of Syracuse, Augustus in the

town of Alexandria. Boys and girls, as Ovid relates,

used to read the plays of Menander s

solet pueii*

virginibusque legi'; and Juvenal (But. vi. 186 se<.)

exclaims :

'Omnia Grsaee,

Cum sit turpe inagis nostiis newiro Latine.

Hoc scrmoue pavuiit, hoc nain, gaudia, curas,

Hoc cuncta effundtmt aiiiiru seer eta.*

The religious life of the higher Roman society at the

close of the Punic wars was more Greek than, lloinaii.

All who had learnt to think seriously on religious

questions were either Stoics or followers of Epicurus ;

or they embraced tlici doctrines of the New Academy,

denying tko possibility of any knowledge of llie

Infinite, and putting opinion in the place of truth.
1

Though the doctrines of Epicurus and ofthe New Aca-

demy were always considered daneroiiH and heretical,

the philosophy of the Stoics was tolerated, and a kind

of compromise effected between philosophy and reli-

gion. There was a state-philosophy as well as a

state-religion. The Koman pricathood, though they
had succeeded, in 1(> J, in getting all Greek rhetors

and philosophers expelled from Korne, perceived .that

a compromise was necessary. It was openly avowed

1 Zcno died 2t)3 ; Ejncuius died 270 ; ArchusilaiiH dial 2U, Caiuuacluv

died 121).
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that in the enlightened classes
1

philosophy must

take the place of religion, but that a belief in mira-

cles and oracles was necessary for keeping the large

masses in order. Even Cato,
2 the leader of the

orthodox, national, and conservative party, expressed

his surprise that a haruspex, when meeting a col-

league, did not burst out laughing. Men like Scipio

JEmilianus and Lselius professed to believe in the

popular gods ;
but with them Jupiter was the soul

of the universe, the statues of the gods mere works

of art.
3 Their gods, as the people complained, had

neither body, parts, nor passions. Peace, however,

was preserved between the Stoic philosopher and the

orthodox priest. Both parties professed to believe in

the same gods, but they claimed the liberty to believe

in them in their own way.
I have dwelt at some length on the changes in

the intellectual atmosphere of Kome at the end of

the Punic wars, and I have endeavoured to show how

completely it was impregnated with Greek ideas, in

order to explain, what otherwise would seem almost

inexplicable, the zeal and earnestness with which the

study of Greek grammar was taken up at Rome, not

only by a few scholars and philosophers, but by the

leading statesmen of the time. To our minds, dis-

cussions on nouns and verbs, on cases and gender,

on regular and irregular conjugation, retain always

something of the tedious character which these sub-

i Mommsen, ii. 417, 418.
3 Ibid. i. 845. Cicero, De Divinatione, ii. 24: 'Mirari se ajebat

(Cato) quod BOH rideret haruspex haruspicem cum vidisset.'

3 Ibid. ii. 415, 417.
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jects had at school, and we can hardly understand
how at Rome, grammarpure and simple grammar

should have formed a subject of general interest,

and a topic of fashionable conversation. Although
the grammatical studies of the Romans may have
been enlivened by illustrations from the classical

authors of Greece, yet their main object was lan-

guage as such

Crates of Perganms*

When one of the first grammarians of the day,
Crates of Pcrgamus, was sent to Rome as ambassador

of king Attalus, he was received with the greatest

distinction by all tlio literary statesmen of the capital.

Ho was the pupil of Diogenes Babylonius, who had

been the pupil of Chrysippus ;
and as Chrysippus was

a staunch suppoifccr of the theory of 'Anomaly,' the

philosophy of language, taught by Ciatcs
(atpeo-ts

Kparr/retos*),
was of tho same character.1 It so hap-

pened that when walking one day on the Palatian

hill, Crates caught his foot in the grating of a sower,

fell and broke bib Irg
1

-
Iking thcieby detained at

1 ' In quo fuit Ciatcs nolulm giiiinm.iticus, qui ficins CInysippo,

homing acutiHuimo, qm ruliqnil BOX: libio^ ircpl aiwuakias, huis libm con-

tra dva\o^iav atqut* Aristaicliiim ost nixus, fiwl it.i ut foiipta indieaiont

ejUfl, ut noutiiuB vidti.ilur puividiBbo voluntatcm ; quod ct Chrysippus
do inai

qnalifcate cum sci ibit bcrmonia, proposltum liabct ostcndcre .simile?

les dihHimihbus voibis ct dmsitnilibus similes os^o vorjiTjulis nuULw (id

quod cat vorum) ; ct quod AusUichns, do aiu:ilit.ito cum scnbit et de

vcTbonnn Bimililudm*', (juoiuudruu incliiiaiaoncH HtMjiujubot, <|uoadpati-

atupcon^ui'lmlo.' Vano, &eLw</ndLntin<1l O(\.().Mu\\(>i, lib cap.l
a ' PriniUH i^itur quanttinx opiuamiu studuira ^r.uniruitiac in urbcin

mtulifc <<r,aies Mallot.cs, AriPtaichi AK^ualiH, qiu JIUKSIIS ad fion.iLum ab

MUlo ic^c intrr hccundum ct tortmm I'uuioum hcllnm bubiptuin Ennii

mortem, cum r<."4iono PaUtn jinihipsus m cloaoc ioramun CTUH iicginsot,

per uuiiio Icgatiouia siuml et valciiulinia tcmpua piuimiaa acroaaia
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Rome longer than he intended, he was persuaded to

give some public lectures, or alcroaseis, on grammar ;

and from these lectures, says Suetonius, dates the

study of grammar at Koine. This took place about

159 r,.o., between the second and third Punic wars,

shortly after the death of Ennius, and two years after

the famous expulsion of the Greek rhetors and philo-

sophers (1G1).
Carneades.

Four years later Carneades, likewise sent as am-

bassador to Home, was piohibited from lecturing by
Cato. After these lectures of Crates, grammatical
and philological studies became extremely popular at

Koine.

Alexander FolyMstor.

TU pupil, Alexander Polyhistor, flourished under

Sulla. Wo hoar of LuoiiiH /Klius Stilo,
1 who lec-

tured on Latin as Oratus had Jcctuied on Greek.

Varro, X.ucilins, Cicero.

Among his pupils were Varro, Luciliufl, and Cicero.

Varro composed twenty-four books on the Latin

language, four of which were dedicated to Cicero.

(Jicero, himwelf, is quoted as an authority on gjam-
matical questions, though wo know of no special work

Mihindo ficit .iHKKlucquo (liHsoiuit, ao nnslriH oM'mplum fuit a<l imitan-

dum.* SuetoniuH, De viri* inhtslnhm, De ffrtunwtlicis ct rhetonbitf,

cap 2, c(l. UcIffurHcbont : Li^ia', 3^(50. SciopjnuH, in iliu introdnctif>n to

hw (ttammaticapliilQsogfiica. (K>2), wi itcs :
*
Ifajo er^o nt Irgi, niiuimo

jam ztiiianiluni mihi viHiim csfc, tauti flii^ifcii erroribtw mquinulom OHH

vetrrum ( jnunmaticaui, qutu cz cloaca) iorainiuo una cum clitudo magitttro

1
Morninsoti, ii. 413, 4'20, 445, 4,

r
>7. J/uchm /lEliufl Rtilo wroto a

woik <>n cUnmlo^y, waul an in.iox to Plautua. LorHch, Die Sprncb-
d(r Alien, ii. 111.

I 2
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of his on grammar. Lucilius 'devoted the ninth book

of his satires to the reform of spelling.
1

Caesar, Be Analogic.

But nothing shows more clearly the wide interest

which grammatical studies had then excited iu the

foremost ranks of Roman society than Csosar's work

on Latin grammar. It was composed by him (lining

the Gallic war, and dedicated to Cicero, who might

well be proud of the compliment thus paid him by
the great general and statesman.2 Most of these

works are lost to us, and we can judge of them by
means of casual quotations only. Thus we learn

from a fragment of Csesar's work, Dv An<tlo(/!d, thai,

he was the inventor of the term ablative in Latin

The word nevor occurs before, and, of course, could

not be borrowed, like the names of the other cases,

from Greek grammarians, as no ablative had boon

admitted in Greek grammar. To think of Cawu

fighting the baibarians of Gaul and Gmnaiiy, and

watching- from a distance tlio political complications

at Rome, ready to giasp the seep tie of tlio woild,

and at the same time carrying on IHH philological

and grammatical studies together with his secretary,

the Greek Dielymus,
3
gives us a new viow both of

that extraordinary man, and of the timo in which ho

lived. After Ca'sar had triumphed, one of his favour-

ite plans was to found a Greek and Latin library at

Rome, and he offered the libniriaiihhip to the bout

scholar of the day, to Varro, though Varro had fought

against him on the side of Pompoy.
4

1

Leisch, ii. 113, 114, 143 a
(Jic-i, llrvl cap. 72

5
Lewch, in 144. *

Moiumson, in 557. 48 B c.
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Grammatical Terminology.

"We have thus arrived at a time when, as we saw

before, Dionysius Thrax published the first elementary

grammar of Greek at Rome. Dionysius, as a pupil of

Aristarchus, was a believer in '

Analogy,' and there-

fore opposed to the views propounded by Crates on

the anomalous character of language. His influence,

however, was chiefly felt as a practical teacher.

Through him empirical grammar became transplanted

to Rome, the Greek grammatical terminology was

translated into Latin, and in this new Latin garb it has

travelled for nearly two thousand years over the whole

civilised world. Even dn India, where a different

terminology had grown up in the grammatical schools

of the Brahmarm, a terminology in some respects more

perfect than that of Alexandria and Borne, we may
now hear such wordn as cane, and gender, and active,

and passive, explained by European teachers to their

native pupils. The fates of words are curious indeed,

and when 1 looked the other day at some of the

examination papers of the government schools in

India, such questions as' What is the gonitive case

of Siva?
'

seemed to reduce whole volumes of history

into a single sentence. How did these words, genitive

case, come to India? They camo from England,

they had come to England from Rome, to Rome
from Alexandria, to Alexandria from Athens. At

Athens, the term COAG or ptdsis had a philosophical

meaning ;
at Koine, raws was merely a literal trans-

lation
; tho original meaning of fall was lost, and the

word had dwindled down to a mere technical term.

At Athens, the philosophy of language was a counter-
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part of the philosophy of the uaind. The terminology

of formal logic and formal grammar was the same.

The logic of the Stoics was divided into two parts,
1

called rhetoric and dialectic, and the latter treated,

first,
c On that which signifies, or language ;* secondly,

'On that which is signified, or things.' In their

philosophical language ptdsis, which the Romans

translated by casus, really meant fall
,
that is to say,

the inclination or relation of one idea to another, the

falling or resting of one word on another. Long and

angry discussions were canied on as to whether the

name ofptosis, or fall, was applicable to the nomina-

tive; and every true Stoic would have scouted the,

expression of cams rectus, because the subject or the

nominative, as they argued, did not fall or rest 021

anything else, but stood erect, the other words of

a sentence leaning or depending on it. All this is lost

to us when we speak of cases. Cobbett in liis Urig-

lish Grammar ventures on Ms own explanation of the

term case, stating: 'The word case, as applied t-> the

concerns of life, has a vaiiety of meanings, or of

different shades of meaning ;
but its general meaning

is, state of things, or state of sowiethiny. Thus we, say,

"in that case, I agree with you." Meaning "that

being the dale of things, or that being the Uuie of lie

matter, I agree with you." Lawyers are said, "to

make out their case; or not to make out their case:'
9

meaning the state of the matter, which they have

undertaken to prove. So, when wo say thai a horse

is in a good case, we mean that lie is in a good
1

Lezsch, ii 25. XIe/>i mjpiturQVTtar, m irepl <J>WTJS; Mul irfpl

VQpivw9
or irfpl irpayparcav.
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Nouns may be in different states, or situation as to

other nouns, or other words. For instance, a noun

may be the name of a person who strikes a horse, or of

a person who possesses a horse, or of a person whom a

horse fades. And these different situations, or states,

are, therefore, called cases' 1

Genitive Case.

And how are the dark scholars in the government
schools of India to guess the meaning of genitive easel

The Latin genUirus is a mere blunder, for the Greek

word yeui7\e could never ine&n yenitiras. Geiiitivux,

if it is meant to express the case of origin or birth,

would in Greek have been called cfeinwfik^nui f/enik?.

Nor docK the genitive express the relation of son to

father. For though we may say,
c

the son of the

father,' we may likewise say,
* the father of the Bon,'

Oeivike, in Greek, had a much wider, a much more

philoHophieal meaning.
2 It meant m.vw.s yeiwntli^

the genera] case, or rather, the case which expresses

the gemiH or kind. This m the real power of the

genitive, If 1 say, 'a bird of the water,'
e of tho water

'

defines the genus to which a certain bird belongs; it

refers it to tho genus of water-birds.
c Man of the

mountains' means a mountaineer, fn phrases such

an
'

Hon of the father/ or ' father of the son/ the geni-

tives have the same, effect. They predicate something
of the son or of the lather; and if we distinguish

1 William (<ohl)elt, A Oitinanar oftlie Ewjlhh Tjtnr/naye, Letter V.

4i.
a
Schumann, Was bcdcntot ywutfy irrucrts, m Hoftjr'rf Zntichrift fitr

die WiMOHcJuift dcr fyraGhe, 1840, i. . 83 ; ii ft 120. Hcitrayt c;
Grwliirhtc tier Chwnnttitib, von Dr. K. E. A. Sc-liuudt, Ilallc, 18fi'J

Tt-litT <lon I/tariff der ywiicfy vrSayty
t
nt 820.
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between the sons of the father, and the sons of the

mother, the genitives would mark the class or genus
to which the sons respectively belonged. They would

answer the same purpose as the adjectives, paternal

and maternal. It can be proved etymologically that

the termination of the genitive is, in many cases,

identical with those derivative suffixes by which sub-

stantives are changed into adjectives.
1

1 In the Tibetan languages the rule is,
'

Adjectives are formed fiom

substantives by the addition of the genitive sign,' which might bo in-

verted into, 'The genitive is formed from the nominative by the addition

of the adjective sign.' Foi instance, shiny, \\ood; thing gi t
of wood, or

wooden : ser, gold ; $er-gyit ofgold, or golden . mi, man ; mi^yi, ofman,
or human The same m Garo, where the sign of the genitive is ?u, we
have, mdnde-nijaky the hand of man, or the human hand; amlxd-nt

fatlidh, a wooden knife, 01 a knife ofwood In the Dravidian languages

adjectives are foimed by the s,ime suffixes which occur amonif the

terminations of the genitive , and in Africa the Maine peculiarity ha^ boon

pointed out in the Congo language. (Tomcii Poncel, 2)ti> Lanywje,
p. 109 ; Caldwell, Dravidian Gmmmar, p 230

; see also Boiler) be-
cttnation in den Finmsden S^rac/ien, p. 1 67.) In KmduHtam, Mai ilthi,

etc., the genitive is so clearly an adjective, that it actually takes the

marks of gender according to the words to which it refers But how is

it in Sanskrit and Greek ? In Sanskufc we may form adjectives by iho

addition of ty a. (Turanian Languages, p 41 Hoq. ; Essay on Urm/ali,

p. 333,) For instance, dakshiwfl, south; dakHlu*-tyi, wuUitJizi.

This tya is clearly a deinonsti.itive pionouu, the tuiuo as tho Sanskrit

syas, sya, tyad, this or that. Tya is a pronominal btwo, and therefore

such adjectives as dakshia-tya, southern, or ap-tya, aquatic, from

a*p, water, must have been conceived originally as 'water-there/ or
'
south-there.

1

Followed by tho terminations of the nominative ttmgular,
which was again an original pronoun, ftptyas would moan ap-tya-a,
i e. water-there-he. Now, it makes littlo diffeionco whether I Bay an
aquatic bird, or a biid of the water. In Sanskrit the gonitivo of wat<*r
would be, if we take udaka, udaka-sya. This sya is tho name pro-
nominal base as the adjective termination tya, only that tho forrnor doei

not, like the adjective, take any sign for the gentler. Tho gonitive
ndakasya is therefore the Raine as an adjective without gender .Now
let us look to Greek. We there form adjectives by <rw?, which IB the
same as the Sanskrit suffix tyas. For instance, from %or, pooplo,
the Greeks formed %<taoy, belonging to the peoplo. Hure or, a, w,
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It is hardly necessary to trace tho history of what

I call tho empirical study, or tho grammatical ana-

lysis of language, "beyond Home. With DionyBius

Thrax the framework of grammar was finibhod.

Later writers have improved and completed it, but

they have added nothing really new and original.

We can follow tho stream of grammatical science

from Dionysius Thrax to our own time in an almost

uninterrupted chain of Greek and Roman writers.

We find M. Verrius Flaceus, the tutor of tin.' grand-

sons of Augustus, arid Quint iliau in the first century ;

ScamuH, Apollomiw Ityhculus, and his son, Ilero-

dianus, in the second ; IVobus and Donatus, the

teacher of St. Jerome,,' in tho fourth. After (Jonntn.n-

tino had moved tho Heat of ^overnment front Home.

grammatical Hciitnco receives) i a new home in the

academy of Coiihlaiitinoplo. Them wre 210 less than

twenty Greek awl Latin grammarians who held ]ro-

feHSorflliipB at Cormtaiitinoplp,. Under Justinian, in

tho sixth century, the mime of I'riHrianiiH gave a new
lustre to grammatical studies, and hw work remained

an authority during the Middle Ages to nearly <mi

own limes. We ouraolves have been taught grammar

mark tin* gentler. Leave tho gender out, ftml yon jjet tynnma, Nmv,
thero in a rulo in (in-t^k that an ? iM-twdcn two vowi'K in grainnuitxtkl

t<TininatioiiH, in elided. Than the ^f-nitivo of 7/1-0? in not ylvtaut, but

yfrfos, or *(tvQvt ; henco 8^p<r<o uonld WKteiwurily hecomo fff/fc^o (cfc

jjufnos^'fjows). And what in %toco but tho regular Hoinorio gfliuUve of

S$/tor7
which in later OrookWM roplacod by Mjfmv t Thim we KOM that the

wune priuoiplos which governod the fonsiation of Atijuctivox *ud goaf*
tires in Tibetan, in Garo, and Hindustani, wuro nt work in tho primitive

itagov of Samkrit and Greek ; and we porooive how aocurately the real

power of the genitive w&i determined by the ancient Greek gr*mm*rift&i,
who called it the general or predicative o*ie, whereat the Komani

spoiled the term by wrongly translating it into yw^t'tmf.
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according to the plan which was followed by Diony-

sius at Borne, by Priscianus at Constantinople, by
Alcuin at York ;

and whatever may be said of the

improvements introduced into our system of educa-

tion, the Greek and Latin grammars used at our public

schools are mainly founded on the first empirical

analysis of language, prepared by the philosophers of

Athens, applied by the scholars of Alexandria, and

transferred to the practical purpose of teaching a

foreign tongue by the Greek professors at Rome.



CHAPTEE IV.

THE CLASSIFICATOKY STAGE.

WE traced, in our last chapter, the origin and

progress of the empirical stu<ly of languages
from the time of Plato and Aiiblotle to our own
school-boy days. Wo saw at what time, and under

what chcunistances, the first grammatical analysis of

language took place; how its component paits, the,

parts of speech, were named ; and how, with the aid

of a terminology, half philosophical and half empiri-

cal, a system of teaching languages was established,

which, whatever we may think of its intiinsic value,

has certainly answered that purpose for which it was

clueily intended.

Grammatical Study of Sanskrit.

Considering the process by which this system of

grammatical science was elaborated, it could not be

expected to give us an insight into the nature of lan-

guage. The division into nouns and verbs, articles

and conjunctions, the schemes of declension and con-

jugation, were a merely artificial network thrown over

the living body of language. We must not look in

the grammar of Dionysius Thrax for a correct and

well-articulated skeleton of human speech. But it is

all the more curious, to observe the striking coinci-

dences between the grammatical terminology of the
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Greeks and the Hindus, which would seem to prove

that there must be some true and natural foundation

for the much -abused grammatical system of the

schools. The Hindus are the only nation that culti-

vated the science of grammar without having received

any impulse, directly or indirectly, from the Greeks

Yet we find in Sanskrit too the same system of cases,

called vibhakti, or inflections, the active, passive,

and middle voices, the tenses, moods, and persons,

divided not exactly, but very nearly, in the sarno

manner as in Greek.1 In Sanskrit, grammar is called

Vyakara?ia, which means analysis or taking to

pieces. As Greek grammar owed its origin to the*

critical study of Homer, Sanskrit grammar arose

from the .study of the Vedas, tho most ancient poetry

of tho Brahmans. The differences between tho dialect

of these sacred hymns and the literary Sanskrit of

later ages were noted and preserved with a religious

care. Wo still possess the first essays in the gram-
matical science of the Hrahmans, the so-called JL'rfiti-

,xakhyas. These works, though Ihey merely profess

to givo rules on tho proper pininmeutiou of the an-

eienl dialect of the Vedaw, furnish us at tho wimo time

with observations of a grammatical character, awl

particularly with those, valuable lists of words, irre-

gular or in any other way remarkable 1

,
tho (*a?/as.

These supplied tho solid basis on whieh successive

generations of scholars erected that astounding struc-

ture which reached its perfection in the grammar of

PiVrtirri. There is no form, regular or irregular, in

tho whole, Sanskrit language, which is not provided
1 Sir M. jM.'jj Ihstvry of Ancient SttMlrit Litoru(uret p. 158.
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for in the grammar of PA //ini and his commentators

It is the perfection of a merely empirical analysis of

language, unsurpassed, nay even unapproached, hy

anything in the grammatical literature of other na-

tions. Yet of the real nature, and natural growth of

language, it (caches us nothing.

What then do \\ e, know of language after we have

learnt the grammar of Greek or Sanskrit, or after w
have transferred the network of classical grammar to

our own tongue?
The Facts of Grammar.

We know certain forms of language uliich corre-

spond to certain forma of thought. We know that

the Biibject must assume the form of the nominative,

the object, that of the accusative. We know thai the,

more remote object may bo put in the dative, and

that tho predicate, in its most ^euenil form, may
bo rendered by the ^enitivo. We are taught that

whereas in Kn^lish the genitive is marked by a final

,s, or by tho preposition oj\ it is in (Jreek expressed

by a final as, in Latin by ix. Hut what this m and /

represent, why they should have the powei of clinnging

a nominative int<> a genitive, a subject into a predi-

cate, remains a riddle. It it? self-evident that each

language, in order to be a language, must be able

to distinguish by some, means or oilier the subject

from the object, the nominative, from t.In accusative.

But bow a mere change of termination should suffice

to convoy so material a distinction would seem almost

incomprehensible. If wo look fora moment beyond
(Jreek and Latin, we see ilmt thoro are in reality but

low languages which havo distinct forms for these
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two categories of thought. Even in Greek and Latin

there is no outward distinction between the nomina-

tive and accusative of neuters. The Chinese language,

it is commonly said, has no grammar at all ;
that is

to say, it has no inflections, no declension and con-

jugation, in our sense of these words; it makes no

formal distinction of the various parts of speech.

noun, verb, adjective, adverb, &c. Yet there is no

shade of thought that cannot be rendered in Chinese.

The Chinese have no more difficulty in distinguishing

between ' James beats John,' and c John beats Jamos,'

than the Greeks and Romans or we ourselves. They
have no termination for the accusative, but they attain

the same by always placing the subject before, and tin*

object after the verb, or by employing words, before

or after the noun, which clearly indicate that it is to

be taken as the object of the verb.

ixi Chinese*

The Chinese 1 do not decline their substantives, l>ufc

they indicate the cases distinctly

A. By means of particles.

B. By means of position.

1. The nominative or the subject of a sentence is

always placed at the beginning.

2. The genitive may be marked

(a) By the particle tclii placed between tho two

nouns, of which the first is in the genitive, tho second

in the nominative. Example,/^ tchi Jcmn (lioiniuum

princeps, literally, man, sign of the genitive, prince.).

1 Tho statements aro made on the authority of >Stan tolas J alien, tho

greatest Chinese scholar in Europe (died 1873).
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5. The ablative is expressed

(a) By means of prepositions, such as thsong, yeov,

tseu, Jww. Ex. thsong (ex) thien (ccelo) lai (venire) ;

te (obtinere) kou (ab) thien (coelo).

(6) By means of position, so that the word in the

abktive is placed before the verb. Ex. thien (heaven)

hiang-tchi (descended, tehi being the relative particle

or sign of the genitive) tsai (calamities), i.e. the cala-

mities which Heaven sends to men.

6. The instrumental is expressed

(a) By the preposition yut
with. Ex. yu (with) kieu

(the sword) cha (to kill) ,7
M (a man).

(6) By position, the substantive which stands in thf*

instrumental case being placed before the verb, which

is followed again by the noun in the accusative, Kx.

i (by hanging) cha, (he killed) tchi (him)
7. The locative may be expressed by simply placing

the noun before the verb. Ex. si (in tho Kant or Kiwi)

yeou (there is) suo-tou-po (a stkdpa) ;
or by preposi-

tions as described in tho text.

The adjective is always placed before the substan ti vc

to which it belongs. Ex. weijin, a beautiful woman.

The adverb is generally followed by a pnrticlo which

produces the same effect as e in bene, or ter in coloritcr.

Ex. cho-jen,in silence, silently; ngeourjen, perchance ;

kiu-jen, with fear.

Sometimes an adjective becomes an adverb through

position. Ex. chen
t good ; but chen ko, to sing well.

G'T&mmftT in Finnish*

But there are other languages also which hav( more*

terminations even than Greek and Latin. In
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there are fifteen cases, expressive of every possible

relation between the subject and the object ;
but there

is no accusative, no purely objective case. 1 In English
and French the distinctive terminations of the nomi-

native and accusative have been worn off by phonetic

corruption, and these languages are obliged, like

Chinese, to mark the subject and object by the collo-

cation of words.

What we learn therefore at school in being taught
that rex in the nominative becomes reyem in the ac-

cusative, is simply a practical rule. We know when
to say rex, and when to say reyem. But why the

king as a subject should be called rex, and as an ob-

ject regem, remains entirely unexplained. Jn the

same manner we learn that uwo means I love, awiavi

I loved ;
but why that tragical change from love to ma

love should be represented by the simple change of o

to avi, or, in English, by tho addition of a mere d, is

neither asked nor answered.

The Origin of Grammatical Forms.

Now if there is a science of language, those are tho

questions which it will have to answer. If they cannot

be answered, if we must be content with paradigms
and rules, if the terminations of nouns and veibs must

be looked upon either as conventional contrivances

or as mysterious excrescences, there is no such thing

as a science of language, and we must be satisfied

1 From a similar C:IUHO the Noilli-Tiidumi have innumerable vcibs to

express overy Hhado of action; they have different words for eating as

apjilioil to fihli, flcnh, animal or human, soup, xcgetabloH, &c. But they

ijannot say eithoi / am or / haoe. CF. Du. Ponceau, Mfinoire sur lc

tfyslkme grammatical (Us langws de qucjques nations indiennes de

CAm&rigue du Nord, PuriH, 1838, pp. 105, 200.

I. K
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with what has been called the art (riyyy]} of language

or grammar.
Historical Study of Languages.

Before we either accept or decline the solution of

any problem, it is right to determine what means

there are for solving it. Beginning with English

we should ask, what means have we for finding out

why Hove should mean I am actually loving, whereas*

I loved indicates that that fooling is past and gone '4

Or, if we look to languages richer in inflections than

English, we should try to discover by what process,

and under what circumstances, amo, I love, was

changed in Latin, through the mere addition of an /-,

into amor, expressing no longer, J luce, but / am
loved. Did declensions and conjugations bud foith

like the blossoms of a tree ? Wcio they imnaitul to

man ready-made by some mysterious power ? Or did

some wise people invent them, assigning certain let-

ters to certain phases of thought, as mathematicians

express unknown quantities by freely chosen ulgolnaic

exponents? We are hero brought at once luce to

face with the highest and niowt difficult pioblein of

our science
3
the origin of language. But it will be

well for tho present to turn our eyes away from

theories, and fix our attention at first entirely on

facts.

Lineal BelationsMp.

Let us keep to the English perfect, I loved, as coin-

pared with the present, 1 low. We cannot embrace

at once the whole English grammar, but if we can

track one form to its true lair, we shall probably liavt*

no difficulty in digging out tho rest of the brood.
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Now if we ask how the addition of a final d could

express the momentous transition from being in love

to being indifferent, the first thing we have to do,

before attempting any explanation, would be to es-

tablish the earliest and most original form of / loved.

This is a rule which even Plato recognised in his

philosophy of language, though, we must confess, he

seldom obeyed it We know what havoc phonetic

corruption may make both in the dictionary and the

grammar of a language, and it would be a pity to

wabto our conjecture!* on formations which a mere

reference to the history of language would sufiico to

explain. Now a very blight acquaintance with the

history of the English language teaches us that the

grammar of modern English is not the same as the

grammar of Wycliffc. W;y clifIVs English, again, may
be traced back to what, with Sir JbYederhvk 31 addon,

we may call, Middle English, from 1500 to J330;

Middle English to Early English, from 1 3150 to liJ30;

Early English to Semi-Saxon, from 1230 to 1100;

and Semi-Saxon to Anglo-Saxon.
1 It is evident that

if we are to discover the original intention of the

syllable which changes I love into I loved, we- must

consult the original form of that syllable wherever

we can find it. We should never have known that

prieat meant originally an elder, unless we had traced

it back to its original form pre^ltyter^ in which a Greek

1 Hoe aomo criticisms on tins divimon in Month*! Lectures on th

Knglish Lanyuaije, p. 48. Tn tlio Specimen* of JUarfy Kwjltah edited

)>y MoniB and Sk< al, the- first volume pvos HJICCIIIU m from 1150 t<> 1300

(Old Englitth HoimhoH to King Horn) ; the wound from liiJJft to 1303

(RobcrtofGlouooitor to JolmUowcr) ; the thud from ltf!>4 to Wfl (Vwi*
the Ploughman to the Shepheardes Calendar, by Kdrnuiid Sp

K Z
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scholar at once recognises the comparative of

old.
1 If left to modern English alone, we might at-

tempt to connect prieat with praying or preachiwj*

but we should not thus arrive at its true derivation

The modern word Gospel conveys no meaning at all.

As soon as we trace it back to the original Anglo-Saxon

yodspdl, and to goddspell in the Orm/ulu/m, \vu see that

in Anglo-Saxon, if meant for gdd-updl, it may l>e t

translation of Evangelium, good tidings, while ilir

author of the Onnul&m took it for God's word, with

short, not with long o? Lord would be nothing but

an empty title in English, unless its original form

and meaning had been discovered in the Anglo-Saxon

Jiklford, which stands for Jiltif-wwml, from hhij\ a

loaf, and w&trd, warden, keepiT. Tu like manner kn/t/

has to be traced back to Anglo-Saxon }dJ-(ti<jc, sup-

posed to be a contraction of hMf-twnr-dlya, or bolttT,

of Iildfj loaf, and Anglo-Saxon Mje, kncador rt

But even after this is done, after wo have traced a

I Tn a Greek charter of 112 wo find wpiirflvrcpn <h,ui<?t>d iu{.

irpriiT*, fi om which tho modern Italian prclo. See Ti in< lu'ia, X//////A/' \

Gracamtm Memltr&narum, p. 13G.
II

'(jjoddopell onn Jhin^lwrfh nt'jntnnodd IMB C!od word, mind tnl

tijjenndo, God crrnd/&o. Ormulum, etl. \Mutu, Dedication, v. 1,17.

'And bcode for godctj godd-Hnol/ Lttyamon'tt Unit, cd. Sir K. Mud-

den, vol. iii p. 182, v. 2U,f)07.
8 flee Skcat, $6ywitlot/%cal Thrifunary, s. v. For other ftfcyuiolo^ii

H

see Oriimn, JDmtiche Qrammalik, i p. 229; 11. pp. 8!J'. 405; ,il-t

MfditMtlterthttmert p. 230, wtrfr.

In Floinish, aa I loarn from tho Uov.GuidoOt'zolIc, childien, Heivants

in fact tlio familiare* of a fanner nio (filled bnmdntm^ lilually ln ,ul-

eatcrs Hiaioncally, tlio giving of bn ad, as ne of tho alii ilmN s of a

sovoroigu, may bo traced back to the junicfi paintini 01 ynuli/t* t
the

loaves diHtributotl daily from tho Hieps of tho imperial palace l>y Con-

Btantino tho Gioafc, and even before him, by tlm Kinpejor Ann linn,

our daily bread. Seo Paultis CasHol, 1>vr (Ml und dn AVi/w**, IJrlin,

18G5, a. 18.
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modern English word back to Anglo-Saxon, it follows

by no means that we should there find it in its origi-

nal form, or that we should succeed in forcing it to

disclose its original intention. Anglo-Saxon is not

an original or aboriginal language. It points by its

very namo to the Saxons and Angles of the conti-

nent. We have, therefore, to follow our word from

Anglo-Saxon through the various Saxon and Low-

German dialects, till we arrive at last at the earliest

stage of Gorman which is within our reach, the

Gothic of the fourth century after Christ. Even

here we cannot icst. For, although we cannot trace

Gothic back to any earlier Teutonic language, we see

at onco that Gothic, too, is a modern language, and

that it must havo passed through numerous phases

of growth before it became what it is in the mouth

of Bishop Ulfilas,

Collateral Relationship.

What then are we to do? We must try to do

what is done when we have to deal with the modern

Romance languages. If we could not trace a Trench

word back to Latin, we should look for its corre-

sponding form in Italian, and endeavour to trace the

Italian to its Latin source. If, for instance, we were

doubtful about the origin of the French word for fire,

feu,, we havo but to look to the Italian fuoco, in order

to see at onco that both fuoco and feu are derived

from the Latin focus. Wo can do this because we

know that French and Italian are cognate dialects,

and because we havo ascertained beforehand the

exact degree of relationship in which they stand to
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each other. Had we, instead of looking to Italian,

looked to German for an explanation of the French

feu, we should have missed the right track
;
for tho

German feiwr, though more like feu than the Italian

fuoco, could never have assumed in French the form

feu.

Again, in the case of the preposition Jiora, whlHi in

French means without, we can more easily dct< inimn

its derivation from tho Latin forts, outside, aft^r \M-

have found that Jtors corresponds with the Italian

fuora, the Spanish fucr. The French fruw*t</i'i

cheese, derives no light from I atin. But as soon

as we compare the Italian forwiifffjlo,
1 we soc that

fornwggio and frtwwg? are dcrnvd fiom forin<*\
cheese being made in Italy by kcoping tho milk in

small baskets or forms. Fwhlp, the Krcnch fit illt\

is clearly derived from Latin; but it is nut till \u

see the Italian Jicrole that wo are ivni5n<lo<l of tin*

Latin flebilis, tearful. We should never hav* ftuu<l

tho etymology, that is to say the origin of the Fr< -iu'li

ynyer, the English to ptnj, if we did not conwiH, (h'

dictionary of the cognate dialcots, mu* 1 1 as f< a I iai 1 1 n <
I

Spanish. Iloro we find that In jxty is oxpross^d in

Italian by pugaw, in Spanish by jxunn\ wlu ins in

Proven9al we actually find the two forms jMt/ur aunt

^aj/ar. Now pinjar clearly poiirfH back to Laiin

pac,are}
which means to

))>
<
f/y, to <ip/M'ttw. Join v illi*

uses^a2/^ in ^^sonsti both of pacifying and of

ing.
2 To pacify a creditor meant to pay him; in

1
Di< z, Lexicon Comparat!rum. ('oluiiu-lla, vii 8.

a
Jmnnlle, eel Nat. do \VaiIlv, p. JJ4, 'II wagpnoilla rlovanfc IVvf

et ee tint bien pour poioz ;

'

p 256,
'

que ae les dix mile hvroH no
que vous les faceas paior

'
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same manner as wie quittance, a quittance or receipt,

was originally quietdutia. a quieting, from quietus,

quiet.
1

If, therefore, we wish to follow up our researches

if, not satisfied with having traced an English

woid Lack to Gothic, we want to know what it was

at a still earlier poriod of its growth we innst de-

tcnnine whether there are any languages that stand

to Gothic in the same relation in which Italian and

Spanish stand to French w must restore, as far as

poshiblo, the genealogical tree of the various families

of human speech. In doing this we enter on the

>econd or elassificatory stage, of our heimce; for

jjonoalogy, where it is applicable, is the most perfect

foim of classification.
2

1
Tii UK ih:pv il Latin /m/tfw is'rumpubiti" <|iu fneo wolnta iem

pan in u piineipe iisHH{uitur.' Ft is the <)enn,inyV///K, i>'.u't , l.itini<"d,

From if, the French Iwfrnw, expense, and t?> ft tti/rr, to ]w) <T S h> I-i,

/>ic(i<t)inaire (fKfymolwjwfia^aisf^ H v
* '

If \\<
i

[Mh-PHSl a pi'rfiH pitlijL'pix
1 of nianlvliul, a '.'iMfaio^hMl ai-

t.in^onioni of tho rancH of men would afford thi' lust clu^ifirufioti <f

t.lio \.tnoim lan^uu^'H now Kpokon iliron^hout the wmhl, nn<l if nil

extinct ian&ruagcfl, and all iiitoniUMliato aud Klowly-chun^in^ dialct N
h;i<l to lie imludiid, Huch nn juniiigi-incnt would, f think, ! (he only

jxH-il)l<' one Vet it nn^hfc li k
, Ilial sonio vuy iitu loni. l.tn^Uiii>i ii.ul

.ilti'ii'd htU( k

,
and had given IHC ti i\ \v new IAM^IUI^CI, wluNt otln u

(<>v,iiiif to the Horcadin^ and HitliM <{inmli Hol.il
>

<ioii .ind la r , oi* ( ivJIisa-

tion oi tin' several raocs tle'conded horn ,i roininou I.H-I Iiiulaltirnl

much, ind h.wl ^ivcn lino io many new I.UJLJIM^CS .uid <li.il<ti-< T!MJ

v.utoiis drones of (lifli'iciin* in the Lui^na^'t tiom the hniiue Htoek,

would h.ivij to be cspriHscd by ^H>U]IH Hubonlinnio t,o Kr'nn]tH; Imfc thf*

JHOJMT oi (von only jxwsihle aiiwif^duntt wiuld Htill he ^'ijealo^ical ;

and this would be ntnclly naLuial, a it would connect [ognther ail Ian-

^uage.s, (tctmct and itKnlcrn, hy the cloHent aiiinithH, and would ^ive

the filiation and origin of each tonguo.'Oarwiu, Onyin of tfpcrunt
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Classification of Languages.

Before, however, we proceed to examine the results

which have been obtained by the combined labours of

Schlegcl, Humboldt, Pritchard, Bopp, Burnouf, Grimin,

Pott, Bonfey, Kuhn, Curtius, Schleicher, and others

in this branch of tho science of language, it will be

well to glance at what had been achieved before their

time in the classification of the numberless dialects

of mankind.

The Greeks never thought of applying the prin-

ciple of classification to the varieties of human speech.

They only distinguished between Grook on ono side,

and all other languages on tho other, comprehended
under the convenient name of 'barbarous.' They
succeeded, indeed, in classifying four of their own

dialects with tolerable correctness,
1 but they applied

the term 'barbarous' so promiscuously to the other

more distant relatives of Greek (the dialects of tho

PelaRgians,
2

Karians, Macedonians, Thracians, and

Illyrians), that, for the purposes of scientific cliihw-

lication, it is almost impossible to make any use of

tho statements of ancient writers about these so-called

barbarous idioms.3

1
Strabo, ed. Mullor et DUtovr, p. 280, 1. 10. tyv $v 'Idfo rj

ira\ai% "ArflfSi TJJV o^r^v 4>a/tcV, rty fit Aapifia r AloAffft, The nauio

writer, at the commencement of the ChriHlinn era, has the following

rcmaik on tho Humorous spoken dialects of Gifoco *

ax*^v <5^ n /ml

vvv
t
icaT(L iritis, ciXXot <x\o StaA^oi/Taf tioftovffi 5^ fajplfciv <iiravT($

$i& vty ffvupaffav (iriKpArttav (i]>M. p. 286, 1. 45). See Itomaw and
Xfofarn (hcek, by Janice Clyde, 1855, p. 28.

2 Ober don Namen PclaqgnR, see PiBcliol in Knhn'a Kelf&rlirift; xx.

p. 360. Jfe dorivea it from paras-ya, 'going across into a rtwinnt

country/ which he aupporta by the name of the Dnny. Tho phonetic

difficulties of this derivation are very serious.

8 Herodotus (vii. 04 and 95) gives Pelasgi as the old name of the
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Plato, indeed, in his Crtttyluw (cap. 30), throws out

a hint that the Greeks might have received their own

Jonianu in tho Peloponnesus and the islands, and of the JEulians.

Neveithekss lie argues (i. 57) from the di.ikct spoken in lii* timu

by the Pelagi of the towns of Kreston, Plakia, and Skylake, that

the old Pelaggi spoke a barbaitms tongue (j8dp/3apov r^v ftia<Tav

ievres). He has, therefore, to admit that the Attic race, being originally

PeLisijIc, unlearnt iLs language (rb 'ATTIKOV tOvos iuv TIehaa-fiKvv apa

rj jwrajSuAfl rj) Is *E\\i)va$}
Kal T^V y\Sj(Tffav /zerfyafo) See Diofen-

bach, Onf/ines Eiiroptefp, p. 59. JDionysius of Halieairussus (i. 17;

avoids this difficulty by declaring the Pehi^gi to ha\e been fiom the be-

ginning a Hellenic race, coming originally from tin Pi loponno-ui ,,
then.

Hettkd in Thcssily, which was oeonpi< d lv Kubuirin-s and lastly

expelled fiom Thetuly by Kmetus and Lck<Ui, who are IUMV called

Aetoliaiis and Loknaiis Loth views, howivu, aie merely individiul

theories

The Kniians ate railed j3a/>/3/utyawM by Ifoiner (XI. v. 807) ;
but

Sfr.tbo (p. 505,1. 12) Ukes partieular ran* to H!IOW that this \vas only
intended to cvjnen the rou^h Hound of their fp<eeh, and that IToi tier

did not yet um* bai ku inn aw <]ptmed to Helh ni-s. Stiabo hiius-lf, h<w-

ever, considers tho Kaiuns as originally barbanans IFo wi)s that the

Kanaris ueie formeily called A/Ar7? (p. 207, 1. lf> ; p. 5(M, 1. 20 ,

, und

these, together with P l.iM'jfians, Kaukonen, and otliers, are T eKoned by
him

(]) 200, 1. 47 ; p. 207, 1 til) a^ the earlier larharmis inhabitants ot

HellaH. Again, he (p. iiu*7, 1. JW), us well as Arwtotle and Dionysus
of JlalieainaHsuB (i. 17), eonmdt rH Urn IjuKmiia JIK <lt srendants of tliu

LelegcH, though they would hardly call the later Loku.wH batbanana

Thu Macedonians are mentioned by Stiabo (p 3,05, 1. .J5) toethr
with 'tho other Hellenes

1

DemosthetieB Bpcaka of Alexander as a

barbarian
;
Twikrati H as a ITeraehde. To judge frcwn a few extant word,

Mticedoniau might have been a (hcuk <lialcot. (Diefenkich, Orn/i'ncs

KttwptrtB) p. 62.) Justint; (vii 1) H.iyn of tho M,ic< dwun>, '

Populin
Jl*ela

4

gi, n"4io P.eonia dicobatur.* Theie \ias a tiadiLiun that the emtutiy

occupied by tlio MjieedoiiMiis belonged foimeily to Thr.x iniiH, whutn

Stmbo ticats aHbarbanntH, or I'ieriniiK (Thue ii. 01)
; Sti.ibo, p. 207, 1.

JO); piut of it to The sahuii-. iStrabo, j. .'JOO, 1. 44). Livuw (151, 29)

hpeakK of Aotoban^ AkarnnniuiiH, and Mac< doitiaiiM as cjnsdcm Unautf

hominn
Tlie Thraw&nia are enlled by HenMlofcuH (v.3) thogieatest jKSph after

thu Indiana They ^r tlistiii^nihhed by Strabo from Illyriaua (Stmbo,

p. 200, 1. M ; Diofenhaeh, p 05), from Celts (Strabo, p. 2f>2, 1. 27), and

by ThucyilidoH fiom the Uetto and SoythianH (Thuo. ii, 98). What wo
know of theit language restB ctn a utatement ofStrabo, i
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words from tho barbarians, tlie barbarians being older

than the Greeks. But lie was not able to see the full

bearing of this remark. He only points out that

borne words, such as the names of fire, ivater, and

rfoy, were the same in Phrygian and Greek
;
and he

supposes that the Greeks borrowed them from the

Phrygians ( 26). The idea that the Gicck language
and that of the barbarians could have had a common

source never entered hia mind. It is strange that

even NO comprehensive a mind as that of AristotV

should have failed to perceive in. languages some of

that law and order which he tried to discover in

other realms of nature. As Aristotle, however, did

not attempt this, we need not wonder that it was not

attempted by any one else for tlu 1 next two thousand

years, The Humans, in all scientific matters, w<>iv

merely the parrots of the Greeks. Baving themschrs

spoko the same language as the ("it-tie (Sl,rabo, p 252,1 M), and tin*

<J< U* the 8,11110 itt the JLMcittUH (Sluibo, p ^">
{, I I,">

; . \\V JXHM is tV.ii,'

incuts of Di< ian speech in. tho botanical n.itms collected by I>iosKoiidi*<,

and thc4c, a 1* interpreted by (Jinnin, i?<
1

dearly Aiyitu, llu"h twl.

(riut'k. The TliiticiiuiH arc (Mll<-il liaibarmis by Strnho, t^i th'i with

JMlynans ,unl Kpuo^ (Strulio, p 2l>7, 1
^)).

TIio Htynans were barhftiMUM in tlm eyes of the Oi<'< klvS. Tln-y an

now consMcied as m indvpuhdciii bianuh of UK* Aiyan fiiiuily. H'TM-

<btus rofois tho Venoti to the lllyruuiH (i. HHi) ;
and tho Vcui'ti, 4uviil-

niij to Polybius (li. 17), who know Owm, HpoLc n litii^iia^c <lli' i< nt t/'

that of the Colts. Ho adds that thoy wcio an old race, and in thi-ir

mannoi and dresu like the Celts liunot; many wriitn have iiiiniala-n

them f<'i Celts, no^lecting tho criterion <>i
l.tii^na'j;^,

uu whuh J'olylmn

l.iys proper utrosn Tho Illyrinnn wcwu a widily ext<rnl<d ia' i

;
tin*

P.iuiioiiianH, the Dalmatian 1

*, and the DaiduniatH (ftoin whom tho J'-u-

d.uu'llos woio called), aio all Hpokon of aw Ulyn.uiB (DiolViiluoh, Onyuit i

fittrvpffff, pp. 74, 75).

It in lost labour to try to extract anything po-utivo from tin so stall*

xnontR of the Greeks and Komanfi on tho race and tho language of their

lurbaiidn nci^hboars.
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]>een called barbarians, they soon learnt to apply the

same name to all other nations, except, of course, to

their masters, the Greeks.

Barbarians.

Now barbarian is one of those lazy expressions

which seem to say everything, hut in reality say

nothing. It was applied as recklessly as the word

heretic during the Middle Ages If the Romans had

not received this convenient name of barbarian ready-

made for them, they would have treated their neigh-

bours, tho Celts and Germans, with more respect and

sympathy . they would, at all events, have looked at

them with a moro disci iminating eje. And, if they
had done o, they would have discovorod, in spite of

outward dillcroncos, that these barbarians were, after

all, not very distant cousins. TLoro was as much

similarity between tho language of Cicwir and tho

barbarians against whom ho fought in Gaul and

Uerma,ny as there was between his language and ihafc

of Homer. A man of Cesar's sagacity would havo ao<H

this, if Le had not been Winded by traditional phrase-

ology. I am not exaggerating. For let us look at

one instance only, ff we take a veil) of such constant

occurrence as to Jutvc, we shall find tho paradigms
almost identical in sound in Latin and Gothic:

Kn<>lwli Ijibtm Gothic 1

Iliavo Iwboo hala

Thon luist halwa halm fa

We have hiilu'iiius

You have babe tin
halai{>

They liavo habent haband.
1

fjco M'}er, Pn 1

Gvt/eifolie Syradu1

, i>.
88.
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It surely required a certain amount of blindness,

or rather of deafness, not to perceive such similarity,

and that blindness or deafness arose, I believe, entirely

from the single word barbarian. Not till that word

barbarian was struck out of the dictionary of man-

kind, and replaced by brother, not till the right of

all nations of the world to be classed as members of

one genus or kind was recognised, can we look even

for the first beginnings of our science.

Influence of Christianity.

This change was chiefly effected by Christianity.

To the Hindu, every man not twice-born was a

Mloi/G/aa; to the Greek, every man not speaking
Greek was a barbarian; to the Jew, every person not

circumcised was a Gentile; to the Mohammedan,

every man not believing in tho Prophet is a K3,fir, an

unbeliever, or a Gaur, a fire-worshipping infidel. It

was Chiistianity which first broke down the barriorn

between Jo\v and Gcntilo, between Greek and ]ar-

banan, "between the white and the black, llv/uuiitultj

in a word which you look for iu vam m Plato ot

Aristotle 1
;
the idea of mankind as one family, sis

the children of one Gud, is an idea of (Jlmbtian

growth; and tho science of mankind, and of the

languages of mankind, is a science which, without.

dhiLstiaiuty, would never have sprung into life,

When people had been taught to look upon all men
as brethren, then, and then only, did the variety of

human speech present itself as a problem that called

1 Sec 8omo qnalifymi; remarks by Mr Iii{nrnu>on, i

of American 1'hilulofficul Anoeuttiowt, 1874, p. 21.
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for a solution in the eyes of thoughtful observer* ;

and from an historical point of view it is not too

much to say that the first day of Pentocost marks the

real beginning of the science of language. Aftrr that

day of cloven tongues a new light is spreading over

the world, and objects rise into view which had been

hidden from the eyes of the nations of antiquity. OLl

words assume a new meaning, old problems a ne\v

interest, old sciences a new purpose. The common

origin of mankind, the differences of race ami lan-

guage, the susceptibility of all nations of tin* hiyhot
mental culture these become, in the new vorhl in

which we live} problems of scientific, because of won*

than scientific, interest. It is no valid objection that

so many centuries should havck

elapsed before the

spirit which Christianity infused into e/very brnneli

of scientific inquiry produced visible results, \V<- s< <

in the oaken licet which rides tho ocean tin* small

acorn which was buried in the ground hundmlrt of

years ago, and wo recognise in the philosophy of

Albertus Magnus,
1

though nearly IJiOO jean* after

the death of Christ, in the aspirations of Kepler,"

1
Albert, Count of JJollsUrlten, or, an ho is more gom Lilly eulied,

Albertns Magnus, tho pioneer of modem phyhieal neiener, nruto:*--

'God lias givou to man Jlih spirit, .aid with iL also intt II 1

t, llmt man

might use it for to know God And (Jod in known through ilio <>! mid

hy faith iroin the JJiblc, through tho intdloct from iifilnri*,' And HL;IUII :

'It is to tho praise and glory of (jod, an<l for tho h< ncdt ol <mr hrethrun,
that wo ntudy tho natute of created thing-*, in all of them, not only
in tho haimomoiw formation of ovory ninglu cre.vture, hut likewMO
in tho variety of diffciont form?, wo cau and wo ought to ttdmira tho

majcHt> and wisdom of (Sod
1

a
TliCBO are the last wordn in Kepler's Hurmtmg ofth* TForW^'Thou

who by tho light of naturo hafit kindled in u* the longing ftftor tho light
of Thy grace, in ordor to raiie us to the light of Thy glory, thanku to
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and in the researches of the greatest philosophers of

our own ago, the sound of that key-note of thought
which had been struck for the first time by the

Thee, Cie,itor and Lord, that Thou lette^t me rejoice in Thy woikb

Lo, I have done the work ofmy life with that power of intellect which

Thou Ltbt given. J lia\e lecorded to men the glory of Thy wotks, AS

far its my mind cuuld comprehend their infinite majesty My sen*>t*<

were awake to M aieh as fai as I could, with punty and faithfulness I f

J, a \vonu hefoie Thme eyes, and horn in the bonds of sin, ha\e

brought forth anything that i-> unwoithy of Tliy counsels, inapne uie

with Thy spuit, that I may collect it. If, by the \vondeiful beauty of

Thy works, 1 ha\e be< n led into boldness, if I ha\o sought my own
honour among men as I advanced in the \\ork \\Iuoh was destined to

Tlmui honour, paidnn m i in kmdnesa ind cliauty, and by Thy grave

granl. that mv teaching may be to Thy gloiy, ,ind the \\elf.ue of till

wen. Vrjuhc ye the Loid, yo heavenly Uaimonics, and ye that undei-

stand the new lui monies, pi.use the Lord J
J
iaiw. God, my Boul, a<

long UB I Ihe, From Him, through Him, and in Him is all, the matt

rial aa woli .is the uptritual tUl tltat we know and ,J1 tlut we know nut

yet for lh<,ro i much to do that is yet undone '

Tbcuu worilh aie all tlio more remaikable, liuutiiiiU written by a nun
who was ponteculutl b) ChrittLiaa thuologMii as A ln'ietiu, but \vln>

nevurthelcss wa- not ashamed to profii-w himself a Oluuiti.vn.

I end with an extract fiom one of the moit distinguished of living

uatm.dists: *Tho aatiquarunioeogmmvj at om e the woikuigH of intel-

ligence in the ruuuuiiH of an ancient c'tvihatnuu Hi; may tail to asu r-

tain th< ir age conoctly, ho may remain doubtful as to thu older in which

they uu'u hiicu siv( ly constructed, but the duu.ujter of tlie whole telln

lint) they aio umkH of ait, and that men like li'mw If ongnuted llicn

uhc.s oi l^ygoneageH. So nhull the intelligent naturalist read at on

in the pietuies \\hich mituro piuscnts to linn, the v/oiku of a higtitr

Intclligonco, he shall recognlbu in the minute perforated cella of tin

nmifoi.i', winch dilTer ao wonderfully from thono of other plants, tin

hioroglyphieH of a peculiar age, in their needle-like leaves, the ts

cutcheoix of a peculiai dynasty ,
in their repeated appearance under most

(Uvcibihed tin uiuHtances, a thoughtful and thought-oliuitiiig adaptation

Ho bcho3<lH, indeed, the wmkH of .1 being thin&inff like hiniHi-lf, but In

feelH, at the b,une titue, that he ntands M much below the Supnmc
Intelligence, in wmdoiu, power, and goodmss as the works of art an

xufenor to the wondern of nature. Let naturaltHtn look at tho \\orld

uiidd- Hiich luiprensiouH, and evidence will pour in upon UH that .ill

<'reatuies ure cxpn-H.siuna of tho tlioughtH of Him uhom we know, love,

and udorc un^em.'
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apostle of the Gentiles :
1 ' For the invisible things of

Him from the creation of the world are clearly seen.

being understood by the things that are made, even

His eternal power and Godhead.*

Work done "by Missionaries.

Bat we shall see that the science of language owes

more than its first impulse to Christianity. The

pioneers of our science were those very apostles who
were commanded 'to go into all the world, and

preach the gobpel to every creature/ and their true

successors, the missionaiies of the whole Cluistian

Ohurch. Translations of the Lord's Prayer or of the

Bible into every dialect of the world, form even no\v

the most valuable materials for the comparative philo-

logist. As long as the number of known languages
was small, the idea of classification hardly suggested

itself. The mind must bo bewildered by the multi-

plicity of facts before it has recourse to revision. As

long as tho only languages studied were Greek, Latin,

and Uebicw, the- simple division into sacred and pro-

fane, or classical and oriental, sufficed.

Semitic

But whon theologians extended their studies to

Arabic, Chaldee, and Syriac, a stop, and a very impor-
tant step, was made towards the establishment of

a, class or family of languages.
2 No one could help

1 Humana i. 20. Locke, jEwxg concerning Human Understandingt

iv 10, 7.

a Hervas (Cnialoijtt, i 37) mentions the following works, published

during the sixteenth ceulury, bearing on tho science of language :.///-

trodudw in Ohaldaicam Liuguam, Sirfacam, atque Armonicatn, et de&w
alias Lingu.a8, a Theaeo AiubroJo, Papiui, 1539, 4to. De Batione COM-
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seeing that these languages were most intimately

related to each other, and that they differed from

Greek and Latin on all points on which they agreed

among themselves. As early as 1606 we find Gui-

chard,
1 in his Harmonie ttymoloyique, placing Hebrew,

mum ommumLniffuarum etLitteiai urn Conun&itai LUS, a/riicodoio Bib-

liandro, Tiguri, 1548, 4 to. It contains the Lord's Prayei in fouiteon

languages Bibliander deiives Welsh and Coini-Ji from Gicek, Greek

having been earned theie from Maiseilles, tluough France. He statin

that Armenian differ^ little fiom Chaldee, and cites Poatel, who donveil

the Turks fiom the Armenians, because Tuikish was spoken m Aimenu
He treats the Pei&ians as descendants of Shem, and connects thuir lan-

guage with Syriac and Hebiew. Servian and Georgian arc, according
to him, dialects of Gieek.

Other works on language published during the sixteenth century-

are: Penon, Dialogorum tie jL'mgiia Gallica Origins ejusquG cum
Gr&cd Cognatione, libii quutuor, PaiisiiH, 1554. lie sayn that as French
is not mentioned among the seventy-two languages which Rpianij fiom

the tower of Babel, it must be deiived from Gieuk. Ho qootca C.i^iu

(De dlo GallicO) vi. 14) to prove that the Druids spoke Greek, rnul

then denves fiom it the modern French language!
The works of Henri Estienne (152S-15U8; stand on a much HouwliT

basis. He has been unjustly accused of having derived ftontJi fnnii

Greek. See his Truwtt de la, Conform itt du, Lanyaye fntinpti* <u i-r Ir

grec, about 1566. It contains chiefly syntactical ami grammatical

remarks, and its object is to show that niodeu of c^piossion in Un't-k,

Tyhich sound anom.ilons and difhcult, can bo icndorud cy,s> b^ a coiu-

panson of aiulogoua expn-s^ions in French.

The Lord's pr.iyer was publinhcd in 1548 in fourteen lamwcH, 1>V

Bibliander; in 1591 in twenty-six ltii?iuijus, by Itorcha (Ihbliolkccn

Aposlolica Vatwana, a fratie Angelo Koccha, Komm, 3 fiUI, 4U>.); in

1592 m forty languages, by MegisiTUS (Specimen XL Luigtwrum ft Dm-
lectorwn ab Hieionym Meguseio ft dioei his auctorifaw eollectimwi f/wtw*
Oratio Domnica erf expre^sa, Piancofurti, 1502); iu 1508 iu iifty

languages, by the tame authoi (Orftfw Dominica, L diwrsis linyuiii,
cura H. Megiseri, Tftancofurti, 1503, 8vo.).

1 At the beginning of the Roventcenth century *aa pulWnd
Trteor de VJlistoire des Laugnes de erf Unmrs, p.ir ()htu(l Mnn-t,
seconde Edition, Iverdon, 1619, 4 to. ITorvas snyrt that I hurt K pen to

the mistakes of Postcl, Bibhandei, and other writora of tho

century.

Before Durct came Estienne Guichard, L'UwmoniG
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Chaldee, and Syriac as a class of languages by them-

selves, and distinguishing besides bctwecu the Ilomance

and Teutonic dialects.

Hebrew the Primitive Language.

What prevented however, for a long tim, the

progress of the science of language was the idua that

Hebrew was the primitive language of mankind. anl

that therefore all languages must be demed fiom

Hebrew. The fathers of the Church ne\er expre.sswl

any doubt on tliis point. St. Jeioine in one of his

epistles to Damasus,
1 writ OH: 'The, \vhule of anti-

quity (universa antiquitas) affirms that Hebrew, iu

which the Old Testament ia written, was the, be^hmm^
of all human spcoc.li.' Origon, in hm eleventh Homily
on the book of Numbers, expresses II'IH belief thai the

Hebrew language, originally given through Adam, re-

mained in that part of the world which was tlio dtown

tie* Lawjues IK liatyw, dialtlaiqufi tyriaqnetr/i < ynr -//</i'nrjVaiipitw ,

italienne, nyttgaofa etlletMiiHle, Jlumi'utlt, antjhite, &c., J'nri,

1606.

Hcrvas only knows the aocnncl o<htion, Vann, 1018, ul thinlcH the

firnt was publinlicd m 1(>08. The title of IIIH l>ot>k how^ th.at Gnichrtftl

(liHtingnislidl butwccn iour classes of lan^uajfi H, whirh w Hli(ut<l <>w

call the St'iuiiir1, the ilollemc, Italic, and Teutonic: ho ^ITIVCH, howcvrr,
(Jret'kfiom Hobimv.

I. I Kcaii<;<T, in IUB JJirttnha df JSimtptntrnm fn'twnn (Ojiti*ru{tt

raJtrt, J'arihiw, 161(1), p. Ill*, (lihtiu^tiiKlu'H oh'Vi-u H
< Jrcck, TcuLouic, Slavonic, Kpuolic or AHiauiun, Tntarir,

Finnic, Irish, liiitinh ip. Wales and JUiUnny, and JJ;t k

1 ( Inibium oris et crurummifl 'l<K{iiii, <-t hfx; oinrif) <|intd l<K}uiinar,

Uobnwim cs.se lin^tiam cjiia v*tu>4 T^tamMitinn HfiiptuiM cwt, untvr*a

4inti({inta8 tradidifc.* In another placo (JHaia, t;ai. 7) ho write* : 'Om-
nium enim fcro hn^imrniu wrbiH utuntur Hobrmi.' Boo Also Journal

Awatique, 1850, juillet, p. 20.

I L
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portion of God, not, like the rest, loft to one of His

angels.
1

The language of their sacred writings is by man}

people taken either for the must ancient language
or for the natuial language of mankind. With tlu i

Brahmans Sanskrit is the language of the gods, and,

even with the Buddhists, Pali or Magadhi, the lan-

guage of Buddha and of their sacied canon, tin-

Tripitfaka, a language as clearly derived from San-

skrit as Italian is from Latin, is considered as the root

of all languages The Pali grammarian Katjiyana

says
c There is a language which is tho root (of all

languages) ;
men and IJrahmans spoke it at the com-

mencement of the Kalpa, who never before uttered a

human accent, and oven the superior Buddha spoke

it:itisMagadhi:
2

1 'Mansit lingua per Adam piimitnfl data, ut piitonuiH, n<>1rna, in

ea parte honunum, qiuu non pai alioujUH unguh, cd qua
1 I)ci portio

permanait.*
2 See Rpence Hardy, Let/ends of the HutM/iikf*, p. 23, quol.nl front

Alww, Lectures fin timid/mm, p 55 IV follmuii'j ( rtiart i from the

Wib&anffaAtuiodua, 'J'arcntu plate then < hildn u wh u y>n\\x < ithcr

on a cot or a chaii, au<l spo.ik Uillciunt tlun^^, 01 jiufunu diHiicut
actions Thdr woids are thu diHtmrtly hxl ly ili<jjr childn^n fon
their mindt*), tliniking that such wiw Haul by him, and Mich hy th oilier,

and m pioccsa of timo they learn tho eiitiio lan^ua^c. If a child, hoi n
of a Damila mother and an Andhaka faUiui, hhould hear hw laothcr

speak fiifit, Iio would speak the Dauula kn^nn^' ; but if he BhouW li-ar

his lather
iirst, he would speak the AndhuKa. If, however, ho whould

not hear either of them, he would speak tlio Maijadhl. If, ngain, a pi-t-
son in an uninhabited iorcst, in whu-h no speech (IH heard), nhoulcl

intuitively attempt to articulate wordn, ho would Hpcafc tlio very

MagadhL It piedommates m all regionn, such aH hell, tho animal

kingdom, the petta (prota) sphere, the human woild, and the world of
the devaa (gods). The remaining eighteen langua^S Kirilta, Audhaka,
Yon,ika, Damila, etc. undeigo changes, but uot tho Magadhl, which
alone is stationaiy, aa it is said to be the language of Brahman and
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When, therefore, the first attempts at a classifica-

tion of languages were made, the problem, as ifc pre-

sented itself to scholars such as Guichaxd and Thu-

massin, was this .

* As Hebrew is undouLteJly the

mother of all languages, how are we to explain the

process hy which Hebrew became split into so many
dialects ;

and how can these numeious dialects, such

as Greek and Latin, Coptic, Persian, Turkish, be

traced back to their common source, the Hebrew ?

It is astonishing what an amount of real killing
and ingenuity was wasted 011 thib question during

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It fiiuis-,

perhaps, but one parallel in the laborious calculation

and constructions of early astrunoinciti, who had to

account for the movements of the heavenly bodies,

always taking it for granted that the earth must

be tho fixed centre of our planetary system. J>ut.

although we, know now that tho labours of such

scholars as Thoma&sm weie and could not be other-

wise than fruitless, it would be a moafc diseouraging
view to take of tho progress of the human race, were

we to look upon tho exertions of eminent men in foi

mer ages, though they may have been in a wrong
direction, as more vanity and vexation of spirit. "We

must not forget that the very fad of tlie failure of

such men contributed powerfully to a general con-

viction that there must bo something wrong in ihe

problem itself, till at last a holder geniun inverted

the problem and thereby Holved it. When books after

Aryas Even Tiuddhu, who rendered Inn To pi fak a worda into doctrine^,

did so by mean* of tho very Mfigadhl, and why ? Became, by doin# no,

it was easy to acquire their truo Hignification.*
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books had been written to show how Creole and Latin

and all other languages were derived from Hebrew,1

and when not one single system proved satisfactory,

people asked at last
'

Why then should all language
be derived from Hebrew?' and this very question

solved the problem It might have boon natural for

theologians in tho fourth and fifth centuries, many of

whom knew neither Hebrew nor any language except

their own, to take it for granted that Hobmv was tho

source of all languages, but there is neither in tho

Old nor the New Testament a single wor<i io necessi-

tate this view. Of the language of Adam wo know

nothing; but if theologians hold that Hebrew was one

of the languages thai sprang from tho confusion of

tongues at Babel, it could not well have l><im the lan-

guage of Adam, or of the, whole earth,
' whon tho wliolo

earth was still of ono Bpeodi.
1 2

Although, therefore, a certain advance* was made,

towards a classification of languages by the Semitic

scholars of tho seventeenth century, yet* this partial

advance became in oilier respects an impediment.
Tho purely scientific interest in arranging languages

according to their characteristic features \vas lost bight

1 Guicliard went BO far as to maintain thai, as Hebrvw Wd written

from right to left, and Greek from loft to right, Urwk won!* might bu

traced b.ick to Hebrew by being Hiuiply read Irom right in I<*ft

a
Among the different tytluan of Ilabljirncal WJ^MI*, thcn m one

according to which ovory letter in Hobrow ii reduced to tU nniutTicttl

value, and the word is oxplninod by another of the Ramc ({uanttty; tlniH,

from the passage, 'And all tho inliabiUmtH of tho ouitli wcrn of one Im-

jpiage' (GenesiH xi. 1), is deduced that they all Hpoko Ilebri'vv, H^ly boing

changed for its synonym ^/>, and ^jjn ($^100 4 I iJDO- 400; in

substituted for its equivalent T\TfA (1+ 8 f 400^401)). VvkcUth, cd,

Ginsburg, p. 31. Of. Quatremere, Mtlangw, p. 138.
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of, and erroneous ideas were propagated, the influent-*

of which has even now not quite subsided.

Leibniz*

The first who really conquered the prejudice that

Hebrew was the source of all language was Lrsihni'z
'

the contemporary and rival of Newton.
* There is as

much reason/ he said,
*

for supposing Hebrew to ha\*'

been the primitive language of mankind, as there ih

for adopting the view of Ooropius, who published u

work at Antwerp, in 2580, to prove that Dutch \\JM

the language spoken in Paradifae.'
2 lu a Lilcr to

1 AH I liavo zcpoatcdly been taken to lusk for writing Inhnz wittc-it

a
t,

I may stale 111 st'lf-dofencc tli.it I did BO, neither from n%'I'!'n
nor from iguoiancc, nor from affectation, \vith nil of winch I have i* u

elmiged, but for the uuuplu reason th.it Lnlmiz IIIIUMI U wn r> ' Hht i tit

his punted woilw or ni hm lultcnt, bjH'U lit* nani" L ilnitz, Si-< fhi

nh
t
o.l Onno Klop]>, IT.mouT, 3MJ1, \iI. i. p. XMV,

AnticrpiauM, IfitlD. A in In* ICuni><, in hia work on Ui lan.;u i;;t
f

Puiiidiic, maintitiiiB Hint (Joil h|>')ku to Adam in Sw< dUh, Aduiu .ui ,wt'n il

in Danish, and the flcrpcut Hpoko to Jj}vu iu l^rench.

Chordin relates that the PtTBiuna believe thrcu lan^uugc to have been

bpoken in PjiTiulwo ; Arabic by tho Surpuut, Pcruian by Ad.tm and Kvt-,

and Turkish by Gabriol.

J B. Ezra, in his MMtwdo primituo, Madrid, 1814, claims I'l^k un

tho langiuj;o Kpolvcn by Adam.
A OIIIIOQH dist'iismon took

jtl.u'O about two hundnnl y<'ar- uj* in th<

Metroiwhttui chapter of J'ampclunx Tho drciMui^ a tutiTid in tin-

nimales of Iho cliai>tor, is ai follow . 1, \VH JltjwK tlj< |iriiuihv<

language of mankind? The Icanied ineiuln'iM cnfo that, in nj.jf*- i(

thuir htron^ conviction on Iho Hiibjcct, they daru nt ^vo an uJhniutivr

answer. 2. WIH JJusk Iho only Lui^tia^u vpukcu by Adam and K\o in

Poradisu? On thin point tho chaptoi dw:Iar's that no dutibtfan <i\int t

their miuda, and that 'it IB inipowiblo to bnu# fuiwurti any Hwrioun r

rational objuetiou,* K'o Jlonnoijnin, Ihsai tur I'Anattyie tit jr Lanyut*
Bordeaux, 1838, p. GO.

I (eol bound to a<ld a note from M. I5lad(? Atwit 4 iur
dot $a*qiu<st J'aris, 1859, p 533: *Ix archivw civile rt
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Tenzel, Leibniz writes 'To call Hebrew the pri-

mitive language, is like calling branches of a tree

primitive branches, or like imagining that in some

country hewn trunks could grow instead of trees.

Such ideas may be conceived, but they do not agree
with the laws of nature, and with the harmony of

the universe, that is to say, "with the Divine

Wisdom/ 1

Leibniz collects materials.

But Leibniz did more than remove this one great

stumbling-block from the threshold of the science of

language. He was the first to apply the principle

of sound inductive reasoning to a subject which

Ixtiore him had only been treated at random He

pointed out tho necessity of collecting, first of all, as

largo a number of fads as possible.
2 "Ho appealed

to missionaries, travellers, ambassadors, princes, and

emperors, to help him in a work which he had so

much at heart. The Jesuits in China had to work

do L'iuupplimu ont etc cxpIonVs mitiutiwi-pmctit par ds ha,\.uil'! tils

quo (ituihny, la P rl> Mont, Yn.njrii.ut y Mir.iwU, Hi
;

i't. pus iui m*

ronfiimc, qne je Roche, 1<> dn< do M Tfrnncquin .J'ai ful inoi-mf'inr,

el fai faifc fuiiv, nwr <*o jxtinl, dcH rutthcruhos (l^uicurcuH wins rvutiltat.'

1

QulaimttfHliiptflffailmiz, vol. it p. I tit).

8
Uuhraner, vol. ii. p. 127 In hm Ihwtpittilion on. 1hf Origin of

Nations, 1710, Loilmix NAVH* 'Tho Htudy ot lan^na^cs inuHt not be

conducted according tf> any ijthcr pnnci !!< Imt tlioso of thu cxtuA

wiicnccH Why begin with th< unknown iiwUwl of tho known ? it

<rtun<ls to roawm tliat wo ouifht to l>*in with Hludyinx
1

this mixloin lan-

t,'iingcH which an i wiLlan our rc.ti-h, in ordor to compaic thcin with ow
.uioiliur, to diHcv<T their (bdoicm-i's and afHinUys, and then to prucwil

to tlioso which L'lvo prcnvlod tlujin in f<inuor H^H, in <>jil<
kr to sljow

thoir filLiliem and their origin, and lliwi to iwornd Ht-p by step to tlw

moHt aiifi'iit tuzigncH, tho analyaw of which niuat load u to the only

trusts 01 thy conclusions.'
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for him. Witsen,
1 the traveller, sent him a most

precious present, a translation of the Lord's Prayer

into the jargon of the Hottentots.
e

My Wend,"

mites Leibniz in thanking him, 'remember, I implore

you, and remind your Muscovite friends, to make re-

searches in order to procure specimens of the Scythian

languages, the Samoyedes, Siberians, Bashkirs, Kal-

muks, Tungusians, and others/

Having made the acquaintance of Peter the GJ eat,

Leibniz wrote to him the following letter, dated Vienna,

October the 26th, 1713:

'I have suggested that the numerous

hitherto almost entirely unknown and unstudied,

which are current in the empire of Your Majesty
and on its frontiers, should bo reduced to writing ;

also that dictionaries, or at least small vocabularies,

should be collected, and translations bo procured in

such languages of the Ten Commandments, the, Lord's

Prayer, the Apostolic Symbolum, and other parts of

the Catechism, ut omnis linyua laudet Jfaminwn,.

This would increase the glory of Your Majesty, who

reigns over so many nationw, and is o anxious to

improve them; and it would, likewise, by moans of

a comparison of languages, enable UH to discover the

origin of those amtions who from Scjtlibi, wliie.L is

subject to Your Majesty, advanced into other eountrieu.

But principally it would help to plant (
'IiriHtwnifcy

among the nations speaking those dialie,ts, and I have,

1 NicolacB Witscm, Bunjomtmttsr of Amsterdam, travelled in

1660-3672 ; puhlwhud hw travl in 1077, dodusatod to l*o(or tbo (JrcaL

Second edition, 1705. It contains many colluutiunR of word.
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therefore, addressed the MostHev. Metropolitan on the

same subject.

1

1

Leibniz drew up a list of the most simple and

necessary terms which should be selected for com-

parison in various languages. At homo, while

engaged in historical researches, he collected what-

ever could throw light on the origin of the German

language, and he encouraged others, such as Eccard,

to do the same. He pointed out the importance of

dialects, and even of provincial and local terms, for

elucidating the etymological structure of languages.
2

Leibniz never undertook a systematic classification

of the whole realm of language, nor was he successful

in classing the dialects with which he had become

acquainted. He distinguished between a Japhetic
and Aramaic class, the former occupying the north,

the latter the south, of the continent of Asia and

Europe. He believed in a common origin of lan-

guages, and in a migration of the human race from

east to west. But he failed to distinguish the exact

degrees of relationship in which languages sUnd to

each other, and he mixed up some of the Turanian

dialects, such as Finnish and Tatarie, with the

Japhetic family of speech. If Leibniz had found

time to work out all the plans which his fcitile and

comprehensive genius conceived, or if he had boon

1 Catherines der Grossen Verdiensie van die vert/leirltewle >tyrar/<-

kwde, von F Adelung. Petersburg, 1815. Anotlwr letter of IUH to the

Vice-Chancellor, Baron Scbaffiroff, is dated Pinnoiit, Juno 22, 1716.
a
Collectanea Efymologica, ii 255. 'Malim wiie diacumm DiaW

toruin corrogari G-ermanicas voces. Puto qnaadam oiitfiiuiB x KUJH-
rionbus Dialectia nielius apparituiaa; ut ex Ullilo) Poatoirothioi*
Otfridi

'
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understood and supported l>y contemporary scholars,

the science of language, as one of the inductive

sciences, might have been established a century

earlier. But a man like Leibniz, who was equalty

distinguished as a scholar, a theologian, a lawyer,

an historian, and a mathematician, could only throw

out hints as to how language ought to bo studied.

Leibniz was not only the discoverer of the differ-

ential calculus. He was one of the first to watch

the geological stratification of the oarth. Ho wan

engaged in constructing a calculating machine, the

idea of which lie first conceived as a boy. ITo drew

up an elaboiato plan of an expedition to Eyypt,

which he submitted to Louis XIV. in older to

avert his attention from the frontiers of Germany.
The same man was engaged in a long eorrespondence
with Bosquet to bring about a roeoneiliation between

Protestants and Romanists
,
and ho endeavoured, in

his Theodicfa and other works, to defend tho cause

of truth and religion against tho inroads of the

materialistic philosophy of England and France.

It has been said, indeed, that tho discoveries of

Leibniz produced but little effect, and that most

of them had to bo made again. This IB not tho case,

however, with regard to tho science of language.

The new interest in languages, which Leibniz had

called into life, did not die agiiin. After it had once

been recognised as a desideratum to bring together a

complete Herbarium of tho languages of mankind,

missionaries and travellers felt it their duty to collect

lists of words and draw up grammars wherever they

came in contact with a now race. Tho two great
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works in which, at the beginning of our century,

the results of these researches were summed up
I mean the Cataloyue of Languages by Hervas

}
and

the MitJirulates of Adelung can both be traced back

directly to the influence of Leibniz As to Hervas,

he had read Leibniz carefully, and though he differs

from him on some points, he fully acknowledges
his merits in promoting a truly philosophical study of

languages. Of Adolung's MM Mates and his obliga-

tions to Leibniz wo shall have to speak presently.

Hervas lived from 1735 to 1809. He was a

Spaniard by birth, and a Jesuit by profession.

While working as a missionary among the polyglot-

tous tribes of America, his attention was drawn to

a systematic study of languages. After his return,

he lived chiefly at Rome in the midst of tho numci ous

Jesuit missionaries who had at that time been recalled

from all parts of the world, and who, by their com-

munications on the dialects of tlio tribes among whom

they had been labouring, assisted him greatly in his

researches.

Most of lus works wore writ/ton in Italian, and

wore afterwards translated into Spanish. Wo, cannot

enter into the general scope of his literary labours,

which are of the most comprehensive character. They
were intended to foim a kind of Koamos, for which he

chose the tit!oof Idea del (Iniverso. What is of intorost

to us is that portion which treats of man and language
as part of the universe; and hero, again, ehioily IHH

Catdlocjue of Lanc/wtt/es, in six volumes, published in

Spanish in tho yoar JHOO.

K we compare the work of Hervas with a similar
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work which excited much attention towards the end

of tho last century, and is even now more widely

known than that of Hervas, I mean Court do Gobelin's

Monde p'rmitif^
1 we shall see at once how far

superior the Spanish Jesuit is to the Frondi philo-

sopher. Gebelin treats Persian, Armenian, Malay, and

Coptic as dialects of Hebrew; he speaks of Bask as a

dialect of Celtic, and he tries to discover Hebrew,

Greek, English, and French words in tho idioms of

America. Hervas, on the contrary, though embracing

ill his catalogue five times tho number of knguagon
that were known to Gebelin, is most careful not to

allow himself to bo can led away by theories not war-

ranted by the evidence before him. It is easy now to

point out mistakes and inaccuraoios in ITervas, but

I think that thosewho have blamed him most are those

who oughtmost to have acknowledged their obligations

to him. To have collected specimens and notices of

more than throe hundred languages is no small inattor.

ButHervas did more. Ho himselfcomposed grammars
of more than forty languages.

2 He was one of the first

to point out that the true affinity of languages must be

determined chiefly by gmmmafcio-al evidence, not by
mere similarity of words.* Ho proved, by a coinpara-

1 Monde piimilvf (inalyx& et comjutrt ewe Z mondo tnodcrne. Twin,

1773
a
Cutahffo, i. 63.

* * Mats bu clclien coiuuiltar gramafcica
1
* para conocer nn cararlor pro-

prio y>or mi'ilio <lo wi artifino gramatir.il.' Cahtliiyo, i. <5. Tin* H,vnn

principle waa cxprt'Hsod by Lord Monlxxldo, about 17'>5, in hiri Antlfint

Mdayhysict, vol. iv.
]>, ^'20 :

' My last olwiYvatum in, th.it,4w tlio <ut of

a latiguago is lean ailntrury and moro dutcnniucd by rule than either the

Hound oracnse of woidn, it IK 0110 of !lu> piincipul ihingH by which the

connoction of languages with ono anothor IB bo }>o diHcovt-rod. A ml,

therefore, whom we find that two languages pracbute tiiojie great arts of
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tive list of declensions and conjugations, that Hebrew,

Chaldee, Syriac, Arabic, Ethiopic, and Ainharic are all

but dialects of one original language, and constitute

one family of speech, the Semitic.1 He scouted the

idea of deriving all the languages of mankind from

Hebrew. Ho had perceived clear traces of affinity

between Chinese and Indo-Chinese dialects
;

also

between Hungarian, Lapponian, and Finnish, three

dialects now classed as members of the Turanian

family
2 He had proved that Bask was not, as was

commonly supposed, a Celtic dialect, but an indepen-

dent language, spoken by the earliest inhabitants of

Spain, as proved by the names of the Spanish moun-

tains and rivers.
3

Nay, one of the most brilliant

discoveries in the history of the science of language,

the establishment of the Malay and Polynesian family

of speech, extending from the island of Madagas-
car east of Africa, over 208 degrees of longitude, to

the Easter Islands west of America,
4 was made by

Innguage, derivation, composition, and flexion, in the same way, we

may conclude, I think, with gieat certainty, that the one lanjjfu.ige in-

tlie original of the other, or that they aie both dialects of the same

language.*
1
Catalogo, 11. 468.

3 Hid. i. 49. Witsen, too, in a letter to Leibniz, dated mai 22, 1698,

alludes to the affinity between the Tataric and Mongolic languages
1 On m'a dit qne ces deux langues (la languo moegale et tartare) sont

diffdrentes a peu pies comme I'AUemand Test du Flamand, et qu'il e&t

de mSme des Kalmucs et Moegals.* Collectanea Etymologica, ii. p 363
8 Leihmz held the same opinion (see Hervas, Catalogo, i. 50), though

he considered the Celts in Spain as descendants of the Iberians.

*
Catalogo, i. 30. ' Vera" que la Icngaa llamada malaya, In qual so

habla en Li peninsula de Malaca, es matiiz de innumerables dialectos dc

naciones idciias, quo desde dicha peninsula se extienden por ruas de

doscientos gradoa do longitud en los mares Oriental y Pacifico.'

Ibid. ii. 10 ( De esta peninsula de Malaca hau salido enjainbres de po-
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Hervas long before it was worked out and announced

to the world by Humboldt.

Hervas was likewise aware of the groat grammatical

similarity between Sanskrit and Greek, but the imper-
fect information whicli he received from his friend tho

Carmelite missionary Fra- Paolino da S. Itertoloimneo.

the author of the first Sanskrit grammar, published at

Eomein 1790, prevented him from seeing th<! full incan-

ing of this grammatical similarity. How near HITVJIH

was to the discovery of the truth may b<j seen from his

comparing such words as 27/cw, Go<I in G'reok, vitli

Dcva, God, in Sanskrit. He identified the (}ivk

auxiliary verb e/mi, eis, e^ti, I am, thou art, h<! in,

with the Sanskrit asini, asi, asti. He even pointed
out that the terminations of the three, jroudwg

i j^

Greek, oa, e, on> are the same a the Sanskrit,, as, ii,

am.2 But believing, as he did, that thu (Jreeksd^rived

their philosophy and mythology from Jwlia, 1m sup-

posed that they had likewise borrowed from tho

bladoros delasinlas del mar Indiano y Paoffico, on las quo, atmqiio jan
hftbor otia iiacum, quo os da nvgros, la inalayn on Kuni*raluiontn JR m
<iommante y oxtcndida. La len#\M malaya no halila on diclia jwnftinula,
continonto del Ahia, en las ilaj Maldivas, on la d Maiia>

;A<K
>
itr pert* n'

oionto J AfrJ(ai) on laa do Honda, ou hut Mohican, eit IJIK KiIipinaH, n
Ins del arphip^liigo do >Sim Lusauf, y en muchlsunaH ih-1 mar !! Stir

dcsdo difho aicliiiu^la^oliaHia ihl.is ( ()<u> ^r KU JXKM distaticitt <!< Aim nr*
HO cruian pol>la(lw jior atui>iic.uios. J^i mla tlu Miuia^awMi HO JKJIMS it 00

gradoH do longitud, y & IOH iil>8 M pono la. inla do Pa.q.iu rf <! UaviH, f n
la quo H lutbla otio dialcclo uuilayo ; por lt>

(juii
ia extuiiBiou <jtw IOH <h&-

lectou m:ilay(ffl OH do 208 guidon do longitud/
1

Catulogo, ii. W4.
1 Ji;. n. 135. From wliah 1 had nald ]tfro of Gvirhartl. SV<*/fyrr,

TKt&en, L^nix, and <thcrK, it IK ([into cl<'ttr that 1 did wt conHidor
//<rrt>8 aa tho tirt dixcovrrcr of tiuwo linjftuvtio th<'ri(iH, I only winhwl
to point otit his real incritH, whioli othor liiMtrwntf had ovtirlookod. SM
Bonfoy, GesrktcJtte for tyrachwmctuchtift, p, iZ70,
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Hindus some of their words, and even the art of dis-

tinguishing the gender of words.

The second work which represents the science of

language at the beginning of this century, and which

is, to a still greater extent, the result of the imjwLi
1

which Leibniz had given, is the JMithridutcb of Ado-

lung.
1

Adelungs work depends partly on Ilervas,

partly on the collections of words which had bmi
made under the auspices of the HUSHIUXI government
Now these collections are clearly due to Leibniz.

Although Peter the Gioat had no thno or tatt for

philological studies, the government kept the idea ol

collecting all the languages of the llubsiau umpire

steadily in view.2 Still greater luok was in store

for the science of language Having been patronised

by Camr at Koine, it found a still more devoted

patroness in the gi eat Oosanna of the North, < 'uthariiHi

the Great (1762-1790). liven na Oraiicl-ducluus,

Catharine was engrossed with the idea of a Universal

Dictionary, on the plan Hug^ontod by Leibniz. She

encouraged the chaplain at the, Britiwh Factory at

St. Petersburg, the liov. Daniel Dumaresq, to under-

take the work, and he is said to have publiflhcd, at

1 The first volume appeared in 1806. Ho died fcrforo fch< wcond
volume was publmhed, which watt brought out by Vutor m IbOD. Tin-

third and fourth volumes follower! in 1818 and 1#17, edited by Vat<r

and the younger Adelung.
2 Evidence of this is to be found in Strahlcnberg'a work on th JVorM

and J&tst of Europe and Aria, 17M, with tabula polyglotta, Ac. ; in

Messersohmidt'H Trawl* in Sfbma, from 1720- 17U9; in Hai'hni'int<T,

Idea et desukria de coUiyendis hnyuarum fipenminibiM, Jt^lropoli, 1773 j

in Guldenstddt's Travels in the Caucasus, &c.
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her desire, a Cunqjarative Vocabulary of Eastern Lini-

yuagets,
in quarto, a work, however, whiuli, if evei

published, is now completely lost. The reputed

author died in London in 1805, at the advanced age

of eighty-four. When Catharine came to thtk tin one.

her plans of conquest hardly absorbed more of her

time than her philological studies ; and she once

shut herself up neaily a 3 ear, devoting all her time

to the compilation of her foinpar.itho Dictionary.

A letter of lieis to Zinmicrmami, dated the Mh of

May, 1785, may interest some of ni}

'Your letter/ she writer.
{ has drawn me from the

solitude in which I had shut myself up for neatly

nine months, and from which I found it hard to stir.

You will not guess what 1 have been about. J will

tell you, for such things do not happen rvciy da}.

T have, been making a list of From two to three

hundred radical words of the Kussian language, and

I have had them translated into as many languages
and jargons as I could find. Their number exceeds

already tho second hundred. Every day I took one

of these words and wroto it out in all the languages

winch 1 could collect. This has taught me that the

Celtic is like the Ostuikian- that what means skj in

one language moans cloud, fog, vault, in others ; that

the word Uod in certain dialects means Good, tho

Highest, in others, nun or fire. [As far as this her

letter is written in French; then follows a lino of

German.] I became tired of my hobby, after I had

read your book on Solitude. [Then again in French.
|

But as I should have been sorry to throw such a mass
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of paper in the fee, besides, the room, six fathoms

in length, which I use as a boudoir in my hermitage,
was pretty well warmed, I asked Professor Pallas to

come to me, and after making an honest confession

of my sin, we agreed to publish those collections, and

thus make them useful to those who like to occupy
themselves with the forsaken toys of others. We
are only waiting for some more dialects of Eastern

Siberia. Whether the world at large will or will

not see in this work bright ideas of different kinds,

must depend on the disposition of their minds, and

does not concern me in the least.'

If an empress rides a hobby, there are many ready
to help her. Not only were all llussian ambassadors

instructed to collect materials
;
not only did German

professors
1

supply grammars and dictionaries, but

Washington himself, in order to please the empress,

sent her list of words to all governors and generals

of the United States, enjoinmg them to supply the

equivalents from the Amoiicau dialects. The iirat

volume of the Imperial Dictionary
a

appeared in

1787, containing a list of 285 words translated into

1 The empress wrote to Nicolai at Berlin to ank him to diaw up a

catalogue of grammars and dictionaries. Tho work was Hont to her in

manuscript from Berlin, m 37b5
fl Glossarwin cowparaln urn JLhiyttarwn totiuit Orlin. PotoiHlwrg,

1787. A tccond edition, in winch the word ;iro arranged alphabetically,

appeared in 1790-91, in 4 vols
,
edited by Jankicwitsch do Miriewo.

It contains 279 (272) languages, i e. 171 for Abu, 5f> for him ope, 30 fw

Afnca, and 23 for Amciica Accoidmg to Adclung, as quoted by Putt,

UngleiMnt, p. 230, it coutainH 277 languages, 385 for .A-., flli foi

Europe, 28 for Africa, 15 for America. This would make 260. The furat

edition is a very scarce book.
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fifty-one Euiopean and one hundred and forty-nine

Asiatic languages. Though full credit should be

given to the empress for this remarkable undertaking,
it is but fair to remember that it was the philosopher

who, nearly a hundred years before, sowed the seed

that fell into good ground.



CHAPTER V.

THE DISCOVERY OF SANSMUT.

Imperfect Classification.

AS
collections, the works of Hervas, of the Empress

Catharine, and of Adelung were highly import-

ant
; though such is the progress made in the science

of language during the last fifty years, that few people

would now consult them, The principle of classifica-

tion which is followed in these works can hanlly claim

to be called scientific. Languages are arranged geo-

graphically, as the languages of Europe, Asia, Afrira,

America, and Polynesia, though, at tbo MUM time,

natural affinities are admitted which would unite

dialects spoken at a distance of JK)8 <le#ro<H. Lan-

guages seemed to float about like islands on ilm ocean

of human speech; they did not shoot together to Fonn

themselves into larger continents. Thin is a most

critical period in the history of <svery science, and if it

had not been for a happy accident, which, like an

electric spark, caused the floating eleirwntR to crystal-

lise into regular forms, it is xnoro than doubtful

whether the long list of languages and dialncts,

enumerated and described in the works of Hems
and Adelung, could long have sustained tho interest

of the student of languages. This electric spark was

the discovery of Sanskrit, the ancient langungo of tin;

Hindus.
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The language of India.

The history of the language and the dialects of India

is by no means so simple an<l clear as was formerly

supposed. The more it is studied, the more compli-

cated it becomes. It begins with the Sanskrit of the

Vedas, about 1500 B.C., though some scholars are in-

clined to place its beginning at a much earlier date.

To me it seems that the admission of an earlier date

would no douLt remove some difficulties, but that

direct proof is quite impossible

Vedic Sanskrit.

We can watch the Vedie language in throe stages,

that of the hymns, that of the liralmia//a.s. and ilmt of

the. Sutras. Between the hyimw ami tho UruJnna/MS

there must have been a eomplHe break, and however

< arofully the pronunciation of tho Vodw bourns maj
have been preserved by oral tiadilion, their truo

meaning had evidently been e,omploto]y Io,>( between

the two periods. There, is no suo.h break between the

IMhma?/as and the Sutras, but tho language of the

Sutras has preserved but few of the ol<! W<lic pecu-

liarities, and does not difior mue.h from the ordinary

Sanskrit, as fixed by tho rules of IViv/inTs grammar.
Tho language of tho Vedie hymns must, havo been

at one time, a, spoken language in Ihe North-West, of

India, btit it should be rowem bored that* wo know it

in its poetic form only, and mostly as applied to

religious subjects. Though w<> cannot form a clear

idea how these hymns were composed, preserved, and

finally collected, ono thing is quite certain, that thoy
soon assumed a sacred character, and were handed

M: a
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down with the most minute caie. It is equally

admitted by most Sanskrit scholars who have paid

attention to this subject, that they were preserved till

about the third century B.c. by means of oral tradition

only. When I endeavoured for the first time to

establish this fact in my History of Ancient Sanskrit

Literature (1859),
1 I had to depend to a great extent

on circumstantial evidence only. We know now as a

matter of fact, that the alphabets employed in India

in the third century B.C. by Asoka, would have been

totally inadequate for reducing the Vedie hymns to a

written form.2 But this very ignorance of the art of

writing produced a system of oral tradition of which

we should have had no idea unless a full account of it

had been preseived for us in the Pratisakhyas. No
written alphabet which we know could ever have ren-

dered the minute shades of pronunciation as detail IM!

by the authors of the Pratisakhyas, no copyists could

have handed down to us so accurate a representation

of the Vedic hymns as we still meet with in the

memory of living Srotriyas
*

1

History ofAndenttianskrit Literature, $p 41)7-52 1, 'TheTntioduc-

tion of Writing
'

a The old alphabet of the Nortb-Wesl has no BI^IH for long \owelis

Neither the North-Western nor the Mag.idha alphabet i i-pxesonts double

con&onants, The vowel n was at fiist absent in both The palatal w
absent in the old Magadha alphabet, and develops in Liter mbcnpliuxiN

Senart, Journal Asiatiqve, 188G, p. 110
8 Our best Vedic MSS. presuppose a knowledge of tho rules of pto-

nunciation as laid down in the Pr;Hi6akhydb, ,uul cunnot he lend hy u,s

without such knowledge Even in cases where the Dcvin%ui alpliubot
could have expie&sed the more dohcate varieties of pronunciation, tin-

writers of the best MSS. are satisfied with indicating thorn, tiustinir Hut
the reader will pronounce con ectly, acuw ding to the rulea of

phonetics).
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It is clear, however, that this scholastic study of

the Veda became a retarding element in the growth

of the ancient language. Vedic Sanskrit became

hieratic and unchangeable, and may thus have

imparted even to the spoken language of the higher

classes an amount of grammatical fixity which no

language possesses in its natural state. We see indeed

a small progress between the poetic lijmxis and the

prose Brahmamis, and again between the Brahmawas

and the Sutras, but the grammar of the Sutras, with

the exception of some surviving Vdic, forms, re-

mained the gi animai* of Sanskrit, a,s fixed onco for all

by the grammatical rules of Pawini, who.se probable,

though by no means curtain, ditto is the fourth

century Be. All Sanskrit litoraturo after Pa/nni i^

under the iron sway of that grammarian. Tho literary

language is no longer allowed to grow or to decay, but

whatever contravenes his tules is IJIM*facto & blunder. 1

This applies to Kalnlasa as much as to those who

continue to write find speak Sanskrit to the present

day.
Asokft's Xnsoriptioiiff.

So far the history of Sanskrit seems clear and in-

telligible. Hut as soon as the real history of India,

begins, in the third century is.a, all is changed, \Vc

then perceive that the Vodic and the PtVmneari

Sanskrit form but onc% straight channel, and that by
its side there run numerous streams of living speech,

which aro as far removed from Vodic, and even from

Sanskrit an the Romanic dialects aro from

1 Sco M M , The Hnttuu<anf6 of titawfarit Literature, in *
India, what

ran it tench UH?'
|>p. 281-968.
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Latin. This fact cannot be doubted, for the inscrip-

tions of Asoka are truly historical documents, con-

temporary witnesses of the language as then spoken
in India

; and in India, where historical documents are

so scarce, their value, not only for chronology and

political history, but for the study of the historical

growth of the language of the country is immense
I call the inscriptions of Asoka the only truly

historical documents of the growth of the language
of India for two reasons

; first, because they are eon-

temporary; secondly, because they are not written

according to grammatical rules.

Grammatical and Ungrrommatical Prakrits.

If we call all Indian dialects which descend from

Sanskrit, Prakrit, we must distinguish between two

classes, the grammatical and the uw^mwr/iaJw
1

/// VIA-

krits, which may be called Apabhram as. By gram-
matical Prakrits I mean those which, liko Sanskiit,

are written accorcLng to the rules of grammarinn.s,
such as Pali, the Prakrit of tlio Buddlrinl Koiiptures,
the <7aina Magadhi of the 6'anm Hcripfcures, ami the,

Brahmanic Prakrits, the no-called MahfiriUhJri,

flaurasont, and Magadhi. The last-named Prakrits

were used for popular poetry, such aa the, Saptawtaka
of Hala (467 A. D

),
and for academic poetry, nuch an the

Setubandha, the Gauf/avadha, and, more
particularly,

for dramatic plays.

Grammatical Prakrits.

Vararu/d, the oldest Prakrit grammarian, tivais of

one classical Prakr/ta, which in ono nlact* ho c,alK
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Maharshfa*}. Whether he meant by this name to

assign it to the country commonly called Maharashtra,

or whether Dr. Hondo is right in supposing that

Maharashfai with him meant the Pr&krit of the great

kingdom, i.e. the Doab and K&jpfttana,
1 certain it is

that it is the Piaknta pur excellence. Of the other

dialects which Vararu/d mentions, /S'auraseni, if it

everwas restricted to the country ofthe /Vftrasenas (about

Mathura or the Vrar/a) became for literary purpose
the prose dialect while Maluirashfo-i was reserved for

poetry.
2

/Saurasoni is in fact a mere subdivision of the

Prdknta (Mahfirfishiii), and hence, after the few special

rules for fiiiuraseiii have been given, Vararu/a (xii #2)

says,
'

the rest is liko Mahar&sh/rf
'

;
while Houia/ran-

dra (iv. 280) nays,
'

the rent is like Prak?vta.'

As to M&gadhl (Behar), Vararu&i (xi. 8) anl

HuinaJandra (iv. 3052) troat it us a modification o{

xS'aurasent, and therefore indirectly of MahanUih^ri

PaisSifci, as iiw very name indicatcH, IB not a dialect

properly so called, but Pmkrit as corrupted in tho

mouths of barliarians or devils.8 Vararu&i (x. 2) and

Hema/candra (iv. 323) treat it aw a corruption of

jS'aurasenl. Tlie Paia/rf in which the popular talcs

1

Cumparatue Qntmmar of the flttmhan Zrftnytutgft, p. xxii; I'm-

foHHor Jsieohi takos M.fchurftHli/rl JIK t,ho limgna^i* of Miiliftrush^rn, tho

country on ilio Upper Godavari wiUi PratiHli/^futa &H itn rnpiUl (Aiwge-
uahlte JUrzahlunycn, p. xiv). Dr. Jlornlo inamtainH tlmt MnliArAHh/rt hn

not onu point in ci>miuou with Mar&lt in which tho latter thlFern from

Western Hindi.
a
Sahitya-BarpaMJi, vi. 782.

* See Ildrnle, C'omparaiive (havmar of ih& Oautlian Ijangvatjft,

]}.
xix. LakBhratdhara montioim AB l*iri/ra cwmfaricn Ihoue ofthe I'totty*,

Kokaya, Vahlika, Raliya, Nepfila, KuntaU, Sudoaha (io), BhoU, Uan-

dliara, Haiva, Kanov/ana (io).
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are said to have been composed, the Bnhat-katha, if-

unknown, and was probably a different dialect.

If we call the dialectic peculiarities of the /S'aura-

seni x, and those of the Magadhi y, those of PaLstiK

z, then

#auraseni is = Pr5,knta + x,

M&gadhi
= Priikn'ta + x + y,

PaUftfcl = Prakrita + x + z.

We have therefore, according to Pr&krit grammarians,

one general Pr&knta only, that of the great kingdom

(MahMshM), while the otlier Prakrits arc minor

modifications of it, used chiefly for theatrical purpoHOH.

P&li, the oldest Pr&krit, is naturally ignored by the

Pr&krit grammarians, as its use is restricted to Bu<l-

<lhist, that is, to a heretical literature. Tho Maharfish-

tA was used by the tfainas in their ordinary lilrrai ur<\

while the MahllrS^h^ri of thoir wirrcwl camm or

Siddh^nta, settled at tlio douncil of Vala}>lt, 45-1-

A.D., has preserved a number of arcliaiu words and

forms, and comes nearer in sonm rt'spoets to Pali. 1

We must remember that anj tiling writ ton in thi-w*

grammatical Praknts was writtfiri, like Sanskrit, in. 1V r

and trembling. It is either right or wrong, accord-

ing as it conforms to tho rules of Kfityayana for Pali,

of VararuAi, Hcinafaindra, and other gnnnniariaiiH for

the other Prakrits. Tho Pali of tho Tipi/aka olwsys

the rules of K&ty&yana, not vice w,ml\ an<l the Hani< 1

applies to the language of the #ainaH and to ilie

Sauraseni and Magadhl of the plays. Tho ynunmarH

presuppose, no doubt, a spokon languago, but thoy
also regulate it, and we know tho spoken

1
Jacobi, 8. 1?, E., xxii, p. xli; Kalpasfttra, j> 17,
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only as regulated by them. There are forms in Pali

which may almost be (sailed Vedic, as being no longer

allowed for ordinary Sanskrit 1>y P&rcini, nor tolerated

in the later Prakrits. This shows that the Pali of tho

Tipifeka
1 has an historical foundation, but, as we know

it, it has been reduced to strict grammatical regularity.

The language spoken by Asoka was certainly not that

of the Tipiaka which his son Mahinda is supposed to

have taken to Ceylon. In order to account foi tho

grammatical uniformity of the Language, both of the

Buddhist and the <?aina Canons, we mubt. I think, placo

their final edition later than the date of the eniliost

Pali and Prakrit grammarians. Kalidasa wrote his

plays in tho fear of Vainrufci quite as much as of

PaTiini, and to tho present day
2
plaj s are written in

Sanskrit and Prakrit, in which it is as <1iffimlt to detect

a grammatical blunder an in tin* works of the gioat

classical poets. It is v<sry significant also, that HUM*

so-called grammatical Prakrits arc not used for ancient

historical inscriptions.

Ung-rammatical Prfttrits. Asoka'g Inscriptions.

Quito different from theao grammatical Prakrits are

the dialects employed in the inscriptions of Asoka and

in BOTHO lator inscriptions, extending in tho North to

the first century A.D., in tho West to tho second.

These inscriptions are not written according to tho

rules of grammarians, but look like more or less suc-

cessful attempts at representing, for tho first time,

tho vernaculars, such as thoy wore spoken at the time,

1 See Muir, Sanskrit Terts, ii. p. 72.
8 I have just received a play called the Sftinavatam, by AmlriUi-

(lattavy&sa, irreproachable m language ttiitl motro.
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They represent a degree of corruption half-way be-

tween P&li and the grammatical Prakrits, but they

differ from both by the unsettled state of their pho-

netic and grammatical character.

The G&tna Dialect.

The language used in the sacred writings of the

Northern Buddhists, called the Gdthd dialect, or by
M. Senart, Mixed Sanskrit, belongs to the same

category. It has not been written down, nor doe,s it

seem to have been remodelled according to tho rules

of any known grammarian, but it has a more scholas-

tic character, and was probably reduced to writing by
men more acquainted with the Sanskrit literature

than the scribes of Asoka. It cannot, however, claim

the same historical importance as the language of

Asoka's inscriptions, because we are unable as yet to

fix either its exact date or its locality.

Ancient Apabliramsas.

It seems to me that we must treat the language of

the inscriptions as well as the language of the Northern

Buddhist Canon as old Apabhramsas. Pnikrit

grammarians distinguish between three component
elements in Prakrit, (1) tatsamas, words which are

the same in Prakrit and Sanskrit; (2) tadbhavas,
words which are borrowed from Sanskrit and modi-

fied according to rule; (3) deal, literally local words,

but often of Sanskrit origin, though not easily traced

back to it.
1

In addition to the Pr&krits, however, which com-

prise these three elements, Hema&andra mentions the
1 See Hema&andra's D e* 1n ftm a in & 1

ft, edited l>y PiHchel and Bttlilor,

Bombay, 1880 , PrAkri'ta-lakshawam, cd Ifurnle, p. 1.
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Apabhramsas, the spoken vernaculars of diffeiciit

parts of India. The more important are the Abhiri

(Sindhi, Marwftrf), the AvantJ (East-Kajpfttani),
the

Gaur^ari (GujaiM), the Bahlika (Panjabi), tins

Sauraseni (West-Hindi), the M&gadhl or Pra/jyfi

(East-Hindi), the Odri (OrfyA), the GaucZl (Bangali),

the D&kshi7i&ty or Vaidarbhik& (ManM//i), and

It is quite clear from this list that those Apabhwwn-
sas were local dialects, and as we find a $aurasenl

Apabhrawsa, and a MagadM Apabhraw.sa by the sido

of the /S'auraaont and MAgadhi Prak/v'ta, it would

seem to follow that the Apabhntwaas rcprcsoTitod the

vulgar, the PriUcn'laa tlio literary ilialoets. Dr.

Hdrnle lias called attention to the fact that no Apa-
bhrawia is mentioned for the Mahfurfish/r?, and ihw

would no doubt toud to confirm his theory that

MahMsh&ri in not the imine of a local Pralvrit, but of

the general Prilkrit of tho ^reafc kingdom.
2

What
cliicifly distinguishes Apabhrav/wiH from

Prakrits is their unsettlediioss. Nearly all the rult>s

applying to them are said to be pr&yas, optional,
3

and tho same applies to the language of tbo inscrip-

tions and that of tho Gatluls.

It seems even possible to diHtinguiah two Apa-
l>hww/?8as in the inscriptions which woro put up in

different parts of Asoka's kingdom.

Two Classes of Asota's Inscription!.

One class, the North-Western, oompriaes tho in-

scriptions of Kapurdigiri and (Hrnar, tho other all the

1 See Hornle, Grammar, p. xxi, a L. c
|>.

xxi,
8 Hemafam<lrft ( ir. 320.
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rest, those of Khalsi, Dhanli and Jaugada, Babliro,

Sahasar&m, Rupanith, Bairat, Kausambi, Baralmr,

the so-called Edict of the Queen Allahabad, and tin*

inscription on the column of Delhi and similar

columns.1 The first class possesses the lingual n und

the palatal fi,
retains the initial y and the r, has tin*

nom. sing. masc. in o and the locative m amhi or < ;

the second has no lingual n, no palatal 11, drops in Rial

y, changes r into 1, and has tin* noni. wing. masc. uiid

mostly neuter also in o, the locative in asi.a Tin*

nominative in e and the change of r into 1 \vr<'

formerly considered sufficient for identify ing ili<>

language of this class of inscriptions with the litrrr;ir\

Magadhl Prakrit, Imt this evidrncu smns fur too

meagre.
3 The language spokcsn in AIngadha, tli< prin-

cipal poiiionof his kingdom, may liavo ox<srcis(M I soiin*

influence on the writers of these inscriptions. Hut

we must not forget that these edicts wenj not iwnni

for Magadha alone, but for the, whole, kingdom, so

that purely dialectic idioms would rather havo ha<l to

be avoided m composing them.

Introduction of Writing
1

.

And here wo must try to realise tho difficulties

which the ministers of King Asoka had to oneou liter

in trying for the first timo to write the language* of

the people. The whole idea of writing, and of writiing

a vernacular language, was a novelty to them. They
had no standard to follow, and any one who has

attempted to write down for the first time a spoken
1 See Map !n Hornle's edition of tho FrftJcrt'fcft-lakHhawa, p. x*.
2

See, however, for exceptions, Scnart, in Journal Amatiqw, 1 hhii,

p. 102. 8
Senart, Journal Asialupu, IhbO, j>.

00.
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dialect, knows the difficulty of settling what ih indi-

vidual and local or what i& general; what 1*5 truly

dialectic or what is due to literal y influences. It is

quite possible that the persons employed by King
Asoka wore not even men of high education or

initiated m Veclic lore. Tins would account for the

uncertainty in spelling, in grammar, in expression,

sometimes approaching the literary Sanskrit, some-

times running counter to all grammatical i ules. We
find something analogous in the translations of the

Bihle by inissionai les woiking independently ainon;;

sa\age laces. The same language seems hardly tin*

same when reduced for the iirst time to writing by

English or Fiench missionaries. There are many of

these irregularities in the inscriptions of Asoka which

it is impossible as yet to account for. But for all

that, the fad remains that the langiifi^j in \\hir.h

Asoka addressed his subjects and which Ins Mibji-rN

weie supposed to understand, is as dillhvnt from tin*

literary Sanskrit as the, Italian volyttre at the time <>t

Dante was from classical Latin, and as different from

L'rakrit as modern Provencal, if written down by

ear, would be from French.

Thus language of the inse.riptions of Asoka cannot

be treated theiefore as the lineal <ltHOimdj'iit of the

Sanskrit of the Vedic hymns, the I>ra,hma?ms. and tin*

Sfttras. It rather represents one out of many parallel

streams which in the divided kingdoms of that

vast country must have developed, unchecked by any

literary culture, while the literary Sanskrit remained

almost stationary in its phonetic and grammatical

organisation..
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We know that Buddhism availed itself of the

power which the local spoken dialects gave to it

teachers. It allowed the doctrines of Buddha to be

transferred into any dialect. I see no reason to doubt

the belief of the Buddhists that Pali was the language
of Buddha,

1
only reduced to grammatical regularity

at a very early time, and probably by the compilers
of the Buddhist Canon. It possesses forms decidedly

more primitive than the inscriptions of Asoka, and

forms that could not have been invented by gram-
marians. Nor does it follow that it was not a dialect

of Magadha, because the later Magadhi Prakrit

differs from it. Magadha may have bad more than

ono dialect, and the dialect used by Buddha was fixed

centuries before tho so-called MAgadhi Prakrit.

Wcstergaard
2 and E. Jhuilm ! took Pali for the dialed

of TJ/y/yaynii, the birth-place of Mahinda, tho son of

Asoka, who is believed to have taken the Pfili Tipi-

iaka to Ceylon. Dr. Olden) erg doubts altogether

Mahindas conversion of (Jeylon, as related in the

Mahavansa, and thinks that tho Pah te-\t of tho Tipi-

/aka reached Ceylon from the country of tho A

llt'd <7ina-va/rana, i o. tho language of

Buddha. It is al-io culled the languagoof tho Milgadhan (Mahavaniu,

pp 251,253), becauHo it was from Magadlia that Mahmd.1 wa In*

lioved to havo brought the Bacrcd bookH to Ceylon TIiu KuddluutB call

that language tho mdlabhftHa
1

(D'Alwin, Pdii Qnwinutr, p. cvii), tho

root-langii.t^e, front which all other languages woio auppased to bo

derived, while they UBO Puli, not n tho name of a language, hub in the

<4Ciiso ff sacral text or scriptuic. Tanti also in uHed in tlie Hamo B< nsc

(D'Alwis, Pdli Grummar, j)
v). (Soo alno Kutln'leiny St Hilairo, m

Ids rejiort on Grimblot's Collection of Itwldki&t JIMS'., publiHhod in tJi<'

Journal <kt Savants, 1886
, ]>

20 of tho HfpaiMti; t dition

2 fffartlfn altttfen jSutrttintt der indisehen G&efuclUe, p. 87.
5
Sdhage zur Pdli GrammaM^ p. 7.
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and Kalingas in the Dekhan.1 Ho lays groat stress

on the fact that the Sthavira school, which predoimn-

ated in Ceylon, had its chief seat on the eastern shores

of India, beginning at the mouth of the Ganges and

extending southward to the kingdom of the Kalinga

and the country of the Dravirfas; and on the western

shores in BhamkaM^a and Surushfra, countries closely

connected with Ceylon. In the Malaya kingdom also

a monastery is mentioned as having been founded

by Mahinda 2 Dr Oldenberg theiefore takes Pali as

the old language of the Andlna kingdom, ami sup-

poses that the Pali text of Iho Tipi/aka caino to (Jcjlun

from tho Dekhan.3

These conclusions seem to mo to #o far btyjoml the

evidence on which they arc based. Kven admitting

that tho language of tho iiiHeriplions found in the

Andhra and Kalinga country re,se,mble<l P:\li, tins

would not prove that Pali was spoken, but, only thai.,

like Sanskrit, it was used there tor inscriptions. W
arc far safer in accepting tho view taken by this

Buddhists themselves that Pali wan tho language of

Buddha, only remodelled by later grammarians AM

Ceylon (Tambapii'/mi) is mentioned in Asoka's hmerip-

tions, there is no reason to doubt that his son, Mahinda,

led a colony to that island arid took with him whatever

existed then of tho Buddhist ( 'anon. 1 1 eailier colonies

from Magadlia had already taken posHession of Coj Ion,

their language would account for the, KIu,a8 the spoken

language there, and its difference from tho literary

1
OldenU-rg, Vinaya, vol i. Jutaxl. p. liv.

*
It. c. p. lili.

a
Oldenborg, liwldhat English tninnltttion, p, 177.
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li, just as in India we see the spoken Magadhi or

the Apabhrawisa of the inscriptions quite distinct

from the well-regulated language of the Tipifcika.

Difficulty of Writing a Spoken Language.

In judging ofthe historical inscriptions ofAsoka and

of their unsettled phonetic and grammatical character,

we have always to keep in mind that they represent

the first attempt at writing in India. Wo have abso-

lutely no evidence whatever of wilting in India before

these inscriptions, and we may be quite certain that

the very idea of writing for literary purposes did not

touch the Indian mind long befoic its contact with

Alexander the Groat, and through him with the West

at large. The two alphabets used by Asoka in his

inscriptions are both of foreign and Semitic oii#m;

that of Kapurdigiri, written from ri^ht to left, is

palpably so, that of Girnar, written from loll to n#ht,

shows evident traces of having been framed .system-

atically out of the same or very similar materials.

Neither of these Indian alphabets is, like other nlplia-

bets, the result of a natural growth out of ideograph it*

and syllabic elements. It is the work of a committee

of learned men who, probably under royal auspices,

contrived from foreign sources an alphabet that should

somehow or other be adequate to express the, sounds

of the spoken language. The alphabet used in the

Noith-West (right to loft) may have existed before

Asoka, but tho Magadha alphabet (loft to ri^bt) was

clearly the work of the royal scribes at bis <jort. and

varied but slightly when used in different parts of his

vast kingdom,and posbibly under tho influence of differ-
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ent committees of learned men entrusted with the

publication of the royal edicts.

If we keep this in view, if we remember that the

writers of these inscriptions, though they may have

been acquainted withVedic and even with P&ranean

Sanskrit, had no written texts of any kind to guide

them in fixing the spelling of the spoken dialects of

the country, we shall better understand their hesitation

between what may be called phonetic and historical

spelling, which is often so perplexing in these inscrip-

tions. We shall also understand, what has been well

pointed out by M. Senart, that in the hands of royal

scribes the character of those inscriptions approached

gradually, as time went on, to a moro and more correct

system, till at last the idea seems to have arisen that

even Sanskrit was not too sacred a language to be re-

duced to a written form, and to be used for profane

purposes, such as royal proclamations, edicts, and all

the rest. In the North, according to M. Senart,
1 in-

scriptions became nearly pure Sanskrit at tho time of

Kanishka, first century A.D.,
2 in tho West, at tho time

of Kudrad&man, second century A.D.8 At the same

time, or a little later, tho employment of the historical

Prakrits (without double consonants) ceased, while tho

grammatical Prakrits, as wo saw, were never used for

monumental purposes.

We can thus understand tho curious phenomenon
that the language of the inscriptions, instead of be-

coming loss regular, becomes moro regular, and moro

1 Journal Asiatique, 1886, p. 831. a
Inscription of Mathuri.

8
Inscription of Girnar, /S&ka 75 or 80, A. D. 153 or 158.
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Sanskrit-like in its historical progress,
till at last it is

altogether superseded by pure grammatical
Sanskrit.

Eenaissance of Sanskrit Literature.

About that time, in the third or, at all events, in the

fourth century, began in different Brahmanic centres

what I have ventured to call the Renaissance of

Sanskrit Literature, comprising all that we are accus-

tomed to call Sanskrit, with the exception of the

ancient Vedic literature. There must have existed,

besides the Vedic literature, a considerable amount of

poetry, and possibly of prose also, composed in the

language which P&TiinTs grammar describes and settles

for ever. But that literature, composed in the so-called

Bh&sha, or speech of the country, is lost, though partw

of it may survive in certain portions of the Mahabha-

rata, even such as we now possess it.

About 400 A.D. the revival of Sanskrit literature

begins. Sanskrit and Sanskrit only was now used for

public inscriptions. The Apabhraw^as, i.o. the histori-

cal or monumental or ungraminatieal Prakrits, had

come to an end, and whatever was written in the

dialects of the country, whether the sacred writings of

Buddhists and 6rainas, or the profane poetry of llala,

or the conversational portions of the plays, or complete
artificial poems such as the Setubandha, had now to

submit to the rules ofgrammarians, such as Katy&yana,

Vararu/d, and in later times Hema/i/'andra, quite as

much as Sanskrit writers had to obey the rules of

Pteini, M. Senart places the origin of the Prakrit

grammars in the third century A. D.,
1 and would there-

1 Journal Anatupte, 1881, p. 303. JBut how can the date of Vttraru/fci

be fixed t
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fore refer all texts written in grammatical Prakrits to

a period later than the third century. This seems to

me quite unobjectionable so long as we admit that the

component parts of the Tipitfaka existed during pre-

ceding centuries, only in a less regulated Prakrit

dialect.

The history of the language spoken in India, so far

as we can follow it at present, would therefore fall into

two branches :

First Branch, Sanskrit.

(1) The Vedic Sanskrit, Hymns, Brahmarais, Sfrtras,

1500-300 jj. c.

(2) Paumean Sanskrit, from 300 B. c. to the present

day, with an interruption from the first to the fourth

century A. D.

Second Branch, Prdkrit.

(1) The ungranimatical Prakrit, Inscriptions from

250 u. c. to #00 A. l>.
; the Prakrit of the Northern

Buddhist Cauon (Apabhrawsa).

(#) The grammatical Prakrits, Pali, ffaina-ilagadhi,

Pralmta (Maharashfci, #aurasoni, Magadht), from

300 A. ix to present day.

The Modern Vernaculars.

Wo have now to consider the languages of India, as

spoken at the present day. Those language** have of

late been so carefully studied by scholars such as

Hdrnle, "Reamos, Grierson, and otliors, that wo can

gain a much clearer view of their origin and spreading
than was possible in former years. The Bpoken lan-

guages of India, which have been called Noo-Aryan,

Nco-Sauskrit, or Gaudian, seem to me to have a
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perfect right to the common name of Pr&kritie,

which would at once distinguish them from the old

Prakrits, and would at the same time indicate their

real origin. They are not derived from Sanskrit, but

from the old Prakrits, or, more truly still, from tho

local Apabhrawsas.
These living Prakritic languages have now been

arranged under four heads, as Western, Northerly

Southern, and Eastern.

The Western class comprises Sindhl, Gujaratl,

Panj^bl, and Western Hindi;
TheNorthern class comprises Gar&w&ll, Kumaonl,

andNaip&ll;
The Southern class comprises MariU/ti

;

The Eastern class comprises Biharl (or Eastern

Hindi), Bengali, UriyS,, and Asamt
The Northern and Western classes on ono side, and

the Southern and Eastern on tho other, tjhow certain

traces of affinity.

AH these names are derived from tho locality in

which each language is spokon. Tko only exemption
is Hindi, a name given fonnorly to tho language
spoken in the central portion of Northern India.

That name, however, has now to be discarded, UN it

comprises or rather confuses two languages or groups
of dialects which are as different from ono another as

Panjabl is from Bengali. Tho Eastern group of lliow t

dialects is now called Bihar!,
1 tho Western still Mahw

the inconvenient name of Western Ilintlt Tim East-
ern comprises Baiswaii (Audh) Bhojpuri, JUaithill,

1 Seien Grammar* of the jDialect* and Subdiakct* of the HiMri
Language, by G. A Grieraon, 1883.
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Mlgadhi, the Western Marwftrf, Jaipuri, Braj BhasM,

Kanaujf . The dividing line of the two groups is about

the 80th degree of E, longitude.

What used to be called Hindi, the literary or High

Hindi,
1

is really a modified form of the Braj Bh&M,
which was first changed into Urdu by being deprived

of its wealth of grammatical forms, and mixed with

Panjbi and Marw&ri forms. Urdu originated in the

twelfth century round Delhi, then the centre of the

Mohammedan power, in the camps (urdii) of the

soldiers, and its vocabulary was largely recruited from

Persian and Arabic In the sixteenth century, unclor

Akbar, Urdu began to produce a literature and spread

over India, but it never became a real vernacular. In

the present centuryUrdu has freed itsolf more and more

of its Persian elements, and under English and Hindu

influence has become what is now called High Hindi

Urdu and High Hindi are therefore the same language,

identical in grammar, but the former using as many

foreign words, the latter as few foreign words as

possible.

All these languages and dialects must be considered

as the descendants, not of the grammatical Sanskrit,

nor of the grammatical Prakrit, but of the various

Apabhramsas, spoken in different parts of India, and

reduced to some kind of grammatical order, partly by
native schoolmasters, partly by literary cultivation.

Hornle mentions the poet Chand in the twelfth century

as representing the Western, Namdev and Dn&ndev in

the thirteenth century as representing the Southern,

Bidy&pati in the fourteenth or fifteenth century as re-

1 See Hornle, Comparative Grammar, p. vl
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presenting the Eastern GaucKan, as yet undivided into

local dialects. Later poets mite each in his own

dialect
;
Kabir (fifteenth century) in Western Hindi,

Tulsl Das (1541-1624) in Eastern Hindi ;
Kabi Kan-

kan in Bengali, TJpendro Bhanj in Uriyii, Tukaram

in MaoMi, Narsingh Mahta in Gujar&ti.
1

Dr. Hornle 2 has collected some evidence to show that

the two divisions of the modern vernaculars, arc de-

rived from grammatical Pr&krits. The Northern and

Western from /Sauraseni, the Southern and Eastern

from M&gadhi. That evidence is naturally scanty,

but it is valuable as showing certain tendencies pre-

served even in the literary Pr&krits, which appear

again in the modern vernaculars. Vernaculars, how-

ever, spring from vernaculars, novor from literary

languages, and it is to the vernaculars or ApabhwuMas
of the North-West and South-East of India that wo
must look for the true origin of the dialects now

spoken in India, and not to the language of the Vodas,

the Tipi&tka, tfakuntala, nor to thegrammars ofPa?4Uii,

K&ty&yana,

Sinhalese.

There is one other vernacular which has now been

clearly proved to be Pr&kritic, viz. that of Ooylon, the

Sinhalese. It is curious that such scholars as ( tolo-

brooke, Stevenson and others should have troalwl that

language as a Dravidian dialect. I bclicvo I was the
first who in 1854 claimed it as a memfaor of tho Aryan
family, a view which has since been fully confirmed

1
Hornle, Comparative Qrammm, \>. xxacv.

a
Ibid. pp. xxvi-xxx.
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by the labours of D'Alwis, Childers, Kuhn, and others.

Dr. Goldschinidt tried to prove that the language ot

Ceylon shares some characteristics in common with the

Magadha Prakrit, but the exact relationship between

Sinhalese and anyother ofthe Pr&kritic dialects requires

still further investigation. Neither Beames nor Hornlo

have treated it in their comparative grammars.

In its oldest form the language of Ceylon is called

Elu, which has been shown by D'Alwis ! to In*, a cor-

ruption of Sinhala. This language is bdi^vod to

have been brought to Ceylon by a colony from Lnla. a

district of Magadhl, at the time of Uuddha's death, ami

this tradition is confirmed by the fact that, according

to Childers, Sinhalese agrees with PAli when Pali diflVrs

from the other Prakrits. The old Sinhalese or Klu

differs from the modern no more than the Anglo-
Saxon from English. The modern Sinhalese 1ms,

however, evolved many new grammatical forms and

admitted a largo number of Sanskrit words.

Ifwe may trust the Mahavansa, Sinhalese must have

been distinctfrom Pali as earlyas the third century B. c.,

for at that time it is said that Mahinda translated tho

Buddhist Arthakath&s or commentaries, not, as Weber

says, the text of the Tipiiaka, from Pali into Sinhalese,

while in tho fifth century A. D. JJuddhaghosha translated

Mahinda's Sinhalese translation back into IVilL JVoiu

that time, possibly from the date of Mahinda's transla-

tion, the changes in tho written language of Ceylon
seem to have been inconsiderable.2

Elu books are said to date from the fifth and sixth

1 Sidfdk Sangaraw(tr p. xxxi!.
3 See Chiiders, Notet on the SinM&e Language, 1878.
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centuries A.D. By the researches of Dr. P. Gold-

schmidt and Dr. E. Muller inscriptions have lately

been discovered in Ceylon going back to the first and

second centuries B. a1

1
Report on Inscriptions, by P. Goldsclimidt and Dr. E. Muller

;

printed by Order of Government, Colombo, 1876-1879.



CHAPTEE VI

SANSKBIT AS KHOWN OUTSIDE INDIA.

WE have seen that the history of the langnagn of

India and its various dialects is more com-

plete in its successive periods than that of almost any
other language.
Yet such was the surprise created by the discovery

of this language and by its startling similarity to the

classical languages of Greece and Rome, that some of

the most enlightened spirits of the last century declined

to believe in its historical reality, and accused the wily
Brahmans ofhaving forged it to deceive their conquer-
ors. No one gave stronger expression to that opinion
than Dugald Stewart in his Conjectures com-er/m///

the Origin of the Sanskrit At present this controversy
has no more than an historical interest. Still it may
be useful to show how the existence of Sanskrit, as a

real language, might have been proved by independent

testimony, namely by the accounts left us by the four

nations who successivelycame in contact with India, the

Jews, the Greeks, the Chinese, and the Arabs. Besides,

though it is true that we do not want their evidence

any longer to prove that Sanskrit was a real, not a
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forged language, that testimony will nevertheless be

useful, because in the absence of anything like history

or chronology in India, the accounts left us at differ-

ent periods by Jews, Greeks, Chinese, and Arabs will

continue to serve, like broad longitudinal linos, to

impart a certain order and regularity to the ill-defined

map of Indian language and literature.

I place the Jewish testimonies first because, though

the date of the Books of Kings, in which commercial

relations between Phenicia, Palestine, and India aru

alluded to, may be uncertain, it is certainly anterior

to that of the Greek testimonies which will follow

after.

Jewish Testimonies.

Let it be remembered then that in the hymns of tho

Veda, which are the oldest literary compositions in

Sanskrit, the geographical horizon of the poets is, for

the greater part, limited to tho north-west of India.

There are very few passages in which any allusions

to the sea or the sea-coast occur, whoreas the Snowy
Mountains, and the rivers of the Panjab, and tho

scenery of the Upper Ganges valley, are familiar ob-

jects to the ancient bards. There ia no doubt, in fact,

that the people who spoke Sanskrit came into India

from the north-west, and gradually extended their

sway towards the south-east. Now, at tho timo of

Solomon, it can be proved that Sanskrit was spoken
at least as far south as tho mouth of tho Indns.

The navy-ships which Solomon made at Ession-geber,

which is beside Eloth, on the shore of tho Red Sea, in

the land of Edom, are well known to Old Testament

students. That fleet was manned by tho servants of
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Solomon and by the servants of Hiram, king of Tyre,

and it went to Ophir and fetched from thence gold,

and brought it to king Solomon (1 Kings ix. 26-28).

From the same Ophir the fleet of Hiram is said to

have brought not only gold, but great plenty of

algum-trees and precious stones (1 Kings x. 11). The

sea-port of the fleet of Solomon is called Ezion-geber,
and this Ezion-geber has by most scholars been iden-

tified with the modem port of Akaba on the north-east

extremity of the Bed Sea. It was in tlie same har-

bour of Ezion-geber that the ships of Tharshish were

broken which Jehoshaphat made to go to Ophir for

gold (1 Kings xxii. 48). What is meant by
'

ships of

Tharshish
'

is uncertain, but if we read
(1 Kings x. 22)

that Solomon had at sea a navy of Tharsliish with

the navy of Hiram, and that the navy of Thawhish
came once in three years bringing not only gold, but

silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks, the natural conclusion

seems to bo that Solomon possessed only ono sea-port,
i.e. that of Ezion-geber, and that his ships started

from thence, both in order to fetch gold, aJgum-ticos,
and precious stones from Ophir, and gold, silver,

ivory, apes, and peacocks from some country not

specified.

A great deal has been written 1 to find out where
this Ophir was

;
and though I allow that the question

does not admit of a definite answer, yet the evidence

seems to me to incline in favour of India, or of a HWI-

port on the south-east coast of Arabia, carrying on an

1 An excellent account of the whole controversy may be soon In the
articles Opfar and 'farshish in Smith's Dictionary of the &bk, con-
tributed by the Hon. E. T. B. Twisleton.
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active trade with India. The names for algum-treex.

as well as for apes, peacocfa, and ivory, are foreign

words in Hebrew, as much as gutta-percha or tofatmt

are in English. Now, if we wished to know from

what part of the world gutta-percha was first imported

into England, we might safely conclude that it came

from that country where the name, ffiitttt-jjercha,

formed part of the spoken language.
1

If, therefore,

we can find a language in which the name for algum-

tree, which is foreign in Hebrew, is indigenous, wo

may be certain that the country in which that lan-

guage was spoken must have been the country from

whence Solomon obtained algum-trees, and, therefore,

the Ophir of the Bible. It would not yet follow, as

Mr. Twisleton has shown, that the other articles,

ivory, apes, and peacocks, must likewise have come

from Ophir, for the Bible nowhere says that they

came from Ophir. But if it should turn out that the

names of these articles camo from the same language,

which can be proved to ]o the language of Ophir, it

would not seem an entirely unfounded conjecture to

suppose, in the absence of evidence to tho contrary,

that these articles too came from tho fiaino country
The language in which the names for algum-tree8, an

well as for ivory, apes, and peacocks, find their most

plausible etymology is Sanskrit; and if that language
was spoken at Ophir and in some other place, it is

probable that Ophir as well as that other place were

situated in India, and accessible by sea.

1 Q-utta in Malay meanw gum, pnclia IB the name of the im
(Isonandra gutta), or of an island from which the tree was first import<-<l

(Pulo percha).
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Now, the cdguwirtree, or, as it is called in other

places, the almug-tree, is supposed to be the saiidal-

\vood-trce. I feel bound to confess that the evidence

on which this identification rests was by no means

satisfactory
l before it was discovered that one of the

numerous names for this tree in Sanskrit is valguka,
sandal-wood. This valguka, which points back to

a more original form valgu, might easily have been

corrupted by Phenician and Jewish sailors into algwni,

a form, as we know, still further corrupted, at least

in one passage of the Old Testament, into almuy.
Sandal-wood is found indigenous in India only, and

there chiefly on the coast of Malabar.

On the evidence, however, of the name algunt,

alone, we could hardly say that Ophir was identified

with a country in which the spoken language was

Sanskrit. But if we examine the names ioi yw-
coclte, ayes, and ivory, and arrive at the same result,

viz. that they are foreign in Hebrew, and explicable

by Sanskrit, the evidence becomes stronger, and

would not only warrant tho supposition that Ophir
was to be sought for in India, but likewise render it

probable that the unknown country which yielded

tho names of these articles was tho same which

yielded the articles themselves, a country within

reach of the ileet of JBzion-geber, and probably not

far from Ophir.

Now, apes are called in Hebrew /cop/4, a word

without any etymology in the Semitic languages, but

nearly identical in sound with the Sanskrit name of

1 See the Hon. J<J. T. B. Twislotou'a article on Opkir, in Smith's

Dictionary tfthe Bible, vol ii. p. 640.
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ape, kapi. Professor Diimichen l identifies this word

with the hieroglyphic Jcafu, which occurs in inscrip-

tions of the seventeenth century.

Ivory is called either shen, tooth, or karnoth-t?}ten

horns of tooth; or sTien habbim. This hMiui LS

again without a derivation in Hebrew, but it may IK*

a corruption of the Sanskrit name for elephant, ibha

preceded by the Semitic article.
2

Lastly, the peacocJcs are called in Hebrew tukfti-itit,

and this finds its explanation in the olil classical

name of the pea-fowl in Tamil, tfikei, dialectical^

pronounced tdgei. In modern Tamil tukei generally

signifies only the peacock's tail, but in the old clas-

sical Tamil it signifies the peacock itself.
3

Of these articles, ivory, gold, and apes arc indi-

genous in India, though of course they might haw
been found in other countries likewise. Not HO the

alyum-trce, at least if interpreters are right in taking

1 Die Flotte ei)w> Aef/yptiselien Koiuyin, 1868, tab ii. p. 17.
* See Labben, fwliH'fa Alte) thunisLMide, b. i. a. 5137.

1

Cf. Caldwell, JUravulutn Grnuiuutr, bocontl edition, p. <)!. Tin-*

excellent bchoLu points out th.it tGLei cannot bo a coiruption ui

banaknt Aikhm, ciestcd, as 1 had buppt^cd, ^iklun cxistiu^ n\

Tamil under the form of ngi, peacock TCgei does not oi'uiu itli< i

iu Ccinaiefae, Telugu, or MaLiyalnn. Dr. Gimdert, who h:w foi in.inv

years devoted himself to tlie study of tlie Uiavidian Iaii'4iuigoK, \vis

the fust to dciive togei lioin a loot i6 or th. From tins, by t,li<

addiLion of ruju, a secondary base, tonya, is foruiud in Tamil, iiic.uiiii"

to hang, to be pendent. Hence the Tamil tonyal, a puauock'n tatl,

ornaiuentu, &c ; ni M.ilayolin), idnyul, pluniago, ornaiuout-i foi thu (.at,

diapoiy, &o Uy adding the suifix km or y&, we yot (t>t/t!t,t \\hat hauxn

down, tail, &c If this etymology bo light, it would bu an iinjujaant

confirmation of thu antiquity of the Tamulic luiipiayoB upokrii in

ludia beioio tho advent of tho Aryan tnbea. IJr. Guudurt poiuU t<>

the ordinaiy name for peacock in Tamil, viz may-il ^bluc-liuiiHu), as I IK*

probable etymon of the aiuknt mayQ.ra, puacock. May ill u, iww-

evcr, occurs in the Vcdu
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or almag for sandal-wood, nor the peacock.

Sandal-wood, as pointed out before, is peculiar to

India, and so is the peacock.
1 That the peacock was

exported from India to Babylon (Baberu) is shown by
one of Pali ?atakas.- The name here used for the

peacock is wove/, Sanskrit mayura.
If then Ophir, i.e. the country of the algum-tree,

is to be sought for in India, and if the place from

which the fleet of Solomon fetched peacocks, apes,

and ivory, must likewise be .sought for in a country
wheiu Sansknt was spoken, a mobt natural place to

lix upon is the mouth of the Indus. There gold and

precious stones from the north would have been

Thought down the Jntlus; and sandal-wood, peacocks,

and apes would ha\e been brought from Central and

Southem India. In this very lowdity Ptolem) (vii. 1)

gives us the name of Abiriit, above 1'attalvnti. In the

same locality Hindu geographers place tint people

called Ah/ilnt or Ahhlt'd, \sho must have been an im-

portant people, as their languages is always mentioned

first among the Apabhrav//,sas or ungianimatical

vernaculars, in the same neighbourhood Macll urdo,

in his account of the piovince of ( Julr,h, still knows a

race of Altirs? the descendants, in all probability, of

the people who sold to Hiram and Solomon their gold

and precious stones, their apas, peacocks, anil sandal-

wood.4

1
Set' th< 1 aitit 1 TardM l>y 1<1 T. in Smith'H Ihrtinaury of the MiMr,

vi)l. in.
j>.

14 Id It IH si Htntf fluf, in 2 ( lliron. ii. b, .tltjuiu tic es hhould

Lu mi ntioiirU .is if ^M\\m^ in libation.
2 Sw Minayt'ir, iu Ahltntt/es A^MtHtw*, vi.

j>.
59U.

8 Heu albo Sir Henry Klliot'n Nujtjth MI nfiiry (itumtry, s,\
f
. .Ahecr

4 The argumcntH brnught forwiud by Quutieiubre, in his
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This identification of Ophir with some place in India

is not a modern conjecture. The Vulgate translatcvS

Job xxviii. 16, 'It cannot be valued with the gold of

Ophir
3

(Sophir, LXX), by 'Non conferetur tinctis

lyidice coloribus.' In Coptic Sofir is the name for

India, the same word by which the LXX translated

the Hebrew Ophir.

Considering that in the Veda the people who spoke
Sanskrit were still settled in the north of India,

whereas at the time of Solomon their language had

extended to Cutch and even the Malabar coast, we
can hardly doubt that Sanskrit was an ancient and

historical language, as old as the Books of Kings, or

possibly as the book of Job, in which the gold of Ophir
is mentioned for the first time.1

sur le fays cPOgfur, against fixing Opliir on the Indian coast, aro not

conclusive. The arguments derived from tho names of the article ex-

ported fiom Ophir weie unknown to him. It is necessary to mention

thw, because Quatremeie's name deservedly carries great weight, and
his essay on Ophir has lately been rcpullished in tho Mibliot/ityuG dut-

sigiie des CMntts coufemporaineii, 186L
1 Job xxn 24, xxvin. 16. Some of my critics have demurred to this

aigument because the Books of Kings are not contcinporuneons with
Solomon. The articles themselves, however, must have had names at

the time of Solomon
; and it has never been suggested that at his timo

they had Semitic names, and that tbese wero replaced by Indian naniw
at a later time, when all maritime commercial intei course between India
and Palestine had ceased. As to the name of 8<uidal-wood, my critiutt

ought to have known that both forms, algwn as well as alvwg, occut in
the Bible. The different opinions on the geographical position of Ophir
have hitely been most carefully exiumined and impartially summed up
by Mr Twisleton, in tho articles, quoted above, on Ophir and Tardtfok
in Dr Smith's Biblical Dictionary. Mr. Twisleton himself loans strongly
towards the opinion of those scholars who, like Michaohs, Niebuhr,
and Vincent, place Ophir in Arabia

; and he argues very ingeniously,
that if we consider Ophir simply as an emporium, tho princip.il objection,
viz. that gold or any other article brought from Ophir to Palestine was
not a natural product of Aiabia, falls to the ground. That IB true.
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Greek Accounts of India.

The next people who possessed a knowledge of

India were the Greeks. The earliest information about

But why look for Ophir in Arabia? The only strong argument for

frang Ophir in Arabia id that derived from the genealogical table in

the 10th chapter of Genesis, where Ophir appears as the eleventh in

order of the sons of Joktaa. I accept all the f.icts brought forward

by Mr. Twisleton, but I see no difficulty in admitting commercial mter-

couise between the south ofAiabia and the gulf of Clutch in very ancient

times (Rcnan, Histoire des Lrtngw* twnili'jue*, 1S5S, p, 314) ;
and if

Tharhhibh in Spam can be called a son of Javan, why not Oplnr in

India a wm of Joktant The expression 'from Mesh.i, as thoix goi^t
unto S< phor a mountain in the East,' on which Mi Twisleton lays <_ftt

at

stress as hunting tho geogiaphical position of all the MOW of Joktau

\\ithm the coasts of Arabia, is biirtly veiy vague; nor has it luv^n

possible to identify the names of all tho Joktamde settlements within

tlie frphcre thiw vaguely indicated by geographical tradition. On the

other hand, it must bo admitted that on the bouth-easl coast of Arabia,
tradeis between India and Palestine would naturally found commercial

emporia. They existed there at tin* time of Diodoxus Siculus, \%lu>, after

dchciibing tbc tfioa-t wealth of S.tha in gold, ivory, mid precious sl'nu->,

relates (hl> in. cap. 47) that there \u*ie yo\oral isLmd-4 near, nheif*

inoichants fi<mi all paitw of the world landed, find particnlaily fioru

Potana (I'aUjina ?), which Aluxandor had ioundcd IKIU: the liver Indus

Nf/ovu 5* luHttiftnvcs irtyaiw virdpxovcrw, <l)(ovffat iryAci? arcixfffrovs , .

Ets Taurus 8' fyffo/xu iruvroOw Kartnr\{ov(ri, p^iara 5* i HoTtt^af, fjv

'AA.e'fai'fi/Jos utifiat irapd, rbv 'Ivdtiv TroTapuv', vafaraQfjiQV $xfiy @ovXvj*.wt>s

T^S ifapa rw 'CliKavtiv itapa\wv.
f

J'hat tho name cooftb was the Bfat oi

a very c;irly commerce ami a very early civilisation IB attoKtod to the

piPHont day by magnificent ruins and inscriptions, and by the fragmen id

of a widely hiuead tradition. See A. von Kicmcr, D<c JSiidamlwche

Mage, ]8(5t> Jt is not necessary, however, to discu.sa here ail the con-

troverted points of this question, for o\en if Ophir slioub! lie proved to

bo in Aubi.i, tho names foi <r/>w and jHWodfi would btill point to

Sanskrit, and could have been biought to Opliir from no other countiy
but ImliA. Thcso naineH, an found in tlxo Old T<stament, are foiuign

worda in Hebrew, and they do not receive uny light cither from tho

dialects of Ar.ibie, including tho JIiinyiritic nihcriplionB, or fiom the

languages hpoken on tho Mozaiubi<iuo coast of Africa, where, according

to some authorities, Ophir wan Httuatod. TJicso very niuiu'S have

boon traced batk to Sanskrit and to the languages spoken on tho Malabar

coast of the Dckhan; and though it must be admitted that, as foreign

I
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India seems to have reached the Greeks indirectly

through Persia and Asia Minor. The name of India

was known to the author of the Avesta. It occurs

there as Hircdu in the singular, and in the plurals as

Hapta EiTidu, the Seven Rivers, the Vedic Sapta
SindhavaA, that is, the seven rivois of the Panjab

1

It occuis again in the cuneiform insciiptions as HiTidu,

one of the provinces which paid tribute to Daiius

and is mentioned in the inscription of Nakdti Rustant,

a, 25, by the side of Medians, Parthians, Bactnans

Spartans, and lonians This shows through what

channel countries so widely separated as India and

Greece were fiist brought into historical contact

It is tiue that in the Homeric poems the name of

India is unknown. But long before Alexander's

invasion of India Hekatacos (B. c. 549-486) knew that

words, they have suffeied considerable coiruptioii in the mouths of

ignorant aailois, >et, allowing the Bailie latitude of phonetic change, it

has been impossible to tiace them luck to nny other family of speech.

If, therefore, theie should facem to eufet any fitnngent evidence that

Ophir was a meie entieptit, not m India, hut in Aidbu,the spieadmg of

Sanskrit names to Arabia befote they readied Palestine would only

serve to muease the antiquity of- Sansknt as spoken m those parts of

India fioin whence alonu the natural pioducts of her language and of

her soil could have been exported And if we considt'i that there 1,1 no

other language which can cLnm these names as hei own that there is

no country in which all the articles brought by the fleet of Ezion-geber,

whethei from Ophir or elsewhcie, are indigenous, that Band.il-wood and

peacocks could in ancient times have been c\poited to Palestine from

India only ;
if to all these coincidences, all pointing to India, ib added

the fact pointed out by La^feen, th.it the names of cotton, nard, and

pi obably of "bdellium, have likcwibe found their way from Sansknt into

Helnew, we shall, 1 think, feel justified in admitting, with Lateen and

Eitter and others, a very early commercial mtercouise between India

and Palestine, whatever opinion we may hold on the exact position of

Ophir.
1 See ViogtapUie* of Words, p 153.
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distant country, and from liis mention of the rivei

Indus,
1 we can safely conclude that Sanskrit was then

the spoken language of the country.

The Sanskrit name of the river Sindhu must have

reached Hckataeos through a Persian channel in which

the initial s was regukily changed to h, and after-

wards dropt. Indian names mentioned Ly Herodotus.

such as Gandarioij Sanskrit Candhara, a name

which occurs in the Veda (RV. i, 126, 7),
and others.

likewise prove the presence of Sanskrit in Lulu at hi-

time. Ktesias (about 40 ) n <j
), tliougli ho did nut reach

India, but lived fit the court of Darius IE ami Arla-

xerxcs Mnomou, gives us information which, however

untrustworthy in other respects, leaves us no <loubt

that Sanskrit was then the language of the people
whom he describes. With Mogasthwies we enier into

the very life of India. He staj ed at Palimbuthm, the

Pafciliputra of Sanskrit literature, tho modern Palim,

the capital of Sandracotlun, in Sanskrit /umdragupta.
the King of the Prasii, about iil)5 u.c His account of

India would probably have made us acquainted not

only witli the language, but also with the literaly
works of that period, had not the indi fibre nee, of the

Greeks for barbarous people allowe/1 his work to be

lost except the fragments now collected under the

name of MeyaMeins Indiiw.

The argument that nearly all tlio names of persons,

places, and rivers in India mentioned by llogasthenes

and other Greek and Koman writers arc pure Sanskrit,

has been handled so fully and ably by others, more

ienfa JUatoricorurn, (Jraccorumt
ed. C. et T. MUllcr, vol. i.

p. 12, frttgin. 174.

a
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particularly by Lasscn in his Indische Allerthums-

kunde that nothing remains to bo said on that

subject.
1

Chinese Accounts of India.

The next nation after the Greeks that beoaine

acquainted with the language and literature of India

was the Chinese. Though Buddhism was not recog-

nised as a third state-religion before tho yoar (55 \. i>.,

under the Emperor Ming-ti,
2 Buddhist missionaries

had reached China from India as early as tho third

century, 217 u.c.3 One Buddhist missionary is men-

tioned in the Chinese annals in the year 217; and,

about the year J20 B.<J., a Chinese general, after defeat-

ing the barbarous tribes north of the desert of Uohi,

brought back as a trophy a golden siafue,, the statue

of Buddha. The very name of Huddha, clumped in

Chinese into Fo-t'o arid Fo,'
1

is pure Sanskrit, and so

is every word and every thought of that religion.

The language which tho Chi nose pilgrims vn*nt to

India to study, as the key to tho suered hleraiure of

Buddhism, was Sanskrit. They e,o.lled it. Fan; Imt,

Fan, as M. Stanislas J alien has shown, is an abbre-

viation of Fan-Ian- j no, and this is tho only waj in

1 See Ancient fattta nx thwrilit tl ty the CIim<SrttJ Author*, Ity J, \V

McCnwllo. (i)
Ancient India HH (liwriliuil l>y Mt^Mtb IH-H (,tlnl,

k

jn;i)

an<l Arrian (conmil, A. D 1-KJ), 1877. (H) The ('imiincRDniiil .Vnvi^itioti

of tho Erythraean Soa, lb7'J. (ii) Anoii-nt Trulia a <ltwi ilil by Kt<- 'u
(ab<mt400 T? r.), 1^2, (iv) Aiicitnt India an dcwnhod hy i'tnlnny

(150Ai>\lf>.
2 M M '

BitddKl.it Pilffnmtt
tfrtccted A>z;/*, vol. ii

ji
Xli,

8
JI\H> Kone J\i, tiadiul |ar lUmuHjit, l*ati^ Il-iJfJ, ji

H.
4 Mtlhwla pour thchijf'nr ct tranticrirtt lw HIHIII .ntuxriiti tfid #< rut

eemtwnt <A/w* // liowt chinou, mienlm tf tUntvntnv pur M. Siaiunia.1

Juliou, I^PIH, 1801, i>.
103.
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which the Sanskrit word Brahman could be rendeied

in Chinese.1 We read of the Emperor Ming-ti, of the

dynasty of Han, sending T&ai-in and other high

officials to India, in order to study there the doctrine

of Buddha. They engaged the services of two learned

Buddhists, Matinga and Jiu-fa-lan, and some of the

most important Buddhist works were translated by
them into Chinese.2 The intellectual intei course

between the Indian peninsula and the northern con-

tinent of Asia continued uninterrupted for several

centuries Missions were sent Horn China to India

to rcpoit on the religious, political, hoeial, and geo-

graphical state of the country; and the chief objee.t

of interest which attracted public embassies and

private pilgrims across the Himalajan mountains,

was the religion of Buddha. About three hun<he<l

years after the public recognition of Buddhism by
the Emperor Ming-ti, the great stream of Buddhist

pilgrims began to ilo\v from < 'hina to Jndia Th<i first

account which wo possess of these pilgrimages bolougn

to the travels of Fa-Irian, who visited India towards the

end ofthe fourth century (A.D. 39SMd4). These travels

were first translated into Knjnch by A. Kt'musat.a

After Fa-hian, we have tho tiavols of Hoei-song and

Song-yun, who were sent to India, in 51 8, by command

1 * Rm-tliou (bralimulcBhara\ les camcli* itH<lo IVrri tin < iiuHcnm*,

invent^- par Fan, cVfit-Mii o R'ut-Lin-wo (1 i a hm a),' St/,tni ^hiH J ulit'n,

Voyages ties 7W< rinn boiidtlhwle, vol. ii. p. 505.
a ^o for a fuller ai'count, M. M, On Nttwfatt Ttitn <h*nMretl in

Jajtan, Mctertcd JSmtys, vol. n. p. Ul!t. JCu-f,v lm w calloJ JShAr.i^a

Paw7ita in Tibotan
; of. </. H. A. &, 38h*2, p. 8'J.

3
Thoy havo bccu IrnnHlatt'd into Kntflwli by tins KJV. Suniuol Bcul,

London, 18G9 ;
rovisod 18H4

; by Mr. Herbert A. Ciilca, W77, ftntl by
Professor ]^go, Oxford, 1880.
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of the empress, with the view of collecting sacred

books and relics. Then followed Hiouen-thsang,

whose life and travels, from 629-C45, have been ren-

dered so popular by the excellent translation of M.

Stanislas Julien.1 After Hiouen-thsang, the principal

works of Chinese pilgrims are the travels of Itsiiig
J

(left China m 671, arrived in India in (573, returned io

China in 695, died in 713), the Itineraries of the 'Fifty-

six Monks, published in 730, and tho travels of Kliinio,

who visited India in 964, at the head of three hundred

pilgrims.

That the language employed for literary purposes

in India during all this time was Sanskrit, wo learn,

not only from the numerous names and religion^

and philosophical terms mentioned iu 11 io tmi-Ls of

the Chinese pilgrims, but from a short paradigm of

declension and conjugation in Sanskrit wlue.h oim of

them (Hiouen-thsang) has inserted in his diary. Ny,
there is every icason to believe that Hioucn-thsang

composed himself a book in Sanskrit. 1*

Persian Accounts of India.

The next evidence of the existence of an ancient

literature in India comes to us from Persia. Tho King
of Persia, Khosru Nushirvan, in tho middlo of the

sixth century, Lad a collection of fublos translate!

from Sanskrit into Pehlovi, a translation which WHS

afterwards turned into Arabic by Alxlallah ilm Alrno-

kafia in the middle of tho eight century, under th

title of Kalilak and Dwiiwh. Though the comply*
1 New translation by llev. S Bwil, Ib8-i.
2 On Itsing, see M. M , India, what cmi it tench uttt p. 210 xnj. ,

Journal Asiat. 1888, p. 411. 5 M. M., Intlttt, pp. ^05, Hid.
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collection of these fablca does no longer exist In

Sanskrit, yet the portions of it which have been pre-

served in the Pa^&afcantra show clearly that tiny must

have existed in Sanskrit in the sixth century \ J>.,

and that the account given by the Pehlevi translator

Barz6i is trustworthy in the main. 1

Arab Accounts of India.

As soon as the lloluimmedans entered India. we

hear of translations of Sanskrit woiks into I'eiMsin

and Aiabic.2 As eaily as the leign of the hwoiid

Afcasside Khalif Almansmv 1 in tin* year 773 A j>., n

Indian astronomer, well versed in the science whie,h

lie professed, visited the court of the Khali f, bringing

with him tables of the equations of pknets according

to the moan motions, with observations relative to

both solar and lunar eclipses and the jusceiision of the

aiua ; taken, as ho affirmed, from tables computed

by an Indian prince, whose nmne, as the Arabian

author writes it, was Phighar. The Khalif, embracing

the opportunity thus happily presented to him, com-

manded the book to be translated into Arabic, to be,

published for a guide to the Arabians in imittors

pertaining to the ,star. The tusk devolved on

Mohannncd ben Ibrahim AU'axari, whoso version is

1 Rue M M*, Mccfed AW?/, \ol. i. p. 516. It IH curious that Al-

bcrnui was BO dissatisfied with tho Ai.ilur liftn^ntion of ulutlie culls

lhi Vau/'iit.'Liitia that ho wiKhcd to ti.u]at(Mt uucw. Sco Albi*rum'a

fiulia, t'<l Kiu'hau, p, xx; al*> /'VArAtf, <!. Jto IiL,cr, \ol. i.

'
vSir Ilonry Elliot's IhxhH'itins oj India, vl. v., appiiidix, p. 570

5
Cnlulnruoko, Mwrllwumuft Jfrwifa u p. .

r
;<>4, quotes from the pro-

faco to tho astronomical tahlcH of Itoii al Adami, published by hm

(ontmimtor, Al Casern, in 920 A.I). On Sannkrit HguioH, see Strachcy,

/is lies. xu. 184; Ci>lebiooke, Algebra, p. lii.
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known to astronomers by the name of the greater

Sind-hind or Hind-sind,
1 for the term occurs

written both ways.
About the same time Tacub, the son of Tharek,

composed an astronomical work, founded on the

Sind-hind 8 Eanm-al-Kashid (786-809) had two

Indians, Manka and Saleh, as physicians at his court

ilanka translated the classical work on medicine,

Susrnta,
4 and a treatise on poisons, ascribed to

JfSr?iakya, from Sanskrit into Persian.5 During

1 S i ncl-h i n d signifies the revolving ages, accoi diner to Bon al Adami ;

Kasiri tiaimlaloH it poipctuum tcUuuiiiiiquo. Colobrouko conjectures

a, and MippwieH the original to have be en 13rakmatfupta*H
work, the Brahma-siddliiinta. M Remand, in his Mi moire sur

CXnth, p. 312, quotes the following passage from the Vat yk-al-llulama
'

'En 1'amice 15G do IVgiru (773 do J. C.) il aniva do llmlo h. lJa#tod

un homme fort instiuit dans IOK docUmes do Hon pa>H. Oc't hummo

pohui'dait la invthode du Kind kind, xvlative nux xnouvcniunts dw
uylrt'S tt anx c<[uatioim c-alcuhVs HU inoyen do HIHUH do quart on qiuut
do di'gru. 31 c.omuufc'aifc tiuBt divers* H inanit'roa do (U'U'iuuni'r 1(H

^dijisos, ainhi quo lo Icvi'i dm mtjiiiH du zndiaquo. 11 avail coinjiow'

UD abri^d d'un ouvia^o rJalit Ji <cs m.itii'n's qu*u atlnhiiait a un

piuiuu iKdiiinu WygM D.IIIS << I (Vnt Ics knnl.i^ia (i e. kiaiiiiU/yu,

oo Kflrya-hiddh fuitii, ol. HIIJI>USS nnd WJiilncv, p, &7 aud p.
r
*>)

otaiont calculi'K par nunutcH. Lc Khalifo onii>nna (ju'on ir.uluiHtt le

tr.uU; milieu en anibc, aim d'aid< r ICH niUKuluiaiiK a acqtx'iir uno oon-

naiHHance cxncto (low dtoilcH. Lo oin do la ImdmiUou fut conhc K

Moliainniotl, fila (Vlliraliun-al-Faxary, lo premier cntn) 1'H nnifluhnans

qui u'^tuit livid a une 6tutlo approfondio do I'aslionoimo on (U'^i^nc

plus lard cette tiaduotion HOUB le titio do Clrand Kiudliiud.' Aliierum

plaobB the Ua&Hlation in tho }oar 771.
*
Koiuaud, 1. c. p U14.

*
Elliot, Ihtttttrian* of Ftulin, vol. v. p. 572.

1 Of. StoinHchnoidc-r, Wi**tnarJiaftlidui JM&lbr, vol I p. 79.
* See I'roJcwsor l'lngl, in Zritwlirift <lrr 1), M (L t

xi, 14fi anl

325 ; Elliot, J/Mortaua oflnilut, vol v. p. 572 A Hebrew (r< alwu on

poisons, ascribed to the hidun Xaiuk (A'ttaakyiO, in moiituinvd by
Ktembeliiioidtii , Wiit*cii#rh(ifttt<'kf Itlitller, vol. i p. <55* Alhoruni nien-

tiona an Indian K auk alt UB astrologer of Uiuuu-uKUunhid (lioinaud,
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tlie Khalifato of Al Mamun, a famous tivatiV on

algebra was translated by Mohammed hrn MIMI

from Sanskrit into Arabic (edited by F. IWn,

1831) and tho medical treatises of Mikah and Ibn

Dalian, both represented to be Indians, show that

Sanskrit was well known then.
1

AlTbemni.

Alberuni (born 973, died 3018) was hivitrd by Mah-

mndof Ghazni (died 10SOJ from Khwari/m (tin*
mod* rn

Khiva), which the Sultan had coiiqmwl in 1017, to

accompany him on his Indian campaigns. Aviermw,

i.e. Abu' Ali Ibn Sina, declined to arrow^'tin him.

Alberuni, an astronomer, a Jargo-heaifod philosopher,

and an acute observer, utilised his stay in India for

studying the astronomy, tlio jJiilosopliy and hti-nilun'

of that interesting country. According io Iis own

fltatcmont tho number of hiw works cxcctMlcd aliiHi<InI.

The most important among those wliich liav(? not

perished are the '

Chronology of Ancient Nations,* of

which a German and an English translation hav<

lately (1878 and 1879) been published by ProfVssor

Sachau ; a treatise on Astronomy, Al- Kanun Al-

Masudi, and his (ixtr<'m(ily inton'sting \voik on India,

sointitimoB called Tankli-i-Hind (written A.I). I

(WO),

but tho full title of which has been tnmhlntod by its

learned editor, Professor Sachau, as
* An accurate do

Mtmoirc fur I'Intle, p. 315). TT is likcwinc nu-ntumcil in a phynIcSati,

Another Indian ph^Hician of Uariin-al-ltiwhid ia called Muukln. (Uci-
naucl, I. c.}.

1
Elliot, Uutarlana of India, vol. v. p. 572,
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scription of all categories of Hindu thought as wll

those which are admissible as those which must h'

rejected.' The value of Albania's Imfim was first

pointed out by Reinaud in his Frnymvntx Anthcx *'t

Persans inedits relatifo a I'Inde, 1815, and aflrnvanN

in his excellent Memoire xur Vlnde, Paris, IS 10 It

was then supposed that Alberuni had acquired a

complete knowledge of Sanskrit which enaM'tl hin

not only to translate works on. the Siirikhya ami Yo#i

philosophies from Sanskrit into Arabic, but even to

translate Arabic texts into Sanskrit. This, IMWVW.
has been rendered very doubtful by Profoanor Sachau'n

researches. He gives Alberuni full credit for having

acquired an elementary knowledge of Sanskrit., MI Hi

cient for checking to a certain oxh'iit tlin .statfnH'nis of

his Pandits, but he shows clearly that his iraiislaiion-.

from Sanskrit mlo Arabic and IVisian, mnl .si ill mmv
those from Arabic into Sanskrit could not havr IUM-H

made without the constant liolp of native .scholar*.
1

In that respect, therefore, Alberuni wa.s inferior in

Hiouen-thsang, who was able to wiitc, in Sanskrit ami

to cariy on a public disputation in Hint lanpui^e.
About 1150 we hear of Abu >Sal<th translating a

work on the education of kings from San.sk rit into

Arabic. 2

1 AlberunTs India, edited in the AxaWc original by K, H,i-1)iu,

London, 1887. Chronology of Ancient Mttliant, by Allorm, tr,i*.

lated by E. Sachau, London, Ib79.
2 In the Peibian woik Miymalu-l-TairtwMt tlio AMI Hmj.tru

translated from the Aiabic of Abn Haleh \wn Shib ben JAM*, K!H lunl
himself abiidged them, a hundred ^e,irs bi-ftm, from n SiuiHkiit w-rK
called JiufrueAMi ofKmjs (Ku^antti?). The Petmaii tiil.ilir luu-l
about 1150. See Elliot, L o.
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Two hundred years later, we are told that Fimz

Shah, after the capture of Nagarcotc, ordered several

Sanskiit works on philosophy to l>o translated from

Sanskrit by Maulana Izzu-d-din Khalid Khani. A
work on veterinary medicine ascribed to Sale tar, 1

said to have been the tutor of Susruta, was likewise

translated from Sanskrit into Persian in the year 1 38 J .

A copy of this, called Kurrut ul Mulk, was pieserve<l

in the Royal Library of Lucknow. The date is i-oine-

what doubtful, and it is cuiious that the translator

should not have mentioned nuothur work on the same

subject, the Kitab ul Builarat, translated lioin Sanskrit

1 Sulotar is not known aa tho author of such a work. ,llotarl
() a

occurs instead of MUturlya, in IU0a Rftdhakunt; but 3,13-

turtya is a name of Pawim, and the teacher of Susruta is <uid to

have boon Ihvodasa. Professor Weber, m his Catalogue ofS<tn*lrit
MtiS (p 21)8), has pointed out tfulihotra, who is mentioned in tho

T?Aill nl.'intra as a teacher of vctirn.aiy medicine, and who is quoted

byd'ai-ra in tho Aflv.lyui-veda The Professor quotes a translation

into Aiahic of fiiu-h A work, iruido in tli year 1361. Such a translation,

Jiowf vor, of that d,ito docs not <^ist, and as he lufers to Klliot'8 fiiblto-

ffraphieal Index to the Historians of India, p 2G3, aa 1m authonty,
the Professor's stateincut may posbibly test on some misapprehonsiott
K.ilotrf is the cvery-day Urdu and Hindi word fur a hor&o doctor. Pio-

fossor Aufrecht has discovered a woik on medicine by fiMlihotra in

the Library of the East India HOUSP. A medical woik by <11in?1 1 h a

is mentioned m the Catalogue of Sanskrit NSS. of the College of Foit

Wdha,m, p. 2i. An Aiabic tianblation of a Sanskrit work on veteri-

nary medicine by A'iiwakya is mentioned by Haji ChaKa, v. p. 50,

A translation of the JTaraka (Proceedings of As. Soc. Bengal, 1870,

Sept.) from Saiinlcrit into Peisian, and from Pei.si.ui into Aiabic, is

mentioned in ihe Fihiibt (finished 987 A.D ). It ia likewise mentioned

by Albeiurn (llumaud, Muniohe snr I'Inde, p 31G) ,
the translation 13

*aid to have been made ior the BArinekulcs The names of the per-

sons by whom the doctrines contained in this woik were supposed to

have been handed down, should be re-stored in Albemiri as follows*

Urahman, Prayapati, the Asvinau, Indra, the sons of Atri,

Agnivesa; cf. Ash/afigaliridaya, Introduction (MS. Wilson,
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into Arabic, at Baghdad. Another translation was
made in the reign of Shah Jahan. 1

Two hundred years more bring us to the reign
of Akbar (1556-1603), A more

extraordinary man
never sat on the throne of India.2

Brought up as a

Mohammedan, he discarded the religion of the Pro-

phet as superstitious,
3 and then devoted himself to

a search after the tnie religion. He called Brah-

mans and fire-worshippers to his court, and ordered

them to discuss in his presence the merits of their

religions with the Mohammedan doctors. When he

heard of the Jesuits at Goa, he invited them to his

capital, and ho was for many years looked upon as

n secret convert to Christianity, He was, however, a

rationalist and dei.sl, and, as he declared himself,

novor believed anything that ho could not understand.

Tho religion which he founded, the so-called Il&hi

religion, was pure Doiam, mixed up with the worship
of the Him 4

aw tlio purest and highest emblem of the

Deity. Though Akbar himself could neither read

nor write,
6 his court was the home of literary men

of all persuasions. Whatever book, in any language,

promised to throw light on the problems nearest

to the emperor's heart, he ordered to be translated

Klliol'H Historian* of India, vol. v. p. 574.

y<-o M. M. t Introduction to tfo Science of Religion, Appendix to

* T.

J Sou Vum Kennwly, Notice i expecting tJte Religion tntt educed "by

Mbur, TruiwaetionH of the Litoiary Society of Bombay, 1820, vol XL

[>{>.
212-270.

4 KIlmt'H Hhtoriftns of India, p. 241).

4 M illlbauer, Gwluchte der Katholhchcn Mitsionen Ostindiens, s. 134.
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into Persian. The New Testament 1 was thus trans-

lated at his command; so were the Mahabharata, the

Mm^yaua, the Amarakosha,
2 and other classical

works of Sanskrit literature. But although the em-

peror set the greatest value on the sacred writings of

different nations, he does not seem to have suecoeded

in extorting from the Brahmans a translation of tho

Veda. A translation of the Atharva-veda 3 was made
for him by Haji Ibrahim Sizhindi; but that Veda
never enjoyed the same authority as tho other three

Vedas, and it is doubtful whether by Atharva-veda
is meant more than the Upanishads, some of which

may have been composed for the special benefit of

1
Elliot's Rktorians of India, p. 248.

a Hid pp. 259, 260. The Taitkli-i-'Badau'ni or NunlaHal>n-t-

Tawn&h, written by Mulla Abdu-1-Kadir Maluk, Shah of Badaun,
and finished in 1595, is a general history of India fcom the time of

tho Ghazncvicles to tho 40th year of Akbar. The author is a bigoted

Mohammedan, and judges Akbar severely, though ho was himself
under great obligations to him He was employed by Akbar to trans-

late from Arabic and Sanskrit into Persian: he translated tho Kama*
yajia, two out of the eighteen sections of the Mahabharata, and

abridged a history of Cashmir. It is doubtful, however, by whom and
how these translations were made. Abdu-1-Kadir states that learned

Brahmans were appointed to translate these books for him (Elliot's
JJistouans of India, vol. v. p 537), and there is no evidence that any of

tho courtiers of Akbar possessed a real knowledge of Sanskrit, or, as it

waa then called, Hindi (Alberuni's India, ed Saehau, p xxn), whether

literary or vernacular. As those who are mentioned as translators of

Sanskrit texts were probably no more than the potions of certain

Pandits, and responsible only for the Aiabic and Persian into which the
Saiibkut texts were turned, we can understand why three or four names
should be mentioned as translators of the samo book Thus the trans-

lation of the Mahabhfcrata fc ascribed to Abdn-l-K,adir, Nakib Kh.in,
Shaikh Mohammad Sultan Thane&aii, and Faissi, the brothu of the

prime minister, Abn-l-Fizl. Nay, Hervas writes .

*

Abulfacel, immatro
de Akbar, se valid del Araarasinha y del Mahabharata, quo
tiaduxo en persiano el ano de 1586.' Hervas, ii. 136.

3 Sco M. M.'s History of Ancient Sandi-it Literature, p. 327.
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Akbar. There is a story which, though evidently of

a legendary character, shows how the study of &HI-

skrit was kept up by the Brahmans duiiiig the reign
of the Mogul emperors.

'Neither the authority (it is said) nor piomises of AkUu
could prevail upon the Biahinans to disclose the leniits oftlien

religion : he was therefore obliged to have lueouise to ;uf iln

The stratagem he made use of was to cause a boy, oi thu ji.une

of Feizi, to be committed to the caie of these priests, as a JMK.I

orphan of the sacerdotal line, who alone could bo initialed info

the sacred rights of their theology. Feizi, having received the

proper instructions for the part he was to act, was conveyed

privately to Benares, the seat of knowledge in Ilindoatan ; lie

was received into the house of a learned Brahman, who educated

him with the same care as if he had been his son. After tl /

youth had spent ten years in study, Akbar was flush ous of n-

calling him; but the boy was struck with the charms of the

daughter of his preceptor. The old Brahman laid no re,sti!int

on the growing passion of the two lovers. He was lend of

Feizi, and offered him his daughter in marriage. The young
man, divided between love and gratitude, resolved to concenl

the fraud no longer, and falling at the feet of the Dialunun.

discovered the imposture, and asked pardon for hin offend-

The priest, without leproachmg him, seized a poniard -which

hung at his girdle, and was going to plunge it in lus luMtt, it

Feizi had not prevented him by taking hold of his arm The

young man used every means to pacify him, and declared him
self ready to do anything to expiate his treachory. The JJrah-

man, bursting into tears, promised to pardon him on condition
that he should swear never to translate the Yc das, or 8iicre<{

volumes, or to disclose to any person whatever the symbol oi

the Brahman creed. Feizi readily promised him : how far he
kept his word is not known; but the sacred booka of tin-

Indians have never been translated.'
1

1

Butory of ih& Settlements ofti* Europeans in Hie East aid Wtst
Indies, translated from the French of the Abbd Berual by J. JuU-
mond, Dublin, 1776, voL i. p. 34.
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We have thus traced the existence of Sanskrit, as

the language of literature and religion in India, from

the time of Solomon to the reign of Akbar. A
hundred years after Akbax the eldest son of Shah

Jehan, the unfortunate Dara, manifested the same

interest in religious speculations which had dis-

tinguished his great grandsire. He became a student

of Sanskrit, and translated theTJpanishads, philoso-

phical treatises appended to the Vedas
3
into Persian.

This was in the year 1G57 or 58,
1 a year before he

was put to death by his younger brother, the bigoted

Aureiigssobe
2 This prince's translation was translated

into French by Anquetil Duperron, in the year 1795,

the fourth year of the French Republic ;
and was for a

long time the principal source from which European
scholars derived thoir knowledge of the sacred litera-

ture of the Brahinaus.

European Accounts of India.

At the time at which we have now arrived, the

reign of Aurengzebe (1G58-1707), the contemporary
and rival of Louis XIV, the existence of Sanskiit

and Sanskrit literature was known, if not in Europe

generally, at least to Europeans in India, particularly

to missionaries, Who was the first European that

know of Sanskrit, or that acquired a knowledge of

Sanskrit, it is difficult to say. When Vasco da Gaina

landed at Calicut, on the 9th of May, 1498, Padre

Pedro begin) at once to preach to the natives, and

1 fcoe Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1870, p 252.

2 & o Upanishads, translated by M. M., Sacted JJoofo of tie East,

vol. i. p Ivih.
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had suffered a martyr's death before the discoverer

of India returned to Lisbon. Every new ship that

reached India brought new missionaries; but for a

long time we look in vain in their letters and reports
for any mention of Sanskrit or Sanskrit literature.

St. Prancis Xavier.

Francis, now St. Francis, Xavier was the first to

organise the great work of preaching the Gospel in

India (1542) ;
and such were his zeal and devotion,

such his success in winning the hearts of high and

low, that his friends ascribed to him among other

miraculous gifts, the gift of tongues
1 a gift never

claimed by St. Francis himself. It is not, however,

till the year 1559 that we first hear of the mission-

aries at Goa studying, with the help of a converted

Brahman,
2 the theological and philosophical litera-

ture of the country, and challenging the Brahmans

to public disputations.

1
Mullbaucr, p G7. Ho himself hpcaks of the difficulty he had in

luannng langu.igcs* 'Io non coMpicnilo qucsto yopolo, ed eyli non com-

prende me dawtnlaygio
>

Soo G. Barone, Ftfa del P. Paolino da,

Bnrtolomweo, 1888,' p. GG.

2
Mullbauer,p 80. Those "Brahmans, according to Robert deNobili,

weie of a lower cl-ws, not initiated in the sacred literature They were

ignorant, he feays, 'of the books Smart a, Apostamba, and Sutra'

(Ibid. p. 188.) Robert himself quotes from the Apastamba-
Sutr a, in his defence (ibid p 11)2). Ho also quotes SkandaPiuuwa,

p. 103 , Kaclambari, p. 11)3. A work of hit* i mentioned by Kircher,

China Illusliatn, 1007, p. 102, but it seems to have existed in MS.

only. Kircher says, 'legat, qui volot, hbrum qnem de Biahmaunm

theulogm P. Itobertus Nobilis SocictatiH Jesu, missionis Maduren&is in

Indii Malabaiica fumUlca, ncc non hngnja et Brahmanicjc gencalogico

consultibfaimizs, sumum sanu erudiiiono . . . conscripsit.* This book

m'ght btill be of great mlcjrest,
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Pilippo Sassetti.

Fioin 1581 to 1588 an Italian scholar of consider-

able eminence among the literary men of his time,

Filippo Sassetti, lived at Goa. His letters have lately

been published at lloience, and in one of them he

states that the sciences of the Indians are all written

in one language, which is called Sanswuta This, he

bays, means a well-articulated language. The people

learn it, as we learn Gieek and Latin, and it takes

them six or seven ycais before they master it. No
one knows when that language was spoken, Uit it has

many words in common with the spoken vernaculars,

nay with Italian, particularly in the numerals 6, 7, 8,

uinl 9, in the names for God, serpent, and many
others. And then ho adds 'I ought to have come

lu ife at eighteen, in order to return with some know-

ledge of these beautiful things.'
1

Roberto de'

The first certain instance of a Euiopean missionary

having mastered the difficulties of the Sanskrit lan-

guage belongs to a later period to what may be

willed the peiiod of Roberto de' Nobili (1577-165G),

as distinguished from the first period, which is nndei

the presiding spirit of Francis Xavier. Roberto de'

Nobili went to India m 1 GOG. He was himself a man

of high family, a nephew of the famous cardinal

1 J,etttre fihle f wethfv ih Filifpo Sawtti, raccolte e annotate cla,

Kftore Marcncci, Fiienze, 1W5, p 417. I owe my knowledge of SAS-

si-tti to the kmdneas of Piofe^or Maggi at Milan, who sent me a copy

>{ hw Icttois. Sec also A De Gubematis, Vwygutton Italiam, 1875,

l>
8JI1.

[. P
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Bellarmino, a man of a refined and cultivated mind
He therefore perceived the more quickly the difficul-

ties which kept the higher castes, and
particularly the

Brahinans, from joining the Christian communities
formed at Madura and other p]aces. These commu-
nities consisted chiefly of men of low rank, of no

education, and no refinement. He conceived the bold

plan of presenting himself as a Brahman, and thus

obtaining access to the high and noble, the wise and

learned, in the land He shut himself up for years,

acquiring in secret a knowledge, not only of Tamil

and Tolugu, but of Sanskrit. When, after a patient

study of the language and litcratuie of the Brahmans,
he felt himself strong enough to grapple with his

antagonists, he showed himself in public, dressed

in the proper garb of the Brahmans, \\earing their

cord and their frontal mark, observing their diet, and

submitting even to the complicated rules of caste.

He was successful, in spite of the persecutions both of

the Bralmiaus, who were afraid of him, and of his

own ibllow-labouiers, who could not understand his

policy. His life in India, wheje he died as an old

blind man, is full of interest to the missionary.
1 I can

only wpeak of him hero as the first European Sanskrit

scholar. A manwho could quote from Man u, from the

Pura^as. nay from works such as the Apastamba-
Sutraa, which are known even at present to only

those few Sanskrit scholars who can read Sanskrit

1 In A lotlwr of JJw iieH'rt (Tniijorc, 27th April, 1870; published in the

Mifflino Italian o, Tb7(J, p 16, there aie some notices of E. de

Nobililms.
' He died ICth Jan. 1056, in his 80th year, at St. Thomas,

jiwir Madras/ The Jesuits had punting offices at G'occino, Ambalak-

k.uln, and Tunikkayal, but none of their books are fco be found now.
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MSS., imifat have been far advanced in a

of the sacicd language and literature of the Brali-

inans The very idea that he came, as ho said, to

pi each a new or a fourth Veda,
1 which had been lost,

Allows how well he knew the strong and weak points

of the theological system which he came to conquer .

It is surprising that the reports which he sent to

Rome in order to defend himself against the charge of

idolatry, and in which he diew a faithful picture of the

religion, the customs, and liteiature of the Erahmans,

should not have attracted the attention of scholars.

The ' Accommodation Question/ as it was called,

occupied cardinals and popes for many years; kit

not one of them seems to have perceived the extraor-

dinary interest attaching to the existence of an ancient

civilisation so perfect and so firmly rooted as to re-

quire accommodation even from the missionaries of

Home. At a time when the discovery of one Gicclc

MS. would have been hailed by all the scholars of

Europe, the discovery of a complete literature was

1 The ISzour-voda is not the woik of Hubert do* NoLili. It was

jn obably wutton by one of his converts Tlio translation from Saiwki it

is ascribed to 'le tirawl pr&tre ott, arcfti-brartte de la pcujorte de Cltei iug-

ham, '/ Milan! risp<cte pafvertu incorruptible? It IB in fcUnsknt verte,

in the style of the Purawas, in<l contains a \\ild mixture of Hiiulu ami

(Jhrwliau doctrine. The French trannlation was hot to Vultaiif, and

printed by him in 1778 'L'Msour VeflaiH
t
tM tincwn commenfatm <tn,

1 ('((am, contauuit rerpusition da* opimow rdigieu^ex ft jAtlosophujiu'H

dcs lndom
t
tradint <lu Sainnerefam par un JBjame,' Yvwdon, 1778,

2 VO!H b. Voltaire cxpruuHcd his belief that tlio ou^anal was four

ci ntnru'a olilw tlian Aloxandcr, and that it was the moul precioiu gift

f*>r winch the "West had been ovei indebted to the East. Mr. Ellis

discovered the Sanskrit oru^inal at J
>

<jndichoiy. (Attiulw TtevearcheS)

vol xiv ) Tliere is no exciiBe for asciibing the work to Robert, and jfc

is not mentioned in the list of Ida woiks. (Bertraml, La JUi^Mn ilti

Mttdtut
f Panfl, iyi7-50, tom, ni p. 116, Mullbauei, p. 205,

P 2
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allowed to pass unnoticed. The day of Sanskrit had

not yet come.
Heinricfc Both.

There is another Jesuit missionary of the seven-

teenth century who acquired a knowledge of San-

skrit, Heinrich Roth. While stationed at Agra he

succeeded in persuading a Brahman to teach him the

elements of Sanskiit, and, after six years of hard

study, he had acquiied a perfect mastery of this diffi-

cult language. He was at Rome in. the yeai 1666,

and it was he who diew up the interesting account

of the Sanskrit alphabet which Athanasius Kircher

published in his China Illudrato (1667).

Scholars of the Eighteenth Century.

We now approach the eighteenth century,
1 and

there we find that the attention of European scholars

begins at last to be attracted to the extraordinary dis-

covery, a discovery that could no longer be doubted,

of the existence in India of an immense htuiatmv,

the age of which was believed to exceed that of uveiy
other liteiature m the woild. Thu launch Jesuits

whom louis XIV. sent out to Inia after tlio treaty

of Ryswick, in 1C97, kept up a literary correspondence
with members of the French Institute. Questions

were addressed to them by members of that learned

body, and their answers were printed either in the

Memoirs of the Academy, or in the Ldtrw wlifuuilc*.

The answers sent by the Pore Cccuvdoux, in 1 767, to

the queries addressed to him by the Abbe

1 Iu 1677 a Mi Mai shall is said to have been a pioiicient in San-
skrit Elliot's Htetonans of India, vol. v. p 575
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and his suhscquent correspondence with Anrjwtil

Dupcnon
1

aii* lull of interesting materials. Of this

leained missionary wo shall have to speak again as

0110 of the tii*st who saw the real hearing of th hiiui-

larity hetweon the ancient language of India and the

languages of Euiope.

Fere Calmette.

One of his colleagues, the Pore Calmette, in a

letter dated Vencataguhy, in the kingdom of ('nr-

nata, the 21th of January, 17o.>, informs us J Mutt

ly that time Ilir J<\suits had misMoiiM'ips \vho \v'n'

nut (jnly \\oll ^nnuidcd m Sanskrit, lnit fihlu to

ii'jul hoinn portions of Hie Veda. Tlusy AV<TI I form-

ing an Oriental library fioin whitOi. lio sa^s, ihoy
\vi*n* licfi lining to derive great ad\antn^e,s for ilie

fnlvanc<MJK'nt of religion. They drew ironi thLs jir-

M*nal of paganism thu wisapous which wounded ilic

liralunaiis most tlcejjly. Thoy posscSM-d ihrir ]>hilo-

t^opliy, llu'ir (hoology, and particularly the lour \Vduh

\vliicli contain tlie ]av\
r of the Prahmaius, and \v\iMi

ilu i Indians from lime immemorial jc^mlcd as ihcir

hacrod jjooks, as hooks of an irrefragable authority,

and as c.oming irom God himself.

*

Ficnn iho inni* that misaionaricR fiirtt went to India,' ho con

t times,
*

it IWH silways IMTII t.houylit to bo nnposMljlc to iiud

I his 1>ook whifli ih so iiiiicli rcKpoctwl l)y iho Indi.nis And,

nnleiul, \ve slitiuM never lijivo flnccceded, if we liiitl not had

flrahmaiiH, who am (Mnihtisuih, ludden union^ tlicm For how

would they liswe (ojinnuniciitcd thi book io JCuiojKMiis, JDU!

jmrlicuhuly to iho enewieu ol' their icligion, LIH thi 1

^ do not

1 Aftmtitm da JjiWrttiutc tic rAertihnuf llot/ule den Iauntytwin*,

tain. xlix. p, 647.
2
Lttiret Mijlautu (J'tiiiH, 17bl\ vol. xhi. p, 300
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communicate it even to the Indians, except to those of then

own caste ? . . . The most extraordinary part is that those who

,ue the depositaries of the Veda, do not understand its mean-

ing, for the Veda is written in a very ancient language, and the

Samouscroutam, which is as familiar to their learned men

as Latin is to us, is not sufficient, without the help of a com-

mentaiy, to explain the thoughts as well as the words of the

Yeda They call it the Maha bachiam, or the great com-

mentary. Those who are given to the study of these books

foim the first class among their learned men. While the othei

Biahmans salute, these alone give a blessing.'

And again he says (p 437)

'

Since the Yeda is in our hands we have extracted from it

texts which serve to convince them of those fundamental truths

that must destioy idolatry ;
for the unity of God, the qualities

of the true God, and a state of blessedness and condemnation,

are all in the Yeda. But the truths which are to be found in

this book aie only scattered there like grains of gold in a heap

of sand. . . . /

In another letter, dated 16th Sept. 1737, the same

missionary writes

4
1 think like you that it would have been light to consult

with greater care the original books of the Indian ichgion

But hitherto these books were not in our hands, and it was

thought for a long time that they could not be found, par-

ticularly the most important ones, viz. the foui Ye das. It is

only five or six years ago that I was allowed to form an Oriental

library for the king, and charged to seek for Indian books for

that puipose. I then made discoveries of great importance for

leligion, among which I count that of the four Yedas or sacred

books.

* But these books, of which the ablest doctors among them
understand hardly half, which a Brahman would not venture to

explain to us for fear of getting into trouble with his own caste,

and of which a knowledge of Sanskrit does not yet give us the
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key, because they are wiitten in a more ancient language,

tlie.se books, I say, aie, in moie than one sense, sealed books foi

us One n'nd3, however, some of their texts explained in theo-

logical works
;
some become intelligible by means of a know-

ledge of the oidmary Sanskrit, particularly those that aie taken

fiom the last books of the Veda, and which, to judge by the

diiference of language and style, are more than five centimes

later than the rest.'

Fere Pens.

A few years after Calmette the Pere Pons drew up
a comprehensive account of the literary treasures of

the Brabinans ; and his report, dated Karikal, dans lu

Maduie, November 23, 1740, and addiessed to Fathei

Du tlahle, was published in the Lettres edifiantes.
1

Father Pons gives in it a most interesting and, in

general, a very accuiate description of the various

branches of Sanskiit liteiature, of the four Vedas,
the grammatical tieatises, the six systems of phi-

losophy, and the astronomy of the Hindus. He

anticipated, on several points, the lescarches of Sir

William Jones.

But, although the letters of Father Pons, of Coeur-

doux, Calmette, and others excited a deep interest,

that interest remained nccessaiily barren, as long as

there were no grarnmais, dictionaries, or Sanskrit

texts to enable scholais in Europe to study Sanskrit

in the same spirit in which they studied Greek and

Latin. The Abbd Barthdemy, in 1763, had asked the

Pfao Cceurdoux to send him before everything else,

a grammar of the Sanskrit language ; though it would

seein that at that time the Koyal Library at Paris

ddijiantes (Paris, 1781), vol. xiv p. 65 See an excellent

account of tins letter in an aifcicle of M. Biot in the Journal de*

ts, 1861
;
and in Hervas, Uutalogo de la* LfHpuas, li. p 125.
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possessed a Sanskrit grammar written 5n Latin, and

giving the Sanskrit words in Bengali letters. The

only part wanting was the syntax, and this was after-

wards supplied by the Pere Coeuidoux.

Paolino da S. Bartolommeo.

At Rome also materials for a Sanskrit grammar,
from the pen of H. Roth,

1 seem to have existed in the

library of the Gollegio Romano, and likewise among
the valuable papers left by the Jesuit J Hanxloden,

to whom frequent reference is made by Paolmo da

S rai'lolommeo, Horvas,
2 and otheis. This Paulino

da S. Baitolomineo 3 was the first who succeeded

111 publishing a Sanskrit grammar in Em ope. He
was a Carmelite filar, a German of the name

of Johann Philip Weidm (not Wcsdin), who spent

the years from 1776 to ] 789 in India, and who

published his grammar of Sanskiit at Home, m 1790 4

Some yeais later hopiintod a more complete grammar ;

and he likewise wiote several essays on the antiquities,

the mythology, and religion of India, availing hmibcif

1
Heiva&j Catalor/o dc las Z/em/uas, n. p 133

a
Ibid.y 132 ' Este josmla, se^un 1110 lu dicho el lofuiilo Tiny

Paulino, lle^o" < hablar la len^im malitbar, y it cntondcr la KattiKiacda

con mayor peifeccion que lo&> Bralnnanos, cmuo lo flciuutistran BUS ni~

bignert inanubcrilos en. dichas lenijuas
' He died in M.uvh, 17J2,

seo Jjollettitio Italiano, 1876, p. 4-0

J An cxcellenb account of tlio life and literary labouiH of P.iolino

is jjfiveri by Piofefaaor Baiuno in his ]'ittt, JPrwuri>ou, cd Opeie <hl

P Paohno da S. Jim lolommeo (Filippo WcTlm), Napoli, 1SSS
1 Siflhand)am beit Gtammatfca Sam^crdarnica, cut .icccdit dissci tat i<>

Instonco-cntica in liu^num S.imscrdanncam, vulgo SamHUcl/ die Lam, In
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in all his writings of the papers loft by Hanxleden.

whoso knowledge of Sanskrit, to judge from quotations

given by Paolmo, must have been very considerable.

TLe grammar of Paolmo has been severely criticised,

and is now hardly ever consulted ; but it is only fair

to bear in mind, that the first grammar ofany language

is a work of infinitely greater difficulty than any latrr

grammar.
1

The two missionaries whose manuscript materials

Paolmo was allowed to use were Padre Marco delLi

Tomba, a Capuchin, and Einestus Hanxleden, a Jesuit

Marco della Tomba.

The former, Marco della Tomba, arrived in India in

1757, and is said to have returned to Rome from Tibet

in 1774. lie set himself to study the language and

litcratuio of the Brahmans, and tells us that lie was

able not ouly to translate Sanskrit texts with the help

of the Pandits, but to dispute with them in then 1 own

1anguage without embarrassment. Th is,however, con! 1

hardly have been in Sanskrit, for though the account

which he gives of the customs, manners, beliefs, and

literature of the Brahmaus is intelligent, it often

betrays an ignorance of the real character of the San-

skrit language. He no doubt handled a laigo number

of Sanskrit MSS., but he admits that ho was never

allowed to see a MS. of the Vedas, so that he doubts

their very existence. He speaks of the wonderful

memory of the Brahmans, who seemed to know whole

books by heart. His letteis must have roused Hit*

1

Vyaccuaiut leu Locupletimima Samterdamica Lingua Imtittitio,

1* Paulino n S3. Bartliolomaeo : Bomje, 1804
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curiosity of those to whom they were addressed, and

they are pleasant to read even now in the extracts pub-

lished by Count Angelo De Gubernatis,
1 from the MS.

preserved in the Museo Borgiano.

IS. HajQ.xled.6ii.

The latter, Joh. Ernestus Hanxleden (died 1732), the

Jesuit, seems to have been much more of a real scholar

Count Angelo De Oubematis gives an account of a MS.,

now deposited in the Biblioteca Vittorio Emanuele,
2

which formerly belonged to the Jesuit Libraria segreta

del Collegio Romano. He supposes that it came

from Hanxleden. It contains text and translation

of the Vasish7/asraon Vedanta subjects, extracts

from theUpanishads, theTarkabh&sh& (logic), the

VedS.ntasS.ra, and the Ashtfvakragit& (published

by Carlo Giussani in the Rimsta, Orientale, 1867). This

shows a considerable advance, supposing that it was

his own work, and though the assertion of Hervas that

Hanxleden spoke Sanskrit with greater perfection than

the Brahmans, sounds exaggerated, he was probably
far in advance of other missionaries returned to Koine

from India.3

1 Gh Svritti dd Padre Marco clella Tombat 1878 ; Bollettino Itahano,

25 July, 1876, p. 43
3 Bolkttwo Itahano, July 10, 1876
3 Count TJgo Balzani has had the kindness to send me the following

titles of MSS, now m the Biblioteca Vittorio Emanuele, formerly in

the Convent di Santa Maiia della Seala:

Hanxleden Ernesto Lhctionarium Malabaiicum cuiaddita multa*

Vocabula Samscrdamica a P. F. Ernesto Hanxleden, descriptum
a P. Franco CannehU Discalceato Malabariae Missiomirio anno

1785. 1 v, in 4. sec xvni chait S M S 25

Ilawdeden JSrnestus ^Vocabularium Malabanco Lusitanum. 3 v. in

fol. chart sec, xvin. S, M. S. 33.
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We have thus seen how the existence of the

Sanskrit language and literature was known ever

since India had first been discovered by Alexander

and his companions. But what was not known was

that this language, as it was spoken at the time of

Alexander, and, as we saw, even at the time of

Solomon,
1

nay, for centuries before his time, was

Ihtnileden Einestns Vita Jesu Chri&ti D. H". Versibus Malabaricis

compobita a P F E Hanxleden, capita xiv. Dicitur Mibhih<ide

Pkna Vide Paulinub a S. Baitholomeo, Miscellanea Tndica

Ifanxleden Et nerfus. Libei excellent scriptus kngua, fcUmscnt chai ac-

tere Granlh\imco, continet pcema msigne Brahmanicum Indicuin

Yudhishtira vigea (Yudliifahrf/wrn-vi^aya) inscnptum cum expli-

cationc vorbuuui in lingua
Punlinns aS Rartliolom&o. Gramatica GrandomcaE.egiTra^aTlCo-

iidw dicata per F. Paulmuni a S Barfcholomeeo Carmelitam DIM-

calceatum 1782 S. M. S. 3. Paolino da S. Bat toloimneo says .
* Hie

(Hiiipdedcn) piirous grammaticam Saingcrclamicam ex libro gram-
matico Brahmamco SidLirftbam dicto confecit, .itq[ue hsec gram-
inatica Grandonica cum noatra Sawscndamiwi, quam ab Kunhen
efc Krshna Bialimanibus Angnmalensibus accepimus, quoad elc-

menii et regulas imn, cadoinque ejt* Examen M&toiico-ciil-iciun

Codicum ludicorum, p. 51; Barone, Vita, p. 147. Giandonica ii>

not derived from f/rantha, book, ag Benfey supposes ;
but gianilia

is simply the name given to the alphabet in which Sanskrit was

written m the South, and therefoie to Sanskrit literature. The

Orantba MSS. aie of great importance for Sanskut philology.

Ziegenbald (vol iv. p. 381) says, 'Brammhanum linguze propnai

uomen est g-Hintham, neque a Brahmumbus ipsib unquam aliter

\ocatur' Sec Barone, Vita, p. 148.

Paulinw a S. Bartholom<zo.--Ce;lebemmKin. po?ma Maga Samsciud-

amd De sex divmis attnbutis Carmen sermone Malabaiico Sam-

scidamico contra Polytheistas Indoi auctore P. Paulino a S. Bar-

tholomsco Carin. Disc Vita S. M. Then-sue a Jesu Versibus Sam-

bcrodannco. Malabaiicis composita a F. Paulino a S. Baith. C. D
anno 1783. S. M. S 8. 1 v in 8. sec xviii. chart.

Paulinas a 8. Barfholowao Miscellanea Indica a P. Paulino col-

lecta. 1 v. in fol. sec xviii chart, S M. S 34.

J^iulwvs a 8. Bartholomao Opeia Miscellanea 6 v. in fol sec,

xviu. chart. S. M. S, 38-43.
1

fcJee before, p. 186.
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intimately related to Greek and Latin, in fact, stood

to them in the same relation as Fiench to Italian and

Spanish.

Asiatic Society of Calcutta.

The history of what may be called European
Sanskrit philo]ogy dates fiom the foundation of

the Asiatic Society at Calcutta, in 1784. l Foi

although some of tho eaily missionanes seem to

have possessed a for rnoio considerable knowledge of

tSansluit than was at one time supposed, yet it was

through the labours of Sir Willunn Jones, Wilkins,

Carey, Forster, Colebrooke, and other members of that

illustrious society, that the language and literature of

the Biahmans became that accessible to European
scholars.

Similarity "between Sanskiit, Greek, and Latin.

It would bo difficult to say which of the two, the

language or tho literature, excited the deepest and

most Li sting interest It was impossible to look, even

111 the most cuisory manner, at the doclenbions and

conjugations ,
without being struck by the extra01-

dinary similarity, or, in some cases, by the absolute

identity, of the grammatical forms in Sanskrit, Greek,

and Latin. Wo saw that, as early as 1588, Filippo

Sassetti was startled by the similarity of the San-

1 The eailiest publications weie the Bhagavadgit.t, ti<uibl.ited by
\Vilkins, 1785, the Hitopadesa, tiausUled by Wilkms, 17&7, and

the tfakuntalli, translated by W Jones, 1789. Oii^mal giammais,
without mentioning mere compilations, weie published by Paulino eta

S ttaitolommeo, 17iJO and 1804 , by Colebruoke, 1805 , by Carey, 1S06 ,

by Wilkms, 1808
, byForstei, 1810, byYate^, 182'), by Wilson, 1843

lu Geimany, Bupp pubh&hed hi* giamnui* in 18
k

J7, 1832, 1834,

J'enfey, in 1852 and 1S55
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skiit and Italian numerals, and of the words for God,

serpent, and many other things. The same icniark

must have been made l>y otheis, but it was never so

distinctly set foith as by the Pere Cumrdoux.

Pdre Cceurckmx.

In the yenr 1767 that French Jesuit wrote from

Ponilichtsry to the Abbo Baithulcmy
1 at Pans, who

had asked him for a Sanskrit grammar and dictionaiy

and for geneial infoimation on thu history and litcra-

Luio of India, and ho enclosed a memoir, which hr

wished to bo laid before the Academy, with th i

following title .

'

Question propose <l N. VuUn'

Barllulcruy d aux autrets rnenihrcts tie fAcademic t/f

Mlw-ldtres at inscriptions:
"

JJ'ou vieut que
Id ItuHjue Ht/MMrontcwie ^l M Iroure un yrtwul

<lv wok*
(fiti

Lui wid comin'uns (tree le In Lin d h <jre< ,

(t mrlo'iit UTM h latin?"' The Jesuit missionary

first gives his facts, some of which me very interest-

ing. He compares, for instance, dova find (feus, God ;

uiv'/tyu an<l mons, death; ryanitam and tjenttuiti<

produced; ydnu and (jenut knee, vidhava, from vi,

without, and dhava, man, with viditu,, widow, na

j,nd 7/o?i, not ; madhya and medt/u^ middle
;
dattani

and dnl'iiiH, given; dannin and (/otiwn, gift; and

many more wliioh have since been pointed out afresh

by later soliolars. Some of lus comparisons, no

doubt, are untenable, but on the whole his pa-p r

deserved more attention, than it scorns to havt k

received from the Academy. His grammatical com-

parisons, in particular, aie very creditable. He coui-
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pares the indicative and the subjunctive of tho

auxiliary verb in Sanskrit and Latin:

Sanskrit Latm Sanskrit Latin

asini sum sya,m sun

a si es ayas MS

asti e&t fcyuit sit

smas suuius syruini sunns

stha e&tis sjfifu. silis

santi &unt siuitu hint.

Among the pronouns lie compares aham and
<//<;.

me and mg, mahyam and m^///,s va and MWN, tvam

and &, tubhyam and f/W, kas and r//'/X ke and <//,

kain and qucv^ &c. Hi* likewise exhibits the strik-

ing similarities in tho Sanskrit, (Jwk, and Latin

numerals from one to one hundred.

But not satisfied with this, Ins #ocs on to c\ainin i

the different hypotheses that fau$;<M, tlicinsclvcs tor

explaining these iaets, and afl< lr showing that ncitlicr

commerce, nor liUjraty inttTwoiimo, nor ])rosflytism,

nor conquest could account for tho common stock of

words that is found in Sanskrit, (hvrlc, and Latin,

he sums up in favour of viewing thcsr. common words

as relics of the primitive language of mankind, pre-

served by different tribes iu tlwir migrations north

and south, after tho great catastrophe of the, confu-

sion of tongues at Babel.

Considering that this essay was written a hundred

years ago, it is astounding that it should ha\e

attracted so little attention, and should, in fact,

never have been quoted until M. Michel IWai dis-

interred it from tho Memoirs of the French Academy,
and vindicated for this modest missionary the credit
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that certainly "belongs to him, of having anticipated

some of the most important results of Comparative

Philology by at least fifty years.

Halted.

Halhcd, in the preface to his Grammar of Bengali,
]

published in 1778, remarked,
' I have been astonished

to find this similitude of Sanskrit words with those

of Persian and Arabic, and even of Latin and Greek
;

and these not in technical and motaphoi ieal terms,

which the mutation of refined arts and improved

manners might have occasionally introduced
;
but in

the main groundwork of language, in monosyllables,

in the namos of numbers, and the appellations of such

things as could bo first discriminated on the immediate

dawn of civilization.'

Sir "William Jones.

Sir William Jones (died 1794), oven before he wont

to India, had been interested in the curious coin-

cidence between words in Persian and in Greek and

Latin. In a letter to Prince Adam Cxartoryski,

dated Febr. 17, 1770, he writes: 2 'How HO many

European words crept into the Persian language, I

know not with certainty. Procopius, I think, men-

tions the great intercourse, both in war and peace,

between the Persians and the nations in the north

of Europe and Asia, whom the ancients know by the

1 ITalhorl Wria a Hcrvanl of the Eiuifc- India Company. IT<j was born

1751, and died 1836 Halhed published HI 1776 the Code nf (leittvo

aw, a digcbt of tho most important Suuskrifc lawlxxikH uuido by
eleven BiahiaauR, by tho ordr of Warren Hastings. Ji allied translated
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general name of Scythians. Many learned invebti-

gatois of antiquity are fully persuaded, that a very

old and almost piimseval language was in use among
these northern nations, from which not only the Celtic

dialect but even Greek and Latin, are derived; in

fact we find TTCTTJ/O and MTW in Persian, nor is dvyarnft

so far removed from dockter, or even oro/xa and

wnien from ndm, as to make it ridiculous to suppose

that they sprang from the same root. We must con-

fess that these researches are very obscure and un-

certain ;
and you will allow, not so agreeable as an

ode of flafez, or an elegy of Amr'alkeis.'

After he had gone to India ho declared, after the

first glance at Sanski it, that, whatever its antiquity, it

was a language of most wonderful structure, more pei-

fect than the Gieck, more copious than the latin, and

more exquisitely refined than either, yet bearing to

both of them a strong affinity. 'No philologer,'

he writes, 'could examine the Sanskrit, Greek, and

Latin, without believing them to have spuing from

some common souice, which, perhaps, no longer exists.

There is a similar reason, though not quite so forcible,

for supposing that both the Gothic and Celtic had

the same origin with the Sanskrit The old Persian

maybe added to the same family.'
1

But how was that affinity to bo explained
^

People

were completely taken by suiprinu. Theologians

shook their heads
;
classical scholais looked sceptical ;

1 It ihould be remembered that Paolmo da S. Bat toloxmnco, in In*.

ile lutbn wtuonn 01
iff
me el cum orientafihiM lingua con-

KomjB, 1802, declaieil,
' Indos ederen dtceres laline loeulus
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philosophers indulged in the wildest conjectures in

order to escape from the only possible conclusion

which could be drawn from the facts placed before

them, but which threatened to upset their little sys-

tems of the history of the world.

Iiord Blonboddo.

Lord Monboddo had just finished his great work
1

in which he derives all mankind from a couple of

apes, and all the dialects of the world from a language

originally framed by some Egyptian gods,
2 when the

discovery of Sanskrit came on him like a thunderbolt.

It must be said, however, to his credit, that he at

once perceived the immense importance of the dis-

covery. He could not be expected to sacrifice his

primaeval monkeys or his Egyptian idols
; but, with

that reservation, the conclusions which he drew from

the new evidence placed before him by his friend

Wilkins, the author of one of our first Sanskrit

grammars, are highly creditable to the acuteness of

the Scotch judge.

* There is a language,' he writes
3

(in 1792), 'slill existing,

and pieserved among tlie Brahmins of India, which is a liclier

and in every lespect a finer language than even the Greek of

Homer. All the other languages of India have a great resem-

1
Of the Origin and Pioyress of Language, second edition, 6 vols

Edinburgh, 1774.
a 'I have supposed that languages could not be invented without

fmpernatuial assistance, ami, accordingly, I have maintained that it was

fclje invention of tlio Daemon kings of Egypt, who, being nioie than men,
first taught themselves to aitiuulate, <ind then taught others. But,
oven among thorn, I am persuaded there was a pi gross m the art, and

tbat suuh a language as the Shanscrit was not at once invented.'

Monboddo, Antient Metaphysics, vol. iv p 357.
3
Of the Origin and Process of Language, voL vi. p. 97.

I. Q
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blance to this language, which is called the Shanscrit. But

those languages are dialects of it, and formed from it, not tin 1

Shanscrit from them. Of this, and other paiticulais concerning

this language, I have got such certain information from India,

tlut if I live to finish my history of man, which 1 have begun

in my third volume of Antlent Metaphysics, I bhall be able

clearly to piove that the Greek is derived fiom the Shansmt,

which was the antient language of Egypt, and ^a,s enmud 1%

the Egyptians into India, with their other aits, and into liucce

by the colonies which they settled there.'

A few years later (1795) he had arrived at more

definite views on the relation of Sanskrit to Uroi'k .

and lie writes,
1

Mr. Wilkins has proved to my conviction such a resonilil.iw*'

betwixt the Greek and the Shanscnt, that the one must be a

dialect of the other, or both of some original langudijo. Now
the Greek is certainly not a dialect of the yhanhcufc, any uioif

than the Shanscrit is of the Greek. They must, thaoioiv, bo

both dialects of the same language ;
and that languages could

be no other than the language of Egypt, bi ought into India by

Osiris, of which, undoubtedly, the Greek was a dialect, us I

think I have pioved.'

Into these theories of Lord Btonlxxldo's on "K^jrt

and Osiris, we need not inquire at proseuf.. JHui. it

may be of interest to give one other extiar-l, in <ult*i

to show how well, apart from his men -with and lu.s

monkeys without, tails, Lord Monboddo ftould nift

and handle the evidence that was placed Leftm

him,

'To apply these observations to the similarities which Mr.

Wilkins has discovered betwixt the Shanscrit and tlio (jrcck
,

I will begin with these words, which must have boon oiigmol
words in all languages, as the things denoted by them mmi

, vol. iv p. 322.
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have been known in the first ages of civility, and have got

names ;
so that it is impossible that one language could have

borrowed them from another, unless it was a derivative or

dialect of that language. Of this kind aie the nunies of num-

bers, of the meinbcis of the human body, and of relations, such

as that of father, mother, and brother. And fust, as to num-

bers, the use of which must have been coeval with civil bociety.

The words in the Shanscrit foi the numbers, from one to ten,

fire, ek, dwee, tree, chatoor, panch, shat, sapt, augt,

nava, das, which ceitainly have an affinity to the Greek or

Latin, names for those numbers. Then they proceed towards

twenty, saying ten and one, tun and two, and so fuith, till they

come to twenty; foi their aiithmttic is decimal as well as GUIS

Twenty they expicss by the woul vecnsatce. Then they go
on till they come to thirty, which they express by the word

treensat, of which the word expiessing thiee is pait of the

composition, as well as it is of the Greek and Latin names for

those numbers. And in like manner they go on expiring

foity, fifty, &.C., by a like computation with the woids ex-

pressing simple numerals, namely, four, five, &c, till they

come to the number one hundred, which they express by sat,

a word diifcient fioin cither the Greek or J^atin name for that

number. But, in this numeration, thcie is a very remark*

able conformity betwixt the word in Shanacnt expiessing

twenty or twice ten, and the woids in Greek and Latin express-

ing the same number , for in none of the three languages hiu>

the word any relation to the number two, which, by multiplying

ten, makes twenty ;
such as the wordu expicasiug the number*?

thirty, ioity, &c, have to tho words expressing three or four,

for in Gieek the word is eikosi, winch expicsses no relation to

the number two ; nor does tho Latin nyinti, but which appcaib

to have more resemblance to the Shanscrit woid vcensatcu.

And thus it appears that in tho anomalies of the two languages
of Greek and Latin., theie appears to be some coui'oiimty with

the Shansciit.'

Lord Monboddo compares tlio Sanskrit pada with

the Greek pous, podos-, tho Sanskrit n&sa with the
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Latin nasus; the Sanskrit deva, god, with the Greek

theos and Latin dens-, the Sanskrit ap, water, with

the Latin aqua ;
the Sanskrit vidh av & with the Latin

vidua, widow. Sanskrit words such as gonia for

angle, kentra for centre, hora for hour, ho points

out as clearly of Greek origin, and impoited into

Sanskrit. He then proceeds to show the gramma-

tical coincidences between Sanskrit and the classical

languages. He dwells on. compounds such us tripada,

from tri, three, and pada, foot a tripod ;
ho remarks

on the extraordinary fact that Sanskrit, like Greek,

changes a positive into a negative adjective by the

addition of the a privative; and ho then produces

what ho seems to consider as tho most valuable pro-

sent that Mr. Wilkins could have given him, immely,

the Sanskrit forms, asmi, I am; asi, thou ait; asti,

he is; santi, they are; forms clearly of the sairw

origin as the corresponding forms ewni
9 cis, edi> in

Greek, and mnt in Latin.

Dugald Stewart.

Another Scotch philosopher, DugaM Stewart, was

much less inclined to yield such ready submission.

No doubt it must have required a considerable effort

for a man brought up in the belief that Greek and

Latin were either aboriginal languages, or modifica-

tions of Hebrew, to bring himself to acquiesce in the

revolutionary doctrine that the classical languages
were intimately related to a jargon of meru wivagcu ;

for such all the subjects of tho Great Mogul were

then supposed to bo. However, if tho facts about

Sanskrit were true, Dugald Stewart WUH too wio not
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to see that the conclusions drawn from them were

inevitable. He therefore denied the reality of such

a language as Sanskrit altogether, and wrote his

famous essay to prove that Sanskrit had been put

together after the model of Greek and Latin, by
those arch-forgers and liars, the Brahmans, and that

the whole of Sanskrit literature was an imposition.

I mention this fact, because it shows, better than

anything else, how violent a shock was given by
the discovery of Sanskrit to prejudices most deeply

engrained in the mind of every educated man. The

most absurd arguments found favour for a time, if

they could only furnish a loophole by which to escape

from the unpleasant conclusion that Greek and Latin

were of the same kith and kin as the language of the

black inhabitants of India. The first who, in the

broad daylight of European science, dared boldly to

face both the facts and the conclusions of Sanskrit

scholarship, was the Geiinan poet, Frederick Schlegel.

Frederick ScMegeL

He had been in England during the peace ofAmiens

(1801-1802), and had acquired a smattering of San-

skrit from Mr. Alexander Hamilton. After carrying

on his studies for some time in Paris, he published,

in 1808, his work on The Language and Wisdom of

the Indians. This work became the foundation of

the science of language. Though published only two

years after the first volume of Adolung's Jtfithridates,

it is separated from that work by the same distance

which separates the Copcrnican from the Ptolemaeaix

system. Schlegel was not a great scholar. Many of
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his statements have proved erroneous
;
and nothing

would be easier than to dissect his essay and hold it

up to ridicule. But Schlegol was a man of genius ;

and when a new science is to be created, the imagina-
tion of the poet is wanted, even more than the ac-

curacy of the scholar. It surely required somewhat
of poetic vision to embrace with owe glance the lan-

guages of India, Persia, Greece, Italy, and Germany,
and to rivet them together by the simple name of

Indo-Germanic. This was Sclilegel's work
; anil, in

the history of the human intellect, it has been truly

called
c the discovery of a now world.'

We shall see how SchlogoFs idea was taken up in

Germany, and how it led almost immediately to a

genealogical classification of the principal language^
of mankind.
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GENEALOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF LANGUAGES.

T&e rounders of Comparative PMlology.

"T7E traced in a former chapter the history of the
** vaiious attempts at a classification of languages

to the year 1F08, the year in which Ficdcrick Schle-

gel published his little work on The Language and
Wisdom of the Indians. This work was like the wand
of a magician. It pointed out the place where a mine
should be opened ; and it was not long before some
of the most distinguished scholars of the day began
to sink their shafts and raise the ore. For a time,

everybody who wished to learn Sanskrit had to come
to England Bopp, Sclilogel, lassen, Rosen, Bur-

nouf, all spent some time in this country, copj/ing

manuscripts at the East India House, and receiving
assistance from Wilkins, Oolebrooke, Wilson, and

other distinguished members of the old Indian Civil

Service The first minute and scholar-like compari-
son of the grammar of Sanskrit with that of Gieek,

Latin, Persian, and Geiman was made by Francis

Fopp, in 18 16.1 Other essays of his followed; and

in 1833 appeared the first volume of his Comparative
Grammar ofSanskrit, Zend, Greek,Latin} Lithuanian,

1
ConjiigatwnsMjstem, Fiankfurfc, 181 ft
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Slavonic, Gothic, and German. This work was not

finished till nearly twenty years later, in 1852
j

1 but

it will form for ever the safe and solid foundation of

Compaiative Philology.
2

August Wilhelm von Schle-

gel, the brother of Frederick Scblegel, used the in-

fluence which he had acquired as a German poet, to

populaiise the study of Sanskrit in Germany. Hi&

Indische BibliotJiek was published from 1819 to 1830,

and though chiefly intended for Sanskrit literature,

it likewise contained several articles on Comparative

Philology. This new science >soon found a still more

powerful patron in Wilhelin von Humboldt, the

woithy bi other of Alexander von Humboldt, and at

that time one of the leading statesmen in Prussia

His essays, chiefly on the philosophy of language,

attracted general attention during his lifetime
;
and

he left a lasting monument of his studies in his great

work on the Kawi language, which was published

after his death, in 1880. Another scholiir who
must be reckoned among the founders of Compara-
tive Philology is Professor Pott, whose Etymological

Researches appeared first in 1833 and ISJUi.3 More

special in its purpose, but based on the same general

1 New edition in 1856, much improved.
a This way Bound a bold statement in 1888, when Bopp has Leon

relegated to tho limbo of the fallen great OUCH, and IHH etymologies
are only quoted as warning examples of pervoiso ingenuity. Iftoiu an

historical point of view, however, hia work lirw lost nothing of ita

greatness. He did wlut was possible in his time. Let us hope that

the same may lie &aid heieaftor of those who camo after him and

earned on his work to higher perfection.
J Second edition, 1859 to 1873 Pott's work on The Language of

tte Gipsies appeared in 1846 ; his work on Proper Names in 1850.

See obituary notice at the end of this chapter, p. ayo.
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principles,
was Grimm's ZV/////^V 6'/v //////;, a work

which has truly been called <'ol<t*al lu publication

occupied nearly twenty years, from 1S11) to 1837.

We ought, likcwi.se, to mention here the name of an

eminent Dane, Erasmus Uask, who devolcd himself

to the study of the northern languages of Europe
He started, in 1816, for Persia and India, and was

the first to acquire a grammatical knowledge of

Zend, the language of the Zend-Avesta
;
hut he died

before ho had time to publMi 11 tin- results of his

learned researches, lit 1 had piou-d ho\n.'\rr. that

the sacred language of the Parws \\.is closely con-

nected with tlio sacred language of the L'rahmuns

and that, like Sanskrit, it had preserved some of the

earliest formations of Indo-Kuropean speech. Those

rcscaidiGti into tho ancient VoiMau laii^uago were

taken up ngain ly one of ilm ^n'jijest scholars that

France over produced, ly Bn,i;t
n Hurnouf. Though

the works of Zoroaster had In en translated UToro

l>y Anquetil Duporron, hin \VUH only a translation

of a modern Persian translation of tho original. It

was Buniouf who, by moans of his knowledge of San-

skrit and Comparative (Srunnnar, deciphered for the

lirst time tho very words of the founder of llio ancient

religion of light. Ho was, likewise, tho first to apply
the same key with real suewsss to tho cuneiform in-

scriptions of Darius nd Xerxes
;
and his premature

death will long bu wounujd, not only by those who,

like myself, had tho privilogo of knowing him per-

sonally and attending his lectures, but by all who
havo tho interest of oriental literature and of real

oriental scholarship at heart.
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I cannot give here a list of all the scholars who

followed in the track of Bopp, Schlegel, Humboldt,

Grimm, and Burnouf. How the science of language

has flourished and abounded may best be seen in the

libraiy of any comparative philologist. There has

been, since the year 1852, a special journal of Com-

parative Philology in Germany. The Philological

Society in London publishes every year a valuable

volume of its transactions
;

and in almost every

continental university there is a professor of Sanskut

who lectuies likewise on Comparative Grammar and

the Science of Language.

The proper place of Sanskrit in the Aryan Family.

But why, it may naturally be asked why should

the discovery of Sanskrit have wrought so complete
a change in the classificatory study of languages'?

If Sanskrit had been the primitive language of man-

kind, or at least the parent of Greek, Latin, and

German, we might understand that it should have

led to quite a new classification of these tongues.

But Sanskiit does not stand to Gieek, Latin, the

Teutonic, Celtic, and Slavonic languages, in the

relation of Latin to French, Italian, and Spanish.

Sanskrit, as we saw before, could not be called their

parent, but only their elder sister. It occupies with

regard to the classical languages a position analogous
to that which Proven9al occupies with regard to the

modern Eomance dialects. This is perfectly true;

but it was exactly this necessity of determining dis-

tinctly and accurately the mutual relation of Sanskrit

and the other members of the same family of speech,
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led to such important results, and particularly

to the establishment of the laws of phonetic change

as the only safe means for measuring the various

degrees of relationship of cognate dialects, and thus

restoring the genealogical tree of human speech.

"When Sanskrit had once assumed its right position,

when people had once become familiarised with the

idea that theie must have existed a language more

primitive than Greek, Latin, and Sanskrit, and form-

ing the common background of these three, as well

as of the Teutonic, Celtic, and Slavonic branches of

speech, all languages seemed to fall by themselves

into their right position. The key of the puzzle was

found, and all the rest was merely a work of patience.

The same arguments by which Sanskrit and Greek

had bf'en proved to hold co-ordinate rank wore per-

ceived to apply with equal strength to Latin and

Creek ;
and aftor Latin hart once been shown to bo

more primitive on many points than Greek, it was

oasy to see that the Teutonic, the Celtic, and tho

Slavonic, languages also, contained each a number of

formations which it was impossible to derive from

Sanskrit, Greek, or Latin. It was perceived that all

had to be treated as co-ordinate members of one and

tho same class.

The first groat step in advance, therefore, which

was inado in the classification of languages, chiefly

through tho discovery of Sanskrit, was this, that

scholars wore no longer .satisfied with the idea of a

general relationship, but began to inquire for tho

.special degrees of relationship in which each mem-
ber of a class stood to another. Instead of mere
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classes, we hear now for the first time of well-regu-

lated families of language.

A second step in advance followed naturally from

the first. Whereas, for establishing in a general

way the common origin of certain languages, a

comparison of numerals, pronouns, prepositions, ad-

verbs, and the most essential nouns and verbs, had

been sufficient, it was soon found that a more accu-

rate standard was required for measuring the more

minute degrees of relationship. Such a standard was

supplied by Comparative Grammar
;

that is to say,

by an intercinnparison of the grammatical forms of

languages supposed to bo related to each other; such

Intel-comparison being carried out according to certain

laws which regulate the phonetic changes of letters.

Tbe position of Provencal among1 the Bomanio Languages.

A glance at the modern history of language will

make this clearer. ThtTo could never bo any doubt

that the so-called llomance languages, Italian, llou-

maniau, Provencal, French, Spanish, and Portuguese,

were closely related to each other. Everybody could

see that they were all derived from Latin. But one

of the most distinguished French scholars, Kaynouard,
who has done more for the hibtory of tho Koinance

languages and literature than any ono else, main-

tained that Provencal only was the daughter of

Latin; whereas French, Italian, Spanish, and Por-

tuguese were the daughters of Provencal. He main-

tained that Latin passed, from tho seventh to tho

ninth century, through an intermediate stage, which

he called Ltmgue Honianet
and which he endeavoured
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to prove was the same as the Provencal of Southern

France, the language of the Troubadours. According

to him, it was only after Latin had passed through

this uniform metamorphosis, represented by the

Langue Romane or Provencal, that it became broken

up into the various Eomance dialects of Italy,

France, Spain, and Portugal, This theory, which

was vigorously attacked by August Wilhelm von

Schlegel, and afterwards minutely criticised by Sir

George Cornewall Lewis, can only bo refuted by a

comparison of the Provencal grammar ^\ith that of

the other Pvomanco dialects. And here, if you take

the auxiliary verb to le, and compare its forum in

Provencal and French, you will see at once that, on

several points, Fi ene,h lias really preserved tho original

Latin forms in a more primitivo stato than Provencal,

and that, thorofoie, it is impossible to classify French

as the daughter of Provencal, and as tho grand-

daughter of Latin. We have in Provencal :

item, correbponding io the French nowtsommes

etz ions ftes

son t7 sont.

And it would be a grammatical miracle if crippled

forms, such as SCMI, d:r

,
and nni, had been clumped

back again into the more healthy, JDOIU

more Latin forms, SQHMHCS, te, wid;
mut.

Let us apply tlio wnc test to Sfinskrit, Oivok ainl

Latin
;
and wo shall sec how their mutual genoalogi-

cal position ia equally determined by a coinpiiriHon of

their grammatical forms, and that it in as impossible to

derive Latin from Greek, or Greek from Sanskrit, as
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it is to treat French as a modification of Provencal.

Keeping to the auxiliary verb to be, we find that IWM
is in

Sanskrit Greek Lithuanian

a smi esmi

The Sanskiit root is as, the termination mi.

Now, the termination of the becond person is si,

which, together with as, or es, would make

as-si es-Qi es-si

But hero Sanskrit, as far back as its history can be

traced, has reduced assi to asi; and it would be

impossible to suppose that the perfect, or, as they

arc sometimes called, organic, forms in Greek and

Lithuanian, es-si, could fiibt have passed through the

mutilated state of the Sanskiit asi.

The third person is the same in Sanskrit, Greek,

and Lithuanian, as-ti or es-tii and, with the IOHB of

the final i, we recognise tho Latin &, Gothic 'Ut> and

Kussiau eutf.

Tho same auxiliary verb can bo nwdo to furnihh

sufficient pi oof that Latin nc\cr could havo |iaswtl

through the Greek, or wliat used to be (Ml]r<i the

Pelasgic stage, but that both arc iiulrpttiulenl modi-

fications of the same original language. In the

singuhir, Latin is less primitive than Urcuk
;

for win
could ncjvor become ftty/xt, or 6s as, or ant iari hi

the first person plural, too, *z/7/ma htaiuLs for '-w//n/v,

the Greek ex-men, the yaunkrit 'smilH. The w icon<l

person, w-tix, is ccjual to Grciik t'-^, and incms ]>rimi

tivo tliereforo than evun the Sanskrit Htlui. J>ut in

the third person plural Latin is more primitive* than

Greek. The regular form would be 'u-anti ; thin, in
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Sanskrit, is regularly changed into sdnti. In Greek

the initial s is dropped, and the JEolic enti is finally

reduced to eisL The Latin, on the contrary, has kept
the radical s, and it would be perfectly impossible to

derive the Latin sunt from the Greek eisf.

I need haidly say that the modern English, / am,

ihou art, he is, are only secondary modifications of the

same primitive verb. We find in Gothic

itn for ism

*s iss

ist

In Anglo-Saxon we have

singular, eom plural: sind for isind

5j
eart sind

is smd

By applying this test to all languages, the founders

of comparative philology soon reduced the principal

dialects of Europe and Asia to certain families, and

they were able in each family to distinguish different

branches, each consisting again of numerous dialects,

both ancient and modern,

Genealogical Classification.

There are many languages, however, which as yet

have not been reduced to families, and though there

is no reason to doubt that some of them will hereafter

be comprehended in a system of genealogical classifi-

cation, it is right to guard from the beginning against

the common but altogether gratuitous supposition,

that the principle of genealogical classification must

be applicable to all languages. Genealogical classifica-
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tion is no doubt the most perfect of all classifications,

but there are but few branches of physical science in

which it can be carried out, except veiy partially. In

the science of language, genealogical classification

must rest chiefly on the formal or grammatical

elements, which, after they have been affected l>y

phonetic change, can be kept up only by a continuous

tradition. We know that French, Italian, Spanish,
and Portuguese must be derived fioui a common

source, because they share grammatical forms in

common, which none of these dialects could havo

supplied from their own resources, and which liavo

no meaning, or, so to say, no life in any one of thorn.

The termination of the imperfect bet in Spanish, w,
in Italian, by which canto, 1 sing, is chained inio

cantaba and cautam, has no separate oxihlcnco, and
no independent meaning in cither of those modern
dialects It could not have been formed with iho

materials supplied by Spanish and Italian It nmst,

have been handed down from an cailiiT general inn

in which ibis bu had a meaning Wo trace it Iak to

Latin bam, in cantabam, and this bti-m to mi inde-

pendent auxiliary verb, the same which t'Mxto in

Sanskrit bhavami, and in the Anglo-Saxon brom,
I am. Genealogical classification, therefore, applies

properly only to decaying languages, to ]ai)au# in

which grammatical growth has been arrested, through
the influence of literary cultivation; 111 whitjh littl(j

that is new is added, everything old is rdaineil an

long as possible, and where what wo call growth or

history is nothing but the progress of phonetic cor-

ruption. But before languages decay, tluy have
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passed through a period of giowth ;
and it seems to

have been completely overlooked, that dialects which

diverged during that early period, would naturally

resist every attempt at genealogical classification. If

we remember the manner in which, for instance, the

plural was formed in Chinese, and other languages
examined by us in a former chapter, we shall easily

see that where each dialect may choose its own term

expressive of plurality, such as heap, class, ki'tid, JlocL,

cloud, &c., it would be unreasonable to expect similarity

in grammatical terminations, after these terms have

been ground down by phonetic corruption to mere

exponents of plurality. But, on the other hand,

it would by no means follow that therefore these

languages had no common origin. Languages may
have a common origin, and yet the words which

they 01 iglnally employed for marking case, number,

person, tensr, and mood, having been totally diilerent,

tho grammatical terminations to which the.se words

would gradually dwindle down, could not possibly

yield any results, if submitted to the analysis of

comparative grammar. A genealogical classification

of such languages is, therefore, from tho nature of

the case, simply impossible, at least if such classifica-

tion is chiefly to be based on grammatical or formal

evidence.

It might be supposed, however, tlt.it such hmguagos,

though diilt-ihig in their grammatical articulation,

would jet evince their common origin by the identity

of their radicals or roots. No doubt they will in

many instances. Tlioy will prohaJJy liavo ivlamoil

their numerals in common, some of their pronouns,
J, it
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and some of the commonest words of every-day life.

But even here we must not expect too much, nor

be surprised if we find even less than we expected.

You remember how the names for father varied in

the numerous Frisian dialects. Instead of /rater,

the Latin word for brother, you find Jiermano in

Spanish. Instead of iynis, the Latin word for fire,

you have in French feu,, in Italian fuoco. Nobody
would doubt the common origin of German and

English ; yet the English numeral '

the first,' though

preserved in Furst (princops, prince), is quito differ-

ent from the German 'Der Erste'
;
'the second' is

quite different from 'Dor Zwcite'; and there is no

connection between the possessive pronoun its and

the German sein Dialectic freedom works on a much

larger scale in ancient and illiteiate languages ;
and

those who have mosb carefully watched tho natural

growth of dialects will be the least surpiiscd that

dialects which had the same origin should differ, not

only in their gjaminntieal framework, but likewise in

many of those test-words which are very properly

used for discovering the lelationship of literary lan-

guages. How it is posbible to say anything about

the relationship of such dialects we shall see Lire-

after. For the present, it is sufficient if I have made

it clear why the principle of genealogical classification

is not of necessity applicable to all languages ; arid

secondly, why languages, though they cannot be

classified genealogically, need not therefore be sup-

posed to have been different from tho beginning. Tho

assertion so frequently repeated, that the impossibility

of classing all languages genealogically proves the
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impossibility of a common origin of language is

nothing but a kind of scientific dogmatism which,

more than anything else, has impeded the free pro-

gress of independent research.

But lot us see now how far the genealogical classi-

fication of languages has advanced, how many families

of human speech have been satisfactorily established.

Let us remember what suggested to us the necessity

of a genealogical classification. We wished to know
the oiiginal intention of certain words and gramma-
tical forms in English, and -we saw that, before we

could attempt to fathom the origin of such words as
' I love/ and c I loved/ we should have to trace them

back to their most primitive state. We likewise

found, by a reference to the history of the Romance

dialects, that words existing in one dialect had fre-

quently been preserved in a more primitive form in

another, and that therefore it was of the highest im-

portance to bring ancient languages into the same

genealogical connection by which French, Italian,

Spanish, and Portuguese are held together as the

members of one and the same family.

English and Anglo-Saxon.

Beginning, therefore, with the living language of

England, we traced it, without difficulty, to Anglo-

Saxon, divided into four dialects, the Northumbrian

and Mercian forming the Anglian branch, and the

West-Saxon (Saxons) and Kentish (Jutes) forming

the Southern branch. This canies us back to the

seventh century after Christ, for it is to that date

that ELemble and Thorpe refer the ancient English
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epic, the Beowulf* Beyond this we cannot follow

English literature on English soil

Continental Saxon, Low-German.

But we know that the Jutes, the Saxons, and the

Angles, whose dialects formed the principal tributaries

of the so-called Anglo-Saxon, i.e. the ancient English

language, came all from the continent. They spoke
diffeient dialects of Low-German, that of the Angles
in the north being somewhat mixed, it would sckem,

with High-Gorman elements. Their descendants,

along tho northern coavsfe of Germany, still speak
dialects of Low-German,

2
or Nieder-Deutsck* which,

in tho harbours of Antwerp, Ifremon, and Hamburg,
has been mistaken by many an English sailor for

corrupt English. This Low-Carman lives on in many
dialects in the north or the lowlands of Germany,
where it is offccm callcwl PldU-D&ufacJi ; but, with few

exceptions, these are no longer used for literary

purposes. The dialects of the Frisians, who con-

stituted a large portion of tho tribes tbat came to

1 Tho earliest MS. containing Anglo-Saxon wortlu IB a cluuur, dated

A.D. 670.
a * Hot oeht ongols( h JH oud nedordmtMoh/

* tho genuine Kn^lifth w
Old Low-Dutch.* Uilderdylc. Seo Dtlfortiie, Analuyte d( LawjutM,

p. 13.
8 Nwl&-J)cnt*ch

t Low-Cmnan, and 7/W-/M//tr/i, HiI'M ionium,
have almost lofc their ^uogrnphical iiKMznng us the < Jet man spokin in

the highlaiidri and lowUudri of (jerniiiny. They Ju\i ounu 1 to mean

Gernmn m the iir4 mid in tho Hecoiid .t,i^ei of llu Lftttlwittluebtttw,

and m that HOiwe thewo tefliiiusU l,enjw un v< i

ry uscl'nl (Si
i> the ( jolhio

of UlfiliiH, by DOUHO, p. II.) \Vu must take c,u<, hw vcr, n<t to

confound Loie-Cfennaa and Ilujk-dinnan/m their pun lv f'ruiiuu.Lfiic.Li

meanm'.', with Ujiptr, MitMle, and fano-(<trnut, unid lit a jumly

geograjilucal hciiHo. Ju Uio latter hetisc u would jxih.tpH be buttur to

uao ia JBnglifeh tioulfwrii, C'cutitil, and Noit/icrn (tenuan.
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settle in England, are Low-German, particularly in

their consonantal system ;
so are the Dutch and the

Flemish.

The Frisians of the continent had a literature of

their own as early, at least, as the twelfth century, if

not earlier.
1 The oldest literary documents now extant

date from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

From the fifteenth century Frisian became more

and more encroached upon by Platt-Deutsch, and

though there is a certain patriotic feeling among the

Frisians that keeps up the language, its approaching
fate can hardly be doubted.2

Dutch; Flemish. Old J

The Dutch, the national and literary language of

Holland, can be traced back to Middle Dutch and Old

Dutch. The oldest specimens of Old Dutch,
3 the

1
Although the old BVisian documents rank, according to their dates,

with Middle rather than with Old German, the Fiitian language ap-

pears there in a much more ancient stage, which very nearly approaches
the Old High-German. The political isolation of the Frisians, and

their noble attachment to thfir traditional manners and rights, have

imparted to their language also a more conservative spirit. After the

fourteenth century the old inflections of the Frisian decay most rapidly.

Grimm, German (Grammar (first edition), vol. i. p. Ixviii.

2
Nis&en, in his Friske Findlvng (Stedesand, 1873), has collected

proverbs in seven North-Frisian and in the common West-Fiisian

dialect. His seven North-Frisian dialects are : the Kan harder,

Monnger, Wiedmger, Sylter, Amrumer, Hattstedter, BrecJdumer, to

which he afterwaids adds an eighth, the Ockholmer. He admits, how-

ever, that some of these are rapidly disappearing.
8 Moritz Heyne, Altaiederdeutsche Sprachd&ikmaler, Paderborn,

1877; Cosys, De Oud Nederlandsche Psalmen, Haarlem, 1873; Gideon

Huet, Fragments Intdits de la traduction des Oanhqiies du PsavMer

en vieus Nc&rlandais, re-edited by J. H. Gallee, in Tjjdschnft van

Neederlandsche Letterkmde, vol. v. p. 274.
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Karolingian Psalms, have been referred to the ninth

century. They come very near to the Saxon of the

Heljand. The Middle Dutch,
1 in various local dialects,

which goes on to the sixteenth century, consists

chiefly of translations from French. The Flemish

was for a time the language of the court of Flanders

and Brabant, but lias since been considerably infringed

on, though by no means extinguished, by the

official languages of the kingdoms of Holland and

Bulgium. Of late years there has been a patriotic

revival of Flemish literature.

The oldest literary document of Low-German on

the continent is the Christian epic, written in what

is old or continental Saxon, the Heljttnd (Heljand=
Holland, the Healer or Saviour). It is preserved to

us in two MSS. of the ninth century, and was written

at that time for the benefit of the nowly-convcrted

Saxons. Wo have traces of a certain amount of

literature in Saxon or Low-German from that time

onward through the Middle Agon up to the seven-

teenth century. Hut little only of that literature has

been preserved; and, after the translation of the

Bible by Luther into High-German, the fate of Low-

Gorman literature was sealed.

High-German.

The literary language of Germany is, and has been

ever since the days of Charlemagne, the High-German.
It is spoken in various dialects all over Germany.

2

1
Fronde, flhttdnietlerluwlitche Grnmmatik, Leipzig, 18S5.

2 Tlio Upper-Gorman rli&Wto in Sonth-Oormany, th* Alemannic

and Bavarian; and the Middlu-Goiman dialects, the Eait-Franconian,

Thurmgian, IloHsian, Upper-Saxon,
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Its history may be traced through three peiiods.

The present or New High-German period dates from

Luther; the Middle High-German period extends

from Luther backwards to the beginning of the

twelfth century; the Old High-German period
1 ex-

tends from thence to the eighth century.

Ho Froto-Tentonic Language. (

Thus we see that we can follow the High-German
as well as the Low-German branch of Teutonic

speech back to about the seventh century after

Ohrist. We must not suppose that before that time

there was one common Teutonic language spoken by
all German tribes, and that it afterwards diverged

into two streams the High and Low. There never

was a common, uniform Teutonic language ;
nor is

there any evidence to show that there existed at

any time a uniform High-German or a uniform Low-

German language, from which all High-German and

Low-Gennan dialects are respectively derived. We
cannot derive Anglo-Saxon, Frisian, Flemish, Dutch,

and Platt-Deutsch from tho ancient Low-German,

which is preserved in the continental Saxon of

the ninth century. All we can say is that these

various Low-German dialects in England, Holland,

Frisia, and Lower Germany passed at different

times through the same stages, or, so to say, the same

latitudes, of grammatical growth. We may add that,

with every century we go Lack, the convergence of

1 In Old High-German literatute three dialects aie now distin-

guished: the Uppei -German (the Alcuianmc and Bavarian), the Uppcr-
Fnmcontan (Jfiast-Fuiiooiiian and Rlienish-Franconian), the Middle-

Fruncoman (trom (Joblence to Dusseldorf).
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these dialects becomes more and more decided
;
but

there is no evidence to justify us in admitting the

historical reality of one primitive and uniform

Low-German language from which they were all

derived. This is a mere creation of grammarians who
cannot understand a multiplicity of dialects without

a common typo. They would likewise demand the

admission of a piimitive High-German language as

the source, net only of the literary Old, Middle, and

Modern High-German, but likewise of all the local

dialects of Austria, Bavaria, Swabia, Franconia,

Thuringia, Hessia, Saxony, and Silesia. And they
would wish us fco believe that, previous to the

separation into High and Low-German, there existed

one complete Teutonic language, as yet neither High
nor Low, but containing Hie germs of both. Such a

system may be convenient for the purposes of gram-
matical analysis, but it becomes mischievous as soon

as those grammatical abstractions are invested with

an historical reality. As there were families, clans,

confiuleiae.ios, and tribes, before there was a nation,

so there were dialects before there was one classical

language. The grammarian who postulates an

historical reality for the one primitive type of

Teutonic speech, is no better than the historian who

bolieves in a Francus, tlio grandson of Hector, and

the supposed ancestor of all the Franks, or m a Brutus,

the mythicftl father of all the Britons. When the

German races descended, one aftor the other, from

the Danube and from the "Baltic, to tako possession of

Italy and the Roman provinces when the Goths, the

Lombards, the Vandals, the Franks, the Burgundians,
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each under their own kings, and with their own

laws and customs, settled in Italy, Gaul, and Spain,

to act their several parts in the last scene of the

Roman tragedy we have no reason to suppose that

they all spoke one and the same dialect. If, instead

of a few names and glosses, we possessed any literary

documents of those ancient German races, we should

find them all dialects again, some with the peculiar-

ities of High, others with those of Low, German.

Nor is this mere conjecture : for it so happens that,

by some fortunate accident, the dialect of one at

least of these ancient German races has been pre-

served to us in the Gothic translation of the Bible by

bishop Ulfilas.

triflias.

Ulfilas translated the Bible, but not the Books of

Kings. Others may have assisted in the work. 1

For the Old Testament he used the Septuagint ;
for

the New, a Greek text, which comes nearest to Codex

Alexandrinus A 2
Unfortunately, the greater part of

his work has been lost, and we have only considerable

portions of the four Gospels, all the genuine epistles

of St. Paul; though these again not complete ; frag-

ments of a Psalm, of Ezra, and Nehemiah.

Though Ulfilas belonged by birth to the Western

Goths,
3 his translation was used by all Gothic tribes,

when they advanced into Spain and Italy. The

i See p. 251, 1. 20.

8 Some passages agree with Cod. Sang. A, and Cod. Parifl. K, while

the tianblation of the Kpistks points to the Italian group of MSS. repre-
sented by Cod. Olaromont. D, and sometimes to the Itala (Cod. Brixi-

anus f). See Piper, Sprache und Liferatar "Deutschlandit, p. 10.
3
SeoForstemann, Gexchichte ties deutschen Spracfotammes, voL ii. p. 4.
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Gothic language died out in the ninth century,
1 and

a.fter the extinction of the great Gothic empires, the

translation of Ulfilas was lost and forgotten. But a

MS, of the fifth century had been preserved in tho

Abbey of Werden, and towards the end of tho

sixteenth century, a man of the name of Arnold

Mercator, Trfio was in the service of William IV.

the Landgiave of Hessia drew attention to tins old

parchmoiit containing large fragments of the traiusla-

tion of Ulfilas. This MS, now known as tho fodex:

Argentina was afterwards transferred to Prague, and

when Pi-ague was taken in 1 04 8 "by Count Kongisma.rk,

ho eaiiiod this literary relic to Upsala in Sweden,

where it is still preserved as one of the greatest

treasures Tho parolnnerit is purple, tho lotlors in

silver, and the MS bound in solid silver

In 1818, Cardinal Mai and Count Oastighono din-

covororl some more Augments in the monastery of

Dubbio, whoio thoy had probably been preserved evor

sincii tho Goihic empire of Thcodoiic the Great in

Italy bad boon doslroyod.
a

Ulfilas must have boon a man of extraordinary

power to conceive, for the first time, the idea of

1 OnllijV was qpokon in the ninth ccntuiy at Tom/' (now KuKt,einl|<')

on tin* I'Utk. Sea <'(>{isfc Ciiui-CfoLhs (tho ancient TifmnhP} ,

ini'iitionul by tiavi'lliTs in tlic Muhllu A"cs, pattiuuliirly by Ituhnquii

(1253) Tlio fullcbt noiicf of thorn is <;iv<n hy n Kli'imsh tr.ixcllT,

A G v<n DiHlx'ck, win), when ,ifc ConsUntinojjN
1

111 !f>i>:i, im L two

,iinl);i,^,ulnrs of tln-ns, .uid took d<*\Mi OUK stotci ot th< ir M<>rih ;ut<l :i,

frantncnl, of \OIMJ S<'i i MaSMiiuuii, GnltJiiw HHHUHI, in 11 inpl
1

* /**/

whrif!< vol i p 3iA (1811), Kor^cumni], (tnrlnehtt (fix (J<ufH/nit

fyirttfJiiltnnMH'ki vol ii. p. 15!); Puii.ic, (rnflnr, j)
T>

J These fin the (/whom Anilitusi mi A, JD, C, J>; .lw> tlie (\nlt v
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translating the Bible into the vulgar language of his

people At his time there existed in Europe but

two languages which a Christian bishop would have

thought himself justified in employing, Greek and

Latin. All other languages were still considered as

Barbarous. It required a prophetic sight, a faith

in the destinies of these half-savage tribes, and a con-

viction also of the utter effeteness of the Eoman and

Byzantine empires, before a bishop could have brought
himself to translate the Bible into the vulgar dialect

of his barbarous countrymen. Soon after the death of

TTltilas the number of Christian Goths at Constanti-

nople had so much increased as to induce Chrysostom,
the bishop of Constantinople (397-405), to establish

si church, in the capital, where the service was to

be read in Gothic.1 We have the sermon which he

preached on that occasion, and though he treats the

Goths as mere barbarians, yet he acknowledges their

importance in the Christian church. In 403 St. Jerome

received a letter from two Goths, Sunnia and Fretela.

who wished to be enlightened about some differences

they had discovered between the Vulgate and the

Alexandrian translation of the Psalms.
' Who would

have believed,' says St. Jerome, 'that the barbarous

tongue of the Getae should inquire after the Hebrew

verity, and that, while the Greeks either slay or

fight, Germany alone should search for the words of

the Holy Ghost.'
Gothic.

The language of Ulfilas, the Gothic, belongs through

its phonetic structure, particularly through, its con-

1
Theodoret, H E. V. 30.
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sonants, to the Low-Gorman class, but in its grammar
it is, with certain exceptions, far more primitive than

the Anglo-Saxon of the Beowulf, or the Old High-
German of Charlemagne. These exceptions, how-

ever, are very important, for they show that it would

be grammatically, and therefore, historically, im-

possible to derive Anglo-Saxon or High-German, or

both,
x from Gothic. It would be impossible, for in-

stance, to treat the first person plural of tho indicative

present, the Old High-German nerjam&t, as a corrup-

tion of the Gothic na&jam ; for we know, from the

Sanskrit ma si, the Greek mes, the Latin mus, that

this was the original termination of the first person

plural.

Gothic is but one of the numerous dialects of

German speech ; other dialects became the feeders of

the literary languages of the British Isles, of Hol-

land, Frisia, and of Low and High Germany, others

became extinct, and others rolled on from century to

century unheeded, and without ever producing any
literature at all. It is because Gothic is the only one

of these parallel dialects that can be traced back to

the fourth century, whereas the others disappear

from our sight in the seventh, that it has been mis-

taken by some for the original source of all Teutonic

speech, particularly with regard to the consonantal

Lautv&rsckiebuvg. The same arguments, however,

which we used against Eaynouard, to show that

1 For instances where Old High-Goiinan is inoro primitive than

Gothic, Bee Bopp, Vwjl Grammatik, 143, 1; 149, Scblelclior, Zeit-

whrift fur V. S. b iv. s. 2t>G
, Ingge, ibid. b. v. s. 50 ; Tott, Etym.

Vonch. ii. p. 57, note. Piper, Spracke und Literatur Deutsuhlandt,

p, 12.
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Provencal could not be considered as the parent of the

six Eomance dialects3
would tell with equal force

against the pretensions of Gothic to be considered as

more than the eldest sister of the Teutonic branch of

speech.
Scandinavian.

There is, in fact, a third stream of Teutonic speech,

which asserts its independence as much as High-
German and Low-German, and which it would be

impossible to place in any but a co-ordinate position

with regard to Gothic, Low and High-German. This

is the Scandinavian branch. It consists at present

of three literary dialects, those of Sweden, Denmark,
and Iceland, and of various local dialects, particularly

in the secluded valleys and fiords of Norway,
1
where,

however, the literary language is Danish.

It is commonly supposed
2

that, as late as the

eleventh century, identically the same language was

spoken in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark, and that

this language was preserved almost intact in Iceland,

while in Sweden and Denmark it grew into two new
national dialects. Nor is there any doubt that the

Icelandic skald recited his poems in Iceland, Norway,

Sweden, Denmark, nay, even among his countrymen
in England and Gardariki, without fear of not being

understood, till, as it is said, William introduced

Welsh, i. e. French, into England, and Slavonic

tongues grew up in the east.
3 But though one and

the same language (then called Danish or Norrsenish)

1 See Schleicher, Deutscbe Sprache, s 94
2
Ibid 8 60.

3
Weinhold, AUnordisc&es Leben, s. 27; Gunnlaugssaga, cap. 7.
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was understood, I doubt, in this case also, whether one

and the same language was spoken by all Northmen,
and whether the first germs of Swedish and Danish
did not exist long before the eleventh century, in the

dialects of the numerous clans and tribes of the Scan-

dinavian lace. That race is
clearly divided into two

branches, called by Swedish scholars the East and

West Scandinavian, by German scholars West-JPFord-

isch and Ost-Nordisch. The former would be repre-
sented by the old language of Norway and Iceland,

the latter by Swedish and Danish. This division of

the Scandinavian race had taken place before the

Northmen settled in Sweden ami Noi way. Tho west-

ern division migrated westwaid fiorn llu&sia, and

crossed over from the continent to the Aland Islands,

and from thfnco to the southern coast of the peninsula.

The eastern division travelled along the Butlmian Gulf,

passing tho country occupied by the Fins and Laps,

and settled in the northorn highlands, spreading to-

wards the south and weal.

The Edda.

The earliest fragments of Scandinavian speech axe

preserved in the two Edilas, the elder or poetical

Kdda containing old mythic pooms, the younger or

tSnorri's Edda giving an account of the ancient

mythology in prose. Both Kddas were collected, not

in Norway but in Iceland, an island about as large

as Ireland, and which became first known through

some Irish monks who settled there in the eighth

century.
1 In the ninth century voyages of discovery

1 Sco Dcwml/B Bmnl Njttl, Introduction.
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weie made to Iceland by Naddodd, Gardar, and

Flokki, 8GO-870, and soon after the remote island,

distant about 750 English miles from Norway, be-

came a kind of Ameiica to the Puritans and Re-

publicans of the Scandinavian peninsula. Karald

Haariagr (850-933) had conquered most of the Nor-

wegian kings, and his despotic sway tended to reduce

the northern freeman to a state of vassalage. Those

who could not resist, and could not bring themselves

to yield to the sceptre of Harald, left their country

and migrated to Franco, to England, and to Iceland

(874-). They wuic mostly nobles and freemen, and

they soon established in Iceland an aristocratic re-

public, such as they had had in Noiway before the

days of Harald. This northern repul >lic flourished
;
it

adopted Christianity in the jear 1000. {Schools

founded, two bishoprics wore established, and

literature was studied with the same zeal \\ith-\vliich

their own national poems and laws had been collected

and interpreted by native scholars ami historians.

The Icelanders weio famous travellers, and the names

of Icelandic Ntudents are found not only in the chief

cities of Europe, but in the holy places of the East.

At the beginning of the twelfth con tin y Iceland

counted 50000 inhabitants. Their intellirtual and

literary activity lasted to the beginning of the thir-

teenth century, when the island was conquered by
Hakon VI, king of Norway. In 1380, Norway, to-

gether with Iceland, was united with IJonmark ; and

when, in 1814, Norway was ceded to Sweden, Iceland

remained, us it is still, under Danish sw;ty.

The old poetry which flourished in Norway in the
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eighth century, and which was cultivated by the skalds

in the ninth, would have been lost in Norway itself,

had it not been for the jealous care with which it was

preserved by the emigrants of Iceland. The most

important branch of their traditional poetry were

short songs (Jiliod or quida), relating the deeds of

their gods and heroes. It is impossible to determine

their age, but they existed at least previous to the

migration of the Northmen to Iceland, and probably
as early as the seventh century, the same century

which yields the oldest remnants of Anglo-Saxon
or Low-German, and of High-German. Some scholars,

particularlyHoltzmann, supposed that theywere origin-

ally composed on German, perhaps on Saxon soil. As

they existed in the twelfth century, probably consider-

ably modified in their language, they were collected by
Saemund Sigfusson (born 1056, died 1133). In 1643

a similar collection was discovered in MSS. of the

fouitecnth century, and published under the title of

Edda, or Gieat-Grandmother. This collection is

called the old or poetic Edda, in order to distinguish

it from a later work ascribed to Snorri Sturluson

(1179-1241). This, tho younger or proso Edda, con-

sists of three parts : the mocking of Gylfi, the speeches

of Bragi, and the Skalda. or ATS poetiva.

Snorri Sturluson has been called the Herodotus of

Iceland, his chief work being tho HewntJmii(jlat
tho

world-ring,whichcontains tho nortlicnihistoryfrom tho

mythic times to the tnno of king Magnus Erlingsson

(died 1177). It was probably in preparing this history

that, like Cassiodoms, Saxo Graimmiticus, Paulus

Diaeonus. and other historians of tho samo class, Snorri
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collected tho old songs of tlic people; for his Jdda
y

ami still more his fHtuldu, are full of ancient poetic

fragments.

The Hkulda, and the rules which it contains, repre-

sent the state of poetry in the llurteenth century ;

and nothing can he more artificial, nothing more

different from the general poetry of the old Edda,

than this Ars poeiica of Snorri Stuiluson. One of

the chief features of this artificial or skaldic poetry

was that nothing should bo called by its proper

name. A ship was not to be called a ship, Imt the

1 least of the sea; blond, not Mood, but the dew of

pum, or tho water of the nword. A warrior was not

spoken of OH a warrior, }>ut as an armed tree, the tree

of battle. A sword was the ilame of wounds. In

this poetical language, which e\ery skald was bound

to speak, Ihoio were no less than 115 mines J'or

Odin; an island e.ou1d bo called by JJ:0 synonymous
titles. Tin; Hpeoimens of ancient poetry which Snorri

quotes aro taken from the akaldn, \\ho#o names are

w<s]J known in history, and who lived from the tenth

to the thirteenth century. 3>ut ho never quotes

from any song containe.d in the old Kdda,
1 whether

it be, that those Hongs "vvere considered ]y himself as

belonging to a didercnt an<l much more ancient

period of literature, or that they nmld not bo used

111 illusttation of the scholastic rules of iskaldic poets,

rules which were put to hluuno by the simple style of

1 Th name IWiht JB not foinul liufinv tin font let nth < cntury. Snorri

SltuhiHcii dniH lint kjuiw tin- wuiil /,Wr/rt, HOI any colltH'lioii of uuoietit

jHK'iiis atlnl>utl In Sarniund; ntid thon^lt Snunumi jn:iy have uiutlu

tlw* lust t'ulli'i tmn of nutioiut! ii*tiy it is ntt\s coimniiTud doubtful

win thiT tliu Wink which wo IIUBHCHS \m<lcr li'w name in hiu.

J. tt
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the national poetry, expressing what it had to ex-

press without effort and circumlocution.

We have thus traced the modern Teutonic dialects

back to four principal channels the High-German,

Low-German, Gothic, and Scandinavian; and we

have seen that these four, together with several

minor dialects, must be placed in a co-ordinate posi-

tion from the beginning, as so many varieties of

Teutonic speech. This Teutonic speech may, for

convenience sake, be spoken of as one as one branch

of that great family of language to which, as we

shall see, it belongs ; but it should always be borne

in mind that this primitive and uniform language

never had any real historical existence, and that,

like all other languages, German began with dialects,

which gradually formed themselves into several dis-

tinct national deposits.

Adopting a different principle of classification,

Grimm divided the Teutonic class into a Northern

and Southern branch, placing Gothic with German,

and not with Scandinavian, while Mullenhoff and

Scherer proposed to divide the Teutonic class into an

Eastern (Yandilian) and Western (Suevian) branch,

the Eastern comprehending Gothic and Scandinavian,

the Western, both High and Low-German, that is to

say, continental Saxon, Anglo-Saxon, Frisian, Low
Franconian (Dutch, Flemish), and High-German.

Although there are certain grammatical features 1

which support these two classifications, yet the JLuut-

verschielung seems to mefar more characteristic thaiwll

the rest, and according to it Gothic and Scandinavian
1
Piper, Sytadie und Lttcnttur DcutucJilands, p. 3.
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belong "both grammatically and historically to Low-

German, while High-German represents a more inde-

pendent ramification of the Teutonic stock.

TEUTONIC CLASS.

FERST STAGE OP

1. G-othic, 4th cent.

2. Scandinavian

Old Scandinavian, 800-1000.

West-Nord^h, Icelandic, Norwegian, llth cent.

East-Nordisli, Swedish, Danish

3. Low-German
Old Saxon, 9th cent , Platt-Deutseh.

Anylo-Sa&on, 7th cent, English.
Old Jfrfsian, 13th cent., Modern Frisian.

Old Dutch, 9th cent. (Old Low Franconian), Middle Dutch,
1600 ; Modern Dutch (Flemish, Low Fianconian).

SECOND STAGE OP LAUTVEESCBTEBUNG.

4. High-German
Old High-German, 700-1100; Middle, 1100-1500 ; Modern, 1500.

Another division, founded more on geographical

position, would be

TEUTONIC CLASS.

East Teutonic :

1. Gothic.

2 Scandinavian,
West-Noidibh (Icelandic, Norwegian).
East-Nordish (Swedish, Danish).

West Teutonic :

I. Anglo-Saxon, English.

2 Old Frisian, Modern Frisian.

Low-German 3 Old Saxon (continental), Hatt-Deutsch.

4. Old Dutch (Low Krancoman), Middle Dutch, Modern

Dutch.

High-German 5. Old High-German, Middle, Modern High-German.

S 2
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Italic Class.

We must now advance more rapidly, and, instead

of the minuteness of an Ordnance-map, we must be

satisfied with the broad outlines of Wyld's Great

Globe in our survey of the languages which, together

with the Teutonic, form the Indo-European or Aryan

family of speech.

And first the Romanic, or modern Latin languages.

Leaving mere local dialects out of sight, we have at

present six literary modifications of Latin, or, more

correctly, of the ancient language of Italy the lan-

guages of Portugal, of Spain, of France, of Italy, of

Eoumania,
1 and of the Grisons of Switzerland, called

1 The Roumanians, \vlio used to be called Walachians, call themselves

Komani, and tlieir language Romania. This Romanic Luigiujju is .spoken

in Walachia and Moldavia, and in parts of Hungary, Tr.msylvania, and

Bessarabia. On the right bank of the Danube it occupies home parts

of the old Thracia, Macedonia, and even The^saly. It is divided by the

Danube into two branches the Northern or D.ico-ioiiumc, and the

Southern or Macedo-ionunic The foinier is le^s iwu'd, and has

received a certain litcraiy culture, the latter has hoiiowcd a lai^er

number of Albanian and Gieok words, and has not yut boon fi\ul

grammatically.
The modem "Roumanian is the daughter of the language spoken in

the Roman province of Ddcia The original inhabitants of D.ui.i wore

called Thracianb, aud their language Illyiuu , but we have hardly any
remains of the ancient Tllynan lauiniage to enable us to form <ui opinion

as to its relationship with Greek, uith Albanian, or any othur Lwigiuwju.

229 B.C. the Romans conquered Illyna ,
30 B c. they took Ma'su ;

and 107 A D the Emperor Tra]an made Dacia a Roman province. At
that time the Thracian population had been displaced by the advancr;

of Sarmatian tubus, particularly the Yazygi'& Uoman colonists intio-

duced the Latin language ,
and Dacu was maintained as A < olonv up

to 272, when the Empcior Aurehan had to cede it to thu Guth ,. P,u L

of tho Roman inhabitants then emujr.ilod and si ttlwl .soiidh of tlu

Danube. In 489 the Slavonic tribes began thuii ailv.uxc mfo Mw,i
and Thracia They were settled in Mo'&ia, by 078 ai.d ci^Iil \ ^ c.us I.iti i
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the Roumansch or Romanese.1 The Provencal, which,

in the poetry of the Troubadours, attained at a very

early time to a high literary excellence, has now sunk

down to a mere patois. The eailiest Provenjal poem,
the Song of Boethius, is generally referred to the tenth

century ,
Lelbeufreferred it to the eleventh OfNorthern

French we possess some specimens of a still earlier

date. The text of the oaths of Strassburg, as preserved

by Nithart, goes back to A.D. 842, and has been pre-

served to us in a MS of the ninth or tenth century.

The song of Eulalia has likewise been preset ved in

a MS. of the ninth centuiy, and m both the traces of

Noithern French, as distinct from Provengal, have

been clearly pointed out by Diez.2 Nothing can bo

a better preparation for the study of the comparative

grammar of the ancient Aryan languages than a careful

perusal of the Comparative Grammar of the Six So-

inamc Languages by Professor Diez.

Though in a general way we trace these six

Romanic languages back to Latin, yet it has been

1 The Roumanseli or Rumaunsch, the language of the Grisons, iri

spoken m the valley of the Inn, the JEnghadme ;
and in the valley of

the Rhine, the Obeiland. The inhabitants of the Enghadine are Pro-

te&Untfe , those of the Oberlaml, Roman Catholics. The di.ilect of the

foimer Is called Ronmaiwch, that of tlnA latter Lndm There is a re-

ligious literatme of the sixteenth century, consisting chiefly of transla-

tions of the Bible, catechisms, and hymns in llomnansch. A translation

of the New Testament cxibts in the Bodleian Library
'

L'g Nuof Same
Tuslamamt di nos Signer Jesu Clirwti, piaas our dclg Latin ef. our

(Voters launguax et huos&a da uoef mis in Arumaunsch ties lacliiam

Bifium d'Agnedina Sohquischo ilg an MDLX/ The entue Bible has

been published by the Bible Society iu both dialects Some of the

dialects of Northern Italy, such as that of Fiiuli and of the Adige,

have been proved by Ascoli to be closely allied to the Roumansch,
3

AltroiriauiscJie Sprachden&male, von F. Diez, Bonn, 1846.
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pointed out before that the classical Latin would fail

to supply a complete explanation of their origin.

Many of the ingredients of the Neo-Latin dialects

must be sought for in the ancient dialects of Italy

and her provinces. More than one dialect of Latin

was spoken there before the rise of Rome, and some

important fragments have been preserved to us in

inscriptions, of the Umbrian spoken to the north,

and of the Oscan spoken to the south of Rome. The

Oscan language, spoken by the Samnites, now ren-

dered intelligible by the labours of Mommsen, had

produced a literature before the time of Livius An-

dronicus
;
and the tables of Iguvium, so elaborately

treated by Aufrecht and Kirchhoff, bear witness to a

priestly literature among the Umbrians at a very early

period. Oscan was still spoken under the Roman

emperors, and so were minor local dialects in the south

and the north. The Messapian inscriptions in the

south are too scanty to count as representatives of an

independent Italian dialect, and the few grammatical

terminations which they contain point to Greece

rather than to Italy. As soon as the literarylanguage

of Rome became classical and unchangeable, the first

start was made in the future career of those dialects

which, even at the time of Dante, are still called

vulgar or popular.
1 A great deal, no doubt, of the

corruption of these modern dialects is due to the fact

that, in the form in which we know them after the

1 * E lo prime, che comincio a dire siccome poeta voltaic, si mow>e

perb che voile fare interfere le sue parole a donna, alU quale eiu,

malagevole ad intendere versi Latini.' Dante's Vita Nttova;

Minmi di Dante Atyhierit torn. in. p. 327; Firenze, 1837.
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eighth century, they are really Neo-Latin dialects as

adopted by the Teutonic barbarians : full, not only of

Teutonic words, but of Teutonic idioms, phrases, and

constructions. French is provincial Latin as spoken

by the Franks, a Teutonic race
; and, to a smaller ex-

tent, the same larbarismg has affected all other Koman

dialects. But, from the very beginning, the stock with

which the Neo-Latin dialects started was not the clas-

sical Latin, but the vulgar, local, provincial dialects of

the middle, the lower, and the lowest classes of the

Koman empire. Many of the words which give to

French and Italian their classical appearance, are

really of much later date, and were imported into

them by mediaeval scholars, lawyers, and divines
;

thus escaping the rough treatment to which the ori-

ginal vulgar dialects were subjected by the Teutonic

conquerors.

ITALIC CLASS.

OSCAN, UMBBIAN, LATIN, ETC.

Lingua vulgaris.

! __^
Langue d'oil L&ngnod'oo

French Provencal Spanish Portuguese Italian Bonmanum Bumansch
9th cent. 10th cent, 12th cent. 12th cent 12th cent

Hellenic Class.

The next branch of the Indo-European family of

speech is the Hellenic. Its history is well known

from the time of Homer to the present day. The

only remark which tho comparative philologist has

to make is that the idea of rnaking Greek the parent

of Latin is more preposterous than deriving English

from German; the fact being that there are many
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forms in Latin more primitive than their correspond-

ing forms in Greek. The idea of Polasgians as the

common ancestors of Greeks and .Romans is another

of those grammatical myths, which fortunately re-

quires no longer any serious refutation.

HELLENIC CLASS.

DORIC, ^EoLic, ATTIC, losio.

Koivrj.

Modem Greek,

Celtic Class.

The fourth branch of our family is tlio Celtic}

The Celts are supposed to have been the first of tho

Aryans to arrive in Kuropo. Hckaia'us known of thi'in

as early as the seventh century, and mentions also a

Celtic town (710X15 KAm?i) Nyntw* tho iiaino of which

has heen identified with that of Jtfuritwin* 1ul tho,

pressure of subsequent migrations, particularly of

Teutonic tribes, has driven thorn towards thu western-

most parts, and latterly from Ireland UCTOSH tho At-

lantic. The Celtic Lranch may l*o divided into th i

Cymric
2 and Goidelic* The Oi/ntria comprises the

1 The name Celt is a Critic word. C'tPflrvr wtatoH tliHiiiidly tliftt it

was so, when saying:
*

Q,vi ipwrtun lingua f'<ltttt nwfrtt (Inlli
(tjtjtcf-

Icwtiw.' The Greeks used botli KArai nnd KrAroi. 'Hici wl AW tux

may have meant in tho ancient Intupuiue of (inul, olvnLod, M|ini>ht f

pioud, like the Latin, celsus ami vJceeUiu. Seo Oluck, in Kuhtt's

eitrage, vol. v. p 97.
2 The Welsh call themselves Cymry> and iIi<

iir lan^uaifo Cymrwg
3 The Insh called themHolvcM in 01<1 IiiKh (Mulil or (ftfiilt'l. lu

modern Irish this namo is wntlfn (Mtlluttt, jwid with dli niutu or

omitted, Gael In Welsh OioyrJdtl w tl wt)nl for an Iihluuau.

scholars prefer Gaelic mstciwl of Gtwdkclio.
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Welsh ;
the Cornish) extinct in the latter part of the

eighteenth century ;
and the Arniorican, of Brittany.

The Goidelic comprises the Irish (Erse) ; the Gaelic of

the west coast of Scotland ;
and the dialect of the Ide

of Man. Sometimes the fragments of the Celtic lan-

guage preserved in inscriptions, on coins, and in the

proper names of Gaul are classed as Gallic, while the

Cymric branch is designated from its principal habitat

as firitannic, comprising Cymric (i.e. Welsh), Cor-

nish, and Arniorican. The liteiary documents of the

Cymric branch date from the eighth century both for

Welsh and Breton, nor is theie any inoie ancient

literature in the Goidelic branch, the Iiish literature.

bO far as it is preserved to us, not reaching back be-

yond the eighth century. The Ogham insciiptions,

however, are much older, and are supposed in some

instances to go back to the first century A.D. Al-

though these Celtic dialects are still spoken, the Celts

themselves can no longer be considered an indepen-

dent nation, like the Germans or Slaves. In former

times, however, they not only enjoyed political auto-

nomy, but asserted it successfully against Germans

and Romans. Gaul, Belgium, and Britain were Celtic

dominions, and the north of Italy was chiefly inha-

bited by them. In the time of Herodotus (450 B.C.)

wo find Celts as the conquerors of Spain ; and Swit-

zerland also, the Tyrol, and the country south of the

Danube had onco been tho seats of Celtic tribes. But

after repeated inroads into the regions of civilisation,

familiarising Latin and Greek writers with the names

of their kings, they disappear from the East of Europe.
Brennus was supposed to mean king, the Welsh
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brenhin. BrenJdn, however, points back to an Old

Celtic form Irigantinos, free, noble, and it is doubt-

ful whether this could have sounded like Brcnnus to

Roman ears.
1 A Brennus conquered Borne (390), an-

other Brennus threatened Delphi (280). And about the

same time a Celtic colony settled in Asia, and founded

Galatia,
2 where the language spoken at the timo of

St. Jerome is believed to have been the sanio as that

of the Gauls. Celtic words may be found in German,

Slavonic, and even in Latin, but only as foreign terms,

and their number is much smaller than commonly

supposed. A far larger number of Latin and German

words have since found their way into the modern

Celtic dialects, and these have frequently boon mis-

taken by Celtic enthusiasts for original words, from

which German and Latin might, in their turn, bo de-

rived. For further information on the Celtic languages

I may refer to Leu Cellos, par IL D'Arboia do Jubam-

ville, 1875, and to Professor John llh^s' excellent

Lectures on Wdsh Philology, 1877.

CELTIC CLASS.

Cymric. Goidolio. Gallic.

Welsh Cornitfh Armorican Imh Cache Manx Xnpcri|ilicMiii

8th cent. 8th cent 8th cunt, in Gaol.

Windic Clafffl.

The fifth branch, which is commonly called Slavonic,

1
Bhjs, Jhltert Lectures, pp 76, 77 ; Celtic Britain (a), p. 282. Tt

should be considered, however, howlittlo of (hrouologKMl onloi tlnm
is in dialectic corruption; see Sonart, Inscription do J'iyadabi, JUU/A.

Asiat. 1886, pp. 68 scq.
a The name Oalafa occurs firftt m tlio thud century n.<:,, a u4'<I

by Timseos ; that of Qalh IH iirht \IHU<! by Unto, poftbibly from tho

Annales Maximi of the fouith century B.C.
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I prefer to designate by the name of Windic, Winidce

being one of the most ancient and comprehensive

names by which these tribes were known to the early

historians of Europe. We have to divide these tribes

into two divisions, the Lettic and the Slavonic, and

we shall have to subdivide the Slavonic again into a

South-East Slavonic and a West Slavonic branch.

The terminology used for the classification of the

Slavonic languages has varied and is still varying.

I follow chiefly Schaffarik. He, however, though
he proves Winidce to have been the oldest authenti-

cated name of the Slaves, does not use it as a general

name for the two branches, Lettic and Slavic. Later

writers have used Letto-Slavic, or Balto-Slavic.

The Lettic division consists of languages hardly
known to the student of literature, but of great im-

portance to the student of language. Lettish is the

language now spoken in Kurland and Livonia. It

has a literature going back to the sixteenth century.

I/ituanian is the name given to a language still

spoken by about 200,000 people in Eastern Prussia,

and by more than a million of people in the conter-

minous parts of Russia. The earliest literary docu-

ment of Lituanian is a small catechism of 1547.1 In

this, and even in the language as now spoken by the

Lituanian peasant, there are a few grammatical forms

more primitive and more like Sanskrit than the cor-

responding forms in Greek and Latin.

The Old Prussian, which is nearly related to Litu-

anian, became extinct in the seventeenth century, and

the entire literature which it has left behind consists

1
Schleioher, Jteifrage, b. i a. 19.
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in an old catechism and some other fragments of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

Lettish is the language of Kurland and Livonia,

more modem in its grammar than Lituanian, yet not

immediately derived from it.

We now come to the Slavonic languages, properly
so called. The Eastern branch comprehends the jRuts-

sicm with vaa ions local dialects, the Bulgarian, and

the Illyrian. The most ancient document of this

Eastern branch is the so-called Ecclesiastical Slavonic,

i.e. the ancient Bulgarian, into which Cyrillus and

Methodius translated the Bible, in the middle of the

ninth century. This is still the authorised version I

of the Bible for the whole Slavonic race: and to tho

student of the Slavonic languages it is what Gothic is

to the student of German. The modern Bulgarian,

on the contrary, as far as grammatical forms are

concerned, is the most reduced among the Slavonic

dialects.

Il/yrmn is a convenient (though historically not

quite correct) name to compiehend the /S'cmcm, Croa-

tian, and Stove titan dialects.

Sctvian literature is generally divided into three

periods, the first extending to tho end of the fourteenth

century, the conquest of Servia by Murad I, the second

to the middle of the eighteenth century. At that time

a national revival took place, which produced not

only a new literature, but likewise a waim interest in

the ancient literature of the country. What was left

1 Oldost clited MS. of 1050, written for Prince Otjtromu. Some
oMcr MSS *iro wntton with (ilagohtic lettws, tho alphabet adopted by
the Roman Church Schlcichcr, Beitrage, b. i a 20.
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of ancient literary documents has been collected by
Miklosich in the Monumenta SerUca, 1858. During
the second period; under the Turkish sway, it was

chiefly at Ragusa and along the Adriatic coast that

literature flourished. The third period, beginning in

the middle of the last century, may be said to have

been inaugurated by Vuk Stephenovitch Karajitch

(1787-1864) and his friends. His Servian Grammar

(1814) became the foundation of a philological study
of the language. Most interesting, however, are the

collections of ancient Servian ballads, which form a

kind of national epos. They roused the admiration

of Goethe, and still form the chief attraction of Servian

literature.

The history of the Slovenian language can be traced

back to the tenth century.
1 The Codox of Freising,

at present at Munich, contains religious compositions,

published by Kopitar in his Glagolita Closicwius, 1836.

At the time of the reformation there was a revival of

literature, and as early as 1584 the first grammar was

published by Bohorics. Miklosich, the great Slavonic

scholar, is a Slovenian by birth.

The Western branch comprehends tho language of

Poland, Bohemia, and Lusatia. The oldest specimen
of Polish belongs to the fourteenth century, the

Psalter of Margarite. The Bohemian language was,

till lately, traced back to the ninth century. But

most of the old Bohemian poems are now considered

spurious ;
and it is doubtful, oven, whether an ancient

interlinear translation of the Gospel of St. John can

be ascribed to the tenth century.
2

1
Schleicher, Beitrage, b. i. s 22.

2 Ibid Deutsclie Spmclie, s. 77.
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The language of Lusatia, divided into two dialects,

High and Low, is spoken, probably, by no more than

150,000 people, known in Germany by the name of

Wends and Sorbs. The earliest document we possess

is a Roman Catholic prayer-book, printed in 1512.

The Polabian dialect became gradually extinct in

the beginning of the last century, and thoie is nothing

left of it besides a few lists of words, a song, and the

Lord's Prayer. Schleichcr classes it with Polish, the

Kashubian being a link between it and Polish.

WINDIO OB LETTO-SLAVIO CLASS.

1. LETTIC.

01<l Prussian

15th cent.

Litoanian + Lettish

16th cent.

2. SOUTH-EAST SLAVONIC.

EcclcHWHtical Slavonic

9th cunt.

Illynan

Russian Bulgarian Slavonian (or fcjurviau Croatian

(Great, Little, Carmtian)

White) 10th cent.

3. WEST SLAVONIC.

Polabian Old Bohemian
Polish + Bohemian. Lusatiftn

14th cent. 10th cent. (Wottcfa and Sorbs)

Albanian.

We have thus examined all the rlialncts of our first

or Aryan family which arc spoken in Europe*, with ones

exception, the Albawwm. Thin language is clearly a

member of the same family; awl as it is auIHeiently
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distinct from Greek or any other recognised language,

it has been traced back to one of the neighbouring
races of the Greeks, the Illyrians, and is supposed,

though without stringent proof, to be the only sur-

viving representative of the various so-called bar-

barous tongues which surrounded and interpenetrated
the dialects of Greece.

South-Eastern Division.

We now pass on from Europe to Asia ; and here

we begin at once, on the extreme south, with the lan-

guages of India.

Indie Class.

As I sketched in a former chapter, pp. 163-184,
the history of the Indian language, beginning with

the Veda and ending with the spoken vernaculars, I

have only to add here the table of the Indie Glass,

and may proceed at once to a survey of the languages

spoken in Persia, forming the Iranic Class.
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Iranic Class.

Most closely allied to Sanskrit, more particularly
to the Sanskrit of the Veda, is the ancient language
of the Zend-Avesta/ the so-called Zend, or sacred

1 Zend-Avesta is the name used by Chaqfini and other Mohammedan
writers, and which it seems hopeless now to change The Pai&is them-
selves use the name 'J? esta and Zend? taking Ai esta (Pehlevi, m a\Wc\
m the sense of text, and Zend, or Zand, as the title of the Pehlovi coni-

ment.uy.

Aierfd, or avastdl, was, according to J. Mullei, derived fiom the
same root which in Sanskut appeals <is ava-sthi, tho paiticiplo tf

\\luch, ava-sthita, would mean Liid down, settled. According to thi->

etymology Aviktd would have been intended as a name foi the settled

text of the bacied Sciiptuios Protestor Haug preferred to dcme it

from d ivl, taking denta in tlio sense of what haa boon known, know-

ledge, a title somewhat analogous to the 8annknt Veda, except tlut

faikln or dresfa would rather mean notified, pruc-Uimed, than known
Zand is now commonly taken as a corruption of sainli, knowledge,
the Santkiit, <//7uti, yvSiffiSj which is preserved in Zend Azanili, Old
Pcisian dsantlfl It would luvc mnmi oriymally an explanation, .>,

coimuontary, without any icforonco io tlio Lm^nrngii in \\lmh that ex-

planation \vatt conveyed. AtLerwu,idi, however, when the A vesta had
been translated into relikvi, Zand b< came the utuuu of that tiaiihlation,
and of tlio Pehlovi Lingu.ipo m \vhich tho translation \\JIH composed
(See H<mg, Pahlavi-Pazend 2)iclionaiyt \> 239 ) J". Oppurt (Journal

Aualujiw, 1872, p 2D) connected Aoebla with the Puwun dfaihhld,
Liw. This word he derived from d f IdftJu, to attrihnto, sr> that dfatMi,
insteail of Ahalchstd,, would mean wli.tt is determined He has nhown
that tibu&htd occurs in the Behibtun inbcription in the bunso of law, but

baldly as yet as a n;une of our Avesta Zend he deiived fioui tho loot

Sad or Sand, to pi ay, which occurs in the Behistim tablets, the Zend

tindhyfani; huuce fat'ida, piayer. But this cannot bo our word Zend,
whuh means commentary, not piayer. Wee PainiCBtctor, JStudc*

Intwcmics, ii. p. 9 Oppert took Atnta it, scud to nic.m iho Law and
the Piayer. Wo know now, as Dr. West (Sacred Jloofa of the Kast, v.

p. x) has tjhown, that the 3'ehlevi uviddk WUH donvud from d + wd, t<

know, with the meaning of what is announced, while santl, tho Pchleu
form of sainti, comes from the root san, to knu\v, with tho meaning
of undei standing. I h,ive loni; snirendcred my own explanation lluu
Zand was originally thy same wozd as the Sanskrit jfiT/iaudftB, metncal

language, language of tho Veda.

I. T
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language of the Zoroastrians, or worshippers of Or-

mazd. It was, in fact, chiefly through the Sanskrit),

and with the help of comparative philology , that the

ancient dialect of the Parsis, or the so-called Fire-wor-

shippers, was first deciphered. The MSS had been pre-

served by the Parsi priests at Bombay, where a colony

of Zoroastrians had fled in the tenth century,
1 and

where it has risen since to considerable wealth and

influence. Other settlements of Guebres are to be

found in Tezd and parts of Kerman. A Frenchman,

Anquetil Duperron,
2 was the first to translate the

Zend-Avesta, but his translation was not from the

original, but from a modern Persian translation.

The first European who attempted to read the ori-

ginal words of Zoroaster was Rask, the Dane
; and,

after his premature death, Burnouf, in France,

achieved one of the greatest triumphs in modern

scholarship by deciphering the language of the Zond-

Avesta, and establishing its close relationship with

Sanskrit. The same doubts which were expressed

about the age and the genuineness of the Veda were

1
'According to the KiMBtth-i-Sanjdn, a tract aJmobt woithleaa Jib a

iccord of the early history of the Parsis, the fiie-worBhippern took icfuge

m Khoias^an forty-nine years before the eia of Yezdcgerd (C32 A.D.),

or about 588. Here they stayed a hundred yearn, to 683, then de-

parted to the city of Hoiinaz (Oimus, in the Persian Gulf), and aftei

staying fifteen years, proceeded in 698 to Diu, an wUnd on the south-

west coast of Katiawar. Here they lemained nineteen yuais, to 717,

and then proceeded to S.inj*ua, a town about twenty-loui miles south of

Daniaun Aflcu three hundred yearn they apioiul to tho neighbouring

towns of Guzerat, and established tho sacred iiio huccuHrtively at Bar-

aadah, Nausaii, near fcJuiat, and Bombay.'-Uamlay Q,u,ajfaily Itcoww,

1856, No vni p. 67.
2 Born in Pans, 1731 ;

arrived in Pondichcry, 1755 ,
returned to

Pans, 1762 ; died 1805. Translation of Z&idaoesUi,, 1771 ; Owpiekhat,

1802-1804.
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repeated with regard to the Zend-Avesta, by men of

high authority as oriental scholars, by Sir W. Jones

himself, and even hy the late Professor Wilson. But

Burnoufs arguments, based at first on grammatical
evidence only, were irresistible, and have of late been

most signally confirmed by the discovery of the

cuneiform inscriptions of Darius and Xerxes. That

there was a Zoroaster, an ancient sage, was known

long before Burnouf. Plato speaks of a teacher of

Zoroaster's Magic (Mayefo), and calls Zoroaster the

son of Oromazes.1

This name of Oromazes is important ; for this Oro-

mazes is clearly meant for Orniazd, the god of the

Zoroastrians. The name of this god, as read in the

inscriptions of Darius and Xerxes, is Auramazda,
which comes very near to Plato's Oromazes.2 Thus

Darius says, in one passage: 'Through the grace

of Auramazda I am king; Auramazda gave me the

kingdom/ But what is the meaning of Auramazda,?

We receive a hint from one passage in the Achseme-

nian inscriptions, where Auramazda is divided into

two words, both being declined. The genitive of

Auramazda occurs there as Aurahya mazddha. But

1 Ale i p. 122, a. *0 i&v jwa-ycfay SiSdcr/eei rfyr Zoapoacrpov rov

'flpoita&v tan Si rovro Oeow 0e/)airaa. Aristotle knew not only Oro-

iiiasdos as the good, but likewise Areunamos as the ovil spirit, ac-

cording to the doctrine of the Magi. See Diogenes Laert'nis, I. 8.

'ApioTOT&qs 5' h irp&T<p TIfpl <j>i\o(fo<pias leal irp&J&vTepovs [TO&S M&yovs]

<J>i]fflv
?ycu ruv Alyvmiow xat 5vo KCLT* avrobs etvat dpxfat fyatiby daipova

jtai KOK^V Sou/wcc, /cal ry plv ovo^a. etvai Zcvs /cat '&pOfjLda8r]$f ry 8^

Al'Siys /cat
'

Ap/uvoy. Cf. Bernays, Die Dialwje des Aristoletcb ; Berlin,

1S63, p. 95.
8 In the inscriptions we find nom. Aitramazdti, gen. Auramazddka,

ace. Auramazdam. It should be pronounced A'uramozd&.

T a
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even this is unintelligible, and is, in fact, nothing but

a phonetic corruption of the name of the supreme

Deity as it occurs on every page of the Zend-Avesta,

namely, Ahiro mazddo (nom.). Here, too, both

words arc declined
,
and instead of Ahuro wuizduo,

we also find MazdAo ahurti. 1 This Alurd wiazd&o

ia represented in the Zend-Avesta as the creator

and luler of the world; as goud, holy, and true;

and as doing battle against all that is evil, dark,

and false. 'The wicked perish through the wisdom

and holiness of the living wise spirit.' In the

oldest hymns, the power of darkness which is op-

posed to Ahuro niazddo lias not yet received its

proper name, which is Anyrv mawyut,, the later Ahri-

man
,
but it is spoken of as a powei, as the Dnikhs or

deceiver; and tho prmcjpal doctrjno which Zoroaster

came to preach was that we must choose between

those two powers, that wo must be good, and not

bad. These aic his words .

'Thus arc the primeval spirits who, as a pair and

(yet each) independent in his action, have been

famed. (They are) a better tiling, they two, and a

worse, in thought word, and dwd. And between

these two let the wise choose aright, not the evil-

doers.'
2

Or again :

'Yea, 1 will declare the world's first two spirits,

ofwhom tho moro bountiful thus spake to tins harmful :

" Neither our thoughts, nor commands, nor our under-

1 (den, Ahitrulu' wwztldu, <Lit ww.//<2/, a< f nui'ilttui

a tiMHrl HooU of thti .AW, x\\i. p. 20 j tiaiisLiliott of tho U&tkas

by Di. Milk
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standings, nor our "beliefs, nor our words, nor our deeds,

nor our consciences, nor our souls are at one." >1

Now, if we wanted to prove that Anglo-Saxon was

a real language, and more ancient than English, a

mere comparison of a few words such as lord and

hldford, gospel and godspell would be sufficient.

Hldford has a meaning; lord has none; therefore

we may safely say that without such a compound as

hldfvrd, the word lord could never have arisen. The

same, if we compare the language of the Zend-Avesta

with that of the cuncifoim inbcriptions of Darius.

Aura'Hiaidd is clearly a corruption of Alturo mazdao

and if tho language of the mountain records of

Behistun is genuine, then, d fortiori, is the language of

the Zend-Avesta genuine, as deciphered by Burnouf,

long before he had deciphered tho language of Cyrus
and Darius. But what is the meaning of Ahurd vutz-

ddol Here Zend does not give us an answer; Imt

we must look to Sanskrit as the more primitive

language, jusfc as we looked from French to Italian,

in order to discover tho original form and moaning
of feu. According to the rules which govern the

changes of words, common to Zend and Sanskrit,

Ahwro mtzddo would correspond to the Sanskrit

Asura medhas;
2 and this would mean the 'Wise

Spirit/ neither more nor lews.

We have editions, translations, and commentaries

1 L. o.p 125.
8 This is Denfey's explanation of mazttdo. Bnrnouf took it as a

compound of mat, great, and ddo, knowledge-, an opinion aupporlod by
Spiegel, Commcniar uker da* Jii eftta, vol i

j>
3. 3n KV. viii. 20, 17,

AO read ytftlii mdtjlHya sftruiva/i i\i\&k v^inti ^surasya
Could it havo been originally nauiusya j
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of the Zend-Avesta by Burnouf, Brockhaus, Spiogel,

Westergaard, Darmesteter, Mills, and Geldner.1 Yet

there still remains much to be done. Dr. Haug, who

spent some years with the Parsis of Bombay, was

the first to point out that the text of the Zend-Avesta,

as we have it, comprises fragments of very different

antiquity, and that the most ancient only, the so-

called Gathas,- may be ascribed to Zarathus'tra.
' This

portion,' he writes in a lecture delivered at Poona

in 1861, 'compared with the whole bulk of the Zend

fragments is very small; but by the difference of

dialect it is easily recognised. The most important

pieces written in this peculiar dialect are called

Gathas or songs, arranged in five small collections ;

they have different metres, which mostly agree with

those of the Veda; their language is very near to

the Yedic dialect/ 8

Was Zoroaster a Historical Character?

But even to ascribe to Zarathustra the authorship

of the G&thas is very doubtful so long as it has not

been proved who Zarathustra was, and at what time

he lived. In the Avcsta, Zaiatlm^tra appears as a

mythological personage,
4

fighting against tlio powers

1 Geldncr's edition of the Aiwta is still in process, and promises to

be final, unless new MSS. should bo discovered, winch IH not liki'ly.
a These have been translated and commented by Dr. JVlilla in tlio

31st volume of the Sacred floofa of the Ettkt.

3 The deiivation of the name of Zarathutftra from tho Vcdic woid

^aradash^i, as proposed by Di Hau& is not possible. See on tin* BIUUU

subject J. H C. Korn, Over Jiet word Zarathustra m den wyiJiwrhen

persoon ^on dim naam ; Amsterdam, 1867.
*
Daimeatcter, tinned Books of the East, iv. p kxvn; and Kern,

Ov&r het woord Zarathustra.
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of evil, like Yeretliraglma, Vayu, or Keres&spa ;
but

in the Gathas lie is still a leader of men, and a

prophet, not unlikely to have been the author of

such songs as the Gathas. Certainty, however,

whether Zarathustra was a man who was changed

into a hero, or whether he was from the beginning

a mythological being, is unattainable, and wo must

not try to go beyond what, from the circumstances

of the case, is possible. All we can say is that both

in the East and in the West the name of Zaratliu&tra,

whether as a king or as the founder of a religion,

was widely known. Berosus, as preserved in the

Armenian translation of Eusebius, mentions a Median

dynasty of Babylon, beginning with a king Zoroaster,

about 2234 B.C., and anterior therefore to Ninus.

Xanthus, the Lydian (470 B.C.), as quoted by Diogones

Laertius, places Zoroaster, the prophet, COO years

before the Tiojan war (1800 B.
c.),

and mentions even

his Logia. Aristotle and Eudoxus, according to Pliny

(Hist. Nat xxx.
1), place Zoroaster COOO before Plato ;

Hermippus, Hermodorus, and Theopompus of Chios,

5000 before tho Tiojan war (Diog. Laert. proc&m,.).

According to Pliny himself (Hist. Nat xxx.
2), Zoro-

aster would have lived several thousand yoais before

Moses the Judeean, who founded another kind of

Mageia. These dates are startling and possibly exag-

gerated, nay it is doubtful whether the MSS. of

Diogenes Laertius read 500 and COO or 5000 and

6000.1 Yet the fact remains that the name of Zoro-

aster, as a teacher, was known to Plato and Aristotle,

1 See Dunckor, Monahlenclite derRotiigl Mad. zu Berlin, U Aug
1876, p. 518.
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and we must admit that, whatever the original pur-

port of the name may have been, it had been accepted

as the name of a prophet before the conquest of

Persia by Alexander.

Was Zoroaster ti.e Author of the Avesta ?

But granting that Zoroaster's name was known

at an early time, and certainly before tho time of

Plato and Aristotle, it still remains to be proved

that in the Avesta, as we now have it, wo possess

his work. Tradition seems unanimous in ascribing

to Alexander the Great the complete destruction of

the ancient writings of Persia. Pliny tells us indeed

(Hist. Nat. xxx. 1
3 2) that Herinippus, in the third

century B.C., had given an analysis of tho books of

Zoroaster, amounting to 2,000,000 linos, but tin* Parsis

themselves, on the authority of the Dlrikarf,
1 ascribe

the first collection of what remainod of their nevmil

books, after their destruction by Alexander, to tho

reign of the last Arsacide, possibly, as 11. DarmeHtotor

conjectures, to Vologoses I, the contemporary of Nero.

They tell us that the first Sassanian king, At-dewlm

Babagan (Artakhshiri Papakan)
2
A.D. 220-240, made

the Avesta the sacred book of Iran, and established

Mazdeism as the state religion, while they ascribe

the last purification or redaction of the Avesta to

idarb&d Mahraspand under Shapur II (309-380).
Our oldest MS., however, of the Avesta (Copenhagen.

1
Darmesteter, I. c. p. xxxii. seq

fl

Geschiclite de$ Artocfaht % Pdpaldn, aus demPelilevi uborsutet von

Th. Noldeke
, Gottingen, 1879.
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5) is dated A.D. 1323,
1 so that there was ample

room for later additions and alterations.

Pehlevi.

One important help for checking the text of the

Avesta and to a certain extent establishing its age,

is found in the Pchlevi translations made under the

Sassanian dynasty Pehlevi is the name given to

the language of Persia after the collapse of the Achae-

menian dynasty. Tho language of the Cuneiform

inscriptions of the Achsemenian dynasty docs not

represent a direct continuation of Zend. In some

respects the language of Darius is really more piiini-

tivo than Zend, in others Zend is more primitive

than the language of Darius 2 This can be accounted

for, if we look upon Zend as the sacred language
of the Magi, or the priesthood of Media which,

though closely allied to the dialect spoken in Persia,

was never the spoken language of that country.
:J

When after the time of the Achsemenian inscrip-

tions, we meet again with the language of Persia,

we find it Pehlevi, the language of tho Sassanian

dynasty. The interval of five centuries is a blank

as far as language is concerned. The first evi-

dence of a new language and a new alphabet are

certain Pehlevi inscriptions (third century A.D.),
4 and

a literature consisting of (1) translations of Avesta

1
West, in 8. J3 E, vol. v. p. xxi

3
Darmestetor, jfaiufas Lanieaesf p. 9.

8 Sec Darmesietci, IE 8. B. K, voL iv p. xxxvi.
4 Mr West (p 42-i) mentions a leicend on. a coin of Abd Zbharaft,

satrap of dliou (350 B c.) ,
and Dr. Hang imagined he had discovered

a Pchlevi mucrijjtiun. on a tablet of Nineveh.
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texts, in which Avesta sentences alternate "with a

word-for-word Pehlevi translation, more or less inter-

spersed with explanatory glosses, and sometimes in-

terrupted by Pehlevi commentaries of considerable

extent. It is difficult to fix their date, though thoy

must have existed before the sixth century A. D l
(2)

Purely Pehleyi texts on religious subjects, such as

the Bundahish, Dinkard, Main&gi Khirad, mostly of

the ninth century A.D., though consisting pioH'iMy of

older materials. (3) Pehlevi texts on miscellaneous

subjects, such as social law, legendary history, talcs,

letters, documents. Most of these works are of small

extent. Mr. West, who has taken the trouble to

count their words, reckons that the first class consists

of 140,160, the second of 404,370, the third of 40,rO

words, so that the whole Pehlevi literature wouM
amount to about 585,390 words.2

The language which we call Pehlevi has proved
a great puzzle to Oriental scholars, and the V'HWH

advanced by different authorities have often boon

very contradictory. Some scholars, and among them

Dr. Haug, held at first that Pehlevi, though mixed

with Iranian words, was a decidedly Semitic dialect,

a continuation, it was supposed, of an Arairman

dialect spoken in the ancient Empire of Assjria,

though not the dialect of the Assyrian inscriptions.

(Haug, Introduction to Pahlavi Pazand Qlowtry,

pp. 138-142.) Others considered Pehlevi a dialect

that had arisen on the frontiers of Iran and Ohal<l?m,

1 See West, The Extent, Language, andAge of Pahlavi latoiaturc, in

the Transactions of ike Munich Academy, 1888.
3
West, I o.t pp. 431, 439,
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in the first and second centuries of our era, a dialect,

Iranian in grammatical structure, but considerably

mixed with Semitic vocables. The mystery has at

last been solved, and the results of the latest re-

searches of Haug and West can best be stated in

their own words *

All Parsi writers apply the name of Zend or Zand

to the Pehlevi translations and explanations of their

sacred texts. The texts themselves they call Avesta,

and if they speak of both the text and translations

and commentaries together they call them Avesta and

Zend, but not Zend-Avesta. The Zend or expla-

nation is written in Pehlevi, but there may have

been other explanations or Zends, written in the

old language of the Avesta, some of them now incor-

porated in the text, with additional explanations

by Pehlevi translators Pehlevi is in fact the ge-

neral name of the medi&val Persian language. There

are legends in Pehlevi on coins, as early as the third

century B. a, struck by kings of Persian provinces,

subordinate to the Greek successors of Alexander
;

and later on, some provincial coins of the time of tho

Arsacide dynasty. But the most important docu-

ments in Pehlevi are tho inscriptions of Ardeshir, tho

founder of the Sassanian dynasty, A. D. 226-240, and

his immediate successors. Pehlevi continued lo bo

written till about 900 A.r>.
; any fragments of later

date than 1000 must be looked upon as artificial

imitations.

The name Pehlevi is supposed to be a corruption of

Parthva, which occurs in the Cuneiform inscriptions,

1 See West, Uundahfa, Introduction.
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in Sanskrit Pahlava 1

Though Pehlevi was not the

language of the Parthian rulers of Persia, the language
of Persia became known by that name during the

centuries in which Persia was under Parthian sway.
The language of Persia, however, is commonly called

Pchlevi only when it is written, neither in Avcsta

nor in modem Persian, i. e. Arabic letters, but in that

peculiar mode of writing which has so long perplexed

European scholars. The Persians, during the Parthian

times, gave up the Cuneiform alphabet, and borrowed

their letters from their Semitic neighbours ,
but

besides the alphabet, they transferred also a number

of complete Semitic words to their waitings, as repre-

sentations of corresponding words in their own

language. There are about 400 of these Semitic logo-

grams, and they arc often followed by Persian termi-

nations, so that thoro can be little doubt that, though
written as Semitic words, they were always pro-

nounced as Peisian. They would write, c g. malhln

malfid. king of kings, but pronounce slahdn shdk?

it being uttoily impossible grammatically in any
Semitic language to form such a phrase as walkdn,

vialM 3 The nearest approach to this way of writ-

ing is when we write mz. but pronounce iwmdy ,
or

e. g. but pronounce for instance. This is the mode in

which the Parsis still read their Pehlevi literature.

Besides these 400 Semitic, there are about 300 old

Persian or Iranian logograms used in Pehlevi, as we
1 Lassen corapaiod paldava with fHtVtfu, the olrl name of the

Afghans, and Idhtilm with IdfcJtdhi, the Zrud name of Bactria
2 Aumnarms Marcellhma, xi\ 2, 11, wtatcs that the Persians as early

as 350 A D called their king Sba&fln Mh.
3

IXurraefeteter, fyud& Iianiennes, u p. 33.
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might write y
6
for t7te, Xmas for Chrhtwws. These

500 or more logograms, which were collected in an old

glossary for the use of literary men, are sometimes

called the Zudrish, a term sometimes modified into

Uzvdrish, whence modern Pehlevi Adzvdrish, misread

Huzvdrish. Zvarish is supposed to mean obsolete

Pdzend is not the name of a language, but is a trans-

literation of Pehleyi texts in which all Semitic words

are replaced by their Iranian equivalents, written

either in Avesta or modern Persian characters. Every
P&zend text, therefore, presupposes a Pehlevi original,

while some modem Persian texts, written in Avesta

characters, have no right to the name of Pazend.

When the language of Persia is written in Arabic

letters, it is called Pdr$r

i, a name which has also been

applied by European, though not by native, scholars

to such Pazend texts as contain Iranian words only
Professor Darmostetcr in his Etudes IramenweK

uses the technical terms Zend, PeldevL ITuzvArisli or

Zevdrtsk, Pdzend, and Pdrst in slightly different

senses. There is no difference of opinion about Zend.

Though it meant originally explanation, commentary,
it is to be allowed to continue as the name of tho

language of the Avesta.

Pehlevi is to remain the name of tho language of

Persia as spoken under the Sasaanians, though tho

Sassanians would probably have called their language
Pars*.

Ifuzvdrish or Zev&wh signifies, according to Dar-

mesteter, the mode of writing Pehlevi according to

the system described above. Its original meaning is

supposed to have been disguisement.
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Paz&nd (below Zend) is explained by the same
scholar in the sense of

transcript of Pehlevi into

ordinary characters, while the language of such tran-

scripts should be called Pdrsi. These transcripts are

not always correct, owing to the
difficulty of the

Pehlevi alphabet, but they are considered authorita-

tive by the Parsis of the present day.

The language of Fwdusi, the great epic poet of

Persia, the author of the Shahndmek, about 1000 A.D.,

is P&rsf or Farsl, or modern Persian, only much freer

from Arabic ingredients than any other Persian poetry

of his own and of later times. In one sense it may be

called ancient Persian, but tho later history of Persian

consists chiefly in the gradual increase of Arabic words,

which have crept into the language since the conquest

of Persia and the conversion of the Persians to the

religion of Mohammed.

IRANIC CLASS.

Zend or Median, Achaemenian Persian.

Cuneiform Inscriptions
500 to 336 B o.

Persian,

Pehlovi

226 to 900 A.D.

Modern Persian

1000 A.D.

Persian is spoken even now in many local dialects.

It is said that in tho fourteenth century Pehlevi con-

tinued to be spoken in Zinjan near Kazwin, and that at

Maragah in Adarbaijan the language was a mixture

of Pehlevi and Arabic.1 Sometimes Bokharian is

1
Darmesteter, Etudes Iranietmes, i. p 43.
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mentioned as a separate language, but it is only
Persian as spoken at Bokhara.

Kurdish.

The language of the Kurds, the old Karduchi, is an
Iranian dialect, but it has assumed a kind of national

independence, and is spoken on both sides of the Upper
Tigris over a large area. We possess a dictionary
and grammar of the language by Justi, 1880.

Baluchi.

The language of Baluchistan is likewise Iranie. It

is divided into two dialects, the Northern and

Southern, which are separated by people speaking
Br&hui, a Dravidian language. Those who speak
these two dialects are said to be unable to understand

each other.1

Language of the Afghans and Bards.

The language of the Afghans, the Pushtu, and the

Paktyes of Herodotus, which was formerly classed as

an Iranian dialect, has been proved by Trumpp to be

more closely related with the vernaculars of India

than of Persia.2 North of Afghanistan the dialects

of Dardistan have been examined by Dr. Leitner, and

seem to occupy, so far as we may judge at present, the

same intermediate position as Pushtu.

Armenian*

Armenian was formerly classed as an Iranian

1 SeeW Gkiiger, Ihalect&paltwg im Balfiehiy in JSitzuugt&ericftfe der

philos-philol. und Udor. Clause dei K. JBayei .-Alead. der Wws , 1889,
Hefti

a
Trumpp, in the Journal of tfie German Orwital SoMg, veils,

xxi and mi ; also Grammar of Pushtu, 1873.
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language. This was the opinion of Popp, Windisch-

mann, F. Muller, and other scholars
;
nor can it be

doubted that on many points it comes very near to

the Iranian type of grammar. Pott was the first to

express some doubts on the subject, and de Lagarde,

in 1866, distinguished in Annon ian between an

original stratum, an old Iranian alluvium, and n new

Iranian stratum. It was reserved, however, for Pro-

fessor Hubschmann to claim for Armenian an inde-

pendent position in the Aryan family, distinct in ifo>

phonetic structure from Persian, and with peculia-

rities of grammar which cannot be traced back to any
other Aryan language, though on one important point

it agrees with JLctto-Slavic.
1

Gipsies.

There remains one more Aryan language which

belongs equally to Asia and Europe, the language
of the G'ls/wies. Its Indian origin is now fully proved.

The Gipsies first appeared in Europe in tho twelfth

century, and fiom the wonlH which they carried alon#

with them in thoir dictionary Miklosicli has proved

that they must havo taken thoir journey through

Persia, Armenia, Greece, Roumauia, Hungary, and

Bohemia.

South-Eastern, Horth-Western Branches.

It is possible to divide tho whole Aryan family inlo

two divisions the iJuvtfi-JKtfrtewi, including tho Indie,

and Iranic classes, and tho North-Welter)^ comprifung

1 Uber the ftttllnug dos A i moiiiHilitw mi KiuibO dcr ludo-gornia-
Dischcu Siniiclicn, Kuliu's Zcittit'hi'ift, xuu. 5.
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all the rest Sanskrit and Zend share certain words

and grammatical forms in common which do not exist

in any of the other Aryan languages ;
and there can

therefore be no doubt that the ancestors of the poets

of the Veda and of the worshippers of Ahurd mazddo

lived together for some time after they had left the

original home of the whole Aryan race, The genea-

logical classification of languages has in fact an

historical meaning. There was a time when out of

many possible names forfather, mother, daughter, son,

dog, cow, heaven, and earth, those which we find in

all the Aryan languages were framed, and obtained a

mastery in the struggle for life which is carried on

among synonymous words as much as among plants

and animals. A comparative table of the auxiliary

verb AS, to be, in the difieient Aryan languages
teaches the same lesson. The selection of the root AS
out of many roots, equally applicable to the idea of

being, and the joining of this root with one set of

personal terminations, most of them originally personal

pronouns, weie individual acts, or, ifyou like, historical

events. They took place once, at a certain date and

in a certain place ;
and as we find the same forms

preserved by all the members of the Aryan family, it

follows that there was once a small clan of Aryas.

settled probably somewhere on the highest eleva-

tion of Central Asia, speaking a language, not yet

Sanskrit or Greek or German, but containing the

dialectic germs of all
;

a clan that had advanced

to a state of agricultural civilisation
;

that had

recognised the bonds of blood, and sanctioned the

laws of marriage; and that invoked the Giver

I. u
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of light and life in heaven by the same name which

may still be heard in the temples of Benares, in

the basilicas of Borne, and in our own churches and

cathedrals.

After this clan broke up, the ancestors of the

Indians and Zoroastnans must have remained to-

gether for some time in their migrations or new
settlements. Whether, besides this division into

a southern and northern branch, it is possible by
the same test (the community of particular words

and forms) to discover the successive periods when
the Germans separated from the Slaves, tho Colin

from the Italians, or tho Italians from tho Greeks,

seems more than doubtful. The attempts made by
different scholars have led to different and by no

means satisfactory results ;

l and it scorns best, for

the present, to trace each of tho northern classes

back to its own dialect, and to account for the more

special coincidences between such languages as, for

instance, the Slavonic and Teutonic, by admitting
that the ancestors of these races preserved from

the beginning certain dialectical peculiai ities which

existed before, as well as after, the separation of the

Aryan family.
2

1 See ScMelclier, Deutsche Spmche, s. 81 ; Chips from a German

Workshop, vol. iv. pp. 22-1-227.
2

Jttiogmphm of Words and the Home of the Arym, 1888.
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The Origin of the name irya.

Arya is a Sanskrit word, and m the later Sanskrit it means

noble, of a good family Teachers are frequently addressed as

ya. It was, however, originally a national name, and we see

traces of it as late as the law-hook of the M2,navas, where

India is still called Arya-avarta, the abode of the Aryas
1

In the old Sansknt, in the hymns of the Veda, aiya occurs

frequently as a national name and as a name of honour, com-

prising the woishippeis of the gods of the Brahmans, as opposed
to their enemies, who are called in the Veda Dasyus. Thus

one of the gods, Indra, who, in some respects, answers to the

Greek Zeus, is invoked in the following words (Rig-veda
i. 51, 8) . 'Know thou the Aryas, Indra, and they who are

Dasyus ; punish the lawless, and deliver them unto thy servant !

Be thou the mighty helper of the worshippers, and I will praise

all these thy deeds at the festivals.'

In the later dogmatic literature of the Vedic age, the name

of Arya is distinctly appropriated to the first three castes

the Brahmanas, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas as opposed to the

fourth, or the udras. In the ^atapatha-Br^hmawa it is

laid down distinctly : 'Aryas are only the Brahmawas, the

Kshatriyas, and Vaisyas, for they are admitted to the sacri-

fices They shall not speak with everybody, but only with the

Brihmana, the Kshatriya, and the Vaisya If they should

fall into a conversation with a Sudra, let them say to another

man,
"
Tell this Sudra so." This is the law.'

In the Atharva-veda (iv.20,4 ;
xix. 62, 1) expressions occur

such as,
'

seeing all things, whether Sudra or Arya,' where

udra and Arya are meant to express the whole of mankind.

This word iirya with a long a is derived from arya with

a short a, and this name arya is applied in the later Sanskrit

1
Arya-bhftmi and Arya-desa are used in the same sense.

U 3
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to a Vaisya, or a member of the thud caste.
1 What is called

the third class must originally have constituted the laige majoiity

of the Brahmanic society, for all who were not nobles or pnests

were Vaisyas. We may well understand, theiefore, how a

name, originally applied to the cultivatois of the soil and

householders, should in time have become the geneial name

of all Aryas
2 Why the household*MS woie called arya is a

question which would cariy us too iai at picbent I can only

state that the etymological signification of Arya wins to lie,

c
one who ploughs or tills,' and that it is connected with ih i

root of ar-are.
3 The Aiyans would socm to have chosen ilii-

name for themselves as opposed to the nomadic iac.s, iliu Tantn
9

or quick hoisemen, whom we sometime 1* cull TUHMHIH*

In India, as we saw, the name of Aiya, as a national name,

1 P3,ini, hi 1, 103 JSucyclopaidfaJBrUftttiriC'i, H v. Ary.m.
3 In one of the Vecks, hya, \vith a slioit a, is vised hkr ,Vry.i, ,is

opposed to #udr a For \\e road (VA/y-San h \\. 17) :
* WluUnvi in

Behave commuted in the village,ia the forest, in Hit honu*,iii the "|."i

air, against a $udra, against an Arya thon art our rtoliu'iawo.
1

8
Bopp deiived u'rya from the root ar, io tjo, or fjoiu ,tr, to viw

rate. The formei eljmnlogy would j;ivc no adocju.itt
1

sense; the Ijittci

is phonetically impossible. Lassen c\plnins Arya as mlnuttlnn
t

like

a/carya, the teacher, which would luivo arya um\pl:uniMl. Tlu

arya cannot be a participle fiU. p&SH ,
becau'.u' u\ that Wii* the mot

would have to take Viiddhi, we conld explain Tm.i, luil not arvn

(P&tt iii. 1.124) I take arya as fin mod ly tin- t.uldlut.i ,ulli\ \ a, hl.

div-ya, ccdetiis, i e. divi-bhava, from div, itinn, or IiK< hill-

yam, ploughed, from sltft, iurrow, wlulo .1) \ a, \\iih V r/ddhi, \vould

eithei be deiived from aiya, or formed hUc vau-\a, liouM'huMi r,

from vis, house. In ar, or ara, I rpcogm.e on- 1 of tin* oldnt naim'.s

of the earth, as the ploughed land, lost in Sanskiil, but pruti'vcd in

Greek as tp-a (Goth, aii-lha), so that arya wculd lw\o cuuvcyiid

originally the meaning of landholder, cultivator of the land, white

vai-ya from vis, meant a householder. Hft, the clnn'jlilor of JVI an u,

i* another name of the cultivated eaith, and probably a niodilication of

arl. Kern (in hit! review of Childers' Pali JJictiowtn/) iluiv* > ,
ty

fromari, man, hero, plui men in general. An, in the H'IIMI ol

enemy, he connects with Lat. alis, alms, Geun. ah, nlja, and <'<nn])are-i

the meanings of para, other, fetrangcr, enezny. iSoo also Jji()]an,
K. Z. ax. 393 ; Pischel, K. Z. xx. 070 , Arya, if it zneaiw Viu^a, hus

the accent on the first, otherwise on the last syllable,
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fell into oblivion in later times, and wag pieseived in the term

iryftvarta only, the abode of the Aryans.
1 But it was moie

faithfully preserved by the Zoroastrians who had migrated

to the noith-west, and whose religion has been preserved to

us in the Zend-Avesta, though in fragments only. Now Airya

in Zend means veneiable, and is at the same time the name of

the people.
2 In the first chapter of the Vendidad, where Ahuia-

mazda explains to Zaiathustia the order in which he cieated

the earth, sixteen countries are mentioned, each, when cieated

by Ahutwnawta, being pure and perfect ;
but each being tainted

in turn by Angro mainyus or Ahriman. Now the fiist of these

countiies is called Airyanem vao^G, Anamim semen, the

Aryan seed, and its position is supposed to have been as iar ca^t

as the wcstein slopes of the Belurtag and Mustag, near the

sources of the Oxus and Yaxaites, the highest elevation ol

Cential Asia.
J From this country, which is called their j-ecd,

the Aryas, according to their own traditions, advanced towards

the south and west, and in the Zend-Avesta the whole extent of

country occupied by the Aryans is likewise called A in/A. A line

drawn from India along the raiopamiaus and Cduca&us Indies

m the east, following in the noith tho direction between tb v

Oxus and Yaxaitcs,
1 then limning along the Caspian Soil, so an

to include Hyrcania and Itogha, then turning south-east on the

borders of Nisica, Ana (i.e. Haria), and the countries washed

1 We are told, howevoi, by tho Rev. Dr. Wilson, in his Note* on tin

Constituent Elements of the Mai{U7il Ijanguaye, p 3, that Aryftr (an.

Arya) is the name given to a MaitUAa by liis neighboui of the

Canare&e country, and thnt Aryur, too, is the namo given to tlio

MaraiAas by the degraded tribe of Mangi, located in their own tcni-

toiy. The same distinguished scholar points out that Anak<< is the

name given to a gieat portion of the MartUAu, counfciy by the mei chant

Arrian, the navigator, thought to be tho contemporary of Ptolemy.
Vincent's Peiiphw, vol ii. pp. 397, 428-438.

8
Lassen, 2nd. AH. b. i. s. 6.

3 JM. b. i. s. 526.
*
Ptolemy knows *A.pi&ieai, near the month of tho Yaxartes. Ptol.

vi. 14
; Lassen, I. c i 6. In Plm. vi. 50, Ariacoo ought to bo altered*

into Asiotae. See Mullenhoff, MomMeiichte tier Berliner Afaukmie
1866, p, 551.
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by the Etymandrus and Arachotus, would indicate the general

horizon of the Zoroastnan world. It would be what is called

in the fomth carde of the Yasht of Mithra,
' the whole space of

Aria/ vispem airyosayanem (totitm Arice titum}.
1

Opposed
to the Aryan (auijao dahiMrv) we iind in tho Zend-Avesta the

non-Aryan countries (an airy 3,0 dainh.'Uo),- and tiaces of

this name are iound in the 'Ai/apumu, a people and town on

the frontiers of Hyicania.
8 Greek geographers use the name

of Ariana in a wider sense even than the %cnd-Arcsta. All the

country hetween the Indian Ocean in tho south and the Indus

on the east, the Hindu-kush and Paropamisua in the north, the

Caspian gates, Karamama, and the mouth of the Persian #ulf in

the west, is included by Strabo (xv. 2) und<;r tho nainu of Ari.ina
;

iind Bactna is callisd* by him 'the ornament, of the whole of

Ariana
' As the Zoroastnan religion spiead westward, PcrHu,

Klymais, and Media, all claimed for themselves this Aryan titlo

Hcllanicus, who wrote befoie Herodotus, knows of Alia as a

name of Peibia/' Ileiodotus fvii. G2) attests that the Medianf.

wcie called Arii
;
and even for Atropateno, the northornmont

piut of Media, the name ofAriania (not Aria) has boon preserved

by Stephanus Byzantinus. As to Klymais its name han been

derived from Aitama, a supposed corruption of Airyama.* The

1

Ilmnrmf, Y,in:t, Notts, j 61. In tho flfttne cnse the Zi iid-Av<-sta

UBI s tho xjn ^sion, Ai^an pioviiK cs,
'

aiiyan.ini (l.ujviiiulin
'

j^<
n phu ,

01 'aityiio ilaiiihavO,' pioviiitiaB Arutnas 35umoul, V.itfiia, j>. '142,

,ui I AWrw, p 70.
* J)umuu( Yajiia, Notos, p 02.

I
Stmbo, xi. 7, 11 ; Pliny, 11it Nat vi. 11)

;
I'tol. vi 2

;
DC Sary,

MtuwiHit ew diwrm Anti$uil&i <!<' In 1'erw, \>. 48, Jua^cn, Indifk$

AUffthumtHtUwlfiti. 6.

4
Httabo, xi 11 ; Bumouf, Yawnn, Notcn, p. 110. * In another pluco

Eintohtliench in cited us dcM<ri!)jn^ the uchtvrn boundnry to ho a htiu

suparatmg V.uthit'iio from Mcdi.i, .mil Kanuaiiia from Pjna'takoro ami

Purwa, thustakmg' in Yozd and Koruiun, but excluding tfau.' \VXlauu,

Aiunia aiitiqwt, p. T20.
''

lIclLuncuH, fraj^iu 160, oil. Mullcr. "Apia Tltpiruc^ x&pa.
II

Joseph Mullor, Jounial uunliyiw, 18JJD, j>
21)8 Lawn, I. r, i (),

From thi tho Elaui of Geno^is. Atihniyt'K usittfifiitcx,
i p {>2IJ, In

the cuneiform inHciiptiona which reprcKcut tho prouuuciatiou uf 1/crman
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Persians, Medians, Bactrians, and Sogdians all spoke, as late as

the tune of Strabo,
1
nearly the same language, and we may well

understand, therefore, that they should have claimed for them-

selves one common name, in opposition to the hostile tribes

of Turan.

That Aryan was used as a title of honour in the Persian

empire is clearly shown by the cuneiform inscriptions of Darius

He calls himselfAriya and Ariya-fcitra, an Aryan and of Aryan
descent , and Ahuramazda, or, as he is called by Darius, Aura-

mazda, is rendered in the Turanian translation of the inscription

of Behistun, 'the god of the Aryas.' Many historical names of

the Persians contain the same element. The great-grandfather

of Darius is called in the inscriptions AriyirSonna, the Greek

Ariaramnes (Herod, vii. 90). Ariobarzanes (i.e. Euergetes),

Aiiomanes (i.e. Eumenes), Ariomardos, all show the same

origin
2

About the same time as these inscriptions, Eudemos, a pupil

of Aristotle, as quoted by Damascius, speaks of
*
the Magi and

the whole Areian race,'
3

evidently using Aieian in the same

sense in which the Zend-Avesta spoke of
'
the whole countiy

of Ana/

And when after years of foreign invasion and occupation,

Persia rose again under the sceptre of the Sassanians to be a

national kingdom, we find the new national kings, the woi-

shippers of Masdanes, calling themselves, in the inscriptions

under the Achaemenian dynasty, the letter I is wanting altogether. In

the names of Babylon and Arbela ifc is replaced by t. The I appears,

however, in the Sassanian im,ciiptions, where both Aila*n and Airdn,
AniUn and Anira*n occur.

1
Heeien, Ideen, i. p. 337 : ofidyXurroi 7ra/>ek /wcpuv. Strabo, p. 1054

2 One of the Median classes is called 'Aptforroi, which may be

aryagrantu. Herod, i 101.

*

Mdiyot 2 teal irav ro *A.petov -y&os, <&? /ecu rovro 7/xtye* <J Eu^fios, cl

pw r6irov, ol Si xpuvov KaXovffi rb varjrbv &irav ical r& jjvwptvov If ov

T\ 6ebv &ya6uv teal Sa'tpova Koutlv rj ^w? /rat cricbros irpb

<&s iviovs Xfyciv Olrot 81 ofo Kal avrol ficrA ify &$i6.KpiTQv

<j>fotv Stcucpivofjiwqi' iroiovfft r^v Sirrrjv ffvcrrotx^y T&V K$*m6vwV) rqs

l&v jfteio8ou rbv 'Clpofju&a&ri, TTJS 5^ ruv 'Apttpaytov. Damaucms,
tiones de pnmis principiis, ed. Kopp, 1826, cap. 125, p. 384.
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deciphered by De Sacy,
1
'Kings of tlic Aryan and un-Aryan

races;' in Pclilcvi, Iran ta Aninin\ in Greek,

The modern name of Iran foi Poisia still keeps up the

memory of this ancient title.

Jn the name of Armenia the same element of Arya has boon

supposed to exist." The name of Armenia,, however, dues not

occur in Zend, and the name Armina, which ! u-fd foi Aimonui

in the cuneiform inscriptions, IB of doubtful H,\niolniry.
f In

the langiingo of Armenia, ari is used in tho \vidosi ^\\^ foi

Aryan or Iranian; it means also bravo, ;md is applied moic

especially to the Medians.* The woid to i/a, thon'ioiv, i hwi^h not.

contained in the name of Armenia, can bt i

piwed to have < xitted

in the Armenian language HH n national ami honourable iianu'

West of Armenia, on tho borders of tlieCiiMpi.in Sea, wu find ihe

ancient name of Albania. Tho Armiinians call tho Albanians

Ayliovan, and as (jli in Armenian Htiuidtf for ; or ?, it has IHMII

conjectured by Bore, that in Aylwi an also tho name of An.ir.

contained. This seems doubtful. Ifut iu th< k

valleys of tin*

Caucasus wo meet with an Aryan nice speaking an Aryan

language, the Os of Omitto, and these call themselves Iron
a

1 De Sacy, Mnnoirc, p. 47 ; LasHon, Ltd. ALL i. 8.

*

Burnout, Yavna, Notes, p. 107. Spiced, Hrttinffr zur rcnjf

tipraclif i. 31 Anquetil had no authority ioi taking the Zend tiuy<t

mrm, for Armenia.
3 Bocharb shows (P&akff. lib. i. cup. 3, col 20) that thf <:iiiUd<'

paraphrast renders the Mini of Jcromiah ly IFar Mini, and ai tin-

sune country is called Minyas by Nicolaua I )anuiscenus r lw inftTH

that the first syllable u the Semitic liar, a mountain (BCD Kawlnmm's

Glossary, s. v.).
*
Laasen, In<1. Alt. i. 8, note. Anlk alno i uaod in Armoniftti as

the name of the Medians, and has boon referred by JOB M filler in

Aryaka as a name of Media. Jouni. As. 1839, p. 208. If, JIH Qnata*-
mere says, ari and (inari aio nsod in Armenian for Medium and Per-

sians, this can only be ascribed to a misunderstanding, anil must lw ,L

phrase of later date.
B
Sjogrcn, Ouftio Grammar, p. 30C. cylax and Apollwlrii i nun-

lion "Apiot and 'A/Jtdwa, south of the CaucasuH. Pioti-t, Oiiflium,

p. 67; Scylav:, Peiip. p. 213, ed. Klaascn; Ayollodoii Mtblwi/t. p. 43't,

ed. Heyne.
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Along the Caspian, and in the country washed by the Oxus

and Taxartes, Aryan and non-Aryan tribes were mingled

together for centuries. Though the relation, between Aryas

and Turas was hostile, and though there were continual wars

between them, as we learn from the great Persian epic, the

Shdknameh, it does by no means follow that all the nomad

races who infested the settlements of the Aryas were of Tatar

blood and speech Turvasa and his descendants, who repre-

sent the Turanians, are described in the later epic poems ot

India as cursed and deprived of their inhentance in India
;
but

in the Vedas Tuivasa is represented as worshipping Aryan gods.

Even m the Shahnameh, Peisian heroes go ovei to the Turanians

and lead them against Iian, very much as Conolanus led the

Samnites against Rome We may thus undei&tand why so

many Tuianlan or Scythian names, mentioned by Greek writeis,

should show evident traces of Aryan origin. Aspa was the

Persian name foi horse, and in the Scythian names Asjpabota,

Aspalara, and Aspcuatlia
1 we can haidly fail to recognise tho

same element. Even the name of the Aspasian mountain?,

placed by Ptolemy in Scythia, indicates a similar origin Noi

is the woid Arya unknown beyond the Oxus. Thero is a people
called Anacw* another called Antariani.* A Mug of the

Scythians, at the time of Darius, was called Anantes. A con-

ternpoiary of Xeixes is known by the name ofAnpitJies (i.e.

Sanskrit aryapati ; Zend ainjapaiti) ;
and Spargapifhes may

have had some connection with the Sanskrit svargapati, lord

of heaven

We have thus traced the name of Arya from India to the

west, from Aryavarta to Anana, Persia, Media, more doubtfully

to Aimenia and Albania, to the Iron in the Caucasus, and to

some of the nomad tribes in Transoxiana. As we approach

Europe the tiaces of this name grow fainter, yet they are not

altogether lost.

1
Burnouf, Yasna, Notes, p. 105.

2
Ptolemy, vi 2, and vi 14. There are 'AarapuBucai on the frontiers of

Hyrcania. Strabo, xi 7 , Pltny, Hist Nat vi. 10.
3 On Arimaspi and Aramsei, see Burnouf, Yasna, Notes, p. 105;

Pliny, vi. 0.
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Two roads were opened to the Aryas of Asia in their westward

migrations. One through Chorasan l
to the north, through

what is now called Eussia, and thence to the shores of the

Black Sea and Thrace. Another from Armenia, across the

Caucasus or across the Black Sea to Northern Greece, and along

the Danube to Germany. Now on the former road the Aryas
left a trace of their migrations in the old name of Thrace,

which was Ana ;

2 on the latter we meet in tho eastern part of

Germany, near the Vistula, with a Geiman tube called Am.
And as in Persia we found many proper names in which Arya
formed an important ingredient, so we find again in German

history names such as Ariovistm?

Though we look in vain for any traces of this old national

name among the Greeks and Eomans, some scholars believe

that it may havo been preserved in the extreme west of the

Aryan migrations, in the very name of Ireland. The common

etymology of Erin is that it means '
island of the west,' mr-

iwiis
;
or land of the west, iar-in. But this is clearly wrong,

4

at least with regard to the second portion of the word. Tho

old name of Ireland is Erm in the nominative, more recently

fibre. It is only in the oblique cases that the final n appears,

as in Latin words such as regio, regionis. Erin therefore has

been explained as a derivative of Er or Eri, said to be the

ancient name of the Irish Celts as preserved in the Anglo-

Saxon name of their country, & eland.
6 And it is maintained by

O'Reilly, though denied by others, that this er is used in Irish

in the sense of noble, like the Sanskrit firya.
6

1
Qairizam in the Zend-Avesta, Uvdrazmw in tho inscriptions of

Darius.
*
Stephanas Byzantinus.

8
Grimm, RechtsaltertJiuinci , a. 292, traces Arii and AriovistuB bock

to the Gothic harji, army. If this etymology be right, this part of our

argument mutt be given up.
*

Pictet, Les Ongines in(to-ewiop6mnes) p. 31. 'Tar, 1'oucst, no

a'ecrit jamais er on eiV, et la foime Xarin ne ee rencontie nullo part

pour Erin.
1

Zeuss gives wi-rend, insula occidentals. JBut lend (recto

HIM?) makes tendo m the gen. sing.
5 Old Norse bar, Irishmen ; Anglo-Saxon ira, Irinhuwn.
6
Though I state these views on the authority of M. Ticlet (Kuhn's
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Some of the evidence here collected in tracing the ancient

name of the Aryan family, may seem doubtful, and I have

pointed out myself some links of the chain uniting the earliest

Beitrage, i. 91), I think it right to add the following note which an
eminent Irish scholar has had the kindness to tend me :

The ordinary name of Ireland, in the oldest Irish MSS., is (K)6rw3

gen. (h)6renn, dat. (tyerinn The initial is often omitted. Before

etymologising on the word, we must try to fix its Old Celtic form. Of
the ancient names of Ireland which are found in Greek and Latin

writers, the only one which Mriu can formally represent is Htbeno.

The abl. sing, of this form Htbet zone is found in the Book ofArmagh,
a Latin MS. of tlie eaily part of the ninth century Prom the same

MS we also learn that a name of the Irish people was Hyberionaces,
which is obviou&ly a denvative from the stem of Ti&e>to. Now if we
lemember that the Old Irish scribes often prefixed k to words beginning
with a vowel (e.g h-cibunde, h-arundo, h-erimus, Ji-ostium), and that they
also often wiote "b foi the v consonant (e.g. "bribes,ftilulas, corbusrfabo-

mits) , if, moreover, we observe that the Welsh and Breton names for

Ireland "Ywerddon, Iierdon point to an Old Celtic name beginning

with IVER-, we shall have little difficulty in giving ffiberio a correctly

Latinised foim, viz. Iveno. This in Old Celtic would beJueutt, gen.

Iverionos. So the Old Celtic form of Jfy onto was JPV ontftt as we see from

the Gaulish inscription at Vieux Poitiers As v when flanked by vowels

is always lost in Irish, Iieritt would become twin, and then, the first

two vowels running together, driu. ['
Absorbitur v in i in iar (occidens)

in foimula adverbial! uniar (in, ab occidente) Wb. Cr., cui adnumeranda

pi sep. iarn (post), adverb, iarwn (postea), aquidein recte confero nomina

'lovtpnoi (n. populi in angulo Hiberni verso contra occidentetn et

meridiem), 'lotvpvis (oppid. Eiberniae), et 'lovepvia (nomen insuln) ap.

Ptolem. quse Eomam accommodaverint ad vocem suam hibernus, i e.

hiemalis.* Zeuss, Q-rammatica Celtica, i. p. 67.] As regards the double

n in the oblique cases of 4nw, the genitive frenn (e.g.) is to Iverionos as

the Old Irish wrmann,
*

names,' is to the Skr. n^m^ni, Lat nomina.

The doubling of the n may peihaps be due to the Old Celtic accent.

What then is the etymology of IieriA ? I venture to think that it

may (like the Lat Aver~nu8, Gr. "Afop-vos) be connected with the Skr.

avara, 'posterioi/ 'western.' So the Irish des, Wel&h deheu, 'right,'

'south/ is the Skr. dakshina,
*
dexter'; and tbe Irish dir (in an-dir),

if it stand for pdir,
'
east,' is the Skr. purva,

*
anterior.'

M Pictet regards Ptolemy's 'lovcpvia (Ivernia) as coming nearest to

the Old Celtic form of the name in question He further sees in the

first syllable what he calls the Iiish ibh,
'

land/
' tribe of people,'and he

thinks that this ibli may be connected not only with the Yedic il>Ua l
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name of India with, the modern name of Ireland, as weaker

than the rest. But the principal links aie safe. Names of

countries, peoples, riveis, and mountains have an extraordinary

vitality, and they will remain while cities, kingdoms, and

nations pass away Rome has the same name to-day, and will

probably have it for ever, which was given to it by the earliest

Latin and Sabine settlers
;
and wherever we find the name of

Rome, whether in Walachia, which by the inhabitants is called

Roumania, or in the dialects of the Giisons, the Romansch, in

the title of the Romance languages, or m tho name of Itomna,

given by the Aiabs to the Greeks, and m that of Iloumelu, ivc

know that some threads would lead us back to the Rome of

Romulus and Remus, the stronghold of tne tMihrst waniois of

Latium. The ruined city near the mouth of the Uppor Zab, now

usually known by the name of Nimrud, is cullort Jf/iwby the

Arabic geographers, and in Athtir we ifcogmsu iho old name

of Assyiia, which Dio Cassius wutcs At^iia, loinaiikinj^ ihat tin;

baibaaians changed the Sigma into Tau. A&syiu is called Athui a

in the inscnptions of Darius.
1 We hear of battles fought on tho

Sittkdge, and we hardly think that the battle-field of the Sikhs

was nearly the same whcro Alexandci fought the kings of th< 4

Penj.lb But the name of the Sutleclye is tho name of the same

river as the Ilmtdnts ofAlexander, the 6'atadru of the Indiana,

and among the oldest hymns of the Veda, about 1500 r, c
,
we

find a war-song refeiring to a battle fought on the two Links

of the same stream.

'

family,' but with the Old High-German wlta,
e a district

'

But, iir*!,,

according to the lush phonetic laws,Ma would ha\e appeared as <7; in

Old, calk in Modern, lnth. Secondly, the n m aim is a diphthong
Gothic di, Iti&h di, oe, Skr, 0. Consequently, ilk and Ma cannot bo

identified with eiba. Thirdly, there is no such woul as ^lh in the num.

sing , although it is to be found in O'Reilly's Diction.iiy, along with his

explanation of the intensive prefix er-9 as
*

noble,' and many oth<T

blunders and foigenefa. Tho form ilh is, no doubt, producible, but it is

a very modern dative plural of ##, a '
descendant.' Inah difel/ncla wero

often calbd by the names of the occupying clann. These clann were

often called 'descendants (hul, U, t) of suck an one.' Hence the

blunder of the Irish lexicographer.- W.S.
1 See Itawlinson's Glossary, a. v.
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No doubt, there is danger in titisting to ineie similarity of

geogiaphical names. Gninm may be light that the Aru of

Tacitus were originally Harii, and that their name is not con-

nected with Arya But in this case, as the evidence on either

side is merely conjectural, this must leniain an open question.

In other cases, however, a strict oLseivation of the phonetic

laws peculiar to each language will remove all uneeitainty.

Grimm, for instance, in his History of the German Language

(p. 228), imagined that Hanva, the name of Herat in the cunei-

form inscriptions, is connected with Aiii, the name which,

according to Herodotus, was given to the Medes This cannot

be, for the initial aspiration in Hanm points to a word which

in Sansknt begins with s, and not with a vowel, like liya The

following remarks will make this clearer.

Heiat is called both Herat and Hen? and the river on which

it stands is called Heri-rud. This nver Hen is called by Ptolemy

'Ape/ay,
2
by other writers Anus

;
and Ana is the name given to

the country between Parthia (Parthuwa) in the west, Maigiam

(Marghush) in the north, Bactria (Bakhtrish) and Aiachosia

(Haiauwatish) in the east, and Drangiana, (Zaraka) in the south

This, however, though without the initial h, is not Anana, as

descubed by Strabo, but an independent country, foiming pait

of it. It is supposed to be the same as the Hantim (Haiiva) of

the cuneiform inscriptions, though this is doubtful. But in the

Zend-Avesta there occins ffartiyit* as the name of the sixth

1 W. Ouseley, Orient. Geog of Ebn llfcukal. Burnouf, Yasna,

Notes, p 102.
3
Ptolemy, vi. 17.

3
It has been supposed that harCy&m in the Zend-Awtta stands for

harafoem, and that the nominative was not HaroyUj but Jlara&uS

(Oppert, Journal AMvpte, 1851, p. 280 ) Without denying the cot-

lectness of this view, which is partially supported by the accusative

i?Y?t/2$m, from lidaho, enemy of the Divs, there is no reason why
Haifa/urn should not be taken for a regular jiccufeative of Ha>6yu, tlie

long ft in the accusative being due to the finnl nasal. (Burnouf,

Yasna, Notes, p. 103.) This Hayfyu would be in the nominative as

regular a form as Sarayu in Sanskrit, nay even more regular, as

baidyu would presuppose a Sanskrit sai asyu or saroy u, from aaras
water. Sarayu occurs also with a long u; see Wilson, s. v. M.

Oppert rightly identifies the people of Ilai aim with the 'Apttot, not,

like Giimm, with the *A/xot.
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country created by Ormuzd. We can trace this name with the

initial h even beyond the time of Zoroaster. The Zoroastrians

had lived for a time together with the ancestors of the people
whose sacied songs have been preserved to us in the Veda.

Afterwards the Zoroastrians migrated westward to Arachosia,

Media, and Persia, while the Yedic people spread more and

more towards the south and west. In their migrations the

Zoroastrians did what the Greeks did when they founded new

colonies, what the Americans did in founding new cities. They

gave to the new cities and to the rivers along which they settled,

the names of cities and rivers familiar to them, and reminding

them of the localities which they had left Now, as a Persian h

points to a Sanskrit s, Har&yu would tie in Sanskrit Saroyu.
We do not find Saroyu in the Yeda, but we find Sarayu one

of the sacred rivers of Vedic India, famous in the epic poems
as the River of Ayodhya, one of the earliest capitals of India,

and still known as the modern Sarju, the river of Awadh or

Hanumdn-garhi. Saras is a name for water in Sanskut, derived,

like sarit, river, from sar, to go, to run. It was probably this

river, the Sarayu, which lent its name to the Harvyu, the Arius

or Heri-rud, and this in turn to the country of Ana or Herat.

Anyhow Aria, as the name of Herat, has no connection with

Aria, the country of the Aryas.

Theie is no necessity for restricting Aryan to the language of

India and Persia They can be distinguished as Indie and

Iranic, or as Perso-Aryan and Lido-Aryan, having Aryan as the

shortest and most convenient title of the whole family ofAryan
1

speech.

As Comparative Philology has thus traced the ancient name

of JLrya from India to Europe, as the original title assumed by
the Aryas, before they left their common home, it is but natural

that it should have been chosen as the technical term for the

family of languages which was formerly designated as Indo-

Gerrnanic, Indo-European, Caucasian, or Japhetic.

1 For fuller information on the meaning of the word Arya, see the

author's article in the Encyclopaedia JBntannica, s. v. Aryan.
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Augnst Priedrich Pott.

The last of the triumvirs who founded the study of com-

parative philology Bopp, Grimm, and Pott has departed.

Piofessor Pott, as the papers inform us, died at Halle on July 5,

1886,m his eighty- fifth year. I have at present uo books of refer-

ence at hand, and cannot tell where he was born, how he was

educated, when he became professor, and what wore his titles

and orders, and other distinctions. Though I "believe I have

read or consulted every one of his books, I cannot undertake

to give even their titles. And yet I feel anxious to pay my
tribute of giatitude and respect to one to whom we all owe so

much, who has fought his battle so bravely, and whose whole

life was consecrated to what was to him a sacred cause the

conquest of sure and accurate knowledge in the wide realm of

human speech I believe he never left the University of Halle,

in which he first began his career. He knew no ambition but

that of being in the first rank of haid and honest workeis.

His salary was small ; but it was sufficient to make him inde-

pendent, and that was all he cared for. Others were appointed

over his head to more lucrative posts, but he never grumbled.

Others received orders and titles : he knew that there was one

order only that he ought to have had long ago the Ordreyour

le Merite, which he received only last year, fortunately before

it was too late. He never kept any private trumpeters, nor did

he surround himself with what is called a school, so often a

misnomer for a clique. His works, he knew, would remain his

best monuments, long after the cheap applause of his friends

and pupils, or the angry abuse of his envious rivals, had died

away. What he cared for was work, work, work. His industry

was indefatigable to the end of his life
;
and to the very last

he was pouring out of his note-books streams of curious infor-

mation which he had gathered during his long life.
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A man cannot live to the age of eighty-five, particulaily if

he be engaged in so new and progressive a science as coni-

paiative philology, without having some of his earlier woiks

called antiquated. But we ought to distinguish between books

that become antiquated, and books that become historical.

Pott's Etymoloyische Forscliiwycn, in their fiist edition, contain,

no doubt, many statements which the merest beginner now
knows to be cironeous. But what these begmnei& are apt
to foiget is that Pott's mistakes were often inevitable, nay,

even creditable. We do not blame the first decipherer of the

IneioglypMc inscriptions, because in some of their fiist inter-

pretations they guessed wrongly Wo ad time them for what

they guessed rightly, and we often find even their mistakes

extremely ingenious and mstiucti'-e I should advise all those

who have been taught to look upon Pott's early works as

obsolete to icad his JStymoloyiscJw Forschwujcn, even the first

edition, and I promise them they will <jiun a tiuer insight

into the original purposes of compaialivi
1

philology than the)

can gain fioni any of the moie receipt manuals They will

bo surprised at the, immboiless disco\ erica which are due to

Pott, though they hu,ve been made again and again, quite

innocently, by later coniois In Pott's timo Hie most necessary

woik consisted in tho collection of materials. Oveiwhelming

pi oofs were wanted to establish what scorns to us a simple fact,

but what Wiis then regaulcd us a, most pestilent hcicsy, namel},

that Greek, Latin, Teutonic, Celtic, Slavonic, and Sanskrit weic

cognates tongues It was Pott who biought those overwhelming

pi oofs together, and thus crushed once and for all the oppo-

sition of nanow-mmded sceptics It is quite true that his

work was always rather massive, but massive woik was wanted

for laying the foundation of the new science. It is true, also,

that his style was very impel iect, was, in fact, no style at all.

He simply pouied out his knowledge, without any attempt afc

order and perspicuity. I believe, it was Ascoli who once com-

pared his books to what the plain of Shmar might have looked

like aftoi the Tower of Babel had come to grief. But, alter

all, the foundation which he laid has lasted ; and, after the

rubbish has been cleared away by himself and others, enough
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remains that will last for ever. ITor should it "be forgotten that

Pott was really the first who taught respect for phonetic rules.

We have almost forgotten the discussion which preceded the

establishment of such simple rules as that Sanskrit g may be

repiesented by Greek #, that Sanskrit gaus may be jSow, and

Sanskrit gam, jSaiW "We can hardly imagine that scholars

could have been incredulous as to Sanskrit ksh being repre-

sented by Greek ACT, as to an initial s being liable to elision,

and certain initial consonants liable to piosthetic vowels. The

lules, however, according to which d might or might not be

changed into 1 had to be established by exactly the same

careful arguments as those according to which the vowel a is

liable to palatal or labial colouring (e and o). And when we

look at the second edition of Pott's Etymologische Fonchungen,
we find it a complete storehouse which will supply all our

wants, though, no doubt, every student has himself to test the

wares which are offered him. The same remark applies to his

works on the Gipsies, onJPersonal Names, and on Numei als ; to

his numerous essays on Mythology, on African Languages, and

on General Giainmar Everywhere there is the same emlat ) as

de richest, but, nevertheless, there is tichesse, and the collec-

tion of it implies an amount of devoted labour such as but few

scholars have been capable of.

In his earlier years, Professor Pott was very
' fond of feeht-

ing
'

;
and when we look at the language which he sometimes

allowed himself to use in his controversies with Curtius and

others, we cannot help feeling that it was not quite worthy of

him But we must remember what the general tone of scien-

tific wrangling was at that time. Strong language was mis-

taken for strong aigument, and coarseness of expression for

honest conviction. In the days of Lachmann and Haupt, no

one was considered a real scholar who could not be grob. Pott

caught the infection
; but, with all that, though he dealt hard

blows, ho never dealt foul blows He never became the slave

of a clique, and never wrote what ho did not believe to be true.

He must often have felt, like Goethe, that ho stumbled over the

loots of the trees which he himself had planted; but he re-

mained on pleasant terms with most of the rising generation,
I. X
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and, to the end of his life, was ready to learn from all who had

anything to teach. He cared for the science of languag-e with

all the devotion of a lover , and he never forgot its higlu>nfc

aims, even when immersed in a perfect whirlpool of details.

He had, in his younger days, felt the influence of William von

Huinboldt, and no one who had ever felt that influence could

easily bung himself to believe that language had nothing to

teach us but phonetic iiile^ Pott's name will icmain lor <
i \< i

one of the most gloiious in the heroic aye of compel a,t.i\"

philolog}
T
. -ksfc those who ctue to know the almost ioijifoit* n

achievements of that age of hcioea study them in Beniej. a

classical work The Ui&tory of Comparative Philology.
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Ulfilas.

I must say a few woids on this lemarkable man. The ac-

counts of ecclesiastical historians -with regard to the dtifce and

the principal events in the life of Ulfilas aie very contradictory.

This is partly owing to the fact that Ulfilas was an Ariau

bishop, and that the accounts which we pos-soss of him conic

from two opposite sides, fiom Anan and Athaua>j,m wjilcis

Although in fonning an estimate of his chaiacter it would be

necessary to sift this contradictoiy evidence, it is but lair to

suppobc that, when dates and simple facts in the hie ot the

bishop have to be settled, his own inends had belt* 1
* mranb of

information than the oithodox liiston.ms. It is, Ihorefoiu, from

the writings of his own co-religionibth that the chronology

and the hibtoncal outline of the bishop's lif< 1 should be dct ri-

mmed.

The principal writers to be consulted aw PhilosiM^iuH, Jib

preseived by Photms, and Auxtnitius, as piu&uivwl by Alaxi-

minus in a MS. discovered m IMO by PiofcHhor WaitK 1

in il\u

Libiary at Paris. (Supplement. Latin No. GOt.j This 3VKS con-

tains some wiitings of Hilaiius, the first two books oi Anibio-

sius, De Fide, and the acts of the Oomifil of Aquiloja fJ^I)

On the maigin of this MfcJ. Maximiims lopcatod the hc^innin**

of the acts of the Council of Aquilejii, adding loniaiivs of h^
own in order to show how unfanly Palladnib had Ijfcu tioaicd

in that council by Ambrose lie jotted down hus own views

on the Arian controversy, and on lull. 282 swj ,
L(; copicil an

account of Ulfilas written by Auxtmtiiis, tin 1

luwliop oi horo-

stomm (Silistria on the Danube], a, j>uj>il of UlhUs. Thw is

followed again by sonic disseitatiorw of Maxuninus, and on
foil. 314-327, a tieatiae addressed to Ambrose by u

1
JJebcr das Ldcn und dm Lehre dci MJtltt, JIauovor, 140; Ueber

das Lebeu, dt* UtfUa, von Dr. Uo&sdl, Gottiiigcii, IbOO.

X %
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a follower of Eusebius, possibly by Prudentiua himself, was

copied and slightly abbreviated for his own puiposes by Maxi-

minus.

It ia from Auxentius, as copied by Maximinus, that we learn

that Ulfilas died at Constantinople, where he had been invited

by the emperor to a disputation. This could not have been

later than the year 381, because, according to the same Auxen-

tins, Ulfilas had been bishop for foity yeaid, and, accoiduuf to

Philostorgius, he had been consecrated by .Eusebius. Now

Eusebius of Nicomedia died 341, and as Philostorgitw says Hut

Ulfilaa was conseciated by
'

Eusebius and the bishops who were

with him,' the consecration has been referred with tfioiit

plausibility to the beginning of the year 341, when Jta'lrins

presided at the Synod of Antioch. As we know that Ulfihis

was thnty years old at the time of his consecration, ho must

have been born in 311, and as he was seventy yearn of agi
1

when he died at Constantinople, his death must Live taken

place in 381

Professor Waitz fixed the death of Ulnlaq in 38R, because it

is stated by Auxentms that other Arian bishops had como with

Ulfilas on his last journey to Constantinople, and had actually

obtained the promise of a now council from the emperor, but

that the heretical party, i e. the Athanasians, succeeded in

getting a law published, prohibiting all disputation on flie

faith, whether in public or private. Maximinus, to win mi wtj

owe this notice, has added two laws fioni the Codex Theoilo

sianus, which he supposed to have refeience to this couliweivj.,

dated respectively 388 and 886. This shows that Maximinus

himself was doubtful as to the exact date. Neither of these

laws, however, is applicable to the case, aa has been fully shown

by Dr. Bcssell. They are quotations made by MuxiinhmB at hi.s

own risk, fiom the Codex Theodosianus, and imulfi in orror.

If the death of Ulfilas weie fixed in 388, the hiii>oi(unt no! ire

of Philostorgms, that Ulfilas was conseciated by KunMmis,

would have to be surrendered, and we should htuc to
HIIJ >]><*<'

that as late as 388 Theodosius had been in twify with fhc

Arians, whereas after the year 383, when the last .ittompt t

reconciliation had been made by Theodoaiua, and had failed,
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no mercy was any longer shown to the party of Ulfilas and his

friends

If, on the contrary, Ulfilas died at Constantinople in 381, he

might well have been called theie by the Emperoi Theodosius,

not to a council, but to a disputation (ad disputationem), as

Dr. Bessell ingeniously maintains, against the Psathyropolistae,
1

a new sect of Arians at Constantinople. About the same time,

in 380, Sozoinen 2
refers to efforts made by the Arians to gain

influence with Theodosius. He mentions, like Auxentius, that

these efibits were defeated, and a law published to forbid dis-

putations on the nature of God. This law exists in the Codex

Theodosiamis, and is dated January 10, 881. But what is most

important is, that this law actually revokes a rescript that had

been obtained fraudulently by the Arian heretic?, thus con-

firming the statement of Auxentius that the emperor had held

out to him and his party a promise of a new council.

Ulfilas was born in 310-11. His parents, as Philostorgius

tells us, wcie of Cappadocian origin, and had been carried

away by the Goths as captives from a place called Sadagolthina,

neai the town of Parnassus It was under Valerian and Gal-

lienus (about 267) that the Goths made this raid fiom Europe
to Asia, Galatia, and Cappadocia, and the Christian captives

whom they earned back to the Danube were the first to spread

the light of the Gospel among the Goths. Philostorgius was

himself a Cappadocian, and there is no reason to doubt this

statement of his on the parentage of Ulfilas, Ulfilas was born

among the Goths
;
Gothic was his native language, though he

was able in after-life to speak and write both in. Latin and

Greek. Philostorgius, after speaking of the death of Crispus

(326), and before proceeding to the last years of Constantme,

says that
' about that time

'

Ulfilas led his Goths from beyond
the Danube into the Roman Empire. They had to leave their

country, being persecuted on account of their Christianity.

Ulfilas was the leader of the faithful flock, and came to Con-

stantine (not Constantius) as ambassador. This must have been

before 337, the year of Constantine's death. It may have been

1

Bessell, I c. p. 38.
a
Sozomezma, B. E. vii 6.
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in 328, when Constantino hart gamed a victory over the Goths ;

and though Ulfilas was then only seventeen years of age, this

would be no reason for rejecting the testimony of Philostorgius,
who says that Constantino treated Ulfilas with gieat respect,

and called him the Moses of his time. Having led his faithful

flock across the Danube into Mnesia, he might well have been

compared by the emperor to Moses loading the Isiaelites from

Egypt through the Red Sea It is true that Auxentius insti-

tutes the same comparison between Ulfilas and Moses, after

stating that Ulfilas had been received with gieat lionouis by

Constantms, not by Constantino. But this refers to what took

place after UUilas had been for seven yeais bishop among the

Goths, in 318, and does not invalidate the statement of Philo-

storgius as to the cailier intercourse between Ulfilas and Con-

stantino. Sozomen 1

clearly distinguishes between the first

ciossing of the Danube by the Goths, with Ulfilas as their

ambassador, and the later attacks of Athanarich on Fndigcrn
or Fritiger, which led to tho settlement of the Goths in the

Roman Empiic. We must suppose that, after Inning ciossod

tho Danube, UlfiUa lemainod ibi wmw time with his Goths, or

at Constantinople. Au^entms say.s that he officiated as lector,

and it was only when he had reaehed the requisite age of

thirty, that at the synod of Antiocliia he was made, bibhop by
Eusebius in 341. lie paused tho firsfc seven yeais of his epi-

scopate among ihe OuUig, and the remaining Unity-three of

his life 'in solo ]tom:iniu3,' whero he had nnguted together

with Fritigcr and the Thervingi. There ia some coniuHion as

to the exact date of the Gothic TCwliw, but it is not at all

unlikely that Ulfilaa acted aa their leader on more fhan one

occasion.

There is little more to be learnt about Ulfilas irom other

sources. What is said by ecclesiastical historians about the

motives of his adopting tho doctrhw s of Ariua, and his changing
from one side to tho other, deserves no credit. Ulfilas, accord-

ing to his own confession, was always an Arian (.semper sic

credidi). Socrates says that Ulfilas was present at tho Synod

1
//. S. vi 3, 7.
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of Constantinople in 860, which may be true, though neither

Auxentius nor Philostorgius mentions it. The author of the

acts of Nicetas speaks of Ulfilas as present at the Council of

Nicsea, in company with Theophilus. Theophilus, it is true,

signed his name as a Gothic bishop at that council, but there is

nothing to confirm the statement that Ulfilas, then fourteen

years of age, was with Theophilus. Auxentius thus speaks of

Ulfilas (Wants), p. 19 :

* Et [ita prsdic] ante efc perCiistum cum dilectione Deo patii gratias

agente, hsec et his similia e\sequente, quadraainta anms in episcopatu

gloriose florens, apostolica gratia Grapcam et Latinam et Goticam lin-

guam sine intermissione m una et sola ecle&ia Cribti predicavit . . . Qui

et ipsis tribus hnguis plures tractatus et multas mterpretationes volen-

tibus ad utilitatem et ad sedificationem, sibi ad seteinam memoriam et

mercedem post se dereliquid. Quern condigne laudare non sufficio et

peuitus tacere non audeo ; cui plus omnium ego sum debitor, quantum
et amplms in me laboravit, qui me a prima etato mea a parentibus meis

discipulum suscepit et sacras litteras docuit et ventatem manifeslavit et

per misencordiam Dei et gratiani Cnsti et cainaliter et spmtaliter ut

filium suum in fide educavit.
' Hie Dei providenlia et Ciisti miseiicoidia pioptcr mnltomm salutem

m gente Gothorum de lectore tiiginta annorum epi&kopu^ e&t ordmatus,
ut non solum essct heies Dei ct coheies Cristi, sed et in hoc per giatiam
Ciisti imitator Cristi et sancioiumejus, ut quemadmodum sanctua David

trigmta annorum lex et profeta e&t constiiutus, ut regoret et docket

populum Dei et filios Histhaol, ita ot iste beatus tamquam profeta cst

mamfestatus et saccrdos Ciisti ordinatus, ut regoret et conigeret et

doceret et aedificaiet gentem Gothorum; quod et Deo volente et Cn^to

aacailiante per nuni^terium ipsius admiralihter est admpletum, et bicuti

losef in ^Egypto tnginta annorum cbt mamfeb[tatns ct] qaomadniodum
dominus et Deus noster Ihesus Cristus films Doi tuginta annorum
secundum cainem constitutus et baptizatus, cccpit evangehum predicate

et animas hominum pascere* ita et iste ?anct,us, ipbius Ciisti di^po-

sitione et ordmatione, ct in fame et penuria pt eclic ationis indifferentei:

agentem ipsam gentem Gothorum secundum evangt'licam et apostohcam
et profeticam regulam emendavit et vibere [Deo] docuit, et crwtianos

vere cristianod esse, manifestavit et multiphcavit

*Ubi et ex invidia et operatione mimici thunc ab mreligioso et sacri-

lego iudice Gothorum tyrannico terrore in varbaiico cristianorum perse-
cutio est excitata, nt satanas, qui male faceie cupiebat, nolen[s] faceret

bene, ut quos desiderabat pievaricatores facere et desertores. Cnsto

opitulante et propugnante, nerent martyies et confessores, ut persecutor

confunderetur, et qui persecutionein patiebantur, coronarentur ut hie
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qui temtabat sincere, victus erub&ceret, et qui temlabanfcur, victores

gauderent Ubi et post multoruin server urn et ancillarum Cristi glorio-

bum martyrinm, immmente vehementer ipsa persecution, conpletis

septein annis tantummodo m epibkopatum, supradictus sanctissimus vir

beatus Ulfila cum grand i populo confes&orum de vaibirico pulsus, in

solo Romanie a thu[n]c buate memone Con&tantio
principe liononfice

eat biibceptus,
ut feicuti Deus per Moyssein de potentia et violentia

Faraonis et Egyptorum poftmlum s]uum l[iberav]it [et rubrum] mare

tiansire fecit et sibi beivne providit, ita etpei sepe dictum Dens con-

fessores s.mcti fihi sui uni^c-niti
de vaibaiico liberavit et per Danubmm

transire fecit, et in montilms secundum sanctorum. imiUtionem sibi

servire de[cievit]
eo populo in solo Romanise, ubi sine illis

acptetu annia triginta ct tnbus anms ventatem predicavit, ut et in

hoc quoiutn flanctorum imitatoi erat [similis osset], quod qu.idraginta

^inixorum spatium et teinpus ufc multos . . . re et . . . . a[nn]orum

... e vita
*

.
'

Qn[i] c[um] precepto imperiali, conpletis quadra-

ginta annis, ad Confetantmopohtanam uibcin ad di^putationem ....

contia p . . ie . . [p] . t . stas pen exit, et cundo in . . .

nn . . ne . p . . . ccias sibi ax to docerent ct conteata-

ient[ur] .... almt, et mgc . e . . . . biipiadictam [ci]vitatem,

recogitato et im . . . . do statu ccmcilii, ne argueientur misens

miseraluhort'R, propno judicio damnati et porpetuo supplicio plectendi,

statim coipit inliruiari; qua in mfiiuutate bUfacepfcus est ad smuli-

tudme Elisei prophete Considers m<do oportet mentum vni, qui

ad hoc duce Doinmo obit Conntantmopoliin, immo vero Cnstianopohm,

ut hanctus et iininaculatus Kacc-rdos Crihti a sanctis et consacerdotibus,

a digms dignub diguo [per] tantum multitudincm custianoium pro

mentis [suw] nnrc 1 1 ^OHOBD liouorarotur
'

^Semll, p 37 )

' Qnde et cum sancto Hulfila cotciinquc consoitibus ad alium comita-

tum ConHtantinopoliin vonissutit, ibique ctiaiu et iinpeiatoies adissent,

julque cia piomusstim fuihset concifli]um, ut banctua Aux[en]tms ex-

posuit, [a]gmt.i promiRH[io]no prefati pi[e]positi heieticp] omnibus

vinbu[s] institerunt u[t] lex daretni q[u] concilium pro[hi]beret, sed

nw p[n]vatim in domo [nccj in publico, vel i[n] quolibet loco di[s]pu-

tatio de fi<le haberctur, u[ut] textus indicat
[le]gis,

etc.* (Waite,

p. 23 itiwU, p. 15.)



CHAPTER YIIL

THE SEMITIC FAMILY,

Comparative Study of the Semitic Language.

THE
Science of Language owes its origin almost

entirely to the study of the Aryan languages,

one might almost say, to the study of Sanskrit. The

more conect views on the origin and growth of lan-

guage, on the true nature of grammatical elements,

on the possible changes of letteis, and on the historical

development of the meaning of words, are all the

work of the nineteenth century, and may be claimed,

in the first instance, as the discoveries of Sanskrit

scholars.

But similar discoveries had been attempted by

scholars of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth

centuries, within the narrower sphere of the Semitic

languages. That the constituent elements of Hebiew

were triliteial roots, that the grammatical termina-

tions were mostly pronominal, that certain consonants

weie interchangeable, while others were not, all this

was known before the rise of Comparative Philology

in Europe. Neveitheless, it was the new spirit which

animated the schools of Bopp, Pott, and Giimm, which

soon began to react powerfully on Semitic students,

and in our own time has led to a comparative study

of Hebrew, Arabic, and Aramaic, very different from

that of former generations.
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For the purpose of illustrating the general prin-

ciples of the Science of Language the Aryan lan-

guages may still be considered as the most useful,

and I need hardly add that from the nature of my
own special studies, I was led to depend mainly
oa the evidence supplied by them in support of the

linguistic thcoiies which I wished to establish. But

as it is impossible to avoid reference to the Semitic,

if only in order to contrast them with the Aryan

languages, and as a certain knowledge ofwhat I called

the Turanian languages seems almost indispensable to

enable us to understand the only possible antecedents

of Aryan grammar, a short survey of the Semitic, and

what I called the Turanian languages will be useful,

bofore we proceed further.

Division of the Semitic Pamily.

The Semitic family has been divided into three

branches : the Aramaic, the Hebraic, and the Arabic ;*

or into two, the Northern, comprising the Aramaic

and Hebraic^ and the Southern the Arabic.

Aramaic.

The language of Aram, which formerly was repre-

sented chiefly by Syria? and Chaldee, has now re-

ceived an older representative in the language of

Assyria and Babylon, so far as it has been recovered

and deciphered in the cuneiform inscriptions. Tho

grammatical structuie of this ancient language is

clearly Semitic, but it displays no peculiarities which

y&ierak tit SyxUme compart <hs Lanyuet
Eiuest Rcnaii.
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would connect it more closely with Aramaic than

with the other Semitic languages. Geographically,

however, the ancient language of Mesopotamia may
for the present be called Aramaic. The date also of

the most ancient of these inscriptions is still a matter

of controversy. If some of them go hack, as some

scholars maintain, to 4000 B.C., they would represent

the very oldest remnants of Semitic speech, and

almost any deviations of the later Aramaic dialects

might he accounted for by mere growth and decay.

If that ancient Semitic literature was itself preceded,

as seems now very generally, though not yet uni-

versally, admitted, by another civilisation, not Semitic,

and known by the name of Sumero-Accadian, this

would open to us an insight into a past more distant

even than that which is claimed for the oldest Egyp-
tian and Chinese literature. It may be so, but as yet

neither the language, nor the ideas conveyed by it,

give the impression of so very remote an antiquity.
1

Much, no doubt, has been achieved in deciphering

these cuneiform inscriptions, and every year brings

new and important results. But this very fact shows

how dangerous it would be to look upon every new

discovery as final, and to arrange and rearrange the

history and chronology of the East in accordance

with the latest conjectures, based on the decipher-

ment of the cuneiform inscriptions.
2

Chaldee and Syriac.

The language spoken in historical times in the

1 See Giffoid Lectures, p. 305.
3 See Sayce, Kilbeit Lecture*, 1887, p, 413.
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ancient kingdoms of Babylon and Nineveh, is called

Aramaic. It spread from thence into Syria and

Palestine. Owing to the political and literary ascen-

dency of those countries, Aramaic seems for a time

to have become a kind of lingua franca, asserting its

influence ovei Persia, Syria, Asia Minor, Egypt, and

even Arabia.

The language spoken by Abraham and his people,

before they emigrated to Canaan, was probably

Aianiaic. Laban must have spoken the bame dialect.

and the name which he gave to tlie heap of stones

that was to be a witness between him and Jacob

(Jeyar-tiaJunl'uOut) is Sviiac, whereas Gained, the

name by which Jacob called it, is Hebrew.1

It has been usual to distinguish between Aramaic

as used by the Jews, and Aramaic as used in later

times by Christian writers. The former was called

VhnldM) the ktter ffyi'itn: It may be true that the

name Chaldee owos its origin to the* mistaken notion

of its having been introduced into Palestine by the

Jews reluming from the Babylonian captivity. I Jut

the name has now been too long in possession to

make it advisable to replace it bj a new name, such

aH Western Aramaic,.

The Jewish Chahfoe* shows itself first in some of

the books of the Old Testament, such as the book of

Esara and the book of the Prophet Daniel Afterwards

we find it employed in the TMHJWU&* or Chaldee

1 See Quati emtee, Afi'woirc *wr fa yttbttft'fHh, p 130
8
Kenan, pp 214 sotj. Lfi diahhtn biJilujue wraU tin tlialtf

1

Anibic, taijam, to explain . JD? (tyotnuH, Arabic, tarjamdn.
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paraphrases of the Pentateuch (Onkelos) and of the

Prophets (Jonathan), which were read in the Syna-

gogues
1

long before they were finally collected in

about the fourth and fifth centuries A.D. The Jeru-

salem Targum and the Jerusalem Talmud 2
represent

the Chaldee as spoken, at that time by the Jews in

Jerusalem and Galilee. Christ and his disciples mu&t

have employed the same Aramaic dialect, though they

used Greek also in addressing the people at large.

The few authentic words preserved in the New Testa-

ment as spoken by our Lord in bis own native lan-

guage, such as Tahtha, kumi, EpJiphutka, Alia, aie

not Hebrew, but Chaldee.

After the destruction of Jerusalem the literature

of the Jews continued to be written in Chaldee. The

Talmud of Jerusalem of the fourth, and that of

Fabylon of the fifth century, exhibit the spoken lan-

guage of the educated Jews, though greatly depraved

by an admixture of foreign elements. The conquests

of the Arabs and the spreading of their language
interfered with the literaly cultivation of Chaldee as

early as the seventh century ;
but Chaldee remained

the literary idiom of the Jews to the tenth century.

The Masora 8 and the traditional commentary of the

1 The Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan are refeired to the second

century A.D Others are later, later even than the Talmud; sec Kenan,
I c.,p 220.

2 Talmud (instruction) consists of Midina and Gcmara Mi^h-na

means repetition or teaching, viz of the Law It was collected and

wntten down about 21S A D
, "by Jehuda Q-emara is a continuation

and commentaiy of the Mi&hna That of Jerusalem was finished

toward the end of the fouith, that of Bab} Ion toward the end of the

hfth century
3 Fust printed in the Rabbinic Bible, Venice, 1525.
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Old Testament* were probably written down aLont

that time Soon afterwards the Jews adopted Arabic

as their literary idiom, and retained it to the thirteenth

century. They then returned to a kind of modern i&ed

Hebiew, which is still employed by Rabbis in their

learned discussions

The Sainuritan also mar be enlied an Aramaic

dialect. It is used in the Samaiitan transition of

the Pentateuch, and differs but little from the ChaMon

of the Jews.

The Mandaeans, sometimes called Menduites and

Nasoreans, a somewhat mixed Christian sect in Baby-

lonia, chiefly near Bassora, spoke and wrote likewise

a corrupt .Aramaic dialect. This is preserved in

their writings, and in the jargon of a few surviving

members of that sect. Best known among their

writings is the Book of Adam. Though thoir extant

literature cannot claim a date before the tenth con-

tury, it was supposed that under a modern crust of

wild and senseless hallucinations, it contained some

grains of genuine ancient Babylonian thought. These

Mandaeans have m fact been identified with the

Nabateans, who are mentioned as late as tho tenth

century
1 of our era, as a race purely pagan, and dis-

tinct from Jews, Christians, and Mohammedans. In

Arabic the name Nabal&wi,* is used for Babylonians

nay, all the people of Aramaic origin, guttled in the.

earliest times between the Euphrates and Tigris, an*

referred to by that name. :j It was supposed thai the

Nabateans, who are mentioned about the beginning

1
Kenan, p 2U. a

Ibnl. p, 237.
3
Quatreuifere, Mfoioire sar let NubahQM, p. llti.
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of the Christian era as a race distinguished for their

astronomical and general scientific knowledge, were

the ancestors of the mediaeval Nabateans, and the

descendants of the ancient Babylonians and Chaldeans.

A work, called The Nabatean Agriculture, which exists

in an Arabic translation by Ibn-Wahshiyyah, the

Chaldean,
* who lived about 900 years after Christ,

was supposed to be a translation of a text written by
Kuthami in Aramean, about the beginning of the

thiiteenfch century B.C. Kenan, however, has shown

that it was really the compilation of a Nabatean who

lived about the fourth century after Christ
;

2 and

though it contains ancient traditions, which may go
back to the days of the great Babylonian monarchy,

these traditions can hardly be taken as a fail repre-

sentation of the ancient civilisation of the Aramean

race.

Syriac, though spoken long before the rise of

Christianity, owes its literary cultivation chiefly to

Christian writers. In the second century A D. the

Old and New Testaments were translated into Syriac

(the Pethito, i.e. simple), and became the recognised text

1
Ibn-Wah&hiyyah was a Mussulman, but liis family had been con-

verted for three generations only He translated a collection of Naba-

tean books Three have been pi e&erved 1 The Nabatean Agriculture ;

2 The Book on Poisons, 3 The Book of Tenkelusha (Teucros) the

Babylonian; besides i;igments of The Book of the Secrets of the Sun

and Moon The Nabatean Agriculture was referred by Quatremere

(Journal asiatiqite, 1835) to the penod between Belesis who delivered

the Babylonians from their Median masters and the taking of Babylon

by Cyius. Professor Cliwolfaon of St Petersbuig, who has examined

all the MSS , places Kuthjum at the beginning of the thirteenth cen-

tury B o.

a
Eenan, M&moire sur VAge du Liwe intituttAgriculture nabattenne,

p 38, Paris, 1860, Time*, January 31, 1862.
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in the school of Edessa and other seats of learning in

Syria. A large literature sprang up from the third

to the seventh century, and extended its influence to

Persia and the Eastern Koman Empire. Ephraeia

Syrus lived in the middle of the fourth century.

During the eighth and ninth centuries the Ncstorians

of Syria acted as the instructors of the Arabs, but

the htciary cultivation of their own language began
to wane. It was levived for a time in the thirteenth

century by Gregorius Barhcbraous (Abulfaiaj),
1 and

lived on as a Icarnud language to the present day.

The Neo-Syriac dialects, &till spoken by Nestorian

Christians in the neighbourhood of Mossul and iu

Kurdistan, as far as the lakes of Van and Urmia, also

by some Christian tribes in Mesopotamia, are not

directly derived from the literary Syriac, but lepmsent
remnants of the spoken Aramaic. One of thuso dialects

has lately received some literary cultivation through
the exertions of Christian missionaries.2

Hebraic.

The second branch of the Semitic family comprises

l
}
heiiician and CarLhf^gi^c^, as Icnoun to us from

inscriptions, dating, in the cnfio of Plionician, from

about 600 jj.a, and the Hebrew of the Old lYstamont.

The Mnalitcs spoko a language almost identical

with Hebrew, as may bo seen from tho inscription of

King Mosha, about 900 B.C. The PJalMtHM also

Hpoke what mny bo called a llebre/w dialect About

the time of tho Maccabees, Hebrew and its connate
1 Hco Iliiiiaii, p 257
3 AlcsMK I'cikniH ciiul StcxliUul, tho UUi'i th<' .butltot ot a i^miuniar,

jmMi^hud in tho Journal of tic Amtj mtu Oneuhil tforn ///, vol. v.
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dialects ceased to be spoken by the people at large,

though it remained the language of the learned long

after the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus We saw

before how, first of all, Aramaic encroached upon

Hebrew, owing to the political ascendancy of Babylon,

and still more of Syria Afterwards Greek became

for a time the language of civilisation in Palestine as

in other parts of the East
; and lastly Arabic, after

the conquest of Palestine and Syria, in the year 636,

monopolised nearly the whole area formerly occupied

by the two older branches of the Semitic stock, Ara-

maic and Hebrew. At present the Jews scattered

over Europe and Asia still employ, for their own

purposes, a kind of corrupt Hebrew, both for con-

versation and for literary purposes.

Arabic.

The third branch, the Arabic, has its oiiginal home

in the Arabian peninsula, where it is still spoken in

its greatest purity by the bulk of the inhabitants, and

from whence it spread over Asia, Africa, and Europe
at the time of the Mohammedan conquests.

The earliest literary documents of Arabic go back

beyond Mohammed's time. They are called Mo alia,-

kdt, literally, suspended poems, because they are said

to have been thus publicly exhibited at Mecca. They
are old popular poems, descriptive of desert life.

Besides these there are the Divans of the six ancient

Arabic poets, which likewise are anterior to the rise

of Mohammedanism.

Inscriptions have been found in the Hijdz, commonly
called Thamudic, which are supposed to be of an

ante-Christian date. Similar Arabic inscriptions con-

i. Y
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tinue to be discovered, attesting the use of Arabic, as a

cultivated language, long before the age of Mohammed.

The trilingual inscription of Zabad (Aramaic, Arabic,

Greek) dates from 513 A.D.
;
a bilingual inscription of

Harran (Arabic and Greek) from 568 A.D.

With Mohammed Arabic became the language

of a victorious religion and of a victorious literature

in Asia, Africa, and, for a time, even in Europe.

The language of the Quran became a new type

of literary excellence by the side of the ancient

Bedouin poetry. In the second century after the

Hejra grammatical studies fixed the rules of classical

Arabic permanently, and after 1200 years the Qur'iin,

representing the language of the seventh century, is

still read and understood l>y all educated Arabs. Tho

spoken Arabic, however, differs dialcctically in Egypt,

Algeria, Syria, and Arabia. One Arabic dialect con-

tinues to be spoken in Malta.

Himyaritlc Inscriptions.

There seems to Lave exited a very ancient civilisa-

tion in the south of the Arabian peninsula, somotimos

called Salaeav, remnants of which have bean dis-

covered in colossal monuments and in numerous in-

scriptions, written in a peculiar alphabet, called

Himyaritic. Their age is supposes! to date from

before our era, and to extend to the fourth century

A.D. It is possible to clistinguiah traces of different

dialects in thoao &a]>acan inHcriptionH, but they arc all

closely allied to Arabic. Tho Habaean language wan

probably spoken in tho south of the Arabian penin-

sula till the advent of Mohammedanism, which made

Arabic the language of the whole of Yemen.
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Ethiopia.

In very early times a Semitic colony from Arabia,

or, more correctly, from Sabaea, crossed over to Africa.

Here, south of Egypt and Nubia, a primitive Semitic

dialect, closely allied to Sabaean and Arabic, has main-

tained itself to the present day, called Ethiopia, Abys-

sinian, or Geez. We have translations of the Bible in

Ethiopic, dating from the third and fourth centuries.

Other works followed, all of a theological character.

There are inscriptions also in ancient Ethiopic,

dating from the days of the kingdom of Axum, which

have been referred to 350 and 500 A.D.

The ancient Ethiopic ceased to be spoken in the

ninth century, but it remained in use as a literary

language for a much longer time.

Beginning with the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,

a new language appeal's, the modern Ethiopic, or

Amharic. In it the Semitic type has been intensely

modified, probably owing to the fact that the tribes

who spoke it were of Hamitic origin. It is still a

spreading language, and has given rise in modern

times to a new literature.

Other dialects, such as Tigre, EKhili, and ffarrari,

so called fiom the localities in which they are spoken,

have not yet been sufficiently explored to enable

Semitic scholars to pronounce a decided opinion

whether they are varieties of Amharic, or represen-

tatives of more ancient independent dialects.1

1 The latest and best account of the Semitic languages is given by
Noldeke in the Cyclopaedia BnUmnica.

Y 2,
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Family likeness of the Semitic Languages.

The family likeness of the Semitic is quite as strong

as that of the Aryan languages, nay, even stronger.

Their phonetic character is marked by the prepon-

derance of guttural sounds
;
their etymological charac-

ter by the triliteral form of most of its roots, and

the manner in which these roots are modified by

pronominal suffixes and prefixes ;
their grammatical

character by the fixity of the vowels for expressing

the principal modifications of meaning, a fixity which

made it possible to dispense with writing the vowel

signs. These characteristic features are so strongly

developed that they render it quite impossible to

imagine that a Semitic language could ever have

sprung from an Aryan or an Aryan from a Semitic,

Whether both could have sprung from a common

source is a question that has often boon asked, and has

generally been answered according to personal pre-

dilections. Most scholars, I believe, would admit that

it could not be shown that a common origin in far

distant times is altogether impossible.
1 But the evi-

dence both for and against is by necessity so intangible

and evanescent that it hardly comes within the

sphere of practical linguistics.
2

1 See M. M
, Selected Essay*, i p. 65,

f
Stratification of Language.*

2
Theologians who still manikin that all languages were derived

from Hebrew would do well to read a work by the Abl><< Lorvir/o

Hervas, the dedication of which was accepted by Pope Pius VI, Ruggw
Pratico delle Lingue, 1787, particulaily the fouith chapter, which has

the title
* La sostanziale diversita degl' idiomi nella smtaisi addimontra

essere vana I
1

opinione degli Autori, che li credono derivati dall*
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ANALYSTS OF LANGUAGE.

T>EFORE we proceed to a consideration of the lan-
*~*

guages which are neither Aryan nor Semitic, lan-

guages which in my Letter on tlTe Turanian Languages,

published in 1854,
1 I ventured to call Turaman, and

which Pilchard before me had comprehended under

the name of AllopJiylian^ it will be necessary to

discover what are the constituent elements of all

human speech, and in how many different ways these

elements may be combined. For it is in the com-

bination of these elements that the principle has been

discovered according to which languages may be

classified, even when it is impossible to discover be-

tween them any traces of real genealogical relation-

ship.
Radical and Formal Elements.

The genealogical classification of the Aryan and

the Semitic languages was founded, as we saw, on

a close comparison of the grammatical characteristics

of each. It was the object of such works as Bopp's

Comparative Grammar to show that the grammatical
articulation of Sanskrit, Zend, Greek, Latin, Celtic,

Teutonic, and Slavonic was produced once and for

1 Letter to Chevalier Bnnsen, *0n tlie Turanian Languages/ in

Burden's Christianity and Mankind, yol. iii. pp. 263 seq. 1854.
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all, and that the apparent differences in the termi-

nations of Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin must be ex-

plained by laws of phonetic change, peculiar to each

dialect, which modified the original common Aryan

type, and transformed it into so many national lan-

guages. It might seem, therefore, as if the object of

comparative grammar had been fully attained as soon

as the exact genealogical relationship of languages
had been settled

;
and those who only look to the

higher problems of th^e science of language have not

hesitated to declare that there is no longer any

painsworthy difficulty nor dispute about declension,

number, case, and gender of nouns.
3

But although it

is certainly true that comparative grammar is only
a means, and that it has wellnigh taught us all that

it has to teach at least in the Aryan family of

speech it is to be hoped that in the science of lan-

guage it will always retain thai prominent place

which has been gained for it through the labours of

its founders, Bopp, Grimm, Pott, Benfey, Curtius,

Kuhn, and others.

Besides, comparative grammar has more to do than

simply to compare. It would be easy enough to place

side by side the paradigms of declension and con-

jugation in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and the other

Aryan dialects, and to maik both their coincidences

and their differences. But after we have done this,

and after we havo explained the phonetic laws which

cause the primitive Aryan type to assume those

national varieties which we admire in Sanskrit, Greek,

and Latin, new problems arise of a far more interest-

ing nature. It is generally admitted that gramma-
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tical terminations, as they are now called, were ori-

ginally independent words, and had their own purpose

and meaning. The question then arises whether it is

possible, after comparative grammar has established

the original forms of the Aryan terminations, to trace

them back to independent words, and to discover

their original purpose and meaning 2 You will re-

member that this was the point from which we

started. We wanted to know why the termination

d in I loved should change a present into a past act,

and it was easily seen that, before answering this

question, we had to discover, first of all, the most

original form of this termination by tracing it from

English to Gothic, and afterwards, if necessary, from

Gothic to Sanskrit. Having surveyed the genealo-

gical system of the Aryan and Semitic languages, we

now return to our original question, namely, What

is language that so small and merely formal a change
as that of I love into J loved

}
should produce so por-

tentous a difference ?

Let us clearly see what we mean if we make a

distinction between the radical and formal elements

of a language. By formal elements I mean not only
the terminations of declension and conjugation, but

all derivative elements
; all, in fact, that is not radical.

Our view on the origin of language must chiefly

depend on the view which we take of these formal,

as opposed to the radical, elements of speech. Those

who consider that language is a conventional pro-

duction, base their arguments principally on these

formal elements. The inflections of words, they main-

tain, are the best pi oof that language was made by
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mutual agreement. They look upon them as mere

letters or syllables without any meaning by them-

selves
;
and if they were asked why the mere addition

of a d changes I love into I loved, or why the addition

of the syllable rai gave to j 'aime, I love, the power
of a future, faimerai, they would answer, that it was

so because, at a very eaily time in the history of the

world, certain persons, or families, or clans, agreed

that it should be so.

This view was opposed by another which represents

language as an organic and as almost a living being,

and explains its formal elements as produced by a

principle of growth, inherent in its very nature.
c

Languages,'
]

it is maintained, 'are formed by a

process, not of crystalline accretion, but of germinal

development. Every essential part of language

existed as completely (although only implicitly) in

the primitive germ, as the petals of a flower exist in

the bud, before the mingled influences of the sun and

the air caused it to unfold/ This view was first pro-

pounded by Frederick Schlegel,
2 and it is still held

1
Farrar, Oi igin of Languages, p 35

2 c
It has been common among grammarians to regard those termina-

tional changes as evolved by some unknown process from the body of

a noun, as the branches of a tree spring from the stem or as elements,

unmeaning in themselves, but employed arbitrarily or conventionally

to modify the meanings of words "
Languages with inflections," says

Schlegel,
" are organic languages, because they include a living principle

of development and increase, and alone possess, if I may so express

myself, a fruitful and abundant vegetation. The wonderful mechanism

of these languages consists in forming an immense variety of words, and

in marking the connection of ideas expressed by these words, by the

help of an inconsiderable number of syllables, which, iiewed separately,

have no signification, but which determine with precision the sense of

the woids to which they are attached. By modifying ladical letters

and by adding derivative syllables to the roots, derivative woids of
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by many with whom poetical phraseology takes the

place of sound and severe reasoning.

The science of language adopts neither of these

views, As to imagining a congress for settling the

proper exponents of such relations as nominative,

genitive, singular, plural, active, and passive, it

stands to reason that if such abstruse problems eould

have been discussed in a language void of inflections,

there was no inducement for agreeing on a more

perfect means of communication. And as to imagin-

ing language, that is to say, nouns ami verbs, en-

dowed with an inward principle of giowth, all wo

can say is, that if we on]y think honestly, we shall

find that fiuoh a conception is inconceivable. Lan-

guage may bo conceived as a production, but it can

never bo conceived as a substance that could itself

produce.

Nor lias the science of language anything to do

with mere theouos, whether conceivable or not. It

collects facts, and its only object it* to account foi

these facts, as far as possible. Instead of looking

on inflections in general either as conventional signs

or natural excrescences, it takes each termination

by itself, establishes its moht primitive form by means

MtrioTU ports are formed, ami deiivativeB from those doi ivativw, Woids
are compounded from several roots to exprcus complex ideas. Finally,

Hubstantivcs, adjectives, and pionouns are declined, with gender, num-

ber, and case; veibfi are conjugated throughout voices, moods, tense*,

numbers, and perHons, by employing, m like manner, terminations and

MtmctimoB augments, which by theniBelven Minify nothing. This

method is attended with tho advantage of enunciating in a Bingle word

the piincipal idea, frequently gi eatly modified, and extremely complex

already, with its whole arrav of <uecHRory ideas and mutable rela-

tions."' THWMtftfoM aftltv JPhifaltHjiwl tfveirtij) vol. li. p, 3D.
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of comparison, and then treats that primitive syl-

lable as it would teat any other part of language

namely, as something which was originally in-

tended to convey a meaning. Whether we are still

able to discover the original intention of every part

of language is quite a different question, and it

should be admitted at once, that many grammatical

forms, after they have been restored to their most

primitive type, are still without an explanation

But with every year new discoveries are made by
means of careful inductive reasoning. We become

more familiar every day with the secret ways of

language, and there is no reason to doubt that in

the end grammatical analysis will be as successful

as chemical analysis. Grammar, though sometimes

very bewildering to us in its later stages, is origin-

ally a much less formidable undertaking than is

commonly supposed. What is Grammar after all

but declension and conjugation? Originally declen-

sion could not have been anything but the composi-

tion of a noun with some other word expressive of

number and case. How number could be expressed,

we saw in a former chapter. A very similar process

led to the formation of cases.

All cases originally local.

In Chinese 1 the locative is formed in various

ways; one is by adding such words as 6ung, the

middle, or 71$, inside. Thus, Jedtf-tung, in the em-

pire ;
I sM 6ung, within a year. The instrumental is

formed by the preposition $, which pieposition is an

1
Endlicber, Chinesteche GtamwatiJi, s. 172.
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old root, meaning to use. Thus $ ting, with a stick,

where in Latin we should use the ablative, in Greek

the dative. Now, however complicated the declen-

sions, regular and irregular, may be in Greek and

Latin, we may be certain that originally they were

formed by this simple method of composition.

There was originally in all the Aryan languages a

most useful case, expressive simply of locality, which

grammarians call the locative. In Sanskrit every

substantive has its locative, as well as its genitive,

dative, and accusative. Thus, heart in Sanskrit is

hrid; in the heart, is hHd-i. Heie, therefore, the

termination of the locative is simply short i This

short i may be called a demonstrative root, and there

is no reason why the preposition in should not be

traced back to the same origin. The Sanskrit hr idi

would thus represent an original compound, as it

were, heart-here, or heart-within, which gradually
became settled as one of the recognised cases of

nouns ending in consonants. We saw that in Chi-

nese * the locative is expressed in the same manner,

but with a greater freedom in the choice of the words

expressive of locality.
' In the empire/ is expressed

by Mlf-ciing ;

* within a year/ is expressed by i &A{

6ung. Instead of cung, however, we might have

employed other terms, such, for instance, as nei
t

inside.

It might be said that the formation of so primitive

a case as the locative offers little difficulty, but that

this process of composition fails to account for the

origin of the more abstract cases, the accusative, the

1
Endlicher, Chinewsche (?) ammatik, s. 172
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dative, and the genitive. If we derive our notions of

the cases from philosophical grammar, it is true, no

doubt, that it would be difficult to realise by simple

composition the abstract relations supposed to be

expressed by the terminations of the genitive, dative,

and accusative. But we should remember that these

are only general categories under which philosophers

and grammarians have endeavoured to ariange the

facts of language. The people with whom language

grew up knew nothing of datives and accusatives.

Everything that is abstract in language was originally

concrete. All relations expressed by the cases, sub-

ject, object, predicate, instrument, cause and purpose,

were originally conceived as purely local relations.

Before people wanted to say the king of Rome,

they really said the king at Rome. The more abstract

idea of the genitive had not yet entered into their

system of thought. But more than this, it can be

proved that the locative has actually taken, in some

languages, the place of the genitive. In Accadian

the genitive is formed by locative particles, king of

the gods being expressed by king among the gods.
1

The cc of the Latin genitive was originally d-i, that

is to say, the old locative in i.
'

King of Rome/ if

rendered by Rex Rom, meant really
*

king at Rome.' 2

And hero you will see how the teaching of grammar,
which ought to be the most logical of all sciences,

is frequently the most illogical. A boy is taught at

school, that if he wants to say 'I am staying at

1
Hanpt, Die Sumeniifh-dkkntluehe Sprache, p. 201.

2 In Sinhalese the loc. in e becomes tjenitivc Chililen*, J.R.A.8,

1874, p 41.
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Rome/ he must use the genitive to express the loca-

tive. How a logician or grammarian can so twist

and turn the meaning of the genitive as to make it

express rest in a place, it is not for us to inquire ;

but, if he succeeded, his pupil would at once use

the genitive of Carthage (Carthaginis) or of Athens

(Athenarum) for the same purpose, and he would

then have to be told that these genitives could not

be used in the same manner as the genitive of nouns

in a. How all this is achieved by what is called

philosophical grammar, we know not
;
but compara-

tive grammar at once removes all difficulty. It is

only in the first declension that the locative has

supplanted the genitive, whereas Carthaginis and

Athenarum, being real genitives, could never be em-

ployed to express a locative. A special case, such as

the locative, may be generalised into the more general

genitive, but not vice versd.

In adopting the opinion of the Jate Dr. Rosen and

of Professor Bopp, who look upon the Latin termi-

nation of the genitive singular of feminine nouns in

a as originally a termination of the locative, I was

aware of the objections that had been raised against

this view; but I did not feel shaken by them, as

little as Professor Bopp, who in the second edition of

his Comparative Grammar maintains his original ex-

planation of that case. That the relation expressed

by the genitive may be rendered by a locative, cannot

be disputed, for it is well known that in the dual the

locative and genitive cases are in Sanskrit expressed

by the same termination. As it could hardly be

maintained that an original genitive may be used to
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convey a local meaning, it would seem to follow that

the termination of the locative and genitive dual in

os conveyed originally a local meaning, and gradually
assumed a more general predicative sense. There is

no doubt that Latin possessed, like Greek, the regular

genitive in s. We find ancient forms such as escas,

monetas, terras, %n.<ifortunas3
while familias has been

preserved throughout in pater fcmiliaa. In Oscan,

Umhrian, and Sabellian the same genitives occur.

(Corssen, i. 769 ; ii. 722.) It is true also that Latin

genitives in ais have been established by Eitschl on

the evidence of ancient inscriptions, e. g Pwsepnais,
instead of Proserpina (see Kuhn's Zeitoehrift, xii.

s. 234, xiii. s. 445) ; and it has often been pointed out

that weakened forms in aes, such as Dianaes, Jullftw,

are of more frequent occurrence, and continue in us<>

on inscriptions even under the later emperors. These

genitives, however, have now been proved to be Greek
rather than Latin forms,

1 and even if it wero otherwises

they could never be treated as the original forms from

which the ordinary genitive in M and ae had sprung.
The final s in Latin is no doubt liable to bo dropt ;

but, as far as I know at present, only after short

vowels.2 Thus we find # instead of us, amare instead

of amaris, pote instead of potis ; but we never find

1
Corssen, Ausspmche, 2nd ed vol i. p. 686.

a I cannot accept the explanation proposed by my learned friend,
Professor Kuhn of Berlin, m his essay just published (1866), '(7i fa

einige Genetiv und Dativ JStldungen.' It seems to me to contravene
three phonetic roles : 1 that no final 8 in Sanskrit ij lost beforo a surd
consonant ; 2. that no final $ in Latin is lost after a long vowel ;

3 that
no medial in Sanskrit is lost before y. The verb Q<Jbya to docn not
invalidate the last rule, for its real base is ogra, not o0an. See aim*

The Academy, Jan 1871, p. 103.
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mensti in the dative, or wwrbsd in the accusative plural,

instead of wiensfo and mensds The only other case

where a final s is supposed to have been lost after a

long vowel is in the nominative plural of the second

declension, where forms such as magistreis occur in

ancient Latin, by the side of magistrh But it has

never been proved that magistri was a corruption of

magistris. On the contrary, wwgistri belongs to an

earlier date than magistris,
1 and the latter is pro-

bably formed from a secondary base, magistri, in-

stead of magistral just as we find the base acri by
the side of the base aero?

We see thus by one instance how what gramma-
rians call a genitive was formed by the same process

of composition which we can watch in Chinese, and

which we can prove to have taken place in the

original language of the Aryas. And the same ap-

plies to the dative. If a boy is told that the dative

expresses a relation of one object to another, less

direct than that of the accusative, he may well won-

der how such a flying arch could ever have been

built up with the scanty materials which language
has at her disposal ;

but he will be still more surprised

if, after having realised this grammatical abstraction,

he is told that in Greek, in order to convey the very
definite idea of being in a place, he has to use after

certain nouns the termination of the dative.
' I am

staying at Salamis/ must be expressed by the dative

Salam$n%. If you ask why ? comparative grammar

again can alone give an answer. The termination of

the Greek dative in ? was likewise a local termination.

1
Corssen, AuMprache, 2nd ed. vol. i. p. 753. 3 Ibid. 1. & vol. i. p. 766.
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The locative may well convey the moaning of the

dative, but tho faded features of the dative can never

express the freshness and distinctness of the locative.

The dative Salumfori was first a locative.
* I live at

Salamis/ never conveyed tho meaning, 'I live to Sala-

mis.' On the contrary, the dative, in such pi iruses as

'I give it to tho father,' was originally a, lot-nth*',

and after expressing at first tho palpable relation of

c

I give it unto the father,' or
c

1 place it on or in the

father/ it gradually assumed the more general, an<l

less local, less coloured aspect which logicians and

grammarians ascribe to their datives.

If the explanation just given of some, of tho, canoH

in Greek and Latin should Room too artificial or too

forced, we should remember that there, an* languages

which have one case only and that a locative.

The Algonquins, for instance, admit but one ease

which expresses locality.
1 The Shambalas have, one

ease-termination only, namely, i, which oxpivKso-s in,

at, or near.
2 But we can see exactly tho same proees

,

much nearer home and repeated under our own e\os.

The most abstract relations of tho gonitivo, as, for

instance, Hho immortality of tho soul
'

(/Ywwwfrr/W
de I'dme) ;

or of the dative, as, for instance,
l

T tru*t

myself to God
'

(je me fie A Lieu), aro expressed by

prepositions, such as de and ad, which in Latin had

the distinct local meanings of Mown from
1

awl

'towards.' Nay, the English of and to, which Im\e

taken the place of the German terminations a aud in,

1 Du Ponceau, p. 158.
2
Collectionsfor a Handbook of the Shamttaln JXW/IM/TP, p. S, 55itu

zibar, 1867.
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are likewise propositions of an oiiginally local cha-

racter. The only difference between our cases and

those of the ancient languages consists in this, that

the determining element is now placed before the

word, whereas, in the original language of the Aryas,
it was placed at the end.

It is generally supposed that the nominative and

accusative cases differ from the rest, and it is well

known that by the Gieeks the nominative was not

looker! upon as a case at all. Yet, if the nominative

has a terminal ion of its own, say the masculine s
}
that

too was originally local or demonstrative,. It started

from the local concept of here, or this, while the accu-

sative* expressed at first the lo^nl relation of tluther.

To strike a tree was originally to stiike towards a

tree, just as to go to Rome, MUMMW, eo> was, I move

towards Hume.

Verbal Terminations.

What applies to the caseB of nouns, applies with

equal truth to the terminations of verbs. It may
wem difficult to discover in the personal terminations

oMh-eek and Latin the exact pronouns which were

added to a veibal base in order to express I love,

Ihmi lovcbl, he loves ; but it stands to reason that

oiiginally these, terminations must have boen tho

Humo hi all lai^iwgc,s namely, personal pronouns.

Wo may bepimled by the terminations of thou luvett

and Jic loreu, where st and s can hardly be identified

with the, modoru lh<y& and ke\ but wo have only to

place all the Aryan dialects together, and we shall

HM at once that they point back to an oiiginal set

i. z
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of terminations which can easily be brought to tell

their own story.

Tes'r and Yes'm.

Let us begin with quite modern formations, because

we have here more daylight for watching the intricate

and sometimes wayward movements of language ;
or

better still, let us begin with an imaginary case, or

with what may be called the language of the future,

in order to see quite clearly how what we should call

grammatical forms may arise. Lot us suppose that

the slaves in America were to rise against their

masters, and, after gaining some victories, were to

sail back in large numbers to some part of Central

Africa, beyond the reach of their white enemies or

friends. Let us suppose these men availing them-

selves of the lessons they had learnt in their cap-

tivity, and gradually working out a civilisation of

their own. It is quite possible that, some centuries

hence, a new Livingstone might find among tlu*

descendants of the American slaves, a language, a

literature, laws, and manners, bearing a striking

similitude to those of his own country. What tin

interesting problem for any future historian and eth-

nologist 1 Yet there are problems in tlie past history

of the world of equal interest, which liavo boon awl

are still to be solved by the student of language.
I believe that a careful examination of the lan-

guage of the descendants of those escaped slaws

would suffice to determine witli perfect certainty
their past history, even though no documents and no

tradition had preserved the story of their captivity
and liberation. At first, no doubt, the threads might
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seem hopelessly entangled. A missionary might sur-

prise the scholars of Europe by an account of a new
African language. He might describe it at first as

very imperfect as a language, for instance, so poor
that the same word had to be used to express the

most heterogeneous ideas. He might point out how
the same sound, without any change of accent, meant

true, a ceremony, a workman, and was used also as a

verb in the sonso of literary composition. All these,

he might say, are expressed in that strange dialect

by the sound rait (right, rite, wright, write). He

might likewise observe that this dialect, in this respect,

as poor almost as Chinese, had hardly any grammatical
inflections, and that it had no genders, except in a

few words such as man-of-war and a railway-engine,

which were both conceived as feminine beings, and

spoken of as site. He might then mention an even

more extraordinary feature, namely, that although
this language had no terminations for the masculine

and feminine genders of nouns, it employed a mas-

culine and feminine termination after the affirmative

particle, according as it was addressed to a lady or

a gentleman. Their affirmative particle being the

name as the English Yes, they added a final r to it,

when addressed to a man, and a final m, when ad-

dressed to a lady : that is to say, instead of simply

saying Yes, these descendants of the escaped Ameri-

can slaves said Year to a man, and Yesm to a lady.

Absurd as this may sound, I can assure you that

the descriptions which are given of the dialects of

savage tribes, as explained for the first time by
travellers or missionaries, are often even more extra-

z 2
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ordinary, Bat let us consider now what the student

of language would have to do, if such forms as Yes'r

and Yea'm were, for the first time, biought under

his notice. He would first have to trace them back

historically, as far as possible, to their more original

types, and if he discoveied their connection with

Yes S^T and Yes .Ma'm, he would point out how
such contractions were most likely to spiing up in a

vulgar dialect. After having traced back the Yesr

and Yesm of the free African negroes to the idiom

of their former American masters, tfie etymologist

would next inquire how such phrases as Yes Sir

and Yes Madam came to be used on the American

continent.

Finding nothing analogous in the dialects of the

aboiiginal inhabitants of America, he would be led,

by a mere comparison of words, to the languages of

Europe, and here again, fiist to tho language of

England. Even if no historical documents had been

pieserved3
the documents of language would show

that the white masteis whose language the ancestors

of the free Africans adopted during their servitude,

came originally from England, and, within certain

limits, it would even be possible to fix the time when

the English language was first transplanted to Ame-

rica. That language must have passed at least

the age of Chaucer before it migrated to the New
World. For Chaucer has two affirmative particles,

Yea and Yes
:
and he distinguishes between the two.

He uses Yes only in answer to negative questions.

For instance, in answer to
* Does he not go ?

'

he

would say Yes. Li all other cases Chaucer uses Yea.
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To a question,
'Does he go?' lie would answer Tea.

He observes the same distinction between No and

Nay, the former being used after negative, the latter

after all other questions. This distinction became

obsolete soon after Sir Thomas More,
1 and it must

have become obsolete before phrases such as Yes Sir

and Yes Madam could have assumed their stereotyped

character,

But there is still more historical information to be

gained from these phrases. The word Yea is Anglo-

Saxon, the same as the German Ja, and it therefore

reveals the fact that the white masters of the Ame-

rican slaves who crossed the Atlantic after the time

of Chaucer, had crossed the Channel at a still earlier

period, after leaving the continental fatherland of

the Angles and Saxons. The words Sir and Madam
tell us still more. They are Norman words, and

they could only have been imposed on the Anglo-

Saxons of Britain by Norman conquerors. They tell

us more than this For these Normans or North-

men spoke originally a Teutonic dialect, closely

allied to Anglo-Saxon, and in that dialect words

such as Sir and Madam could never have sprung up.

We may conclude, therefore, that, previous to the

Norman conquest, the Teutonic Northmen must have

made a sufficiently long stay in one of the Roman

provinces to forget their own and adopt the language

of the Roman provincials.

We may now trace back the Norman Madam to

fche French Madame, and we recognise in this a

corruption of the Latin Mea domino,, my mistress.

1
Marsh, Lectures, p 579.
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Domina was changed into domna, donna, and dame ;

and the same word dame was also used as a mascu-

line in the sense of lord, as a corruption of domino,

domno, and donno. The temporal lord ruling as

ecclesiastical seigneur under the bishop, was called a

mdame, as the \idame of Chartres, &c. The French

interjection Dame! has no connection with a similar

exclamation in English, but it simply means Lord !

Dame-Dieu in Old French is Lord God.1 A deri-

vative of Domina, mistress, was dominicella, which

became Demoiselle and Damsel. The masculine Dame

for Domino, Lord, was afterwards replaced by the

Latin Senior, a translation possibly of the German

elder. This word elder was a title of honour, as we

see in alderman and in the Anglo-Saxon ealdor. The

title Senior, meaning originally elder, was but raiely
2

applied to ladies as a title of honour. Senior(em) was

changed into Seigneur, Seigneur into Sieur. Senior

(nom.) was contracted to sendre, which is found in the

Oath of Strassburg (ninth century) as Carlos wos
sendra. From this sendre, passing through *sindrc

1 Dame-Dieu,:

* Ja dame Dieus non vuelha Qu'en ma colpa sia'l departimens
*

(QuejamaasleSeigneurDieunevemlle Qu'en ma fantesoit la separation )

(Anc. frang )
' Grandes miracles fit dames Dex par lui

'

(Roman tie

Garin, Du Gauge, torn ii col 16, 19,) Raynouard, Lexiquc, s v. Don.

Le latin dommus 6taat devenn en vieux-frai^ais damne, rfrm; main

c'est en Catalan que ce mot atteignit les dermeres limites de Teothlipse,

car il Be r^dnisit k deux et mSme ^ une seule lettre. On disait tantdt

En, tant6t N, avec tin nom propre d'homme : En Enmon, N Aymes,
(Ion Eaimon, don Aimes. On dirait JE?a, Na, de domina avec un nom
de femme . Em Maria, Na Isabella, dame 3f<me

t
(lame Isatelk.

Terrien Poncel, Du Langage, p 701 , Olievallet, t ii. p. 161.
9 In Old Portuguese, Diez mentions senhor tainha, rrna senatorfor-

mosa, my beautiful mistress.
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and *sidre, was dciived Sire, unless we prefer, with

Bartsch, to derive it direct from se(n)ior.

Thus wo see how in two short phrases, such as

Yesr and Yesm, long chapters of history might be

read. If a general destruction of books, such as

took place in China under the Emperor Thsin-chi-

hoang-ti (213 B.C.), should sweep away all historical

documents, language, even in its moat depraved state,

would preserve some of the secrets of the past, and

would tell future generations of tho home and mi-

grations of their ancestors from the East to the West

Indies.

East Indies and West Indies.

It may seem Ht<irtling at first to find the same

name, the Ea^t Indies and the Wed Inrl!en, at the

two extremities of tho Aryan migrations ;
but those

very names ngain are full of historical meaning. They
toll UH how the Teutonic race, the most vigorous and

enterprising of all the members of tho Aryan family,

gave tho name of TfW/ Pmlies to the country which,

in their world-compassing migrations, they imagined

to bo India itself; how they discovered their mistake,

and then distinguished between the Kast Indies and

West Indies ; how they planted new states in tho

west, and icgcncrated the effete kingdoms in the

east; how they preached Christianity, and at hist

practised it by abolishing slavery of body and mind

among the laveH of West Indian landholders, and tho

slaves of Dralnnanical sonlholders, until they greeted

at last the very homes from which tho Aryan family

had started, when setting out on thoir discovery of

tho world. All this, and oven more, may be read in
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the vast archives of language. The very name of

India has a story to tell, for India is not a native

name. We have it from the Romans, the Romans
from the Greeks, the Greeks from the Persians.

And why from the Persians 2 Because it is only in

Persian that an initial s is changed into A, which

initial h was, as usual, dropped in Greek. It is only
in Persian that the country of the Sindhu (sindhu is

the Sanskrit name for river), or of the seven sindhus,

could have been called Hwdia or India, instead of

tiindia. Unless the followers of Zoroaster had pro-

nounced every s like A, we should never have heard

of the West Indies !

Grammatical Terminatioxis.

We have thus seen by an imaginary instance what

we must be prepared for in the growth of language,

and we shall arrive at exactly the same result, if we

analyse real grammatical forms such as we find them

in ancient languages. The s, for instance, of the third

person singular, he loves, can bo proved to have been

the demonstrative pronoun of tho thud person. The

termination of the third person singular of the present

is ti in Sanskrit. Thus da, to give, becomes dadti,
he gives: dh&, to place; dadhati, he places.

In Greek this ti is changed into si
; just as the

Sanskrit tvam, the Latin tu, thou, appears in Greek

as sy. Thus Groek didosi corresponds to Sanskrit

dadti; tithevi to dadhati. This intervocalic s, as

it represents an original t, ought not to have been

elided in Greek. But as there are many words in

Greek in which, according to a geneial rule, an
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original s between two vowels has been elided, the

influence of analogy seems to have wrought the

same change from *typteti, *typtesi to typtei, as from

*genesi to genei. Other scholars, however, admit a

different kind of analogy for these new formations.

The Latin drops the final i, and instead of ti has t.

Thus we get amat, dicit.

Now there is a law
s commonly called Grimm's

Law. According to it every tenuis in Latin is in

Gothic represented by its corresponding aspirate.

Hence, instead of t, we should expect in Gothic ih\

and so we find indeed in Gothic hahaty, instead of

Latin kaltet. This aspirate likewise appears in Anglo-

Saxon, where he loves is lufath. It is preserved in

the Biblical lie loveth, and it is only in modern

English that it gradually sank down to s. In the *

of he loves, therefore, we have a demonstrative root,

added to the predicative root love, and this s is

originally tho same as the Sanskrit ti. This ti again

must bo traced back to the demonstrative root ta, this

or there, which exists in the Sanskrit demonstrative

pronoun tad, tho Greek to, the Gothic tJtata, the

English that, and which in Latin we can trace in

faltx, tankuS) tune, tarn, and even in tamen, an old

locative in wen.

We have thus seen that what we call the third

person singular of the present is in reality a simple

compound of a predicative root with a demonstrative

root. It is a compound like any other, only that

the second part is not predicative, but simply de-

monstrative. As in pay-master we predicate pay of

master, meaning a person whose office it is to pay.
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so in dad-ti, give-he, the ancient framers of lan-

guage simply predicated giving of some third person,

and this synthetic proposition, glve-he3
is the same

as what we now call the third person singular in

the indicative mood of the present tense in the active

voice.

We shall now better understand why it must he

laid down as a fundamental principle in Comparative
Grammar to look upon nothing in language as merely

formal, till every attempt has teen made to trace the

formal elements of language back to their original

and substantial prototypes We are accustomed to

the idea of grammatical terminations modifying the

meaning of words. But words can be modified by
words only ,

and though in the present state of our

science it would be too much to say that all gram-
matical terminations have been traced back to origi-

nal independent words, so many of them have, even

in cases where only a single letter was left, that we

may well lay it down as a rule that all formal ele-

ments of language were originally substantial. Sup-

pose English had never been written down before

the times of Piers Ploughman. What should we

make of such a form as nadistou,
1 instead of ne hadst

thou ? Ne rechij instead of I reck not 1 AI 6'm in

Dorsetshire is all of them. I midden, is / may not
;

I cooden. I could not Tet the changes which San-

skrit had undergone before it was reduced to writing,

may have been more considerable by far than what

we see in these dialects.2

1
Marsh, lectures, p. 387. Barnes, Poems in DorsetsJiire Dialect.

9 In Anglo-Saxon we find ndt for Tie wat, I do not know
; nist for he
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The Romanic Future.

Let us now look to modern classical languages

such as French and Italian. Most of their gramma-
tical terminations are the same as in Latin, only

changed by phonetic corruption. Thus j'aime is ego

amo ; tu'avmB, tit, amas
;
il avrne, ille amat. There

was originally a final t in French il aime, and it

comes out again in such phrases as aime-t-il ? Thus

the French imperfect corresponds to the Latin im-

perfect, the parfait d&fini to the Latin perfect. But

what about the French future? There is no simi-

larity between amabo and faimerai. Here then we

have a new grammatical form, sprung up, as it were,

within the recollection of men; or, at least, in the

broad daylight of history. Now did the termination

ra/L bud forth like a blossom in spring
1 or did some

wise people meet together to invent this new termi-

nation, and pledge themselves to use it instead of

the old termination 60? Certainly not. We see

first of all that in all the Eomance languages the

terminations of the future are identical with the

auxiliary verb to have l In French you find

j'ai and je chanter-ai nous avons and nous chanterong

tu as tu chanter-as vous avez vous chanterez

il a il chanter-a ils ont ils chanteront.

But besides this, we actually find in Spanish and

Proven9al the apparent termination of tbe future

used as an independent word and not yet joined to

did not Iraow ; nu>ton for they did not know ; noble, noldest, for I would

not, thou wouldfet not ; 7?#ZefbrIwillnot, wtffc&eforlhavenot; nqflk

for he has not; neeron for they were not, &c.
1 M M

, Survey of Language p. 21.
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ihe infinitive. We find in Spanish, instead of
K
lo

hart,' I stall do it, the more primitive form hnfer lo

he, i e. facere id Jiabeo We find in Proven?al dir ros

ai instead ofje vous dirai
;
dir vos em instead of wous

wus diverts There can be no doubt, therefore, that

the Romance future was originally a compound of

the auxiliary verb to have with an infinitive
;
and

I have to say easily took the meaning of I t/mU

say.
1

Here, then, we see clearly how grammatical forms

arise. An ordinary Frenchman loots upon, his futures

as merely grammatical forms. He has no idea, unless

he is a scholar, that the terminations of his futures

are identical with the auxiliary voib avoir. The

Roman too had no suspicion that am alto was a coin-

pound; but it can now be proved to contain an

auxiliary verb as clearly as the Froneh future. The

Latin future was destroyed by means of phonetic cor-

ruption When the final letters lost their distinct

pronunciation it became impossible to keep the imper-

fect awiabum separate from the future (inwho. The

future was then replaced by dialectical regeneration,

for the use of habeo with an infinitive is fouinl hi

Latin, in such expressions as Jialeo clicere, I Lave to

say, which would imperceptibly glide into I shall

say.
2 In fact, wherever we look, we soo that the

future is expressed by means of composition. "We

1 The first, aa far as I know, who thus explained the ungni <>1 tho

Romance future was Oastclietio in his Conetdone (Basilica, 1577 lie

pays :
* Cib fe con lo 'nfinito del verbo, e col prosente dol verbo Ho, O.NH.

Amare Ho, Amare Hai, Amare Ha. Loggers Ho, Leggere Hai,

Ha, e cosl gh altn.' p. Ill
2
Fucks, Komamgche Sprachen, B 344.
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have in English / shall and thou wilt, which mean

oiiginally I am "bound and thou intendest. In German

we use werden, the Gothic vairthan, which means

onginally to go, to tuin towards. In modem Greek

\ve find thclo, I will, in tlido doteIn, I shall give. In

Bournansch we meet with vegnir, to come, forming
the future veng a vegnir, I shall corne

; whereas in

French JQ viens de dive, I corne from saying, is equi-

valent to
C

I have just said.' The French je vais

dire is almost a future, though originally it is vado

dicere, I go to say The Doisetshire,
C
I be gwin

to goo a-pickcn stuones/ is another case in point.

Nor is there any doubt that in the Latin 60 of

am oho we have the old auxiliary &M, to become;
and in the Greek future in o-o), the old auxiliary as,

to lie.
1

1 The Gieck teim for tlie future is 5 /*AAwv, and pe\K(a is used as an

nnAiliiiiy wib to foim ccitam futuies in Greek It has vanons meanings,
but thoy can. all bo tiaced back tu the San&krit man (inanyate), to

think Aw anya, otlioi, stands by the side of aAAos, so manye,
J think, by tlie wide of ^c'AAoi. 2f ii. 39 : efaw er ln<K\&r kw oA^ed
re arova^as T Tpcaal re ica.1 Aavaoivi, 'lie still thought to lay sufferings

on Trojans and Greeks' 11. xxiii. 544. /te'AXa? fyatprifftcdai <Ld\ov,
1

iliou tinniest tliou wouldst have stopped me of the prize' Od xiii.

li'J'iJ uitic a/>* IjufAXcy kr)uv,
'
did you not think of stopping?

'

i e were

you not yoiiig to atop? Or again in such phrases as 11 n. 36, roi ov

Tt\iff(ffOai CjUcAAoy,
* these things were not meant to be accomplished/

litciiilly, tlit'sc tilings did not mean to be accomplished. Thus ^AAw
waH iiHod of thintjH that weie likely to be, as if these things themselves

meant <n intended to be or not to be
; and, tlie original meaning being"

foitfijUon, /t^AAw caiuo to be a meie anxiliai*y expies&ing probability.

Mc'AAcw and yu^AAo^wi, in the sense of
'
to hcwtate,' are equally explained

by the fcsanhkut man, ti> think or consider. In Old Noibe the future

i> likewise fi aiued 1>y mium, to mean It is perfectly true that ny is not

clmiittul to II, but tljat an and al are paiallel pronominal elements, is

.shown by Sk. anyonya, Or. dAA*7A<w. On I repieaenting , see Curtius,

p. 150
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The Teutonic Weak Preterite.

We now go back another step, and ask the question
which we asked many times before. How can a mere

d produce so momentous a change as that from / love

to / lovedl As we have learnt in the meantime that

English goes back to Anglo-Saxon, and is closely

related to continental Saxon and Gothic, we look at

once to the Gothic imperfect in order to see whether

it has preserved any traces of the oiiginal compound ;

for, after what we have seen in the pievious cases,

we are no doubt prepared to find here, too, gramma-
tical terminations as mere remnants of independent

words.

In Gothic there is a verb fiasjan> to nourish. Its

preterite is as follows :

Singular Dual Plural

nas-i-da nas-i-ddu nas-i-dedum

nas-i-dea nas-i-dgduts nas-i-dduj>

nas-i-da nas-i-dedun

The subjunctive of the preterite :

nas-i-dSdjau nas-i-dedeiva nas-i-dedeima

nas-i-dgdeis nas-i-dedeits nas-i-ddeij>

nas-i-ddi nas-i-ddema

This is reduced in Anglo-Saxon to

Singular Plural

ner-e-de ner-e-don

ner-e-des(t) ner-e-don

ner-e-de ner-e-don

Subjunctive :

ner-e-de ner-e-den

ner-e-de ner-e-den
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Let us now look to the auxiliary verb to do, in

Anglo-Saxon:

Singular Plural

dyde dydon

dydes(t) dydon

dyde dydon

If we had only the Anglo-Saxon preterite nerede

and the Anglo-Saxon dyde, the identity of the de in

'iterede with dyde would not be very apparent. But

here you will perceive the advantage which Gothic

has over all other Teutonic dialects for the purposes

of grammatical comparison and analysis. It is in

(loLhic, and in Gothic in the plural only, that the full

tui munitions dddum, dSdufy dSdun have been pre-

served. In the Gothic singular nadda, nasidds,

'lumdu represent an original, though perhaps never

realised, *nusideda, *nasidedes, *nasideda. The same

lias taken place in Anglo-Saxon }
not only in the

singular, 1ml in Ihe plural also. Yet such is the

Mimlarity between Gothic and Anglo-Saxon that we

cannot doubt their preterites having been formed on

(ho name last. If there be any truth in inductive

reasoning, there must have been an original Anglo-

Haxon preterite :
1

Singular Plural

ncr-e-dyde ner-e-dydon

ner-o-dydcst ner-e-dydon

ner-e-dyde ner-e-dydon

And if ner-e-dyde dwindled down to nerede, nerede

could, in modern English, become nered. The d of

the preterite, therefore, which changes / love into I

1

Itopp, Comparative Grammar, 620. Grimm, German Grammar,

li. 845.
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loved is originally the auxiliary verb to do, and I loved

is the same as / love did, or I did love. In English
dialects as, for instance, in the Doiset dialect every

pieteiite, if* it expresses a lasting or repeated action,

is foiined by / did,
1 and a distinction is thus estab-

lished between ' J

e died eesterdae,' and '

the vo'ke did

die by scores
'

; though originally died is the same as

die did. In the spoken Flemish, as Mr. G. Gezelle

informs me, the ordinary pretente is Ik hoorde, Gy
hordet, Hy hoorde, Wy hoorden, Gy hoordet, Zy
lioorden. But the common people frequently use Ik

loordede and Ik hoordege, Wy hoordeden and Wy
hoordegen, Gy hoordedet and Gy hoordec/en, Zy hoor-

deden and Zy hoordeden. I did is expressed in the

same dialect by Ik dede and Ik dege.

It might be asked, however, very properly, how

did itself, or the Anglo-Saxon dide, was formed, and

how it received the meaning of a, preterite. In dide

the final de is not a termination, but it is the root,

and the first syllable di is the reduplication of the

root. All preteiites of old, or, as they are called,

strong verbs, were formed as in Greek and Sanskrit

by means of reduplication, reduplication being one of

the principal means by which loots were invested

with a verbal character.2 The root dd in Anglo-
Saxon is the same as the root the in tithemi in Greek,

and the Sanskrit root dha in dadh&mi. Anglo-
Saxon dyde would therefore correspond to Sanskrit

dad he, I placed, I made, I did

This explanation, which at the time when Eopp
1
Barnes, Dorsefofate Dialect, p. 39

2 See M. M 's LMer on the Turanian Languages, pp. 44, 46.
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proposed it, seemed so self-evident, has since been

called in question, but nothing better has as yet been

suggested in its place. I quite admit the difficulty

applying to weak preterites such as mah-ta, kun-

tJut, wis-sa, &c., which point to an original t, not dh.

But I do not see the same difficulty with regard to

preterites such as Tiasida. It was Begemann who in

1873 (Das sckwache Praeteritum der germanischen

Sprachen) and again in 1874 (Zur Bedeutung des

stfiwachen Praeteritums) called attention to this

difficulty. Windisch adopted the same view (Kuhn's

flcrtnw/e, 1876), and Moller defended it more strongly

still (Kolbing's Englische Studien, 1880). Still, Paulwas

not convinced by their arguments (Paul und Braune,

Itei&rage, 1880, p. 136), and Moller had once more to

defend his position (ibid., p. 457). That position, in

its negative character, is no doubt a strong one, but it

is weak in its positive suggestions. To derive, as

Iiegcnmnn suggested, the woak preterites from the

participle in
tf,

such as mah-t-s in Gothic, is without

any analogy. To take the t for a secondary verbal

suffix, as in Kpfa-T&, plee-to, 0. H. G. fleh-t-an, is

impossible, because that t is permanent, and does

not mark the preterite. We may leave the question

an open one, but it will require stronger arguments

than any which have been hitherto produced before

wo can admit that Gothic forms such as MS-i-dJe'cfown,

'rttttf-i-deVuJ*, nas-i-dddun have not been produced

under the influence of *ddumy *ddu}>> *d$dun, we

did, you did, they did.1

1 The whole question has "been fully treated by T. Le Karchant

Doiwe, Introtlwrkan to the Gothic of TTlfilas, 1886, 81. He is not

T. A a
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In this manner a considerable portion of the gram-

matical framework of the Aryan or Indo-European

languages has been traced back to original inde-

pendent words, and even the slightest changes which

at first sight seeni so mysterious, such as foot into feet,

or I find into Ifound, have been fully accounted for.

This is what is called comparative grammar, or a

scientific analysis of all the foimal elements of a

language, preceded by a comparison of all the varieties

which one and the same form has assumed in the

numerous dialects of the Aryan family. The most

important dialects for this purpose are Sanskrit,

Greek, Latin, and Gothic
;
but in many cases Zend,

or Celtic, or Slavonic dialects come in to throw an

unexpected light on forms unintelligible in any of the

four principal dialects. The result of such a work as

Bopp's Comparative Grammar of the Aryan languages

may be summed up in a few words. The general

framework of grammar, the elements of derivation,

declension, and conjugation, had become settled before

the separation of the Aryan family. Hence the broad

outlines of grammar in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, Gothic
3

and the rest, are in reality the same . and the appa-

rent differences can be explained either by dialectic

growth, or by phonetic corruption, which is deter-

mined by the phonetic peculiarities of each nation.

After the grammatical terminations of all these lan-

guages have been traced back to their most primitive

prepared to give up the composition theory as recently modified.

Collitz, in the American Journal of Philology, 1888, vol. iz No. 1,

inclines towards the participial theory. The chief difficulty lies in the

terminations of the singular, where daj>, dast, daj> would be expected,

representing an original daidd, dafdtist, datdti. See Douse, pp. 186, 187.
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forms, it is possible, in many instances, to determine

their original meaning.
We need not say that mi and mas, ti or nti, are

directly derived from mad or tad, but that they are

parallel forms of their pronominal stems cannot be

doubted. In many cases, no doubt, we can only

guess, but the sphere of our guesses is closely limited.

The period during which, as in the Provenjal dir ws
id, the component elements of the old Aryan grammar
maintained a separate existence in the language and

the mind of the Aryas, had closed long before San-

skrit was Sanskrit or Greek Greek. That, however,

there was such a period, we can doubt as little as we
can doubt the real existence of fern forests previous
to the formation of our coal fields.

Aryan Civilisation.

Wo can even go a step further. Suppose we had

no remnants of Latin
; suppose the very existence of

Rome and of Latin were unknown to us
;
we might

still prove, on the evidence of the six Romanic

dialects, that there must have been a time when these

dialects formed the language of a small settlement;

nay, by collecting the words which all these dialects

share in common, we might to a certain extent recon-

struct the original language, and draw a sketch of tho

state of civilisation, as reflected by these common

words. The same can be done if we compare San-

skrit, Greek, Latin, Gothic, Celtic, and Slavonic. The

words which have as nearly as possible the same form

aiid meaning in all the languages must have existed

Aa a
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before the people, who afterwards formed the promi-
nent nationalities of the Aryan family, separated;

and, if carefully interpreted, they, too, will serve as

evidence as to the state of civilisation attained by the

Aryas before they left their common home. It can

be proved by the evidence of language, that before

their separation the Aryas led the life of agricultural

nomads a life such as Tacitus describes that of the

ancient Germans. They knew the arts of ploughing,

of making roads, of building ships, of weaving and

sewing, of erecting houses
; they had counted at least

as far as one hundred. They had domesticated the

most important animals, the cow, the horse, the sheep,

the dog ; they were acquainted with the most useful

metals, and armed'With hatchets, whether for peaceful

or warlike purposes. They had recognised the bonds

of blood and the laws of marriage ; they followed

their leaders and kings, and the distinction between

right and wrong was fixed by customs and laws.

They were impressed with the idea of a Divine Being,

invoked by various names. All this, as I said, can

be proved by the evidence of language. For if you
find that languages like Greek, Latin, Gothic, Celtic,

or Slavonic, which, after their first separation, could

have had but little contact with Sanskrit, have the

same word, for instance, for metal which exists in

Sanskrit, this is proof absolute that some kind of

metal was wrought previous to the Aryan separation.

Now, metal or ore is ais in Gothic, &r in Anglo-Saxon,

as in Latin, and d,yas in Sanskrit, a word which, as

it could not have been borrowed by the Indians from

the Geimans or by the Germans from the Indians, must
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have existed previous to their separation. We could

not find the same name for house in Sanskrit, Greek,

Latin, Slavonic, and Celtic/ unless houses had been

known before the separation of these dialects. In this

manner a history ofAryan civilisation has been written

from the archives of language, stretching back to times

far beyond the reach of any documentary history.
2

Home Tooke.

It is true, no doubt, that we owe this insight into

the true nature of language chiefly to the study of

Comparative Philology, such as it has been carried

on since the discovery of Sanskrit. But the convic-

tion that all which is now purely formal in language
was originally material, that terminations had not

always been terminations, but were originally inde-

pendent words, that the wonderful edifice of lan-

guage was built up in fact with a limited number

of stones all this had been seen by philosophers who

knew nothing of Sanskrit. However wild some of his

speculations may appear to us now, the true nature of

grammatical elements was clearly perceived by Home
Tooke in his Diversions of Pwley, first published in

1786. This is what he wrote of terminations :
3

' For though I think I have good reasons to believe

that all terminations may likewise be traced to their

respective origin; and that, however artificial they

may now appear to us, they were not originally the

effect of premeditated and deliberate art, but separate

1 Sansk. dama ; Greek, 5<Jfws; Lat domus ; Slav, domu ;
Celt, daimh.

2 See M. M.'s Essay on Comparative Mythology, Oxford Essays,

1856, and Biographies of Words, 1888, pp. 128 seq,.

3 Diversions ofPwley, p. 190.
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words by length, of time corrupted and coalescing

with, the words of which, they are now considered

as the terminations; yet this was less likely to be

suspected by others. And if it had been suspected,

they would have had much further to travel to their

journey's end, and through a road much more embar-

rassed
;
as the corruption in those languages is of much

longer standing than in ours, and more complex/

When we have once seen how grammatical termi-

nations are to be traced back in the beginning to

independent words, we have learnt at the same time

that the component elements of language, which

remain in our crucible at the end of a complete

grammatical analysis, are of two kinds, namely, Roots

predicative and Roots demonstrative.

We caU root or radical whatever in the words* of any

language or family of languages cannot be reduced

to a simpler or more original form. We assert

nothing more about these residua, we simply say,

they are ultimate, and cannot be traced back to

simpler elements. There have been long controversies

as to whether these roots ever existed as actual

words. The answer is simple enough. From a logical

point of view, a root, as soon as it is used as a noun

or a verb, can no longer be called a root, though pho-

netically the root may be identical with the noun. But

from a purely historical point of view, there can be no

doubt that there are roots which, as far as sound is con-

cerned, remain perfectlyunchangedwhen used as nouns.

There is another controversy, more especially with

regard to Sanskrit roots, whether they should be

represented as monosyllabic or as dissyllabic, whether
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in their strong (Gima) or ia their -weak form. If we

keep strictly to our definition that a root is what

cannot bo reduced to a simpler form, it follows that

we must give, for instance, ffAN, not G-ANA, as the

root meaning to beget. We might, no doubt, go a

step further, and give GN as the last residue of our

analysis, but the objection to this is that GN would

be no longer pronounceable. For the same reason it

seems preferable to give BUDH (<nv6) as the root, not

BEUDH or UHEUDH (vO), because the e of China

can be accounted for and removed without destroying

the character of the root.

fcJtill, these (juestions are of small moment, and may
be settled according to the taste of different scholars.

What is of importance is that we should see that

those so-called roots, the residua of our grammatical

analysis, arc vital elements, and permeate the whole

bod} of language.

Tliis may bo shown, either by tracing back a number

of words in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin to their

common root, or by taking a root, after it has once

been discovered, and following it through its wan-

derings from language to language. The latter course

is perhaps the 11103*0 useful, as placing before our eyes

tho actual growth of an Aryan root

The Boot AB.

This root ATI1 means to plough, to stir the soil.

From it wo have tho Latin ar-a/re
9
tho Greek ar-oun,

tho Irish ar, the Lithuanian ar-ti, tho Kussian ora-ti,

1 A It might IMJ identified with the Sanskrit loot ar, to go (Pott, Ety-

iiwlwiw'hv Fortchuntf&i, i 218) ; but for our present purposes the root

All, to utir, IH Hufficieiit.
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the Gothic ar-jan, the Anglo-Saxon er-ian, the modem

English to ear. Shakespeare says (Richard II. in.
2),

e
to ear the land that has some hope to grow.' We

read in Deut. xxi. 4,
' a rough valley which is neither

eared nor sown.'

From this we have the name of the plough, or

the instrument of earing: in Latin, am-trum-, in

Greek, oro-tfrtm; in Bohemian, ora-dlo; in Lithuanian,

arkla-s ; in Cornish, aradar ;
in Welsh, arad ;

l in

Old Norse, ardkr. In Old Norse, however, ardhr,

meaning originally the plough, came to mean earn-

ings or wealth ;
the plough being, in early times, the

most essential possession and means of livelihood.

In the same manner the Latin name for money,

pecunia, was derived from pecus, cattle ; the word fee,

which is now restricted to the payment made to a

doctor or lawyer, was in Old English feh, and in

Anglo-Saxon feoh, meaning cattle and wealth; for

feoh and Gothic faihu are really the same word as

the Latin pecus, the modern German vieh.

The act of ploughing is called aratio in Latin;

arosfis in Greek : and I believe that ardma, too, in the

sense of perfume, had tho same origin. To derive

ar6ma from the root ghrd, to smell, is difficult, be-

cause there are no parallel cases in which an initial

gh is dropt in Greek and replaced by a. But ardma

occurs not only in the sense of sweet herbs, but

likewise in that of field-fruits in general, such as

barley and others. The general meaning, therefore,

1
If, as has been supposed, the Cornish and Welsh words were cor-

ruptions of the Latin ardtiwn, they would have appeared as areucler,

arawd, respectively
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of the word may have become restricted, like that

of spices, originally &>peces, and herbs of the field or

arumata, particularly those offered at sacrifices, may
have assumed the sense of sweet herbs.

1

A more primitive formation of the root ar seems to

be the Gieek era, earth, the Sanskrit ira and id&, the

Old High-German ero, the Gaelic ire, irionn. It

meant originally the ploughed land, afterwards earth

in genciaL Even tho word earth, the Gothic avrffia?

the Anglo-Saxon eorthe, must have been taken origi-

nally in the sense of ploughed or cultivated land.

The derivative ar-nieiiium, formed like jufHentwi,
would naturally have been applied to any animal fit

for ploughing and other labour in the field, whether

ox or horse.3

Tho Latin aruus, ploughed, and aruwni, field, and

tint Greek apovpa have been traced back by Benfey to

the same root.'
1 Ar-vus would be formed like pak-va,

1 I retract a gncsfl which I expressed in former editions that atCma

may have meant originally the hniell of a ploughed field. That the smell

of a ploughed field was appieoiated by the ancients may be seen from

tho words of Jacob (Genesis xxvn 27),
* the nucll of my son is as the

Miioll of a field which tho Lord has blessed
7 But at Cinuta meant clearly

substances fufltj before it assumed the modern sense of odour See

Cliffls Tkfsantuii by JStcphanus, ed. Didot, R. v.

a Grimm rcninikn justly that ait tha could not be denved from arj an,

on account of tho diflcieuce in the vowels. But mrtlia, w a much more

ancient foimntioii, and comes fioin tho root ar, which, root, again, was

oi igmally n or ir (Benfey, Kurze Gr. p 27) From this puniitive root

/ or ir, wo must deiive l>oth the Sanskrit 11 a or id A, the Greek epa- m
*/f, the O.H.G. &o and er-ffa, and tho Gothic afoQuk The latter

would correspond to the Sanskut r*ta, i.e art a. The true meaning
of the fcannknt idk is eaith. The Liahmans explain it as prayer, but

tins is not its original meaning.
J Corssen objects to thia denvation in his Kntixclw Beitouge, p 241
4

Autjbbwtjer AWjemevne Zeitwiy, '27 Juli, 1875
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ripe, from pafe, to cook. Another suffix vara (as in

p$-vam by the side of pi-v an) would give us *ar-vard:

and this by the change of va into ou, as in Varuwa
and Qvpavos, would give &povpa. The Sanskrit urvara,

field, shows change of a into u, as in Varuwa for

As agriculture was the principal labour in that

early stato of society when we must suppose most of

our Aryan words to have been formed and fixed in

their definite meanings, we may well understand how

a word which originally meant this special kind of

labour was afterwards used to signify labour in

general. The most natural tendency in the growth
of words and of their meanings is from the special

to the general. Thus ret/ere and gidemure, wliicli

originally meant to stoor a ship, took the general

sense of governing. To equip, which originally was

to furnish a ship (French equiper and esquif, from

scJwfo, ship), came to mean furnishing in general.

Now in modern German, a/rbdl means simply labour ;

arbeitsa/ni means industrious. In Gothic, too, r&?'ZwiJ?K

is only used to express labour and trouble in general.

But in Old Norse, erfidfn means chiefly plouy/uut/,

and afterwards labour in general ;

x and the samcwonl

in Anglo-Saxon, earfolh or earfethe, is labour. Of

course we might equally suppose that, as labourw,

fiom meaning one who labours in general, came to

take the special sense of an agricultural labourer,

so arbeit, from meaning work in general, came to

1 This statement rests on the authority of Bjorn HalldorHson's /Jir-

tionary, Icelandic and Latin, published by JUsk, 1814, Dr. VigfuHHon,
s.v erfiBi, doubts the meaning

1 of ploughing.
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be applied, in Old Norse, to the work of ploughing.

But as the root of erfithi is clearly ar, our first ex-

planation is the more plausible. Besides, the simple

ar in Old Norse means ploughing and labour, and

the Old High-German art has likewise the sense of

ploughing.
1

And as ploughing was not only one of the earliest

kinds of labour, but also one of the most primitive

arts, I venture to go a step further, and to derive the

Latin ars from the same root. Ploughing and culti-

vating the land was after all the oldest art, and not

too mean in the eyes of the Greeks to prevent them

from ascribing its invention to the goddess of all

wisdom.

In OldHigh-German drunti, inAnglo-Saxon drende>

mean simply work; but they, too, must originally

have meant the special work of agriculture ;
and in

the English errand, and errand-boy^ the same word

is still in existence.

Ar, however, did not only mean to plough, or to

cut open the land ;
it was transferred at a very early

time to the ploughing of the sea, or rowing. Thus

Shakespeare says :

Make the sea seive them, which they ear and wound

With keels

In Latin such expressions as perarare agws, sul-

1 Grimm derives arleit, Gothic atlaititf, Old High-German atapeit,

Modern High-German arbeit, directly from the Gothic arlga,, heir
j
but

admits a relationship between arbja and the root arjan, to plough. He

identifies arbja with the Slavonic rab, servant, slave, and arbeit with

rabota, wrote, supposing that sons and heirs were the first natural

slaves. He supposes even a relationship between rabota, and the Latin

labor (German Dictionary, s.v. Arbeit). If Gothic arbi, inherited
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care vada carina, sulcare undas are well known.

In French silloner la mer and faucher le grand pre
mean to row or to cut through the green sea.

1
They

are expressions especially applied to galley-slaves.
2

In a similar manner we find that Sanskrit derives

from ar the substantive aritra, not in the sense of

a plough, but in the sense of a rudder. In Anglo-
SaxonProfessor Skeat compares dr, the oar, the plough-

share of the water
;
but this is doubtful. The Greeks,

however, had used the root ar in the sense of rowing ;

for wetes 3 in Greek is a rower, and their word tri-er-es

meant originally a ship with three oars, or with three

rows of oars/ a trireme.

This comparison of ploughing and rowing is of fre-

quent occurrence in ancient languages. The English

word plough, the Slavonic plouy, has been compared
with the Sanskrit plava,

6 a ship, and with the Greek

ploion, ship. As the Aryas spoke of a ship plough-

ing the sea, they also spoke of a plough sailing across

the field
; and thus it was that the same names were

applied to both. 8 la English dialects, plough or

property, could be derived from a root meaning to plough, its original

meaning would have been ploughed land, while a?o;&, the heir, would

have been meant for the son to whom the ploughed land descended by
inheritance. But this is doubtful.

1
Pott, Stwlien xur Nyfkokgie, s. 321; Brinkoaann, Melapheitn,

p. 188.
3 Gil last ii. 4.

3 Latin remui> (Old Irish rdm] for re&mus, connected with tyer^s.
From ip&njs comes ipeoaco ; and umjpeTTp, servant, helper j

rosti um
from rodere.

* Cf Eur. Hec 455, K&m) a\i^prjs. 'Afjuprjprjs means having oars on

both sides.

3 From Sanskrit plu, irA&w: cf. fleet and float.
6 Other similes vvis and tims, ploughshare, derived by Plutarch

from 5s, boar. Quast. Conv. iv. 5, 2, r^v 5 $v &Troxp>i<rrfj(rai
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plow is still used in the general sense of wagon or

conveyance.
1

We might follow the offshoots of this root ar still

further, but the number of words which we have

examined in various languages will suffice to show

what is meant by a root and its ramifications In all

these words ar is the radical element, all the rest is

merely formative. The root ar is called a predica-

tive root, because, in whatever composition it enters,

it predicates one and the same conception, whether

of the plough, or the rudder, or the ox, or the field.

Even in such a word as artistic, the predicative power
of the root ar may still be perceived, though, of course,

as it were by means of a powerful telescope only.

The Brahmans, who call themselves arya in India,

were no more aware of the real oiigin of this name

irp&rr) yap ffyi(f(L(F0' r$ wpovxpvn TT]? o/wx*}*, w* <pafft, T^V yrjv,

ctis 20?7/c6, ical ?b TTJS vvew vt^y^ffaro $pyw o6& Kal TQVVOJM

cpyateiu \lyovfft dvb rfs <Jy. A plough is said to be called

a jng's nose. The Latin poi ca, a ridge between two furrows, is derived

fiowporcus, hog, and the GermanfuricAa, furrow, is connected with

fa rah, hoar Imporcitor was an Italian deity presiding over the

drawing of funows Pab Pictor op. Sero Virg. G. i. 21, 'imporcitor

qui porcas in agro facit arando' The Sanskrit vrika, wolf, from

vrasA, to tear, IB used for plough (Rig- veda i 117,21). TheSan&kiit

p r o th am and p 6 1 r am mean both the snout of boar and a ploughshaie ,

see Paw. ni. 2, 183, halasukarayofc pnvaft. G-odarana, earth-

tcarer, is another word for plough in Sanskrit, Gothic hoha, plough
s= Sanskrit koka, wolf. See Grimm, DeuUclie Spiache, and Kuhn,
Imlische Stitdien, vol i p. 321

;
M. M., ffibbert Lecture*, p. 192

1 In the Vale of Blackmore, a wagon is called plough otplow ;
and

znll (Anglo-Saxon Mjl} is used for aratrvm (Barnes, ])onet Dialect,

p 360). Plough does not occur in Anglo-Saxon writers
;
and Southern

authois of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries employ it only m
compound terms, as plow-land, etc. In the Southern dialects the word

for plough 38 zuofy, Ajaglo-Saxon sulh. See E. Moms, AyenUfe of

Intoyt, preface, p. Ixxi.
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and its connection with agricultural labour, than

the artist who now speaks of his art as a divine

inspiration suspects that the word which he uses was

originally applicable only to so primitive an art as

that of ploughing.

The Boot SPAS.

We shall now examine another family of words, in

order to see by what process the radical elements of

words were first discovered.

Let us take the word respectable. It is a word of

Latin, not of Saxon origin. In respectabilis we easily

distinguish the verb respecta-re and the termination

bilis. We then separate the prefix re, which leaves

spectare, and we trace spectare as a participial for-

mation back to the Latin verb specere or spicere,

meaning to see
3
to look. In specere, again, we dis-

tinguish bet-ween the changeable termination ere and

the unchangeable remnant spec, which we call the

root. This root we expect to find in Sanskrit and the

other Aryan languages ;
and so we do. In Sanskrit

the more usual form is pas, to see, without the s ;

but spas also is found in spasa, a spy; in spashtfa
and vi-spashia, clear, manifest

;
and in the Vedic

spas, a guardian. In the Teutonic family we find

speh6n in Old High-German., meaning to look, to spy,

to contemplate; and speha, the English spy.
1 In

Greek, the root spek has been changed into skep,

which exists in skeptomai, I look, I examine : from

whence shptikos, an examiner or enquirer ;
in theo-

1
Pott, Jftymokpische Forschwngen, s. 267 ; Benfey, Gneckisches

WurzeliDottetbuch, 6. 236.
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logical language, a sceptic ; and episkopos, an overseer,

in ecclesiastical language} a bishop.

Let us now examine the various ramifications of

this root. Beginning with respectable, we found that

it originally meant a person who deserves respect,

respect meaning looking back. "We pass by common

objects or persons without noticing them, whereas we

turn back to look again at those who deserve our

admiration, our regard, our respect This was the

original moaning of respect and respectable ;
nor need

we bo surprised at this if we consider that nolle,

wobilis in Latin, conveyed originally no more than

the idea of a person that deserves to be known ;
for

stands for ynobilis, just as vwmen stands for

t
or natm for gnatus.

( With respect to
'

has now become almost a mere

proposition. For if wo say,
e With respect to this

point 1 have no more to say,' this is the same as,

'

1 have no more to say on this point.'

Again, as in looking back we single out a person,

the adjective respective, and tho adverb respectively,

arc used almost in the same sense as special, or

singly.

Tho English respite is the Norman modification of

rexpectm, the French rfpit. S^pit meant originally

looking back, reviewing the whole evidence. A
criminal received so many days ad respectwm,, to

re-oxamino tho case. Afterwards it was said that

the prisoner had received a respite, that is to say,

hart obtained a re-examination ;
and at last a verb

was formed, and it was said that a person had been

respited.
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As specere, to see, with the preposition re, came

to mean respect, so with the preposition de, down,

it forms the Latin despicere, meaning to look down,

the English despise. The French dpit (Old French

dexpit) means no longer contempt, though ifc is

the Latin despectus, but rather anger, vexation. Se

depiter is, to be vexed, to fret.
c En depit de lui

'

is originally
*

angry with him/ then 'in spito of

him
1

;
and the English spite, in spite of, spiteful, are

mere abbreviations of despite, in despite of, despiteful,

and have no more to do with the spitting of cats,

than souris (sorex), mouse, has with s0unre(subridere) 3

to laugh.

As de means down from above, so sub means up
from below, and this added to specere, to look, gives

us suspicere, suspicari, to look up, in the sense of to

suspect.
1 From it suspicion, suspicious ;

and likewise

the French soupcon, even in such phrases as
c There

is a soupcon of chicory in this coffee,' meaning just a

touch, just the smallest atom of chicory.

As circum means round about, so circumspect

means, of course, cautious, careful.

"With in, meaning into, specere forms inspic&re, to

inspect, hence inspector, inspection.

With ad, towards, specere becomes adspicere, to

look at a thing. Hence adspectus, the aspect, the

look or appearance of things.

So with pro, forward, specere became prospicere ;

1 The Greek Mtpa, askance, is derived from far6t and Spa, which is

connected with Sl/wo/tai, I see; the Sanskrit dri*. In Sanskrit, how-

ever, the more primitive root drt, or dar, has likewise been preserved,
and is of frequent occurrence, particularly if joined with the preposition

a; tad adntya, with respect to this.
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and gave rise to such words as prospectus, as it were

a look out, prospective, &c. With con, with, spicere

forms conspicere, to see together, conspectus, con-

spicuous. We saw before in respectable, that a new

word, spectare, is formed from the participle of spicere.

This, with the preposition ex, out, gives us the Latin

expectare, the English to expect, to look out; with its

derivatives.

Am'jiicious is another word which contains our

root as the second of its component elements. The

Latin a/uspiciuwi stands for avispiciuwi, and meant

the looking out for certain birds which were con-

sidered to bo of good or bad omen to the success of

any public or private act. Hence auspicious in the

sense of lucky. Saru-spex was the name given to

a person who foretold the future from the inspec-

tion of the entrails of animals.1 We also have the

feminine haruspica, formed like vestispica, a ward-

robo-kcepcr.

Again, from specere, speculum was formed, in the

sense of looking-glkss, or any other means of looking
at oneself; and from it speculari, the English to

tywulate, speculative, &c.

But there are many more offshoots of this one

root. Thus, the Latin speculum, looking-glass,

became specchio in Italian; and the same word,

though in a roundabout way, came into French as

the adjective espiegle, waggish. The origin of this

French word is curious. There exists in German a

famous cycle of stories, mostly tricks played by a

half-historical, half-mythical character of the name
1 See Cfripufrom a German Workshop, ii p 177.

T. Bb
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of Eulenspiegel, or Owl-glass. These stories were

translated into French, and the hero was known at

first by the name of Ukspilgle, which name, con-

tracted afterwards into Espiegle, became a general

name for every wag.
As the French borrowed not only from Latin 3

but

likewise from the Teutonic languages, we meet thcie,

side by side with the deiivatives of the Latin specere,

the Old High-German spelidn, slightly disguised as

e'pier, to spy, the Italian spiare. The German word

for a spy was speha, and this appears in Old French

as espie,
in Modern French as espion.

One of the most prolific branches of the same root

is the Latin species. Whether we take species in the

sense of a perennial succession of similar individuals

in continual generations (Jussieu), or look upon it

as existing only as a category of thought (Agassiz),

species was intended originally as the literal transla-

tion of the Greek eidos, as opposed to genos or genus.

The Greeks classified things originally according

to kind and /orm, and though these terms were

afterwards technically defined by Aristotle, their

etymological meaning is in reality the most appro-

priate. Things may be classified either because they

are of the same genus or kind, that is to say, because

they had the same origin; this gives us a genealo-

gical classification : or they can be classified because

they have the same appearance, eidos, or form,

without claiming for them a common origin; and

this gives us a morphological classification It was,

however, in the Aristotelian, and not in its etymo-

logical sense, that the Greek eidos was rendered in
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Latin by species, meaning the subdivision of a genus,

the class of a family. Hence the French espece, a

kind
,
the English special, in the sense of particular

as opposed to general. There is a little of the root

spas, to see, left in a special train, or a special mes-

senger ; yet the connection, though not apparent, can

be restored with perfect certainty. We frequently

hear the expression to specify. A man specifies his

grievances. What does it mean 3 The mediaeval

Latin spetificus is a literal translation of the Greek

eidopoios. This means what makes or constitutes an

eidos or species. Now, in classification, what con-

stitutes a bpecies is that particular quality which,

supcradded to other qualities, shared in common by
all the members of a genus, distinguishes one class

from all other classes. Thus the specific character

which distinguishes man from all other animals is

reason or language. Specific, therefore, assumed

the souse of distinguishing or distinct, and the verb

to specify conveyed the meaning of enumerating

distinctly, or one by one.

I finish with the French epicier, a respectable

grocer, but originally a man who sold drugs. The

different kinds of drugs which the apothecary had to

sell wcro spoken of, with a certain learned air, as

xpecies, not as drugs in general, but as peculiar drugs

and special medicines. Hence the chymist or apothe-

cary is still called speziale in Italian, his shop $pe-

zieria.1 In French species, which regularly became

assumed a new form to express drugs, namely,

1 Geueri coloniali, colonial goods. Marsh, Lectures, p. 253. In

Spanish, generos, merchandise.
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Apices i the English spices, the German Spezereiert.

Hence the famous pain d'e'pices, gingerbiead nuts, and

epi&i&r, a grocer. If we try for a moment to trace

spicy, or a well-spiced article, back to the simple

root specere, to look, we shall undeistand that mar-

vellous power of language which, out of a few simple

elements, has created a variety of names hardly sur-

passed by the unbounded variety of nature herself.1

Glasses of Boots.

William von Humboldt 2 hold that roots are neces-

sarily monosyllabic, and it is certainly true that in

the Aryan family of speech roots consisting of more

than one syllable can always be proved to be deriva-

tive.
y

We may distinguish between primary, secondary,

and tertiary roots

A. Primary roots are those which consist

(1) of one vowel ;
for instance, i, to go.

(2) of one vowel and one consonant
;
for instance,

ad, to eat

(3) of one consonant and ono vowel
;
for instance,

da, to give.

B. Secondary roots are those which consist

(1) of one consonant
3 vowel, and consonant

;
for

instance, tud, to strike.

In these roots either the first or the last consonant

is modificatory.

1 Many derivatives might have been added, finch as specimen, spec-

tator, le spectacle, sptciahte, spectrum, spectacle*, qwioitit, tyxrula, &c.
8 W. von Humboldt, Verscltiedenhwt, s. 876 ; Pott, Elym. Foruch.

ii. s. 216, 811.
3

See, however, p. 292.
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C. Tertiary roots are those which, consist

(1) of consonant, consonant, and vowel
; for in-

stance, plu, to now.

(2) of vowel, consonant, and consonant ; for in-

stance, ard, to hurt.

(3) of consonant, consonant, vowel, and conso-

nant
;
for instance, spas, to see.

(4) of consonant, consonant, vowel, consonant,

and consonant; for instance, spand, to

tremble.

In the secondary roots we can frequently observe

that one of the consonants, in the Aryan languages

generally the final, is liable to modification. The

root retains its general meaning, which is slightly

modified and determined by the changes of the final

consonants. Thus, besides tud (tudati), we have

in Sanskrit tup (topati, tupati, and tumpati),

meaning to strike; Greek typ-to. We meet like-

wise with tubh (tubhn&ti, tubhyati, tobhate), to

strike
; and, according to Sanskrit grammarians, also

with tuph (tophati, tuphati, tumphati). Then

there is a root tug (tu;7#ati, togati), to strike, to

excite ;
another root, tur (tutorti), to which the

same meaning is ascribed; another, tur (turyate),

to hurt. Then there is the further derivative turv

(turvati), to strike, to conquer; there is tuh (to-

hati), to pain, to vex; and there is tug (tosate), to

which Sanskrit grammarians attribute the sense of

striking.

In the third class we shall find that one of the two

consonants is always a semivowel, nasal, or sibilant,
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these being more variable than the other consonants.

We can almost always point to one consonant as of

later origin, and added to a biconsonantal root in

order to render its meaning more special. Thus we
have, besides spas, the root pa 5, and even this root

has been traced back by Pott to a more primitive as.

Thus vand, again, is a mere strengthening of the

root vad, like mand of mad, like yu-na-# and

yu-/7-# of jug. The root yu<7, to join, and yudh,
to fight, both point back to a root yu, to mingle, and

this simple root has been preserved in Sanskrit. We

may well understand that a root, having the general

meaning of mingling or being together, should be

employed to express both the friendly joining of

hands and the engaging in hostile combat; but we

may equally understand that language, in its progress

to clearness and definiteness, should have desired a

distinction between these two meanings^ and should

gladly have availed herself of the two derivatives,

jug and yudh, to mark this distinction.

The relationship, however, of these three classes of

roots is by no means so clear as in the Semitic lan-

guages, where trilateral roots have with much greater,

though even here with only limited success, been

traced back to biliteral forms.1 All we can say at

present is that out of a number of possible parallel

developments of the same radical types, certain roots

have been preserved in the Aryan languages to express

various shades of differentiated meaning. Traces of

systematic derivation, however, are very few.2

1
Eenloew, Apeipu general, pp 28 seq

a This problem, has been well worked out by A Hjalmar Edgren,
On the Verbal Hoots of the Sanslnt Language, 1878.
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of Boots.

Sanskrit grammarians have reduced the whole

growth of their language to 1,706 roots,
1 that is to

say, they have admitted so many radicals in order to

derive from them, according to their system of gram-
matical derivation, all nouns, verbs, adjectives, pro-

nouns, prepositions, adverbs, and conjunctions, which

occur in Sanskrit. According to our explanation of

a root, however, this number of 1,706 would have to

be reduced considerably, and though a few new roots

would likewise have to be added which Sanskrit

grammarians failed to discover, yet the number of

primitive sounds, expressive of definite meanings, requi-

site for the etymological analysis of the whole Sanskrit

dictionary does probably not amount to more than

850.2 Even this number may be still further reduced.

In the progress of language many roots disappear,

that is to say, their derivatives are no longer wanted,

being superseded by derivatives from more familiar

roots. Thus Professor Skeat, in his Etymological

Dictionary, is satisfied with 461 Aryan roots to account

for the whole wealth of the English Language. Ben-

lo&w(Apercu, general) estimates the necessary radicals

1
Benfey, Kurze Gh-ammatik, 151 .

EootB of the 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 classes . . 226

Boots of tlie 1,4, 6, 10 classes . . . 1,480

1,706

including 143 of the 10th class

See also 61; Pott, Etym. Forsoh. (2 ed.), ii. p. 283 , Bopp, Vergl Or.

109* 8; 109*>, 1, note.
* Science of Thought, p 210.
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of Gothic at 600, of modern German at only 250 (Lc.

p. 22). Grimm's list of strong verbs in the Teutonic

family amounts to 462 (Deutsche Gwwiatik, i.p.1030 ;

Pott, Etyni. Forsch. ii p. 75). Dobrowsky (In&tll. Liny.

Slavicae, p. 256) gives 1,605 radicals of the Slavonic

languages Hebrew has been reduced to about 500 roots.
1

whereas Chinese, which abstains from composition

and derivation, and therefore requires a larger number

of radicals, was satisfied with 450.
2 With these 450

sounds, raised to 1,263 by various accents and intona-

tions, the Chinese have produced a dictionary of from

40,000 to 50,000 words.3

All this shows a wise spirit of economy on the part of

primitive language, for the possibility of forming new

roots for every new impression was almost unlimited.

Even if we put the number of letters only at twenty-

1
Benan, Histoire ties Langues s&mitiques, p. 138. Leusden counted

5,642 Hebiew and Chaldee words in the Old Testament.
2 ' Morrison gives 411, Edkins 532, the difference being chiefly occa-

sioned by Monison not counting aspirated words as di&tmct from the

non-aspirated The numbei would be much greater if the final m and

the soft initials g, d, lt vt
&c

,
were still in existence, as under the

Mongolian dynasty. There would then be at least 700 radicals. The

sounds attached to Chinese characters in the thuteenth century are ex-

pressed alphabetically in old Mongolian writings.' Edkins, Mandcum

Grammar, pp. 44, 45.

3 The exact number in the Imperial Dictionary of Khang-hi amounts

to 42,718 About one-fourth has become obsolete ; and one-halfof the

le&t may be considered of rare occurrence, thus leaving only about

15,000 words in actual use 'The exact number of the classical

characteis is 42,718 Many of them aie no longer m use in the

modern language, but they occur in the canonical and the classical

Thpv nmv IIA fminrl smrnpHmpq in official rlnpvmifm
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four, the possible number of biliteral and triliteral

roots would amount together to H-,400.
1

Demonstrative Boots.

It is clear, however, that in addition to these

predicative roots, we want another class of radical

elements to enable us to account for the full growth
of language. With the 400 or 500 predicative roots

at her disposal, language would not have been at a

loss to coin names for all things that come under our

cognisance. Language is a thiifty housewife. If we

consider the variety of ideas that were expressed by
the one root spa.s, it is easy to see that with 500 such

loots a dictionary might have been formed sufficient

to Hatisi'y tho wants, however extravagant, of hei

husband the human mind. If each root yielded fifty

derivatives, wu should havo 25,000 words. Now, we

ro told by a country clergyman, that some of the

labourers in his parish did not use- more than 300 words

in their daily conversation - The cuneiform inscrip-

tions of Persia contain no more than 379 words, 131

of thewo being proper names. The vocabulary of the

ancient sagos of Egypt, at least as far as it is known

to ns from the hieroglyphic inscriptions, amounts to

about 058 woids/* The libretto of an Italian opera
1 Loiluux (l)e Arfc cowbiwitona, Opp. torn n. pp 387, 3S8, <*d Du-

toiih)
*

IJiioluM situs hlcrarum in alplulit'lo nit v<uubilia ; 23 literarniu

liitjtua' Lalmui \,ui.it, oius hunt 2f) 8r)2,Oif> ; 738,8Si,i>7<> 36i(),000 \ M
litflnuum r.i'imaiiifie hngiias, (.20,118 70 L,7;J'3 52.i'),730^00,000.' Of.

J'ott, AVy/w. /VwvrA 11, K.
,
Joan J'aul, JjCbcn Jfibth, fl. IbO. Plut

(JutCbl (loniii. Mil.
1),

ii. S,cvuK(tarr}s 8 rbv TUV ffu\\a@uiv aptOfttiv ftv

ni orot\(ta ^7>/t}jW(va wpt)? aXAiyAa irap*x*l
> pvpiafav u.irc<pr)pfv eltcoffdicts

ttdi pvfnuictS pvpicav
3 The Nfuih/ of the Ihighsh Language, by A. D'Orsoy, p. 15.

'

ThiH IH tlic nuinljiT of words m ilic Vocabulaiy given by Bunsen,
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seldom displays a greater variety
1 A well-educated

person in England, who lias been at a public school

and at the university, who reads his Bible, his

Shakespeare, the Times, and all the books of Mudie's

Library, seldom uses more than about 3,000 or 4,000

in the first volume of his Egypt, pp 453-491. Several of these words,

however, though identical m sound, must be separated etymologically,

and later researches have considerably increased the number. The

number of hieroglyphic gioups m Sharpe's Egyptian Hieroglyphac*,

1861, amounts to 2,030.
1
Marsh, Lectures, p 182. M Thommerel stated the number of

words m the dictionaries of Robertson and Webster as 43,566. Todd's

edition of Johnson, however, is said to contain 58,000 words, and the

later editions of Webstei have reached the number of 70,000, counting
the participles of the pieent and perfect as independent vocables.

Flugel estimated the number of woidJs in his own dictionary at 94,464,

of which 65,085 are simple, 29,379 compound This was m 1843 ;
and

he then expressed a hope that in his next edition the number of words

would far exceed 100,000 This is the number fixed upon by Mr. Marsh

as theminimum of the cop la vocabuloram in English. See the Saturday

Renew, Nov 2,1861.
1 Adamantines Korais invemt in veten Academise Parisiensis dic-

tionano 29,712 contmeii ,
in Johnsomano 36,784 , in linguae Armemacse

vocabulario 50,000 , sed in thesauri Stephamani editione Londinensi,

150,000
'

Cf Pott, Etym ForscTi n. s 78.

'The translation of the Scriptures under James I (1611) comprises

773,746 words, of which about 98 per cent, are proper names and repe-

titions, if it be tiue that the particle and occurs 46,219 times.' See

John A Wei&se, 1873.

What we possess of Gothic amounts, according to Loebe, to 3,625

woids, exc. 357 proper names, and 120 foreign words. Gaugengigl

brings the number to 3,545, Schulze to 3,440 ,
see Gaugengigl, Emleitung

to 2nd vol.

Varro, L L. vi. 35.
* Horum verborum si pnmigenia sunt ad

mille, ut Cosconius scnbit, ex eorum declmatiombus verborum dis-

cnmina quingenta millia esse possunt, ideo quia singulis verbis pnmi-

geniis circiter quingentae species declmatiombus fiunt. Primigema
dicuntur veiba ut lego, scnbo, sto, sedeo et cetera qua non sunt ab

alioquo verbo, sed suas habent radices.' Each verb m Greek, if conju-

gated through all its voices, tenses, moods, and persons, produces,

together with its participles, 1,300 forms
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words in actual conversation. Accurate thinkers and

close reasoners, who avoid vague and general expres-

sions, and wait till they find the word that exactly

fits their meaning, employ a larger stock ;
and eloquent

speakers may rise to a command of 10,000. The new
Oxford Dictionary promises to bring the number of

words to 250,000. The Hebrew Testament says all

that it has to say with 5,642 words
;

l Milton's poetry

is built up with 8,000; and Shakespeare, who pro-

bably displayed a greater variety of expression than

any writer in any language, produced all his plays

with about 15,000 words.

Five hundred roots, therefore, considering their

fertility and pliancy, were more than was wanted for

the dictionary of our primitive ancestors, nay, with

proper management, even for our own times, when

there are 245,000 living, and 95,000 fossil species of

animals to be named, 100,000 living species, and 2,500

fossil species of plants, to say nothing of crystals,

metals, and minerals.

And yet something more was wanted. If our an-

cestors had a root expressive of light and splendour,

that root might have formed the predicate in the names

of sun, and moon, and stars, and heaven, dawn, morn-

ing, day, spring, joy, beauty, majesty, love, friend,

gold, riches, &c. But if they wanted to express here

and there, who, what, this, that, thou, he, they would

havo found it impossible to discover any predicative

root that could be applied to this purpose. Attempts
have been made indeed to trace these words back to

predicative roots
;
but if we arc told that the demon-

1
Benan, Histoire, p. 138.
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root ta, this or there, may be derived from

a predicative root tan, to extend, we find that even in

our modern languages, the demonstrative pronouns
and particles are of too primitive and independent
a nature to allow of so artificial an interpretation.

The sound ta or sa, for this or there, is as involun-

tary, as natural, as independent an expression as any
of the predicative roots, and although some of these

demonstrative, or pronominal, or local roots, for all

these names have been applied to them, may be traced

back to a predicative source, we must still admit a

small class of independent radicals, not predicative

in the usual sense of the word, but simply pointing,

simply expressive of existence under certain more or

less definite, local or temporal prescriptions.

It will be best to give one illustration at least of

a pronominal root and its influence in the formation

of words.

In some languages, and particularly in Chinese, a

predicative root may by itself be used as a noun, 01

a verb, or an adjective, or an adverb, Thus the Chinese

sound ta means, without any change of form, great,

greatness, and to be great
l If ta stands befoie a sub-

stantive, it has the meaning of an adjective. Thus ta

Jin means a great man. If ta stands after a substan-

tive, it is a predicate, or, as we should say, a verb Thus

jin ta (or jiu ta ye) would mean the man is great.
2

1
Endlicher, Chnesische Grammatik, 128.

2 If two words are placed likejtw ta, the first may form the predicate

of the second, the second being used as, a substantive Thus jin ta

might mean the greatness of man, bat m this case it is more usual to

k&yjtn thi ta.

' Another instance clien, virtue ; ex. jin tcAt chen, the virtue of
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Or again, jin ngS ye? li pti
r

ngtf, would mean man

bad, law not bad. Here we see that there is no

outward distinction whatever between a root and a

word, and that a noun is distinguished from a verb

merely by its collocation in a sentence.

In other languages, however, and particularly in

the Aryan languages, no predicative root can by
itself form a word. Thus in Latin there is a root

luc, to shine. In order to have a substantive, such

as light;
it was necessary to add a pronominal or

demonstrative loot, this forming the general subject

of which the meaning contained in the root is to be

predicated. Thus by the addition of the pronominal
element s we have the Latin noun, luc-s, the light, or

literally, shining-there. Let us add a personal pro-

noun to the verbal base luce, and we have the verb

luc-e-s, shining-thou, thou shinest Let us add other

pronominal derivatives, and we get such nouns and

adjectives as lucidus, luculentus, facerm, &c.

Composition.

It would be a totally mistaken view, however, were

we to suppose that all derivative elements, all that

remains of a word after the predicative root has been

removed, must be traced back to pronominal roots.

We have only to look at some of our own modern

derivatives in order to be convinced that many of

man: cfe, virtuous ; ex. chenjin, ike virtuous TQ&Q.: chen, to approve;
ex. chen tchi, to find it good ; chen, well

j
er. clien Ii0f to sing well.*

Stanislas Julien.
1 Y& is placed at the end to show the verbal character of ngV\ with-

out it we should translate
' the badness of man,* while;m oti U would

mean 'man hates law.*
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them were originally predicative, that they entered

into composition with the principal predicative root,

and then dwindled down to mere suffixes. Thus

scape in landscape, and the more frequent ship in

hardship, are both derived fiom the same root which

we have in Gothic,
1

skapu, Mp, skopum, to create;

in Anglo-Saxon, scape, scdpt scopon. It is the same

as the Geiman derivative schaft. in Gesellschaft, &c

So again dom in wisdom or Christendom is deiived

from the same root which we have in to do. It is

the same as the German thum in Christenthum, the

Anglo-Saxon dom in cyniny-dom, Koniythuwi. Hood,

the Anglo-Saxon had, means state or rank; but in

man-hood, child-hood, brother-hood, neighbour-hood,

it becomes a mere abstract suffix.
2

The same holds good with regard to more ancient

languages. Thus in Sanskrit maya is used as a

secondary suffix to form words such as asm amay a,

made of stone, mrinmaya, made of earth or loam,

and its oiiginal meaning is hardly felt. Yet theie

can be little doubt that maya comes from the root

ma, miyate, to measure, to make, and was originally

an independent word, like mita, or vimita, made of.

This we see more clearly in gomaya, which means

not only lovinus, but cow-dung. In Greek a trace of

1 Gnmm, Deutsche Grammatik, b ii s. 521.

9
Spenser, ShepbeartPs Calender, Februane (ed. Collier, i p. 25) :

'

Cudche, I wote thou kenst little good
So vainly t'advaunce thy headlesse hood:'

(for thy headlessness 5 hood, the German hat, is a teimination denoting

estate, as manhood. T WartoiO

In Old High-German deoheit and deomuat mean the same thing ; in

modern German we have only Demiith, lit. servant-hood, humility.

See also infra, p 394, note 3.
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the same suffix has heen preserved in dvSpo'-juos, ori-

ginally made of men, but used in the sense of human,

e g Od. ix. 297, avbpo^a Kpe" I6o>z>, eating human

flesh, II xi. 538, ojuuAoy avfipoptov, a crowd of men.1

We have necessarily confined ourselves in our

analysis of language to that family of languages to

which our own tongue, and those with which we arc

best acquainted, belong ;
but what applies to Sanskrit

and the Aryan family applies to the whole realm of

human speech Every language, without a single

exception, that has as yet been cast into the ciucible

of comparative grammar, has been found to con-

tain these two substantial elements, predicative and

demonstrative roots In the Semitic family these

two constituent elements are even more palpable than

in Sanskrit and Greek Even before the discovery

of Sanskrit, and the rise of comparative philology,

Semitic scholars had successfully traced back the

whole dictionary of Hebrew and Arabic to a small

number of roots
3
and as evciy root in these languages

consists of three consonants, the Semitic languages

have sometimes been called by the name of triliteral.

To a still higher degree the constituent elements

are, as it were, on the very surface in the Turanian

family of speech. It is one of the characteristic fea-

tures of that family, that, whatever the number of

prefixes and suffixes, the root must always stand out

in full relief, and must never be allowed to suffer by
its contact with derivative elements.

There is one language, the Chinese, m which no

analysis of any kind is required for the discovery of

1 Paw. v. 4, 21.
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its component parts. It is a language in which no

coalescence of roots has taken place ; every word in a

root, and every root is a word. It is, in fact, the

most primitive stage in which we can imagine human

language to have existed. It is language connne il

Jaut ,
it is what we should naturally have expected

all languages to be.

There are, no doubt, numerous dialects in Asia,

Africa, America, and Polynesia, which have not yet

been dissected by the knife of the grammarian ;
but

we may be satisfied at least with this negative evi-

dence, that, as yet, no language which has passed

through the ordeal of grammatical analysis has ever

disclosed any but these two constituent elements.

The problem, therefore, of the origin of language,

which seemed so perplexing and mysterious to tho

ancient philosophers, assumes a much simpler aspect

with us. "We have learnt what language is made of;

we have found that everything in language, except

tho roots, is intelligible, and can. be accounted for.

There is nothing to surprise us in tho combination of

the piedicative and deinonstiative roots which led to

the building up of all the languages with which wo

are acquainted, from Chinese to English. It is not

only conceivable, as Professor Pott remarks, 'that

the formation of tho Sanskrit language, as it is

1 landed down to us, may have been preceded by a*

state of the gieatest simplicity and entire absence of

inflections, sucli as is exhibited to tho present day

by the Chinese and other monosyllabic languages*;

it is absolutely impossible that it should have boon

otherwise.
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MORPHOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION

Families and Classes of Languages.

analysis of human speech given in the pre-
*

ceding chapter ought to teach us two things: first,

that in families of language, held together by genea-

logical ties, there may be more near and more distant

degrees of relationship ; secondly, that languages which

can claim no genealogical relationship whatever, may
still be classified morphologically, that is, according

to the manner in which their constituent elements,

the predicative and demonstrative roots, have been

combined. Both these lessons will be useful to us in

treating of the languages which are neither Aryan nor

Semitic.

Strictly speaking, the Aryan and Semitic are the

only families of speech which fully deserve that title.

They both presuppose the existence of a finished sys-

tem of grammar, previous to the first divergence of

their dialects. Their history is from the beginning

a history of decay rather than of growth, and hence

the unmistakeable family-likeness which pervades

every one even of their latest descendants. The lan-

guage of the Sepoy and that of the English soldier

are, in one sense, one and the same language. They

are both built up of materials which were definitely

shaped before the Teutonic and Indio branches

I. C
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separated. No new root has been added to either

since their first separation; and the grammatical
forms which are of more modern growth in English
or Hindustani are, if closely examined, new com-

binations only of elements which existed from the

beginning in all the Aryan dialects. In the termina-

tion of the English he is, and in the inaudible ter-

mination of the French il cut, wo recognise the result

of an act performed before tho first separation of the

Aryan family, the combination of the predicative

root as with the demonstrative root ti; an act per-

formed once for all, and continuing to bo felt to the

present day.

It was the custom of Nclnidiadnczzar to have his

name stamped on every brick that was used during
his reign in erecting his colossal palaces. Those

palaces fell to ruins, but from tho ruins tho ancient

materials were carried away for building now cities
;

and, on examining tho bricks in the walls of the

modern city of Bagdad on tho borders of the Tigris,

Sir Henry Ilawlinsou discovered on each the clear

traces of that royal signature. It is tho same if we
examine the structure of modern, language**. They
too were built up with the materials taken from tbe

ruins of tho ancient languages, and every word, if

properly examined, displays tho visible stamp im-

pressed upon it from the first by the founders of the

Aryan and tho Semitic empires of speech.

Distant Relationship.

The relationship of languages, however, is not al-

ways so dose, and they may nevertheless have to be
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treated as genealogically akin. The Albanian lan-

guage, for instance, is clearly Aryan, but the traces

of a common descent are so few that it is impossible

to decide as yet whether it should be treated as a

near relative of Greek, or as an independent branch

of the Aryan family. The language of Ceylon was

for a long time treated as not Aryan at all, but

certain terminations of the verb seemed to me to

remove all doubt as to its Sanskritic origin. In

these cases the difficulty of proving a common

origin is due to the ravages of phonetic decay
and dialectic growth. Languages, however, may
also diverge before their grammatical system has

become fixed and hardened; and in that case

they cannot be expected to show the same marked

features of a common descent as, for instance, the

Neo-Latin dialects, French, Italian, and Spanish.

They may have much in common, but they will like-

wise display an after-growth in words and grammatical

forms, peculiar to each dialect. With regard to words

we see, for instance, that even languages so intimately
related to each other as the six Eomance dialects,

diverged in some of the commonest expressions. In-

stead of the Latin /rater, the French frere, we find in

Spanish h&rmano. There was a very good reason for

this change. The Latin word frater, changed into

fray mdfrayle, had been applied to express a brother

or a friar. It was felt inconvenient that the same

word should express two ideas which it was some-

times necessary to distinguish, and therefore, by a

kind of natural elimination, frater was given up as

the name of brother in Spanish, and replaced from

oca
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tho dialectical stores of Latin by germanus. In the

saino manner tho Latin word for shepherd, pastor,
was so constantly applied to the shepherd of the

people, or the clergyman, le pa&teur, that a new word
was wanted for the real shepherd. Thus 'berbicariu^

from berbex or vervex, a wether, was used instead of

2M$tor, and changed into tho French lerger. Instead

of the Spanish ewfermo, ill, we find in French waJtute,

in Italian malato. Languages so closely related as

Greek and Latin have fixed on different expressions

for son, daughter, brother, woman, man, sky, earth,

moon, hand, mouth, tree, bird, &C. 1 That is to say,

out of a largo number of synonyms which weie

supplied by the nuineious dialects of the Aryan

family, the Greeks perpetuated one, tho Romans an-

other. It is clear that when the working of this

principle of natural selection is allowed to extend

more widely, languages, though proceeding from tho

same somo, may in time acquire a totally different

nomenclature for tho commonest objects. The num-

ber of i (sal synonyms is frequently exaggerated, and

if we arc told that in fwjbnidic thero arc 120 names

for island, or in Arabic 500 names for lion,
2 and

1,000 names for wword,
3 or in German sixty namo

for Primula, clttliur, and about fifty for Goh'Jiicwm,

autumnal^,
4-

many of these arc no doubt purely

poetical or technical. But even where there are in

a language four or five names only for the same object,

1 Sco fitter on the Turanian Langwn/eti9 p 02.

3
Rcnan, Jftslolre dex Ltmgws sCmittqws, p. 137.

3
Vococke, Notes to Abulfuragius, p. 153

, Glossology, p. 352. See

infra, p. 027.

, Deitforhe Sprartie, p 04
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it is clear that four languages might be deiived from

it, each in appearance quite distinct from the rest.
1

The same applies to grammar. When the Bomance

languages, for instance, foinied their new future by

placing tho auxiliary verb habere, to have, after the

infinitive, it was quite open to any one of them to fix

upon flome other expedient for expressing the future.

The French might have chosen je vais dire or je

dtrvais (I wade to say) instead ofje dirai, and m this

case the future in French would have been totally

distinct from the future in Italian. The English wis-

dom, is the same word as the German \\

r

eit>-heit
9 only

that in English the deirvntive element is Jom, in

German licit? If such changes ore possible in literary

languages of such long standing as French and Italian,

German and English, we must bo prepared for a

great deal more in languages which, as I said, di-

\e,i god before any definite settlement had taken place,

either in their grammar or their dictionary. It has been

doubled whether Turkish is really related to Finnish,

but there are features common to both languages

which cannot be the result of aceiclcmfc. Some of the

Bantu dialects on the east coast of Africa are mutually

unintelligible, but not only their strongly -marked

grammatical features, but their common property in

certain important words also leaves no doubt of their

being descendants of one. and the same family. Some-

times, no doubt, we must refrain from pronouncing a

decided opinion. That tho language of the hiero-

glyphic inscriptions resembles the Semitic type in its

1 SeoTerrien Ponccl, Du Lungat/e, p. 213.
* Sec before, j>. 382.
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grammatical structure, is generally admitted. But it

is not without points of resemblance with Aryan

speech too, and it was supposed for a time that

Egyptian might represent a most ancient phase of

language, which had not yet been differentiated into

Semitic and Aryan.

Dr. Lottner in some excellent articles in the Trans-

actions of the Philological Society of 1861,
C 0n tho

Sister-families of Languages, especially those connected

with the Semitic Family,
3

tried to prove that tho

Berber dialects of Northern Africa, spoken formerly

on the coast from Egypt to the Atlantic Ocean, but,

after the invasion of the Ai-abs, pushed back towards

the interior, were collateral branches of the Semitic

family. It is difficult, however, to connect a clear

idea with such a term, and tho similarities hitherto

pointed out between these North-African dialects on

one side, and Syriac, Hebrew, and Arabic on tho other,

are hardly such as to justify the name applied to them,

as Sub-Scmifcic.

Morphological Classes.

But while a genealogical classification of languages

presupposes always a community of origin, however

distant, there is another classification, the purely

morphological, which is entirely independent of tliis

consideration. It may happen that languages which

are related genealogically, belong to different morpho-

logical classes
;

it constantly happens that languages
of the same morphological class have no genealogical

relationship whatever.

We saw that all languages can be reduced in the
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end to roots, predicative and demonstrative. It is

clear, therefore, that, according to the manner in

which roots are put together, we may expect to find

three kinds of languages, or rather three stages in

the gradual formation of speech.

1. Boots may be used as words, each root preserv-

ing its full independence.

2. Two roots may be joined together to form

words, and in these compounds one root may lose its

independence.

3 Two roots may be joined together to form

words, and in these compounds both roots may lose

their independence.

What applies to two roots, applies to three or four

or more. The principle is the same, though it would

lead to a more varied subdivision.

Tluree Stages, Radical, Terminatioiial, Inflectional.

The first stage, in which each root preserves its

independence, and in which there is no formal dis-

tinction between a root and a word, I call the

Radical Stage. Languages, while belonging to this

first or Radical Stage, have sometimes been called

Monosyllabic or Isolating.

The second stage, in which two or more roots

coalesce to form a word, the one retaining its radical

independence, the other sinking down to a mere termi-

nation, I call the Terminational Stage. The languages

belonging to it have generally been called agglutina-

tive, from gluten, glue.
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The third stage, in which roots coalesce so that

neither the one nor the other retains its substantive

independence, I call the Inflectional Stage. The

languages belonging to it have sometimes been dis-

tinguished by the name of amalgamating or organic.

The first stage excludes phonetic corruption alto-

gether.

The second stage excludes phonetic corruption in

the principal root, but allows it in the secondary or

determinative elements.

The third stage allows phonetic corruption both in

the principal root and in the teiminations.

Transition from one stage to another.

It is perfectly true that few languages only, if we

can trace their history during any length of time,

remain stationary in one of these stages Even Chinese,

as has been shown by Dr. Edkins, cxliibits in its

modern dialects traces of incipient agglutination, if

not of inflection. The Ugric languages show the most

decided traces of phonetic corruption
* and in conse-

quence clear tendencies toward inflection, while the

modern Aryan languages, such as French and English,

avail themselves of agglutinative expedients for con-

triving new grammatical forms. So far I quite agree

with Professor Hunfalvy, who has so strongly pro-

tested against substituting a morphological for a

genealogical classification of languages. Such a sub-

1
Thus, to quote Professor Hunfalvy, sydam, heart, in Finnish has

been changed to syom, in VoguL to sim, in Hungaiian to szuv and szu.

The Ostjak. jdgot, bow, is jaut and jajt in Vogul., jout-se in Finnish,

if and ID in Hungarian. The Ostjak. leauh, lcouh, or keu, stone, is

fcat? and kav in Vogul , kfai in Finnish, H in Hungarian.
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stitution was never contemplated. The two classifi-

cations were both supposed to be useful, each for its

own purposes, but the genealogical classification was

always considered the more important.

Professor Hunfalvy has proposed a different mor-

phological classification, which is excellent in itself,

but liable to the same limitations as my own. He
establishes four classes .

1 . Isolating^ the same as my own.

2. Languages in which the inherent vowels of no-

minal and veibal bases remain generally unchanged,
and determine the vowels of the suffixes

; Finnish,

Turkish, &c

3. Languages in which the inherent vowels of the

nominal and veibal bases are influenced by the

suffixes
; Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, Slavonic, German.

4. Languages in which nominal and verbal bases

have no inherent vowels, but vowels are used to

determine verbal and nominal categories; Hebrew,

Arabic, &c.

This division, though ingenious, is liable to the

same objection, if objection it can be called, namely
that the same language may often share the peculiari-

ties of two or three classes (see p 399, notes).

To return to our own morphological classification, it

may be well to illustrate it by a few instances.

Radical Stag-e

In the first stage, which is represented by Chinese,

every word is a root, and has its own substantial

meaning. There is in Chinese no formal distinction

between a noun, a verb, an adjective, an adverb, a
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preposition. The same root, according to its position
in a sentence, may be employed to convey the mean-

ing of great, greatness, greatly, to grow, and to be

great. Everything, in fact, depends in Chinese on
the proper collocation of words in a sentence. Thus

ngo td m means ' I beat thee
'

, but ni t& ngb would
mean 'thou beatest me.' Thus ngti gin means 'a

bad man'
; {fin ngtf would mean e

the man is bad/
When we say in Latin baculo, with a stick, we say

in Chinese y cdng.
1 Here y might be taken for a

mere preposition, like the English with. But in

Chinese this y is a root
;

it is the same word which,
if used as a verb, would mean to employ/ There-

fore in Chinese $ tdng means literally
'

employ stick/

Or again, where we say in English at home, or in

Latin eZomi, the Chinese say hS-li, uS meaning house,

and li originally inside.
2 The name for day in modern

Chinese is gffc-fee,
which means originally son of the

sun.z

As long as every word, or part of a word, is felt to

express its own radical meaning, a language belongs

to the first or radical stage. As soon as such words

as tse in gi-tse, day3
li in oitf-K, at home, or y in

fy-cdng, with the stick, lose their etymological mean-

ing and become mere signs of derivation or of case,

language enters into the second or terminational

1
Endlicher, Ckinesische Grammatib, s. 223.

8 Ibid, s 339.

3 In this word fee (tseu) does not signify son; it is an addition of

frequent occurience after nouns, adjectives, and verbs Thns, loo,

old, + tseu is fathei
; nei, the interior, + tseu is wife

; hieing, scent,

+ tseu is clove
, hoa, to beg, + &e, a mendicant ,

M
t to act, + tseu, an

actor.' Stanislas JTulien.
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stage. And this transition from one class into anothero

does not, as Professor Hunfalvy imagines, vitiate our

division. On the contrary, from an historical point of

view, it confirms it.

In some respects the ancient language of Egypt, as

recorded to us in the earliest hieroglyphic inscriptions,

may be classed with Chinese. The points of similarity,

however, are chiefly negative. They arise from the

absence of grammatical differentiation and articula-

tion, and from the possibility in consequence of the

same word or root being used as a substantive, adjec-

tive, veib, or adverb. But there is no trace of any
material relationship between the two languages.

Chinese stands by itself as a language which has

changed very little since we know it in its most

ancient literary records. Some scholars maintain

that even in its earliest stage it shows signs of previous

phonetic corruption. This may be so, and it seems

confirmed by the evidence of local dialects. But we
can hardly imagine that its grammatical simplicity, or

rather its freedom from all grammar, in our sense of

the word, could be due, as in the case of English, to a

long-continued process of elimination of useless ele-

ments. Here we must wait for the results of further

researches. The age claimed for the ancient Chinese

literature seems to me as yet unsupported by any
such evidence as would carry conviction to a student

of Greek, Latin, or Sanskrit literature. Even if wo
admit that much of the ancient literature which was

systematically destroyed by the Emperor Shi Hwang
TJ of Khm> B.C. 213, may have been recovered from

oral tradition and scattered MSS., we cannot claim
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for the works of Confucius and Lao-tse an earlier

date than that of their compilers. They may contain

much older materials, but they give them to us as

understood in the sixth century B. a, and they may
not altogether have escaped the effects of the burning
of books under the Emperor i

Texminational Stage.

West of China there stretches a cluster of languages
which are on the point of leaving or have left the

radical stage, which show the development of agglu-

tination in high perfection, and in some instances rise

to the level of inflectional grammar. They are called

Ural-Altaic or Ugrt)-Tataric. In one of my earliest

essays,
' A Letter on the Turanian Languages,' 1854, 1

proposed to comprehend these languages under the

name of Turanian. I wont even fuitlier and distin-

guished them as North-Turanian, in opposition to

what in my youth I ventured to call the Mouth-Tura-

nian languages, namely the Tamulic, Taic> Gangetic,

Lohitic, and Malaic. Duiing the last thirty years,

however, the principles of the Science of Language
have been worked out with so much greater exact-

ness, and the study of some of these languages has

made such rapid progress, that I should not venture

at present to suggest such wide generalisations, at all

events so far as the Tafn,ulic
: Taic, Gangetic, Lohilic,

and Malaic languages are concerned.

It is diffeicnt, however, with the language I com-

prehended as North-Turanian. They share not only

common morphological features, but they are held

together by a real genealogical relationship, though
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not a relationship so close as that which holds the

Aryan or Semitic languages together.

d Pricliard's Classification.

Though I am responsible for the name Turanian,
and for the first attempt at a classification of the

Turanian languages in the widest sense, similar at-

tempts to comprehend the languages of Asia and

Europe, which arc not either Aryan or Semitic, under

a common name had been made long ago by Rask, by
Prichaid and others. Eask admitted tliieo families,

tho Thracian (Aryan), tho Semitic, and the Scythian,

the latter comprising most of what I call the Turanian

languages. During his travels in India, Rask, in a

letter dated 30th July, 1821, claimed for the first time

the Dravidian languages also, Tamil, Telugu, &c., as

decidedly Scythian
1

Tho namo Allophylian, proposed by Prichard, is in

some respects better than Turanian.

Rask's Scythian and Richard's Allophylian race

was supposed to have occupied Europe and Asia

before the advent of the Aryan and Semitic races, a

theory which has lately been revived by Westergaard,

Norris, Lcnormant, and Oppert, who hold that a

Turanian civilisation preceded likewise the Semitic

civilisation of Babylon and Nineveh, that the cunei-

form IcltcTs were invented by that Turanian race, and

1 Profedsor Do Lagarde has stated that F. Hubert lectured at

Berlin in 1843 on the relationship of the Diaviuian and Turanian

languages, and that I received tho first impulse from him. It may be

so, though I am not aware of it. Anyhow, the first impulse came from

Rask
;
Samlede Afliandlinger of R. JT. Jtask, Kobenhavn, 1836, pp,
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that remnants of its literature have been preserved in

the second class of the cuneiform inscriptions, called

sometimes Scythian, sometimes Median, and possibly
in that large class of inscriptions now called Akkadian

or Sumerian.1

Whatever may be thought of these far-reaching

theories, no one, I believe, doubts any longer a close

relationship between Mxmgolic and Turkic, a wider

relationship between these two and Tuiigusic, and a

still wider one between these three and Finnic and

Sauioyedic. Hence the Mongolic, Turkic, and Tun-

gusic languages have been comprehended under the

name of Altaic, the Finnic languages arc called Ugric

(including Hungarian), while Samoyedic forms, ac-

cording to some, a more independent nucleus. These

five groups together constitute a real family of speech,

the Ural-Altaic.

Vocalic Harmony.

There is one peculiarity common to many of the

Ural-Altaic languages which deserves a short notice,

the law of Voualic Harmony. According to thia law

the vowels of every word must be changed and modu-

lated so as to harmonise with the key-note struck by
its chief vowol. This law pervades the Tungunie,

Mongolic, Turkic, Samoyedic, and Finnic claHfios, arid

even in dialects where it is disappearing, it has often

loft traces of its former existence behind. The same

1 The affinity of Akkadian and Ruiru.'riun with tho Finno-Ugric

languages has been disproved by Domior. Their afiinity with the

Altaic languages is miiiiitained by Ifommol, 'Die Sumoro-Akkadon, cm
altaiachofl Volk,' in Corrcspondez-lttatt dcrdwlschcn Ge8.fiirAnthro-

yologii, xv. Jahrg. No. 8, 1884, p. 63,
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law has been traced in the Tamulic languages also,

particularly
in. Telugu, and in these languages it is not

only the radical vowel that determines the vowels of

the suffixes, but the vowel of a suffix also may react

on the radical vowel.1 The vowels in Turkish, for

instance, are divided into two classes, sharp and flat .

If a verb contains a sharp vowel in its radical portion,

the vowels of the terminations are all sharp, while the

same terminations, if following a root with a flat

vowel, modulate their vowels into a flat key. Thus

we have sev-melc, to love, but luk-mak, to regard,

melc or male being the termination of the infinitive.

Thus we say ev-ler, the houses, but at-lar, the liorscs,

lev or lar being the termination of the plural.

No Aryan or Semitic language has preserved a

similar freedom in the harmonic arrangement of its

vowels, while traces of it have been found among the

most digtant members of the Turanian family, as in

Hungarian, Mongolian, Turkish, the Yakut, spoken in

the north of Siberia, in Telugu, Tula,
2 and in dialects

spoken on the eastern frontier of India.

BTomod Langnag-es.

No doubt, if we expected to find in this immense

number of languages the same family likeness which

holds the Semitic or Aryan languages together, wo
should be disappointed. It is the very absence of that

family likeness which constitutes one of the distin-

guishing features of the Turanian dialects. They are

1 Cf. Caldwell, Dravidian Grammar, Kucond oil., p. 78.
a * In Tula final short u w loft unchanged only after words contain-

ing labial vowels (Mudut having loft) ; it ia changed into a after all

other vowels (pandfldfl, having said).' L)r. Gundort.
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Nomad languages, as contrasted with the Aryan and

Semitic languages.
1 In the latter most words and

grammatical forms were thrown out but once, and

they weie not lightly parted with, even though their

original distinctness had been blurred by phonetic

corruption. To hand down a language in this manner

is possible only among people whose hi&tory runs on

in ono main stream, and where religion, law, and

poetry supply well-defined borders which horn in on

every side the current of language Among the

ancient Turanian nomads no such nucleus of a political,

social, or literary character has ever been formed.

Empires were no sooner founded than they were

scattered again like the sand-clouds of the desert ; no

laws, no songs, no stories outlived the age of their

authors. How quickly language can change, if thus

left to itself without any literary standard, we saw

when treating of the growth of dialects. Tho most

necessary substantives, such as father, mother, daugh-

ter, son, have frequently boon lost, and replaced by

synonyms in the different dialects of Turanian speech,

and tlio grammatical terminations havo been treated

with the saino freedom Nevertheless some of the

Turanian numerals and pronouns, and several Tura-

nian roots, point to a single original source ;
and the

common words and common roots which have been

discovered in the most distant branches of the Tu-

ranian stock, warrant, at least provisionally, tho

admission of a real, though very distant relationship

of all Turanian speech.

1 Letter on the Twanian Language*, p 24.
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Agglutination and Inflection.

Agglutination,
1 the most characteristic feature of

the Turanian languages, means not only that in

their grammar pronouns are glued to the verbs in

order to form the conjugation, or prepositions to sub-

stantives in order to form declension. That would

not be a distinguishing characteristic of the Turanian

or nomad languages ; for in Hebrew, as well as in

Sanskrit, conjugation and declension were originally

formed on the same principle, and could hardly have

been formed on any other. What distinguishes the

Turanian languages is that in them the conjugation

and declension can still be taken to pieces ;
and

although the terminations have by no means always
retained their significative power as independent

words, they are felt as modificatory s} llables, and as

distinct from the loots to which they are appended.
In the Aryan languages the modifications of words,

comprised under declension and conjugation, were

likewise originally expressed by agglutination. But

the component parts began soon to coalesce, so as to

form one integral word, liable in its turn to phonetic

corruption to such an extent that it became impossible

after a time to decide which was the root and which

the modificatory element. The diiieience between an

Aryan and a Tuianian language is somewhat the same

as between good and bad mosaic. The Aijan words

seem made of one piece, the Turanian words clearly

show the sutures and fissures where the small &Lunes

are cemented together.

1
Suney of Languages, p. 90; De Maistre (died 1821), in \\ikSw4es

de St. I'etei&wrg (i. 81), uses agglutination in a grammatical ten&o.

T. Dd
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There was a very good reason why the Turanian

languages should for a long time have remained in

this second or agglutinative stage. It was felt essen-

tial that the radical portion of each word should stand

out in distinct relief, and never be obscured or absorbed,
as so often happens in the third or inflectional stage.
The French age, for instance, has lost its whole

material body, and is nothing but termination. Age
in Old French was eage and edage. Edage is a

corruption of the Latin cetaticmi ; cetatic'um is a

derivative of cetas ; atas an abbreviation of ceuitas
;

ftivitas is derived from cevum, and in cewm, ce only
is the radical or predicative element, the Sanskrit &y
in &y-us, life, which contains the germ from which

these various words derive their life and meaning.
From ovum the Romans derived cwiternus, contracted

into otteruus, so that age and eternity flow from the

same source. What trace of o& or cmcm, or even

icvitas and wtas3 remains in dgel Or, to take a more

ancient case, what trace of the root si, to bind,

is there left in /zao-0X?] for ijuaortfAq, the thong of a

whip ? Turanian languages cannot afford such words

as age in their dictionaries. It is an indispensable

requirement in a nomadic language that it should be

intelligible to many, though their intercourse be but

scanty. It lequires tradition, society, and literature

to maintain woids and forms which can no longer be

analysed at once. Such words would seldom spring

up in nomadic languages, or if they did, they would

die away with each generation.

The Aryan verb contains many forms in which the

personal pronoun is no longer felt distinctly. And
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yet tradition, custom, and law preserve the life of

these veterans, and make us feel unwilling to part

with them. But in the ever-shifting state of a

nomadic society no debased coin can be tolerated in

language, no obscure legend accepted on trust. The

metal must be pure, and the legend distinct; that the

one may be weighed, and the other, if not deciphered,

at least recognised as a well-known guarantee. Hence

the small proportion of irregular forms in all agglu-

tinative languages.
1

A Turanian might tolerate the Sanskrit

as-mi, a-si, as-ti, 's-mas, 's-tha, 's-anti,

I am, thou art, lie is, we are, you are, they are
;

or even the Latin

's-um, e-s, es-t, 'su-mus, es-tis, 'sunt.

In these instances, with a few exceptions, root

and affix are as distinguishable as, for instance, in

Turkish :

But a conjugation like the Hindustani, which is a

modern Aryan dialect,

hiin, hai, hai, hain, ho, Lain,

would not be compatible with the original genius of

the Turanian languages, because it would not answer

the requirements of a nomadic life. Turanian dialects

exhibit either no terminational distinctions a/t all,

1 The Abbe* Molina states that the language of Chili is entirely free

from irregular forms (Du Ponceau, Mftnoire, p, 90).
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as in Uandshu, which is a Tungusic dialect; or a

complete and intelligible system of affixes, as in the

spoken dialect of Nyertchinsk, equally of Tungusic
descent. But a state of conjugation in which, through

phonetic corruption, the suffix of the first person

singular and plural and of the third person plural

are the same, where there is no distinction between

the second and third persons singular, and between

the first and third persons plural, would in a Turanian

dialect, which had not yet been fixed by literary

cultivation, lead to the adoption of new and more

expressive forms New pronouns would have to be

used to mark the peisons, or some other expedient be

resorted to for the same purpose.

And this will make it clear why the Turanian

languages, or in fact all languages in this second or

agglutinative stage, though protected against phonetic

coriuption more than the Aryan and Semitic lan-

guages, arc so much exposed to the changes produced

by dialectical regeneration. A Turanian retains, as

it were, the consciousness of his language and gram-
mar. The idea, for instance, which he connects with

a plural is that of a noun followed by a syllable

indicative of pluiality ; a passive with him is a verb

followed by a syllable expressive of suffering, or

eating, or going.
1 Now these determinative ideas

may be expressed in various ways, and though in one

and the same clan, and during one period of time, a

certain number of terminations would become station-

ary, and be assigned to the expression of certain

grammatical categories, such as the plural, the pas-

1 Ldier on Hie Turanian Lanymye&t p. 206.
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sive, the genitive, different hordes, as they separated,

would still feel themselves at liberty to repeat the

process of grammatical composition, and defy the

comparative grammarian to prove the identity of

the terminations, even in dialects so closely allied as

Finnish and Hungarian, or Tamil and Telugu.
It must not be supposed, however, that Turanian

or agglutinative languages are for ever passing

through this process of grammatical regeneration.

Where nomadic tribes approach to a political or-

ganisation, their language too, though Turanian or

agglutinative, may approach to the system of

political or traditional languages, such as Sanskrit

or Hebrew. This is particularly the case with the

most advanced members of the Turanian family, such

as the Turkish, the Hungarian, the Finnish, the Tamil,

Telugu, &c. Many of their grammatical terminations

have suffered by phonetic corruption, but they have

not been replaced by new and more expressive words.

The termination of the plural is lu in Telugu, and

this is supposed to be a mere corruption of gal, the

termination of the plural in Tamil. The only cha-

racteristic Turanian feature which always remains is

this, the root is not obscured.



CHAPTER XL

UEAL-ALTAIC FAMILY.

may now proceed to examine the principal

languages belonging to the Ural-Altaic

Family.
This family comprises the SamoyediCy Tuwf/usic,

Monyolic, Turkic (or Tataric), and Finnic, or Fuiwo-

Ugric classes. Among these we can distinguish three

distinct nuclei, the ScnnoyecUr, the Altaic, comprising
the Tungusic, Mongolia and Turkic, and the Fiwiio-

Ugric.
Tlie Samoyedic.

The tribes speaking Samoyedic dialects are spread

along the Yenisei and Ob rivers, and were pushed
more and more North by their Mongolic successors.

They have now dwindled down to about 3f>,000 souls.

Five dialects, however, have been distinguished in

their language by Castrdn, the Yurukian, T^wyyan,
Yenlseian, Ostjako-Saw,oyedet and Kamas&inian, with

several local varieties.

The vocalic harmony is most carefully preserved
in the Kavriassinian dialect, but seems formerly to

have existed in all. The Samoyedic has no gender
of nouns, but three numbers, singular, dual, and plural,

and eight cases. The verb has two tenses, an Aorist

(present and future) and a Preterite. Besides the in-

dicative, there is a subjunctive and an imperative.
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Altaic ^

The name Altaic comprehends the Tungusic, Mon-

golic, and Turkic languages. Some of the Tungusic

and Mongolia dialects represent the lowest phase of

agglutination, which in some cases is as yet no more

than juxta-position, while in Turkish agglutination

has really entered into the inflectional phase. The

vocalic harmony prevails throughout.

Tungusic Class.

The Tungusic class extends from China north-

ward to Siberia and westward to 113, where the

river Tunguska partly marks its frontier. The Tun-

gusic tribes in Eastern Siberia are under Kussian

sway. They consist of about 70,000 souls. Some

are called Tekapogires, others Orotongs. Other Tun-

gusic tribes belong to the Chinese empire, and are

known by the name of Mandsku, a name taken after

they had conquered China in 1644, and founded the

present imperial dynasty. Their country is called

Mandshuria.

Mongolia Class.

The original seats of the people who speak Mon-
'

golic dialects lie near the Lake Baikal and in the

eastern parts of Siberia, where we find them as

early as the ninth century after Christ. They were

divided into three classes, the Mongols proper, the

Bunats, and the Olots or KalmuJcs. Chingis-Khan

(1227) united them into a nation and founded the

Mongolian empire, which included, however, not only

Mongolic, but likewise Tnngusic and Turkic (com-

monly, though wrongly, called Tataric) tribes.
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The name of Tatar soon became the terror of Asia

and Europe, and changed into Tartar, as if derived

from Tartarus
;
it was applied promiscuously to all

the nomadic warriors whom Asia then poured forth

over Europe. Originally Tatar was a name of the

Mongolic races, but through their political ascendancy
in Asia after Chingis-Khan, it became usual to call

all the tribes which were under Mongolian sway by
the name of Tatar. In linguistic works Tataiic is

now used in two several senses. Following the

example of writers of the Middle Ages, Tataric, like

Scythian in Greek, has been fixed upon as the general

term comprising all languages spoken by the nomadic

tribes of Asia. Secondly, Tataric, by a strange

freak, has become the name of that class of

languages of which the Turkish is the most pro-

minent member. While the Mongolic class that

which in fact has the greatest claims to the name of

Tataric is never so called, it has become an almost

universal custom to apply this name to the third or

Turkic branch of the Ural-Altaic family; and the

races belonging to this branch have in many instances

themselves adopted the namo.

These Turkish, or, as they are more commonly called,

Tataric races, were settled on the northern side of the

Caspian Sea, and on the Black Sea, and were known

as Romanes, Pechenegs, and Bulgars, when conquered

by the Mongolic army of the son of Chingis-Khan,

who founded the Kapchakian empire, extending from

the Dniester to the Yemba and the Kirgisian steppes.

Russia for two centuries was under the sway of these

Khans, known as the Khans of the Golden Horde.
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Their empire was dissolved towards the end of the

fifteenth century, and several smaller kingdoms rose out

of its ruins. Among these, Urim, Kasan, and Astrachan

were the most important. The princes of these king-

doms still gloried in their descent from Chingis-Khan,

and had hence a real right to the name of Mongols or

Tatars. But their armies and subjects also, who were

not of Mongol, but of Turkish blood, received the name

of their princes ;
and their languages continued to be

called Tatarie, even after the Turkish tribes by whom

they were spoken had been brought under the Russian

sceptre, and were no longer governed by Khans of

Mongolic or Tatarie origin. It would therefore be

desirable to use Turkic instead of Tataric, when

speaking of the third branch of the northern division

of the Ural-Altaic family, did not a change of ter-

minology generally produce as much confusion as it

remedies. The recollection of their non-Tataric, i.e.

non-Mongolic, origin remains, it appears, among the

so-called Tatars of Kasan and Astrachan. If asked

whether they are Tatars, they reply No; and they
call their language Turki or Turuk, but not Tatari.

Nay, they consider Tatar as a term of reproach,

synonymous with robber, evidently from a recollec-

tion that their ancestors had once been conquered
and enslaved by Mongolic, that is, Tataric, tribes.

All this rests on the authority of Klaproth, who

during his stay in Kussia had great opportunities of

studying the languages spoken on the frontiers of

this half-Asiatic empiie.

The conquests of the Mongols, or the descendants

of Chingis-Khan, were not confined, however, to these
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Turkish tribes. They conquered China in the East,

where they founded the Mongolia dynasty of Yuan,
and in the West, after subduing the Khalifs of Bagdad
and the Sultans of Iconium, they conquered Moscow,
and devastated the greater part of Russia. In 1240

they invaded Poland, in 1241 Silesia. Here they
recoiled before the united armies of Germany, Poland,

and Silesia. They retired into Moravia, and, having
exhausted that country, occupied Hungary.
At that time they had to choose a new Khan, which

could only be done at Karakorum, the old capital of

their empire. Thither they withdrew to elect an

emperor to govern an empire which then extended

from China to Poland, from India to Siberia. But

a realm of such vast proportions could not be long

held together, and towards the end of the thirteenth

century it broke up into several independent states,

all under Mongolian princes, but no longer under one

Khan of Khans. Thus new independent Mongolic

empires arose in China, Turkestan, Siberia, Southern

Eussia, and Persia. In ]360 the Mongolian dynasty

was driven out of China; in the fifteenth century

they lost their hold on Russia. In Central Asia they

rallied once more under Timur (1369), whoso sway
was again acknowledged from Karakorum to Persia

and Anatolia. But, in 1468, this empire also fell by
its own weight, and for want of powerful rulers like

Chingis-Khan orTimur. In Jagatai alone the country

extending from the Aral lake to the Hindu-kush

between the rivers Oxus and Yaxartcs (Jihon and

Sihon), and once governed by Jagatai, the son of

Chingis-Khan the Mongolian dynasty maintained
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itself, and thence it was that Baber, a descendant

of Timur, conquered India, and founded there

a Mongolian dynasty, surviving up to our own

times in the Great Moguls of Delhi. Most Mon-

golic tribes are now under the sway of the nations

whom they once had conquered, the Tungusic sove-

reigns of China, the Russian Czars, and the Turkish

Sultans.

The Mongolic language, although spoken (but not

continuously) from China as far as the Volga, has

given rise to but few dialects. Next to Tungusic, the

Mongolic is the poorest language of the Ural-Altaic

family, and the scantiness of grammatical termina-

tions accounts for the fact that, as a language, it has

remained very much unchanged. There is, however,

a distinction between the language as spoken by the

Eastern, Western, and Northern tribes ; and incipient

traces of grammatical life have lately been discovered

by Castren, the great Swedish traveller and Turanian

philologist, in the spoken dialects of the Buriats. In

it the persons of the verb are distinguished by affixes,

while, according to the rules of Mongolic grammar,
no other dialect distinguishes in the verb between

amo, amos, amc&.

The Mongols who live in Europe have fixed their

tents on each side of the Volga and along the coast

of the Caspian Sea near Astrachan. Another colony
is found south-east of Sembirsk. They belong to the

Western branch, and are Oldts or Kalmuks, who left

their seats on the Koko-nur, and entered Europe in

1662. They proceeded from the clans Diirbet and

Torgod, but most of the Torgods returned again in
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1770, and their descendants arc now scattered over

the Kirgisian steppes.

Some Mongolic tribes, called Aimak and Hazara,

live between Herat and Cahul, on the frontier of the

North-Western Provinces of India.

Turldc Class.

Much more important are the Turkic languages, most

prominent anmnjr which is tho Turkish itself, or tho

Osmanli of Constantinople. The number of the Turkish

inhabitants of European Turkoy is indeed small. It.

is generally stated at 12000000; hut Shafarik esti-

mates the number of genuine Turks at not moro than

700000, who nilo over fifteen millions of people. Tho

different Turkic dialects of which tho Osmanli is

one, occupy one of the largest linguistic aioas, ex-

tending from the Lena aud tho Polar Sea down to

tho Adriatic.

Tlio most anrient name l>y which the Turkic trilies

of fonti al Asia woro known to tho Ohinest! was

Jlhiiifj-'HU. These lliini^-iiu founded an empire

(20G r.. (0 compiisin^ a l;n^(
i

poiiiou of Asia, west of

(lima. Kii^aged in lYeqwnt wars wilh tlio (-hinese,

they were (Muiiod at Inst in the middle of tho first

century after Christ Thereupon they divided into a

northern and .southern ompiro; and. after tho southern

IFiung-jiu had IxjeonHs subjects of China, they at-

tacked tho northern Iliung-nu, together \\ith tlm

OhiiKific, an<l, driving them out of Ihoir seufs between

tho rivers Amur and Holenga and thci Altai moun-

tiiinw, westward, they arc supj;osc<l to luivo ghon ihtt

first impulse to the inroads of the barbarians into
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Europe. In the beginning of the third century, the

Mongolic and Tungusic tribes, who had filled the seats

of the northern Eiung-nu, had grown so powerful as

to attack the southern Hiung-nu and drive them

from their territories. This occasioned a second mi-

gration of Asiatic tribes towards the west, which

culminated under Attila (died 453).

Another name by which the Chinese designate

these Hiung-nu or Turkish tribes is Tu-kiu. This

Tu-kiu is supposed to be identical with Turk. Al-

though the tribe to which this name was given was

originally but small, it began to spread in the sixth

century from the Altai to the Caspian, and it was

probably to them that in 569 the Emperor Justinian

sent an ambassador in the person of Somarchos. The

empire of the Tu-kiu was destroyed in the eighth

century, by the 'Hui-
e

he (Chinese Kao-che), a branch

of the Uigurs. This tribe, equally of Turkish origin,

maintained itself for about a century, and was then

conquered by the Chinese and driven back from the

northern borders of China. Part of the 'Hui-'he oc-

cupied Tangut, and, after a second defeat by the

Mongolians in 1257, the remnant proceeded still far-

ther west, and joined the Uigurs, whose tents weie

pitched near the towns of Turfan, Kashgar, Khamil,

and Aksu.

The 7ueh-chi also, the so-called Indo-Scythian

conquerors of India, belonged to the same race, and

are often called the White Huns. Pressed by the

Hiung-nu, they invaded Bactria (about 128
B.C.), then

held by the Tochari, and mixed with the Tocliari, they

conquered the North of India about the beginning of
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our era. They are the *E00aAirai of the Greek, the

Hayathalah or Haithal (L e. Habathilah) of the

Persian writers.
1

These facts, gleaned chiefly from Chinese historians,

show from the very earliest times the westward ten-

dency of the Turkish nations. In 568 A.D. Turkish

tribes occupied the country between the Volga
and the sea of Azov, and numerous reinforcements

have since strengthened their position in those

parts.

The northern part of Persia, west of the Caspian

Sea, Armenia, the south of Georgia, Shirwan, and

Dagestan, harbour a Turkish population, known by
the general name of Turkman or Kisil-lask (Quazal-

Mshi, i.e. JRed-eaps). They are nomadic robbors, and

their arrival in these countries dates from the eleventh

and twelfth centuries.

East of the Caspian Sea the Turkman tribes are

under command of the Usbek-Khans of Khiva, Fer-

gana, and Bokhara They call themselves, however,

not subjects, but guests of these Khans. Still more

to the east the Turkmans are under Chinese sove-

reignty, and in the south-west they reach as far as

Khorasan and other provinces of Persia.

The UsleJcs, descendants of the 'Hui-
c

he and Uigurs,

and originally settled in the neighbourhood of the

towns of Khoten, Kashgar, Turfau, and Khamil, crossed

the Yaxartcs in the sixteenth century, and, after

several successful campaigns, gained possession of

Balkh, Kliariwn (Khiva), Bokhara, and Fergana. In

the latter country and in Balkh they have become

1 See M M
, India, what can it teach its ? pp. 274-277.
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agricultural ;
but generally their life is nomadic, and

too warlike to be called pastoral.

Another Turkish tribe are the Nogdi, west of the

Caspian, and also north of the Black Sea. To the

beginning of the seventeenth century they lived

north-east of the Caspian, and the steppes on the

left of the Irtish bore their name. Pressed by the

Kahnuks, a Mongolic tribe, the Nog&is advanced

westward as far as Astrachan. Peter L transferred

them thence to the north of the Caucasian moun-

tains, whore they giazed their flocks on the shores

of the Kuban and the Kuma. One horde, that of

Kuiulur, remained on the Volga, subject to the

Kalm'uks.

Another tribe of Turkish origin in the Caucasus

are tho Baziaues. They now live near the sources

of tho Kuban, but before the fifteenth century within

the town Majari, on tho Kuma.

A third Turkish tribo in the Caucasus are the

Kufiiufa, on the rivers Sunja, Aksai, and Koisu:

subjects of liussia, though under native princes.

The Bouthern portion of the Ural mountains has

long been inhabited by the Bashkirs, a race consider-

ably mixwl with Mongolic blood, savage and ignorant,

f Kustda and Mohammedans by faith.1 Their

1 \\ ith rogurd to tho Bashkirs as well as oilier Ugro-Altaic tribes,

I am afraM that my information was chiefly derived from works winch

W<T<! eouHiiliTwl authoritative thirty years ago, and would require

occasional correction after what lias happened since my Lectures

WCMO first delivered. I received from time to time most useful notes

from uiy reader*, which 1 have tried to incorporate in my book. Mr.

jM. A. Morrison, Agent to the ttritibh and Foreign Bible Society for

Smith ItiiHhia, the Caucasus and Turkestan, wrote to me last April

),),
that ho found the Bashkirs by no means savage and ignorant,
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land is divided into four Roads, called the Eoads of

Siberia, of Kasan, of Nogai, and of Osa, a place on

the Kama. Among the Bashkirs, and in villages near

Ufa, is now settled a Turkish tribe, the Meshcherdfo,

who formerly lived near the Yo]ga

The tribes near the Lake of Aral are called Kara-

Kalpak. They are subject paitly to Russia, partly

to the Khans of Khiva.

The Turks of Siberia, commonly called Tatars, are

partly original settleis, who crossed the Ural and

founded the Khanat of Sibir, partly later colonists.

Their chief towns arc Tobolsk, Yeniseisk, and Tomsk.

Separate tribes are the Uran'hat on the Chulym, and

the Barabas in the steppes between the Irtish and

the Ob.

The dialects of these Siberian Turks arc consider-

ably intermingled with foreign words, taken from

Mongolia, Samoyedic, 01 Russian sources. Still they

resemble one another closely in all that belongs to

the oiiginal stock of the language.

In the north-east of Asia, on both sides of the river

Lena, the Yakuts form the most remote link in the

Turkic chain of languages. Tlu-ir male population

has lately risen to 100,000, while in 171)5 it amounted

only to 50,066. The Hussions became first acquainted

with them in 1620. They call themselves Sakha, and

are mostly heathen, though Christianity is gaining

but lather mild and inoffensive, and mostly occupied \ulh apiculture*.

Tins shows the clanger of all ^entTalisiition with u^aid to national

chaiactcr, for the deycnptiou of tlio Jbakkir* liy(ii'iiuau ollicers who

had known them duiimy the Napoleonic uarw, did cortamly not repre-

sent thc/m as mild and moflbnsivo. Their acatb aio at pieaont on the

Did,], not in the Altaic mountains.
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ground among them. According to their traditions,

their ancestors lived for a long time in company with

Mongolic tribes, and traces of this intercourse can

still be discovered in their language. Attacked by
their neighbours, they built rafts and floated down

the river Lena, where they settled in the neighbour-
hood of what is now Yakutsk. Their original seats

seem to have been north-west of Lake Baikal. Their

language has preserved the Turkic type more com-

pletely than any other Turco-Tataric dialect. Sepa-

rated from the common stock at an early time, and

removed from the disturbing influences to which the

other dialects were exposed, whether in war or in

peace, the Yakutian has preserved so many primitive

features of Tataric grammar, that even now it may
be used as a key to the grammatical forms of the

Osmanli and other more cultivated Turkic dialects.

Southern Siberia is the mother-country of the

Kirgis, one of the most numerous tribes of Turco-

Tataric origin. The Kirgis lived originally between

the Ob and Yenisei, where Mongolic tribes settled

among them. At the beginning of the seventeenth

century the Eussians became acquainted with the

Eastern Kirgis, then living along the Yenisei. In

1606 they had become tributary to Eussia, and after

several wars with two neighbouiing tribes, they were

driven more and more south-westward, till they left

Siberia altogether at the beginning of the eighteenth

century. They now live at Burut, in Chinese Tur-

kestan, together with the Kirgis of the ' Great

Horde,' near the town of Kashgar, and noith as far

as the Irtish,

i. Ee
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Another trite is that of the Western Kirgis, or

Eirgis-Kasdk, who are partly independent, partly

tributary to Russia and China.

Of what are called the three Kirgis Hordes, from

the Caspian Sea east as far as Lake Tenghiz, the

Small Horde is fixed in the west, between the rivers

Yemba and Ural, the Great Horde in the east;

while the most poweiful occupies the centre between

the Sarasu and Yernba, and is called the Middle

Horde. Since 1819, the Great Horde has been sub-

ject to Russia. Other Kirgis tribes, though nominally

subject to Russia, have often been her most dangerous

enemies.

The Turks of Asia Minor and Syria came from

Khorasan and Eastern Persia, and are Turkmans, or

remnants of the Seljuks, tKe rulers of Persia during

the Middle Ages. It was here that Turkish received

its strong admixtuie of Peisian words and idioms.

The Osmanli, whom we are accustomed to call Turks

par excellence, and who form the ruling portion of the

Turkish empire, must be traced to the same source.

They are Seljuks, and the Seljuks weie a branch of

the Uigurs. They arc now scattered over the whole

Turkish empire in Europe, Asia, and Africa, and their

number amounts to between 11,000,000 and 12,000,000.

They form the la-ncled gentry, the aristocracy, and the

bureaucracy of Turkey; and their language, the Os-

manli, is spoken by persons of rank and education,

and by all government authorities in Syria, in Eg) pt,

at Tunis, and at Tripoli. It is heaid even at the

court of Teheran, and is undei stood by official per-

sonages in Persia. Osmanli is spoken in the neigh-
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bourhood of Kars, Batoum, and generally by the

Turks of Lazistan, but further east, commencing at

Alexandropol (the Turkish Gumri), and right into

Mazandaran, Ghilan, and Azerbijan, the dialect of

Azerbijan prevails, which has its own literature and

even its own newspaper, and differs considerably

from the pure Osmanli.1

The rise of this powerful tribe of Osman, and the

spreading of the Turkish dialect which is now

emphatically called the Turkish, are matters of his-

torical notoiiety. We need not search for evidence

in Chinese annals, or try to discover analogies between

names that a Greek or an Arabic writer may by
chance have heard and handed down to us, and which

some of these tribes have preserved to the present

day. The ancestors of the Osman Turks are men as

well known to European historians as Charlemagne
or Alfred. It was in the year 1224 that Soliman-shah

and his tribe, pressed by Mongolians, left Khorasan

and pushed westward into Syria, Armenia, and Asia

Minor. Soliman's son, Ertoghrul, took service under

Aladdin, the Seljuk Sultan of Iconium (Konieh), and,

after several successful campaigns against Greeks

and Mongolians, received part of Phrygia as his own.

There he founded what was afterwards to become the

basis of the Osman empire. During the last years
of the thirteenth century the Sultans of Iconium lost

their power, and their former vassals became inde-

pendent sovereigns. Osman, after taking his share

of the spoil in Asia, advanced thiough the Olympic

passes into Bithynia, and was successful against the

1 Letter from M. A. Morrison, see p. 415, note.

E 6 2
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armies of the Emperors of Byzantium. Osman be-

came henceforth the national name of his people.

His son, Orkhan, whose capital was Prusa (Bursa),

after conquering Nicomedia (1327) and Niosea (1330),

threatened the Hellespont. He took the title of

Padishah, and his court was called the '

High Porte.'

His son, Soliman, crossed the Hellespont (1357), and

took possession of Gallipoli and Sestos. He thus

became master of the Dardanelles. Murad I. took

Adrianople (1362), made it his capital, conquered

Macedonia, ands after a severe struggle, overthrew

the united forces of the Slavonic races south of the

Danube, the Bulgarians, Servians, and Croatians, in

the battle of Kossova-polye (1389). He fell himself,

but his successor Bayazeth followed his course, took

Thessaly, passed Thermopylae, and devastated the

Peloponnesus. The Emperor of Germany, Sigismund,

who advanced at the head of an army composed of

French, German, and Slavonic soldiers, was defeated

by Bayazeth on the Danube in the battle of Nicopolis,

1399. Bayazeth took Bosnia, and would have taken

Constantinople, had not the same Mongolians, who in

1244 drove the first Turkish tribes westward into

Persia, threatened again their newly-acquired posses-

sions. Timur had grasped the reins fallen from the

hands of Chingis-Ehan : Bayazeth was compelled to

meet him, and suffered defeat (1402) in the battle of

Angora (Ankyra) in Galatia.

Europe now had respite, but not long. Timur died,

and with him his empire fell to pieces, while the

Osman army rallied again under Mahomet I. (1413),

and re-gained its former power under Murad IL
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(1421). Successful in Asia, Murad sent his armies

back to the Danube, and after long-continued cam-

paigns, and powerful resistance from the Hungarians

and Slaves under Eunyad, he at last gained two

decisive victories; Varna in 1444, and Kossova in

1448. Constantinople could no longer be held, and

the Pope endeavoured in vain to rouse the chivaky

of Western Europe to a crusade against the Turks.

Mahomet H succeeded in 1451, and on the 26th of

May, 1453, Constantinople, after a valiant resistance,

fell, and became the capital of the Turkish empire.

It is a real pleasure to read a Turkish grammar,
even though one may have no wish to acquire it

practically. The ingenious manner in which the

numerous grammatical forms are brought out, the

regularity which pervades the system of declension

and conjugation the transparency and intelligibility

of the whole structure, must strike all who have

a sense for that wonderful power of the human
mind which is displayed in language. Given so

small a number of predicative and demonstrative roots

as would hardly suffice to express the commonest

wants of human beings, to produce an instrument

that shall render the faintest shades of feeling and

thought ; given a vague infinitive or a stern impera-

tive, to derive from it such moods as an optative or

subjunctive, and tenses as an aorist or paulo-post

future
; given incoherent utterances, to arrange them

into a system where all is uniform and regular,

all combined and harmonious ; such is the work of
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the human mind which we see realised in language.

But in most languages nothing of this early process

remains visible They stand before us like solid

rocks, and the microscope of the philologist alone

can reveal the remains of organic life with which

they are built up
In the grammar of the Turkic languages, on the

contrary, we have before us a language of perfectly

transparent structure, and a grammar the inner

workings of which we can study, as if watching the

building of cells in a crystal beehive. An eminent

orientalist remaiked,
c We might imagine Turkish to

be the result of the deliberations of some eminent

society of learned men/ But no such society could

have devised what the mind of man produced, left to

itself in the steppes of Tartary, and guided only by its

innate laws, or by an instinctive power as wonderful

as any within the realm of nature.

Let us examine a few forms.
c To love,

5

in the

most general sense of the word, or 'love,' as a root,

is in Turkish sev. This does not yet mean to love,'

which is sevmek, or e lovo
'

as a substantive, which is

sevgu or sevi ;
it only expresses the general idea of

loving in the abstract. This root, as we remarked

befoie, can never be touched. Whatever syllables

may be added for the modification of its meaning,
the root itself must stand out in full prominence like

a pearl set in diamonds. It must never be changed
or broken, assimilated or modified, as in the English
I fall, I fell, I take, I took, I think, I thought, and

similar forms. With this one restriction, however,

we are free to treat it at pleasure.
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Let us suppose we possessed nothing like our con-

jugation, but had to express such ideas as I love,

thou lovest, and the rest, for the first time. Nothing
would seem more natural now than to form an adjec-

tive or a participle, meaning
*

loving,
1

and then add

the different pronouns, as I loving, thou loving, &c.

Exactly this the Turks have done. We need not

inquire at present how they produced what we call

a
participle. It was a task, however, by no moans

so facile as we now conceive it. In Turkish, one

participle is formed hy er. Sev+er would, there-

fore, mean lov + er or lov + ing. Thou in Turkish ia

ben, and as all modificatory syllables are placed at

thii end of the root, we get seu-er-oen, thou lovest.

You in TUJ kish is xw ; hence sev-er-tib< you love. In

those cases the pronouns and the terminations of the

verb coincide exactly. In other per.sons the coin-

oidewen aro less complete, because the pronominal

terminations have aometmie,s been modified, or, as iu

iho tliiid person singular, never, dropt altogether

as unnecofisary. A reference to other cognate lan-

guages, however, where cither the terminations or

tho pronouns themselves have maintained a more

jn'indtivo form, enables us to say that, in the original

Turkish verb, all persons of the present w<;re formed

by means of pronouns appended to this participle

umr. Instead of
l l love, thou lovest, he loves/

the Turkish grammarian says, 'lover-I, Iovor-thou 9

lover/

But these personal terminal ions are not the same

in the imperfect as in the present.
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Impei feet

Sever-im, I love
sever-di-m, I loved

Sever-sen sever-di-fi

Sever sever-di

Sever-iz sever-di-k (miz)
Scver-siz sever-di-fiiz

Sevcr-ler sever-di-ler

We need not inquire as yet into the origin of the

di, added to form the imperfect; but it should be

stated that in the first person plural of the imperfect
a various reading occurs in other Tataric dialects,

and that miz is used there instead of k. Now,

looking at these terminations, m, n, i, miz, niz, and

ler, we find that they are exactly the same as the

possessive pronouns used after nouns. As the Italian

says fratel-mo, my brother, as in Hebrew we say

M-i, God (of) I, i.e. my God, the Tataric languages
form the phrases 'my house, thy house, his house/

by possessive pronouns appended to substantives.

A Turk says

Bfiba father iSM-m my fatter

Agha lord agha-n thy lord

El hand el-i his hand

0#hlu son oghlu-muz oui son

Ami mother ana-mz your mother

Kitftb book kitab-leri their book.

Wo may hence infer that in the imperfect these

pronominal terminations were originally taken in a

possessive sense, and that, therefore, what remains

after the personal terminations are removed, sever-di,

was never an adjective or a participle, but must have

been originally a substantive capable of receiving

terminal possessive pronouns ;
that is, the idea oiigi-
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nally expressed by the imperfect could not have been
'

loving-I/ but e

love of me/

How, then, could this convey the idea of a past

tense as contrasted with the present? Let us look

to our own language. If desirous to express the

perfect, we say, I have loved, fai aim& This c I

have' meant originally, 'I possess/ and in Latin

'amicus quern amatum habeo* signified in fact a

friend whom I hold dear not, as yet, whom I have

loved. In the course of time, however, these phrases
8 1 have said, I have loved/ took the sense of the

perfect, and of time past and not unnaturally, inas-

much as what I hold, or have done, is done done,

as we say, and past. In place of an auxiliary pos-

sessive verb, the Turkish language uses an auxiliary

possessive pronoun to the same effect. 'Paying

belonging to me/ equals
c I have paid

'

; in either

case, a phrase originally possessive took a temporal

signification, and became a past or perfect tense.

This, however, is the very anatomy of grammar, and

when a Turk says 'severdim/ he is, of course, as

unconscious of its literal force,
c

loving belonging to

me/ as of the circulation of his blood.

The most ingenious part of Turkish is undoubtedly
the verb. Like Greek and Sanskrit, it exhibits a

variety of moods and tenses, sufficient to express

the nicest shades of doubt, of surmise, of hope, and

supposition. In all these forms the root lemains

intact, and sounds like the key-note through all the

various modulations produced by the changes of

person, number, mood, and time. But there is

one feature peculiar to the Turkish verb, of which
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but scant analogies can be discovered in other lan-

guages the power of producing new verbal bases

by the mere addition of certain letters, which give,

to every verb a negative, or causative, or reflexive, or

reciprocal meaning.

Sev-mek, for instance, as a simple root, means to

love. By adding in, we obtain a reflexive verb,

sev-in-mek, which means to love oneself, or rather,

to rejoice, to be happy. This may now be conju-

gated through all moods and tenses, sevin being in

every respect equal to a new root By adding ish

we form a reciprocal verb, sev-ish-mek, to love one

another.

To each of these three forms a causative sense

may bo imparted by the addition of the syllable dir.

Thus

i. sev-mek, to love, becomes iv, sev-dir-mek, to cause to love,

n. aev-in-meh, to rejoice, becomes v. sewn-dir-mek, to cause to

rejoice.

in. sev-itih'mek, to love one another, becomes vi. seiHsMir-meh

to cause one to love one another.

Each of these six forms may again be turned into

a passive by the addition of iL Thus

i. seu-melj to love, becomes vn. seinl-web, to be loved,

n. seinn-mek, to rejoice, becomes vui. sev-in-tl-mek, to be re-

joiced at.

IIL sewsh-melc, to love one another, becomes ix sev-isJiril-mek,

not translatable.

iv. seiHlv-mek, to cause one to love, becomes x. sev-diwl-mek, to

be biought to love,

v. sev-in-dir-mek, to cause to rejoice, becomes XL seinn-dir-il-

meJc, to be made to rejoice.

vi. sewsli-dir-mek, to cause them to love one another, becomes

xii. sev-isMir-il-mek, to be brought to love one another.
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This, however, is by no means the whole verbal

contingent at the command of a Turkish grammarian.

Every one of these twelve secondary or tertiary roots

may again be turned into a negative by the mere

addition of me. Thus, sev-mek, to love, becomes

bev-me-mek, not to love. And if it is necessary to

express the impossibility of loving, the Tuik has a

new root at hand to convey even that idea. Thus

while sev-me-mek denies only the fact of loving, sev-

eme-mek, denies its possibility, and means not to be

able to love By the addition of these two modifica-

tory syllables, the number of derivative roots is at

once raised to thirty-six. Thus

i. sev-mek, to love, becomes xm. sewne-mek, not to love.

n. sewn-mek, to rejoice, "becomes xiv. sewnwe-mek, not to

rejoice,

in. sev-isli-mek, to love one another, becomes xv sev-fsh-me-mtl,

not to love one another,

iv. sev-dir-mek, to cause to love, becomes xn. sev-dw-me-mek, not

to cause one to love.

v. sev-ifrdir-mek, to cause to rejoice, becomes XYU. sev-iiwlir-me-

mek, not to cause one to rejoice,

vi. sev-ish-dir-mek, to cause them to love one another, becomes

xvra. ser-isJirder-me-wek, not to cause them to love one

another

vn. sewl-mek, to be loved, becomes xix. sev-il-me-mek, not to be

loved

vin. sev-m-il-mek, to be rejoiced at, becomes xx. aei-m-il-me-mek,

not to be the object of rejoicing

ix sev-isli-il-mek, if it were used, would become xxi. sev-isli-il-me-

mek, neither form being translatable

x. sev-dir-il-mek, to be brought to love, becomes xxn. sev-dir-il-

me-mek, not to be brought to love,

xi. sev-m-dir-tl-mek, to be made to lejoice, becomes xxm. sev-

in-dir-il-me-mek, not to be made to rejoice.
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xir. sev-ish-dir-fl-melc, to be brought to love one another, be-

comes xxiv sev-idi-dir-il-me-melc, not to be brought to

love one another. l

Some of those forms are of course of rare occur-

rence, and with many verbs these derivative roots,

though possible grammatically, would be logically

impossible.
Even a verb like 'to love,' perhaps the

most pliant of all, resists some of the modifications to

which a Turkish grammarian is fain to subject it. Tt

is clear, however, that wherever a negation can l>c

formed, the idea of impossibility also can be supor-

added, so that by substituting erne for me, we should

raise the number of derivative roots to thirty-six.

The very last of those, xxxvr. sev-idirdir-jl-wie-weki

would be perfectly intelligible, and might l>o used, for

instance, if, in speaking of the Sultan and the ( Vai

we wished to say, that it wan impossible that they

should be brought to love one another.

Fiano-TTgTic Class.

We now proceed to consider the Finnic or Kirino-

TJgric class of languages.

It is generally suppled that the original oat of

the Fin tribes was in the Ural mountains, and their

languages have sometimes been called Uwtlw. From

this centre they spread east and wont, and southward

1 Professor Pott, in the second edition of his "Khjmnhgitttike ft*-

gchungen, n s 118, refer* to similar verbal foniutlioiiH in Arabic, in th

language of the Gallos, &o. Analogous forms, according to Dr. Gun-

deil, exist also in Tulu, but they have not yot boon analysed M flucrrtw-

fully a in Turkish Thus malpuwe IH I do ; malptiw, \ do habitually;

maltur&we, I do all at once
; maj^^we, I caiue to do ;

cause not to do.
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in ancient times, as far as the Black Sea, where

Finnic tribes, together with Mongolic and Turkic,

are supposed to have been known to the Greeks

under the comprehensive and convenient name of

Scythians. As we possess no literary documents of

any of these nomadic nations, it is impossible to

say, even where Greek writers have preserved their

barbarous names, to what branch of the vast North-

Turanian class they belonged. Their habits were

probably identical before the Christian era, during
the Middle Ages, and at the present day. One tribe

takes possession of a tract and retains it for several

generations, and gives its name to the meadows

where it tends its flocks, and to the rivers where the

horses are watered. If the country be fertile, it will

attract the eye of other tribes ; wars begin, and if

resistance be hopeless, hundreds of families fly from

their paternal pastures, to migrate perhaps for gene-

rations, for migiation they find a more natural life

than permanent habitation
;
and after a time we may

rediscover their names a thousand miles distant.

Or two tribes will carry on their warfare for ages,

till with reduced numbers both have perhaps to make

common cause against some new enemy.

During these continued struggles their languages

lose as many words as men are killed on the field of

battle. Some words, we might say, go over, others

are made prisoners, and exchanged again during

times of peace. Besides, there are parleys and chal-

lenges, and at last a dialect is produced which may

very properly be called a language of the camp

(Urdu-zab&n, camp-language, is the proper name of
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Hindustani, formed in the armies of the Mogul

emperors), but where it is difficult for the philologist

to arrange the living and to number the slain, unless

some salient points of grammar have been picservecl

throughout the medley. We saw how a number of

tribes may be at times suddenly gathered by the

command of a Chingis-Khan or Tiniur, like billows

heaving and swelling at the call of a thundcr-sfcoim.

One such wave rolling on from Karakoruin to

Liegnitz may sweep away all the shecpfolds and

landmarks of centuries, and when the storm is over,

a thin, crust will, as after a flood, remain, concealing

the underlying stratum of people and languages.

Castre"n's Classification.

On the evidence of language, the Finno-Ugiic family

has been divided by Castrdn into four branches,

(1) The Ugrie, comprising Ostjakian, Vogulian, and

Hungarian.

(2) The Bulgaria* comprising Tchcremissian and

Mordvinian.

(3) TkePemiic, comprising Syijanian, Permian3
and

Votjakian.

(4) The Finnic (or Cliudic), comprising Finnish,

Estonian, Lapponian, Livonian, and Votian.

1 The name Bulgaria is not borrowed from Bulgaria, on tlie Danube;

Bulgana, on the contrary, received its name (replacing Mcpsia) from

Bulgaaic armies by whom it was conquered in the seventh century.

Bulgarian tribes marched from the Volga to the Don, and alter re-

maining for a time under the sovereignty of the Avais on the Don and

Dnieper, they advauced to the Danube in 635, and founded thwe the

Bulgarian kingdom. This has letamed its name to the piescnt day,

though the oiigmal Bulgarians have long been absoibed and leplaced

by Slavonic inhabitants, and both brought under Turkish sway since

1392.
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Hunfalvy's Classification.

Later researches induced P. Hunfalvy to modify
this classification, first proposed by Castrdn, and to

divide the whole stock into two branches,

(1) The Western or Ft,nnic
t comprising the Finnish

and the Lapponian.

(2) The JSabtern or Uyriun, comprising the other

three branches.

Later on he classed Finnish, Estonian, Karelian,

Votian, Vepsian, and Livonian as true Finnic
;
while

Permian, Syijanian, Votjakian, Voguhan, Ostja-

kian, Magyar, Tcheromissian and Mordvinian were

classed as ITgric, less closely held together. Lap-

]>oman was then supposed to Lold an intermediate

position between the two.

Budenz's

Still more recently a now division was advocated

by Budeujs in his essay, liber die Vevzweif/uny der

Ifyriwhen Sprachen, Gbttingcn, 1879. He proposed
to divide these languages into

(1) a North-Ugiian branch, i. e. Lapponian, Syrja-

man, Votjakian, Vogul-Ostjakian, and Magyar ;

(2)
a South-Ugrian branch, i.e, Finnish, Mordvinian,

and Tcheremissian.

Tlio chief distinction between these two branches

would seem to consist in tho initial n, which is palatal

in tho Northern, denial ia tho Southern branch.

In thu further progress of phonetic change, the

Lap])onian was separated from tho rest of the North-

Vgrian branch; Mordvinian and Tcheremissian from

the South-Ugrian branch.
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Classification*

After an examination of the classification of his

predecessors, Professor Dormer in his essay on Die

gegenseitige Verwandtsckaft der Finnisch-Ugrischen

Sprachen, published at Eelsingfors, 1879, has proposed
still another classification based on a careful intercom-

parison of the phonetic and grammatical structure of

the principal Finno-Ugric languages. He accepts the

division into two branches, the Finnic and the Ugric,

the later comprising Ostjakian, Yogulian, and Magyar,
the former all the rest. He then proceeds to trace the

ramifications of each branch according to certain

peculiarities which different languages do or do not

share in common, and arrives in the end at the fol-

lowing result

Piuno-TTgrio Pamily.

I TJgrie Branch, represented by

(1) Irtish- and Surgut-Ostjakes, and North-Ostjakea.

(2) Sosva- or North-Voguls, and Konda-Vogula,

(3) Magyars.

II. Pinnic Branch

(a) Permian division,

(1) Syrjanes, Permians.

(2) Votjakes.

(6) Volga-Baltic division,

(a) Volga group,

(1) Tcheremib&iana.

(2) Ersa- and Moksha-Hordvines.

(j8)
West-Finnic group,

(1) Ku&sian, Norwegian, and Swedish Laps.

(2) laves.

(3) Vepses.

(4) Ests.

(5) Votes.

(6) Fins.
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The successive spreading of this family may be

represented by the following outline :

Ff
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Spreading
1 of the Finno-Ugric Languages.

Trusting to linguistic evidence alone, Professor

Donner makes out the following history of the

gradual spreading of the Finno-Ugric languages.
The Finnic branch must have started, he thinks,

from its original home towards Europe, leaving suc-

cessive settlements behind on its way towards the

West. We do not know what caused the separation

between the Volga-Baltic division and the Pennic di-

visions. Possibly the pressure of Tatar tribes drove

the Permians to move towards the noith. The

formation of the Permian numerals seerns to have

taken place under Tatar influences The Volga-Baltic
tribes remained together for some time, in contact

with German tribes from whom they received the de-

cimal method of counting, and a few words connected

with higher culture. New historical convulsions

drove the West-Finnic people more towards the west

and the north, and during this period the German

influence became considerable To judge from the

phonetic character ofthe words borrowed from German,

which is more primitive than the Old Norse and

Gothic, this period is supposed to have been anterior

to the third century.

During the same time the Laps must have had

their seats on the Eastern frontiers of the common

group, which would explain their closer relation

with the Tcheremissians. At this time a Lituanian

influence begins to show itself In Lapponian the

number of Lituanian words is small. But after the

Laps had migrated more northward, the Baltic
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Fins, properly so-called, came into closer contact both

with Lituanians and Scandinavians.

About the same time the Magyars began their

migrations It was after the dismemberment of

Attila's Hunnic Empire that the Ugrian tribes ap-

proached Europe. They were then called Onagurs,

Saragurs, and Urogs ;
and in later times they appear

in Russian chronicles as Ugry, the ancestors of the

Hungarians.

These conclusions drawn from linguistic evidence

alone, are confirmed by what history teaches us, and

thus gain even greater probability.
1

Geograpliical Distribution.

I. Ugric Branch :

(1) The Ostjakes live in the districts of To-

bolsk and Tomsk, about 23,000 people.

(2) The Voguls, about 7,000 people, are scat-

tered on the Northern Ural, along the

Konda and Sosva rivers.

(3) The Magyars inhabit Hungary and parts

of Siebenburgen.

II. Finnic Branch :

(a) Permian division,

(1) The Syrjanes, about 90,000 people, live in

the districts of Archangel and Vologda.

Their southern neighbours, the Permians, about

60000, inhabit the districts of Perm and Vjatka.

Their country was known to the Scandinavians under

the name of Bjarma-land, then peopled by Karelian

Fins.

1 See Donner, Die geyenseitigc Verwandtscfatft (1879), pp. 14G-158

Pf 3
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(2) The Votjakes, about 230,000, are found in

the district of Vjatka, and scattered in

those of Kasan, Ufa, and Orenburg.

(6) Volga-Baltic division,

(a) Volga group,

(1) The Tchereniissians, about 200,000, are

settled in the districts of Kasan and

Vjatka, on the left side of the Volga.

(2) The Mordvines, about 700,000, in the dis-

tricts of Novgorod, Tambow, Pensa, Sim-

birsk, Saratow, and Samara, stretching as

far as Orenburg and Astrachan.

The Fins and their Literature.

The most interesting among the Finno-Ugrie tribes

are, no doubt, the Fms, or, as they call themselves,

SuomaLaiset,i.Q. inhabitants of fens. Their number

is estimated at 1,521,515. They are divided into

Karelians and Tavastians. The Karelians dwell in

Eastern Finland, and in the western part of the

district of Archangel, also in the north-western pait

of the districts of Olonetz and in Ingcrmanland. The

old Bjarmvr, known to the Scandinavians, were

Karelians.

The Tavastians live in Finland, west of the Ka-

relians. The Vepses or North-Tchudes and the

Votes or Sowth-Tchudes are Tavastians. Their litera-

ture and, above all, their popular poetry bear witness

to a high intellectual development in times which

we may call almost mythical, and in places more

favourable to the glow of poetical feelings than

their present abode, the last refuge Europe could
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afford them. Their epic songs still live among the

poorest, recorded by oral tradition alone, and pre-

serving all the features of a perfect metre and of a

more ancient language. A national feeling has arisen

amongst the Fins, despite ofEussian supremacy; andthe

labours of Sjdgern,Lonnrot, Castrdn, Kellgren, Krohne,
and Donner, receiving hence a powerful impulse, have

produced results truly surprising. From the mouths

of the aged an epic poem has been collected equalling

the Iliad in length and completeness nay, if we can

forget for a moment all that we in our youth learned

to call beautiful, not less beautiful A Fin is not a

Greek, and Wainamomen was not a Homeric rhap-

sodos. But if the poet may take his colours from that

nature by which he is surrounded, if he may depict the

men with whom he lives, the Kalevala possesses merits

not dissimilar from those of the Ihad, and will claim

its place as the fifth national epic of the world, side

by side with the Ionian songs, with the Mahdlkdrata,

the fthdhndmeh, and the Nilelunge. If we want to

study the circumstances .under which short ballads

may grow up and become amalgamated after a time

into a real epic poem, nothing can be more instruc-

tive than the history of the collection of the Kalevala.

We have here facts before us, not mere surmises, as in

the case of the Homeric poems and the Nibelunge.

Wo can still see how some poems were lost, others

were modified
;
how certain heroes and episodes be-

came popular, and attracted and absorbed what had

been originally told of other heroes and other episodes.

Ldnnrot could watch the effect of a good and of a bad

momory among the people who repeated the songs to
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him, and he makes no secret of having himself used

the same freedom in the final arrangement of these

poems which the people used from whom he learnt

them

This early literary cultivation has not been with-

out a powerful influence on the language. It has

imparted permanence to its forms and a traditional

character to its words, so that at first sight we might
almost doubt whether the grammar of this language
had not left the agglutinative stage altogether. The

agglutinative type, however, yet remains, and its

grammar shows a luxuriance of grammatical com-

bination second only to Turkish and Hungarian.
Like Turkish it observes the harmony of vowels/ a

feature which lends a peculiar charm to its poetry.

Karelian and Tavastian are dialectical vaiieties of

Finnish.

The Ests and their Literature.

The Eats, the neighbours of the Fins, and speaking

a language closely allied to the Finnish, inhabit

Estonia and Livonia. Their number is said to be

about 100,000. They possess, like the Fins, large

fragments of ancient national poetry. Dr. Kreutzwald

has been able to put together a kind of epic poem,

called Kdewipoeg, the Son of Kalew, not so grand

and perfect as the Kalevala, yet interesting as a

parallel. There are two dialects of Estonian, that of

Dorpat in Livonia, and that of Eevel.

The Lives have dwindled down to about 2,000.

They live on the coast of Kurland, from Lyserort to

the gulf of Riga.

Estonia, Livonia, and Kurland form the three
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Baltic provinces of Russia. The population on the

islands of the Gulf of Finland is mostly Estonian.

In the higher ranks of society, however, Estonian is

hardly understood, and never spoken.

Finno-tTgric Philology.

The similarity between the Hungarian language
and the dialects of Finnic origin, spoken East of the

Volga, is not a new discovery. In 1253, Wilhelm

Ruysbroeek, a priest who travelled beyond the Volga,

remarked that a race called Pascatir, who lived on the

Yaik, spoke the same language as the Hungarians.

They were then still settled east of the old Bulgarian

kingdom, the capital of which, the ancient Bolgari on

the left of the Volga, may still be traced in the ruins

of Spask. The affinity of the Hungarians with the

Ugro-Finnic dialects was first proved philologically

by Gyannatlu in 1799, before the rise of Aryan Com-

parative Philology. It is still a subject of patriotic

controversy, and Vambdry in 1882 tried to establish a

closer affinity between Hungarian and Turkish. His

theory, however, has not been accepted.

A few paradigms may suffice to show how close this

affinity really is

Hungarian Tcheremissian English

Atya"-m atyS-m iny father

Atya-d %Srt thy father

Aty-ja atya-e bis father

Atya-nk atya-ng, our father

Atya-tok atya-da your father

Aty-jok atya-& their father.
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CHAPTEK XII.

SUBVEY OF LANGUAGES.

The Northern and Southern Divisions of the Turanian Class.

"1T7E have now examined the five classes of the Ural-

* * Altaic family, the Samoyedic, Tungusic, Mon-

golic, Turkic, and Finnic. The Tungusic branch stands

lowest
;
its grammar is not much richer than Chinese,

and in its structure there is an absence of that archi-

tectonic order which in Chinese makes the Cyclopean
stones of language hold together without cement

This applies, however, principally to the Mandshu;
other Tungusic dialects spoken, not in China, but in

the original beats of the Mandshus, are even now

beginning to develop grammatical forms.

The Mongolic dialects excel the Tungusic, but in

their grammar can hardly distinguish between the

different parts of speech. The spoken idioms of the

Mongolians, as of the Tungusians, are evidently

struggling towaids a more organic life, and Castre'n

has brought home evidence of incipient verbal growth
in the language of the Buriats and of a Tungusic
dialect spoken near Nyertchinsk.

This is, however, only a small beginning, if com-

pared with the profusion of grammatical resources

displayed by the Turkic languages. In their system
of conjugation, the Turkic dialects can hardly be

surpassed. Their verbs are like branches which
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break down under the heavy burden of fruit and

blossom. The excellence of the Finnic languages
consists rather in a diminution than increase of

verbal forms. The Tcheremissian and Mordvinian

languages, however, are extremely artificial in their

grammar, and allow an accumulation of pronominal
suffixes at the end of verbs, surpassed only by the

Bask, the Caucasian, and those American dialects

that have been called polysynthetic. In declension

also Finnish is richer even than Turkish.

These five classes constitute the northern or Ural-

Altaic division of the Turanian class.

South-Turanian Languages.

The languages which I formerly comprehended
under the general name of South-Turanian, should,

for the present at least, be treated as independent
branches of speech. My work, tbirty-five years ago,

was that of a bold, perhaps a too bold pioneer. The

materials then accessible were extremely scanty,

rough-hewn, and often untrustworthy. Wo have

learnt more caution since, and know that we have

to account, not only for points of similarity, but for

dissimilarities also, before we can speak with autho-

rity on the genealogical relationship of languages. I

do not mean to say that my rough classification of

these South-Turanian languages has been proved to be

altogether wrong, but I am quite ready to admit that

what is
' not proven

'

in linguistic science should be

treated, for the present at least, as non-existent. Other-

wise there is considerable danger of hasty conclusions

impeding the free and untrammelled progress of scien-
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tific inquiry.
I still hold, for instance, that Tibetan

and Burmese, or what I called the Gangetic and

Lohitic languages, show traces of relationship which

have to be accounted for, and which induced me to

comprehend them under the common name of Bhotiya

languages. I likewise hold that Siamese and what

I called the Taio languages are closely connected

with Chinese, and that both the Bhotiya, and Taic

groups point to a common origin with Chinese,

though at a more distant period. The future will

show whether I have guessed rightly or wrongly, for

I cannot claim for my classification of these languages

more than a hypothetical character. In the presence

of scholars who have since made a special study of

Chinese, Siamese, Tibetan, and Burmese, it would be

unbecoming on my part to offer any opinion on the

ultimate issues ofthese great linguistic problems which

still await their final solution, and I gladly leave

these matters to younger and stronger hands.1

For our own immediate purposes there is no neces-

sity why we should extend our survey of languages

beyond Europe and Asia. The principles of the

Science of Language, with which alone we are con-

cerned, have hitherto been elucidated almost exclu-

sively by students of the Aryan, Semitic, the Chinese,

and the Ural-Altaic, and the Malayo-Polynesian lan-

guages. This is, no doubt, an imperfection, but such

imperfections exist in all sciences. Science can only ad-

vance step by step, and nowhere is this more true than

1 I give at the end a tabular survey of these North and South

Turanian Languages, referring for further particulars to my 'Letter

on the Turanian Languages,' published in 1854.
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in the Science of Language. Even after new clusters

of languages have been explored and arranged into

families, it will always remain extremely difficult, if

not impossible, for one scholar to control the whole

of the ever widening field of linguistic knowledge
There are, however, some excellent books in which

the researches of scholars in ditieicnt fields of human

speech have been catalogued ;
and I can strongly re-

commend two woiks by Frederick Muller to those who

wish to make themselves acquainted with the latest

advances in linguistic and ethnological science,

Grundriss der Sprachwissenschaft, Wien, 1876-1888,

4vols.
; and AUgemeineSfhnograpltieyW^lB^lvol.

It may be useful, however, for our own purposes

to add a short list of such languages and families

of languages as have by this lime been reduced to

some kind of order, because some of them have to

be used by ourselves from time to time in order to

illustrate important features in the growth and decay
of human speech.

Tamulic Languages.

Tamil, Telugu, Canaresey&TidMalciyalam, constitute

a well-defined family, with its smaller dialects, such

as Tulu, and the vernaculars spoken by the Todas,

Gonds, Uraon-Kols, Edjmahals, and, we may safely

add, by the Brakuis. They occupy nearly the whole

of the Indian peninsula, while dialects such as those

of the Gonds, Uraon-Kols, Mjmahals, and Brahuis,

scattered in less accessible places in the North, indi-

cate the former more extended seats of the Tamulic or

Dravidian race, before it had to make room before the
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advance of the Aryan conquerors of India. These lan-

guages have been carefully analysed by Caldwoll in

his Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian or South-

Indian Family of Languages, Second Edition, 1875.

Munda Languages.

The dialects spoken by the Santhals, Kols, Hos, and

Bhuwiij, which were formerly classed as Tamulic,

must be recognised, as I tiied to show in 1854, as an

independent family. For reasons which I explained,

I called these languages by the general name of

Hunda. Sir G. Campbell, who accepted my dis-

covery, suggested the name Kolarian. This name,

however, seems too restricted, if it refers to the Koles

only, while the termination arian has either no mean-

ing at all, or is misleading by its similarity to Arian.

Talc Languages,

The Taic family is represented by Siamese and its

congeners, such as Laos, Shan, Ahom, Xhamti, and

Kama. Its close connection with Chinese seems now
admitted.

Bfcotiya Languages.

The Gfangetw and LoJntic Ianguages 3
the former

represented chiefly by Tibetan, the latter by Burmese,

show traces of close relationship. With Tibetan we

have to class such dialects as Lepcha, Murmi, llagar,

Gurmug ;
with Burmese Bodo, Garo, Ndga, SingpJio,

and similar dialects.

Whether the Bhotlya and Taic languages can both

claim a distant relationship with Chinese, is as yet an

open question, but several competent scholars seem

inclined to answer it in the affirmative.
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languages of Farther India.

The languages spoken in Annavi, Pegu, and Cam-

lodja formed till lately an undistinguishable agglo-
merate. Some light, however, "begins to dawn even

here, and instead of purely isolated languages, certain

groups of dialects become discernible.1 The suppo-
sition of a relationship between the Munda dialects

and the M6n or Talaing, first started by Mason, has

received no support from further researches, and

several languages, such as the Kha&i (or Kassia) and

Tja/ni, for instance, must for the present remain un-

classed.

Languages of the Caucasus.

The same remark applies to the numerous dialects

spoken in the Caucasus, such as the Georgian Lazian,

Suanian, Mingrelian ; Abchasian, Circassian;

ThusJi and Tchetchenzian ; Lesghian, Awarian, Kasi-

Jcmiuldan, &c. Some of these languages have been

studied carefully, and attempts have been made to

trace them back to a common type, but as yet without

complete success.

The Ossetian, spoken in the Caucasus, is an Aryan

language.
Egypt.

The ancient language of Egypt stands by itself. It

has been mentioned already that some scholars re-

cognise in it the most ancient phase of a language,

as yet neither Semitic nor Aryan, but containing the

germs of both families. Such a theory, however, if it

1 See E. Kuhn, Zeitiage swr Sprachenkunde Zhntenndiens, in the

SitzungsbencUe der pliilos.-pliilol. Classe der Bayer. Akad. der Wissen-

scLaffcen, 1889, Heft 1L
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ever can be proved, requires much stionger support
than it has hitherto leceived.

Stib-seanitio

The same applies to the so-called Sub-semitic lan-

guages, the Berler or Libyan (Kabyl, Shilhe, Tuareg
or Taviasheg)) and to some of the native dialects of

Abyssinia or Ethiopia (Somali, Gralla, Beja oxBihdri,

Agau, DanJculi, etc.). Some scholars treat them as

Semitic, modified by people who spoke originally a

Hamitio language, others as Hamitic, modified by
Semitic influences. These questions may be solved

hcieaffcer, though it is difficult to see how the evi-

dence can ever acquire sufficient strength to support
such far-reaching theories.

Languages of Africa.

Some of the languages of Africa have lately been

studied with a truly scholailiko accuracy, and the

work of classification has made considerable progicss.

(1) The languages spoken by Hottentots and Jlush-

nien, in the South, may now safely bo treated as

related, though their more distant relationship with

ancient Egyptian can for the present be looked upon
as a suggestion only. The fully developed system of

clicks in those languages constitutes a very character-

istic featui o, though the Bantu tribes, nearest to the

Hottentot, have adopted the same. 1

(J2)
The Bantu races or Kttfirs, extending in an

unbroken line on the East coast of Africa, ftom

1 Some scholar Rpeak of clicka in HIP Galla dialect, noith of the

equator, in the Circassian of Hie Caucasus, md even m the Kechua as

spoken in Guatemala, sco Block, Concur. Gr. 67, Halm, Sprache

dcr Numa, ji>. 15 &eq.
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North of the Equator down to the Hottentots, and

from East to West across the whole continent, speak

languages both radically and formally most closely

related to each other.

(3) The dialects spoken hy the Negro-races, ex-

tending from the Western coast of Africa towards the

interior, are as yet classed as one mass, though lecent

researches tend more and more to the discovery of

separate classes among them.

When so much remains to he done even for a pre-

liminary survey of the languages of Africa, it seems

rather premature to attempt to trace them all back to

three sources, as Lepsius has done in his last great

work, the
' Nubische Grammatik.' He there tries to

reduce the inhabitants of Africa to three types, (1) the

Northern negroes, (2) the Southern or B&ntu negroes,

(3) the Cape negroes.

In accordance with this ethnological system he

arranges the languages also into three zones

(1) The Southern, south of the equator, the Bantu

dialects, explored chiefly on the west and east coasts,

but probably stretching across the whole continent,

comprising the Herero, Pongue, Fernando Po, Kafir

('Osa and Zulu), Tshuana (Soto and Eolon), Suahili, etc.

(2) The Northern zone, between the equator and

the Sahara, and east as far as the Nile, comprising

Efik, Ibo, Yoruba, Ewe, Akra or Ga, Otyi, Kru, Vei

(Mande), Temne, Bulloin, Wolof, Fula, Sonrhai, Ka-

nuri, Teda (Tibu), Logone, Wandala, Bagirmi, Maba,

Konj&ra, Um&le, Dinka, Shilluk, Bongo, Ban, Oigob,

Nuba, and Barea.

(3) The Hamitic zone, including the extinct Egyp-
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tian and Coptic, the Libyan dialects, such as Tuareg

(Kabyl and Tamasheg), Eausa, the Kushitic or Ethi-

opian languages, including the Beja dialects, the Soho,

Falasha, Agau, Galla, Dankali, and Somali. Even the

Hottentot and Bushman languages are referred by

Lepsius to the same zone.

The languages of the third zone are considered by
Lepsius as alien, and as having reached Africa from

the East at different times and by different roads. He
looks upon the Bantu languages as the true aboriginal

nucleus of African speech, and he attempts to show

that the languages of the Northern zone are modifica-

tions of B&ntu speech, produced by contact and more

or less violent friction with the languages of the

Hamitic zone and with Semitic languages also.

This would considerably simplify the linguistic

map of Afiica ; the question is whether this bold

attempt will stand the test of further inquiry.

America.

The greatest diversity of opinion prevails with

regard to the languages of America. Some scholars

see nothing but diversity, others discover everywhere

traces of uniformity, if not in the radical elements, at

least in the formal structure of these languages. With-

out trying to anticipate the results of further research,

which is now actively pushed forward by some of the

most eminent scholars in America, we may safely

accept at least four centres of language clearly defined

and separated from the rest.

(i)
The languages of the Ked Indians in the North,

with numerous subdivisions ;
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(ii)
The languages of Mexico ;

(in) The languages of Central America ;

(iv) The languages of Peru.

These four centres of speech represent, however,

four islands only in the vast ocean of American speech.

They are sunounded by other islands which may for-

merly have belonged to larger continents of speech,

but which for the present remain isolated. Such are

the dialects of the Arctic or Hij^evlorean tribes, of

the JEbktmos aad Greenlanders in the extreme North,

the Arowakes and the onco famous Caribes, in the

north of South America and in the islands of the

Antilles, of the aboriginal inhabitants of Brazil, of

the Alipones, the Patagomans, and the inhabitants

of Tierra del Fuego.

It will require much time and labour before this

abundant linguistic flora of America can be reduced to

something like scientific order. To attempt at present

to trace back the inhabitants of America to a Jewish,

Phenieian, Chinese, or Celtic source is simply labour

lost, and outside the pale of leal science.

Oceanic Languages.

Much more progress has been made in classifying

the languages which extend from Madagascar on the

East coast of Africa to the Sandwich Islands west of

America.

There is an original, though very distant, relation-

ship between the Malay, the Polynesian, and the

Melanesian (and Mwronesiari) languages. They are

independent branches of a common stem The dialects

of Australia, however, divided into three groups, and
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those spoken by the Papuas of New Guinea, stand

apart and have not yet been properly classified, though
some dialects spoken in New Guinea, such as Motu,
are clearly Melanesian.

This short survey of the work of linguistic classi-

fication, so far as it has been carried on at present,

gives but a very imperfect idea of the labours bestowed

on the study of languages all over the world. My
object was only to point out the centres of linguistic

life which have been discovered, and the ramifications

from which have been determined with some amount

of scientific accuracy. In some cases that ramification

is perfectly clear, in others it is as yet vague and

obscure. Many languages in Europe and Asia stand

still completely isolated, such as Etruscan, Bask,Lycian,

Japanese, Corean, the dialects of the Andaman and

Nicobar islands, to say nothing of dialects spoken in

other parts of the world. Future generations will

probably smile at our linguistic maps of the world as

we smile at the Orlis terrarum veterilus notus. Still,

considering the difficulties in the way of studying

unwritten languages, and the shortness of time that

has elapsed since the genius of Leibniz, Eumboldt,

Bopp, Grimm, and Pott first gave the proper direction

to these studies, the record of the Science of Language

can well bear comparison with that of other sciences.

Inflectional Stage.

It must not be supposed, because this survey of

languages has been inserted here as part of our dis-

cussion of the Terminabional or Agglutinative Stage,

that therefore all these languages, or even most of
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them, are purely agglutinative. All we can say of

them in general is that they have left the radical

stage, and that they have not entered completely into

the inflectional stage. But we must remember that

these three stages are natural to all languages, that

inflection invariably presupposes agglutination, and

agglutination juxtaposition. The chief distinction be-

tween an inflectional and an agglutinative language
consists in the fact that the speakers of agglutinative

languages retain the consciousness of their roots, and

therefore do but seldom allow them to be affected by

phonetic corruption. Even when they have lost the

consciousness of the original meaning of terminations,

they feel distinctly the difference between the signi-

ficative root and the modifying elements. Not so in

the inflectional languages. There the various elements

which enter into the composition of words, may be-

come so welded together, and suffer so much from

phonetic corruption, that none but the scholar would

be aware of an original distinction between root and

termination
3
and none but the comparative grammarian

able to discover the seams that separate the component

parts.



CHAPTER Xin,

THE QUESTION OF THE COMMON OBIGIN OF

LANGUAGES.

The Exhaustive Character of the Morphological Classification.

IF
you consider the character of our morphological

classification, you will see that this classification,

differing thereby from the genealogical, must be ap-

plicable to all languages. Our classification exhausts

all
possibilities. If the component elements of lan-

guage are roots, predicative and demonstiative, \ve

Cannot have moio than three combinations. Roots

may either luiwme words without any outward modi-

fication; or, secondly, they may be joined so that

one determines the other and loses its independent

existence ; or, thirdly, they may be joined and be

allowed to coalesce, so that both lose their independent

character.

The number of roots which enter into the compo-

sition of a word makes no difference, and it is un-

necessary, therefore, to admit a fourth class, some-

times called polyxyntketic, or incorporating, including

most of the American languages. As long as in these

sesquipedalian compounds the significative root re-

mains distinct, they belong to the agglutinative stage ;

as soon as it is absorbed by the terminations, they

belong to the inflectional stage.
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We must guard, however, against a very common

mistake. It often happens that in polysynthetic lan-

guages words appear in a fuller form when standing

by themselves, and in a shorter form when incor-

porated in a compound. Scholars are generally in-

clined in such cases to look upon the shorter form as

shortened, while it is far more likely that the short is

the original form, which has been more fully developed

when used as an independent noun or veib.

Nor is it necessary to distinguish between synthetic

and analytical languages, including under the former

name the ancient, and under the latter the modem,

languages of the inflectional class. The formation of

such phrases as the French fam&rai, forfai d aimer,

or the English, / sJiall Jo, thow wilt do> may be called

analytical or vnetaphraatic. But in their morphological

nature these phrases are still inflecti onal. Ifwe analyse

such a phrase as je vivrai, we find it was originally

ego (Sanskrit aham) mvere (Sanskrit griv-as-e, dat.

neutr.) liuleo (Sanskrit *<7/i&bh-ay&-mi) ; that is to

say, we have a number of words in which grammatical
articulation has been almost entirely destroyed, but

has not been cast off; whereas in Turanian languages

grammatical forms are produced by the combination

of integral roots, and the old and useless terminations

are first discarded before any new combination takes

place.
1

Common Origin of Languages.

At the end of our morphological classification a

problem presents itself, which we might have declined

to enter upon if we had confined ourselves to a genea-
1
Letter on the Turanian Languages, p 75.
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logical classification of languages At the end of our

genealogical classification we had to confess that only

a certain number of languages had as ygt been arranged

genealogically, and that therefoie the time for ap-

pi oaching tho problem of the common origin of all had

not yet come. In languages which have been proved

to constitute one family, tho constituent elements or

roots are no doubt, accessible, but all attempts at com-

paring tho roots of different families of speech have

hitherto proved useless. It may be true that there

are roots in the Aiyau language winch aie identical,

both in fonn and meaning, with roots of the Semitic,

the ITial-AlLaic, the "Bantu, and Oceanic languages.

But let us consider what this means, and what strin-

gency of proof it would possess in support of a real

common origin of these families These roots, say

about 1000 for each family, consist of one vowel and

oiK i or tsvo consonants and their moaning is of the

most general character. Suppose a root like SAR ex-

pressed some kind of movement in all these families

of speech, would ihat prove a real genealogical re-

lationship ? Only if all, or if at least a majority of roots

in all tluiHO families, could be pioved to run parallel,

would there bo any nervo in such an argument, and

such a result can hardly be anticipated in the present

state of our knowledge.
JUit tho case is very different at the end of our

morphological classification. Though we have not yet

examined all languages which belong to the radical,

the tonninational, and inflectional classes, wo have

arrived nt the conclusion that all languages must

fall under one or the ether of these three categories
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of human speech. It would not be consistent, there-

fore, to shrink from the consideration of a problem

which, though beset with many difficulties, cannot be

excluded altogether from the science of language.

Langnag-e and Eace.

Let us first see our problem clearly and distinctly.

The pioblem of the common origin of languages has

no necessary connection with the pioblem of the

common oiigin of mankind. If it could be proved
that languages had had different beginnings, this would

in no wise necessitate the admission of different begin-

nings of the human race. For ifwe look upon language
as natural to man, it might have broken out at different

times and in different countries among the scattered

descendants of one original pair ; if, on the contrary,

language is to be treated as an invention, there is still

less reason why each succeeding generation should not

have invented its own idiom.

Nor would it follows
if it could be proved that all

the dialects of mankind point to one common source,

that therefore the human race must descend from one

pair. For language might have been the property of

one favoured race, and have been communicated to

the other races in the progress of history.

Comparative Philology.

The science of language and the science of ethnology

have both suffered most seriously from being mixed

up together.
1 The classification of races and lan-

1 See an excellent article of Piofessor Huxley, in the Fortnightly

Renew, 1S66; and my Letter on the Turanian Languages, 1856,

pp. 89-92.
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guages should be quite independent of each other.

Races may change their languages, and history sup-

plies us with several instances where one race adopted
the language of another. Different languages, there-

fore, may be spoken by one race, or the same language

may be spoken by different races
;
so that any attempt

at squaring the classification of races and tongues

must necessarily fail.
1

Biblical Genealogies.

Secondly, the problem of the common origin of lan-

guages has no connection with the statements contained

in the Old Testament regarding the creation of man
and the genealogies of the patriarchs. Those state-

ments are interesting from a purely historical point

of view, though no higher authority can be claimed

for them than for the statements contained in ancient

hieroglyphic or cuneiform inscriptions. But what

even those who believe in a higher authority of the

Bible as an historical document should consider, is that

if our researches lead us to the admission of different

beginnings for the languages of mankind, there is

nothing in the Old Testament opposed to this view.

For although the Jews believed that for a time the

whole earth was of one language and of one speech, it

has long been pointed out by eminent divines, with

particular reference to the dialects of America, that

new languages might have arisen at later times. K,

1 The opposite view, namely, that a genealogical anangement of the

races of man would afford the best classification of the various languages
now spoken throughout the world, is maintained by Darwin, Origin cf

Species, p. 422, though without sufficient proof.
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on the contrary, we arrive at the conviction that all

laDguages can be traced back to one common source,

we should never think of transferring the genealogies
of the Old Testament to the genealogical classification

of languages. The genealogies of the Old Testament

refer to blood, not to language, and as we know that

people, without changing their name, did frequently

change their language, it is clearly impossible that

the genealogies of the Old Testament should coincide

with the genealogical classification of languages. In

order to avoid a confusion of ideas
3
it would be piefer-

able to abstain altogether from using the same names

to express relationship of language which in the Bible

aie used to express lelationship of blood. It was usual

fornieily to speak of Japhetic, Hamitic, and Semitic

languages. The first name has now been replaced by

Aryan, the second by African ;
and though the third

is still retained, it has received a scientific definition

quite different from the meaning which it would have

in the Bible It is well to bear this in mind, in ordei

to prevent not only those who are for ever attacking

the Bible with arrows that cannot reach it, but like-

wise those who defend it with weapons they know not

how to wield, from disturbing in any way the quiet

progiess of the science of language.

Formal X&elationsHp of Languages.

Let us now look dispassionately at our problem

The problem of the possibility of a common origin of

all languages naturally divides itself into two parts,

the material and informal. We are here concerned

with the formal part only. We have examined all
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possible forms which language can assume, and we

have now to ask, Can we reconcile with these three

distinct forms, the radical, the terminational, and the

inflectional, the admission of one common oiigin of

human speech
? I answer decidedly, Yes

The chief aigument that has been biought forward

against the common oiigin of language is this, that

no monosyllabic or radical language has ever entered

into an agglutinative or temnnational stage, and that

no agglutinative or terminational language has ever

lisen to the inflectional stage. Chinese, it is said, is

still what it has been from the beginning ,
it has

never pioduced agglutinative or inflectional forms;

nor has any agglutinative language ever given up the

distinctive feature of the terminational stage, namely,

the integrity of its roots.

In answer to this, it should be pointed out that

though each language, as soon as it once becomes

settled, is apt to retain that morphological character

which it had when it first assumed its individual or

national existence, it does not lose altogether the power
of producing grammatical forms that belong to a higher

stage. In Chinese, and particularly in Chinese dialects,

we find rudimentary traces of agglutination. The li

which I mentioned befoie as the sign of the locative,

has dwindled down to a mere postposition, and a

modern Chinese is no more aware that li originally

meant inteiior, than the Turanian is of the origin

of his case terminations.1 In the spoken dialects of

1 M. Stanislas Julien lemaiks that the numerous compounds which

occur m Chinese piove the wide-spread influence of the principle of

agglutination in that language. The fact is, that in Chinese eveiy sound
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Chinese, agglutinative forms are of more frequent
occurrence. Thus, in the Shanghai dialect, wo is to

speak, as a verb ; woda, a word. Of woda a genitive
is formed, woda-Jca, a dative pela woda, an accusative

tang woda.1 In agglutinative languages, again, we
meet with rudimentary traces of inflection. Thus
in Tamil the verb tdngu, to sleep, has not retained

its full integrity in the derivative Mfcm, sleep ;

and tdngu itself might probably be traced back to a

simpler root, such as tu
t
to recline, to be suspended,

to sleop.

I mention these instances, which might be greatly

multiplied, in order to show that there is nothing

mysterious in the tenacity with which each language

clings in general to that stage of grammar which it

had attained at the time of its fiist settlement. If a

family, or a tribe, or a nation, has once accustomed

itself to express its ideas according to one system of

grammar, that first mould becomes stronger with each

generation. But, while Chinese was arrested and be-

has uuiiieious meanings ;
and in order to avoid ambiguity, one woid is

frequently followed by anothei which arce& with it in the one particular

meaning which is mtondcd by the speaker. Thus

chi-youen (beginning-origin) signifies beginning

fan-youcn (loot-origin)

youen-chi (origin-beginning)

m('L-uiiai (beautiful-remaikable)

met-li (beautiful-elegant)

clwnyouen (charming-lovely)

beginning
beautiful

beautiful

beautiful

(easy ficilc)

fawy-yong (to obey, easy)

In order to express
' to boast,' the Chinese say Ung-Teoua, fang-fa, etc.,

both words having one and the same meaning.

This peculiar system oljtuciapouifion, however, cannot be considered

as agglutination in the strict sense of the word.

1 M. M., Letter on the Turanian Languages, p. 24.
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came traditional in this very early stage, the radical,

other dialects passed on through that stage, retaining
their pliancy. They were not arrested, and did not

become traditional or national, before those who spoke
them had learnt to appreciate the advantage of agglu-
tination. That advantage being once perceived, a few

single forms in which agglutination first showed itself,

would soon, by that sense of analogy which is inherent

in language, extend their influence irresistibly. Lan-

guages arre&ted in that stage would cling with equal

tenacity to the system of agglutination. A Chinese

can hardly understand how language is possible un-

less eveiy syllable is wignificative ,
a Turanian would

despise every idiom in which each word does not dis-

play distinctly its radical and significative element ,

whereas we, who are accustomed to tho use of in-

ilectional language's, are proud of the very grammar
which a Ohinew and Turanian would treat with con-

tempt.

Tho fact, therefore, that languages, if once settled,

do not change their grammatical constitution, is no

argument against our theory, that every inflectional

language was once agglutinative, and every agglu-

tinative language was once monosyllabic. I call it a

theory, but it is more than a theory, for it is the only

possible way in which the realities of Sanskrit or

any other inflectional language can be explained. As

far as tho formal part of language is concerned, we can-

not resist tho conclusion that what is now inflectional

was formerly agglutwudtve, and what is now uy<jlu-

tiwalive was at first vatfiGul. Tho groat stream of

language rolled on in numberless dialects, and changed
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its grammatical colouring as it passed from time to

time through new deposits. The different channels

which left the main current and became stationary
and stagnant, or, if you like, literary and traditional,

retained for ever that colouring which the main cur-

rent displayed at the stage of then separation. If

we call the radical stage white, the agglutinative red,

and the inflectional blue, then we may well under-

stand why the white channels should show hardly a

drop of red or blue, or why the red channels should

hardly betray a shadow of blue ; and we shall be

prepared to find what we do find, namely, white tints

in the red, and white and red tints in the blue chan-

nels of speech

True Meaning- of the Problem of the Common Origin of

Languages.

In all this, however, I only argue for the possi-

bility, not for the necessity, of a common origin of

language.

I look upon the problem of the common origin of

language, which I have shown to be quite independent

of the problem of the common ongin of mankind, as

a question which ought to be kept open as long as

possible. It is not, I believe, a problem quite as

hopeless as that of the plurality of worlds, on which

so much has been written, but it should be treated

very much in the same manner. As it is impossible

to deinonstiate by the evidence of the senses that the

planets aie inhabited, the only way to prove that they

are, is to prove that it is impossible that they should

not be. Thus, on the other hand, in order to prove

that the planets are not inhabited, you must prove
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that it is impossible that they should be. As soon

as the one or the other has been proved, the question
will be set at rest ; till then it must remain an open
question, whatever our own predilections on the sub-

ject may be.

I do not take quite as desponding a view of the

problem of the common origin of language, but I

insist on this, that we ought not to allow this problem
to be in any way prejudged. Now it has been the

tendency of the most distinguished writers on com-

parative philology to take it almost for granted, that

after the discovery of the two families of language,
the Aryan and Semitic, and after the establishment

of the close tics of relationship which unite the

members of each, it would be impossible to admit

any longer a common origin of language. After the

criteria by which the unity of the Aryan as well as

the Semitic dialects can be proved, had been so

Nuccmfully defined, it was but natural that the

absence of similar coincidences between any Semitic

and Aryan language, or between these and any other

branch of speech, should have led to a belief that no

connection was admissible between them. A Linngean

botanist, who has his definite marks by which to re-

cognise an anemone, would reject with equal confi-

dence any connection between the species anemone

and other llowers which have since been classed under

tho same head, though deficient in the Linnsean marks

of tho anemone.

But there are surely different degrees of affinity in

languages as well as in all other productions of nature,

and the different families of speech, though they can-

i. ii h
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not show the same signs of relationship by which their

members are hold together, need not of necessity

have been perfect strangers to each other from the

beginning.

Now I confess that when I found the argument
used over and over again, that it is impossible any

longer to speak of a common origin of language,

because comparative philology had proved that there

existed various families of speech, I felt that this

was not true, that at all events it was an exaggera-

tion.

The problem, if properly viewed, bears the follow-

ing aspect :

c

If you wish to assert that language had

various beginmnys, you must prove it impossible that

language could have had a common origin.
9

No such impossibility has ever been established

with regard to a common origin of the Aryan and

Semitic dialects ; while, on the contrary, the analysis

of the grammatical forms in either family has removed

many difficulties, and made it at least intelligible how,

with materials identical or very similar, two indivi-

duals, or two families, or two nations, could in the

course of time have produced languages so different

in form as Hebrew and Sanskrit.

But still greater light was thrown on the formative

and metamorphic process of language by the study of

other dialects unconnected with Sanskrit or Hebrew,

and exhibiting before our eyes the growth of those

grammatical forms (grammatical in the widest sense

of the word) which in the Aryan and Semitic families

we know only as formed, not as forming ;
as decaying,

not as living ;
as traditional, not as understood and
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intentional: I mean the Uial- Altaic, the BSntu,

the Oceanic, and other languages. The traces by
which these languages attest their original relation-

ship are much fainter than in the Semitic and Aryan
families, but they are so of necessity. In the Aryan
and Semitic families the agglutinative process by
which alone grammatical forms can be obtained, has

been arrested at some time, and this could only have

been through social, religious, or political influences.

By the same power through which an advancing civil-

isation absorbs the manifold dialects in which every

spoken idiorn naturally lepresents itself, the first poli-

tical or religious centralisation must necessarily have

put a check on the exuberance of an agglutinative

speech. Out of many possible forms one became

popular, fixed, and technical for each word, for each

grammatical category ;
and by means of poetiy, law,

and leligion, a literary or political language was pro-

duced to which thenceforth nothing had to be added
;

which in a short time, after becoming unintelligible in

its formal elements, was liable to phonetic corruption

only, but incapable of internal resuscitation. It is

necessary to admit a primitive concentration of this

kind for the Aryan and Semitic families, for it is thus

only that we can account for coincidences between

Sanskrit and Greek terminations, which were formed

neither from Greek nor from Sanskrit materials, but

which are still identically the same in both. It is in

this sense that I call these languages political or state

languages, and it has been truly said that languages

belonging to these families must be able to prove their

relationship by sharing in common not only what is

Hh 3
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regular and intelligible, but what is anomalous, unin-

telligible, and dead.

If no such concentration takes place, languages,

though formed of the same materials and originally

identical, must necessarily diverge in what we may
call dialects, but in a very different sense from the

dialects such as we find in the later periods of political

languages. The process of agglutination will continue

in each clan, and forms becoming unintelligible will

be easily replaced by new and more intelligible com-

pounds. If the cases are formed by postpositions,

new postpositions can be used as soon as the old

ones become obsolete. If the conjugation is formed

by pronouns, new pronouns can be used if the old

ones are no longer sufficiently distinct.

Let us ask, then, what coincidences we are likely

to find in agglutinative dialects which have become

separated, and which gradually approach to a more

settled state ? It seems to me that we can only ex-

pect to find in them such coincidences as Castr&i and

Schott have succeeded in discovering in the Samoy-

edic, Tungusic, Mongolic, Turkic, and Fmno-Ugric

languages ;
and such as Hodgson, Caldwell, Logan,

and myself have pointed out in the Tainulic, Taic,

Gangetic, Lohitic, and Malaic languages. They must

refer chiefly to those parts of speech which it is most

difficult to reproduce I mean pronouns, numerals,

and prepositions. Those languages will hardly ever

agree in what is anomalous or inorganic, because

their organism repels continually what begins to be

formal and unintelligible. It is astonishing rather

that any words of a conventional meaning should
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have been discovered as the common property of such

languages, than that most of their words and forms

should be peculiar to each. These coincidences must,

however, be accounted for by those who deny the

possibility of their common oiigin ; they must be ac-

counted for, either as the result of accident, or of an

imitative instinct which led the human mind every-

where to the same purely onomatopoetic formations.

This has never been done, and it will require great

efforts to achieve it.

To myself tho study of the languages, neither

Aryan nor Semitic, was interesting particularly be-

cause it offered an opportunity of learning how far

languages, supposed to be of a common origin, might

diverge and become dissimilar by the unrestrained

operation of dialectic regeneration.

In a letter which in 1854 I addressed to my friend,

tho late Baron Bunsen, and which was published by
him in his Outlines of the Philosophy of Universal

Hi4wy l

(vol. i. pp. 263-521), it had been my object

to traco, as far as I was able, the principles which

guided tho formation of agglutinative languages, and

to show how far languages may become dissimilar in

their grammar and dictionary, and yet allow us to

treat them as cognate dialects. In answer to the

assertion that it was impossible, I tried, in the

fourth, fifth, ami sixth sections of that Essay, to

show how it was possible that, starting from a

common ground, languages as different as Mandshu

1 These Outlines form vols. rii. and iv, of Bunsen's woik,

ttirity
and Mankind, in 7 vols. (London, 1854 : Longman), and are sold

u|>:uately.
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and Finnish, Chinese and Siamese, should have ar-

rived at their present state, and might still be treated

as cognate tongues. And as I look upon this process

of agglutination as the only intelligible means by
which knguage can acquire a grammatical organisa-

tion, and clear the barrier which has arrested the

growth of the Chinese idiom, I felt justified in apply-

ing the principles derived from the formation of agglu-

tinative languages to the Aryan and Semitic families

likewise. They also must have passed through an

agglutinative stage, and it is during that period alone

that we can account for the gradual divergence and

individualisation of what we afterwards call the

Aryan and Semitic forms of speech. If we can

account for the different appearance of Mandshu and

Finnish, we can also account for the distance between

Hebrew and Sanskrit. It is true that we do not

know the Aryan speech during its purely agglutina-

tive period, but we can infer what it was, when we

see languages like Finnish and Turkish approaching

more and more towaids an Aryan type. Such has

been the advance which Turkish has made towards

inflectional forms, that Professor Ewald claimed for it

the title of a synthetic language, a title which he

gives to the Aryan and Semitic dialects, after they

have left the agglutinative stage, and entered into

a process of phonetic corruption and dissolution.

f

Many of its component parts,' he says,
c

though they

were no doubt originally, as in every language, inde-

pendent words, have been reduced to mere vowels, or

have been lost altogether, so that we must infer their

former presence by the changes which they have
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wrought in the body of the word. Goz means eye,

and gor, to see ; ish, deed, and it, to do
; $ch3 the in-

terior, and gir> to enter.' *
Nay, he goes so far as to

admit some formal elements which Turkish shares in

common with the Aryan family, and which there-

fore could only date from a period when both were

still in their agglutinative infancy. For instance,

di, as exponent of a past action ; ta, as the sign of

the past participle of the passive ; lu, as a suffix to

form adjectives, &c. 2 This is more than I should

venture to assert.

Taking this view of the gradual formation of lan-

guage by agglutination, as opposed to internal de-

velopment, it is hardly necessary to say that, when
I spoke of a Turanian family of speech, I used the

word family in a different sense from that which it

has with regard to the Aryan and Semitic languages.

In my Letter on the Turanian Languages, which has

been the subject of so many random attacks on the

pait of those who believe in different beginnings

of language and mankind, I had explained this re-

peatedly, and I had preferred the term of group for

the Turanian languages, in order to express as

clearly as possible that the relation between Turkish

and Mandshu, between Tamil and Finnish, was a

different one, not in degree only but in kind, from

that between Sanskrit and Greek.
' These Turanian

languages,' I said (p. 216),
' cannot be considered as

standing to each other in the same relation as He-

1

Gvtlingisclie Gelehite Anzeicjen,IS55, s. 298; see Eunfcilvy's re-

marks, r>n p. 392.
8
Ewald, I c s. 302, note.
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brew to Arabic, Sanskrit and Greek/ 'They are

radii diverging from a common centre, not children

of a common parent.
3 And still they are not so

widely distant as Hebrew and Sanskrit
3

because

none of them has fully entered into that new phase
of growth or decay through which the Semitic and

Aryan languages passed after they had been settled,

individualised and nationalised.

The real object of my Essay was therefore a defen-

sive one. It was intended to show how rash it was

to speak of different independent beginnings in the

history of human speech, before a single argument
had been brought forward to establish the necessity

of such an admission. The impossibility of a common

origin of language has never been proved, but, in

order to remove what were considered difficulties

affecting the theory of a common origin, I felt it my
duty to show practically, and by the very history of

the Turanian languages, how such a theory was pos-

sible, or, as I say in one instance only, probable. I en-

deavoured to show how even the most distant members

of the Turanian family, the one spoken in the north,

the other in the south of Asia, the Finnic and the

Tamulic, have preserved in their grammatical organ-

isation traces of a former unity ; and, if some of my
most determined opponents admit that I have proved

the ante-Brahmanic or Tamulic inhabitants of India

to belong to the Turanian family, and that these

proofs have been considerably strengthened by Cald-

welTs Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian Lan-

guages, they can hardly fail to see that if this, the

most extreme point of my argument, be conceded,
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everything else is conceded, and must follow by

necessity.

Yet I did not call the last chapter of my Essay,
' On the Necessity of a Common Origin of Language/
hut 'On the Possibility'; and, in answer to the

opinions advanced by the opposite party, I summed

up my defence in these two paragraphs:

'Nothing necessitates the admission of different

independent beginnings for the material elements of

the Turanian, Semitic, and Aryan branches of speech :

nay, it is possible even now to point out radicals

which, under various changes and disguises, have

been cuixent in these three branches ever since their

first separation/
II.

'Nothing necessitates the admission of different

beginnings for the formal elements of the Turanian,

Semitic, and Aryan branches of speech ;
and though

it is impossible to derive the Aryan system of

grammar from the Semitic, or the Semitic from the

Aryan, we can perfectly understand how, either

through individual influences, or by the wear and

tear of speech in its own continuous working, the

different systems of grammar of Asia and Europe

may have been produced/

It will be seen, from the very wording of these two

paragraphs, that my object was to deny the necessity

of independent beginnings, and to assert the possi-

bility of a common origin of language. I have been
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accused of having been biassed in my researches by
an implicit belief in the common origin of mankind.

I do not deny that I hold this belief, and, if it wanted

confirmation, that conflimation has been supplied by
Darwin's book, On the Origin of Species.

1 But I

defy my adversaries to point out one single passage

where I have mixed up scientific with theological

arguments. Only, if I am told that no quiet observer

would ever have conceived the idea of deriving all

mankind from one pair, unless the Mosaic records

had taught it,' I must be allowed to say in reply,

that this idea, on the contrary, is so natural, so con-

sistent with all human laws of reasoning, that, as far

as I know, there has been no nation on earth which,

if it possessed any traditions on the origin of mankind,

did not derive the human race from one pair, if not

from one person. The author of the Mosaic records,

therefore, though rightly stripped, before the tribunal

of Physical Science, of his claims as an inspired

writer, may at least claim the modest title of a quiet

1 'Heie the lines converge as they recede into the geological ageb,

and point to conclusions which, upon Darwin's theory, aie inevitable, but

hardly welcome The very first &tep backward makes the Negio and the

Hottentot our blood-relations; not that reason or Scripture objects to

that, though pride may.' Asa Grey, Natural Selection not inconsistent

wth Natwal Theology, 1861, p. 5.

4 One good effect is already manifest, its enabling the advocates ofthe

hypothesis of a multiplicity of human species to perceive the double

insecuiity of their ground. When the laces of men are admitted to be

of one species, the corollary, that they are of one origin, may be expected

to follow. Those who allow them to be of one species must admit an

actual diversification into strongly marked and persistent vanetieH,

while those, on the other hand, who recognise several or nnmeious

human species, will hardly be able to maintain that such species vvcie

piimoidial and supei natural in the ordinary sense of the word,' jf&iW.

p 54
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observer ;
and if his conception of the physical unity

of the human race can bo proved to Le an. error, it

is an error which ho shaies in common with other

(jmet observers, such as Humboldt, Bunsen, Prichard,

Owen, and, I may now add, Darwin. l

1
Proferfior Pott, the most distinguished advocate of the potygmetic

dogma, has pleaded the necessity of admitting more than one beginning

for the human race and for language in an article in the Journal of the

Genntm Oriental Society, h. 405 , Max Nuflei nnd die Kennzrichen tier

) wawlUcJiaft, 1855 , in a treatise DIP UngleicJiJteit meusclilickcr

n, 1856 ;
and in the new edition of hit Efynwloyiscke Iforschunyen,

1S01.

On the other hand, the researches carried on independently by differ-

ent hcliolnis tend moie and mnic to confinn, not only the close i elation-

ship of the Lingua^es belonging ic^pectively to the northern and southern

blanches of the Tuiaman chisB, but likewise the relationship of these

two branches themselves, and their ultimate dependence on Chine&e.

Nor ia tho evidence on which this reLitionship rests purely formal or

grammatical, but it is likewise supported by evidence taken from the

dielionaiy. Tho following letter fioin Mi. Edkins, the author of A
Qnininutr (iflJw CIi hire Colloquial Lirnynfirje (second edition, Shanghai,

1H()1), will show how IUH inquiries into the primitive Ktato of the

Chinese lan(riui'.rp b.ivo brought to light the convergence of the Mon-

gol 10 and the Tibetan I.VII^UU^CB tow.ud a common centre, VIK the

flitcioui lanijun^' of (Jhma, not <leprivod aa yet of its various final con-

sonants, moat of wliich have disappeared in tho Mandarin language :

<

Peking, Oct 12,1864.
'1 am now 8et'kinfj to compare the Mongolian and Tibotan with

Cliini'HO, find liave already obtunocl some mterc'stmg results.

'
I, A large propoi turn of Mongol voids are Chinese Perhaps i fifth

are BO. The identity is in the fimb syllable of the Mongol words ; that

1in',' tho loot. The corrcFpondence ia most striking in the adjective?,

of which, pt'ihftpfl, one-half of tho mot common are the same radically

as in ChincHp: eg sain, good; IMJCH, low; icKi, light; soloyai, Icft
;

clii/Ie, Htniight; (jtulait, outfaide; cHuJwu, few; loyoi^ green; /mNr/gwn,

lij;ht (not hoav)). But tho identity in alao extensive in all parts of

sjK'o h This identity in common roots seems to extend into the Tuikifah

Tin tar: o g. MI, water; twtri, heaven.
*
II. To compare Mongol with Chinese it ifl necessary to go back at

least six ctmturios in the development of tho Chinese language. For we

iiiul in common roots final letters peculiar to tho old Chinese, e.g. mini

m Thu uiiti.il letters also need to be considered from an older stain U
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The only question which remains to be answered

is this, Was it one and the same volume of water

which supplied all the lateral channels of speech ? or,

to drop all metaphor, are the roots which were joined

together according to the radical, the terminational,

and inflectional systems, identically the same 3 The

only way to answer, or at least to dispose of, this

question is to consider the nature and origin of

roots
;
and we shall then have reached the extreme

limits to which inductive reasoning can carry us in

our researches into the mysteries of human speech.

point than the Mandarin pronunciation. If a large number of words

are common to Chinese, Mongol, and Tartar, we must go back at least

twelve centuiies to obtain a convenient epoch of comparison.

'Ill Wlile Mongol has no traces of tone&, they aie very distinctly

developed in Tibetan. Csoma de Koros and Schmidt do not mention the

existence oftones. But they plainly occur in the pronunciation of native

Tibetans resident m Peking,
' IV. As in the case of the comparison with Mongol, it is necessary in

examining the connection of Tibetan with Chinese to adopt the old form

of the Chinese, with its more numerous final consonants, and its full

b\ stem of soft and aspirated initials The Tibetan numerals exemplify

this with sufficient clearness.

* V. Wlule the Mongol is near the Chinese in the extensive pievalence

of words common to the two languages, the Tibetan is nearer in phonal

structure as being tonic and monosyllabic. This being so, it is not so

remarkable that there aie many words common to the Chinese and the

Tibetan (for they are to be expected). But that there should be, perhaps,

as many in the Mongol with its long untoned polysyllables, is a curious

circumstance.*

An Essay by Mr. Edkins on the same subject,
' On the Common

Origin of the Chinese and Mongol Languages,' has just been published

in the Revue orientate, No 56, p. 75. Pans, 1865.

See also M. M., On the Stratification oj Language, 1868.



CHAPTER XIII.

THE QUESTION OF THE COMMON OBHHN OF

LANGUAGES.

Tlie Exhaustive Character of the Morphological Classification.

IF
you consider the character of our morphological
classification, you will see that this classification,

differing thereby from the genealogical, must be ap-

plicable to all languages. Our classification exhausts

all possibilities. If the component elements of lan-

guage are roots, predicative and demonstiative, \ve

r.annot have moie than three combinations. Roots

may either become words without any outward modi-

fication; or, secondly, they may be joined so that

one determines the other and loses its independent
existence ; or, thirdly, they may be joined and be

allowed to coalesce, BO that both lose their independent
character.

The number of roots which enter into the compo-
sition of a word makes no difference, and it is un-

necessary, therefore, to admit a fourth class, some-

times called polysynthetic, or incorporating, including
most of the American languages. As long as in these

sesquipedalian compounds the significative root re-

mains distinct, they belong to the agglutinative stage ;

as soon as it is absorbed by the terminations, they

belong to the inflectional stage.
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sophers of old, yet, even in its simplest form, it

seems to be almost "beyond the reach of the human

understanding.

Herder has truly remarked that if we were asked

the riddle how images of the eye and all the sensa-

tions of our senses could be represented by sounds,

nay, could be so embodied in sounds as to express

thought and excite thought, we should probably

give it up as the question of a madman, who, mixing

up the most heterogeneous subjects, attempted to

change colour into sound and sound into thought.
1

Yet this is the riddle which we have now to solve.

It is quite clear that we have no means of solving

the problem of the origin of language historically, or

of explaining it as a matter of fact which hap-

pened once in a certain locality and at a certain time.

History does not begin, till long after mankind had

acquired the power of language, and even the most

ancient traditions are silent as to the manner in which

man came in possession of his earliest thoughts and

words. Nothing, no doubt, would be more inter-

esting than to know from historical documents the

exact process by which the first man began to lisp his

first words, and thus to be rid for ever of all the

theories on the oiigin of speech. But this knowledge
is denied us; and, if it had been otheiwise, ^ve should

probably be quite unable to understand those primitive

events in the history of the human mind. 2 We aie

1
Herder, a& quoted by Steinthal, U* sprung der Sprache, s 39.

3 ' In all these paths of research, when we travel far backwards, the

aspect of the eailier poitions becomes very difieient from that of the

advanced pait on which we now fctaiid
;
but in all cases the path ia losL

in obscunty as it is traced backwards towards, its s.Wtin^-point ; it
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told that the first man was the son of God, that

God created him in His own image, formed him of

the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils

the breath of life. These are simple natural thoughts,

and to bo accepted as such. If we begin to reason on

them, the edge of the human understanding glances

off. Our mind is so constituted that it cannot appre-

hend the absolute beginning or tho absolute end

of anything. If we tried to conceive the first man
created as a child, and gradually unfolding his phy-
sical and mental powers, we could not understand

his living for one day, without supernatural aid. If,

on the contrary, we tried to conceive the first man

created full-grown in body and mind, the conception

of an effect without a cause would equally transcend

our reasoning powers. Nor should we gain anything

}>y imagining a number of intei mediate stages between

lower animals and man. We should only disguise

tho real diilieulty, wo should not solve it.

It is the same with the fiust beginnings of language.

Theologians wlio claim for language a divine origin

drift into the most dangerous anthropomorphism when

they enter into any details as to the manner in which

they suppose the Deity to have compiled a dictionary

and grammar in order to teach them to the first man,

aw a Hchoolmastcr teaches the deaf and dumb. And

limy do not see that, even if all their premisses were

granted, they would have explained no more than

Low the first man might have learnt a language, if

becomes not only inviHihle, but unimaginable ;
it is not only an interrup-

tion, but au abyw, which ink'rpoae* itecli between us and any intelligible

beginning of things.* Whowell, bulwuliow, p. 166.
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there was a language ready-made for him. How that

language was made, would remain as great a mystery
as ever. Philosophers, on the contrary, who imagine
that the first man, though left to himself, would

gradually have emerged from a state of mutism and

have invented words for every new conception that

arose in his mind, forget that man could not by
his own power have acquired the faculty of speech

which, so far as our experience goes, is the distinctive

character of man,
1
unattainable, or, at all events,

unattamed by the brute and mute creation. It

shows a want of appreciation as to the real bearings

of our problem, if philosophers appeal to the fact that

children are born without language, and gradually

emerge from mutism to the full command of articulate

speech. We want no explanation how birds learn to

fly, created as they are with organs adapted to that

purpose. Nor do wo wish to inquire here how children

learn to use the various faculties with which the

human body and soul are endowed. We want to

gain, if possible, an insight into the original faculty

of speech ,
and for that purpose I fear it is as useless

to watch the first stammerings of children, as it would

be to repeat the experiment of the Egyptian king

PsammetichuSj who entrusted two new-born infants

to a shepherd, with the injunction to let them suck

goat's milk, to speak no word in their presence,

1 ' Der Mensch i&fc nur Mensch dutch Sprache ; um aber die Spiache
zu eifinden, mus&te er sclion Mensch sem.' W. von Humboldt, Sammt-
hche Werbe, b in s. 252. The same argument is ridden to death by
Stisbmilch, Tersuch eines Beweises, doss die eiste Sprache ihren Ur-

sprung nicU lorn Jttenschen, sondern allein lorn Schopfer erhalten babe,

Berlin, 1766.
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and to observe what word they would first utter.1

The same experiment is said to have been repeated by
the Swabian emperor, Frederic II., by James IV of

Scotland, and by Akbar, the emperor of India.2 But,
whether for the purpose of finding out which was the

primitive language of mankind, or of discovering how
far language was natural to man, the experiments
have failed to throw any light on the problem before

us. Children, in learning to speak, do not invent lan-

guage. Language is there ready-made for them. It has

been there for thousands of yeais. They acquire the

use of a language, and, as they grow up, they may
acquire the use of a second and a third. It is useless

to inquire whether infants, left to themselves, would

1

Farrar, Origin ofLanffuage,? 10, Grimm, Vrsprung der Spracke,
B. 32. Tho woid fc/eos, which these children are repoited to have

utlered, and which, in the Phi ygian language, meant bread thus prov-

ing, it was supposed, that the Pluygian was the pumitive language of

mankind is piobably derived fioni the same Aryan root which exists

in the English, to bake. How these unfoitunate children came by the

idea of baked biead, involving the ideas of corn, mill, oven, fire, &c,
seems never to have struck the Jincient sages of Egypt. Qmntilmn

distinguishes very pioperly between, the power of utteung a few words

and the faculty of spe.vking 'Propler quod infantes a mutis nu-

tiicibus ]USNU legiim m solitudme eclucati, etiamsi veiba quaedani

emiskse tiaduntui, t^men lo^uendi facilitate Ciiruerunt.' In&tit Orat

x 1,10
8
Ilcivas, Onpine degH icLiomi (1785), pp. 147 seq. Akbar told

Jeiome Xavier that he had thuty children shut up before they could

wpeak, and put guards over them, &o that the nurses might not teach

them their Ungnage. His object was to see \\hat language they would

talk when they giew oldei, and he was resolved to follow the laws and

customs of the oouutiy whose language was that spoken by the clnldien.

None of the clolilien, howevci, c<une to speak distinctly, wherefore he

allowed no law but hw own. See E. Bevendge, in Jouinal of the

Awit. 8oc. of neuyal, ]888, p 38 Badaoni lelates the same story, and

tttivtes that the expeiiment was made in 1580* He says that after three

or four }eais all the childieii who survived were found to be dumb

I. li
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invent a language. It would be impossible, unnatural,
1

and illegal to try the experiment, and, without re-

peated experiments, the asseitions of those who be-

lieve and those who disbelieve the possibility of

children inventing a language of their own arc equally

valueless. All we know for certain is, that an Eng-
lish child, if left to itself, would never begin to speak

English, and that history supplies no instance of any

language having thus been invented.2

Man and Brute

If we want to gain an insight into the faculty of

flying, which is a characteristic feature of birds, all

we can do is, first, to compare the structure of birds

with that of other animals which are devoid of that

faculty, and secondly, to examine the conditions under

which the act of fiying becomes possible. It is the

same with speech. Speech, so far as we know, L* a

specific faculty of man. It distinguishes man from

all other creatures 3 and if we wish to acquire nioic

definite ideas as to the real natuie of human speech,

all we can do is to compare man with those animals

that seem to come nearest to him, and thus to try to

discover what he shares in common with these animals,

and what is peculiar to him, and to him alone. After

we have discovered this, we may proceed to inquire

1 '

Ciofc a dire, si voleva porlo nella condmone pifc contraria alia

natura, per sapere 016 che na,turalmente aviebbe fcitto
'

Villan, JlPoli-

teomco^cl i p 22. See aLo the extract ftoui the Wibhanga Atuwdua,
p 146.

3 How children brought up among people speaking a real language

may invent an aitificul language of their own has been well shown

bj Mr. Hoiatio H,de, The Omjin of Lanyuage*, 1888.
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into the conditions under which speech becomes pos-

sible, and we shall then have done all that we can do,

considering that our instruments of knowledge, wpn-
dorful as they are, are yet far too weak to cany us

through all the regions to which we may soar on the

wings of our imagination !

In comparing man with the other animals, we
need not enter here into the physiological question
whether the difference between the body of an ape
and the body of a man is one of degree or of kind.

However that question is settled by physiologists, we
need not be afraid. If the stiucture of a mere worm
is such as to fill the human mind with awe, if a

single glimpse which we catch of the infinite wisdom

displayed in the organs of the lowest creature gives

us an intimation of a wisdom far transcending the

powers of our conception, how are we to criticise or

disparage the most highly organised creatures, crea-

tures as wonderfully made as we ourselves? Are

there not many animals in many points more perfect

oven than man ! Do we not envy the lion's strength,

the eagle's eye, the wings of every bird? If there

existed animals altogether as peifect as man in their

physical structure, nay, even more perfect, no thought-

ful man would ever be uneasy. The true superiority

of man rests on very different grounds.
* I confess/

Sydney Smith writes, 'I feel myself so much at case

about the supeiiority of mankind I have such a

inaikcd and decided contempt for the understanding

of every baboon I have ever seen I feel so sure that

the blue ape without a tail will never rival us in

poetry, painting, and music, that I see no reason what-

I i 2
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ever that justice may not be done to the few frag-

ments of soul and tatters of understanding which

they may really possess.' The playfulness of Sydney
Smith in handling serious and sacred subjects has of

late been found fault with by many ;
but humour is

often a safer sign of strong convictions and perfect

safety than guarded solemnity.

With regard to our own problem, no one can doubt

that certain animals possess all the physical require-

ments for articulate speech. There is no letter of the

alphabet which a parrot wiU not learn to pronounce.
1

The fact, therefore, that the parrot is without a lan-

guage of his own, a Parrotese dialect, must be ex-

plained by a difference between the mental, not be-

tween the physical, faculties of the animal and man ;

and it is by a comparison of the mental faculties alone,

such as we find them in man and brutes, that we may
hope to discover what constitutes the indispensable

qualification for language, a qualification to be found

in man alone, and in no other creature on earth.

I say mentalfaculties, and I mean to claim a large

1
'L'usage de la main, la marche a deux piecls, la ressemblance,

quoique grossiere, de la face, tous les acfces qui peuvent res alter de cette

conformity d'orgamsation, ont fait donner an singe le nom tfhomme

sauwge par des homines \ la verite qui Tetaient a. denn, et qni ne

savment comparer que les rappoits exttiieur*. Que serait ce, si, par
one combinaifaon de nature aussi possible que toute autre, le singe eut

eu la voix dn perroquet, et, comme lui, la facultd de la parole
* Le

singe parlant eut lendu muette d'etonnement 1'espece numaine entiere,

et 1'anrait seduite au point que le philosophe auraifc eu giand'peme a de*-

montrer qu'avee toua ces beaux attributa humainsle singe n'ea ^taitpaa
moms line bete. II est done heuieux, pour notre intelligence, que la

Natuie ait s^pare efc placiS, dans deur ez-pfcces tres-differentes, 1'imita-

tioa de la parole et celle de nos gestes.
7

Buffon, as quoted by Plourens,

p. 77,
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share of what we call our mental faculties for the

higher animals. These animals have sensation, per-

ception, memory, will, and intellect
; only we must

restiict intellect to the comparing or interlacing of

single perceptions. All these points can be proved

by irrefragable evidence, and that evidence has never,

I believe, been summed up with greater lucidity and

power than by Flourens, in one of his most instructive

works, De la Raison, du Genie, et de la Folie
; Paris,

1861. There are no doubt many people who are as

much frightened at the idea that brutes have souls and

are able to think, as by the blue ape without a tail.'

But their fright is entirely of their own making. If

people will use such words as soul or thought without

making it clear to themselves and others what they
mean by them, these words will slip away under their

feet, and the result must be painful. If we once ask

the question, Have brutes a soul 1 we shall never arrive

at any conclusion
;
for soul has been so many times

defined by philosophers, from Aristotle down to Hegel,

that it means everything and nothing Such has been

the confusion caused by the promiscuous employment
of the ill-defined terms of mental philosophy that we
find Descartes representing brutes as living machines,

whereas Leibniz claims for them not only souls, but

immortal souls. 'Next to the error of those who

deny the existence of God/ says Descartes,
e there is

none so apt to lead weak minds from the right path

of virtue, as to think that the soul of brutes is of the

same nature as our own, and, consequently, that we

have nothing to fear or to hope after this life, any
more than flies or ants ; wheieas, if we know how
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much they differ, we understand much better that our

soul is quite independent of the body, and consequently
not subject to die with the body.'

The spirit of these remarks is excellent, but the

argument is extremely weak. It does not follow that

brutes have no souls because they havo no human
souls. It does not follow that the souls of men are

not immortal, because the souls of brutes are not im-

mortal
;
nor has it ever been proved by any philosopher

that the souls of brutes must necessarily be destroyed

and annihilated by death. Leibniz, who has defended

the immortality of the human soul with stronger argu-

ments than even Descartes, writes,
e

I found at last

how the souls of brutes and their sensations do not at

all interfere with the immortality of human souls ;
on

the contrary, nothing serves better to establish our

natural immortality than to believe that all souls are

imperishable.'

Instead of entering into these perplexities, which

are chiefly due to the loose employment of ill-defined

terms, let us simply look at the facts Every unpre-

judiced observer will admit that

1. Brutes see, hear, taste, smell, and feel; that is

to say, they have five senses, just like ourselves, neither

more nor less. They have both sensation and per-

ceptiona point which has been illustrated by If.

Flourens by the most interesting experiments. If the

roots of the optic nerve are removed, the retina in the

eye of a bird ceases to be excitable, the iris is no

longer movable
;
the animal is blind, because it has

lost the organ of sensation. If, on the contiary, the

cerebral lobes are removed, the eye remains pure and
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sound, the retina excitable, the iris movable. The eye

is preserved, yet the animal cannot see, because it has

lost the organs of perception.

2. Brutes have sensations of pleasure and pain.

A dog that is beaten behaves exactly like a child

that is chastised, and a dog that is fed and fondled

exhibits the same signs of satisfaction as a boy under

thfi same circumstances. We can judge from signs

only, and if they are to be trusted in the case of

children, they must be trusted likewise in the case

of brutes

3. Unites do not forgot, or, as philosophers would

say, biutos have memory. They know their masters,

they know their home
; they evince joy on recognis-

ing those who have beon kind to thorn, and they bear

rnalico for years to those by whom they have been

insulted or ill-i rented. Who does not recollect the

('n Ai^os in the Othjwjh who, after so many years'

absence, was the, fust to leo.ogrnso TJJjfisos?
1

4. .Brutes are a1lo to compare and to dintinguish.

A parrot will take up a nut, and throw it down again

without attempting to crack it. Ho lias found that it

is light This ho could discover only by comparing
tho weight of tho good nuts with that of the bad.

And ho has found that it has no kernel. Thin ho

could discover only by what phi loKophors would dignify

with the grand title of syllogism, namely, 'All light

nuts r<i hollow; this is a light nut, therefore this nut

in hollow.'

5. Brutes have a will of thoir own. I appeal to any
one who has ever ridden a rostivo horse.

1
Odyssey, xvh. 300.
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6. Brutes show signs of shame and pride. Here

again any one who has to deal with dogs, who has

watched a retriever with sparkling eyes placing a

partridge at his master's feet, or a hound slinking

away with his tail between his legs from the hunts-

man's call, will agree that these signs admit of but

one interpretation. The difficulty begins when we
use philosophical language, when we claim for brutes

a moral sense
3
a conscience, a power of distinguishing

good and evil; and, as we gain nothing by these

schokstic terms, it is better to avoid them altogether.

7. Brutes show signs of love and hatred. There

are well-authenticated stories of dogs following their

master to the grave, and refusing food from any one.

Nor is there any doubt that brutes will watch their

opportunity till they revenge themselves on those

whom they dislike.

If, with all these facts before us, we deny that

brutes have sensation, perception, memory, will, and

intellect, we ought to bring forward powerful argu-

ments for interpreting the signs which we observe in

brutes so differently from those which wo observe in

men. 1

Some philosophers imagine they have explained

everything if they ascribe to brutes instinct instead

of intellect. But, if we take these two words in their

usual acceptations, they surely do not exclude each

other.
2 There are instincts in man as well as in

1 See the whole of these questions admirably argued by Porphyry, in

his four books on ' Abstinence from Animal Food/ book 3.

2 'The evident marks of reasoning m the other animals of reason-

ing which I cannot but think as unquestionable as the instincts that

mingle with it.' Brown, Works, vol. i. p. 446.
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brutes. A child takes his mother's breast by instinct
;

the spider weaves his net by instinct
;
the bee builds

her cell by instinct. No one would ascribe to the

child a knowledge of physiology because it employs
the exact muscles which are required for sucking;
nor can we claim for the spider a knowledge of

mechanics, or for the bee an acquaintance with geo-

metry, 'because we could not do what they do without

a study of these sciences But what if we tear a

spider's web, and see the spider examining the mis-

chief that is done, and either giving up his work in

despair, or endeavouring to mend it as well as may
be ?

x

Surely here we have the instinct of weaving
controlled by observation, by comparison, by reflec-

tion, by judgment Instinct, whether mechanical or

moral, is more prominent in brutes than in man:
but it exists in both, as much as intellect is shared

by both.

"Whore, thon, is the difference between brute and

man? 2 What is it that man can do, and of which

we find no signs, no rudiments, in the whole brute

world ? I answer without hesitation : the one great

barrier between the brute and man is Language. Man
1
Flourens, J)e la Ratsorij p. 51.

9 To allow that
' brutes have ceitain mental endowments in common

with men, ... desires, affections, memory, simple imagination,

or the power of reproducing
1 the sensible past in mental picture?, and

even judgment of the simple or intuitive kind
;
'that '

they compare
and judge* (Mem. Amcr. Acad. 8, p 118), is to concede that the intellect

of brutes really acts, so far as we know, like human intellect, as far as

it goes ; for the philosophical logicians tell us that all reasoning is re-

ducible to a sorios of wimple judgments. And Aristotle declares that

even reminiscence which is, we suppose, 'reproducing- the sensible past

in inontai pictures 'is a sort of reasoning (rb <xva/tt//q0vcr0cu ten olov

ffuAAo7<ff/xo? r<j). Asn Grey, Natural Selection &c. p. 58, note.
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speaks, and no brute has ever uttered a word. Lan-

guage is our Rubicon, and no brute will dare to cross

it. This is our matter-of-fact answer to those who.

speak of development, who think they discover the

rudiments at least of all human faculties in apes, and

who would fain keep open the possibility that man is

only a more favoured beast, the triumphant conqueror

in the primeval struggle for life. Language is some-

thing more palpable than a fold of the brain or an

angle of the skull. It admits of no cavilling, and no

process of natural selection will ever distil significant

words out of the notes of birds or the ciies of beasts.

Language the Barrier "between Man and Brute.

Language, however, is only the outward sign. We
may point to it in our arguments, we may challenge

our opponent to produce anything approaching to it

from the whole brute world. But if this wore all,

if the art of employing articulate sounds for the pur-

pose of communicating our impressions were the only

thing by which we could assert our superiority over

the brute creation, we might not unreasonably feel

somewhat uneasy at having the gorilla so close on

our heels.

It cannot be denied that brutes, though they do

not use articulate sounds for that purpose, have

nevertheless means of their own for communicating
with each other. When a whale is struck, the whole

shoal, though widely dispersed, are instantly made

aware of the presence of an enemy ;
and when the

grave-digger beetle finds the carcase of a mole, ho

hastens to communicate the discovery to his follows,
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and soon returns with his four confederates.1
It is

evident, too, that dogs, though they do not speak,

possess the power of understanding much that is

said to them, their names and the calls of their

master
,
and other animals, such as the parrot, can pro-

nounce almost any articulate sound. Hence, although,
for the purpose of philosophical warfare, articulate

language would still form an impregnable position,

yet it is but natural that for our own satisfaction

we should try to find out in what the strength of

our position really consists
; or, in other words, that

we should try to discover that inward power of which

language is the outward sign and manifestation.

For this purpose it will be best to examine the

opinions of those who approached our problem from

another point; who, instead of looking for outward

and palpable signs of difference between brute and

man, inquired into the inward mental faculties, and

tried to determine the point where man transcends

the barriers of the brute intellect. That point, if

truly determined, ought to coincide with the starting-

point of language ; and, if so, that coincidence ought

to explain the problem which occupies us at present.

I shall begin with an extract from Locke's Essay

concerning Human Understanding.

After having explained how he thinks that univer-

sal ideas are produced, how the mind, having ob-

served the same colour in chalk, and snow, and milk,

comprehends these single perceptions under the

1
Conscience, 3oel der Nattier, vi., quoted by Marsh, p 32. See also

some curioUH instances collected by Porphyry, in the third book ou
* Abstinence from Animal Food.'
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general conception of whiteness, Locke continues: 1

'

If it may be doubted, whether beasts compound and

enlarge their ideas that way to any degree : this, I

think, I may be positive in, that the power of ab-

stracting is not at all in them
;
and that the having

of general ideas is that which puts a perfect dis-

tinction betwixt man and brutes, and is an excel-

lency which the faculties of brutes do by no means

attain to.'

If Locke is right in considering the having of

general ideas as the distinguishing feature between

man and brutes, and if we ourselves are right in

pointing to language as the one palpable distinction

between the two, it would seem to follow that lan-

guage is the outward sign and realisation of that

inward faculty which is called the faculty of abstrac-

tion, but which is better known to us by the homely
name of Eeafaon.

Boots.

Let us now look back to the result of our former

discussions. It was this. After we had explained

everything in the growth of language that can be

explained, there remained in the end, as the only

inexplicable residuum, what we called roots. These

roots formed the constituent elements of all lan-

guages. This discovery has simplified the problem
of the origin of language immensely. It has taken

away all excuse for those rapturous descriptions of

language which invariably precede the argument that

language must have a divine origin. We shall hear

no more of that wonderful instrument which can

1 Book ii. ohap. xi. 10.
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express all we see, and hear, and taste, and touch,

and smell
; which is the breathing image of the

whole world
; which gives form to the airy feelings

of our souls, and "body to the loftiest dreams of our

imagination; which can arrange in accurate per-

spective the past, the present, and the future, and

throw over everything the varying hues of certainty,

of doubt, of contingency. All this is perfectly true, but

it is no longer wonderful, at least not in the Arabian

Nights' sense of that word. ' The speculative mind,'

as Dr. Ferguson says,
c in comparing the first and last

steps of the progress of language, feels the same sort

of amazement with a traveller, who, after rising in-

sensibly on the slope of a hill, comes to look from a

precipice of an almost unfathomable depth, to the

summit of which he scarcely believes himself to have

ascended without supernatural aid/ To certain minds

it is a disappointment to be led down again by the

hand of history from that high, summit. They pre-

fer tlio unintelligible which they can admire, to the

intelligible which they can only understand. But to

a mature mind reality is more attractive than fiction,

and simplicity more wonderful than complication.

Roots may seem dry things as compared with the

poetry of Goethe
; yet there is something more truly

wonderful in a root than in all the lyrics of the

world.

What, then, are these roots? In our modern

languages roots can only be discovered by scientific

analysis, and, even as far back as Sanskrit, there are

but few instances where a word is not distinguished

by tbe addition of formal elements from a root. In
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Chinese, however, there is as yet no outward distinc-

tion between roots and words, and it is but natural to

suppose that this was the case everywhere during the

earliest peiiods of human speech. The Aryan root

&A, to give, appeal's in Sanskrit cla-nam, Latin

do-nuni, gift, as a substantive
;
in Latin do, Sanskrit

da-d&-mi; Greek di-do-mi, I give, as a verb. But

the root DA is never used by itself. In Chinese, on

the contrary, the root TA is used in the sense of a

noun, greatness ;
of a verb, to be great ;

of an adverb,

greatly or much. Roots, therefore, are not, as is com-

monly maintained, merely scientific abstractions, but

they were, outwardly at least, identical with the real

words of a language. What we now want to find

out is this, What inwaid mental phase is it that

corresponds to these roots, as the germs of human

speech?
The Bow-wow and Pooh-pooh Theories.

Two theories have been started to solvo this pro-

blem, which, for shoitncss sake, I shall call the Bow-

wow theory and the Pooli-pooli theory.
1

According to the first, roots are imitations of

sounds ; according to the second, they arc involun-

tary interjections. The first theory was very popular

among the philosophers of the eighteenth century, and,

as it has been held by many distinguished scholars

1 I regret to find that the expressions here nsed have gi\en offence

to several of my reviewers They were uteil simply and solely be-

cause the Dames Onomatopoetic and Interjeclion.il are awkward and

not very clu<or. They weie not intended to be disrespectful to those

who hold the one 01 the other theory some of them scholais for whose

achievements m compaiative philology I enieiUm the most sincere
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and philosophers, we must examine it more carefully.

It is supposed, then, that man, being as yet mute,

heard the voices of birds and dogs and cows, the

thunder of the clouds, the roaring of the sea, the

rustling of the forest, the murmurs of the brook, and

the whisper of the breeze. He tried to imitate these

sounds, and finding his mimicking cries useful as

signs of the objects from which they proceeded, he

followed up the idea and elaborated language. This

view was most ably defended by Herder.1 ' Man,
5

he says,
e shows conscious reflection when his soul

acts so freely that it may separate in the ocean of

sensations which rush into it through the senses, one

single wave, arrest it, regard it, being conscious all

the time of regarding this one single wave. Man

proves his conscious reflection when, out of the dream

of images that float past his senses, he can gather

himself up and *wake for a moment, dwelling intently

on one image, fixing it with a bright and tranquil

glance, and discovering for himself those signs by
which he knows that this is this image and no other.

Man proves his conscious reflection when he not only

peiceives vividly and distinctly all the features of an

object, but is able to separate and recognise one or

more of them as its distinguishing features.' For

instance, 'Man sees a lamb. He does not see it

like the ravenous wolf. He is not disturbed by any
uncontrollable instinct. He wants to know it, but he

is neither drawn towards it nor repelled from it by his

1 A fuller account of the views of Herder and other philosophers on

the origin of language may be found in SteinthaTs useful lifctle woiJj,

Der Uispi ung der Sprache, first published in 1858.
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senses. The lamb stands before him, as represented

by his senses, white, soft, woolly. The conscious

and reflecting soul of man looks for a distinguishing
mark

; the lamb bleats 1 the mark is found. The

bleating, which made the strongest impression, which

stood apart from all other impressions of sight or

touch, remains in the soul. The lamb returns

white, soft, woolly. The soul sees, touches, reflects,

looks for a mark. The lamb bleats
}
and now the

soul has recognised it.
"
Ah, thou art the bleating

animal," the soul says within herself; and the

sound of bleating, perceived as the distinguishing

mark of the lamb, becomes the name of the lamb.

It was the comprehended mark, the word. And

what is the whole of our language but a collection

of such words?'

Our answer is, that though there are names in

every language formed by mere imitation of sound,

yet these constitute a very small proportion of our

dictionary. Scholars may differ as to the exact

number of such words in difeient languages, but

whatever their number, they offer no difficulty, and

require no explanation. They are the playthings, not

the tools, of language, and any attempt to reduce the

most common and necessary words to imitative roots

ends in complete failure. Herder himself, after

having most strenuously defended this theory of

Onomatopoieia, as it is called, and having gained a

prize which the Berlin Academy had offeied for the

best essay on the origin of language, renounced it

openly towards the latter years of his life, and threw

himself in despair into the aims of those who looked
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upon languages as miraculously revealed. We cannot

deny the possibility that a language might have been

formed on the principle of imitation
;

all we say is,

that as yet no language has been discovered that

was so formed. An Englishman in China,
1
seeing a

dish placed before him about which he felt suspicious,

and wishing to know whether it was a duck, said,

with an interrogative accent,

Quack-Quack ?

He received the clear and straightforward answer,

Bow-wow '

This, no doubt, was as good as the most eloquent

conversation on the same subject between an English-

man and a French waiter. But I doubt whether it

deserves the name of language. We do not speak of

a bow~wow
:
but of a dog. We speak of a cow, not of

a moo ; of a lamb, not of a laa. It is the same in

inoro ancient languages, such as Greek, Latin, and

Sanskrit, If this principle of Onomatopoieia is ap-

plicable anywhere, it would be in the formation of

the names of animals. Yet we listen in vain for any

similarity between goose and cackling, hen and cluck-

ing, duck and quacking, sparrow and chirping, dove

and cooing, hog and grunting, cat and mewing, be-

tween clog and barking, yelping, snarling, or growling.

There are of course some names, such as cuckoo,

or the American wkipyoor-will, which are clearly

formed by an imitation of sound. But words of this

kind aro, like artificial flowers, without a root. They
are sterile, and unfit to express anything beyond the

1 Farm, Essay on the Ongm of La^uage, p. 74

I. K k
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one object which they imitate. If you remember

the variety of derivatives that could be formed from

the single root SPA$, to see, you will at once perceive

the difference between the fabrication of such a word

as cuckoo, and the true natural growth of predicative

words.

Let us compare two words such as cuckoo and

raven. Cuckoo m English is clearly a mere imita-

tion of the cry of that bird, even more so than the

corresponding terms in Greek, Sanskrit, and Latin.

In these languages the imitative element has received

the support of a derivative suffix
;
we have kokila

in Sanskrit, and kokkyx in Greek, cuculus in Latin.1

Cuckoo is, in fact, a modern word, which has taken

the place of the Anglo-Saxon geac, the German

gauch, and being purely onomatopoetic, ifc is of

course not liable to the changes of Grimm's Law.

As the word cuckoo predicates nothing but the sound

of a particular bird, it could never be applied for

expressing any general quality in which other animals

might share; and the only derivatives to which it

might give rise are words expressive of a metaphorical

likeness to the bird The same applies to cock, the

Sanskrit kukkuia Here, too. Grimm's Law does

not apply, for both words were intended to convey

merely the cackling sound of the bird
; and, as this

intention continued to be felt, phonetic change was

less likely to set in. The Sanskrit kukkutfa is not

derived from any root ;
it simply repeats the cry of

the bird, and the only derivatives to which it gives

1
Pott, Etymologische FotscJiungen, i. s. 87; Kuhn's Zeitsdhnftt

iii, s. 43,
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rise are metaphorical expressions, such as the French

coquet^ originally strutting about like a cock ; coquet-

terie
; cocart, conceited ; cocarde, a cockade ; coquelicot,

originally a cock's comb, then the wild red poppy,
likewise so called from its similarity to a cock's comb.

Let us now examine the woid raven. It might
seem at first as if this also was merely onomato-

poetic. Some people imagine they perceive a kind

of similarity between the word raven and the cry of

that bird. This seems still more so if we compaae
the Anglo-Saxon hrafn, the German robe, Old High-
German hraban. The Sanskrit k&rava also, the

Latin corvus, the English crow, and the Greek korone,

all are supposed to show some similanty to the tin-

melodious sound of Mcdtrv Gorbeau. But it' we look

more closely we find that these words, though so

similar in sound, spring from different sources The

English crow, for instance, can claim no relationship

whatever with corvus, for the simple reason that,

according to Grimm's Law, an English c cannot cor-

respond to a Latin c. Raven, on the contrary, which

in outward appearance differs from corvus much more

than crow, offers much less real difficulty in being

traced back to the same source from which sprang

the Latin corvus. For raven is the Anglo-Saxon

hrcefen or hrcefn, and its first syllable hrce would be a

legitimate substitute for the Latin cor. Opinions

differ widely as to the root or roots from which the

various names of the crow, the raven, and the rook in

the Aryan dialects are derived. Those who look on

Sanskrit as the most primitive form of Aryan speech,

are disposed to admit the Sanskrit k&rava as the

E k 3
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original typo; and as karava is by native etymolo-

gists derived fiom ka-hrava, making a harsh noise,
1

ru, to make a noise, the root of rava, noise, was

readily fixed upon as the etymon for the correspond-

ing words in Latin, Greek, and German. I cannot

enter here into the question whether such compounds
as k & -I- rava, in which the initial interrogative or

exclamatoiy element ka or ku is supposed to fill the

office of the Greek dys or the English mis^ are so

numeious as they are supposed to be in Sanskrit.

The question has been discussed again and again, and

though it is impossible to deny the existence of such

compounds in Sanskrit, particularly in the later San-

skrit, I know of no well-established instance where

such formations have found their way into Greek,

Latin, or Geiman. If, therefore, karava corvus,

korone, and hrafen are cognate words, it would be

more advisable to look upon the k as part of the

radical, and thus to derive all these words from a root

kru, a secondary form, it may be, of the root ru.

This root km, or, in its more primitive form, ru (rauti

and ravJti), is not a mere imitation of the cry of the

raven
;

it embraces many cries, from the harshest to

the softest, and it might have been applied to the

note of the nightingale as well as to the cry of the

raven. In Sanskrit the root ru is applied in its

verbal and nominal derivatives to the murmuring
sound of birds, bees, and trees, to the barking of dogs,

the lowing of cows, and the whispering of men.2 In

1 See Boehtlingk and Roth, ffans&rit Dictionary, s v.
*

Of. Hitopadesa, L 76, where rauti is used both of the humming
of the gnat and the flatteries whispered into the ear by an enemy.
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Latin we have from it both rcmcus, hoarse, and

rumor, a whisper ;
in German vti/n&n, to speak low,

and rtina, mystery. The Latin lamentwni stands for

a more original lavimentu'ni or ravimentmi, for there

is no necessity for deriving this noun from the second-

ary root km, krav, kr&v, and for admitting the

loss of the initial guttural in cravintentum, particu-

larly as in dawiare the same guttural is preserved.

It is true, however, that this root ru appears under

many secondary forms. I call fcra and klu, for

instance, a secondary or parallel form, well known by

its numerous offshoots, such as the Greek klyo, klytob,

the Latin duo, indttus, diens, the English loud, the

Slavonic slava,, glory.
1 The Sanskrit rud, to cry,

the Latin rug in rugire, to howl, nay even the San-

skrit krus, to shout, the Greek krauge, cry, and the

Gothic hruJyan? to crow, all may be traced back to

the same cluster of roots. The Sanskrit sru and the

Greek klyo have been used to convey the sense of

hearing ; naturally, because, when a noise was to be

heard from a far distance, the man who first perceived

it might well have said 'I ring/ for his ears were

sounding or ringing; and the same verb, if once used

as a transitive, would well come in in such forms as

the Homeric klytlvt, hear, or the Sanskrit srudhi,

hear 1

1 The causative of $ru, to hear, would be sravayami, I cause to

hear ,
but tins would not explain the Old High-Geiman hruofan, the

modern German rufen. See Grimm, Deutsche G-rammatib, vol. i

second edition, s. 1023. Heyse, Sandworterluch der DeutbchenSyrache,

B v. rufen. Heyse compares the Latin crepare, which iti increpwe, to

blame, has the same meaning ,is the Old Icelandic hropa.
a See Curtius, Grundwge der Griechischen Etymologic, zweite Aus-

gabe, s. 468.
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But although, as far as the meaning of k&rava,

corvus. korom, and Jir&fn is concerned, there would

seem to be no difficulty in deriving them from a root

kru, to .sound, no satisfactory explanation has yet

been suggested of the exact etymological process by
which the Sanskrit karava could be formed from

kru Kru, no doubt, might yield krava, but to

admit a dialectic corruption of krava into karva,

and of kaiva into karava, is tantamount to giving

up all rules of analogy. Are we therefore forced to

be satisfied with the assertion that k&rava is no

grammatical derivative at all, but a mere imitation of

the sound cor cor. uttered by the raven? I believe

not. We may, as I hinted at before, treat karava as

a regular derivative of the Sanskrit karu. This

k&ru is a Vedic word, and means one who sings

praises to the gods, literally one that shouts. It

comes fiorn a root kar, to shout, to praise, to re-

cord, from which the Vedic word kiri, a poet, and

the well-known kirti, glory, kirtayati, he praises
1

Kftru from kar meant originally a shouter (like the

Greek keryx, a herald),
2 and its derivative karava

was therefore applied to the raven, in the general sense

of the shouter. All the other names of the raven can

easily be traced back to the same root kar: cor-vus

from kar, like tor-vus from tar;
3 kor-one from karr

like chdone from har
;

4 Icor-ax from kar, like phylax,

1

SeeBoelitlingkand]Rotht SflWwX:u^Dicf40a7^,s v.Kar, 2; Lassen,
AnthoL p. 203

2
Cf. Bopp, Vergleichende Gframmatik, 949.

3 ttid 943.
4

Bopp, L c 837 , Ciirtms, Grundzuge, i s. 167 ; Hugo Weber, in

Kulm's Zeitschnff, x. s 257.
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&c. The Anglo-Saxon krcpfen, as well as the Old

High-German hraban, might be represented in San-

skrit by such forms as kar-van or kar-va^a ; while

the English rook, the Anglo-Saxon hrdc, the Old

High-German hruoh, would seem to derive their

origin from a different root altogether, viz. from the

Sanskrit krus.

The English crow;, the Anglo-Saxon cr&we, cannot,

as was pointed out before, be derived from the same

root kar. Beginning with a guttural tennis in

Anglo-Saxon, its corresponding forms in Sanskrit

would there begin with the guttural media. There

exists in Sanskrit a root gar, meaning to sound, to

praise ;
from which the Sanskrit gir, voice, the Greek

yerys, voice, the Latin garrulus. From itwas framed

the name of the crane, geranos in Greek, cran in

Anglo-Saxon, and likewise the Latin name for cock,

yallus instead of garrus. The name of the nightin-

gale, Old High-Geiman nahti-gal> has been referred

to the same root, but in violation of Grimm's Law*
From this root gar or gal, crow might have been

deiived, but again not from the root kar, which

yielded corvus, korax, or k&rava, still less from COT

cor, the supposed cry of the bird.

It will be dear from these remarks that the pro-

cess which led to the formation of the word raven

is quite distinct from that which produced cuckoo.

Raven means a shouter, a caller, a crier. It might

have been applied to many birds ;
and it became the

traditional and recognised name of one, and of one

only. Cuckoo could never mean anything but the

1
Cuitius, Grundtuge, i s. 145, 147.
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cuckoo, and while a word like raven has ever so

many relations, cuckoo stands by itself like a stick

in a living hedge.
1

It is curious to observe how apt we are to deceive

GUI selves when wo once adopt this system of Ono-

inatopoieia. Who does not imagine that he heais in

the word ' thunder
3

an imitation of the rolling and

rumbling noise which the old Germans ascubed to

their god Thor playing at nine-pins
2 Yet thunder,

Anglo-Saxon thunor, has clearly the same origin as

the Latin tonitru. The root is tan,, to stretch. From

this root tan we have in Greek tonos, our tone, tone

being produced by the stretching and vibrating of

cords ;
Latin tonare 2 In Sanskrit the sound thunder

is expiessed by the same root tan, but in the deriva-

tives tanyu, tanyatu, and tanayitnu, thundering,

we perceive no trace of the rumbling noise which we

imagined we perceived in the Latin tonitru and the

English thunder? The very same root, tan, to

1 The following" remaiks on the interjections] theory, fioin Y^ska's
2s irukfca ^iu 18

N

,
a \voik anterior to P&nini, and therefore belonging

at least to the fourth century B.C., may be of mteie&t.

After mentioning that woids like lion and tiger, or dog- and crow, may
be applied to men to express either admnation or contempt, Y^ska
continues: *ka"ka, crow, is an imitation of the sound (k&ku kftku, ac-

cording to Durga), and this is veiy common with regard to birds.

Aupamanyava, however, maintains that imitat'on of sound does never

take place. He therefore derives kk a, crow, fiom apak^layitavya,
r

i.e. a bird that is to be diiren away; tittin, paitridge, fiom tar, to

jump, or from tilamatra^itra, with small spots, etc/
2 Horn 22 xvi 365 ore 7GZti>sXaiXaTraTiv$, Cf. Grnnm, Namen des

Doimeis, p. 8.

3 A secondary root is stan, to sonnd; from which stanitam, the

rattling ofthunder, stanayitnu, thunder, lightning, cloud (see Wilson's

Diet.}; Gieek (mV<y, I gioan, and its numerous derivatives, alsoSrcVTcu/),

theshouterj Bopp, T
r

iryl.Gr.&.QU 3 note. Professor 3$oip]>(Ver(}kicJi,ende
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stretch, yields some derivatives which are anything
but rough and noisy. The English tender, the French

tendre, the Latin tener< are derived from it. Like

tennis, the Sanskrit tanu, the English thin, tener

meant originally what was extended over a larger

surface, then thin, then delicate. The relationship

betwixt tender, thin, and thunder would be hard to

establish, if the original conception of thunder had

really been its rumbling noise.

Who does not imagine that he hears something
sweet in the French sucre, sucrt

1

* Yet sugar carno

iiom India, and it is there called sarkhara, which is

anj thing but sweet-soundiug. This sarkhara is the

same word as sugar ; it was called in Latin saccha-

wwif, and we still speak of saccharine juice, which is

sugar juice.
1 Who does not think that there is some-

thing stirring in stiwup ; yet in its earliest Anglo-
Saxon form btirriip is stty-rdp, i.e. a stepping-rope,

the German steig-riernen.

In squirrel, again, some people imagine they hear

something of the rustling and whirling of the little

animal. But we have only to trace the name back

to Greek, and there we find that skiouros is composed
of two distinct words, the one meaning shade, the

other tail
;
the animal being called shade-tail by the

Greeks.

(irnmmalili, 3N
, and Piofe^orKuhn (Zeiteclmft, iv s 7) consider stan

as the primitive foim
,
Profe&soi Pott (Etym. Forsch. ii. s. 293) treats

stan as formed from tan.
1 ' Lo nome d* Amore & si dolce a udire, clie impossible mi pare, che

la sna operazione sia nelle piu cose alfcro che dolce, concio&siacosache i

noini feeguitino Ic nominate cose, siccome e sciitto : Nomina sunt conse-

quential ci urn.
1

Dante, \\ki Nvova OyereMiwn: JFirenze, 1837, torn,

in. p. 28'J.
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Thus the German Icatze, cat, is supposed to be an

imitation of the sound made by a cat spitting. But

if the spitting were expressed by the sibilant, that

sibilant does not exist in the Latin catus, nor in cat

or kitten, nor in the Gelman kater. 1 The Sanskrit

m&r#&ra 3 cat, might seem to imitate the purring of

the cat
;
but it is derived from the root mrig, to

clean, mar</&ra meaning the animal that always

cleans itself.

Many more instances might be given to show how

easily we are deceived by the constant connection of

certain sounds and certain meanings in the words

of our own language, and how readily we imagine
that there is something in the sound to tell us the

meaning of the words. 'The sound must seem an

echo to the sense.'

Most of these onomatopoieias vanish as soon as we
trace our own words back to Anglo-Saxon and Gothic,

or compare them with their cognates in Greek, Latin,

or Sanskrit. The number of names which are really

formed by an imitation of sound dwindle down to a

very small quotum, if cross-examined by the com-

parative philologist ; and we are left in the end with

the conviction that though some kind of language

might have been made out of the roaring, fizzing,

hissing, gobbling, twittering, cracking, banging,

slamming, and rattling sounds of nature, the tongues
with which we are acquainted point to a difieient

origin.
2

1 See Pictet, Aryas primitifs, p. 381.
2 In Chinese the number of imitative sounds is very considerable.

The} are mostly written phonetic.illy, and followed by the determinative
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There is another class of philosophers, and among
them Condillac, who protest against a theory which

would place men even below the animal. Why
should man. be supposed, they say, to have taken a

lesson from birds and beasts ? Does he not utter

cries, and sobs, and shouts himself, according as he

is affected by fear, pain, or joy? These cries or in-

terjections are represented as the natural and real

beginnings of human speech, and everything else was

.supposed to have been claboiated aftei their model.

This theory may be called the Intcrjeetional, or the

Pooh-pooli, Theory

Oiu answer to this theory is the same as that which

we gave to the Bow-wow theory. Thcj e are no doubt

in every language interjections, and some of them

may become traditional, and enter into the composi-

tion of words. Tut these interjections are only the

outtfkiita oC real language. Language begins where

interjections end, There is as much difference be-

tween a real word, such as
(

to laugh/ and the inter-

jection ha, ha! between C I suffer/ and oh! as there

is between the involuntary act and noise of sneezing,

and the verb '

to sneeze.' We sneeze, and cough, and

sign mouth.
7 Wo give a few, together with the corresponding sounds

111 Mandfjlm. The difference betwen the two will show how differently

the same sounds Btnkc diffeiont ears, and how difleieiilly they are ren-

dered into articulate liiu^iwgo :

The cock crows Iciao hao in Chinese dcJiot dchoi inMandsshu

The wild goose ones Icao Itao I6r Mr
The wind and lam sound siao siao chor chor

Wagons sound K lin

Dogs couplud together ling-ling

Chains

boll* hwng-tstang
Diimm banian

Loungour Tcoungoar

Jcalang knlang

foiling hlvug

iany tang

twig lung
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scream, and laugh in the same manner as animals ;

but if Epicurus tells Ub that we speak in the same

manner as dogs bark, moved by nature,
1 our own ex-

perience will tell us that this is not the case.

An excellent answer to the interjectional theory

has been given by Home Tooke.

The dominion of speech/ he says,
2 'is erected

upon the downfal of interjections. Without the

artful contrivances of language, mankind would have

had nothing but interjections with which to commu-

nicate. orally, any of their feelings. The neighing

of a horse, the lowing of a cow, the barking of a dog,

the purring of a cat, sneezing, coughing, groaning,

shrieking, and every other involuntary convulsion

with oral sound, have almost as good a title to be

called parts of speech, as interjections have. Volun-

tary interjections are only employed where the* sud-

denness and vehemence of some affection or passion

letuins men to their natural state, and makes them

for a moment foiget the use of speech ;
or when,

from some circumstance, the shoitness of time will

not permit them to exeicise it.'

As in the case of onomatopoieia, it cannot be

denied that with interjections, too, some kind of lan-

guage might have been formed ; but not a language
like that which we find in numerous varieties among
all the races of men One short interjection may be

1 'O -yap 'Ejr'tKOVpos &<yw, on o^ iiriffTrjp6vcos O&TOI $8VTO r& ov6-

fiara, d\Xa tpuffucws Kivovpevoi, &s of Qrjaffoms ai irraipovres KCU

/nwcw/m'oi KM vKaierovvr^ ml CTwafovres. Lerseli, SprachpMosophie
tier Alien, \ 40. Cf Diog, lacrt x 75 The statement is taken
from Proclus, and I doubt \vliether he represented Epicurus fairly.

2 Dt? crsiotis of Puiley, p 32.
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more powerful, more intelligible, more eloquent than

a long speech. In fact, interjections, together with

gestures, the movements of the muscles of the mouth,
and the eye, would be quite sufficient for all pur-

poses which language answers with the majority of

mankind.

Sn?pe tacons vocem verbaque vultus habet :

Mo apccta, nutusque ineos, vultunique loquacem,

Kxcipe, fmtivas et refer ipse notas,

Veil>a, supeiciliis sine voce loquentia dicata:

VcrLa legam digitis, veiba notala meio.

Ovid.

Lucian, in his treatise on dancing, mentions a king
whoso dominions bordered on the Euxine. He

happened to be at Rome in tho roign of Nero, and,

having seen a pantomime perform, he begged him of

the emperor as a present, in order that he might

employ him a>s an interpreter among tho nations in

his iioighTiouihood with whom he could hold no

intore.ounsc on account of tho diversity of language.

A pantomime meant a person who could mimic

everytiling, and there is hardly anything which can-

not be thus expressed. We, having language at our

command, have neglected tho art of speaking with-

out words ; but in the south of Europe that art is

still preserved. If it be true that one look may

Kpcak volumes, it is clear that we might save our-

selves much of the trouble entailed by the use of

discursive speech. Yet we must not forget that hum !

wjh! tut! pook! are as little to be called words as

the expressive gestures which usually accompany these

exclamations,
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The attempts at deriving some of our words ety-

mologieally from mere interjections are apt to fail

from the same kind of misconception which leads us

to imagine that there is something expressive in the

sounds of words. Thus it is said
'

that the idea of

disgust takes its rise in the senses of smell and taste,

in the first instance probably in smell alone ; that in

defending ourselves from a bad smell we are instinc-

tively impelled to screw up the nose, and to expire

strongly through the compressed and protruded lips,

giving rise to a sound represented by the interjections

faugh
'

foh ! fie ! From this inteijection it is proposed

to derive not only such words as foul and filth, but,

by transferring it from natural to moral aversion, the

English fiend, the German Feind. If this were true,

we should suppose that the expression of contempt

was chiefly conveyed by the /, that is, by the strong

emission of the breathing with half-opened lips. But

fieiid is a participle from a root fan, to hate ;
in

Gothic fijan ;
and as a Gothic / always corresponds

to a labial tenuis in Sanskiit, the same root in

Sanskrit would at once lose its expressive power. It

exists in fact in Sanskrit as piy, to hate, to destroy ;

just as friend is derived from a root which in San-

skrit is pri, to delight.
1

1 The following list of Chinese interjections may ba of interest:

AM, to express surprise.

/, the same

tsai, to express admiration and approbation.
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There is one more remark which I have to make
about the interjectional and the onomatopoetie

theories, namely this: If the constituent elements

o( human speech were either mere cries, or the

mimicking of the sounds of nature, it would indeed

be difficult to understand why brutes should be

without language. There is not only the pairot, but

the mocking-bird and others, which can imitate most

successfully both articulate and inarticulate sounds;

and there is hardly an animal without the faculty of

uttering interjections, such as huff, hiss, baa, &c. What
then is the difference between those interjections,

which never led to a language among animals, and

the roots, which are the living germs of human

speech? Surely, if what puts a perfect distinction

betwixt man and brutes is the having of geneial

ideas, a language which arises fiom interjections and

from the imitation of the cries of animals could

not claim to bo the outward sign of that distinctive

faculty of man. I may quote from Professor Rosen-

kranz :

' If speaking/ he says,
'
is considered merely

as a sensuous imitation of objects received through

the senses, if in its definition the logical articulation,

which alone (being inherent) makes the sounds into

heralds of thought, is forgotten, then speech would

bo the most striking and complete example for the

supposition that knowledge is the result of the

shin-i, ah t indeed.

pu sin, alas

nyo, stop !

In many cases interjections were originally words, Just B.B the French

Mas is derived from lassus, tired, mi&erable. JDiez, Lexicon Etymo-

logicvmt
B.V. lasso.
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mechanical co-operation of sensation and reflec-

tion.'
l

The theory which is suggested to us by an analysis

of language can led out according to the principles of

comparative philology, is the very opposite. We arrive

in the end at roots, and every one of these expi esses

a general, not a particular, idea. Every name, if we

analyse it, contains a predicate by which the object

to which the name is applied was known.

The Priinum Cognitnm.

There is an old controversy among philosophers,

whether language originated in general appellatives,

or in proper names.2 It is the question of the

prtinum cognitum, and its consideration may help us

perhaps in discovering the true nature of the root,

or the pnwwni appdlatwn.

Aflq.tyy SlXXltll*

Some philosophers, among whom I may mention

Locke, CondiJlac, Adam Smith, Dr. Brown, and with

some qualification Dugald Stewart, maintain that all

terms, as at first employed, are expressive of indi-

vidual objects. I quote from Adam Smith: c The

assignation,
3

he says,
c

of particular names to denote

particular objects, that is, the institution of nouns

substantive, would probably be one of the first steps

towards the formation of language. Two savages who
had never been taught to speak, but had been bred up
remote from the societies of men, would naturally

1 Kant's Werke, vol xii. p 20.
2 Su W. Hamilton's Lectures, 11 p 319.
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begin to form that language by which they would
endeavour to make their mutual wants intelligible to

each other by uttering certain sounds, whenever they
meant to denote certain objects Those objects only
which were most familiar to them, and which they
had most frequent occasion to mention, would have

particular names assigned to them The particular
cave whose covering sheltered them from the weather,
tlie particular tree whose fruit relieved their hunger,
the particular fountain whose water allayed their

thirst, would first be denominated by the words cave,

m',/ow?frmi, or by whatever other appellations they

mi^ht think proper, in that primitive jargon, to mark
them. Afterwards, when the more enlarged expe-
rience of these savages had led them to observe,

and their necessary occasions obliged them to make
iwmtion of, other caves, and other trees, and other

fountains, they would naturally bestow upon each of

thohe, ne\\ olyocsts the same name by which they had

been aocuslomod to express the similar object they
wore first acquainted with. The new objects had

none of them any name of their own. but each ofthem

exactly resentbled another object which had such an

appellation. It was impossible that those savages

could behold the new objects without recollecting

the old ones, and the name of the old ones, to which

tlw now bore, so close a resemblance. When they

had occasion, therefore, to mention, or to point out to

(null other many of the new objects, they would natu-

rally uttor the name of the correspondent old one, of

which the idea could not fail, at that instant, to present

itself to their memory in the strongest and liveliest

I. Ll
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manner. And thus those words, which were originally

the proper names of individuals, became the common

name of a multitude. A child that is just learning

to speak calls every person who comes to the house

its papa or its mamma
,
and thus bestows upon the

whole species those names which it had been taught

to apply to two individuals. I have known a clown

who did not know the proper name of the river which

ran by his own door. It was the river, he said, and

he never heard any other name for it. His expe-

rience, it seems had not led him to observe any other

river. The general word river, therefore, was, it is

evident, in his acceptance of it, a proper name signi-

fying an individual object. If this person had been

carried to another river, would he not readily have

called it a river? Could we suppose any person

living on the banks of the Thames so ignorant as not

to know the general word river, but to be acquainted

only with the particular word Thames, if he were

brought to any other river, would he not readily call

it a Thames ? This, in reality, is no more than what

they who are well acquainted with the general word

are very apt to do. An Englishman, describing any

great river which he may have seen in some foreign

country, naturally says that it is another Thames.

.... It is this application of the name of an

individual to a great multitude of objects, whose

resemblance naturally recalls the idea of that indivi-

dual, and of the name which expresses it, that seems

originally to have given occasion to the formation of

those classes and assortments which, in the schools,

are called genera and species.'
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Leibniz.

This extract from Adam Smith -will give a clear

idea of one view of the formation of thought and

language. I shall now read another extract, repre-

senting the diametrically opposite view. It is taken

from Leibniz,
1 who maintains that general terms are

necessary for the essential constitution of languages.
He likewise appeals to children. '

Children/ he says,
fi and those who know but little of the language which

they attempt to speak, or little of the subject on

which they would employ it, make use of general

terms, as thing, plant, animal, instead of using proper

names, of which they are destitute. And it is certain

that all proper or individual names have been ori-

ginally appellative or general/ And again: 'Thus,

I would make bold to affirm that almost all words

have been originally general terms, because it would

happen very rarely that man would invent a name,

expressly and without a reason, to denote this or that

individual. We may, therefore, assert that the names

of individual things were names of species, which were

given par excellence, or otherwise, to some individual ;

as the name Great Head to him of the whole town

who had the largest, or who was the man of the most

consideration of the great heads known.'

It might seem presumptuous to attempt to arbi-

trate between such men as Leibniz and Adam Smith,

particularly when both speak so positively as they do

on this subject, But there are two ways of judging

1 Nouieauas Essais, lib. ui. cap. i. p. 297 (Erdmann) j
SirW. Hamilton,

Lectures, li p. 324.

Ll 2
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of former philosophers. One is to put aside their

opinions as simply erroneous where they differ from

our own. This is the least satisfactory way of studying
ancient philosophy. Another way is to try to enter

fully into the opinions of those from whom we differ,

to make them, for a time at least, our own, till at

last we discover the point of view from which each

philosopher looked at the facts before him, and catch

the light in which they struck his mental vision. We
shall then find that there is much less of downright

error in the history of philosophy than is commonly

supposed ; nay, we shall find nothing so conducive to

a right appreciation of tiuth as a right appreciation

of the errors by which it is surrounded.

Frimnm Appellatum.

Now, in bhe case before us, Adam Smith is no

doubt right, when he says that the first individual

cave which is called cave gave the name to all other

caves In the same manner the first town, though
a mere enclosure gave the name to all other towns

;

the first imperial residence on the Palatine hill gave
the name to all palaces Slight differences between

caves, towns, or palaces are readily passed by, and

the first name becomes more and more general with

every new individual to which it is applied. So far

Adam Smith is right, and the history of almost every
substantive might be cited in support of his view.

But Leibniz is equally right when, in looking beyond
the first emergence of such names as cave or town or

palace, he asks how such names could have arisen. Let

us take the Latin names of cave. A cave in Latin is
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called antrum, cavea, spelunca. Now antrmi means

really the same as internum. Antar in Sanskrit

means letiveen and within.1 Antrum, therefore, meant

originally what is within or inside the earth or any-

thing else It is clear, therefore, that such a name
could not have been given to any individual cave,

unless the general idea of being within, or inwardness,

had been present in the mind. This general idea once

formed, and once expressed by the pronominal root

an or antar, the process of naming is clear and

intelligible The place where the savage could li\e

sale from rain and from the sudden attacks of wild

beasts, a natural hollow in the rock, ho would call his

wilhm, his.flwifrwm, and afterwards similar places,

whether dug ,in .the earth or cut in a tree, would be

designated by the same name. The same geneial

idea, however, would likewise supply other names,

and thus wo liud that the entra^ls (mtmnia in lex

Salica) were called antra (neuter) in Sanskrit, en-

tera in Greek, originally things within.

Let us take another word for -cave, which is cttvea

or cttverna. Here again Adam Smith would be per-

fectly right in maintaining that this name, when first

given, was applied to one particular cave, and was

afterwards extended to other caves. But Leibniz

would be equally right in maintaining that in order to

call oven the first hollow cavea, it was necessary that

the general idea of hollow should have been formed

in the mind, and should have received its vocal

expression cav. Nay, we may go a step beyond,

for caws, or hollow, is a secondary, not a primary,

1
I'ott, Etymokgisehe JForschungen, s. 324 seq.
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idea. Before a cave was called cavea, a hollow thing,

many things hollow had passed before the eyes of

men. Why then was a hollow thing, or a hole, called

by the root cav ? Because what had been, hollowed

out was intended at first as a place of safety and pro-

tection, as a cover; and it was called theiefore by the

root ku or skUj which conveyed the idea of to cover x

Hence the general idea of covering existed in the mind

before it was applied to hiding-places in rocks or

treeSj and it was not till an expression had thus been

framed for things hollow or safe in general, that caves

in particular could be designated by the name of cavea

or hollows.

Another form for cavus was koilos, hollow. The

conception was originally the same
;
a hole was called

koilon because it served as a cover. But once so used,

koilon came to mean a cave, a vaulted cave
9
a vault

;

and thus the heaven was called ccdum, the modern

ciel3 because it was looked upon as a vault or cover

for the earth.

It is the same with all nouns. They all express

originally one out of the many attributes of a thing,

and that attribute, whether it be an action or a quality,

is necessarily a general idea. The word thus formed

was in the first instance intended for one object only,

though of course it was almost immediately extended

to the whole class to which this object seemed to

belong. When a word such as rivus, river, was first

formed, no doubt it was intended for a certain river,

and that river was called rivust from a root ru or

1

Benfey, Gnech* Wureel-Lex. s. 611. Trom aku or ku,
skin , c&tiSt hide.
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sin, to run, because of its running water. In many
instances, a word meaning river or runner remained

the proper name of one river, without ever rising
to the dignity of an appellative. Thus Rhenus, the

Ehine, means river or runner, but it clung to one

river, and could not well be used as an appellative for

others l The Ganges is the Sanskrit GanggL, literally

the Go-go ;

2 a name applied to the sacred river, and

to several minor rivers in India. The Indus again is

the Sanskrit Sindhu, and means the protector3
from

sidh, to keep off. In this case, however, the proper
name was not checked in its growth, hut was used

likewise as an appellative for any great stream.

We have thus seen how the controversy about

the pr'wwwni cognitum assumes a new and perfectly

dear aspect The first thing really known is the

general. It is through it thai we know and name

afterwards individual objects of which any general

idea can bo predicated ;
and it is only in the third

stage that these individual objects, thus known and

named, become again the representatives of whole

classes, and their names or proper names are raised

into appellatives.
3

1 Tn SomcrRctaliire the large drains which cairy off the abundant

water from the Setlgemoor district are locally termed rhines, the German

* The following notice was sent me from Scotland :
e At the village

of Largs, on the Ayrshire coast, there is a small river or burn which is

rallud Gogo. The local tradition is that the name originated in the ex-

pression of the Scots when driving the soldiers of Haco into the sea at

the battle of Larga.
1

8 Sir William Hamilton (Lecfwes tm Metaphi/sfa, ii. p. 327) holds a

view intermediate between those of Adam Smith and Leibniz.
* As our

knowledge/ he says,
*

proceeds from the confused to the distinct, from

tie vague to the determinate, so, in the mouths of children, language at
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There is a petrified philosophy in language, and if

we examine the most ancient word for naMie> we find

it is mini an in Sanskrit, nor/ten in Latin, namd in

Gothic. This n a inan stands for gnaman, which is

preserved in the Latin eo-gnoinen. The y is dropped

as in 'twins, son, for ynatua. Naman, therefore, and

//me are derived from the root gna, to know, and

latant originally that hy which we know a thing.

And how do sve know things
^ We perceive things

by our Censes. These, however, convey to us informa-

tion about single things only. But to know is more

than to feel, than to perceive, moie than to remember,

more than to compare. No doubt words are much

abused. We speak of a dog knouiny his master, of

an infant knowing his mother. In such expressions,

to know means to recognise. But to know a thing

means more than to recognise it. We know a thing

if we are able to bring it or any part of it, under

more general ideas. We then say that we have not

only a perception, but a conception, or that we have

a general idea of a thing The facts of nature are

perceived by our senses
;

the thoughts of nature, to

bonow an expression of Oersted's, can be conceived

by our reason only.
1 Now the first step towards this

first expresses neither the precisely geneial nor the determinately mdi-

vidual, but the \ague and confused, and out of this the universal is

elaborated by generi^caiion, the p<articuLir and singular by specification

and mdividualisation/ See some further remarks oa this point in the

Littiary Gazette, 1861, p. 173
1 ' We receive the impiessiou of the falling of a large mass of water,

descending always from the same height and with the same difficulty.

The scattering of the drops of water, the formation of fioth, the sound
of the fall hy the roaring and by the froth, are constantly produced by
the same causes, and, consequently, are always the same. The impres-
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real knowledge, a step which, however small in appear-

ance, separates man for ever from all other animals,

is the naming of a thing, or the making a thing

knowable, All naming is classification, bringing the

individual under the general ;
and whatever we know,

whether empirically or scientifically, we know it by
means of our general ideas only. Other animals have

sensation, perception, memory, and, in a certain sense,

intellect
;
but all these, in the animal, are conversant

with single objects only. Man has sensation, percep-

tion, memory, intellect, and reason, and it is his reason

winch IB conversant with general ideas.1

Tin ongh reason we not only stand a step above

the brute creation; we belong to a different world.

We look down on our merely annual experience, on

our Kcusations, perceptions, our memory, and our

intellect, as boinetlnng belonging to us, but not as

our most nrvvaid and clcinal self. Our

es, our ineinoiy, our intellect, arc like the lenses

of a telescope. But there is an eye that looks through
them at the realities of the outer world, our own
rational and self-conscious se]f

;
a power as dis-

tinct from our perceptive faculties as the sun is

ion which all this produces on us ia no doubt at firtt felt as multifoim,

hut it HOOII forms a whole, or, in other terms, we feel all the diver&ifcy of

tlio isolated impressions aa the work of a gie,it physical activity which

results from the jiarcictilar nature of the upot. We may, perhaps, till

w aro bettor iufoimed, call all that is fixed in the phenomenon, the

tfaiujlits of nature' Ousted, JShpnt dano la Nature, p 152.

1 * Ce qui trompc Thorninc, c'csfc qu'il voit faire aux bCtcs plurieurs

<lcs ehofltiB qu'il fmt, et qu'il no voit pas qne, dang ces choses-& ra&ne,

IPS hRes ne mcttont qu'une intelligence ^lossiere, bornde, et qu'il met,

lui, nne inteUigcnce doultie &esprit.' Plouiens, De la Raison,

I> 73-
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from the earth which it fills with light, and warmth,
and life.

Season and Language.

At the very point where man parts company with

the brute world, at the first flash of reason as the

manifestation of the light within us, there we see

the true genesis of language. Analyse any word you

like, and you will find that it expresses a general idea

peculiar to the individual to whom the name belongs.

What is the meaning of moon ? the measurer. What
is the meaning of sun ? the begetter. What is the

meaning of earth? the ploughed. The old name

given to animals, such as cows and sheep, was pasu,

the Latin pecus, which means tethered. Animal itself

is a latei name, and derived from ammo,, soul. This

ammo, again meant originally blowing or breathing,

like spirit from spirare, and was derived from a root

an, to blow, which gives us anila, wind, in Sanskrit,

and anemos, wind, in Greek. Ghost, A.S. gdst, the

German Geist, seems to be based on a similar concep-

tion, if it is connected, as Wackernagel thinks, with

yeast. Certainly Geist is used in German both for spirit

and for yeast (Hefe). The boiling Geyser of Iceland

also may be remotely related.1 Soul, A.S. sdwol, is the

Gothic saivala, and this is clearly related to another

Gothic word, sa^vs? which means the sea. The sea,

A S. see, was called sa^vs
)
from a root si or siv, the

Greek seio, to shake
;

it meant the tossed-about water,

in contradistinction to stagnant or running water. The

1 See Biographies of Words, p 27 ; Curtms, p. 352 ;
Kuhn's Zeit-

schnft, ii. 137, xs 305.

3 See Hey&e, System der Sprackwissenschaft, s. 97.
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soul being called saivala, we see that it was originally

conceived by the Teutonic nations as a sea within,

heaving up and down with every breath, and reflecting

heaven and earth on the mirror of the deep.

The Sanskrit name for love is smara; it is de-

rived from smar
3 to recollect; and the same root

may have supplied the German schmerst, pain, and

the English miart l

If the serpent is called in Sanskrit sarpa, it is

because it was conceived under the general idea of

creeping, an idea expressed by the root srip. But

the serpent was also called ahi in Sanskrit, in Greek

echis or echidna, in Latin anguis. This name is de-

rived from, quite a different root and idea. The root

is ah in Sanskrit, or amh, which means to press

together, to choke, to throttle. Here the distinguish-

ing mark from which the serpent was named was his

throttling and ahi meant serpent, as expressing the

general idea of throttler. It is a curious root this

amh, and it still lives in several modern words. In

Latin it appears as ango, anxi, anctum^ to strangle ;

in angina, quinsy ;

2 in angor, suffocation. But angor
meant not only quinsy or compression of the throat :

it assumed a moral import and signifies anguish or

anxiety. The two adjectives angustus, narrow, and

anxius, uneasy, both come from the same source. In

Sanskrit the same root was chosen with great truth

1
Of. Pott, Etymologiscfe Forsc/Mngent ii. s. 290.

3 The word quinsy, as was pointed out to me, offers a striking illus-

tration of the ravages produced by phonetic decay. The root amh has

here completely vanished. But it was there originally, for quinsy is

the Greek Kwayxtt dog-throttling. See Richardson's JDieZ&waj'y, s, v.

Quinancy.
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as the proper name of sin. Evil no doubt presented
itself under various aspects to the human mind, and

its names are many ;
but none so expressive as those

derived from our root amh, to throttle. Amhas in

Sanskrit means sin, but it does so only because it

meant originally throttling the consciousness of sin

being like the grasp of the assassin on the throat of

his victim. All who have seen and contemplated the

btatue of Laokoon and his sons, with the serpent coiled

lound them from head to foot, may realise what those

ancients saw and felt when they called sin awhas, or

the throttler. This amhas is the same word as the

Greek dchos, fear. In Gothic the same root has pro-

duced ag-is, in the sense offear, and from this source

we have aice
s
in awful, i.e. fearful, and ug, in ugly.

The English anguish is from the French angoisse, the

Italian angoscia, a corruption of the Latin angustice,

a strait x

And how did those early thinkers and framers of

language distinguish between man and the other

animals ? What geneial idea did they connect with

the first conception of themselves? The Latin word

homo, the French Vhomme, which has been reduced

to on in 07i dit, is derived from the same loot which

we have in humus, the soil, humilis, humble. Homo,
therefore, would express the idea of a being made of

the dust of the earth.2

Another ancient word for man was the Sanskrit

mart a,
3 the Greek brotos, the Latin niortalis (a

1

Kuhn, Zeitsclu ift, i. s. 152, 355 ; Curtius, p. 190.

3 Greek x^ '* Zend sem, Lithuanian zeme and imenest homines.

See Bopp, Glossarium Sanscntum, s v.

2 See Wiiuhschmann, Fortschntt der Spi achenlunde, s. 23.
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secondary derivative), our own mortal Marta means
' he who dies/ and it is remarkable that, where every-

thing else was changing, fading, and dying, this should

have been chosen as the distinguishing name for man
Those early poets would hardly have called themselves

mortals, unless they had believed in other beings as

immortal.

There is a third name for man which means simply
the thinker, and this, the true title of our race, still

lives in the name of man. M& in Sanskrit means to

measure, from which, as pointed out before, we had the

name of moon. Man, a derivative loot, means to think.

From this we have the Sanskrit manu, originally

thinker, then man. In the later Sanskrit we find

derivatives, such as infmava, m^nnsha, manually a,

all expressing man or son of man. In Gothic we find

both wan and mannisks
9
the modern German

There were many inoro names for man, as there

were many names for all things in ancient languages

Any feature that stiuck the observing mind as pecu-

liarly characteristic could be made to furnish a new

name. In common Sanskrit dictionaries we find 5

words for hand, 11 for light, 15 for cloud, 20 for

moon, 5J6 for Hiiako, 33 for slaughter, 35 for fire, 37 for

un.1 The sun might be called the bright, the warm,

the golden, tho preserver, the destroyer, the wolf, the

lion, the heavenly oyo, the father of light and life.

I Ionco that superabundance of synonyms in ancient

dialects, and hence that struggle for life carried on

among these words, which led to the destruction of

1 Cf, Yates, Sanskrit Grammar, i>.
xviii.
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the less strong, the less fertile, the less happy words,

and ended in the triumph of one> as the recognised

and proper name for every object in every language.

On a very small scale this process of natural selection,

or, as it would better be called, elimination, may still

be watched even in modern languages, that is to say,

even in languages so old and stricken in years as

English and French. What it was at the first burst

of dialects we can only gather from such isolated cases

as when Von Hammer counts 5,744 words all relating

to the camel.1

The fact that every word is originally a predicate

that names, though signs of individual conceptions,

are all, without exception, derived from general ideas

is one of the most important discoveries in the

science of language. It was known before that lan- f

guage is the distinguishing characteristic of man ; it

was known also that the having of general ideas is

that which puts a perfect distinction betwixt man
and brutes

; but that these two were only different

expressions of the same fact was not known till the

theory of roots had been established as preferable to

the theories both of Onomatopoieia and of Interjec-

1
Farrar, Origin of Language, p. 85. 'Das Kamel,' Extrait des

Mfon, de TAcad.de Vimne, clam deyUL ei d'hirf torn. viL In Arabic

a work is mentioned on the 500 names of the lion ; another on the 200

names of the serpent. Firuzabadi, the author of the JTamiu, says he *

wrote a work on the names of honey, and that he counted 80 without

exhausting the subject. The s.une author maintains that in Arabic there

are at least 1,000 words for sword ; others maintain that there are 400

to signify misfortune. Hervns (DeW Origine delle Lingue, 233) states

that the Mandshu Tatars have more than 100 words to express the dif-

ferent ages and qualities of the horse. See supra, p. 329. There is,

however, much exaggeration in these statements. See Kenan, Ristowe

dfs Lawfues semttiquts, p, 377 ; Sayce, Principles, p. 208.
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tions. But, though our modern philosophy did not

know it, the ancient poets and framers of language

must have known it. For in Greek, language is logos,

but logos means also reason, and alogon was chosen

as the name, and the most proper name, for brute.

No animal, so far as we know, thinks and speaks,

except man. Language and thought are inseparable.

Words without thought are dead sounds
; thoughts

without words are nothing. To think is to speak

low; to speak is to think aloud. The word is the

thought incarnate

We may still go a step further back and ask the

question }
How can sound express thought? How did

roots become the signs of general ideas ? How was

the abstract idea of measuring expressed by m&, the

idea of thinking by man ? How did g& come to mean

going; sthS,, standing; sad, sitting; d, giving,

mar, dying, &ar, walking; k a r, doing?

Boots as Phonetic Types.

Though this question belongs to the Science of

Thought rather than to the Science of Language, I

shall try to answer it, at least negatively, by showing
what roots are not. If we know this, it may help us

hereafter in finding out what roots are.

The roots, whether 400 or 1000, which remain as

the residue of a scientific analysis in different families

of language, and which we are justified in regarding as

the constituent elements of human speech, are not mere

interjections, nor aie they mere imitations. They

may be called phonetic typeSj and whatever explana-

tion the psychologist or the metaphysician may pro-
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pose, to the student of language these roots are simply

ultimate facts. We might say with Plato, that they
exist by nature ; though with Plato we should have to

add that, when we say by nature, we mean by the

Land of God.1 If we muofc Jook for analogies, how-

ever imperfect, they have been pointed out by others.

There is a law, it has been said, which runs thiough

nearly the whole of nature, that everything which is

struck rings Each substance has its peculiar ring

We can tell the more or less perfect structure of

metals by their vibrations, by the answer which they

give. Gold rings diffeiently from tin, wood rings dif-

ferently fiom stone; and different sounds are pro-

duced according to the nature of each percussion

It is the same, we are tuld. with man the most highly

organised of nature's work J ilan responds. Man

rings. Man, in his primitive and perfect state, was

not only endowed, like the brute, with the power of

expressing his sensations by interjections, and his per-

ceptions by ODomatopoieia. He possessed likewise

the faculty of giving more articulate expression to the

general conceptions of bis mind. That faculty was

1
hjffoj ra jj&v <pvff(t A7o/wa irotctadai faiq Tc^'fl.

2 This Mew was propounded many years ago by Professor Heyse in

the lectures which he gave at Berlin, and which have been very carefully

published since his death by one of his pupils, Dr. Stemthal. The fact

that wood, metals, cords, &c, if struck, vibrate and nng^can, of course,'

be used as an illustration only, and no as an explanation. The faculty

peculiar to man, in his primitive state, by which every impression from

without received its vocal expression from within, must be accepted as

an ultimate fact, ^vhile the formation of roots, as the exponents of

general & .nceptions t\ ill always be Tiewed differently by different schools

of philosophy. Much new light has been thrown on the origin of roots

by Profetsor Noire, and the whole subject has now been fully treated by

myself in the Science of Thought, 1887.
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not of his own making. It was an instinct, an instinct

of the mind as irresistible as any other instinct. Man
loses his instincts as he ceases to want them. His

senses become fainter when, as in the case of scent,

they become useless. Thus the creative faculty which

gave to each general conception, as it thrilled for the

first time through the brain, a phonetic expression,

became extinct when its object was fulfilled.

There may be some value in speculations of this

kind, but I should not like to endorse them, for

we have no right to imagine that a vague analogy
can ever become an explanation of the problem of the

origin of roots. If there is any truth in the results at

which we have arrived after a careful and unpreju-
diced analysis of all the facts before us, all that we

have a right to assert is that language begins with

roots, and that these roots are neither more nor less

than phonetic types, or typical sounds What lies

beyond them is no longer, or, if we speak historically,

is not yet language, however interesting it may be

for psychological researches. But whatever exists in

real language is the upshot of these roots. Words

are various impressions taken from those phonetic

moulds, or, if you like, varieties and modifications,

perfectly intelligible in. their structure, of those typi-

cal sounds which, by means of unerring tests, have

been discovered as the residuum of all human speech.

The number of these phonetic types must have

been almost infinite in the beginning, and it was only

through the same process of natural elimination

which we observed in the early history of words

that clusters of roots, more or less synonymous, were

L Mm
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gradually reduced to one definite type. Instead of

deriving language from nine roots, like Dr. Murray,
1

or from one root, a feat actually accomplished by a

Dr. Schmidt 2 we must suppose that the first settle-

ment of the radical elements of language was pre-

ceded by a period of unresti ained growth the spring

of speech to be followed by many an autumn.

With the piocess of elimination, or natural selec-

tion the historical element enteis into the science of

language. However primitive the Chinese may be

as compared with terrnmational and inflectional lan-

guages, its roots or words have clearly passed through

a long process of mutual attrition There are many

things of a meiely traditional character even in

Chinese The rule that in a simple sentence the first

word is the subject, the second the verb, the third

the object, is a traditional rule. It is by tradition

only that ngtf $in, in Chinese, means a bad man,

whereas gin ng8 signifies man is bad. The Chinese

themselves distinguish between full and empty roots,**

the former being predicative, the latter corresponding

to our particles, which modify the meaning of full

roots and determine their relation to each other

Now it is only by tradition that roots became empty.
All roots were originally full, whether predicative or

demonstrative, and the fact that empty roots in

1 Dr. Murray's primitive roots were ag, bag, dwag, cvsag, lag, mag,

nag, rag, wag. See Po^t, Etymoloyische Forsckuncjen, 2nd ed., 1861,

p. 75.
3
Curtis, GhriecfmcJie Etymologie, s 13. Dr. Schmidt derives all

Greek \\ords from the root ef and all Latin words from the arch-

radical hi
8
Endlicher, Chmcsische Grammatik, s. 163.
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Chinese cannot always be traced back to their full

prototypes shows that even the most ancient Chinese

had passed through successive periods of growth.
Chinese commentators admit that all empty words

wore originally full words, just as Sanskrit gram-
marians maintain that all that is formal in grammar
was originally substantial But we must be satisfied

with but partial proofs of this general principle, and

must be prepared to find as many fanciful derivations

in Chinese as in Sanskrit. The fact again that not

all roots in Chinese ai-e capable of being employed
at pleasure, cither as substantives, or verbs, or

adjectives, is another proof that, even in this most

priinilivo stage, language points back to a previous

growth. Fu is father, mu is mother, /& niu

parents; but neither fu nor mu is used as a root

in its original predicative sense. The amplest proof,

however, of the various stages through which even

so simple a language as Chinese must have passed,

is to 1)0 found in the comparatively small number

of ruots, and in the number of definite meanings
attached to each a result which could only have

been obtained by that constant struggle which has

been so well described in natural history as the struggle

for life.

]Jul although this sifting of roots, and still more

the subsequent combination of roots, cannot be ascribed

to the mere working of nature or natural instincts, it

is still less, as we saw in a former lecture, the effect

of deliberate or premeditated art, in the sense in which,

for instance, a picture of Raphael or a symphony of

Beethoven is. Given a root to express flying, or bird,

M m 2
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and another to express heap, then the joining together

of the two to express many birds, or birds in the plural,

is the natural effect of the synthetic power of the human

mind, or, to use more homely language, of the power
of putting two and two together. Some philosophers

maintain that this explains nothing, and that the real

mystery is how the mind can form any synthesis,

and conceive many things as one. This is quite true,

hut we must not enter into these depths. Other

philosophers imagine that the combination of roots to

form agglutinative and inflectional language is, like

the first formation of roots, the result of a natural

instinct. Thus Professor Heyse
* maintained that ' the

various forms of development in language must be

explained by philosopheis as necessary evolutions,

founded in the very essence of human speech/ This

is not the case. We can watch the growth of language,

and we can. understand and explain all that is the

result of that growth. But we cannot undertake to

prove that all that is in language is so by necessity,

and could not have been otherwise. When we have,

as in Chinese, two such words as hai and tu> both

expressing a heap, an assembly, a quantity, then we

may perfectly understand why either the one or the

other should have been used to form the plural. But

if one of the two becomes fixed and traditional whil^
the other becomes obsolete, then we can only register

the fact as historical, but no philosophy on earth will

explain its absolute necessity. We can perfectly under-

stand how, with two such roots as M#3 empire, and

iung> middle, the Chinese should have formed what

System der S$rachwissenschaftt
s. 6L
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we call a locative k&8 cung, in the empire. But to

say that this was the only way to express this concep-
tion is an assertion contradicted both by fact and

reason. We saw the various ways in which the future

can be formed. They are all equally intelligible and

equally possible, but not one of them can be called

inevitable. In Chinese $ad means to will, ngb is I
;

hence ngb $a<5, 1 -will. The same root $ad, added to

kiti, to go, gives us ngb $a6 kiti, I will go, the first

germ of our futures. To say that ngb $ad Idti, was the

necessary form of the future in Chinese would in-

troduce a fatalism into language which rests on no

authority whatever. The building up of language is

not like the building of the cells in a beehive, nor is it

like the building of St. Peter's by Michael Angelo. It

is the result of innumerable agencies, working each

according to certain laws, and leaving, in the end, the

result of their combined efforts freed from all that

proved superfluous or useless. From the first com-

bination of two such words as gin, man, Jdai
} many,

forming the plural $in kiai, to such inflectional forms

as Sanskrit nar-as, from nri, Greek avbpes from avfip,

English men from man, everything is intelligible as

the result of the two principles of development in

language, phonetic decay and dialectic growth. What

is antecedent to the production of roots is the work of

nature
;
wnat follows after is the work of man, not

in his individual and free, but in his collective and

moderating, capacity.

I do not say that every form in Greek or Sanskrit

has as yet been analysed and explained. There are
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formations in Greek and Latin and English which

have hitherto baffled all tests
; and there are certain

contrivances, such as the augment in Greek, the change
of vowels in Hebrew, the Umlaut and Ablaut in the

Teutonic dialects, where we might feel inclined to

suppose that language admitted distinctions purely

musical or phonetic, corresponding to very palpable

and material distinctions of thought. Such a sup-

position, however, is not founded on any safe induc-

tion. It may seem inexplicable to us why bruder in

German should form its plural as bruder ;
or brother,

brethren. But what is inexplicable and apparently

artificial in our modern languages becomes intelligible

in their more ancient phases. The change ofu into u,

as in bruder, bruder, was not intentional
;
least of all

was it introduced to express plurality. The change

was purely phonetic, and due originally to the in-

fluence of an i or j
1 in the next syllable, which re-

acted regularly on the vowel of the preceding syllable

nay, which left its effect behind, even after it has

itself disappeared. By a false analogy such a change,

justifiable in a small class of words only, was ap-

plied to other words also where no such change was

called for
;
and it may then appear as if an arbitrary

change of vowels was intended to convey a change of

meaning. But into these recesses also the comparative

philologist can follow language, thus discovering a

reason even for what in reality was irrational and

wrong. It seems difficult to believe that the augment
in Greek should originally have had an independent

1 See Schleicher, Deufsche Sprache, B H6; J. Wright, niyh- Get man

Primer, p. 11.
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substantial existence, yet all analogy is in favour of

such a view. Suppose English had never been written

down before Wycliffe's time, we should then find that

m some instances the perfect was formed by the mere

addition of a short a. Wycliffe spoke and wrote,
1

/ knwwleck to afelid and seid
]>us,

i, e. I acknowledge
to have felfc and said thus In a similar way we read

it should a fallen, instead of {

it should have fallen
'

;

and in some parts of England common people still say

very much the same : Ishould a done it. Now in some

old English Looks this a actually coalesces with the

veib at least they are printed together so that a

giammar founded on them would give us 'to fall' as

thu bilinitive of the present, to a/alien as the infinitive

of the past. I do not wish for one moment to be undei-

stood as it there was any connection between this
,

a oiiti fiction otkave in English, and the Greek augment
\\ hick is placed before past tenses. All I mean is, that,

ii the origin of the augment has not yet been satisfac-

torily explain cd, we are not therefore to despair, or to

admit an arbitrary addition of a consonant or vowel
s

used as it were algebraically or by mutual agreement,

to distinguish a past from a present tense.

Origin and Confusion of Tongues.

If inductive reasoning is worth anything, we are

justified in* believing that what has been proved to

bo true on so large a scale, and m cases where it was

least expected, is true with regard to language in

Mineral. We require no supernatural interference, nor

any conclave of ancient sages, to explain the realities

1
Maidh, Lectures, p. 388.
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of human speech, All that is formal in language is

the result of rational combination
;
all that is material

is the result of a mental instinct, call it interjectional,

onomatopoetic, or mimetic. The first natural and in-

stinctive utterances, if sifted differently by different

clans, would fully account both for the first origin

and for the first divergence of human speech. We can

understand not only the origin of language, but like-

wise the necessary breaking up of one language into

many ; and we perceive that no amount of variety in

the material or the formal elements of speech is incom-

patible with the admission of one common source.

The Science of Language thus leads us up to that

highest summit from whence we see into the very
dawn of man's life on earth, and where the words

which we have heard so often from the days of our

childhood c And the whole earth was of one language
and of one speech' assume a meaning more natural,

more intelligible^ more convincing, than they ever

had before.
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GENEALOGICAL TABLE 02 THE TUBANIAN FAMILY

LANGUAGES. HOBTHEBN- DIVISION.

LIVING LANGUAGES

Dialects of the
Yurakiaus * .

DEAD
LANGUAGES BRAVCHCS CLASSES

. ..
Yemseians

btiako-faamoyedes

Noitliern

J

i v..
tftrnEastern

Chapogires (Upper Tunguska) .

Orotoiigs (Lower Tunguska) .

People of N^eHcbmsk . .

Lamutes (Coast of O'hotek). ,

Maudshu (China) . . , ,

Shana-Monsols (South of Goto).
Khalkhas (North of Goto) . .

Sharaigol (Tibet and Tangut)

> Western

Western Mongols

Korthem Mongols
'

olia

Meshcbeiaks !!
People ot faiberia .

Yakuts

People of Durtend.

Auatoha.
Eumelia*

Hungarians .

Voguls . .

Ujrro-OstiakPs.
Tcheremifcuans
Mordvms . *

Permians

Syijanes
Votiaka . .

Laps . *

Fins . . .

Esths. . .

Lives. 4 .

iMtidft wTurkic, H.

I Turkic, W.

J

,

Ugrta

VTurkio
(Altaic)

Chudlo

(Uralic)
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GENEALOGICAL TABLE OF THE TUEANIAN FAMILY OF

LANGUAGES. SOUTHERN DIVISION.

DEAD
LIVING LANGUAGES LANGUAGES

Dialects of
Chinese.
Siamese ..... . * * ,

Ahoni ..........
Laos...........
Khamti ..........
Shan (renasserim) ......
Malay and Polynesian Islands (See Humboldt,
Eavi Sprache) ........

Tibetan .......... '

Horpa(NW Tibet, Bucharia) .....
Thochu-Sifan (NE Tibet, China) ....
Gfamng-Sifan (NE Tibet, China) .

Manyak-Sifan (NE. Tibet, Clima) ....
Tapka(Westof Kwombo) .......
Kenaveu (Setlei basin) ...... .

Sarpa, ("West of Gandak&m basin) . . . .^

Sun-war (GandakiSan basm)......
Guning (GandakSan basin). . . .

Magar ^G-andakean basm) ......
Newar (between Gandake*an and Kosdan basins) .

Murmi (between Gandake*an and Kosdan basins) .

Limbu (Kosean basin)..... . .

Kiranti (Kosean basin) ......
Lepcha, (TishtiSan basin) ......
Bhutanese (Manase*an basin) .....
Caepang (Nepal-Terai)..... ,*

Burmese (Burmah and Arakan) ....
Dhim a (between Konki and Dhorla) . . ,
Kachari-Bodo (Migrat 80 93*, and 25 27) .
Garo (qo-91o E long , 25-26 N. lat ) . . .

Changlo(91-92E.long). . . . .

*

Miku (Nowprong) ........
Dophla(92^50'-97

3 N lat.) .....Mm (^-970 E. long.?) .....!
Abor-Miri ...... ...
Abor(97-09E.long) ..... I

Sibsagor-Miri...... ...
Singpbo (27 28 N lat.) ......
Nora, tribes (93-97E. long.; 23 N. lat FMitbanJ
East of Sibsagor)....... .

Na?a tnbps (Namsang) .....
Nig i tribes (Nowfrong).......N igo, tribes (Tengsi) .......
Naga tribes (Tablung, North of Sibsagor) . .

Napa tribes (Kbau, Jorhat). .....Naa tribes (Angami, South) .....
Kuki (NE of CtnttagongO ......
Khvenj fShyu) 19-21 N. lat. Arakan) . . .

Kimi(KuladanR.Arakan) .....
Kumi (Kuhdan R. Arakan) .....
ShfndusC22 23 and 93 91). . . . .
Mru (Arikan, Chittagong) ......
Sak(NaulRivei.East). ..... .

Tunglliu (Tenassenm) * ......

BRANCHES CLASSES

Trans-
Himalayan

Talc

}
Malalo

> Gangetlo

Sub.
Himalayan

Lohitlo

Ho (Kolehan)
Smhbhum Kol (Chyebossa)
Sontal(Chvebossa). .

Bhumn (Chvebossi)
Hundala (Chota Nagpur) .

Canarese .....
Tamil .

Telugu . .

Malayalam
Gond
Brahvi . . .

Tuluva
Toduva
Uraon-kol

Munda
(Sae Tum-
man Lan-

^ Tamulio
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, tan, 535-

A, real meaning of, 336.

Abba, father in the N T., 317,

Abchasian, 448.

Abdu-1-Kadir Maluk, Shah of

B.id^un, his histoiy of India,

&c, 205*1.

Abhlia,orAbhira, 191.

Abin for abisiie, 75

Abipones, 452.

Abiria, the, of Ptolemy, 191.

Ablative in Latin, Cse&ar the in-

ventor of the term, 116.

the, in Chinese, 128.

Ablaut, 534.

Able, 86.

Abraham, language of, 316,

Abul Fazl, the minister, 205 n
Abul Walid, or Eabbi Jona, author

of the first Hebiew grammar,

89 ft.

Abu Rihan al Biruni, his work on

Hindu literature and sciences,

201, 202 n. See Albiruni

Abu Saleh, his translations from

Sanskrit Into Arabic, 202.

Abu Zacariyya 'Eayyudj, on He-

brew roots, 89 n.

Abyssinian language, ancient and

modern, 323, 449.
^

Academy, New, doctrines of the,

embiaced in Eome, 112.

Accadian views on the Sun and

Moon, 5. See Akkadian.

Accommodation Question, an.

Accusative, formation of the, in

Chine&e, 127.

Achaememan dynasty, inscriptions

of the, 275, 277, 281,

Ados, 524.

Active, 117.

Adam, book of, 318.

Adelung's Mithiidates, 154, 158,

229.

Adjectives, formation of, in Tibetan,

Diavidian, Sanskrifc^reek, &c ,

120 n.

in Chinese, 128,

Adverb, foimation of, in Chinese,

128.

French, 52.

JSlius Stilo, his lectures in Eome
on Latin grammar, 115, 115 n.

JErend, 363.

JEternus, 402.

Affinity, indications of true, in the

animal and vegetable woildb,

l6
'.
1 ?-

Affixes in Turanian languages, 404.

Afghanistan, language of, 287.

Africa, South, dialects of, 69, 449.

Lepsius, on the languages of,

450-

African language, an imaginary,

339-

Agau dialect, 449, 451.

Age, history of the Fiench word,

402.

Agglutination inTuranianlanguages,

401.

rudimentary tiaces of, inChinese,

392,461,462.
the only intelligible means by
which language acquires gram-
matical organisation, 470.

Agglutinative languages, 47, 51,

391,402,453,469.

rudimentary traces of inflec-

tion in, 462.
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Agglutinative stage, 455-461
dialects, coincidences in, 468,

Aghovan, 296.

Agis, fear, 524.

Aglossoi, the, of the Greeks, 93.

Agnivm, 203 n

Agnone, Oscan nisei iptions of, 6 n

Agriculture of the Chaldeans, woik

on the, 319
Punic woik of Hago on, 97

Alii, 523.

Ahirs, the, of Cutch, 191.

Ahoin, the, 447.

Ahurd-mascUlo, 377.

Aime, 347.

Airtha, 361.

AiryS, 293.

Ais, 356

Akbav, rise of Urdu Uteiature

under, 181.

his search for the true religion,

204.
his founding of the Ilahi religion,

204.

works translated into Persian for,

205
not able to obtain a translation of

the Veda, 205, 206.

his expeiiments on the origin of

speech, 481 n

Akkadian inscriptions, 398,

Akia, or Ga language, 450.
1 la, 86.

Aladdin, Siljuk, Sultan of Iconium,

419.

Albania, origin of the name, 296.
Albanian language, 270, 387.

Albans, St., book of, 72.

Albertus Magnus, on the influence

of Chi istianity, 141 n.

Albiruni, 199 n, 200 n, 201, 202 n,

203 n.

his Tarfkhu-1-Emd, 201.

his knowledge of Sanskrit, 202.

Alchemy, extinction of, 9.

Alcuin, 122.

Aldeiman, 342.

Alemannic, 246 n, 248.
Alexander the Gieat, influence of

his expedition in giving the

Greeks a knowledge of other

nations, 95.

converting with the Brahmans,

95-
called a barbarian by Demos-

thenes, 137 n.

destroyed the old Persian writ-

ings, 280.

Alexander Polyhistoi, 95 n, 115.

Alexandria,mfluence of, on the study
of foieign languages, 92,98.

discussions on antiquity at, 98.

scholars at, 99.

critical study of ancient Greek

at, 99, 102.

scholars of, the first students of

the forms of language, 100

AJgebia, San&krifc work on, trans-

lated into Ai.ibic, 201.

Algonquins, the one case of the, 336.

Alguin trees, 189, 191 .

Alimentus, L C., his history of

Eome in Greek, 107.

Alkinaeon, 7.
Allahabad, edict of Queen, 172.

Allernanmc, 246 w, 24711

Allophyllian languages, 325, 397.
Al Minium, Kahf, 201.

Almansur, caused a Sanskrit astio-

nomic.il work to be translated

into Arabic, 199.

Alogon, 527

Alphabet, Latin, fiom Sicily, loj n

Etruscan, fiom Attica, 104 n

Grantha, 21911.

Alphabets, early ones in India, 164,

16472.

derived from the West, 176.
Altaic languages 398, 407.

Alwis, 146 n

Amalgamating languages, 392,

Ainarako&ha, tKintJated for Aklar,

205.

Ambrosio, Theseo, 143 .

America, Gmitral, lapid changes in

the languages of the tubes of,

65, 452.

gie.it number of languages spoken

by the natives of, 66, 66 n.
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America, different views of scholars

on the languages of, 451.
American dialects, 64, 451.

influence of Bible on, 64.
Heivas reduced them to

eleven families, 66.

Dr Bnnton on, 67.

Leland on, 67

languages, mostly polysynthetic,

455-

Amliaric, or modern Abyssinian,

323.

Awhas, 524.
Amim-mus Maicellinus, on Shahan

shah, 284 n
Amo, ainavi, 129.

Amor, 130.

Ainore, 505 n.

Analogy, 117,

Analytical languages, 456.

Anatomy, comparative, 17.

Aiu-nmenes, 7 n,

Anchora, 105 n.

Andaman islands, dialect of, 453.
Andhaka and Damila parents, lan-

guage of child of, 146 n.

Andlira countiy, 175.

'AvSpy /zeos, 383.

Andromcus,, Uvms, teacher of Greek

at Koine, 74, 108.

Angina, 523.

Anglo-Saxon, 243, 347.
and Semi-Saxon, 131.

not an original language, 133.
four branches of, 243.

the most ancient epic in, 244.

the earliest MS in, 24471.

cannot be derived from Gothic,

252.

Ango, 523.

ingor, 523.

Angora in Galafta, battle of, 420.

Anguish, 524.

Augustus, 523.

Arnma, Animal, 522.

Annain, language of, 448.

Anomaly, theory of, 114.

Anquetil Duperron, hia translation

of the Upamshads, 207.

Anquetil Duperron, his correspon-
dence with the Pere Cceurdoux,

213.
hib translation of Zoroaster's

workb, 233, 274, 296 n

Antonymiai, pei&onal pronoun*,
101.

Antra, 517.

Antrum, 517.

Anxius, 523.

Apabhianwas, 166, 170, 171, 178,

179, 180, 181.

or vulgar dialects, 171, 182

as distinguished fiom

A
X 7i-

Apastamba-Sutra, 208 n

Apes, Hebrew Koph, 189
a Sanskrit word, 189, 193 n.

Apollo, name adopted from Greek,

105.

temple to, in Borne, 106.

Apollonm* Dyscolus, the grarn-

mauan, 121.

Aquilia, Council of, 307.

AR, the root, 359, 359 w.

Ar, in Anglo-Saxon, 356.
Arabe vulgaire, 58 n.

Arabia, Oplnr in, 192 .

Aiabic, influencing Persian and in-

fluenced by it, 82, 286

adopted by the Jews, 318.

ascendancy of, in Syiia andPales-

tine, 321.

original seat of, 321.

earliest liteiary documents in,

32!
ancient Himyaritic insciiptions,

322

classical, 322.

spoken dialects of, 322.

veibal foimations in, 428 n.

Arabs, their leained men mostly

of Persian origin, 83

Aramaic division of Semitic lan-

guages, 314.

ol the Cuneiform inscriptions,

3*4*
two dialects of, 316.

of Babylon and Nineveh, 316.

spoken by Christ, 317.
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Aramaic, the modern Mendaites or

Nasoreans, 318.

Aratrum, 360, 360 n.

Araucans, language of the, 85.

Arbeit, 362, 363 n
Archias in Scipio's house, in.
Arctic tribes, their languages,

452.

Ardeshir, inscriptions of, 283.

Areimanios, 275 n

Aies, 106

Argi-izari, Bask for moon, 4

Argonautic expeditions, want of in-

terpreters, 94.

Aria, 301.

'Apiaiccu, 293 n.

Analce*, 293

Arum, Ulhlas an, 307.

Ariana, the, of Greek geographers,

294, 301.

Ariaramnes, great grandfather of

Darius, 295.

Am, 298

Arikh, 29671.

"Apioi, 296 n

Ariovistus, 298.

Anstarchus, 100, 103, 117.

Ansteas, the Jew, 99 n.

An&tocrates, 96
Aristotle and the ihed stars, 7 w.

on grammatical categories, 91,

100, 102

first used the woid aiticle, 101.

on the Loknaus, 137 n
failed to see any older in lan-

guages, 138.

on Oromasdes, 275 w, 279.

Aritra, 364

Aimema, 296.
Armenian language, 287, 288.

Armentum, 361.

Armorican, 265*

Ar6ma, 360

Aroura, 361.

Arowakes, 452.

Arpinum, piovmcial Latin of, 75,

Ars, 363.

Art, 363, 366

Artali, name for moon in the Edda,

4*1.

ArthakatMs, translated from Pali

into Sinhalese, 183.

Arthron, article derived from, 101

Article, added by Aristotle, loo

original meaning of, 101.

the Greek, lestoied by Zenodotus,
101.

Artistic, 365

Arvum, 361.

Arya, 365
as a national name, 291, 296

origin and gradual spreading of

the word, 291.

etymology of, 292 w, 302.~ modem use of tie word, 293 n

Arya4varta, India so-called, 291,

293

Aryan, or Indo-European family of

languages, 33, 45.
north-western and south-eastern

divisions, 288

original clan of Central Asia, 289.

period when this clan broke up,

289, 290.

civilisation proved fiom lan-

guage, 289, 356.
a title of honour, 295.
formation of the locative, 331.

giammar, 354
and Semitic, the only families

of speech deserving that title,

385.

giammar, finished before the

divergence of their branches,

385.
or Thracian, 397.
and Turanian Languages, differ-

ence between, 401.
instead of Japhetic, 460.
and Semitic languages were

passed thiongh an agglutina-

genealogical table, 537.

Aryans, original seat of the, 293.
their westward path, 298

Ary& or Mar^/aa, 293 n.

Aryas, the three first castes, 291.

AS, the loot, 289.

Asami, 180.

Ascok, 261 n.
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A^ia Minor, origin of the Turks of, |

418
A&iatic Society,founded at Calcutta,

220.

earliest publications, 220 .

A&oka, king, inscriptions of, 164,

165, 169, 171.
his language, 169, 170, 173.

two classes of his inscnptions,

171.

alphabets of, 176.

Aspasiau mountains, name of, 297.

Aspect, 368.

Assyria, various forms of the name,

300.

Astrology, causes of the extinction

of, 9
not quite extinct, 9 n.

Astronomy, the Ptolemseic system,

though wrong, important to

science, 17.

Asvmau, the, 203 n.

Athaiva-Veda, translated for Ak-

bar, 205.

Athene, 206.

Athur, Nimroud, 300.

Atri, the sons of, 203 n.

Attila, 413, 435-

Anfrecht, Prof., 203*1.

Augment, the, in Greek, 534.

Augustus spoke Greek, 112

Aujourd'hui, 54
Auinmazda, of the Cuneiform in-

sections, 275, 27511. See Or-

mazd

Auiengzebe, 207,

Austiaha, dialects of, 452.

Austnan dialects, 204 n.

Autrement, 52

'Auxentius on. Ulfilas, 307,

310

Auzv3iish, 285.

Avesta, I94 5 ^73j 2 8o, 283.

oldest MS oi, 281.

Pehlevi translations of, 281.

Avicenna, 201.

Awadh, 302.

Awanan, 448.

Awe, 524-

I.

yas, 356.

BABEE., foundation of his empire,

411.

Babylonia, language of, 314
date of the inscriptions of, 315

Bachmeister, 158 n
Bacon on Science, 8.

on Astrology, 9.

Bactaa, 294.

Bagirmi, 450.

Balance, 104
Balhi's Atlas, 25 n.

Balcony, 36.

Balto-Sckvic, 267

Balzam, Count Ugo, 21 8 n.

Ba-m, 240.

Rtntu dialect?, 389, 449, 450, 451.

Barabas tribe, 416.

Barbarians, of the Greeks and

Romans, 93, 139, 140

possessed greater facility for

acquiring languages than the

Gieeks and Kornans, 96.
_ after Alexanders time studied

Gieek, 98.

unfortunate influence of the teim,

140

Barbarous, all languages but their

own, called so by the Greeks,

136.

Barea, 450.

Ban, 450
Barone,G, 238 , 2i6n.

Baithelemy, the Abbe, 212,315,221.

Bashkirs, race of the, 41 }, 41 5

Ba^il, St., denied that God created

the names of all thing*, 30 n

Bask name for moon, 4 n.

the language of Paradise, 149 .

language, 453
avaria dial

,

Bavaria, dialects, of, 240, 248.

Bayazeth defeats Sigismund, 420.

Baaane tribe, 415.

Bdellium, 194 n ^ .

Be, to, the \eib in Latin, Provencal,

and F tench, 337. t__ Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin,

238

N n
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Be, to, in Gothic, Saxon, and Eng-
lish, 239.

Beal, Rev. 8., 197 n.

Beames, 179

Beaver, sagacity of the, 13.

Begemann, 353
Behistrin, insciiption of, 273 n.

,

Bekos, 481 n

Beluch, same as MleMa, 93

Benfey, 157 n, 219*1.

Bengal, young, no
Bengali, 171, 180, 182.

Benloew, 37471, 375.

Beowulf, the, 243, 252.
Berbei dialects, 390, 449.

Beibicoiius, 388.

Beiger, 388.

Bernays, 27571.

Berners, Juliana, 72.

Beiosus, his study of Greek, 97.
his hifctuiy of Babylon, 97.

his knowledge of the Cuneifoim

inscriptions, 97
his mention of Zoroaster, 279

Bertrand, 211 n.

Befell, Dr., 307^,308.

Bhaga\adgita, translated by Wil-

kins, 220.
Bh&ha literature, 178.

Bhotiya languages, 445, 447.

Bhuinij*, 447

Bible, obsolete words in the English
version of 1611, 36.

Woid Books, Eastwood and

Aldis Wiight, 36 n.

fiist complete grammar and dic-

tionary of, 89.
translated into Gothic, 249.
authorised Slavonic version, 268,
26871.

in Ethiopic, 323
number of woids in the autho-

rised \ersion, 37871

Bibliander, his woik on language,

14471.
his translations of the Loid's

Prayer, 144?*.

Biblical genealogies, 459

Bihfol, or Eastein Hindi, 180.

its subdivisions, 180, 181.

Bilderdyk, 244 n.

Biot, M, 2150.

Bis, 49.

Bishop and sceptic have the same

root, 367

Bjarma-land, 435.

Bjarmar, the, 436.
' Black legs beym to swing,

1

72 n.

Blade, on thePanipeluna confeience,

14971

Bleek, Dr., 449 n*

Bochait, 296 n.

Bodo, 447.

Boehthngk, 500 n.

Boethius, Song of, 261.

Bohemian, oldest specimens of, 269.

Bokhara, language of, 287.
Bona mente, 52.

Bonaparte, Pnnce L
,
his collection

of English dialectb, 77.

Bongo, 450.
Book of St. Alhans, 72

Booker's Scriptiue and Prayer Book

Glossary, 36 n

Books, destruction of, in China in

2I3B.C., 343

Bopp, Francis, Jus Grammar, 220 n,

252 n.

his oreat work, 230, 288

re&ults of hit,
'

Comparative Gram-!' 325 354
on the locative, 333.

Glossarium S.in&cntum, 524 n.

Botany, 3.

study of, 20.

Bow-wow theory, 494.

Brahman, the highebt being, known

through speech, 89, 8971, 203 n

Brahmans, their deification

their early achievements in giain-

mar, 89.

difficulties of Alexander in con-

versing with, 95.

Brahma?iafc, the, on language, 88.

- Sinbknt of the, 163, 165, 179.
Brahinamc Prakrits, 166.

Biahuls, 287, 446.
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Bra] Bhasha, 181.

Brazil, aboriginal dialects of, 452.

Bidal, Michel, on Pere Coeuidoux's

essay on Sanskrit, 222

Breunus, 265

Bit\vfater,Sir D.j on imagination. 10.

Br/h, 89 n

Biiukniann, 364 n
Bi mton, Dr ,

on Ameuean dialects,

67
Bntanmc or Cymnc, 265.

Biockhaus, Prof, 2 78

Brogue, 55

Broodaten, in Flemish, 132 n.

Biowp,Rev.N ,
onBmme&e dialects,

68

Binder, binder, 534.

Brutes, faculties of, 485-488.
instinct and intellect, 489, 521.

language, the difference between
man and, 489.

c-an communicate, 490.
the old name given to, 527.

Brutus, 248

Buddlnyho'iha, 163.

BucUlusiii intioduced into China,

196,

Buddhist canon. Uncage of, 169
iibe of dialects, 174.

Budiiiiz on Ugi ic languages, 431.
"Button on the ape, 484 n.

fiii^ts 25 2

Buhlei, I'jon

Bulgaiiaii language and literature,

268.

ancient, 268.

kingdom on the Danube, 430 .

on the Volga, 439

Bulyanc bianch of the Finnic cLiss,

430-
douvationaof the name, 430 .

Bullom dialect, 450
Bumhdc&h, the, 282.

Burials, new phii^e in the gram-
matical life of the dialects of

the, 69, 411,443.
Burmese language and literature,

68.

dialects, 68, 447

Captain Gordon on, 68

Bornell, 210 n.

Bornouf, Eugene, 231, 277 , 278.
his Zend studies, 233, 274.
his studies on the Cuneiform in-

sciiptions, 233.

Bushmen, language of the, 449,451.
Buss, 37.

CA.B, 37.

Csesar, Julius, Ha work on 'De

Analogia,' 116.

invented the term ablative, 116.

on the Celts, 264??.

Caldwell, iqoa.
on the Dravidian languages, 447.

Callimachus, 99
Calmette, le Pere, 213, 215

Cambodja, language of, 448
Camel, many -words, for the, 526

Campbell, Sir GJ-
, 447.

Canada, French of, 78.

Canarese, 446.

Capito, the grammarian, 39.

Carey, 220, 220^.

Caineades, no
forbidden to lecture at Borne by
Cato, 115.

Carthaginian language, allied to

Hebrew, 320*

Case, 91, 117, iiS.

how used by Aristotle, 102.

Cobbett on, 118.

Cases, formation of in the Aryan
languages, 3JO, 336.

Cashmere, early history of, 205 n.

Cassel, P , 132 a.

Cassia, 447.

Cassms, Diony&ius of Utica, his

tianslation of Mago'swork on

agriculture, 97 n

Castelvetro on veibal terminations,

46 , 348 n

Castor and Pollux, worship of in

Italy, 106

Castrdn on Mongolian dialects, 68,

411,443,468.
on the Finno-Ugric family, 430.

Ca<3u? generalis, 119.

rectus, nS.

Cat, 506

n 2
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Catherine the Great, her Compara-
tive Dictionary, 159.

Gate, 74.

his history of"Rome in Latin, 108.

learnt Greekm his old age, 1 10.

reasons for his opposition to

everything Greek, no.

his contempt for the haruspices,

US-
Caucasian Isthmus,

' The Mountain

of Languages,' 62, 94, 448.
Turkish tribes of the, 62, 94,

415-

Cave, 516.

Cavea, 517.

Celt, a Celtic word, 264 n.

Celtic language, substantive exist-

ence of, 44, 266.

a bianch of the Aryan family,

264.

Celts, their former political auto-

nomy, 265.

Ceylon, conversion of, 174, 175
mentioned inAsoka's inscriptions,

175-
dialect of, 182, 387.

inscriptions in, 184.

Chaldee, origin of name, 316.

fragments in Ezra, 316.

language of the Targums, 317.

literature of Babylon and Nine-

veh, 317-319-

Chand, the poet, 181.

Change in language, not in the

power of man to produce or

prevent, 39

Changes, historical, affecting every

variety of language, 35.

rapid, in the languages of savage

tribes, 35.

in words or meanings in English

smcei6n, 36

smaller, 36.

grammatical, 37.

Chcirdin, on the languages used in

Paradise, 14971.

Charta, 104.
Chaucer makes the sun feminine, 5.

Chiaramente, 52.

Childers, 183,

Children, linguistic experiments on,

480, 481 n.

invent a language of their own,

482 n.

Chili, language of, 403 n.

China, 36.

introduction of Buddhism, 196

conqueied by the Mo.igols, 410
Chinese, plural in, 51, 241.

no trace of grammar in ancient,

87, 126

M Stanislas Julicn on substan-

tives and adjectives in, 1 26.

the accusative in, 127.
the ablative in, 128

the locative in, 128, 330, 533.

the adjective and adverb in,

128.

Buddhist pilgrims sent to India,

197.
translations of Buddhist Books,

197.
formation of the instrumental in,

330
number of roots m, 376
number of word raie, obsolete,

and in use in, 376 >i

mode of using a predicative root

in, 380
no analysis required to discover

the component parte of, 38;,

rudimentary traces of agglutina-
tion m, 392, 461, 461 n, 462.

roots in, 394
the parts ot speech deteimined by
then position m a sentence, 394

literature, age of, 395

juxtaposition of words m, 462 n.

convergence of Mongolian and
Tibetan towards ancient, 475 .

imitative sounds in, 506 n.

list of interjections, 510 77.

natural selection of roots in, 531.
has passed though various

stages, 531.
the future in, 533.

ChiBgis Khan found 1

? the Mongo-
lian or Kapchakian empire,

AL 1?7>4
8
',

Cno, Ossetian for sister, 54.
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'

Choking a parrot,' 72 .

Chnst, language of, 317.

Christendom, 51.

Christianity, humanising influence

of, 140

Chrysippos, no, 114.

Chrysostom, his church for Gothic

Christians, 251.
Chudic branch of the Knmc lan-

guages, 430
Cicero, his provincial Latin, 75.

speaks Greek, 112

quoted as an authority on gram-
mar, 115

Csesar's
' De Analogia' dedicated

to, 116.

Circassian, 448.

Circumspect, 368.

Clamaie, 501.
Class dialects, 71.

Classes of languages different from

families, 195, 199, 328, 333,

ssical orliterarylanguages, origin

of, 70.

stagnation and certain decay

f, 75> 7?.
Classificationinthe physical sciences,

15
of languages, Darwin on, 135 .

naming is, 521.

Classificatory stage, 14, 87.

Clathri, 105 n.

Claustra, 105 n.

Clergy, 51.

Clicks of the Hottentots, 449.
in other languages, 449 n.

Clitomachus in Scipio's house, III.

Cluo, 501.

Clyde, 736 n.

Cobbett on Case, 118.

Cocarde, 499?

Cocart, 499.

Classical o

Codex Alexandrians, 249.

Argenteus, 250.

Ambro&iamis, 250 n,

Carolinus, 250 n.

Ccelum, 518.

C'celus, 107.

Cceuidout, lePere, 212, 215.
his comparison of Latin, and

Sansb.it, 221, 222.

Cognomen, 530.

Colchis, Pliny and Strabo on the

dialects of, 62.

Colebiooke, 182, 199 , 200 nt 220,

22ow, 231.

Collitz, 354 n.

Conabere, for conaberis, 75 n.

Condiliac, 507, 512.

Confucius, works of, 396.

Congo language, adjectives in the,

120 n.

Conjugation in Aryan and Turanian

languages, 403.

Conjunctions, added by Aristotle,

100.

Conscience, 491 n.

Conspicuoub, 369.

Constantinople, grammar studied at,

121.

tabng of, 421.

Contemplate, 36.

Copernicus, causes which led to the

discoveiy of his system, 18.

Coptic, 451.
name for India, 192.

Coquelicot, 499.

Coquet, 499.

Corean, 453.

Cornish, last pet son who spoke, 44.
a branch of the Celtic family,

265

Corssen, 361 w.

Corvee, 363 n.

Corvus, 499.

Cosmopolitan Club, Tia.

Cosys, 245 n.

Cotton, 194^,
Craae, 503.

Ciassus, Publius, his knowledge of

Greek dialects, Hi.
Crates of Pergamus, his visit to

Rome, 114.
hisviews on language, 114,1 17.

his public lectures ongrammar
at Home, 115.

Crepare, 501 .

Criiu-Goths, 250 n.
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Crimea, want of interpreters in. the

English army in the, 94.

Croatian dialect, 268.

Cliow, 499, 503.

Ouckoo, 497, 498.

Cuculus, 498.
Cumaean Sybil, her oracles written

in Greek, 106.

Cuneiform inscriptions, deciphered

by Burnouf, 233
of Danus and Xerxes, impor-

tance of the discovery of, 275,

277
number of words in the, 377.

progress in deciphering, 315.

Cnrtius on labialism and dentahsm,

60 .

Cutch, the Ahirs of, 191.

the seat of Ophir, 193 n.

Catis, 418 .

Cjaxares, foims interpieters, 94.

Cymric, 264, 265.

Cyrillus, 268.

D, ougin of the letter in forming the

past tense in English, 131, 350.

Dacian language, the ancient,

13811, 26011

Daco Romanic, 260 n,

Dalmatians, 13841

D'Alwis, 1 74 n, 183.

Damasus, St. Jerome's epistles to,

^ I45

Dime, 342
Damila and AujhaJcft parents,

146 n.

Damne, 342 n.

Damsel, 342.

Dan, 342 n.

DanoS, n.
Danish language, growth of, 78,

253, 254-

Dante, language of, 173.
on dialects, 262 n.

Dara, son of Shah Jehan, 207.
D'Arbois de Jubainville, 266.

Dardanelles, 13871.

Dardhlan, dialects of, 287.

Darius, chimed for himself an

Aryan descent, 295

Darmesteter, 27371, 278, 278 11,280,

28177, 284 .

his use of the words Zend, Peh-

levi, &c,, 285
Darwin on classification of lan-

guages, 135 n, 459 w,

Dasati, Sanskrit ten, 49, 53.

Dasent, Sir Gr , 25471

Dasyu, 291
Dative case in Chinese, 127.

Greek, 335.
and locative, 336.

Daughter, 54
Dei, Bohemian for daughter, 54.

De, 336
De Analogia, 116.

Decay, phonetic, one of the two
causes of the changes in Ian.-

guage, 47.
instances of, 50-54.

Declension, most of the termina-

tions of, demonstiative roots,

345-

Dtfrayer, 135 n.

Dekhan, Buddhism spread to Ceylon
from the, 175.

De Lagarde, 288.

Delaware tribes, 65 n.

Delhi, column of, 172.

De Maistre, his definition of agglu-
tination, 401

Demetrius Phalereus, 99 n.

Democntub, his travels, 96.

Demosthenes, 137 n.

Demuth, 382 n.

Deoheit, 382 n.

Deomuot, 382 n.

De-pit, 368.

Descartes, his view of brutes, 485.

Despise, 168.

Deux, 50, 53.
Deva and deus, 221.

Devanaijarl alphabet, 16411.

Dialect, what is meant by, 54.

Dialectic, 118.

regeneration, 54, 469.

growth, beyond the control of

individuals, 79.

freedom, 241

Dialects, importance of, 23, 55.
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Dialects, Italian, 55, 77.

French, 55.

Noise, 55
- Modem Gieek, 56.

Krisian, 56.-
English, 58, 58K } 77-

the feeders, rather than the

channels ol a literary language,

59, 77-

two kinds of, 59
of JM.uclien, 59 w.

-
difficulty in tiacing the history

of, 61.

-in (JoldiiP, 62
- Mr.W.W Cdl,onPolynesian,63
- \meiican, 64-67.
-

IJuxmese, 68.

-- of the Ohtiakes 68.

of youlhum -Africa, 69.
- wi.iHh of, 69

Lithuanian, 69 n.

class dialects, 71.

unbounded resources of, 71.
- -

popular, come to the front in

revolutions, 76.
of ludia,, 170, 171, 179.

- t'Mst "before the liteiaiy lan-

giiajjfo, 248
- how they ,ui^o, 467.

Dictionary, (Moid, 8571.

(-otnparativp, of Catherine the

Great, 158, 160 n

CLinoHG, 40,000 to 50,000 words

in the, 3/6.

300 woids in a village labourer's,

377

379 woida m the Cuneiform in-

umptions, 377

658 woidsin tho Egyptian hieio-

.lyp!ncH, 377.
-

amiiy not ygt examined, 384.

Itfrtioiunus, 8471.
- number of words in various,

378 n.

J)ul,ojii{in of, as n, pretcritf, 352.

l)i<lynuiM, (Jie^ar'a faucieLary, 1 16.

JJicx, Pioli'swor, hia 'Comp.ua-
tivo (irumunar of the Six

Komanic JLhalecU/ 134ft, 161,

342 n.

Di^, plural in Bengali, 51, 51 .

Dilettante, 15.

Din, faith, 82.

Dinka, 450,

Dlnkar/, the, 280, 282.

Diodorus Siculus, on Saba in Ara-

ba, i93

Diogenes Laertios, 279.

Diony&ius Thrax, author of the first

practical Gieek Grammar, 103,

117, 121,123.
of Hahcarna^sus on the Pelasgi
and Loknaus, 137?*.

Dtoskuiias, mentioned by Strabo,
62 n.

Discussion, 49
Divans, the Arabic, 321.

Dix, 50, 53.

Diundev, the poet, 181.

Do, to, 351.

Dom, 382.

Donatu&, the giammarian, 121.

Dormer, 398 n, 432, 434, 435 .

Dorpat dialect, 438.

D'Oisay, 377 n
Dorset dialect, 58 ??, 346.

Douse, 250 n, 353 n.

Douze, 53.

Dowal, to dovetail, 54.

Diagoman, 316%.
Diave, obsolete, 37.

Drawdian race&, 446.

languages, adjectives in, 120.

Sinhalese not one of the, 182

Dual, the, first lecogmsed by Zeno-

dotus, 102

Duhifcar, daughter, in Sansktit,

54-

Dumare&q, Eev. D.,
*

Comparative

Vocabulary of Eastern Lan-

guages,' 158.

Dumichen, Professor, onkafu ==
kapi,

190.

Duncker, 279 n.

Duperron, Anquetil, his translation

of Dili's Pei&ian edition of thrf

TJpanishtidd, 207.

conespondence with le Pexe

Coeurdoux, 213.

Du Ponceau, 129?*, 33611.
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Duret, Claude, Ms work oil lan-

.

guage, I44W.
Dutch, pioved by Goropius to be the

language of Paradise, 149

age of, 245,

is Low German, 45, 246, 247.

Dvi, 48, 49, 53

Dvorak, on the foreign words in the

Koran, 82 n

EAU, to, 360.

Eaily English, 131, 13171.

Earth, guess of Philolaos as to its

motion round the sun, 19.

Earth, 361, 522
East Teutonic, 258, 259.

Eabtein Hindi, 171, 180, 182.

Echis, 523.

Edda, name for moon in the, 4 w.

the name, 256, 257.

Eddas, the two, 254

Edgien, on San&ut roots, 374 n.

Edkms, on the relationship of Chin-

ese, Tibetan, and Mongolian,

Efik, 450

Egypt, number of words in the an-

cient vocabulary of, 377

Egyptian language, \Teated by Lord

Monboddo as the origin of San-

skrit, 226.

-
family to which it belongs,

389. 395. 448, 451.

Eido*,, 370
Eimi andasrai, 157.

Ekhih language, 323.

ElamofGene&is, 294 ,

Elder, 131, 342.

Elements, component, of language,

?5
8

Elimination, process of, 526.

Elliot, Sir H., 191 n, 199 w, 200 n,

202 , 203 w, 204 w, 212 n.

Ellis, 211 n

Elu, spoken in Ceylon, 175, 183

brought toCeylon froinMagadha,
183

books, 183.

inscriptions, 184.

Empirical stage, 3, 87, 88, 90.

En, 242 n.

Endhcher on Chinese, 394 n.

Engines, 105 ?.

England, language of, 44.

English, changes in, &ince the trans-

lation of the Bible in 1611, 36.

pronunciations in Pope and John-
son's times, 3 7 .

history of, 44
a Teutonic language, 45.
is Low Gorman, 45.

grammar purely Teutonic, 46.

nchness of the dialects oi, 59.

leal sources of, 77

dialects, Prince L Bonapaito's
collection of, 77.

of the United States, 78 n
full of words denved fiom the

most difatant souicos, 83,

propoition of Saxon to Norman
woids in, 83

tests proving the Teutonic origin

of, 86.

grammar, 86.

genitives, 119, 125
nominatives and accusatives, 125,

129

early, 131

middle, 131.

ongin of grammatical forms in,

130-

number of words used by a l,i-

bouier, 377.
number of words in, 378 n, 379.
number of woids used by a well-

educated man, 378.

Dictionary, New Oxford, 378.
number of woids m Milton,

Shakespeare, and the Old Tes-

tament, 379

Englishman in China, 497.

Ennius, 74, 109, 115.
his translations iioin Greek into

Latin, 109.

Entrails, 517.

Eorthe, 361.

Eos, ii.

Ephphatha, 317.

Epices, 372.

Epicharinus, Latin translation of
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his philosophy by Ennius, 109,

10971.

Epicier, 371.

Epicurus, doctrines of, embiaced in

Home, H2
Epier, 370

Epnotes, 138 n.

Episkopos, 367.

Epistola, 104 n.

Equip, 362

Equiper, 362.

Eia, 361.

Eratosthenes, 294 n.

Erin, Pictet's derivation of, 298 .

Mr Whitley Stokes on, 299 n.

Errand, 363.

Erro, 149 n.

Erse, 265.

Eiste, der, 242.

Ertoghrul, son of Soliman-Shah,

419.
Eskimo language, 452.

Espece, 371.

Espiegle, 369.

Esquif, 362.

Estienne, Henri, his grammatical
labours anticipated by the

Brahmans 500 B o , 89.
his work on language, 144 n.

Efats, or Estonians, language of the,

430, 431, 438.
dialects of, 438.

poetry of the, 438.

Ethiopic or Abyssinian, 449, 451.

Ethnology, distinct from the science

of language, 43, 458.

Etruscan, 453.

Eudemos on the Aryan race, 295.

Eudoxus, 279.

Euhemerus jf Mes&ene, his woik

tianslated into Latinby Innius,

109.

of, age of the, 261.

' 37 '

ie two-ten, 48, 49,

Eulalia,

Eulenspi

Eul-shi,

53
-

Eunomius, 30 n.

Euripides first translated into Latin

by Ennius, 109.

Eusebius, Armenian translation of,

2 79

Ewald, on the relation of the Tu-
ranian to the Aryan languages,

470
Ewe language, 450.

Expect, 369.

Eziongeber, or Akaba, 187.

Ezour-veda, 211 n

Ezra, Chaldee fragments in th

Book of, 316.

FABIUS PICTOTl, his hi.tor} of

Rome in Gieek, 107
Faculties of man and bi utes, 483

Pabiaii, the Chinese pilgrim toludm,

197.

Paizi, superintended the tian&la-

tions made for Akbar, 205 n

Palasha, 451.
Families of languages, tests for

i educing the principal dial&ts

of Europe and Asia to ceitain,

236.

how many are there, 243.

Fan, or Fan-lan-mo, Chinese i en-

denng of the San&krit Brah-

man, 196, 197 .

Farah, 365 n.

Farrar, 328 n, 481 , 497 n.

Fatum, II

Faucher le grand pr, 364.

Fee, 360.

Feeble, 134.

Fein and the Brahman, 206.

Ferguson, Dr ,
on language, 493.

Fernando Po, 450.

Feu, 133, 242.

Feuer, 134.

Fiend, 510.

Filth, 510.

Finnic, or Finno-TJgric languages,

398, 428, 435. 4/2.

hkenesa to Turkish, 389.

tribes, original seat of the, 428.

branches of, 430-432.

spread of, 434,

language and literature, 436-

444-
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Finnic, the Kalewala, the Iliad of

the Finns, 437.
national feeling lately arisen,

437*

philology, 439
likene& to Hungarian, 439.

Finnish grammar, 128

Fudnsi, language m \\hich he vrrote

his
'

bhahnameh,' 286

Fire-worshippers. S?e Palais.

Fnoz-Shah, translations made by
Ins oider from Sanskrit irto

Persian, 203.

Fust, 242.

Fixedstais, 7.

Flaccus,M.Yerriua,the grammanan,
121.

Flamrainus,his knowledge ofGreek,

107.
Flemish language and literatuie,

m 245-247,352.
u

Flonrens, on souls, animal and

human, 485, 521 71.

Flu^elj Professor, 200 n
FJti el* Dictionary, words in, 378 n

F(., Chinese name for Buddha, 196.

Foeivtemann, 249 .

F<ree, 37.

Foiculus, 106 n.

Form, 370.
F^im?l elements, 327, 328.

Fosstei, 220, 220 jj.

Foul, 510
Fra Paohno da S. Bartolommeo,

I57
Fra.s, 135.

Fianek, 246 n.

Francoma, dialects of, are High
Geman, 246, 247 n, 248.

Fiancus, 248

Fiankish, Old, 245.

Fiater, 248, 387.

Fray, 387.

Frayle, 387.
Fiedenc II, his experiments on the

origin of language, 481

Fredum, fuede, frais, and defiayer,

135 n

Rising, Codex of, 269

French, dialects, numher of, 55.

French, of Canada, 78.

nominatives and accusatives,

129
in some points more primitive
than Provencal, 237

a Romanic language, 260.

Noithern, 261

ongiu of grammatical termina-

tions in, 347
01 5gin of the future m -rai, 347.

Frere, 387.

Fretela, 251.

Friend, 510.

Fihian is Low Geiman, 45.
multitude ot dialects, 56, 242,

245 n

Klaus Groth on, ,^7.

language and literature, 245, 247.
Friska Fmdling, Nissen's, 245 n.

Fromage, 134.

Fiich", 348 n.

Fula, 450.

Fuoco, 133, 243.
Fuiicha

} 36571.

Furst, 241.
Further Indi.i f languages of, 448.

Futuie, the, in Fiench, 347.
in Latin, 348.

inSpamtsh, 348.

inGieek, 349, 349 n.

in ( Ud Noi&e, 349 n.

in Homanic languages, 389.
in Chinese, 533.

Fygar, astionomica,! tables of, 200.

G m Sanskut, lepresented in Greek

by j8, 293.

Gaedlielic, 264 n.

Gaelic, 264 n, 265.

<?ama Magadhl, 168, 178, 179.

Canon, language of the, 169

Galatia, foundation a*nd language

of, 266.

GalatiB, 266 n.

Galla Language of Africa, 449, 451.

Grille, J H , 245 n.

Galli, 266 ?>.

Gallic, 265.

Gallus, Alexander, quoted against
the Emperor Sigismund, 40.
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Gawas, lists of remarkable Sansknt

words, 124.

Gandhara, 195.

Ganga, Ganges, 519.

Gangetic class of languages, 445,

447*

Gardanki, 253.

GarAw&U, 180.

Garo, 447.
formation of adjectives in, 120 n

Gathd dialect, 170, 171.

GithSs, or songs of Zoroaster, 278,

279.

Gauch, 498.
Ga-udian languages, 167 , 179,

182.

Gaugengigl, 378 ??.

Gaui, an infidol, 82, 140.

Gaua, Sanskrit, may be jSovs,

293

Geac, 498.

Gobelin, Court de, Ms 'Monde

primitif,' 155

compared with Hems, 155.

Guez language, 323.

Geiger, 28771

Gcisb, 522

lieldner, 278, 278 n.

Ocmara, 317**

Gender, 91, 117.

G,'iiealo<ry, brst form of classifica-

tion, 136, 240

Genealogical classification, 239,

240, 37, 385.
not possible for all languages,

241.

Gonna and specie^, 514.

Creneul ideas, 511, 521, 526.

Gencn colouiali, 571 .

Generis neuinus, 4011.

(> <^ici os, 37 in.

^cmlce, 119, n 9^.
Ouulive c.isc, the term used in

India, 119.

terminations of the, generally
identical with the suffixes which

change feubbtantivcs mto adjec-

tives 120

- how iormwl in Chinese, 126.

in Latin, 332-334.

Genitive, when supplied by the

locative, 333.
in Oscan, &c , 334
fonnation o in Sanskrit and

Greek, I2on
in Latin, English, and Greek,

125.

Genos, 370
Gentile, 140.

Geographical arrangement of lan-

guages, 162.

Geometry, 3.

Georgian, 448.
Geranos, 503.

German, history of, 246
-High and Low, Middle and

Upper, 244 7?, 246*1.
number of dialects in Old, 249,

252.
number of roots in Modern, 376.

Germanus, 388.

Getae, 138 n.

Geyser, 522.

Gezelle, M., 352.

Ghost, 522.

Giles, Herbert, iqfn.
Gill, Rev W. W , on Polynesian

dialects, 63, 64.

Gill, 37.

Gmsburg, Dr., 148 n

Gipsy language, 288, 293.

Glass, painted, before and since the

Reformation, 10.

Glossology, a name for the science

of language, I

Glottic, 28 .

Gluck, 26471.

Godararca, 365 n.

Go-go, the, 519, 519 .

Goidelic, 264, 265

Goldschmidt, 183, 184.

Gonds, 446.

Goold, 36

Gordon, Captain, on Burmese dia-

lects, 68

Gorans, proved Butch to be the

language of Paradise, 149

Gospel, 132, 277.

Gothic, a modem language, 133.

similarity mth Latin, 139.
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Gothic, when extinct, 250.
class of languages to which it

belongs, 251, 258, 259.
the eldest sister only of the Teu-
tonic branch, 253.

number of roots in, 376^.
number of words in, 378 .

Goths, the, and Bishop TJlfilas,

249, 297.

Giacchufc, T , spoke Greek, 107.

Giammar, the ciitenon of relation-

ship in almost all languages,

45> 85.

English, unmistakably Teu-

tonic, 45.
the most essential element in

no trace of, in ancient Chinese,

87, 126.

early achievements of the Brah-

mans in, 89
and the Greeks, 91.
terms of, borrowed from philo-

sophy, 91, 100

Gieek, why studied at Rome,
113-

Latin, Caesar's work on, 1 16.

Hindu, science of, 124.

Sanskrit, origin and history of,

124.
the facts of, 135.
in Chinese, 1 26.

in Finnish, 128.

historical evidence, 130.
collateral relationship, 133.

genealogical classification, 135.

original Sajoskrit, 220.

Bopp's
'

Comparative Grammar,*

232,23221,254,325.

comparative, value of, in the

classification of languages, 236,

326, 354*-
Aryan, 255.

Tuikish, 421.

Giammanan, the first, 8971.

Grammarians, the eaily, 92.
Grammatical changes since 1611,

37
or formal elements in language,

50.

Grammatical forms produced by
phonetic decay, 50.

forms, origin of, 129, 330.

framework of the Aiyan lan-

guages, can be tiaced back to

independent words, 350, 354.
Grammatici at Rome, 107.
Grantha and grandonica, 21911.
MSS , 219

Grassmann, io6n.

Greek dialects, modern, Tzaconic,

0,56
classical, local dialects, 60, 136,

136^1.

enquiries into language, 91.

travellers, 96.

language, studied by the barba-

rians, Berosus, Menander, Ma*

netho, 97, 98.
tian&lations of the Cld Testa-

ment and Zend-Avesta, 98, 99.
critical study of, at Alexandna,

99, 102.

article, 101.

grammar, first practical, 103.

taught at Rome, 103.

generally spoken at Home, 104,

107.

gods identified with Italian, 106.

laws, manners and language, in-

fluence of, at Rome, 107.

plays in Rome, 108.

rhetors expelled from Rome, 112.

grammar taken up at Rome, 113,

"7-
adjectives and genitives, 121,

125, 334

grammar, spread of, 122.

uge of the teim Barbarian, 136.
Plato's notion ofthe origin of, 137.
French derived from, 144 .

and Hebrew, Orchard on, 148 n.

and Sanskrit, similarity between,

357-

accounts of India, 193.
Latin and Sanskrit, affinity be-

tween, 227, 228, 237.
dative in, 335
s between two vowels, 345.

future, 349, 349 *.
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Gieefc verb, number of forms in, if

conjugated through all its

voices, tenses, &c., 378 w.

and Sanskrit, coincidences be-

tween accounted for the aug-

ment, 534
Greeks, their speculations on lan-

guage, 90.

ancient,neverthought oflearning
a foreign language, 93.

fiist encouraged interpreters for

the sake of trade, 95.

philosopher, imaginaiy travels

of, 96
and Barbarians, 98, 136, 140

no intellectual intercourse be-

tween, befoie Alexander the

Great, 98,
never applied the principle of

classification to speech, 136.

Gieenlanders, language of, 452.
Gieet for great, 37 n.

Gregory of Nyssa, his defence of

St. Basil, 30 ik

Grey, Asa, on the descent of man
from one pair, 474**.

on the intellect of biutes, 489 n.

Giieison, 179, i8ow.

Gnmm on the origin of dialects, 59.

on the idiom of nomads, 72.

on etymologies, 132
his

* Teutonic Giammar,' 233,

245 n.

his, division of the Teutonic class,

258.
his Deutsche Sprache, 365 .

Grimm's Law, 345.

Grisons, language of the, 260.

Groma, 105 n.

Gioth, Klaus, on Frisian dialects, 57
(Growth of language, 39, 73.

independent of man, 40.

Gubernaie, 105*1, 362.

Gubernatis, A. De, 209*1, 218.

Guebres, 274.

Guhrauer, i$on.

Guichard, Estienne, his work on

language, 144* J44 w> X 47

148 w, 157*.

Gtojai&tt, 171, 180, 182.

Giildenstadt's Travels in the Cau-

casus, I5S 71.

Gundert, Dr., 190 71, 428 .

Gurmug language, 447.

Gutta-percha, iSSrc.

Gyarmathi, on Hungarian, 439

H, initial in Armenian, 54.

Habbim, 190.

Hahn, Dr., 44971.
Hakon VI, conquers Iceland, 255.
H31a, poetry of, 178.

Hale, H ,
on the Hurons, 65 n.

Halhed, on the affinity between
Greek and Sanskiit, 223.

his Code of Gentoo Laws, 223 n

Hamilton, AJexandei, taught Schle-

gel the rudiments of Sanskrit,

229
Sir W., on the general and par-
ticular in language, 51971.

Hammer, von, 526

Handbook, 37

Hanzleden, J., 216, 217, 218, 218 .

Harald Haarfagr, King of Norway,
255.

Harfiyu, 301, 301 n.

Harran, inscription of, 322.
Harrari language, 323
Hai un-al-RascMdjtranslationsmade

at his court from Sanskrit, 200.

Indian physicians at the court of,

200.

Haruspex, Cato's contempt for the,

113-

origin of name, 369.

Haug, his labours in Zend, 27371,

278, 282.
^

on a Pehlevi inscription at Nine-

veh, 28171.

Haupt, 293
Haussa language, 451

Have, to, paradigms almost identical

in Latin and Gothic, 139.

Hayr, father in Armenian, 54.

Hebiaic, 314, 320

Hebrew, first Giammar and Die-

tionaiy of the Bible, 89
roots first explained, 89 n

B/ble,
translated into Greek, 99 n<
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Hebrew, accordingtothe Fathers,the

primitive language of mankind,

145
amount of learning wasted on

this question, 147

letteis, numerical value, 148 n
-
Leibniz, the first to deny He-
brew being the pninitive lan-

guage, 149.

model nised, 318-321.
ancient form of, 320.

Aramean modifications of, 321.

swept away by Arabic, 321.
number of roots in, 376

change of vowels in, 534.

Heimsknngla, the, 256.
He is, 386

Hekatseus, 194, 195, 264.

Hekate, old name ot the moon, II.

Hekatebolos, n.

Helas, 511 n.

Heljand, the, of the Low Geimans,

246.

Hellamcas, 294.
Hellenic branch of languages, 263

Helvetius, on man's faculties, 13%.

EeinaandiM, 167, 168, 170 , 178.

Eenuequin, 149

Hephaestos, 106,

Hephthalitue, 414.

Heia,, 106.

HeraUfe, 105.

Herat, 301, 302.

Hercere, 105.

Hercules, 105

Heiculus, io6.
Herder, on the origin of language,

478, 495>495
Heieclus, 105

Herero, 450
Heretic, 139
Heimano, 242, 387

Hermippus,his Gieek translation of

Zoioasfcer'a works, 99, 279, 280.

Herodianus, the grammaiian, 121.

Herodotus, mentions Greek mei-

chants on the Volga, 95.

his travels, 96
on the Pelasgi, 13771.

mention of Indian names, 195.

Herodotus, Celts in the time of,

265.

Hervas, reduces American dialects

to eleven families, 66.

his works on the Science of Lan-

guage, 143 n.

accounts of his life and works,

154, 215 H, 2l6tt.

compared with Gebelin, 155.
his views on Bask, 156

on the Malay and Polynesian

family, 156
his view of Gieek and Sanskrit,

157-
his account of Abu-1-Fazl, 205 n.

his opinion of Hebiew, 324.
Hessian dialects, 246*2, 248.

Heyne, Montz, 245 .

Heyse, on the origin of language,

501 n, 528, 532.

Hickes, on the proportion of Saxon
to Norman words in English,

84

Hieroglyphs word^, number of, 377.

groups, 2030, 37872,

Higginson, 140 n.

High German, 244, 244 n, 246, 248,

258, 259.

New, Middle, and Old, 247,

248, 259
cannot be derived from Gothic,

252

Himyaiitic inscriptions, 193 n, 322.

Hindi, 171, i So, 181, 205 n.

High, or Uidu, 181.

Hind-sind, 200.

Hidu. Hapta Hircdu, 194.

Hindustani, real origin of, 77.

genitive and adjective in, I20.

TJrdu-zaban, the proper name of,

429.
Hiouen thsanij, the Chinese pilgrim,

his tiavels m India, 198.

wiote a book m Sanskrit, 202.

Hnain, fleet of, 187

History and giowth, difference be-

tween, 41
and language, connection be-

tween, 42
Historical science, 22.
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Hitopade*a, translated by Wflkins,
22092.

Hiung-nu, 412

Hlafoid, 132, 277
Hliod or Quida, of Norway, 256

Saemund's collection
of, 256.

Hodgson, 468

Hoei-feeng, the Chinese pilgrim to

India, 197.

Hoha, 365 n.

Holden, 37

Holpen, 37.

Holtzmann, 256

Homer, critical study of, at Aleran-

dria, 92,100, 102
- influence of the study of, on gram-

matical terminology, 101, 102,

124
did ho use the article, loi.

on the Karians and Lokrians,

137 w.

Homuiel, 292 n.

Homo, 524

Honey, many names for, 526 n

Hood, 382, 38 2 n

Horace, on the changes of Latin in

his time, 74

Huinle, Dr., 167, 167%, 171, 179,

183,
on Indian poets, 181, 182 .

Hors, 134.

Hoise, many names for, among the

Mandflhu Tatars, 526

Hortensms, 74.

Hoa tribe, 447
Hottentot language, 449, 451

House, some name for, in Sanskrit

and othei Aryan languages,

357-

Hruofan, 501 n.

ftubgchmann, his Armenian studies,

288

Hnet, Ge*dc?on, 245 n

Human knowledge, physical or his-

torical, 22.

Humanity, a word not found in

Plata or Anstotle, 140

Humboldt, A, von, on the limits of

exact knowledge, 19

Humholdt, W. von, his patronage

of Compaiative Philology, 232,

294,

Humilib, 524.

Humus, 524.

Hunfalvy onTJgriclangtiages, 392 a,

43M7I*
Hungarian, its affinity with the

Finno-Ugric dialects, 398, 430,

439-

language, 430
its affinity with Tuikith, 439.

Hungarians, ancestor of the, 435.

Hungary, Mongols in, 410
Hunyad, long oppo&cd the Turk",

421
Huron Indians, rapid changes m

then dialects, 65.

Euzvan>>h, 285.
its proper meaning, 285.

Hyadcs 01 Pluvise, 7

Hymns of the Veda, 163, 179

IBtf EZRA, 89.

Ibn-Wahshiyyah, his Arabic trans-

lation of the Nabatean Agii-

culture, 319
account of him and his works,

Ibo, 450.

Ic, names in, 34 .

Iceland, language of, 78, 253, 256.
fiist known, 254.
foundation of aristocratic re-

public in, 255
intellectual and literary activity

, 255, 256.
later hi&tory of, 255.

Icelandic Skalds, 253, 256.

Iconium, Tuikish Sultans of, 419

Ida, 292 n, 361.

Ignis, 242,

Iguvium, tables of, 262.

lUhi religion of Akbar, 204.
< II est,' 386.

Illumination of MSS. a lost art,

10.

Blyria Eoman conquest of, 260 n.

Dtyrian language, the ancient,is8 ,

260 n.

languages, 268, 269.
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Ulyrians, Greek and Roman writers

on the, 138 w, 271.

Imagination, value of, 19.

Imperfect, new ibims of the, 37.

Imperial Dictionary, 160, i6ow

Imporcitor, 365 n

Incorporating class of languages,

455-

,
JeJewish accounts of, 186-192.

Greek accounts of, 192-195.
known to the Persians, 194-198,

199
Chinese accounts of, 196-198.
Arab accounts of, 199-203
the Mulla Abdu-1-Bjidii Maluk's

history of, 205 n

origin of the name, 344
Indian philosophers, difficulty of

admitting their iniuence on

Greek philosophy, 95 w.

Gymnosophists and Lycui gus, 96.
Indians at the Court of Harun al

Easchid, 200, 200 n.

Indicative and subjunctive in Gieek

and Sanskrit, 222.

Indies, East and West, histoiical

meanings of the names, 243.

Indo-European family. See Aryan.
Indus, mentioned by Hekataeos,

195-

meaning Of, 519.
Inflectional stage of language, 47,

5i> 39*, 453, 4<>i-

Inflections and teiminations, 327-

33

Inspector, 368.

Instinct, always remains the same,

33-
- exists in man and brutes, 488

Instincts, lost by man as he ceases

to use them, 529

Instrumental, formation of the, in

Chinese, 252.

Interactional theory of roots, 128,

57.
Internum, 517.

Interpreters, fiist encouraged for

trade, 95.

M, 361, 36i.
Iian, modern name of Persia, 296.

Iranian logograms in Pehlevi, 284
Iranic class, 273, 286.

Ire, 361.

Ireland, 298.

luonn, 361.
Irish language, 264 n, 265

lion, name for the Os of the Cau-

casus, 296

Iioquois language, 65 n

Tsihmela, Zulu name for the Plei-

ades, 6 w.

Island, many Icelandic names h,
388

He ot Man, dialect, 265.

Tsokratcs, 137

Isolating hmgiuijcs, 47, 51, 391.

It, used in the Bible, 38 n.

Italian dialects, number of, 55.
natural giowth of, 74.

real sources of, 77; 260.

northern dialects, 261 n
dulects aie Neo-Latm, adopted

by Teutonis, 263

oiigm of giammatical ieiinma-

tions in, 347.

Italians, indebted to the Greeks

for civilisation, 105.
had their own icligion, 105.

Italic d&BH, 260, 263

Italy, Us debt to Gieece, 104.
dialects spoken in, boforo therisi'

of Home, 262

Its, as a possessive piunouii, 38,

Itsmy, tia\els of, 198.

Ivcinia, 299^.
Ivoiy, 190

JACOB!, Professor, 167 n, i6B w.

James IV of Scotland, lus OJMTI-
ments on the onym oi ltiiiuiiig*,

481

Japanese, 453.

Japhetic languages, 460.

Jargon, 55.

Jean Paul, 377 n

Jerome, St , on Hebrew as tho pri-

mitive lanyiMiLfp, 145
his correspondence

1 with

andFieteLi, 251.
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Jesuits, their work for Leibniz, I so

their printing offices in India,
210 n.

-their letters to France, 212.

their knowledge of Sanskrit, 213.
Jewish accounts of India, 186.

Jews, literary idiom of the, in the

first centuries B c andA.D.,3i6,

317
and from the fourth to the

tenth centuries, 317.

adopted Arabic, 318.
returned toamodernisedHebrew,

Job, mention of Ophir in the book

of, 192.

Joinville, 134*1.

Joktan, sons of, 193 .

Jonathan, Targum of, 317.

Jones, Sir William, hi 1

* translation

of the Sakuntala", 220 n.

on the affinity between Sanskrit,

Peisian, and Greek, 223, 224
his doubts as to the Zend-Avesta,

2/5-

Jonson, Ben, does not recognise it8

as a possessive pronoun, 38.

Jour, 54 n

Julien, Stanislas, notes on Chinese,

126, 127, 196, 380 n.

his translations from Chinese,

197 n, 198.

Jumentum, 361.

Juno, 106

Jupiter Virgarius or Vimimus, 6n.

soul of the universe, 113.

Justamond, translation of Bernal's

East and West Indies, 206 n.

Jublmian, the Emperor, his embassy
to the Turks, 41 3

Jutes, Saxons,^nd Angles, 244.

KABI KANKAN, the poet, 182.

Kabir, the poet, 182.

Kabyl, 449

Kadambail, 208 n.

Kafir, 140, 449, 450

Kalew, the son ot, 438.

'Kalewala,' the Iliad of the Finn*.,

437-
'

Kalewipoeg,' the Esthoman epic,

438.

Kolidasa, 165, 169
Kalilah and Dimnah, 198.

Kalmuks, 407, 41 1.

Kamassiman dialect, 406
akya* his Sanskiit work on

poisons tianslated into Persian,

200, 203 n.

Kanishka, 177.

Kankah, astrologer to Harun-al-

Easchid, 200 n.

Kanuri, 450.

Kapchakian empire, 408.

KAR, 502.

JTaraka, translated from Sanskrit

into Persian, 203 n.

Kai-a-Kalpak tribes near Lake Aial,
416.

Karava, 499, 500, 502.

Kardagia, 200 n.

Karelian dialect of Finnic, 431,

436.

Kanans, Greek authors on Ihe,

137 .

Karolingian psalms, 246.

Karu, 502.

Kasan, 409.
Kashubian dialect, 270.

Kasikumukian, 448.

Katyayana, 178, 182.

on M&gadhi, as the root of all

languages, 146.

Katze, 506.

Kaukones, the, 137^.
Kawi language, 232.

Kechna ot Guatemala, 449 n.

Keltos, 26451.

Kemble, 243.

Kempe, Andre*, <m the languages

spoken in Paiadise, 1497*.

Kepler, 19, 141 .

Kerman, 274.

Kern, Dr., 278 , 29241.

Khamti, 447.

Khasi, or Kassia, 448.

Khi-nie, the Chinese pilgrim in

India, 198.

o o
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Khosru Nushirvan, his translations

from Sanskrit, 198.

Kind, 370.

Kings, Jewish books of, 186, 192 n.

KiriLta Linkage, 146 M.

Kircher, A., 208 n, 212.

Kirchhoff, 262.

Kirgis tnbe, the, 417.

Hoides, the three, 418.

Kasak, tube of the, 418.
Kitab al Baitarat, 203.

Klaproth, 409.

KluandKiu, 501.

Klyo, hearing, 501.

Know, to, 520.

Knowledge, human, two divisions

Of, 22.

Kohl, on Frisian dialects, 56.

Koilos, 518.

Koka, 365 n.

Kokila, 498.

Kokkyx, 498.
Kolanan language, 447.

Kols, 447.

Konjara, 450.

Koph, 189.

Kopitar, 269.

Koran, Peisian expressions in, 82.

Korone, 499

Kiemer, A. von
, 193 n.

Kieuz'vakl, Dr
,
his restoration of

the'Kalevripoeg/438.

Knm, 409.

Kronos, 106.

Km, 450.

Krukjan, 501.

Ktesias, 195.

Kuenen, 99 n.

Kuhn, 174, 183, 365 ft, 44871.

on genitives and datives, 334 n.

JCu-fa-lan, a learned Buddhist, 197.

Kukkufa, 498.

Kumaoni, 180.

Kumuks in the Caucasus, 415.

Kurds, language of the, 287.

Kuiland, 267.
Kurrut Al Mulk, 203.

Kushitic languages, 451.

Kuthanu, his work on Nubatean

Agriculture, 319.

Kuthami, period when he lived,

31971.

L, wanting in the Cuneiform in-

scriptions, 294 n.

L.iban, language of, 316.

Labor, 363 n.

Lachmann, 293.

Ladin, dialect of the Oberland,
261 n.

Lady with 1258 descendants, 70 n.

Lady, 132

Lakshmldhara, 167 n.

Laloc, 36.

Lamentum, 501.

Language, the barriei between man
and beast, 12, 480, 489, 511

first examined in the last fifty

years, 27.

growth of, in contradistinction to

the histoiy of, 28, 43, 80.

considered as an invention of

man, 29.
the beginning of, 31.
has a history, 32.

changes in, 34, 35
almost stationary in civilised na-

tions, 35.^

changesrapidlyamong savages,35
cannot be changed or improved

by man, 42, 79, So, 328.

connection between history and,

.4
2

independent of historical events,

43-
of England, 44.

of the English, 44.
causes of the growth of, 46.

processes of the growth of

(1) phonetic decay, 47.

(2) dialectic regeneration, 54
written, an accidlnt, 54.

existed in the form of dialects

from its very beginning, 62

history of, 79
no possibility of a mhed, 81, S6

grammar the most essential ele-

ment in, 8 1

Greeks on, 88, 89, 90.
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Language, study of, at Alexandria,
100

empirical or formal grammar of,

125.
Leibniz on, 149 et seq.

Herv&i, 154

Adelung, 158.

Catherine the Great, 158

glance at the modern history of,

236.

constituent elements of, 324
distinction between the ladical

and formal elements of, 324,

327.

nothing merely formal in, 346.
what it is made of, 384.
radical stage of, 393
teiminational stage of, 396
diftei ence between an inflectional

and agglutinative, 454.

agglutinative stage of, 455.
the ongin of, 478 et seq.

the outward sign of an inward

power, 492.
universal ideas, 492.

general ideas and roots, 492.
none formed on mutation alone,

497-
the pnmum cognitum and pri-

mum appellatum, 512, 516,

,
5I9 '

a
knowing and naming, 520.

and reason, 522.
words express geneial ideas,

522, 526.
natural elimination, 526.

woid and thought, 527.

natural selection of rootb, 532.

nothing arbitiary in, 534

origin oi and confusion of tongues,

language, Science of, modern date

of the, I.

names for the, i.

meaning of the, 2.

practical charactei of the, JO.

oi importance in political and

social questions, 12, 27, 81

one ot the physical sciences,

21, 29, 80.

Language, Science of, realm of the,

Dr. Whewell on the classifi-

cation of the, 28 ft.

as an historical science, 32.

independent of histoiy, 44.
India and Greece only coun-

tries where we can see the

origin of the, 88.

Empirical stage in the, 88,

90.

classificatory stage, 123.

the, 143 n.

importance ofthe discovery of

Sanskrit to the, 162, 234, 313.-- value of comparative gram-
mar in the, 236--
languages on which it is

founded, 445.
list of works on the, 446.-- historical element in the, 530.

Languages, number of known, 25,

25 .

literal y, are artificial, 55, 75,

classification of, 80, 81, 136.
are all in one sense mixed, Si.

teaching of foreign, a modern in-

vention, 93.

reason why the Greeks never

learnt foreign, 93.
e The Mountain of,' 94.
historical study of, 130

genealogical classification of,

I35*> 235> 239-

in Europe and Asia, tests for

reducing to ceitain families

genealogical classification not ap-

plicable to all, 241,
radical relationship of, 242.

morphological classification of,

37, 385 39
- families and classes of, 385

modern, built np from the ruins

of ancient, 386.
distant relationship among, 387.

all, leducible in the end to roots,

39; 492> 5 12 -

poiysynthetic, 444.
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Languages, problem of the common

origin of, 455, 472, 473.
are either radical, terminational,

or inflectional, 457.
once settled, do not change their

grammatical constitution, 462,

463-

political or state, 467.

may become dissimilar in gram-

mar, yet be cognate, 469.

Langue Romano, 236.

Laokoon, 524.

Laos, 447.

Laotse, 390

Laps, or Laplanders, 430, 431, 434.
their habitat, 434.

Larme, 54.

Lassen, 19071, 19491, 196, 231.

onPehlevi, 28411.

Latin, classical, one of the many
dialects of Latium, 60, 74.

and Neo-Latm, 74,

changes in, according to Poly-

bius, 74.

the old Salian poems, 74.

provincialisms of Cicero, 75.

stagnation of, on becoming the

language of civilisation, 75.

translation of Mago's work on

Aguculture, 105 .

nautical terms, 105 n.

JSlras Stilo's lectures on, 115,

11591.

grammar, Caesar's work on, 116.

genitives, 1 25, 334.
and Gothic, similarity between,

139
and Sanskrit, similarity between,

221, 228.

and the Langue Romans, 236.
and Greek, genealogical relation

between, 238.

the future in, 348.

Layainon, 35, 13211.

Legge, Professor, 197 .

Leibniz, the first to conquer the

prejudice that Hebrew was the

primitive language, 149.
how to spell his name, 149 n.

first applied the principle of in-

ductive reasoning to the study
of language, 150

Leibniz, his letter to Peter the Great,

151.
his labours in the science of

language, 152, 15711, 158, 377%.
his vanous studies, 153
claimed an immortal soul for

brutes, 486
on the formation of thought and

language, 515.

Leitner, Dr., 287.

Leland on American dialects, 67.

Lenonnant, 397.

Lepcha, 447

Lepsius on African languages, 450.

Lesghian, 448
Lettic and Lettish, 267, 268, 270.

Letto-Slavic, 267, 270, 288.

Leusden, on Hebrew and Chaldee

words in 0. T , 376 .

Lewis, Sir G. C
,
on the theory of

Raynouard, 237.

Li, in Chinese, 461.

Libra, 105 n.

Libretto of an Italian opera, number
of words in the, 377,

Libyan, 449, 451.

Lilac, 36.

Linguistique, I.

Linnsean sy&tem, important to sci-

ence, 1 6.

Lion, Arabic names for, 388.
its many names, 526 ft.

Lipmann, 292 n.

Liteiary languages, origin of, 70, 467.
inevitable decay of, 76.
influence of, 77.

Lituanian dialects, 69 n.

language, 267.

oldest document in, 267.

Lives, the, and their habitat, 438,
Livms Andronicus, 108, 137

translated the Odyssey into Latin

verse, 108.

Livonia, 267.

Livomans,dialectofthe,26S,43o,43i
Locative, formation of the, in all

Aiyan languages, 331.
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Locative, in Chinese, 128, 330
in Latin, 332.

Locke, John, on language as the

barrier"between man and brutes,

14.

on the origin of language, 31, 5 1 2.

on universal ideas, 491.

Log, 01 Lok, plural in Hindi, 51.

Logology, I.

Logone,45o.
Lohitic class of languages, 445, 447.

Loknans, the, 137 n.

Lonnrot, 437.

Lord, 132, 277.
Lord's Prayei , published in various

languages m the sixteenth cen-

tury, 144 n.

Lottner, Dr, 390.

Loud, 501.

Lourdement, 52.

Loved, 129, 130, 343, 350, 352.
Low German, 244, 244*1, 246-248,

252, 258, 259.
Lucilius in the house of the Scipios,

in,
his took on Latin orthography,
116.

Lucina, name for the moon, 1 1.

Lucius Cincius Alimentus, 107.

Lucietius, 74.

Luna, n.

Lusatia, language of, 270.
Luther on astrology, 9.

Lycian, 453.

Lycurgus, his travels mythical, 96.

MA, to measure, 6, 382.

Ma-ba, 450.
MacCrindle's Ancient India, 19672.

Macedonians, ancient authors on

the, 137 n.

iviacedo-Bomsftuc, the, 26011.

Machina, 105 n.

HacMurdo, 191,

Madam, 341.

Vlagadha, 172.

Ma-gadhl or Pali, 167, 168, 172,

174, 179, 182.

the root of all languages to the

Buddhists, 146, 14671.

Magadht alphabet, 176.

Magar dialect, 447

Maggi,Prof,, 20971.

Magi, the, 281.

Magis and Plus, 40.

Mago, his book in Punic on Agri-

culture, 97 fl.

Magyars, the, 435.

Mahabachiam, commentary on the

Tedas, 214.

Mahabhaiata, 178.
translated for Akbar, 205, 205 .

Mah&ashfcl, chief Prakrit dialect,

167.

used by the <?ainas, 168

Mahavansa, 174.
Mahinda biought the Buddhist

sacred books from Magadha,
174.

monastery founded by, 175.
his translation of the Arthaka-

thas, 183.

Mahmxid of Ghazni, invites Albe-

runi to India, 201.

Malnflgl Khirad, 282.

Malade, 388.
Malaic clabS of languages, 452.

Malayalam, 446

Malta, Arabic dialect of, 322.

Man, to think, 525.
Man and biutes, faculties of, 483,

Man, Isle of, dialect, 265.

Mana, 5.

Mandaeans, or Kasoreans, 318.

Mandshu tribes, speaking a Tungusic

language, 407, 469.

grammar of, 443
imitative sounds in, 507 71.

Manetho, his study of Greek, 97.
his work on Egypt, 97, 98.

Ms knowledge of Hieroglyphics,

97-

Mani, the moon, 4.

Manka, Ms translations from San-

skrit into Persian, 200.

Mankba, the physician, 201.

Mankind, 51.

common origin of, 474.

Mano, moon, 5.
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Manual, 37.

Manuscripts of Eanxleden, and Pao-

lino da 8. Bartolommeo, ai8 w.

Mara-^t, 171, 180, 182

genitive in, 120 n.

Maicellus and the EmperorTiberius,

39
Marchen, dialects of, 59 n.

Marco della Tomba, 217
never saw a MS. of the

Veda, 217.

Mars, 106.

Marsh, on the proportion of Saxon

to Latin words in English,

8471.

Marshall, knew Sanskrit in 1677,
21371.

Marta, 524, 525.

Mas, Masa, 6.

Masora, icliom in which it was

written, 317.

Mas&mann, 25071.

Matanga, a Buddhist, 197.

Matram, 6

Mauldna Izzn-d-din Khalid Khani,
his translations from Sanskrit

into Persian, 203.

Maximinus on Ulfilas, 307.
on the Council of Aqwleja, 307.

Mayil, 190 .

Mayura, 19071

Mazdeibm, 280

Measurer, moon, 4.

Measuring-rod, 104.

Median inscriptions, 398,

Medians, 296 n.

Medical treatises, Sanskrit, 201.

Megasthenes' visit to India, 195.

Megiscrus, published the Lord's

prayer in forty languages, 14492.

Mehlhorn, on Greek dialects, 60.

Meia,5
Melancthon, on astrology, 9.

Melanesia!! languages, 452.

MSme, 54.

Men, 5

Me-na, 5,

Menander, his study of Greek, 97.
his woik on Phemcia, 97.

Mendaites,ortfasoreans,their'Book

of Adam/ 318.

M&noths, 5.

Mensch, 525.

Mensis, 6.

Ment, origin of the termination in

French adverbs, 51.

Mente, in Spanish, 53.

Mnu, moon, 5.

Meshcheraks, tribe of the, 416.

Me&sapian inscnption&, 262.

Measerschmidt's tiavels in Siberia,

68, 158 .

Metal, same words for, in all Aiyan
languages, 356.

Metalepsis, really dialectical, 60 n.

Metaphrastic formation of phrases,

456

Methodius, 268.

Matron, Greek, 6.

Mexico, languages of, 452,

Mezzofanti, 24

Mich.ielis, 192 n.

Micronesian languages, 452.
Middle English, 131

German, 24471, 245, 24671, 248.

iFianconian, 247 n, 24$.

MiUosich, 269, 288.

Mills, Dr , 276 w, 278, 278

Milton, number of wordu ubod in

his works, 379.

Minayeff, 191%.
Minerva, 106

Mingrelian, 448

Ming-ti, Emperor of Cliina, intro-

duced Buddhism mk> IJIH Ii'm-

pure, 196.
sent officials to India to study

Buddhism, 197

Mini, Har Mini, 29674.

Mmsi, or tube ot tho JDelaware In-

dians, 65 n

Misfortune, many names for, 526 n.

Mishna, 317 .

Misbionaiiea, help they can give as

to unwutti'n laiigua^cH, 62.

Mithridates, 24

MlefcHa, the hame as Walh and
Beluch 2

93, 93 n

how used by Hindus, I4a
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Moabite language, 320

Moallakat, or 'suspended poems
of the Arabs, 321.

Moe&ia, settlement of Goths in, 298
Moffat, Dr , on. South African dia-

lects, 69
Mohammed ben Mtm, his transla-

tion of the Indian tieatise on

Algebra into Arabic, 201.

Mohammed Sultan Thane&ari, one
of Akbai's translators, 205 n.

Holler, 353.

Mommsen on Greek names in Latin,

105, 105 71

on Oscan, 262

MSn or Talaing, 448.

Mdna, monan, 5.

Monatf, 5.

Monboddo,Lord, on language as the

barrierbetweenman and brutes,

his 'Ancient Metaphysics,' 155 n,

225 .

on the discovery of Sanskrit,

225.
on the relation of Sanskrit to

Greek, 227.

Mongolian, grammar of, 443.
Chinese words in, 475 si.

Mongolic dialects, enteimg a new

phase of grammatical life,

68.

class of languages, 398, 407, # 8,

411.

Mongols, their original seat, 407.
three classes of, 407.
their conquests, 408, 410.

empu e dissolved, 410.

their present state, 411, 412.

Monosyllabic languages, 384, 391,

Sr.names of moon used in the

sense of, J.

Moon, antiquity of the -word, 4.

Bask and other names for, 4.

a masculine, 4, 5
the measurei, 4, 6, 522
the daughter of Mundilfori, 5.

father of the gods, 5

Moia, mayura, peacock, 191.

Moravia, devastated bytheMongols,
410

Moidvines, the, 436.

Mordvmian, 430, 431, 444.

Morphological cla&sth cation, 370,

385,390,401,^55.
of Prof. Hunfalvy, 393.

Morris and Skeat, 131 n,

Morrison, 376 n.

Mortal, 525
Moses, the Judacan, founder of a

kind of Magic, 279.
Motu dialect, 453.
c Mountain of Languages/ 62, 94

Much, and very, 40
Muhammed ben Ibrahim Alfaztiri,

author of the greater kind hmd,

199.

Mullhauer, 204 w, 208 n, 211 n

Mtdlenhof and Soberer on Teutonic

languages, 258.

Muller, J)r"E , 184.

C and T., 195 n.

F , 288, 446.
Munda languages, 447, 448.

Mundelfbn, 5.

Murad II, 420.

Mnrmi, 447.

Murray on roots, 530.

Myth, II.

Mythology, real natuie of, 10.

instead of science of language,

N, 242 n.

Nabateans, 318.

work of Kutliami on * Kabatean

Agriculture/ 319.

Nadiston, 346.

Nsebbe, 347 .

Naefth, 347 n.

Kseion, 347 .

Nsevius, contemporary of Plautus,

74. 108-

Naga, 447.

Naipali, 171, 180.

Kakib Khan, 205 ft.

Namaz, prayer, 83.

Namdev, the poet, 181.

Name, 519.
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Naming a, thing, 521.

Nard, 194 n

Narsingh Mahta, the poet, 182.

Nasoreans, or Mendaites, 318
National languages, origin of, 70

Nature, immutability of, in all her

works, 32.

Dr. Wheweli on, 33.

Natural selection, 526, 530.

Nausea, 105.

Navis, 105 .

Nay, 341,

Nebuchadnezzar, hi3 name stamped
on the bucks made in his reign,

386

Negro races, language of the,

450

oi, the, of Constantinus

Porphyrogeneta, 93 n.

Neo-Aryan dialects, 179
Neo-Latm dialects, 262, 263.

Ne rechi, 346.

Nerjame's, 252.
Nesfconans of Syria, 320.

Neutn and neutnus, 39 n.

New Academy, 112

New High-German, 247, 248.

New Testament, translated for Ak-
bar into Persian, 205

Nicobar islands dialect, 453
Nicolai and the Empress Catharine,

160 n.

Nicopolis, battle of, 420.

Niebuhr, 192 n.

Nieder-Deutsch, 244.

Niemiec, Polish name given by the

Au&trians to the Turks, 93,

93 n.

Nissen, 245 n.

Niston, 347 n.

No and nay, as used by Chaucer,

Nobih, Roberto de, 209.
first European Sanskrit scholar,

210.

Noble, 367.

Nog tribes, 415.

NoW, 528 n.

Nolde, 347.

Noldeke, 280 n.

Nomad languages, 399.

indispensable requirements of,

402.
wealth of, 72.

Nomadic tribes and their wars, 429.-- their languages, 429
Nominalism and Realism, 12.

Nominative and accusative, 125.-- in Chinese, 126.

not a case, 337.
Noricum or Nyrax, 264
Norman words, proportion of, to

Saxon, in English, 83.

Norrsenish, 253.
Noms, 397.
Norse Sagas, imagery in the, 72 n.

North Indians, 129 n
Noithern French, 261.

Norway, dialects of, 55, 253.
the two Eddas, 254.

poetry of, 255.
the hliod 01 quida of, 256

Norwegian language in Iceland,

stagnation of, 78.

Nouns, the first woids, 31.

and verbs, distinction between,

9 1

and veibs known to Plato, 100.

all express one out of many
attributes, 418.

Nuba, 450.

Numbei, 91, 102.

Numerals in Greek, Latin, and

Sanskrit, 227.

in the Finno-Ugric class, 441.
Nuinus, 105 .

347

OAE, 364
Oaths of Strassburg, 261.

Obliged, 36.

Obsolete words and meanings since

the translation, of the Biblo

1611, 36
Oceanic languages, 4152

Odyssey tianslatcd into Latin, 108.

Oersted on leason, 520.

Of, 330-

Oggi, Italian, 54 n.

Ogham inscriptions, 265.
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Oigob, 450.

Oldenberg, DP, 1 74.

Old High-German, 247*1, 248, at; 2

more primitive than Gothic,

252, 252 n.

Olots or Kalmuks, 407, 411.

On, in on dit, 524.

Onagurs, 435.
* One o'clock, 'like, 71 w.

Onkelos, Targum of, 317.

Onomatopoieia, theory of, 494, 49/

Ophir of the Bible, 187-192, 192 n.

Vulgate and Septuagmt tiaD.sla-

tion of, 192.
in Arabia, 192 , 194 n.

in Ahica, 193 .

Oppert, Dr. J., on the word Avesta,

273 *; n,
on the Turanians, 397,

Optics, a physical science, 22.

Opu'st for opus est, 75 n.

Ore, 356.

Organic languages, 392.

Origen, on Hebrew as the primitive

language, 145.

Origin of language, problem of one

common, 455 et
s>eq.

Ortya, 171.

Oiklian, son of Omuan, 420.
Oimuzd tho Zoro,mtiian, mentioned

by Plato, 375,37511.

discoveiy ofthe name A uramazda
in the Cuneiform, inscriptions,

275-

origin of the name, 276, 277.

Orm, 35.

Ormulum, 132, 132 w.

Oiomazesand Oiomasdcs, 275, 275 n.

Oiuj, 85.

Us, of Ossethi, calluig themselves

Iron, 296

0a, 450.
Oscan language and literature, 262,

Oaman, Osmanli, 420.
OKHianli language, 82, 412, 418.
Ossetian language, 448
Out Frisians do not speak Frisian,

57-

0tjakes, the, 435.

Ostjakes, dialects of the, 68, 430-
432-

Otyi, 450.

Owl-glass, stories of, 370.

PACIIT, 134.
Padie Pedro, 207.
Pain d'e*pices, 372

Painting, history of, 22.

Paiafrl, 167

Paktyes of Herodotus, 287.

Palestine, early intercouise with

India, 187-124

foreign languajjes in, 321.

Pali, considered by the .Buddhists

the root of all languages, 146,

174,17471.
the oldest Prakrit, tf>S, 178.
of the Tripifoka, 168

Vedic forms in, i
(nj

the language oi Buddha, 174 n.

its meaning in the Mahavaofta,

called Oina-va/iunn, or Tanti,

.

itsagreement with Sinhloio, 1

Pallas, Piofessor, au<l tho

Catherine, 160

Pampeluna, dwcuHsion at, on 3ittsk,

149 ft.

Panjctius, the Stoic, at Rome, in.

P{t7imi, Sanbluit grammnr of, 124,

i<>3> 1^5, i(ty, 178, 1 82

called also ^.Uatuilya, 203 n.

Pawinean Sannknt, 179.

Panjab, iS6, 194.

Punjabi, 171, iSo.

p}w7Aatantra, tho, 199.

Pannomans, 1 38 n.

Pantomime, story of the king and

the, 509.
Paolmo da San Bartolommeo, first

Sftnkrit grammar published by,

157, 216, 2197?, 220 n, 22471

Paradise, various languages sup-

posed to have been spoken in,

149 n.

rtort, 285.

Parsis, or firo-worshippers, the an-

cient, 274.
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Parsis, their colony in Bombay, 274.

their v.vrious emigrations, 274 n,

289.
their ancient language, 233, 274.
their ancient books, 280.

Parthian rulers of Persia, 284.

PAS, 366.

Pascatir race, 439.

Passive, 117.

Pasu, 522.

Patagomans, 452.

Pater, 134

Patoib, 55.

Paul, 353-
Pazeud texts, 285, 286.

Peacocks, 190, 191
name for, in Hebrew derived

from India, 190, 193 n.

exported to Babylon, 191.

Peeunia, 360.

Pecus, 360, 522.

Pedro, Padre, missionary at Calicut,

207.

Pegu, language of, 448.
Pehlevi translation ol Sanskrit fables,

198
the Zend-Avesta in, 273.

language, 281, 282, 283, 285,286.

inscriptions in, 281, 281 n.

texts, 282.

called Zend, by the Parsis, 283
coins, 283.

inscnptions of Arde&hir, 283.

origin of the word, 283.
how still read, 284.

Pelasgi, Herodotus on the, 136 n.

Pischel on the, 13671.

Dionysius of Eahcainassua on

the, 137 n.

as ancestors of both Greeks and

Romans, 264.

Pentecost, day of, 141.

Perfect, formation of the, in the time

of Wycliffe, 535

Pergamus, Greek MSS. sent to, loo.

scholars at, the first critical

students of Greek grammar,
102,

Pei ion, his work on language,!44 n.

Perkins and Stoddart, 320 n.

Perm, 435.
Permian tribes and language, 430,

43 1 -

Permic bianch of the Finnic class,

430, 435-

tribes, 435.

Persia, influence of, on the Arabs,
8371.

origin of the Tuikman or Ka&il-

bash of, 414.
Persian language, 82

influence ovei Turkish, 82.

Themistocles studied, 95.
the ancient See Zend.

subsequent history of, 282, 286.

alphabet, 284.
local dialects of, 286.

Peru, languages of, 452.

Peshito, 319
Peter the Gieat, letter of Leibniz

to, 151.

Phemcian, closely allied to Hebrew,
320.

Phfghar, astronomical tables of, 199.

Philistines, language of the, 320
Philolaos, his guess on the motion of

the earth round the sun, 19, 20

Philology, science of Comparative,

21-23, 80, 232, 234
an histoncal science, 22

Philostorgius on TJlfilas, 307, 309.
Phocaeans discover Italy, 105 n.

Phonetic corruption, 47, 50, 51, 53.

Phonology, I.

Phrygian, &ome words the same as

in Greek, 138.

Physical sciences, 2, 22.

Phytology, 3

Pig's nose, 365 .

Piper, 249 7i, 252 T?

Pisaa countries, 167 n.

Pischel, on the Pelasgians, 136^.
and Buhler, on Prakrit, 170 n.

Plants, migration of, 44
Plato, knew ofnouns and veibs, loo.

on the origin of Greek, 137.
on Zoroaster, 275.

Platt-Deutsch, 57, 244, 245, 247.
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Plautus, Greek words in his plays,
108.

his plays adaptations of Greek

originals, 108.

their name in Zulu, 6 n

Pliny, on the dialects in Colchis,

62, 62 .

on Zoroa&ter, 99 n, 279, 280.

Plough, 364, 365 n

words for, in Sanskrit, 365 .

Plnral as first foimed, 50, 533.
in Chinese, 51,532.

Pins and inagis, 40.

Pluviffi, 7.

Pococke, 388 n.

Poisons, HeLiew tieatise by Zamk,

on, 200 n.

Poland, language of, 269
invaded by the Mongols, 410.

Polabian dialect, 270

Polo, 7 .

Polish, oldest specimens of, 269.

Polylnus, on the changes Latin had

undergone m his time, 74.

in the IIOURO of the Scipios, ill.

on the Vencti, 138 n.

Poly^cnetic theoiy, Pott on the,

475-
Polyhistor, Alc^andci, pupil of Cra-

tew, 115

Polynesian dialects, 63, 452.

missionary dialect, 64.

Polysjnthetic languages, 444, 455,

45k
Poncel, T, 38971.

Tongue, 450.

POIIH, .Father, his report of the

literary tieasures of the JCiah-

mans, 215.

Epoh-pooh theoiy, 507.

Poica, 365 n.

Porphyry, 488 , 491 n.

Poite, the Hitjh, 420.

Poituguese, 260.

Postel, 144 .

Pott, ProiesHor, his 'Etymological

ReseaicluV 232, 252, 291, 304,

305, 428 n.

hia various woiks, 305.

Pott, Ms advocacy of the polygenetic

theoiy, 475 n.

Pra^ipati, 203 n.

Praki it idioms, i66"-i73, 179.

grammatical, 166, 168, 169, 174,

179, 182.

used for poetry, J<56.

ungrammatical, 169, 177* *79
modern plays in, 169.
three elements in, 170.

grammars, 178.
Piakrita equation, 168

Prokritas, the literaiy dialects, 171,

179, i So.

Prakntic dialects, 1 80, 182.

four divisions of, 180

and Sinhalese, 183

Prati6ikhyas,the, of the Biahmans,

124, 132 n, 164.

Presbyter, 131.

Prescriptions, origin of the si^ns

for, 8.

Prete, Italian, 132 n.

Preterites, 352, 353.

Pnchard, 397.

Pnest, 131.
Primum appellafcum, 516.

cognitum, 519

Pnscianus, inlluence of his gram-
matical work on later agea, 121.

Probus, the giamina-nan, 121.

Pronouns, personal, loi, 468

Prora, 105 n.

Prospective, 3<>9

Piotagoia^, his attempt to impiove
the language of Homer, 40.

Provengal, modern, 173
the daughter of Latin, 236.

not the mother of launch, &c.,

236.
the oldest poem in, 261.

Provincialisms, 55.

Prussian, Old, language and litera-

ture, 267.

PsammelichuH, linguistic expun-
mcnt of, 480.

Ptolemx'us Philadelphia, and the

Septuagint, 98 n.

Ptolemy, importance of his system
of astronomy, 17.
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Ptolemy, Ms mention of Abiria,

191.

PtSsis, meaning of, in the language
of the Stoics, 118.

Publius Scipio, 107, 109.
Punic language, 97 w.

Pushtu language, 287.

Pyrrha, II.

Pyrrhon, went to India with Alex-

ander, 95 7i.

Pythagoras, his travels mythical,

96.

QTJATREMiRE, 148 n, 316 n
on the Ophir of the Bible, 191 n.

on Ari in Aimenian, 296 n.

Quida, 256.

Quinsy, 523 w.

Qumtihan, on the changes in Latin,
in his time, 75.

on the omission of final s in

Latin, 75 n.

on learning Gieek, 104.

contemporary of Flaecus, 121.

on the faculty of speech, 481.

Quittance, nne, 135

Quian, Arabic of the, 322.

BABE, 499.
Rabbi Jon a, or Abul Walid, author

of the nrst Hebrew Giaminar,

89*1.

Rabota, 363 n.

Radical, or substantial elements in

words, 50.

stage of language, 391, 393, 457,

461
Radicals. See Roots

Rae, Dr , on lapid changes of lan-

guage, in small communities,

65

Rajmahals, 446.

Rajputanl, 171.

Ram^yawa, translated for Aibar,

205, 205 n

Rask, Erasmus, his studies of Zend,

233, 274-
on Scythian languages, 397.

Raucus, 501.

Raven, 499, 503.

Raynouard, his labours in compara-
tive grammar, 236.

ciiticisms of his theory of the

Langue Romane, 236, 252.
Realism and Nominalism, 12.

Reason, 492, 521.
Red Indians, languages of the, 451.

Regeneration, dialectic, 54
Regere, 362

Regular fizzer, a, 71 n

Reinaud,M ,
on the Smdhind, 200 n.

on Alberuni's Indica, 202.

Remus, 105 n, 364 n.

Re'inusat, 196 n, 197
Renan, M., 318, 320, 376 n, 388 ,

526 n
on the Nabateans, 319.

R<$pit, 367.

Respectable, 366.

Respite, 367,

Revel, dialect of Estonian, 438.

Rex, regem, 129.

RhSma, 100.

Rhenus, 519.

Rhetoric, 118.

Rhines, 519 n.

Rhys, 266, 266 n.

Richardson's dictionary, 523 .

Uig-veda, the, 89 n.

flitter, 19471.

Rivus, 518.
Roberto de Nobili, 208 n.

Roccha, published the Lord'sPrayer
in twenty-ax languages, 144 n.

Roche, Ladevi, 30 n.

Rolon dialect, 450.
Romance language

6

*, then Latin oii-

gin, 74, 133, 236.

modifications of, 260.

their origin in the ancient Italj

languages, 262.-

Romane, the Langue, 236.

Roraanese language of the Gri&ons,

261

translation of the Bible into,

26172.

lower or Engadine, 261 n.

Romani, or Walachians, 260 .

Romanic, where spoken, 260 n.
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Romanic or modem Latin, 260.

Romans, their use of the woid bar-

baiian, 139.

Rome, language of, changed very

rapidly, 74.

Gieek fnsb taught by Dionysus
Thai at, 103.

- influence of Greece on, 104, 107.
j

laws of, derived from Greece, 107.
Greek civilisation, influence of

in, no.

religious life of, more Greek than

Roman, 112.

expulsion of Greek grammarians
and philosophers from, 112,115.

compromise between religion and

philosophy at, 112

wide interest shown in gram-
matical studies at, 114.

the name, 500.

Rook, 593.

Roome, 36.

Roots, wellknown to the Brahmans,

89.

or radicals, 358.

necessarily monosyllabic, 372.

elates otjprimary, secondary,and

tertiary, 372

in Semitic languages, 374, 383

1706 in Sanskrit, 375.

461 Aryan roots m Engli&h, 375,

500 in Hebrew, 376.

450 in Chinese, 376, 376 n.

600 in Gothic, 376.
. 250 in Modern German, 376.

1605 in the Slavic languages,

37<>*

demonstrative and predicative,

35S> 377. 38o, 383-

in Tuzamazi languages, 383

all languages reducible in the

end 10,390,492,512.
three forms of speech may be

produced by the fiee combina-

tion of these elements, 391

the radical stage of language,

391.393-
never obbcured in Turanian lan-

guages, 405.

combinations of different, 455.

Boots, of different families cannot be

compared, 457.
and geneial ideas, 492

origin of, 494.
bow-wow theoiy of, 494

pooh-pooh theory of, 507.
are phonetic types, 527.

Heyse and Noire's views on,

52872.

number of, almost infinite at fast,

529-
natural selection, of, 529.
full and empty, 530

Rosen, 231, 233

Rosenkranz, his definition of lan-

guage, 511.

Roth, H., 212, 216.

Roumania, language of, 260, 260 n.

Roumansch, or Romanese, 261.

RU or KRXJ, 500
Ruckert's Lectures, 39 7 n.

Rud, 501.

Rudra, god of thundei, 89 n.

Rufen, 501 it.

Rug in rugire, 501.

Rumor, 501.

Runa, 501

Runen, 501.

Russia, swayed by the Mongols,

408, 410
Russian goveinment encourages

study of languages, 158.

bianch of Slavonic languages,

268.

Sforih, 37.

in Sanskrit equals Persian H,

54 w, 344-

final, omitted in conversation,

75*
in 3rd person singulai, 86, 344.

Saba m Arabia, 193 n.

Sabaean civilisation, 322.

Sabius, not found in classical Latin,

10691.

Saccharine, 505.

Sachau on Alberuni, 201, 202.

Saemund, Sigfusson, his collection of

Icelandic songs, 256, 257 n.

Saefcernus, io6.
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Sagard, G , on the languages of the

Eurons, 65.

Sage, 106 n.

St. Albans, Book of, 72.

St. Basil on names, 30 fl.

St. Eilaire, Earthdlemy, 1740.
St Jerome on Hebrew, 145.

his letter from the Goths, 251.

Sakha or Yakuts, 416.

Sakuntala, 182, 220.

Saleh, Indian physician to Earun-

al Rashid, 200

Salian poems, and later Latin, 74*

tfahhotu, 303 n.

tfalinatha, 203

S21otar, his work on veterinaiy

medicine, 203.

jSaiofcirtya, 20371.

Salotri, 203 .

Samaritan, 318.

Samouscroutam, 214.

Samoyedes, the, 406.

Samoyedic, 398, 406.
Sandal wood, 189, 191, 19411.

Sankhja, work on the, tianslatedby

Alberuni, 202.

Sanscruta, 209.

Sanskrit, formation of adjectives in,

12071.

grammar, 1 24
lists of iemarkablewords orGaTJas,

124
and Greek, similaiity between,

157.

grammar, fiist, 157.

importance of the discovery of,

162, 234.

language, history of, 163, 179
doubts as to its age and authen-

ticity, 163.

modern plays in, 169.

mixed, 170.
and the language of Asoka, 173.
leduced to wilting, 177.

inscriptions, 177

literature, renaissance of, 178
accounts of, given by the Jews,

186-192
at the time of Solomon, 186.

Sanskrit, Greek accounts of, 193,
1W

Persian accounts of, 194, 195.
Chinese accounts of, 196, 198.
Arab accounts of, 199.
tests discovered in Japan, 197 n.

study of, kept up under the Mogul
Emperors, 206.

European missionaries learn, 207.

giammars, original, 215, 216

knowledge of, possessed byHanx-
leden, 218, 219 n.

genealogical relation of, to Greek
and Latin, 220, 226, 234, 237.

Lord Monboddo on the discovery

of, 225.
studies of Frederic Schlegel, 229.
lelation of, to Iianic languages,

273-
formation of the locative in, 333
number of roots in, 376.
and Gieek, coincidences between,
accounted for, 467.

Santhals, 447.

Sapms, 106 n.

Sapta SindhavaA, 194.

Saragurs, 435.

Satayu, 301 n, 302.

Sassaniau dynasty, established the

authority of the Avesta, 280

Persian language of the, 281,

283, 295.

Sassetti, Pilippo, 209, 220.

SaturntiB, 1 06, 106 n

jSauraseni, prose Prakrit dialect, 1 67,

168, 179, 182.

Savage tribes, rapid changes m the

languages of, 35, 65, 66.

Savitar, 106 n.

Saxon words, proportion of to Nor-

man in English, 84, 84.

Continental, Low German, 244,

TT
247*

*
upper, 240

Saxony, dialects of, 246 n, 248.

Sayce, Professor, 526 n.

Scaliger, I I
,
his 'Diatriba de Euro-

pasorum Lmguis,' 145 , 157 n.

Scandinavian branch of the Teutonic

languages, 253, 258, 259.
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Scandinavian, East and West, races,

254.

litei attire, 354.

Scape, 383

Scaurus, the grammarian, 121.

Sceptic and bishop from the same

root, 367,
SchafFarik on Slavonic languages,

267.

Scheler, 135 n.

Schifo, 362.
Schisma e?t generis neutri, 39.

Schlegel, F , hisSan&krit studies, 2 29.
his

'

Language and Wisdom ot the

Indians/ 229.
his work taken np in Germany,
231.

on the origin of language, 46,

46 , 328,

Schlegel, August \V. von, his
f
ln-

dische BiMiothek,' 232.
his criticism of Rajnouard's
theory, 237.

Schleichei, 28 n, 46, 252^, 253??,

268 n, 269 n, 270, 290 n, 53471
Schleulen's

f
Life of the Plant,' 21.

Schmerz, 523.

Schmidt, his one root, 4/6 n, 530
Dr. K E A, 119 n.

Schomann, 119 n.

Schott, 468

Schweizer-Siedlei, io6.
Science of language, names for, r.

Sciences, unifoimity m the history
of most, 2.

empiiical stage, 3.

most answer tome piactical pur-

pose, 8.

cla^ificatory stage, 14.

theoietical or metaphysical &tage,

18

physical, impulses i eceived from

the philosopher and poet, 18

diffeience between physical and

historical, 22.

Scinppius, ll 5 n.

Scipio, P , hib history of Rome, 107

Scipios, their influence on Latin, 74
the Cosmopolitan Club, at the

house of the, 112.

Scythian language, learnt by the

Medes, 94
words mentioned by Greek

writers, 297.
races of Rask, 397, 398.

Scythians, the, 429.

Sea, 522.

Second, the, 242.

Seigneur, Sieur, 242.

Sem, 242

Seljuki, 418.

Semarchos, his embassy to the Tukiu

tribe, 413
Semi-Saxon, 131.

Semitic family of languages, 33

study of, 143,313
words in Persian, 284.
constituent elements of the, 313,

3 24-

divisions of the, 314.

Aramaic class, 314.
Hebraic class, 320.

Arabic class, 321.

Noldeke's suticle on, 323 n.

classes, intimate lelations be-

tween the three, 324.

languages have tiihteral rout-,

583.
Berber dialects, 390, 449
and Aryan, the only true families

of speech, 385.

Japhetic and Hamitic, old di\ i-

sion of languages, 460.

genealogical table, 538

Senart, 16471, 17411, 177, 178,

266 n.

Senior, the title, 342.

Septnaginfc, the, and Ptolew&us

Philadelphia, 98 n.

used by Ulfilas, 249.

Serpent, 523.

many names for, 520 n.

Servian dialects, 268.

Setubandha, the, 178.

Sevmek, 426 et seq.

Shaft, 382
Shahan Shah, 284, 28471.
'

Shahnimeh,' 286, 297.

Shakespeaie, total number of words

used in his pkys, 379
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Shambalas, their one case, 336.

Shan, 447.

Shapen, 37.
Shen habbim, 190.

Bhi, ten in Chinese, 47.
Shilhe, 449
Shilluk, 450.

Ship and shape, 382.

Shunt, 37, 37 n.

Siamese, 445, 447.

Siberia, Tungu&ic tribes of, 407.
Tuikic tnbes in, 416.
dialects of, 416.

Sibylla, or Sibulla, io6w.

Sibylla of Cumse, her oracles written

in Greek, 106".

Siddhanta, 168, 200 n.

Sigfus&on. See Saemund.

Sigismund, the Emperor and the

Bohemian schoolmaster, 39.

defeated by Bayazeth, 420
Silesia invaded by the Mongols,

410.
Silosian dialects, 246 n, 248.
Silloner la mer, 364.

Sindhi, 171, 1 80.

Smd-hind, meaning of, 200 n.

Smdhu, 195, 344, 519.

Smgpho, 447.

Singular and plural, 102.

Sinhalese, 182, 183.
an Aryan dialect, 182.

agreement with Pali, 183.

Sir, 341.

Sister, 53.

'SkaWft,' the, of Snorri Sturluson,

257.

Sfcalda, the, in Norway, 256, 357.

Skanda-Puite, 208 n.

Skeal on English loots, 375*
Rkcat's Dictionary, 83 n,

Skeptikos, 3(3(5.

Skcptomnf, 366.

SKU or Ktf, 418.

Slavery, juatilied by the Science of

Languuye, 12.

Slavhna, the ancient, 260 n.

Slavonic tribes settled in Mcosia,
260 n.

languages, 268, 370.

Slavonic, ecclesiastical, or ancient

Bulgarian, 268.

Slovenian language, the, 269.

Smara, love, 523.

Smart, 523

Smith, Adam, on the origin of lan-

guage, 31
on the formation of thought and

language, 512, 514

Sidney, on the supenoiity ofman
to biutes, 483

Snoni Sturluson, his prose Ed<la,

254, 256-- his '

Heirafikringla/ 256.

Soiir, Coptic name for India, 192.

Sono, 451.

S61, 5.

Sol, the sun, son of Mundilfori, 5.

Soliman ciosaes the Hellespont, 420.

Soliman-&hah, 419.

Solomon, FUnaknfc in the time of, i85

his fleet of Tharahish, 187.

Soiuuli, ^49, 451.

Soug-ynn, the Chinese pilgiim to

India, 197.

Sonrhai, 450.

Soibs, the, 270.

Soto, 450
Soul, 485, 522.

Sound, few names formed by the

imitation of, 506,

tSonpfon, 368.

Spake, 37

Spanish, 260.

RPAft, 366.

Spec, oIlHhoots of tho root, 366.

Kpeoere, 366, 369,371.

Special, 371.

Species*, origin of the Latin, 370.

Specify, to, 371.

Specimen, 372 n.

SpcciouR, 372 ;i.

Spectator, 372 n.

Speculate, 3^9.

Speech, the Supremo Brahman, 89.

Spolia, 370.

Spclunca, 517.

Spcnre Hauly, 14671.

Spozoreien, 373,
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Speziale, 371.

Spezieiia, 371.

Spiegel, 277*1, 278.

Spices, 361.

Spirit, 522

Spite, 368.

Spy, 366.

Squirrel, 505.

<5?rotriyas, 164,

ru, to hear, 501.

STAN, 504 n
Stanislas Julien, 126*1, 127, 461 n.

Stars, fixed, 7.

travelling and non-travelling, 7 n.

Statera, 105 n.

Steinthal, 495 n, 52872.

Stemschneider, 200 n.

Stevenson, 182.

Stewart, Du^ald, on the origin of

language, 31, 477, 512.
bis doubts about Sanskiit, 185
on the affinity of Greek and

Sanskrit, 229
Sthavira school, 1 75

Stilo, L. E., 115, 115 n.

Stilus, 104.

Stirrup, 505

Stoics, philosophy of the, in Borne,
112.

Strabo, on Timosthenes, 62 n.

on the barbaiians, 137 n, 138 n.

Strachcy, 19971.

Strahlenberg, his work on the North
and East of Europe and Asia,

158 n.

Sfcrassburg, oath of, 261.

Struggle for life, 525.

Stunner, 71 n.

Sturluson. See Snorri

Suahili, 450.

jtoaman, 448.
Substantives *in Chinese, not de-

clined, 126.

Sucre, 503.
Sudra an opiiosed to Arya, 291,

292 n.

Suetonius, HIM, 115.

Sugar, 505.

Suidas, 103;*.

Sulh, 365 w.

Sulla knows Greek, 1 1 1.

Sumero-Accadian, 315, 398.

affinity of the inscriptions,

398 w.

Sun, a feminine, 4, 5.

and moon, of different genders
in different nations, 4, 5.

meaning of, 522.
names for, 525.

Sunna, 5, 5 n.

Sunne, 5.

Sunnia and Fretela, 251.

Sunnd, 5.

Snomalaiset, the, 436.

Suspicion, 368.

Susruta, San^kiit medical work, 200.

Sussxmlch, 480 n.

Sutledge, 300.

Sutras, Sanskrit of the,i63, 165, 1 79.

Svasar, bi^r, 54
Swabia, dialects of, 248.

Swedish language, 78, 253, 254.

Sword, many names for, 388, 526 n.

Syl, 365 w.

Sylt, dialectic names of the island

of, 57-

Synonymes, 257, 388, 525.

Synthetic lan^nageci, 456, 470.

Syria, origin of the Tuiks ot, 418.

Syriac, used by Laban, 316
translation of the Bible into, 319.

-
literature, 320.

meaning of Peshito, 319.
revival and present state of, 320.

Syrjanian, 430, 431, 435.

TAHITI, rapid changes in the dia-

lects of, 63.

Taic class of languages, 445, 447.

Talaing, 448.
Talitha kumi, 317.
Talmud of JoiiibileBa, and of Baby-

lon, 317, 317*1.

Tamasheg, 451,

Taincn, 345.
Tamuhc languages, 190 it, 398, 446,

472.

belong to the Turanian family,

472.

Tanti, 17471.

Pp
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Targums, language of the, 316.
most celebrated, 317 n.

Tarikh-i-Badaum, the, 205 n.

<Tarikhu-l-Hind,'the, of Alberuni,
201.

Tatai tnbes, 407, 416.

conquered by the Mongols, 408
teiror caused by the name, 408
or the Golden Horde, 408
a term of reproach, 409.
tribes of Siberia, 416.

Tataiic language, 407, 409.
sometimes used in the Mine sense

as Turanian, 408

Tavasfcian, dialect of Pmnio, 436

Tcheremiasians, 430, 431, 436, 44 j.

Tchetchenzian, 448.

Tea, how pronounced, 37 n.

Tear and lai me, 54.

Teda, or Tibu, 450.

Tclugu, 399, 446.

Temne, 450
Tender, 505.

Tenuis, 505.
Teience in Scipio's house, in.
Tormmational stage ot language,

391-396, *fc.

Terminations, Home Tooke, on

grammatical, 357.

Teiinmology of the Greeks and

Hindus, coincidences between,

123

Testament, the New, tianalatcd

into Perhuin, 205.

Old, nmnbei of words in the,

379-

Teutonic class of languages, 45, 243

English, a branch of the, 45, 243
no Proto-Teutomc Grammoi,247,

258.

Table of, 259
Th as a termination replaced by S,

S7-.
Thamndic Inscriptions, 321

Tharahish, Solomon's fleet of, 187

Themistocles, his acquaintance with

Persian, 95.
ThiSodicce of Leibniz, 153.
Theoretical stage, 18, 87.
Theos and Deva, 1 57

Thin, 505.

Thomassm, 147

Thommerel, M ,
on the Saxon ami

classical words in English, 84

Thorpe, 242.
Tin ace, old name of, 298.

Thracians, 137 , i(5o n.

Thum, 382

Thuridoi, 504

Thunn^ian dialects, 246 , 248
Thush lanyuage, 448
Tibeiius Gracchus, his knowledge

of Greek, 107.

Tiberius, the Emperor, and the

grammarians, 39
his knowledge of Greek, in n.

Tibetan, how adjectives are formed

in, 1 20 n.

and Burmese, relationship be-

tween, 445.
a Gangetic language, 447.
tones in, 476 91.

Tiger, 71 n.

Tigrd language, 323

Timusthcncs, quoted by Pliny, 62

Timui, Mongolian empire of, 410,

420.

Tjam Linguage, 448.

To, 33 I5.

Todas, 446.

Tokei, peacock, 190 n.

Tooko, Home, 30 n.

on grammatical terminations^ 7.

ou the mtoijcctional thooiy ol

loots, 508.

Torgod Mon#olH, 411.
Trade first eiicoui.iged interpreters,

m 95
Tronic, 53.

Tn-ur-Ca, 364.

Trinchera, 13271.

Tiipifoka, 168

Mi, of the, i()9, 174, 175, 178,

182, 183.

Truinpp, 287 n.

Tso, Tsou, m Chinese, 391 n,

Tshnana, 450.

Tuareg, 451.
Tulfal Das, the pood, 182

Tulu, 399, 446.
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Tulu, verbs in, 428 n.

Tungnsic idioms, new phase of

grammatical life of the, 69.
class of languages, 398, 407,

443

geographical limits of, 407.

giammar of, 444.
Tmanian clasb of languages, 34,

325-

origin of term, 292, 397.

races, 297
names mentioned by Greek

writers, 297.

speech, component parts of, 383

languages, a terniinational or

agglutinative class, 396.

claia, divisions of, 396.
the name, 396, 397.

civilization, 397.

languages, characteristic features

ot the, 400, 401, 456.

pecuhaily subject to dialectic

regeneration, 404.

group, account of the, 406 et scq.

South, 444.
coincidences in, 468, 469.
authdi's letter on the, 469, 471.
luUtion, ot the, to the Aiy.in
and Hcmitie languages, 470,

473-

gcnoiilugiral tnhlo, 539
Turk or Tu-km, 413.
Turkic related to Finnish, 389.

class of language^ 398, 408,409,

412

tribes, known to tho Chinese as

Hiiing-nii, 412.

grammar, 421,

profuse ByHtem of conjugation,

425, 428, 443.

^Turkish Unguago affected by im-

ported Itords, 82,

Peiman and Arabic words in, 82.

two classes of vowels in, 399.

grammar, ingenuity of, 421.
its advance towards inflexional

forms, 470.
a synthetic language, 470.

Turkman, or Kami-bash of Persia,

414

r

Turks, history of the, 413.
Justinian's embassy to the, 413.
of Siberia, 01 Tatars, 416.
of Asia Minor and Syria, 418

origin and progress of the Os-

manlis, 419.

spread of the O&manli dialect,

418, 419
Turner, Sharon, on Nonnau and

Sa^on woida in English, 84

Turok, 409
Turvasa, the Tmanian, 297.

Twenty, 48.

Twice, 49.
how formed in Chinese, 48.

Twiblcton on Oplm and Tarehisb,

18771, 18971, 191 n, 192 .

Tycho Biahe, 19.

UflPAYINl, 174.

Ugly* 524

Ugnan, North and South, 431.

Ugnc branch of the Finnic cls>R,

392 3 rA 43. 4.^-
distnbution ot the, 435.

Utfro-Tatario blanch, y/t, 398.
lTKy 435-
U Itil as, names ut-cd 1>) him for Run

and moon, 5 w.

his life, and Uolhic IrHinJaliou. of

tho Bible, 249-251, 307,
writers on, 307.
date of hiH death, 308, 309.
his birth, 309.
and his (Jotlm, 309, 310.
at Nicnea, 311.
Auxentiua on, 311.

TJmbrian language and literature,
262.

Umlaut, 534.

TTpanisliadR, HOULO of them probably

composed for Akbar, 205.
translated by I)a,r<t into 3 'eifcian,

207.
translatedinto French by Anquc-

til Duperron, 207.

Dpondro Bhanj, tho poet, 182.

tf7ro5pct, 368 n,

Upper iVaucouian, 247 n.

pa
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Upper German, 244 , 246 , 347 n.

Saxon, 246 .

Ural-Altaic division ofthe Turanian

languages, 396, 398, 406, 443.
TJralic languages, 428.

Urals, Greek trade to the, 95.

languages spoken there, 95.
Uran'hat tribes on the Chulym, 416.

Uranos, 107.

Uraon-Kols, 446.

Urdu, 181.

Urdu-zab&n, the proper name of

Hindustani, 429.

Uriya, 180, 182.

Urogs, 435.

Usbeks, history of the, 414.

UzvtLiish, 285.

VAISYASf 292.

VAk, goddess of speech, 89 n.

Valerius Maximus, inn.
Vand, 374
Vans Kennedy, 204 n.

Vararu&i, oldest Prakrit gramma-
rian, itftf, 167, 168, 169, 178,
182.

Varro, do Re Rust,, on Mago's agri-

caltural work, 97 n.

his work on the Latin language,

115.
librarian to the Greek and Latin

Library in Borne, 116.

Varuwa, 362.
Vasco da Gama, takes a missionary

to Calicut, 207.

Vedas, the, 124.

dialect of, a later Sanskrit, 124,
182.

geographical horizon of the, 186.

translation of, objected to by the

Brahmans, 205,

story of Feizi, 206.

not understood by the Brahmans,

214,
Vedic Sanskrit, 163, 179.
Voi or Mando, 450.

Veinte, Spanish, 53.

Velum, 105.

Vcneti, 138 ft.

Venti, Italian, 53.

Vepses or North Tchudes, 431, 436-

Verbs, the first words, 31.

no terminations for the persons in

Mongolian, 68.

terminations for the persons be-

ginning among the Buriates, 69
and nouns known to Plato, 100.

formation of the tciruinations in

Aryan dialects, 337, 402.

modern formations, 344.

in Turkish, 425-428.

Verbum, 89 n.

Vergilize, 6.

Vernaculars of India, 171, 179-182
derived from giammaticaJ Pra-

krits? 182.

Vcrrius Flaccus, 121.

Very and much, 40.

Vibhakti, cases in Sanskrit, 124.

Vidame, 342,
Viden for Videsne, 75 n.

Vigfusson, 362 n.

Viginti, 48, 49, 53, 227.

Villari, 48271,

Virninalis, porta, 6 n.

Viminius, w.

Vim*ati, 48, 49, 50.

Vincent, 192 .

Vingt, 50, M.

Virgarius, 6 .

Vocabulary of a labourer, 377.
Vocalic harmony, 398, 406.

Vogulian, 430.

Vogulfl, tho, 43^4.35-
Volga-Baltic division of tho Finnic

branch, 434, 4$
Gicck merchants <>n llu, 95-

Voltaire on the Ifeoiir-voiltt, Jil n.

Votes or South Tchudos, 436.

Votian, 430.

Votjakcs, idiom of tho* 431, 436.

habitat of the, 436.

Vowels, change of, m Hebrew, 534.

Vnka, 365 .

Vuk Btephanovitch Karajitch, IIIH

Servian tfrainnntr, a^9

Vnk'ftituH, 106.

Vyukamna, Sanakrifc uaiue fir gram-
mar, 124.
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WAGON, word for, in the Black-

moor Vale, 365 n.

Waitz, Professor, 307.
Walachian language, 260 n.

Waldeck, S. P., on the Delaware

Indians, 65 n.

Walh, same as Welsh, 93.

Wandala, the, 450.
Warren Hastings, 223 n.

Washington and theEmpress Cathe-

rine, 160.

Weber, A., 183.

Weisse, on the proportion of foreign
woula in English, 84 TJ.

Welsh, 93, 26471, 265.
-~ or French, 253.

Wends, language of the, 270.

Werdin, Johann Philip, 216.

WiHt, Dr., 273 71, 282 M, 283.

Wc'Nt-Toutomc, 258, 259.

Wi*ter,'aard, 174, 278, 397.
\\isteni Hindi, 171, iSi, 182.

\\ how I'll, on thu Rcicncc oflangnagc,

White Hunfl, 413.

\\ilkinfl, Mr., 225, 228, 231.
tnuiHlatoB the J>lia^avatlglt/l ami

lLll(>l>:id(\ttl, 22071,
-- ou the uihiuly between Sanskrit

aiuKiU'ik, 226.

WilHon, 203 ?*,
220 ?i, 231, 375.

\Viiulic on Hlavoiiic languages, 267,

370,

divisions and BulttliviBioTu of,

3^7.

Windiwch, 353.

\Yincluiokmaun, 288, 524 n.

\Vinidro, Iho, 267.

Wiwlmn, weifihoit, 389.

WitBon, Nicolaofl,tho Dutch travel-

ler, hiH collection of words,

151 71,15771
on Tatftriu ftTul MLongolian kn-

gaagoH, 1567*.

W(lof, 450.

Wtinl, 89 n.

Wordn, 300 only HBOC! hy labourers,

377-

oxjiniRB gonoral ideas, 523.

Wright, J., 534 n.

Writing, introduction o 173.
down the languages or

races, 173.
first attempts at, in India, 176.

Wycliffe, mode of forming the per-
fect in the time of, 535.

XANTHUS, on the age of Zoro-

aster, 279.

Xavier, Francis, his work in India,

208, 209.
his gift of tongues, 208.

YACTTB, his astronomical work,
200.

Yakuts, tribe of the, 416.
dialect of the, 399, 417.

Yiiflka, 504 n.

22ow.

, e, 260 n.

Yo, distinct from you, 37.
Yoa and yes, as uacd by Chaucer,

340.

Yeast, 522.

YOB, 341.
Yow and Ycsr, 338,

Yul, 274.

Yoga, work on t,lio, translated hy
Alhoruni, 20 J.

Yonaka lAtiupiogi*, 146 n.

You and Yc, 37.

ZABAD, inscription of, 323.

&md, 37$n, 283.

Zanik, author of a Sanskrit work ozi

poisons, soo n.

Xjiratlnwtra, 278, 278*1, 279.

Zend, 373 n, 383, 285.
Kank'8 study of, 233.

Tturnouf's study of, 233.

llanos, 273 7i, 278, 383.

West's, 383, 283.
the language of the Magi, 281.

Zend-Avobta, language of the, 273.
tratiHlat(d into Greek, 98.

An<iuotil Duperrou's translation,

33 274-
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Zend-Avesta, Rask's and Bur-

nonfs labours, 233, 274.

antiquity of, 280, 281.

the words Zend and Zend-Avesta,

273^,283.
editions of the, 278.

authority of the, for the antiquity
of the word Aiya, 293.

Zenodotus, 100

his restoration of the article be-

fore proper names in Homer,
101.

the fii st to recognise the dual,io2

Zens, original meaning of the word,
n.

and Jupiter, 106.

Ziegenhald (or -lalg), 219 n.

Zimmennann and Catharine the

Great, 159,

Zoioaster or Zarathubtra, his writ-

ings translated into Greek, 98.

Plato mentions, 275.
his piincipal doctrine, 276*

his Gathas or Songs, 278.
is not the same as parada&hfi in

the Veda, 278 n

age m which he lived, 279.
his Logia, 279,
known to PUto and Aiistotle,
as a teachei, 279.

Zoroastrian woild, 293.

Zoroastnans See 1'arsis.

Zull, 365 n.

Zulu, 450.

Zaol$, 365 w.

Zvarish, 285.

Zwanzig, 50.

Zweite, der, 242.

OXFORD: HORACL HARI, IRINILR 10 THL UNIVFRSITY


